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Cite as 19 NRC 1 (1984) CLl-84-1

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS:

Nunzio Pelledlne, Chairman
Victor Gilinsky

|

| Thomas M. Roberts

| James K. Asseistine
Frederick M. Bemthal

| In the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-275
i 50-323

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTI?tC
COMPANY

(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
Plant, Units 1 and 2) January 16,1984

|

The Commission denies the intervenors' request for a stay of fuel j
loading and pre criticality testing at the Diablo Canyon plant. '

ORDER

The Commission hereby denies Joint Intervenors' request for a stay
of fuel loading and pre-criticality testing at Diablo Canyon. As the Com-

. mission noted in reinstating this limited authority, fuel loading and pre-
criticality testing do not present significant public health and safety risks.
Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units
I and 2), CLI-83 27,18 NRC 1146 (1983). In addition, the presently au-
thorized activities will not prejudice subsequent decisions or foreclose
modification, if necessary, of the facility. Id. This decision is without pre- ,

judice to renewal of the stay request at subsequent stages of
authorization.

1

- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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.

Commissioner Gilinsky abstained from this decision. His separate
views are attached.

It is so ORDERED.

For the Commission

SAMUEL J. CHILK
Secretary of the Commission .

Dated at Washington, D.C.,
this 16th day of January 1984.

SEPARATE VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER GILINSKY
(DIABLO CANYON, CLI-84-1, SECY-83-512)

There is little point to the Commission's action since the request for a
stay of fuel loading and pre-criticality testing has been overtaken by
events. However, I would note that while fuel loading does not present
the type of risk associated with reactor operation, its safety significan e
has nonetheless been excessively downplayed.

|
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Cite as 19 NRC 3 (1984) CL1-84 2

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

.

COMMISSIONERS:

Nunzio J. Palladino, Chairmen
Victor Gilinsky

Thomas M. Roberts
James K. Asseletine
Frederick M. Bemthal

in the Matter of Docket No. 50-275

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC
COMPANY

(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
Plant, Unit 1) January 25,1984

Acting on the applicant's request, the Commission authorizes further
pre-criticality tests (hot system testing) at the Diablo Canyon plant on
the ground that thc tests will provide valuable information regarding
plant design, construction and operation without presenting any signifi-
cant public health and safety concerns.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

This matter comes before the Commission on licensee Pacific Gas
~

and Electric Company's ("PG&E" or " licensee") January 4,1984 re-
quest for reinstatement of the authority to conduct further pre-critiutlity
tests, operational modes 4 and 3 as described in the Technical
Specifications, at Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 1.

On November 8,1983, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission reinstated*

the licensee's authority under Facility Operating License No. DPR-76 to

3



load fuel and conduct pre-ciiticality activities in modes 6 and 5, as de-
scribed in the Unit 1 Technical Specifications. Memorandum and Order,
CLI-83 27,18 NRC 1146 (1983). The Commission based its decision
upon the determination "that the results of the [ Independent Design
Verification Program (IDVP)] provide reasonable assurances of protec-
tion of the public health and safety insofar as [ fuel loading and pre-
criticality testing] are concerned." Id. at 1150-51.

On January 4,1984, PG&E requested authority to proceed to opera-
tional modes 4 and 3, pre-critical hot system testing. This further stage
of operation would enable hot system testing' and certain equipment .

calibration to be conducted while the nuclear fuel is still in a pre-critical>

conditior'; i.e., there would be no self-sustaining nuclear chain reaction
and no significant production of radioactive fission products.

The NRC staff and Governor George Deukmejian support PG&E's
request, both because no safety hazards are presente.1 by pre-criticality
testing and because hot system testing can provide valuable information
regarding the design, construction, and operation of the facility. The
staff notes in particular that information obtained during hot system test-
ing would be of assistance in evaluating a number of pending allegations
regarding plant construction and design.

The Joint Intervenors in the licensing proceeding oppose PG&E's
request, citing continuing concerns with design and constra tion quality!

assurance and numerous allegations of improper design or construction.
Joint Intervenors have offered no explanation how the concerns they
raise relate to pre-critical operations and have offered no reason why the
rationale for our order auti.orizing modes 6 and 5 does not apply equally
to modes 4 and 3.

Taking the foregoing into consideration, the Commission has decided
to grant PG&E's request and hereby authorizes further pre-criticality
testing at Diablo Canyon, Unit 1, in operational modes 4 and 3 as
defined in the Technical Specifications. This further stage of operation
will provide valuable information regarding plant design, construction
and operation without presenting any significant public health and safety
concerns. In accordance with the Commission's previous statement, this
authorization in no way prejudices future decisions regarding the opera-
tion of this facility.

Commissioner Gilinsky abstained from this decision. His separate
| views are attached.

| .

I The term " hot" does not imply that any radioactivity is involved. it merely refers to the fact that cor-
tain plant systems would run at elevated temperature and pressure. The heat necessary for hot syseem

,

testing is generated by the operation of pumps and other non-nuclear sources, not by any process involv-I

ing the production of radioactive rinnon products.

4
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It is so ORDERED.

For the Commissioni

SAMUEL J. CHILK
Secretary of the Commission

Dated at Washington, D.C.,
this 25th day of January 1984.

SEPARATE VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER GILINSKY
SECY-84-1; Modification of Diablo Canyon Order (CLI-83-27)

When the Commission granted Diablo Canyon the authority to load
fuel last November, I withheld my own approval for two reasons: the
Commission had not addressed a fundamental question related to the ad-
equacy of the seismic design standard applied to this plant; and, I had
not visited the plant since modifications were made to correct the design
errors discovered in 1981 and wanted to have a first hand look before I
acted.

The seismic standard situation remains the same. Notwithstanding the
recommendation of our Advisory Committee that the Commission con-
duct a comprehensive review of the seismic design in the first few years
of operation, the Commission has done nothing. I continue to think that
the Commission needs to commit itself to doing such a review, before
authorizing further operation.

The second reason for my holding back approval today grows out of
my visit to Diablo Canyon last December. It appears that none of the
Diablo Canyon licensed operators have any prior licensed commercial
experience at large power reactors. (Nor is there even a plant-specific
simulator). My own view, which I have voiced in the face of similar
problems at Shoreham and Grand Gulf, is that a requirement for full-
power operation should be that at least one experienced supervisor will
be assigned to each shift. At a bare minimum, the Commission should
require that any ascension to power by an inexperienced crew be a good
deal more gradual than otherwise, and subject to formal evaluations at ,

each stage by the Company and the Commission. The Commission has |

yet to act on this issue. |
|
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Cite as 19 NRC 7 (1984) ALAB-758

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISS;ON

,

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

Administrative Judges:

Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman
Gary J. Edles

Howard A.Wilber

in tho Matter of Docket Nos. 50 443 0L
50 444-OL

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, et al.

(Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2) January 24,1984

i

The Appeal Board affirms, on different grounds, the Licensing
Board's denial of an untimely petition for leave to intervene in this
operating license proceeding.

OPERATING LICENSE PROCEDURES: RESPONSIBILITY
OF NRC STAFF

lt is the responsibility of the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
and not the Licensing Board, to make the finding required by 10 C.F.R.
50.57(a)(1) as a precondition to the issuance of an operating license for
a nuclear plant. Commonwealth Edison Co. (Zion Station, Units 1 and 2),
ALAB-226,8 AEC 381,410-11 (1974).

*
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APPEARANCES

John F. Doherty, Boston, >fassachusetts, petitioner pro se.

Thomas G. Dignan, Jr., and R.K. Gad III, Boston, hfassachusetts, for
the applicants, Public Service Company of New Hampshire, er al.

William F. Patterson, Jr., for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
staff.

.

DECISION

Before us is the appeal of John F. Doherty from the Licensing Board's
denial in a November 15,1983 order (unpublished) of his untimely peti-
tion for leave to intervene in this operating license proceeding. The
denial was founded on a balancing of the live factors governing the ac-
ceptance of a belated intervention peti * ion.' Although not necessarily in

.

full egreement with the Board's analysis, we affirm its result on entirely
different grounds.

I

A. This proceeding involves both Units 1.and 2 of the Seabrook
nuclear facility located on the New Hampshire seacoast. On October 19,
1981, the Commission published the customary notice of opportunity
for hearing on the operating license application that had been filed for
Joth units.2 The notice stated that petitions for leave to intervene were
to be filed by November 18,1981.3

Several intervention petitions were filed in the wake of the notice.
Thereafter, the Licensing Board admitted a substantial number of organi-
zations and governmental bodies to the proceeding, either as parties
under 10 C.F.R. 2.714(a) or as interested states or municipalities under
10 C.F.R 2.715(c).* Last August, the Licensing Board held evidentiary
hearings on certain safety and onsite emergency planning issues. Offsite
einergency planning issues remai to be heard.

3 Those factors are set forth in 10 C.F.R. 2.714(a)(1).
2 46 Fed. Res. 51.330.
3Id at51,331.
* Sec 48 Fed. Reg.32,417.32,418 (1983).

8
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B. Mr. Doherty filed his intervention petition on September 6,1983
- almost two years after the prescribed deadline. The petition set forth
a single contention: that the application for an operating license for
Unit 2 is premature and should be denied for that reason. The assigned

-

basis for the contention was that Unit 2 is only 22 percent completed
and "many more than four years are likely to remain before the unit is
substantially completed in conformance with N.R.C. rules and
regulations."5 According to Mr. Doherty, in these circumstances the'

filing of the Unit 2 application violated 10 C.F.R. 50.57(a)(1),' and its
grant prior to the substantial completion of the unit would threaten his
health, safety and economic interests.''

On the matter of the petition's lateness, Mr. Doherty explained that
he had lacked standing to intervene before June 23,1983, when he ac-
quired his present residence in the general vicinity of the plant.8 Between
that date and August 26, he had assumed that, given the " decreased ,

demand" for electricity and the " lack of [ Unit 2] construction," the ap-
plicants would not be pressing for an operating license for that unit.' On
August 26, he made a limited appearance statement before the Licensing
Board, in which he presented his prematurity claim.'' But the board
took no action on the claim, " evidently not being empowered to do
so."" Turning then to the other four Section 2.714(a lateness factors
(see note 1, supra), Mr. Doherty maintained that there are no sufficient
alternative means available for the protection of his interest; that no ex-
isting party to the proceeding has indicated an intent to raise the prema-
turity issue; that his participation would contribute to the development
of a sound record, and that the prematurity issue was warthy of whatever

;
time might be involved in its exploration.82

In their responses, the applicants and the NRC staff urged that, taken
collectively, the Section 2.714(a) lateness factors tipped against a grant

S John F. Doherty's Petition for Leave to intervene (september 6,1983) at 2'

'That section requires, as a precondition to the issuance of an operating license. a nading that-
Consduction of the facthty has been substantially completed. in conformity with the construction
permit and the application as amended. the provisions of the Act. and the rules and regulassons;

of the Commission.1

Doherty Petition at 2. Those interests were said to seem from the fact that Mr. Doherty rondes 40?
i

miles from the seabrook este. travels and recreates very near the site. and is a rose payer of a utihty that
purchases power from a sesbrcok co-owner. It at 12.
s it at $. Pnor thereto he had resided for a number of years in Texas. It at 1. $.

'14 at $. *

18iM
| IIIW

1214 at 6-7.

.
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of the petition.u As previously noted, the Licensing Board agreed and,
accordingly, denied the petition.8*

II

A. By his late petition, Mr. Doherty seeks to inject into this proceed-
ing a single issue: whether, given the indisputable fact that Unit 2 of
the Seabrook facility is still in a relatively early stage of construction, the
operating license application for that unit must be dismissed as prema-
ture by virtue of 10 C.F.R. 50.57(a)(1)." Not only is this issue purely
legal in character - and thus requires no evidentiary hearing for its reso-
lution - but, since the time of Mr. Doherty's filing below, it has been
both presented to the Licensing Board by a party to the proceeding and
decided by the Board.

On September 26,1983 (exactly 20 days after the submission of the
untimely Doherty petition), intervenor Seacoast Anti Pollution League
(SAPL) filed a motion "for dismissal of the Seabrook Unit II operating
license." The motion was founded on precisely the same assertion ad-
vanced by Mr. Doherty - namely, that the issuance of an operating
license far Unit 2 at this juncture is foreclosed by 10 C.F.R. 50.57(a)(1)
in light of the current status of that unit's construction.l* Thereafter, on
December 14, SAPL filed a further memorandum in support of the
motion, together with a petition for leave to put forth the prematurity,

claim as a late-filed contention.
In a January 13, 1984 unpublished, memorandum and order, the

Licensing Board denied the SAPL motion for the following reasons-

The Board finds no basis for it to consider dismissal of the application for an operat-
ins license for Unit II. The Board's authority in this instance is to subrpit its initial
decision on controverted issues before it which may authorfre the granting a license

-I for the facility.10 C.F.R. l 1.11,i 2.760(a). The issuance of a license is vested in the
Omce of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.10 C.F.R.1.61. The jurisdiction of the Bom-d

v

13 Applicant's Response to John F. Doherty's Petition for Leave to Intervene (september 19.1983) et
2 5; NRC stair Response oppoons " John F. Doherty's Petition for Leave to latervene" (september
26,1983) at 2-6.
14 November 15,1983 order at 4-8.
IS on september 8,1983 the lead applicant issued a press release in which it announced that the work
on Unit 2 had been reduced to the " lowest foamble level" in order to permit, amons other things, a
" maximum effort to be put toward compleuns Unit I while mamtainins Unit Il in an active state." The
press release noted that Unit 2 was "23.4 percent complete."
16Although the sAPL motion correctly quoted tha text of section 50.57(a)(1),it erroneously cited it as
section 50.47(1). sAPL's Motion to Dismiss the Operatins License Application for seebrook Unit 11
(september 26,1983) at I,3. The other parties and the Licensing Board were rully aware, however, that
s APL meant to refer to section 50.57(a)(1).
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is established by 10 C.F.R. 2.721(a). Section 2.721(a) limits the Boards to presiding
over such proceedings for granting, suspending, revoking, or amending licenses or
authorizations as the Commission may designate, and to perform such other adju-
dicatory functions as the Commission deems appropriate. Nothing in the sections
cited confers upon this Board the power to make a determination required under
Section 50.57(a)(1). Such a finding is nat, not can it be, an issue which this board'

has before it. Any determination as to whether Unit !! is substantially completed
must be made by the Commission or its delegate, the Director of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation.37

B. Accordingly, events clearly have overtaken Mr. Doherty's inter-
vention elTort. As matters now stand, his objective of having the Unit 2
prematurity issue placed before the Licensing Board has been achieved
- albeit through the endeavors of someone else. True, on the SAPL
motion the Board determined the issue against Mr. Doherty's position.
There is no reason to suppose, however, that the Board would have
decided it any differently had it considered his claim rather than SAPL's.

Given that Mr. Doherty has not identified any other issue tlut he
would raise and pursue in this proceeding, it would thus appear that the
denial of his petition has very limited, if any, prr.ctical significance.
Indeed, all that he seems to have lost by that denialis the ability to seek
our review of the Licensing Board's conclusion that the Unit 2 operating
license application is now properly in adjudication. But, to have prevailed
on any such review, he would have had to persuade us that the conclu-
sion not merely was wrong but, in addition, concretely and adversely af-

;

fected some persoital interest of his own.1

At the vary least, the Licensing Board's analysis of the Unit 2 prema-J

| turity question in its January 13 memorandum and order is not manifest-
~ ly (or even probably) erroneous. * In any event, Mr. Doherty has not at-

tempted to explain how the adjudication of the Unit 2 application at this

! point might pose a threat to an interest possessed by him in the safe and
,

|
environmentally acceptable operation of that unit. His late intervention

<

l' hiamorandum and order at 5. The Licensing Board went on to deny the late filed sAFL contention
raising the same prematurity issue. Id at 6-10."

Is To the contrary, this much is clear: First, the Licensing Board correctly held that it is not its
responsstulity, but that of tt.: Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, to make the find ng required by
section 50.37(a)(1) as a precondation to the leeuence by the Director of an operating hcense. Common-
useM Edson Co. (Zion station. Units I and 2). ALAB 226. 8 AEC 301,410-11 (1974). second. there
la nothing in the Commienion's regulations specificany providing that e reactor must have reached a per-
titular stage of completion before en operating hcense application may be filed. Third, just 16 months
ago the Commission denied a petition for rulemaking that sought erkendments to the Rules of Practice
that would have, sierr one. limited the scope of each operating heense beenns to e single reactor uma

)j even if that unit were one or several similar unats constructed on a multi-reactsr este. 47 Fed. Reg.
44,$24 (1982). In support of Hs p opoest, the peutioner had noted that the " time les between inservice

t

'

dates for individual reactors et multi-reactor ausleet plants has been incronens for many years." /W In
the Commission's view, however, that consideration did ' tot provide a sufficient basis for requiring "an
eactusive beenns on each reactor umt." Id et 46,525.

11
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petition raises the prematurity issue abstractly, without even a passing
reference to any specific safety or environmental concern that could be
tied to the inclusion of Unit 2 in the ongoing adjudication.t'

In the foregoing circumstances, we are disinclined to overturn the
result below. The Section 2.714(a) lateness factors to one side, there is
no discernible reason why Mr. Doherty should now be granted interven-
tion for the sole purpose of enabling him to press a legal argument that
(1) has already been rejected by the Licensing Board; (2) is of dubious
merit; and (3) has not been shown to further any interest of his that

'

might be aliected 1:y the operation of Unit 2.20
The denial of Mr. Doherty's intervention petition is therefore aBirmed.
It is so ORDERED.

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD

C. Jean Shoemaker
Secretary to the

Appeal Board

a,

.

' l'In his peution (at 4), Mr. Doherty took note of the posebility that Unit 2 might not be completed la
the manner now contemplated because of such continhoecies as reguineory changes, uncorrected con-
struction errors or unavailability of metennie But there will be time enough for him to seek appropriate
relief when (and iO his interests are concretely and adversely afected by some new development asso-
cisted with Unit 2 constwuon. See sumerre4r Dide Power Co. (Catawba Nuclear station, Units I and 2),
ALAS 487,16 NRC 460,467 70 (1982), siedytsaf. CLI43-19,17 NRC 1041 (1983),
30la his appellese Laief, Mr. Doherty asserts that the denial of his intervention petition by the Licennes
Board ofended due t.cocess. See Doherty Brief la support of his Appeal (December 1,1983) at 3. That
assertion need not detain us long. For oss thing, there was no claim below the, despite its tardiness,
the petition had to be granted as a matter of due process. More important, Mr. Donerty's bnef does not
elaborets upon the foundation of the due process claim and we fail to see any substance to it in the coe.
lost of this case.

12
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

Administrative Judges:

Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman
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'
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Docket No. 50-354 OLin the Matter of

PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTBIC AND' .,

GAS COMPANY, et al.
(Hope Creek Generating Station,

Unit 1) January 25,1984

Upon consideration of an order (referred to it by an administrative
judge) denying an intervenor's motion that he recuse himself from fur-
ther service as a member of the Licensing Board for this operating
license proceeding, the Appeal Board rules that the judge must be re-
placed on the Licensing Board by another member of the Licensing
Panel.

DISQUALIFICATION: STANDARDS
Licensing Board members are governed by the same disqualification

- standards that apply to federal judges. Houston Lighting and Power Co.
(South Texas Project, Units 1 & 2), CLI-82-9,15 NRC 1363,1365-67
(1982).

DISQUALIFICATION: STANDARDS
.

!

An administrative trier of fact is subject to disqualification ifile has a
direct, personal, substantial pecuniary interest in a result; if he has a

13
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" personal bias" against a participant; if he has served in a prosecutive or
investigative role with regard to the same facts as are in issue; if he has
prejudged factual - as distinguished from legal or policy - issues; or if
he has engaged in conduct which gives the appearance of personal bias
or prejudgment of factual issues. Consumers Power Co. (Midland Plant,
Units I and 2), ALAB 101,6 AEC 60,65 (1973).

DISQUALIFICATION: STANDARDS
The current statutory foundation for the Commission's disqualification

standards is found in 28 U.S.C.144 and 455.

DISQUALIFICATION: STANDARDS
The current Section 455(a) of 28 U.S.C. imposes an objective standard.

for recusal; l.e., whether a reasonable person knowing all the circum-
stances would be led to the conclusion that the judge's impartiality
might reasonably be questioned. Houston Lighting and Power Co. (South
Texas Project, Units 1 and 2), CLI-82-9,15 NRC 1363,1366, citing
Fredonia Broadcasting Corp. v. RCA Corp., 569 F.2d 251, 257 (5th Cir. ,

1978). And, as a general proposition, recusal under this section must .

rest upon extrajudicial conduct.15 NRC at 1367.

DISQUALIFICATION: STANDARDS
28 U.S.C. 455(b)(2) requires a judge 'to ' disqualify himself in circum-

stances where, inter alia, in private practice the judge served as a lawyer
"in the matter in controversy." Disqualification in such circumstances
may not be waived. See 28 U.S.C. 455(e); SCA Services Inc. v. Morgan,
557 F.2d 110,117 (7th Cir.1977).

COMMISSION PROCEEDINGS: RES JUDICATA/
COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL

The doctrines of res judicata and collateral estoppel apply in operating
license proceedings. See Alabama Power Co. (Joseph M. Farley Nuclear
Plant, Units I and 2), ALAB-182,7 AEC 210, modi /Ted on other grounds,
CLI-74-12,7 AEC 203 (1974).

i
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APPEARANCES

R. William Potter and Susan C. Remis, Trenton, New Jersey, for
Joseph H. Rodriguez, Public Advocate of the State of New Jersey.

Troy B. Conner, Jr., Washington, D.C., for the applicants, Public Serv-
ice Electric and Gas Company, et al.

Lee Scott Dewey for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

On November 18, 1983, intervenor Public Advocate of the State of
New Jersey (Advocate) filed a motion under 10 C.F.R. 2.704(c) -

requesting, inter alia, that Administrative Judge James H. Carpenter dis-
qualify or recuse himself from further service as a member of the Licens-
ing Board for this operating license proceeding involving the Hope
Creek nuclear facility. On December 27,1983, Judge Carpenter entered
an unpublished order in which he denied the motion. As required by'

Section 2.704(c), the order referred the matter to us.
We have fully considered the motion, the responses to it, the relevant

portions of the record and the explanation given by Judge Carpenter for
declining to recuse himself. We conclude that, for the reasons stated
below, Judge Carpenter must step aside and another member of the
Licensing Board Panel must be appointed to the Licensing Board for this
proceeding.

I

A. In February 1970, the Public Service Electric and Gas Company
(Public Service) filed an application to build a two-unit nuclear facility
on its Newbold Island site located on the Delaware River a few miles

- below Trenton, New Jersey. On November 1,1973, while the application
remained pending before a Licensing Board, Public Service amended its
Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR) to reflect a relocation of the
proposed facility to a site on Artificial Island and a change of its name
from Newbold Island to Hope Creek. Although similarly on the Dela-
ware River, Artificial Island is located a considerable distance from New-

l
!

|
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i bold Island and is in Lower Alloways Creek Township, New Jersey,
some 18 miles southeast of Wilmington, Delaware.'

In November 1974, pursuant to the Licensing Board's authorization
the prior month,2 the Atomic Energy Commission (this agency's
predecessor) issued construction permits for the two Hope Creek units.
Subsequently, a decision was made to complete Unit I alone and last
year Public Service applied ,for an operating license for that unit. In re-;

sponse to the notice of opportunity for hearing on that application,' the
New Jersey Public Advocate filed an intervention petition and hearing

-

request. On October 5,1983, the Licensing Board granted both.
| B. Approximately two weeks later, the Licensing Board for this pro-

ceeding issued a memorandum in which it provided the parties with cer-'

tain information "regarding the qualifications and prior professional ac-
tivities" of the Board members.3 With respect to Judge Carpenter, the'

!
memorandum noted, Inter alia, that during "the mid-60s" (when a
member of the Johns flopkins University faculty) he had performed
"some dye studies" of Newbold Island for Public Service.* F'.:r%r, in a
separate statement attached to his resume accompanying the
memorandum, Judge Carpenter pointed out that he had worked as a

,

consultant to eight different electric utilities over a twenty-year period,
j "the general scope of the work being evaluation of the environmental ef-
; fects of the operation of electricity generating plants, both nuclear and

fossil fueled."4

- These disclosures prompted the Advocate's recusal motion.5 In the
view of the Advocate, the Newbold Island studies conducted by Judge

! Carpenter or the fruits of those studies might "well be tested" in the cur ,
rent proceeding.' Although explicitly disclaiming a belief that Judgei

Carpenter in fact had prejudged any issue that might be placed in contro-
versy or had demonstrated actual bias against it or in favor of the

|
applicants, the Advocate also maintained that:

! 3 ee PwNr Servar EArceric amt Gas Ca (Hope Creek Generating station, Unite I and 2), lap-74-79. 8S
AEC 745,746-47 (1974), in a subsequent PsAR amendment, Public service added the Atlantic City

4

Electric Company as a co-applacant based upon the latter's 10 percent ownership or the site and the'

stoposed racihty.14 at 747.
The Hope Creek racility shares the Artificial Island site with Public service's salem nuclear racility.

! The two salem umts went into commercial operation ir.1977 and 1981, respectively.

2 /d at 768.*

i 3 october it,1983 Memorandum (unpublished) at 1.

) 814 at 2. In 1960, Judge Carpenter had developed a "very sensitive dye tracer technique." thi.
3 No party has contested the timeliness or the November 18 motion. Cf FwNie Service Ca qf New

#ampshee (seabrook station, Units I and 2), ALAa-749,18 NRC 1895,1198-99 (1983). In any event,
we are satinned with the Advocate's explaanation respecting why the motion had not been Gled snore
promptly. See Affidavit or R. w.mam Potter (November 21,1983).
e Recusal Motion at 2.

, ,

T
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| Dr. Carpenter's prior employment by PSEAG raises a reasotiable apprehension that

f he may not be able to dtscharge his duties as a judge in this proceeding with com-
plete impartiality. This apprehension is underscored by Dr. Carpenter's wide-ranging
employment on behalf of S ectric utihties regarding matters of potential relevance tol

i the Hope Creek application.7 a

At a November 22 prehearing conference, Judge Carpenter stated that
he intended to respond in writing to the Advocate's motion.8 He also
requested that the counsel for Public Service furnish him with copies of
any of his work product in the utility's possession.'

C. By letter of December 1, Public Service's counsel transmitted a
number of documents to the Licensing Board representing all of Judge
Carpenter's work product found in the utility's files. On the basis of
these documents, it appears that Judge Carpenter's consultant relation-
ship with the utility extended frora at least 1967 to 1973 and embraced
the follow!ag activities.

1. As previously noted (see note 1, Supra), Artificial Island is the
site of not only the Hope Creek facility but Public Service's two-unit
Salem facility as well. In late 1967 or early 1968, Judge Carpenter and an
associate (as "Pritchard-Carpenter, Consultants") performed a study of

*that site for Public Service, utilizing the Army Corps of Engineers' hy-
draulic model of the Delaware River.'' The purpose of the study, which
took approximately 10 days to complete," was to evaluate the potential
effects of thermal discharges into the river from the then proposed

^

Salem facility.n It culminated in a fifty-seven-page report issued in July
1968.

2. In 1972, again in collaboration with his associate, Judge Carpenter
performed a detailed model study, as well as a site tracer experiment, in
connection with the then proposed (but later abandoned) Newbold
Island site.

3. On October 24,1973, J.T. Boettger, a Public Service official, sent
an airmail-special delivery letter to Judge Carpenter.n The letter alluded

7/4.. Afridavit ofIL William Potter (November it,1983) at 3-4.
8 Tr.124.
'Tr.125 26,235 36. -

10 This mechanistic 750-foot scale model of the river and its branches and estuary is capable of simulet-
ing the major effects of currents and tides at any perucular location.
H See Tr 125. -

12At the time the study was conducted, salem had not yet received its construction permits. Crhe per-
'

rr9ts were issued in september 1968.) The study was not an integral part of the Atomic Energy Commis-
sion licensms process for that facihty. Prior to the enactment of the Nations! Environmental Policy Act
of 1969, the AEC was not required to concern itself with thermal discharge matters. See New Hampsher
v. 4EC O F.2d 170 (1st Cir.), cert. drmed. 395 U.s. 962 (1%9).
13By this time, .' idge Carpenter had assumed a facul y position at the University of Miami. It is unclear
whether his furthen undertakings for Public service were in a strictly individual capa sty rather than as a

(ContmucJ)

.
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to previous telephone conversations in which Mr. Boettger had informed
Judge Carpenter of Public Service's intention to relocate the Newbold
Island facility at the Salem (i.e., Artificial Island) site. Judge Carpenter
was supplied with information respecting the estimated thermal dis-
charge from the relocated facility, t!}e proposed location of the intake
and discharge structures for that facility, and the actuallocation of those
structures for the Salem facility. The letter then advised Judge Carpenter
that:

Commitments have been made to the A.E.C. Regulatory StalT for the submittal of -

additional information required by them to review the relocation of the project. In
order to meet that commitment, we will need to know the behavior of the thermal
plume in the bay by November 12,1973.

Finally, the letter furnished him with "the design parameters to be con-
sidered for the analysis" and the assumptions that were to be incorporat-
ed into the study.

The record does not reflect the precise date upon which Judge Carpen-
ter submitted his report. On December 8,1973, however, Mr. Boettger
wrote him to the following effect:

Enclosed please find a copy of Appendix A and C of the Hope Creek Environmental
Report. Appendix A is yodt report on the Thermal Discharge . 3'

We thank you for your timely response to the critical schedule requirements in
relocating the Units to AruficialIsland.

As previously discussed, sitting in the area adja' ent to Artificial Island must be in.c

vestigated in depth. We would appreciate any recommendations and comments you
may have regarding the minimization of siltation. Restrictions upon jetty placement
so as to not affect the thermal plume may be required.

Ten days later, Mr. Boettger sent yet another letter to Judge Carpenter
with respect to the Hope Creek study, seeking his further analysis in aid
of the utility's response to a specific AEC inquiry.

pnncipal in Pntchard-Carpenter, Consultants (which appears to have been Maryland based). The record
similarly does not disclose whether Judse Carpenter's associate in that firm also performed studies for
Pubhc service in connection with the Hope Creek facility.
14 Mr. Boettger's reference was to Appendix A in Amendment 7 to the Hope Creek Environmental
Report - Construction Permit stase. titled " Report on Thermal Discharse - Hope Creek Generatins
stauon by Dr. James H. Carpenter." In the body of Amendment 7 Dr. Carpenter and his conclusions.

and recommendations were specifically mentioned several times. Sec. e.g.. ER sections !!LA.2 and
IV B I; supp. ER section 6.4. It is worthy of note that the initial decision authonzing the issuance of
construction permits for Hope Creek cited thos* three sections in accepttns certain of Judse Carpenter's
thermal discherse conclusions. LBP.74-79. supre note 1. 8 AEC at 758 n.62.
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On December 27, 1973, Judge Carpenter submitted his invoice for
"Coneutting services - Hope Creek Station Discharge design and dilu-
tion study." The invoice rcilected that he had spent two days, and an
unidentified associate one-half day, on the project.

Finally, on December 28, 1973, Mr. Boettger transmitted several
documents to Judge Carpenter, including the Draft Environmental State-
ment (DES) that had been prepared by the AEC staff for the Hope
Creek facility. Judge Carpenter was asked to supply to Public Service by
January 11,1974, any comments he might have with respect to the DES.

D. On December 8,1983, Judge Carpenter issued a memorandum
in which he announced his tentative conclusion, based upon an examina-
tion of the documents supplied by Public Service and other materials
contained in his own files, that no basis existed for his recusal.i8 Noting
that his undertaking for Public Service had been " limited to evaluating '

the potential thermal effects of discharges of heated waters," and that
none of the studies he had performed in that regard would be "in issue,
or material to any fact in issue in this case," Judge Carpenter went on to
state:

-

I have not prejudged any issues in dispute in this cast, nor do I have any bias with
"
, , ,

respect to the proper determination of those issues. My work performed over a
decade ago for iPublic Servicel presents no objective basis for assuming the ex-
istence of any appearance of bias or prejudgment.8'

Nonetheless, Judge Carpenter elected to defer an ultimate ruling on
the motion in order to afford all parties an opportunity to review the
materials discovered in his files. The Advocate was given 10 days within
which to " amend his motion and supporting affidavit to present any
additional information he deems relevant."11 The other parties were
provided an equal period to respond to any such supplemental filing.18

The Advocate chose not to amend his motion. Accordingly, on
December 27 Judge Carpenter entered the order denying it for the rea-
sons stated in his December 8 memorandum.

Upon receiving the required referral of the matter, we requested and
obtained the views of the applicants a.a the NRC staff." The applicants

:
13The materials in Judge Carpenter's rites =cre sepended to the memorandum and, to the extent here
relevant consisted of (1) an undated draft of the ArtificialIsland studv proposal submitted by Pntchard. ,

Carpenter to Public service; arid (2) a November 17.1%7 draft of the proposal submitted by Pritchard-
Carpenter to the Corps of isngineers for the rental of the Delaware Rive? model. The documents in
Public service's files had been served upon the other parties by its counsel at the same time they were
supplied to the Licensing Board,
to December 8.1983 Memorandum at 3.
1714. at 4.
II lbuf.
H ee December 26.1983 order (unpubhshed).S4
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state that there is no foundation for requiring Judge Carpenter to step
aside but that they have "no way of predicting what conclusion an appel-
late tribunal ultimately reviewing decisions in this proceeding might
reach, at least regarding the possible appearance of a conflict ofinterest -

. [hisl part."28 They then observe that their interests would be criti- |on.
Ically affected were a Licensing Board decision in favor of the issuance of

an operating license for Hope Creek later vacated on the ground that
Judge Carpenter should have beert disqualified. That being so, the appli-
cants believe that "a cautious approach to the situation at hand dictates

-

the replacement of [ Judge] Carpenter with another member as to whom
no question exists."22 For its part, the staff concludes that Judge Carpen-
ter did not abuse his discretion in denying the recusal motion.22 Al-
though not explicitly so stating, the staff apparently thus would have us
aflirm his December 27 order.

II

A. In its decision in South Texas two years ago, the Commission
made clear that Licensing Board members are governed by the same dis-
qualification standards that apply to federal judges.22 Our own Midland
decision almost a decade earlier summarized the standards in these
terms:

[Aln administrative trict of fact is subject to disqualification if he has a direct,
personal, substantial pecuniary interest in a result; if he has a " personal bias"
against a participant; if he has served in a prosecutive or investigative role with
regard to the same facts as are an issue; if he has prejudged factual - as distin-
guished from legal or policy - issues; or if he has engaged in conduct which gives
the appearance of personal bias or prejudgment of factual issues.24

The current statutory foundation for the standards is found in 28 U.S.C.
144 and 455. Section 144 requires a federal judge to step aside if con-
fronted with the " timely and sufficient aflidavit" of a party to the effect
that ;he judge has a personal bias or prejudice either against that party or

20 Applicants' Response to Order Dated December 28,1983 Regarding Recusal Motiot* by the Public
Advocate Uanuary 9,1984) at 3-4.
2114. at 4-5.
22 staff's Response to the Public Advocate's Request for Recusal of Judge Carpenter Uanuary 13,1984)
at 13-14.
231/ouston Lehrms and Powr Co. (south Texas Project, Units I A 2), CL1-82 9,15 NRC 13(3,1365-67
(1982). Cf DdleW v. Charlesson Area Medral Crater. lac. 503 F.2d $12,517 (4th Cir.1974). In invok.
ing those standards, the Comtraission fulfills the Administrative Procedure Act mandate respecting the
conduct of ad;udicatory proceedings "in an impartial manner." 5 U.s.C. 556.
24 C. .isumers fo=cr Co. (Midland Plant, Units I and 2), ALAB 101,6 AEC 60,65 (1973).
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in favor of an adverse party. And, to the extent here relevant, Section
455 provides-

(a) Any justice. Judge, or magistrate of the Uriited States shall disqualify himself
- in any proceeding in which his impartiality might reasonably be questioned.

(b) lie shall also disqualify himselfin the following circumstances:
(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concernmg a party, or personal

knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the proceeding;
0) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in

controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served during
such association as a lawyer concerning the matter or the judge or such lawyer
has been a material witness concerning it;

.....

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate shall accept from the parties to the proceeding
a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in subsection tb). Where the
ground for disquahfication arises only under subsection (a), waiver may be accepted
provided it is preceded by a full disclosure on the record of the basis for
disquahlication.25

B. In his December 8 memorandum, Judge Carpenter did not spe-
cifically refer to any of the foregoing authorities. His familiarity with the
governing standards may be inferred, however, from the fact that he cor-
rectly identified most of the questions upon which the outcome of the
recusal motion hinged: (1) would the Licensing Board be called upon
in this proceeding to pass judgment upon the validity of any of the stud-

~

ies that he conducted for Public Service in connection with the Hope
Creek, Salem and proposed Newbold Island facilities; (2) had he pre-
judged any.of the issues in controversy in this proceeding; (3) was he
biased with respect to the proper determination of those issues; and (4)
did his undertakings for Public Service "over a decade ago" present an
" objective basis for assuming the existence of any appearance of bias or
prejudgment?"2e Because each of these inquiries received a negative
response, Judge Carpenter declined to recuse himself.

25 section 455 was substantially revised in December 1974. Pub. L No. 93-512,{ 1,88 stat.1609. Pnor
to that revision, the section read in full as l' llows;o

Any jusuce or judge of the United states shall disqualify himself in any case in which he has a
* substantial mterest. has been of counsel, is or has been a material witneat, or is so related to or

connected with any party or his attorney as to render it improper, in his opinion, for him to sit
on the tnal, appeal, or other proceedmg therein. *

28 U.s C. 455 (l%8 ed).
26 Becauw Judge Carpenter was the target of the recusal motion, he was required to pass upon it by
himself. See Houston Lehimg & Power Co. (south Texas Project, Units I and 2h ALAB-672,15 NRC
677,683-85 (1982), ter'd as other trounds. CLI-82-9, supra. Nonetheless, with regard to any issue oflaw
presented by the motion, he was free to sohcit the advice of his colleagues or of the legal counsel availa-
ble to the Licensms Board Panet.14. at 685 n.19. Whether he did so is not known. All that appears from
the record is that, at the November 22 prehearms conference, the Licensic Board Chairman espresseds

(Continued)
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1. As to the first three questions, there can be no quarrel with Judge
Carpenter's conclusions. To begin with, the Advocate is the sole interve-
nor in the proceeding and none of his contentions admitted to the pro-
ceeding has anything to do with thermal discharges.27 Thus, absent an ac-
cepted late-filed contention concerned with thermal discharges (an im-
probable occurrence), the Licensing Board will not have the task of
examining and evaluating any of Judge Carpenter's studies, whether per-
formed in connection with the Hope Creek facility or otherwise. And, as
earlier noted (p.16, supra), the Advocate took pains 'o make it clear
that he was not asserting actual prejudgment or bias on the part of _

Judge Carpenter.
2. Equally apparent, however, is that 28 U.S.C. 455(a) and (b)(2) re-

quire Judge Carpenter's disqualification because of his prior involvement
with this facility as a consultant in Public Service's employ.

As the Commission noted in South Texas, supra, the current Sec-a.
tion 455(a) substituted for the prior subjective standard 28 "an objective
standard for recusal, i.e., whether a reasonable person knowing all the
circumstances would be led to the conclusion that the judge's impartiali-
ty might reasonably be questioned."2' Thus, what must be decided in
the application of that subsection is whether Judge Carpenter's prior
association with Public Service might lead a fully informed reasonable
person to question his impartiality in the present proceeding.

Had that association not involved the Hope Creek facility, and more
particularly the construction permit application for that facility, it might
well be that no such doubt could legitimately arise. The fact is, however,
that the last project that Judge Carpenter undertook in his consultant
relationship with Public Service not merely was directly tied to the Hope

the view of the t!urd member of the Board and himself that the recusal monon lacked merit and accord-
ingly denied it. Tr.127. Even though without prejudwe to Judge Carpenter's own appraisal of the
monon aner receivmg the material in Public service's files, this action was in derogation of our South
Texas instructions.15 NRC at 685 n.19.
27See December 21, 1983 special Preheanns Conference Order (unpublished). The admitted cocten-
tions relate to intergranular stre s corrosion cracking of the recirculauun piping; management
competence; environmental qualificauon; and the environmental effects on cropiand and groundwater
of the salt .teposition produced by coohng tower operation. (Although several of the Advocate's conten-
tions were rejected by the Licensing Board, none of them dealt with thermal discha ges.)
2s The pre.1975 version of section 455 called for recusal when,in thejudee's opmes continued participa-i

uor would be improper because of his or her relationship to or connection with a party or attorney. See
note 25. supra.
2'15 NRC at 1366, camg frehne Broadastmg Corp. v. RCA Corp.,569 F.2d 251,257 (5th Cir.1978)

! ("section 455(a) is a general safeguard of the appearance of impartiality and establishes a ' reasonable
factual basis - reasonable man' standard").

The Commission also determined in Sours Texas that, as a general proposition at least, recusal under
section 455(a) must rest upon extrajudicial conduct.15 NRC 1367.That limitation is ucimportant here'

f
inasmuch as, in contrast to the situation in South Texas. the recusal of Judge Carpenter is sought exclu-
sively on the basis of nonadjudicatory acuvities.

|
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Creek construction permit application but, more than that, culminated i

in a work product that was cited by the Licensing Board in its decision in !

favor of the application. See note 14, Supra. As we view the matter, it is
simply idle to suggest that a reasonable person could not entertain the
suspicion that, because he had played a role in the obtaining by Public
Service of a construction permit for Hope Creek, Jurige Carpenter might i

be partial to the current endeavor to acquire an operating license for it.30 ,

b. We have seen that, even in the absence of a perception question,
Section 455(b)(2) requires disqualification in circumstances where, for

'

example, in private practice the judge served as a lawyer "in the matter
in controversy."38 The staff maintains that, inasmuch as Judge Carpenter
did not serve the utility in the capacity of a lawyer, this provision does
not come into play here.32 It takes this position notwithstanding the ear-
lier acknowledgement in its brief that "[ plast work by a consultant
would be analogous to past work by a lawyer on behalf of a client."33

Agreeing that such an analogy is appropriately drawn, we encounter
,

no difficulty in further concluding that, in the instance of an adjudicator
versed in a scientific discipline rather than in the law, disqualification is
required if he previously provided technical services to one of the parties
in connection with the " matter in controversy," Beyond dotbt, this por-
tion of Section 455(b)(2) was cast in terms of service as a lawyer simply
because the members of the federaljudiciary are lawyers and it was thus
a natural assumption that any prior contact that a federal judge might
have had with the " matter in controversy" would have been in a legal

30 Even though perhaps not enough in themselves to require his recusal, Judge Carpenter's earher gn-
dertakings for the utihty in connection with the salem and proposed Nembold Island facihties would
not, of course, decrease the possibihty that such a suspicion would anse.

In this regard, there is a marked difference between the present case and Northers Indsra Public Serv-
der Co. (Bailly Generating station, Nuclear 1), ALAB-76,5 AEC 312 (1972), in which the recusa! of a
licensing Board member was hkemise sought on the ground that he had presioush had a consultant
relationship with an electric utthty seekms a nuclear license. In affirming the demal of the recusal
motson in Bad &, we emphasized, mter alm, that that relanonship had been with a different utihty and,
moreover, had not involved its hcense application. Id. at 313.
31 Disquahfication in such c.rcumstances may not be waived. See 28 U.s.C. 455(e); SCA Servxrs Inc. v.
Aforran. 557 F.2d 110,117 (7th Cir.1977).

We are satisfied that the other bases for recusal under secuon 455(b) are not even arguably relevant
here.
32 sta. Response, note 22 supra, at 14 n.6.
33 /4. at 7-8. For its part, the apphcants' four page bnef did not even refer to section 455, let alone dis-
cuss the relevance of the various provisions of that section to the situation at bar. Allin all, we found .

';
that bnef to be singularly unhelpful and, as such, far short of what we have a reason to expect from
counsel whose views have been requested. True, recusal motions are matters of some dehcacy from the
standpoint of the parties to the procteding. But that considerauon did not reliese appbcants' counsel of
the obligation to bnef the disquahfication question more fully. In this connection, we might additionally
have been provided with an explanation respecting the legal basis upon which we could order Judge
Carpenter to step aside (as apphcants would have us do) if (as applicants also maintain) there is nothms
in the record to require his disqualification. See pp.19-20, supra.
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capacity. It is equally manifest to us that it would thwart the salutary pur-
pose underlying the provision were it held inapplicable to a non lawyer
NRC adjudicator simply because his earlier involvement in the " matter
in controversy" was necessarily in some other capacity.

The question remains, of course, whether the construction permit pro-
ceeding and the present operating license proceeding should be deemed
to be the same " matter" for Section 455(b) purposes. The term is not
defined in the statute and a canvass of the myriad judicial decisions con-
cerned with the Section has provided no direct assistance to our resolu-
tion of that question.M There is, however, a hint in some of the decisions
that the pivotal inquiry is whether the matter with which the judge had
prior contact is " wholly unrelated" to that in adjudication before him or
her,33

As the Seventh Circuit has observed, one of the Congressional objec-
tives undergirding the 1974 revision of Section 455 was "to overrule the
concept that close cases involving disqualification should be resolved on
the ground that a judge had a ' duty to sit'."M Given this aim, as well as
the legislative purpose of bringing the federal statutory disqualification
standard into line with the " appearance of justice" standard for judicial
disqualification set forth in the 1972 ABA Code of Judicial Conduct,37
we think the " wholly unrelated" test appropriate for adoption here.38
Accordingly, it is of no present moment that, strictly speaking, an
operating license proceeding is not a continuation of the construction
permit proceeding for the facility in question but, instead, is a separate
proceeding initiated by its own notice of opportunity for hearing.3' For,
notwithstanding this consideration, the two proceedings have a decided

34 The decimons do establish the obvious- that a judge who was directly or indirectly professionally as-
sociated with a particular case while in private life is barred by section 455(b) from sitting in judgment
on the same case even if totally different issues are presented to him or her. Sec. e.g., In re Rodgers, 537
F.2d 11% (4th Cir.1976). It is therefore not crucial here that the issues presented in this operating
license proceeding differ from those that Judge Carpenter addressed when serving as a consultant in con-
nection with the construction permit proceeding.

Because rn useful purpose would be served by discussing them individually, suffice it to note that we
hava examired with psrticular care each judicial decision involving section 455 that was ':ited in the
staff's brief. We uncovered nothing in any of them that might be thought to run counter to the conclu-
sions we reach in this opinio1
33 See, e.g, Nanpast Aiuo Brokers v. Gen. Motors Corp., 572 F.2d 953,958 (2d Cir.1978), cerr. demed
439 U.S.1972 (1979). See also. under the former version of section 455, Daranston v. Sndebaker.
Packard Corp., 261 F.2d 903,906-07 (7th Cir.), cert denard, 359 U.s. 992 (1959), pormr Carr v. Fire.
156 U.s. 494,498 (1894) to the effect that a judge need not disqualify himself because he had previously
represented some of the parties on matters "not connected" with the case on which he is sitting.
M SCA Serndres, note 31 myra,557 F.2d at 113.
3716d. See, in particular, Canon 3(c) of the AB A Code to the effect that "a judge should disqualify him.

"
selfin a proceeding in which his impartiality might reasonably be questioned .
38 Cf 5 C.F.R. 737.5(c)(4) concerning conflicts ofInterest involving former government employees.
M section 189a of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended,42 U.s.C. 2239; 10 C.F.R. 2.104,2.105.
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and undeniable relationship; not only is the same facility involved but,
additionally, the ultimate purpose of each is identical: the eventual op-
eration of the facility under NRC license.'o

For the foregoing reasons, we hold that Judge Carpenter should havei

recused himself and, accordingly, direct that another member of the Licens- ,

ing Board Panel be appointed to serve on this Licensing Board. In taking
this action, we stress that it is based wholly on the mandate of 28 U.S.C.
455(a) and (b)(2). Neither of those provisions requires a finding of

# actual bias or prejudgment on the part of Judge Carpenter and, in
common with the Advocate, we expressly disclaim a belief that Judge
Carpenter is, in fact, partial to one of the parties to the proceeding or
has prejudged one or more of the issues that will be decided by the
Licensing Board.4 Rather, all that the statute requires is that Judge
Carpenter's 1973 undertaking for Public Service with regard to the Hope
Creek facility either (1) created an appearance of partiality (within the
mean:.ig of Section 455(a)) toward a party to this proceeding; or (2) was
sufficiently related to this proceeding to bring the Section 455(b)(2)

[ " matter in controversy" proviso into play. As seen, we have found both
to be so.42

'

It is so ORDERED.

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD*

C. Jean Shoemaker
Secretary to the

Appeal BoIrd
i

s

40ln these circumstances, it is hardly surprising that the doctnnes of res Judicata and collateral estoppel;
have long been applied in operating heense proceedings. See Alabama Power Co. Uoseph M. Farley; .

Nuclear Plar. Unita I and 2), AL AB.18', 7 AEC 210. modvied on other grounds. CLI 7412. 7 AEC
203 (1974).
43 See la re Ro4crs, note 34 supra (recusal of a federal distnct judge under section 455(b)(2) ordered .

despite the absence of a claim or rinding of actual personal b'as or prejudice against or in favor of a
party).
42 in South Texas CLI-82 9. supra the Commission observed that the proceeding was "now well along"
and than the judge there involved had ** acquired a valuable background of expenence." 15 NRC at
1367. The situation here is quite different. The proceeding at bar is still in a very early stage. there has
yet to be any evidentiary hearings on the Advocate's contentions Thus, the Licensing Board Panel
member assigned to replace Judge Carpenter should not be at a disadvantage.
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Cite as 19 NRC 26 (1984) ALA8-760

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

Administrative Judges:
.

Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman
Dr. John H. Buck

i in the Matter of Docket Nos. STN 50-519
STN 50 521

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
(Hartsville Nuclear Plant,

Units 1 B and 2% January 27,1984

On motion of the applicant following the cancellation of Units IB and
2B of its proposed four-unit (IA, 2A, IB and 2B) Hartsville Nuclear
Plant, the Appeal Board terminates, with respect to those two cancelled
units, the limited jurisdiction previously retained over this construction
permit proceeding involving a:1 four units.

APPEARANCES

Herbert S. Sanger, Jr., Lewis E. Wallace and James F. Burger,
Knoxville, Tennessee, for the applicant, Tennessee Valley

,

Authority.
|

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
!
| The Tennessec Valley Authority has advised us of the cancellation of

Units IB and 2B ofits proposed four-unit Hartsville nuclear plant. On its

|
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motion, we therefore terminate, with respect to those two units, the
limited appellate jurisdiction previously retained over this construction
permit proceeding involving all four units.' See Tennessee Valley Authority
(Phipps Bend Nuclear Plant, Units I and 2), ALAB-752,18 NRC 13184

(1983), and Dr.te Power Co. (Cherokee Nuclear Station, Units 1,2 and
3), ALAB-745,18 NRC 746 (1983).

It is so ORDERED.2

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD

C. Jean Shoemaker -

Secretary to the
Appeal Board

1

4

i

i

.

ISee ALAB-554.10 NRC l$.16 n.2. and ALAB 558.10 NRC 158.159 (1979). The rstained jurisdic.
tion mas with regard to a single geners issue as to which an ultimate Commission determination has not

,

as yet been reached: the environmental effects associated with the release of radioactise redon gas
I (radon-222) to the atmosphere as a result of the mining and milling of uranium for reactor fuel

2 This order has no appimation to Units L A and 2A of the Hartsville facility. The 6.vellate jurisdction,

over the redon issue retained in ALAB-554 and ALAB-558, supra. thus is not affected insofar as those
units are concerned.
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Cite as 19 NRC 29 (19G4) LBP-84-1

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:

Sheldon J. Wolfe, Chairr.,an
Dr. George C. Ander4on

|
Dr. Hugh C. Paxton

in the Matter of Docket No. 50-482
(ASLBP No. 81-453-03-OL)

KANSAS GAS & ELECTRIC
COMPANY, et al.

(Wolf Creek Generating Station,
Unit 1) January 5,1984

The Licensing Board issues a memorandum and order which, inter
alia, grants Intervenors' motion to add a contention out-of-time.

RULES OF PRACTICE: NONTIMELY SUBMISSIONS OF
CONTENTIONS

As to late-filed contentions, all five factors in 10 C.F.R. l 2.714(a)(1)
should be applied by a Licensing Board, including the Appeal Board's
three-part test for good cause.

RULES OF PRACTICE: ADMnSSIBILITY OF CONTENTION

While the basis of a contention must be set forth with ressonable
specificity, the contention need not allege noncompliance with a regula-
tion and need ny specify how that regulation has been violated in the

29
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absence of any explanation by, as here, emergency planning authorities
that determinations had been made in compliance with the regulation.

RULES OF PRACTICE: ADMISSIBILITY OF CONTENTION

It is not the function of a licensing board to reach the merits of a con-
tention at the time the admissibility of a contention is being considered.

RULES OF PRACTICE: ADMISSIBILITY OF CONTENTION

A basis for a contention is set forth with reasonable specificity if the
_

applicants are sufficiently put on notice so that they will know, at least
generally, what they will have to defend against or oppose, and if there
has been sufficient foundation assigned to warrant further exploration cf
the proposed contention.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Granting Intervenors' Motion to Add Contention and Witnesses)

Memorairdum

On December 8,1983, Intervenors Christy and Salava filed a Motion
to Add Contention and Witnesses.5 Therein the Intervenors requested
leave to file out-of-time the following additional contention:

The emergen p5nning zone for the plume exposure pathway does not include the
Town of Waverly and the'Waverly Unified School District No. 242 schools located

. Waverly. The city and that part of the school district should be included in the
plurre exposure pathway emergency planning zone.

The Intervenors also requested that they be permitted to call one or
more of the following as witnesses: the County Commissioners and

I

|

3 The Notice of Opporturuty for IIeanns was published in 45 Fed. Reg 83,360 (1980). Thereafter, in
the Memorandum and order of March 13,1981 (unpublished), the Board admitted Ms. Christy and
Ms. salava as party-intervenors. In the special Prehearing Co*iference Order of June 3,1981
(unpublished), the Board admitted a similar contention of each intervenor which, in substance, ques-
tioned whether the evacuation pisn was workable. The Memorandum and Order Ruling on Scope or
Emergency Planmns Issues dated J,ity 28,1983 (unpublished), ordered that, pursuant to agreement
among the parties, a collation prepared and submitted by the Applicants on June 13,1983 and as modi-
fled by that Order, would serve as the contentions at the hearing. The forthcoming hearing M11 be held
in two stages - between January 17 and January 26,1984, and between February 14 and February 23,
1984,

| 30
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the Emergency Planning Coordinators for Franklin, Allen, Anderson
and Lyon Counties.

In an Answer filed on December 23,1983, the Applicants opposed In-
tervenors' Motion. In a letter of December 27, 1983, the Staff stated
that it and FEMA had no objection to the granting of the Motion. In an
Amended Answer filed on December 27, 1983, Applicants withdrew
their opposition to that portion of the Motion seeking permission to call
additional witnesses because Intervenors had advised "that the only two
witnesses which Intervenors would call were the two individuals '

[ Messrs. Sattler and McCracken) for whom subpoenas were issued by
the Licensing Board on December 19,1983."

1. THE BALANCING OF THE FIVE FACTORS IN
10 C.F.R. l 2.714(a)(1) CALLS FOR THE ADMISSION

OF THE LATE-FILED CONTENTION 2

In Duke Power Co. (Catawba Nuclear Station, Units I and 2), |

CLI-83-19,17 NRC 1041 (1983), the Commission determined that as
to late-filed contentions, all five factors in { 2.714(a)(1) should be ap-
plied by a licensing board, including the Appeal Board's three-part test
for good cause which had been set forth in ALAB-687,16 NRC 460,
469 (1982).8 We proceed to balance these five factors in light of the cir-
cumstances in the present case.'

2 These nye factors set ferth in i 2 714(a)(1) ara as follows-
(i) Good cause,if any, for failure to nie on time.
(ii) Tre availabthty of other me ans whereby the petitioner's interest will be protected.

Gli) The ettent to which the petitioner's parucipation may reasonably be expected to assist in de-
setoping a sound record.

Uv) The extent to which the peuuoner's interest will be represented by exisung parties.
(v) The extent to which the petiuoner's participanon will broaden the issues or delay the

proceding.
3 The Appeal Board's three-part test for determining the good cause factor of a late-nied contention is
ehether it

a. is wholly dependeat upon the content of a particular document;
b. could not therefore be advanced with any degree of specificity (if at alD in advance of the

pubhc availabihty of that document; and
c. is tendered with the requisite degree of promptness once the document comes into existence

and is accessible for pt.blic examinauon.
Apphcants' Answer rehes heavily upon inapposite decisions in 14'eshmaron Pubhc Power Supply System4

(WPPss Nuclear Protect No. 3), ALAB 747,18 NRC 1167 (1983) and Long Island Lagarms Co.
(shoreham Nuclear Power stauon. Unit 1), ALAB 743.18 NRC 387 (1983). At usue in those two
cases was whether or not late Gled peuuons for leave to intervene should have been permitted. The cir. *

cumstances in the present case are enurely different. Here the Intervenors had timely peutioned for
leave to intervene, had been admittod as parues, and their respective contenuons upon emergency plan-
ning had been admitted as issues in controversy. At issue here is whether the Intervenors should be per.
mitted to Gle out-of-time one addiuonal contemion queshon:ng the adequacy of emergency planning

31
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With regard to factor (i), the Intervenors assert that they did not file
this contention earlier because the City of Waverly and the part of the
school district in question were previously included in the 10-mile'

Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ) as reflected in the Coffey County Plan
of November 1982. Apparently agreeing that, prior to the revision of the
Coffey County Plan in September 1983, which excluded that city and a
portion of the school district, and prior to service of that document on
October 5,1983, the Intervenors had no cause to request the addition of'

this contention, the Applicants urge that no justification was offered for
waiting more than two months before filing the instant motion. Thus, -

while apparently agreeing that the added contention was wholly depend-!

ent upon the content of the Coffey County Plan revised in September
1983 and could not therefore be advanced prior to the public availability
of that document after October 5,1983, the Applicants urge that the
third part of the Appeal Board's three-pet test has not been met -
namely, that the contention had not been tendered with the requisite
degree of promptness once the revised Coffey County Plan came into ex-
istence and was accessible for public examination.
, Absent any statement by the Applicants that they had specifically noti-

fied the Intervenors that the, revised plan had excluded the City of
Waverly and a portion of its school district from the effective 10 mile

,

EPZ, we conclude that the Intervenors filed their motion with a requisite,

degree of promptness. Beginning October 10, 1983, when we assume
the Intervenors received the revised plan, they had to search the multi-
page document to determine what revisions had been efTected. We do
not thmk an inordinate amount of time passed before the Intervenors
completed their combing of the revised plan and the filing of the instant
motior, on December 8,1983. We are not persuaded by Applicants';

i argument that this two month delay " severely prejudices" them. Our
Order, h fra, reflects: that discovery upon this contention shall begin>

t
immediately and be completed by January 30,1984; that written direct
testimony need not be submitted upon this contention until February 8,<

1984; and that cross-examination will not begin prior to February 20,
1984, during the second stage of this hearing. We are certain that the
Applicants have adequate personnel and resources to comply with our
Order without undue hardship. We weigh this factor in the Intervenors'
favor. .

With rupect to factors (ii) and (iv), the Applicants argue that the In-
tervenors baldly assert but do not support their assertions that "[ilf the
motion is not granted, there will be no other way to protect the Interve-
nors' interests" and their " interests will not be represented by other par-
ties in this matter." We have not been presented with any reason which
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would cause us to believe that, if we were to deny the instant Motion, .

FEMA and the NRC Staff would not represent the pubhc interest as
well as the Intervenors' interest in this matter. Again, if we were to
deny this Motion, pursuant to 48 Fed. Reg. 44,332 (1983) (to be codi-
fled at 44 C.F.R. il 350.10,350.15), the Intervenors could protect their
interests by attending a FEMA public meeting in order to suggest im-
provements or changes in the State and related local plans, and, if
necessary, by appealing the fmal FEMA decision. However, we weigh
these two factors in favor of the Intervenors because the fact of the
matter is that neither FEMA nor the NRC Staff oppose the motion.
Moreover, we note that, without explanation, the revised County Plan
deleted the City of Waverly and a part ofits school dir'rict that had pre-

- viously been included in the effective 10 mile EPZ. The Board is quite
interested in hearing the reasons that prompted this deletion.

With respect to factor (iii), the Applicants argue that the Intervenors
have only barrenly asserted that their participation would assist in devel-
oping a sound record upon this additional contention. We weigh this ,

factor in favor of the Intervenors. First, as observed in note 4, .;upra, the
cases cited in support of Applicants' argument are inapposite. Second,

i

since numerous contentions of the Intervenors, as collated and agreed
upon by the parties, have been admitted already as issues in controversy
with respect to the basic issue of emergency planning, it ill-behooves Ap-
plicants to argue that there must be a showing that Intervenors' partici-
pation may reasonably be expected to assist in developing a sound
record upon this additional emergency planning contention.

Finally, Applicants assert that the Intervenors failed to address factor
.

(v) and thus tacitly admit the obvious potential for delay. The Interve-
nor.c were remiss, but not fatally so, since we do not anticipate that the
proceeding will be delayed. (See discussion, supra, with respect to the
first factor.) We weigh this factor in Intervenors' favor.

II. THE BASES FOR THE ADDITIONAL CONTENTION
HAVE BEEN SET FORTH WITH REASONABLE SPECIFICITY

Applicants cite Public Service Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook.

Station, Units I and 2), LBP 82-106,16 NRC 1649,1656 n.7 (1982) for
the proposition that particularity requires nat only an allegation of the '

fact of noncompliance with a specified regulation, but also sufficient
detail to permit the Board to determine how the regulation is supposedly
being violated. They assert that the Intervenors made no attempt to ad-
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dress the requirements of 10 C.F.R. f 50.33(g) or how these require-
ments have been violated.5

Under ordinary circumstances we would agree with the Seabrook
Licensing Board. liere, however, without explication in tmth instances,
the Coffey County Plan of November 1982 did include, but the revised
Plan of September 1983 did not include, the City of Waverly and a part
of its school district in the emergency planning zone for the plume expo-
sure pathway. Absent such explication, it was not incumbent upon the'

Intervenors to allege noncompliance with the regulation and detail how
the regulation had been violated. Moreover, pursuant to { 2.714(b), the .

Intersenors have given the bases (reasons) for their concern.* While Ap-
plicants have sought to refute these reasons in their Answer, it is not
the function of a licensing board to reach the merits of a contention at
this stage of the proceeding. Mississippi Power a Light Co. (Grand Gulf
Nuclear Station, Units I and 2), ALAB 130,6 AEC 423,426 (1973).
Finally, we conclude that the Applicants are sufficiently put on notice so
that they will know at least generally what they will have to defend
against or oppose, and that there has been sufficient foundation assigned
to warrant further exploration of this additional contention. Philadelphia4

Electric Co. (Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Units 2 and 3),
ALAB 216,8 AEC 13,20-21 (1974).

Order'

1. The Intervenors' Motion to Add Contention and Witnesses is
granted.

2. Discovery upon the admitted additional contention shall begin im-
mediately and be completed by January 30,1984.

,

8 section 50 33(g) provides in pertinent part:
Generally, the plume exposure pothway EPZ for nuclear power reactors shall conast or an ares
shout 10 miles (16 km) in radius and the ingestion pathway EPZ shall conast of an area about
50 miles (80 km) in radius. The exact sue and configuration of the EPZs surroundms a particu.
lar nuclear power reactor shall be determined in relanon to local emergency response needs and
capabilities as they are affected by such conditions as demography, toeography, land
charactenettes, access routes, and jurisdictional boundanos.

'The teamts for their concern advanced by the Intervenors are that (a) the City of Waverly is only 11
miles from the Wolf Creek plant. (b) Waverly is almost due north orthe plant, with south winds being
the prevailing wind in Coffey County between March and November and that (c) confumon would
reign af Waverly and part of its school district were not included in the plume exposure pathway EPZ be-
cause parents would hkely assume that a substantial number of their children, who live within the EPZ
and attend school in Waverly, would be evacuated in the event of an emergency, and because ressdents
of Waverly might assurr.e that they a** included in the evacuation plan.
7 In a conference call on December 30.1983, the Chairman read the conten:3 of the Order to certain of

| the parties' counsel and requested that this informauon be relayed to other counsel who had not been
t available at the time of the confererce call.
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3. Written direct testimony upon this additional contention shall be
submitted by February 8,1984, and cross examination will begin at
some time in the last four days of the February session - i.e., at some
time between February 20 and 23,1984.8

Judges Anderson and Paxton join but were unavailable to sign this *

Memorandum and Order.

FOR THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

Sheldon J. Wolfe, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 5th day of January 1984.

.

.

8 et 110 of the Prehearing Conference Order of March 18.1983 (unpublished).S
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LICENSING BOARDS: RESOLUTION OF ISSUES;
DELEGATION TO STAFF

When governing statutes or regulations require a licensing board to
make particular findings before granting an applicant's requests, a board
may not delegate its obligations to the Stall. Cleveland Electric illuminat-
ing Co. (Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 & 2), ALAB 298,2 NRC
730, 737 (1975). The post-hearing approach should be employed only in
clear cases - for example, where minor precedural deficiencies are in-
volved (Consolidated Edison Co. ofNew York (Indian Point Station, Unit
2), CLI 74 23,7 AEC 947,95152 (1974)), but not where the issue in-
volved is a very extensive quality assurance reinspection program for
which the Staff and the applicant have yet to agree on a full set of
standards.
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OPERATING LICENSES: DENIAL
The remedy most responsive to the circumstances of this case where,

though construction nears completion, the Board finds that the Applicant
has not demonstrated that it has met its quality assurance obligations,

.

and the remedy least harsh to the Applicant, yet still appropriate, is to
decide the issue now. This permits the parties to test immediately on
appeal the quality of the decision. To reserve jurisdiction and to postpone
final decision, in face of the impending completion of construction,
would impose unilaterally upon the parties, particularly the Applicant,
the Board's own view of the facts, law and appropriate remedy. Unless
Applicant could mo' int a difficult interlocutory appeal from such a
determination (to postpone the decisioa), it would have been denied
due process.

RULES OF PRACTICE: RES JUDICA TA/ COLLATERAL
ESTOPPEL

The Board avoided describing the reach of.the denial of license on
quality assurance grounds, as resjudicara or collateral qtoppel with re-
spect to the quality assurance issues because neither concept, as ordinari-
ly understood, neatly fits the unusual situation to be found in the con-
tinuum of a licensing proceeding with many aspects. The Board did not
foreclose future proceedings on the quality assurance issue and had no
jurisdiction to do so.

EMERGENCY PLANNING: TRAFFIC TIME ESTIMATES;
AVERAGE GENERIC SHELTERING VALUES -

The Board did not agree with the Applicant that its intentional over-

estimation of assumed traffic times under adverse weather conditions in
an emergency and intentional underestimation of average generic
sheltering values of the structures in the EPZ are conservative. There-'

fore the Board required the Applicant to make realistic estimates of
these factors. Any variance from realistic estimates of these factors
could lead a decisionmaker away from actions affording radiological dose
savings.

TECl{NICAL ISSUES DISCUSSED

Quality assurance program
Steam generator tube integrity
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Flow induced vibrations
Bubble-collapse water hammer
Occupational radiation exposure As Low As Reasonably Achievable

(ALARA)
Linear hypothesis about health effects of radiation
Supralinear hypothesis about health effects of radiation
Severe accident analysis
Groundwater contamination
Groundwater velocity
Seismic design
Capability of Sults
Strain gage tests
Emergency plans
Evacuation times
Average generic sheltering values.
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INITIAL DECISION
(Operating License)

I. SUMMARY AND COMMENTS

On November 30, 1978, Commonwealth Edison Corhpany
(" Commonwealth Edison," " CECO," or " Applicant") applied for a
facility operating license for Byron Station, Units 1 and 2, two Westing-
house pressurized water reactors of 1120 megawatts electric output each.
The Byron Station is located in Ogle County, Illinois about 17 miles -

southwest of Rockford, Illinois.
| Petitions to intervene were filed by the League of Women Voters of

Rockford, Illinois and jointly by the DeKaib Area Alliance for Responsi-
ble Energy and the Sinnissippi Alliance for the Environment (the

i " League" and "DAARE/ SAFE," respectisely; collectively, " Inter-
venors"). The Intervenors were admitted as parties to the proceeding
along with the Applicant and the NRC Staff. Hearings were conducted
in Rockford, Illinois during March through May and August 1983..

The issues heard, arising out of the Intervenors' contentions, per-
tained to the seismology of the Byron site, occupational radiation expo-
sure (the ALARA principie), the consequences of severe accidents,
steam generator integrity including the water hammer phenomenon,
groundwater pathways for the release of radiation, and emergency
planning.

The most important aspect of this decision is that we withhold authori-
zation for an operating license for the Byron Station because of failures
in the Applicant's quality assurance program. The application is,
therefore, denied. If, however, operation is otherwise ultimately
permitted, it would be in accordance with Board imposed conditions
relating to emergency planning and in consideration of various other
commitments madc by the Applicant.

Quality Assurance

The Applicant demonstrated that it has, both on site and off site, an
overall organization and several components within the corporate organi-
zation well designed to provide quality assurance services in accordance
with 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix B. The quality assurance organizations

' have structural independence, and channels of reporting are at a suffi-
| ciently high level to preserve the independence of the quality assurance

function.
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Applicant has a very long record of noncompliances with NRC
requirements, but it is also a very large nuclear utility. By the end of
1982 Applicant had been fined a total of $313,000 in civil penalties. For
the most recent period evaluated by the NRC Staff, 1979-82, Applicant's
civil penalty record was substantially better than the national average for
other utilities. Ilowever, if $200,000 in additional civil penalties pro-
posed in 1983 are finally assessed against Applicant, the favorable com-
parison with other utilities would be in doubt. As a tabulation of
numbers, Applicant's record of noncompliances not involving civil
penalties compares favorably with other nuclear plants in the NRC's
Region III. The NRC Staff in its latest Systematic Assessment of Licen-
see Performance (SALP) rated Commonwealth Edison operating plants
in the average range of Region 111 plants. The Board, however, found
that none of these indicia - the dollar amounts of civil penalties, the
number of othe, noncompliances and the SALP ratings - are reliable in
assessing Applicant management's commitment to safety and quality
assurance for the purposes of this proceeding.

Criteria for quality assurance programs are set out in Appendix B to
10 C.F.R. Part 50. Criterion I permits applicants to delegate to their con-
tractors the execution of the quality assurance program but applicants
actain responsibility for the program. Commonwealth Edison has freely
av.iled itself of its prerogative to delegate, but failed in its responsibility
to assure that its contractors carried out their delegated qt'-lity assurance
tasks.

Every contractor doing safety-related work at Byron was required by
the Applicant, upon the insistence of the Region 111 Staff, to conduct a
large reinspection of their work because the Applicant had failed to
assure that the contractors' quality assurance and quality control person-
nel were properly trained, qualified and certified. The results of these
plant wide remspection programs have not yet been evaluated and, in
some instances, the program is incomplete.

The flatfield E:ectric Company is the electrical contractor at Byron. It
has a long and bad quality assurance record there. The Board has no
confidence in the quality of flatneld's work. We recognize that a rein-
spection program could be an empirical demonstration that 11atfield's
work is satisfactory, but we have nc ,onfidence in the reinspection pro-
gram either. The NRC Staff was unable to assure the Board, as we
requested, that the reinspection program will provide the necessary
assurance that any deficiencies in flatfield's quality assurance program
will be identified and corrected. The Applicant made a weak showing
bordering on default in response to the Board's order to present evidence

1
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respecting flatne!d. The Hatfield aspect of the proceeding alone requires
that we deny the application for the Byron operating license.

The NRC Staff would have the Board leave it to the Staff to resolve
post-hearing the probler. 3 surrounding flatdeld, but prevailing Commis-
sion law prohibits such a large delegation in contested issues

liatGeld is not the only Byron contractor causing concern Nut the ef-
fectiveness of Applicant's control over its contractors. Systems Control
Corporation, for example, is a supplier of safety-related electrical and
control equipment. This contractor had a fraudulent and ineffective qual-

,

ity assurance program and the Department of Justice is investigating the
matter. Reliable Sheet hietal, the heating, ventilating and air condition-
ing contractor needed a 100 percent independent over-inspection of its
work. The piping contractor, ilunter Corporation, failed to maintain a
reliable method of identifying nonconforming conditions, preferring in-
stead to resolve nonconformances during a final walk-down. An effective
reinspection of flunter's work is essential because the sloppy documen-
tation cannot assure reliable control and trending of faulty work. Quality
assurance problems with other contractors surfaced during the hearing
but were not thoroughly explored.

Worker allegations against various contractors constituted a large part
of the quality assurance litigation.but produced relatively little in reliable
results. hiost worker allegations were not substantiated despite reasona-
ble inspection efforts by Region III. Occasionally at the hearing the
Board was faced with unpersuasive worker allegations countered by un-
convincing explanations by witnesses for the Applicant. hiost of the
reliable evidence adverse to Applicant was produced through Region III
inspections.

Despite our strong criticisms of Applicant's quality assurance
performance, and our Grm reaction, we have not concluded that Appli-
cant is institutionally unable or unwilling to maintain a reliable quality
assurance program. A better explanation, we believe, is that Applicant
began to deal effectively with its contractors' problems too late, but is
catching up. Finally, although the Botrd has found that there were
widespread failures in the contractors' quality assurance programs, we
have not found, nor has the NRC Staff reported, widespread hardware
or construction problems. But we are not con 6 dent that such problems
would have been discovered.

Steam Generator Integrity

The Board's awareness of a long standing weakness in the steam
generators of pressurized water reactors was enhanced by the litigation
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of contentions charging violations of one of the important barriers to the
dispersal of radionuclides from stearn electric generating stations.
Additionally, though not litigated, is the economic loss incurred as a
consequence of the steam generator problem. Westinghouse, the vendor
of the By'ron steam generators, through a rather extensive research and
development program, has proposed a number of modifications of its
generators intended to mitigate the several specific prob!:ms. The
modifications affect the design and materials of construction and proce-
dures for maintenance and operation. Although extensive field testing .

of these proposed modifications is absent, the Applicant and the Staff
have enthusiastically supported them and the former has comm!tted

,

itself to their adaptation. The Board recognizes the potential of the
proposals as at least a partial solution to a very significant problem of the

i industry.
For now at least, Applicant's proposals, when implemented, will pro-

vide reasonable assurance that the Byron steam generators will maintain
their integrity. Applicant's commitments to the proposals form an essen-
tial basis for our favorable findings on the relevant contentions.

; The Board is not necessarily convinced that all serious. weaknesses in
steam generators have been identified and we sense a spirit of optimism

'

with a twinge of overconfidence. Further investigations along the lines ''

of the recent activities should be supported and encouraged.

Water Hammer

l In August 1981, at the KRSKO nuclear power plant in Yugoslavia,
pipe damage was discovered which indicates that in July of the same -

year, a " bubble-collapse water hammer" of considerable force took'

j place in one of the pipes which feeds water into one of KRSKO's West-
'

inghouse Model D steam generators: Apparently, steam leaked back
from the steam generator, through faulty check valves, and into the;

feedwater bypass line; then with steam in the bypass line, cold water was
fed into the line by the auxiliary feedwater pumps, which were being
tested in July 1981. Some of the steam must have been trapped in one
or more " bubbles" in the cold water; the bubbbs would have condensed

- rapidly, causing slugs of water to rush into the void left by the condens-
1 ing steam and thereby produce that sudden increase in pressure called ^

" water hammer."
Despite the water hammer, the systems affected by it continued to

; function without impairment. But the water hammer did have enough
j force to move pipes, and even to make a bulge in one. Such water ham-

mers can have enough force to rupture pipe. DAARE/ SAFE Contention
.

:
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9(c) says that the Applicant "should be required to demonstrate that a
similar event will not occur at Byron."

,

Weatinghouse has made several recommendations on how to prevent
KRSKO type water hammer at Byron. The Applicant afGrms that it will
follow all of these recommendations.

Their efficacy will be tested befere the plant goes into operation.
,

Implementation of these recommendations will not completely eliminate!
2 the chance that a KRSKO-type water hammer will occur at Byron, but

that implementation will make such a water hammer very unlikely. The
Board therefore concludes that there is reasonable assurance that there .'

wi;l be no KRSKO-type water hammer at Byron.
,

ALARA

; The Intervenors contend, with a number of alleged deGeiencies as
j bases, that the Applicant will be ur.able to operate the Byron Nuclear

Station with occupational radiation exposure as low as is reasonably-

achievable. Some of the bases are: (1) inadequate equipment design;
;

(2) improper translation of small radiation doses into health effects; (3)
' a health physics staff deficient in equipment and in both quantity and

quality of personnel which is incapable of adequate radiation monitoring
and record keeping; and (4) the use of temporary employees to dis-

i tribute the exposure load.
In the course of the hearing these items were addressed by witnesses

sponsored by all parties. Westinghouse reported improved designs to
redue: accumulations of foreign radioactiv'e material and to lessen time
requirements for maintenance. The Board was confronted by the tes-
timony of two individuals of substantial standing in the radiation health
effects community whose evaluations are strongly at variance with eachi

other. The Board adopted the linear hypothesis relating radiation dose to
resulting health effects over the concept of relatively more severe effects

i

from the same dose experienced at a lower rate. Both the Applicant's
corporate and site organizations responsible for radiation protection

i were described as to function, staff and equipment. The Board found
them adequate. Absent failures in the prescribed security, training,

| monitoring and record keeping of transient or " temporary" employees,
the Board considered the practice to be acceptable.'

Severe Accidents -

The question of severe (" Class 9") accidents was entered into this
proceeding through assertions by the Intervenors of the inadequacies of

.
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the Reactor Safety Study, WASH-1400 (the Rasmussen Report). In
their case the Intervenors overemphasized a popular interoretation of
the conclusions of the [ WASH-1400] Independent Risk Assessment
Group, NUREG/CR-0400 (the Lewis Report). Whereas the Assessment
did fault some parts of the Study, including the stztistical analysis and its
presentation and the error bounds on the accident probabilities, it did,
nonetheless, pay tribute to the overall effort. The Assessment found,
for example, that the Study was a substantial advance over earlier at-
tempts at its goal. The Executive Summary to WASH-1400 was judged
not to emphasize sufficiemly the consequences of r'eactor accidents and
the uncertainties in the calculation of their probabilities.

The Board concluded that the Staff and Applicant have reviewed and
analyzed possible severe accidents and their consequences in a manner
consistent with the Commission's regulations and policies.

.

Groundwater Pathway

in a consolidated contention on groundwater contamination, the
League of Women Voters claimed that the Staff and the Applicant had
not adequately characterized the groundwater system at Byron and there-
fore had probably underestimated the velocity with which radionuclides
which might be released into the groundwater system by certain possit')
accidents would travel to points where humans use the water. The
League argued that the formula which the Staff and the Applicant used
to estimate that velocity could not be applied to the highly fractured bed-
rock at Byron because the fermula, Darcy's equation, had been devel-
oped in studies of uniform porous media. The League also argued that a
study of the mi;; ration of cyanide from a chemical waste dump near the
Byron site showed that contaminated water in the Byron bedrock could
travel with a velocity an order of magnitude greater than the velocity the
Staff and the Applicant had calculated.

The League contended that until the system of fractures at Byron had
been adequately studied, there could be no confidence in the Staff's and
the Applicant's anal ses of the consequences of those accidents which3

.
could contaminate the groundwater system. The higher the velocity of
the contaminated water, tne less time there would be for radionuclides
to decay to safe levels, or for the spread of the contaminated water to be
stopped.

The Board concluded that the Staff and the Applicant had adequately
characterized the groundwater system at Byron. The Applicant's investi-
gations of the geology at Byron were thorough, and they revealed cir-
cumstances which even the League's expert witness said would permit
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| the use of Darcy's equation. The alternative means which the League
> ~ recommended for estimating velocity would entail a cost in money and

time all out of proportion to the benefits those means might bring. Last,
.

the cyanide migration study is no proof countering the Staff's and the
Applicant's results, for there are many strong indications that much of
the cyanide migrated by surface routes.

h
' '

Sei mic Analysis

League of Women Voters alleges that there exist serious seismic- -

related site deficiencies discovered subsequent to the issuance of the
:

! construction permit. The League asserts that because of a lack ofinfor-
! mation regarding the cause of earthquakes in northern Illinois, the Ap-

plicant should be required to perform strain gage tests on faults cutting
,

basement rock. The League also contends that it is not known if a re-
cently discovered fault (found after the CP issuance) is a capable fault
and that neither the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) nor the Operating

,'

Basis Earthquake (OBE) are sufficiently conservative. Evidence was re-
| ceived.on each of the issues and the Board found for the Applicant.
! The strain sage application recommended as necessary by the League

was found to be beyond the current state of technical feasibility and,,

even if strain gages could be installed, techniques for translating the;

; strain measurements to predicting faults are beyond the current state of
knowledge. The lack of obser' i movement in the zone in at least the
last 125,000 years is furthen reason to question the need for such

,

! measurements. As to the presence or absence of capable faults in the
plant vicinity, the evidence was substantial and convincing. There is no

;

!
evidence of a capable fault in the vicinity of the Byron plant. In fact,

i there are no known capable faults east of the Rockies in the United
States. Regarding the SSE and OBE, based on the evidence presented,,

! the Board finds that the seismic design of the Byron plant is sufficiently
j conservative and in accordance with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. Part -

| 57 and 10 C.F.R. Part 100, Appendix A.

l

Emergency Planning

Emergency planning for the Byron Station was in relatively early
,;tages at the time of the hearing. Most of the Intervenors' concerns
about the Byron emergency plans were resolved or deferred by a stipula-

- tion in which Applicant committed to many emergency planning actions
*

following the Federal Emergency Management Agency final report. The -

|
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electrical energy in steam-driven turbines. The thermal energy derived
,

i in the reactor core from the uranium fission process is transported to the
turbine by two fluid circuits, the primary and secondary reactor
coolants, separated by the steam generator tubing. After traversing the

.

turbine, the steam must be condensed b,y removal of a not insignificant>

quantity of heat before this wcondary coolant can be recycled to the
steam generator. This heat removal from the discharge from the'

turbine, through the condenser tubes, is by still another fluid circuit
called the circulating water system and is const tuted by the condensers,i

the cooling towers, a capability for adding and discharging water and for
adding chemicals, and a storage reservoir together with necessary
pumps, controls, etc., for operation. The primary and secondary coolants

.

operate at quite high temperature and pressure.
,

A 2. ~A steam gen'erator is simply a heat exchanger. It is comprised
of a number of thin walled tubes through which hot water, the primary
coolant, flows. With use the primary coolant becomes radioactively
contaminated, mainly with fission products from leaky fuel pins.

A-3. These tubes are contained within a vessel into which the
secondary coolant is pumped to be vaporized to drive the turbine. Two
of the contentions in issue relate to steam generators in the followingt

ways. A combination of physical, chemical and metallurgical actions
have individually and collectively contributed to a history of failure of

,

1 the tubes in generators. These failures have lead to leaks from the pri-

) mary to the secondary side of the tubes with concomitant dispersal oi
radionuclides throughout the secondary coolant and its flow circuit. A

;

remedial measure to this highly undesirable situation is to first identify4

the faulty tubes and to take them separately out of service by plugging
their ends. There is, thereby, a decrease in the effective heat transfer
area.

,

A-4. A particular challenge has to do with potentially destructive'

,

forces arising in a natural physical phenomenon called a " water
! hammer." A water hammer is the production of pressure within a
! moving liquid as its speed is suddenly altered. The collapse of a steam

bubble, for instance, allows a surge of liquid which, when stopped, pro-
1 duces such a pressure. The forces resulting from the pressure are poten-

tially damaging to the containing structure.'

|
A-5. Another issue involving the nuclear generation of steam con-

; cerns radiation exposures possibly incurred by operating, maintenance
and management personnel during the course of normal operations, of
necessary repairs, and during and following sorr.e unanticipated event or'

accident. It is the policy of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to re-4

quire nuclear plant operations to be conducted so that this exposure to
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Board approved the stipulation and, at the Board's request, the Commis-
sion extended the Board jurisdiction to hear disputes over Applicant's
commitments even after an initial d cision and any full power operation.;

As to those issues which were litigated, high ranking Illinois emergen-
cy and disaster agency cfTicials appeared at the hearing and, together
with the cognizant Commonwealth Edison employees and Federal
witnesses, provided convincing assurances that careful attention is being
paid to the Byron emergency plans and that the plans will satisfy regula.
tory requirements. F

;

However, the Board was constrained to impose three conditions with
respect to protective measures during an emergeacy. We have required

,

the Applicant to clarify or amend its Evacuation Time Study to identify
employers in the emergency planning zone with extended shutdown
times - a rather minor adjustment.

We have also taken issue with Applicant on the use of so-called con-
servatisms in emergency planning and have imposed corrective
conditions. The Evacuation Time Study intentionally overestimates as-
sumed traffic times under adverse weather conditions in an emergency .

and intentionally underestimates average generic sheltering values of
1 the structures in the Byron EPZ. Neither variance from realism is
! conservative.

Applicant's witnesses could not explain why overestimating the traffic
time assumptions for evacuations would be conservative, nor can the
Board identify any such conservatism. Incorrect evacuation times'could
lead a decisionmaker away from actions affording radiological dose
savings. Underestimating the average sheltering value of the structures
near the Byron Station is a reflection of a policy of the State ofIllinois
emergency planning officials to favor evacuation over sheltering no
matter how slight the potential dose savings. Considering the risks to
the public in any evacuation, this Board does not believe that the Illinois,

! policy is a good one, but that consideration is a matter beyond the
i Board's jurisdiction. It is within our jurisdiction, however, to require Ap-

psicant to provide accurate evacuation time assumptions in the event
that emergency planning officials choose to use them. We have done so.

1

II. FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

i A. Steam Generators

1. Introduction
i

A-1. The Byron Nuclear Power Station is comprised of two pres-
( surized water reactors and auxiliary equipment necessary to generate
!
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onsite persons is kept as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA). This
means that not only is any discharge of radionuclides carefully monitored
and limited but also that control be exercised over the access of employ-
ces to areas where the structure may itself have become radioactive
under irradiation during operation. Adequate and proper radiation detec- .

tion in:,trumentation coupled with strict administrative practices are
necessary, and usually can be adequate, to achieve the ALARA goal.

A 6. The contentions, in whole or in part, related to steam
generators, posed by the Intervenors and admitted for litigation are:

League Contention 22 tSteam Tube Integrity):

An extremely serious problem occurrint at other plants such as Consumers' Pah-
sades plant and Cf..'s Zion plant, and likely to occur at C.E.'s Byron plant, is pre-
sented by degradation of steam generating tube integrity due to corrosion induced
wastage, cracking, reduction in tube diameter, and vibration-induced fatigue cracks.
This affects, and may destroy, the capability of the degrad:1 tubes to maintain their
integrity, both during normal operation ar'd under accident conditions, such as a
LOCA or a msin steam line break. The Commission StafT has correctly regarded
this problem as a safety problem of a serious nature, as evidenced bu:h by
NUREG-0410 and the Black Fox testimony cited above (sic). As a result of this seri-
ous and unresolved problem, the findings required by 10 C.F.R. {{ 50 57(a)(3)(ii)
and 50.57(al(6) cannot be made.

DAARE/ SAFE Contention 9(c) (Steam Tube Integrity):

Intervenors contend that there are many unresolved safety problems with clett
health and safety implications and which are demonstrably apphcable to the Byron
Station design, but are not dealt with adequately in the FSAR. These issues include
but are not hmited to:

Steam generator tube integrity. In PWRs steam generator tube integrity is sub-
ject to diminution by corrosion, crackmg, denting and fatigue cracks. This con.
stitutes a hazard both durms normal operation and under accident conditions.
Primary loop stress corrosion cracks will, of course, lead to radioactivity leaks
into the secondary loop and thereby out of the containment. A possible solu-
tion to this problem could involve redesign of the steam generator, but at
FS AR, Section 10.3.5.3 the Applicant notes its intent to deal with this as a
maintenance problem, which may not be an adequate response given the in-
stances noted in Contention 1. above [ sic).

DA ARE/ SAFE Contention 9(a) (Water Hammer 1:

During recent startup tests at the KRSKO plant in Yugoslavia, which has steam
generators which are similar in design to those at Byron, the plant experienced a
bubble collapse water hammer event in the feed * ster bypass kne. %pphcant should
be required to demonstrate that a similar event will not occur at Byron.

League Contention lli.B(1) (ALARA in, Steam Generatorsl:

C.E. has not met the requirements of NEPA and the Ress, including but not hmited
to 10 C.F.R. {{ 50.34(a) and 50.36(a) because C.E. has not adequately monitored

$1

l

|

|
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and provided a design base for the Byron plant which will keep radiation levels as
low as achievable as required for operation of the plant to protect the health and
safety of the public. To keep radiation levels as low as achievable. C.E. should pro.
vide and utilize:
B. More accurate calculation of design doses which can be accomp ished by utilit-

ing information from the improsed monitoring suggested abose and also by:
(1) Providing for and constant update and replacement of equipment and

r
'

analysis to respond to new experimental and analytical results. Byron was
'

licensed for construction. for example, w hen some (including C.E.) assert-

!
ed improperly that there was a threshold to radiation effects;

f

j League Contennon ll. Val ( ALA RA in Steam Generators):

C.E. has not met the requirements of NEPA and 10 C.F.R. Part 20 because it has
not adequately assessed the effect of radiation on plant workers and provided a

L design base for the Byron plant which will provide radiation levels as low as
achievable. To keep radiation levels as low as achievable there is a need for better

;

use or preventive measures to reduce radiation. includmg neutrnn, exposure .evels'

to regular plant rersonnel and transient workers. These include but are not limited;

I to:
4 (a) Plant designs for reducing amount of radiation exposure which take into ac-

cnunt new evidence on low levels of radiation which were not considered in
design of the plant.

I

A 7. A steam generator is comprised, in major part, of a few thou-'
;

i sand inverted U tubes each about 60 feet in length. Conway, ff. Tr.
i 4126, at 7. The tubes are of relatively thin wall to facilitate heat transfer.

A 8. The tubes of a s'eam generator provide a barrier between the*

;

,
radioactive materials in the primary coolant, largely arising from leaks in

! the cladding of fuel pins, and the normally uncontaminated steam
| supply to the turbine.
; A 9. As a requisite for the issuance of a license to operate a nucle.
4 ar steam supply system, it is incumbent upon an applicant to show res- ,

! sonable assurance that the operation will not endanger the health and
j safety of the public.10 C.F.R. 50.57(a)(1). Specifically in this context,
! conformity shall be shown to the Commission's General Design Criteria
i 14,30,31 and 32 of Appendix A of 10 C.F.R. Part 50. ,

i A 10. An a like manner General Design Criterion 4,10 C.F.R. Part
50, Appendix A, demands that the reactor systems be protected from

j dynamic effects, such as a water hammer, and 10 C.F.R.'20.l(c) requires

! that personnel exposure be kept as low as reasonably achievable.

i
A.II. A history of one or more malfunctions in various forms and

[
degrees of severity within steam generators at pressurized water nuclear
power stations has led the NRC to include steam generator integrityo .

! among its list of continuing seneric problems termed " Unresolved
Safety Issues" (USI), thereby making it a candidate for especial attentioni

!

l
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in research and development programs. The subject of steam generator
tube integrity has been designated USI: A-3. Intervenors have used that
classification to support their position in these contentions. The
Commission, however, through its Appeal Boards has taken a position
on the matter whereby the Staff is to make clear in its Safety Evaluation
Report (Staff Ex.1) its " perception of the nature and extent of the rela-
tionship between each significant unresolved generic safety question and
the eventual operation of the reactor under scrutiny." Gul/ States Utilities
Co. (River Bend Station, Units I and 2), ALAB 444,6 NRC 760 (1977)
at 775. The Staff has now met that requirement. Staff Ex.1, at 5-19
through 5-22.

A 12. Further to the question of unresolved safety issues, it is
noted that the Staff has devoted considerable attention to these matters
in its Safety Evaluation Report. Staff Ex.1, Appendix C. Specific atten-
tion is given to thirteen of the issues which have at least a potentiai bear-

' ing on the Byron Station.'
A-13. In the litigation of these contentions the Applicant presented

fourteen witnesses, all qualified scientific and technical personnel. John
C. Blomgren and Lawrence D. Butterfield, of Commonwealth Edison,
' addressed minimization of steam generator tube cegradation and modifi-
cations directed to the now induced vibration phenomenon, s

respective!y. Mahendra R. Patel, of Westinghouse Electric Corporation,
addressed the " leak before-break" principle and steam generator tube
plugging criteria. Six additional Westinghouse persons testified on gener-
ator integrity: Daniel Malinowski on inspection measures used to
detect steam generator tube degradation, Michael J. Wootten on water
chemistry, Lawrence Conway on design changes in steam generators at
Byron that both enhance resistance to tube degradation and minimize oc-
cupational radiation exposure, and Thomas F. Timmons on flow-induced
vibration phenomenon; Wilson D. Fletcher provided an overview of the
steam generator tube integrity issue; and Michael Hitchler quantitatively
assessed the probability of steam generator tube ruptures under various
conditions. R.W. Carlson of Westinghouse, Richard Pleniewicz of Com-
monwealth Edison, and Kenneth J. Green of Sargent & Lundy testified
on water hammers; Rodolfo Paillaman of Ebasco Services, Inc. addressed
the pre service inspection of the steam generator tubes. J.R. Van Laere
discussed the effect of generator modifications on the ALARA goals.

I Among these thirteen issues are three whgh are annuded in the contentions htigated in these
proceedings They are mater hammer. steam sencrator tube miegrity and seismic design criteria. Arrh-
cant E t 1. as C.7 through C46

.
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A 14. The NRC Staff presented the testimony of Aleck W. Serkit
on water hammer events and of a panel composed of Jai Raj N. Rajan on
flow-induced vibration phenomenon and the probability of tube rupture
under various conditions, Ledyard B. Marsh on tube degradation, Louis*

F:ank on water chemistry and in service inspections, and Conrad
.

I McCracken on steam generator design and secondary coolant water
! chemistry. The combined experience of the members of the Staff panel

in nuclear enuncering and related subjects is more than 80 years.'

A-15. For the League, Dale G. Bridenbaugh, a nuclear erpneer

i_ with more than 25 years experience and President of MHB Technical ,

j Associates, testified on various aspects of the steam generator tube in-
tegrity issues. No Intervenor evidence was presented on water hammers.<

The testimony of K.Z. Morgan made reference to past experiences with ,

radioactive accumulations in steam generators and their bearing on the
ALARA principle.;

.

2. Steam Generator TubeIntegrity

|
A-16. The historical degradation experienced by Wes6nghouse

steam generators in non accident operation has taken seaal forms
including tube. wall thinning, pitting, cracking, intergranula attack, and

! tube wear. Malinowski, IT. Tr. 4126, at 15 21.
A 17. An extended analysis of steam generator tube degradations'

j and their consequences, in preparation by Science Applications, Inc.
1 (SAD under contract with the Commission! (Intervenors Ex. 9), is
i often referred to in this record as the "SAI Report." This report presents -

a value impact analysis of twelve regulatory requirements related to;

I steam generators, which are under consideration by the NRC Staff for
j imposition on the operators of pressurized water reactors.) Tr. 4573
i (Marsh). Of the twelve candidate requirements posed in this analysis,
; four are considered to have potential for effectively improving the out-

look for more successfitl operation of pressurized water reactors. Those
j four are: inspection of the secondary side of generators for loose parts,

overall in service inspection, the eddy current method for tube

j examination, and the secondary coolant chemistry coupled with ir..
j service inspection of the secondary condenser, intervenors Ex. 9, at t

ES-4 and ES 5. These four topics were extensively discussed in this'

i proceeding.
i

2A "dren rinal report * or this effort is value-impact Analyses Recommendations Concerning Steam
-

oenerator Tube Degradation and Rupture Evente. December 23. 1982, prepared by sdence'

j- Applications. Inc.
3 ee latervenors Es. 9. section IV ror details or these proposals.S1

f
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A 18. Four ruptured-tube events in domestic Westinghouse steam
generators at Point Beach 1, Surrey 2, Prairie Island I and Ginna have
been reported.' The Staff examined the operator response and the radi-
ological consequences in each of these instances. In the first three the
consequences were less than the expectations from a design basis genera-
tot tube rupture accident. The results from Ginna are characterized as
"were as expected" without quantification. Tr. 4801-02 (Marsh).

A-19. Although the Intervenors' witness, Mr. Bridenbaugh, had no
reason to disbelieve the evaluation by the Staff of the radiological
effects, he, too, was uncertain of the meaning of the statement about
Ginna. He had made no independent analy u s. Tr. 6495 96
(Bridenbaugh).

A 20. The Staff has analyzed the effect of generator tube rupture
on such low-probability events as main steam-line and feedwater line
breaks. When a break occurs outside the containment there may be a
loss of primary coolant directly to the environment. Under action by
emergency core coolant, the core would remain covered. Even smaller
consequences result when the break is inside the containment. Marsh,
ff. Tr. 4473, at 4.

A 21. Concurrent rupture of tubes and a cold leg loss of coolant -

has been examined analytically and a few related experiments have been
performed at the Idaho Nuclear Engineering Laboratory, assuming vari-
ous conditions of departure. None led to a core melt. /d. at 5.

A 22. These computational analyses may lead to a realistic statistical
in service inspection program to counter the Neurrence and conse-*

quences of concurrent steam generator failure and large-scale accidents.
'

Id.
A 23. A typical present day Westinghouse steam generator contains

about 4500 inverted U tubes of 60 foot overall length, 0.75 inch in
diameter with a 43 mil thick wall. The ends of the tubes are expanded
into a tube sheet.5 The material is type 600 Inconel, a nickel-
chromium-iron alloy. The tubes are supported laterally by % inch thick
support plates spaced vertically every 3 to 5 feet. The surface area of the
tubes in a generator is on the order of 10' ft Conway, ff. Tr. 4126;2

Patel, ff. Tr. 4126.
- A 24. Internal to the tubes is the high temperature, high-pressure

primary coolant; external to the tubes is the secondary coolant which is

4 Additional information on these events appears at Parasraph A.51. mera Su aho Frank, ff Tr. 44U.
at 8.
8A dixtepancy esists in the testimony: the tubes are espanded into the tube sheet (Conway fr. Tr.

4126. at 121 and melded into the tube sheet (Conway. fr Tr 1309. at 6t
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vaporized to the steam necessary to propel the turbines. The nominal
outwardly directed pressure differential across a tube wall is 1250 psi.
The burt,t pressure of new 43 mil thick tubing is 10,000 to 12,000 psi.
Tr. 4.393 (Patel).

A 25. Over recent gars, Westinghouse steam generators have ex-
perienced an evolutionary development wit's progressive changes intend-
ed to surmount the structural, material and operational weaknesses
which surfaced with use.' Correspondingly, the designations of the

|
models have changed. The must recently designed model at the time of

| the hearing was DS, ti e preceding one was D4, etc. Byron Unit 2 is ,

| equipped with Model D5; Byron Unit I with D4. Conway, ff. Tr. 4126,
l at 8,14. These weaknesses have been essentially contined to the secon-
i dary side of generators, i.e., there has been no erosion or wear inside

tubes. Tr. 4790 (McCracken).
* A 26. Although observation of radionuclides in the secondary cool-

| ant is a primafacle indication of tube damage, the principal method for
! monitoring steam generator tube wear and damage utilizes measurement '

of eddy currents induced in the tube by alternating magnetic fields as a
probe traverses the tube internally. Four magnetic fields are impressed

| on the tube simultaneously, allowing differentiation of signals arising
| from expected sources, stich as support plates, from those truly indica-

tive of the tube itself. Obtainable are data on the thickness of the tube,
on the dimensions of a defect, and within limits, the composition of the
defect. Calibration of the apparatus is by observation of a hole in the
material drilled to specified dimensions. Additionally, direct examination
of damaged tubes removed from generhtors has verified earlier eddy-
current determinations. The method is sufficiently sensitive to detect a
decrease in wall thickness in the range of 20 to 40 percent depending on
the type of degradation, its extent and location. Malinowski, fr. Tr.
4126, at 15. Intervenors agree that the multi frequency eddy current

!

|

| 6 subwquent to the closure of the record in this proceeding. the Board received from the Applicant a
report on modifications proposed by Westinghouse t,f the current generation of steam generators The;

I report, titled " Independent Evaluation of Propowd Modifications of westinghouse D4. D5 and E steam
! Generators." CsGoR().002. dated Ju|y 29.1983, was developed by the Counternow steam Generator

Owners Group, a techmcal committee, independent of the Byron station. composed of representatives
of utilities and consulting engineering firms both domestic and overwas. As a goal "[tlhe purpose of
this taport is to 6ssue the group's evaluation of the problem definition and the acceptability of proposed

.

solutions to problems related to the implementation of design modirications and full power operation of
l the Model D4. D5 and E steam generators."

The Board is also aware or the issue by the NRC Stafr of " safety Evaluation Report Related to the
D4/D5/E steam Generator Design Modincations." NUREo.1014. dated october 1983. The Board'

noted a statement in the November 2I.1983 letter of transmittat to this Board from T.M. Novak that
i the " report is consistent with the staff's testimony during the Byron hearing that the proposed D4/D$

|
modification as acceptable."
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method is a significant improvement and may prove to be adequate. Tr.
6461 (Bridenbaugh).

A 27. Recent changes effected in the design, construction and oper-
ation of Westinghouse steam generators are intended to improve their
performance, to decrease losses due to outages and the removal of defec-
tive tubes from service, and to lessen the occupational radiation expo-
sure to maintenance personnel.

A-28. Early observations were made of caustic stress corrosion
cracking of generator tubes, which had roulted from the absence of
careful control of the concentration of phosphates added to the secun-
dary flow system to offset inleakage from the tertiary coolant through
the condenser. Additionally sludge was an undesired product. Unsuc-
cessful remedial measures led to the use of the All Volatile Treatment
(AVT) in which volatile chemicals having volatile reaction products are
employed. The chemicals in the treatment are ammonia and hydrazine.
Esperience is showing a reduction in tube " thinning" and in sludge for-
mation with the AVT. Wootten, ff. Tr. 4126, at 610.

A 29. Tube wall t% inning results from accumulations of sludge aris-
ing from corrosion by pnosphates. Remedy is by AVT and adjustment of

' flew speeds to disperse the solids. Malinowski, ff. Tr. 4126, at 15,16.
A 30. Pitting is the formation of about 100 mil diameter discrete

circular regions believed to be corrosion attributable to actions by acidic
copper and chloride ions. It has been observed even in inconel and may
be mitigated by improved water chemistry ( AVT) and removal of
copper alloys from the secondary coolant system, from the condenser
for example. Wootten, ff. Tr. 4126, at 13,14.

A 31. Denting is a type of deformation resulting, for example, in a
decrease in a tube radius at support and baffle plates caused, in turn, by
an accumulation of solid corrosion products, including magnetiW in the
annulus between the tube and the support plate establishing an undesira-
ble sti ss. This condition is expected to be lessened by improved water
chemistry; by replacing the carbon steel support plates with stainless
steel; by substituting quartrefoil holes for the tubes in the support
plates for the earlier circular ones, thereby diminishing crevices and
improving the flow pattern and scavenging; and by expanding the tubes

- at the support plates, thereby further removing crevices. Conway, ff, Tr.

' Appbcant's witness Wootten attritated denting to an accumulation ?f sohds resultirig from an interre.
lationship amoris chlorides. copper com,ounds and out pen % ontien. fr. Tr 4126. si II, lie also sdents.
ried the deposit as magnetite Tr 4177 The Board assumes the presence of both scied forms to be
reasonable. Magnetite is readily detected by the eddy current technique. Tr. 419$ IMalinowski).
I stainless steel support plates and baffles are in Byron Unit 2, but not in Unit 1
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4126, at 10. II: Tr. 4364 (Conway). Denting is considered by Intelve-
nors not to be an accident inducing problem. Tr. 4507 (Bridenbaugh).

A 32. Wear results from abrasion of generator tubes upon contact
w:th other items of the structure, exemplified by Oxed bafne plates and
aducent tubes set into vibration, and wi'h extrancous objects inadver-
tently Icft in the generator shell.' Remedias to be included at Byron are
the installation of noise detectors and provision for visual inspections
for loou. parts. Tr. 4424 (Blomgren). An additional remedy to wer.r is
the modi 0 cation of the secondary coolant How pattern in the shell aug-
mented by installing more securely those tubes susceptible to vibrations.
The modi 0 cation to the secondary flow into the shellis essentially a 10
percent reduction in the input How through the main feedwater nozzle
and the diversion of that 00w into the generator thmugh an auxiliary
nozzie. location not speciDed. Tr. 4266 (Conway); Tr. 4273 (Blomgren);
Timmons. IT. Tr. 5908, at 23. The evolution of the above prescription ap-
pears below. *

'Two instanses have been resorded of damage to steam generator tubes caused by foreign ohncts left
in the shell. In 19?9 a lean at Prairie Island Umt I was found in have been due to tube wear by a cmled
terms remaimns m the triell followmg a mainienance shuidown. In 1982 a siseable 8eak 06 curred at she
Genna plant throush a long wear scar in an active tube produted by the impingement of a settion of a
previously plugged tube ohnh had been severed by an estraneous epound metal plate left behind fol.
lowing a maintenan6e opershon. Frank,17. Tr. 447), at 8. Fletcher, fr Tr $90s, at 14
18 An estraction from the rather lengthy and laborious testirrony, both written and oral, gives somewhat
the following genesis of the tube vibration problem and its purported remedy. Thew remarks concern
the " counter flow" generators (Models D4 and D$l not the eather " split flow" types tModela D2 and
D)L The ill e i be cured is generator tube wear W hether this wear results from mutual abrasion of adja-
cent vibrating tubes or from the impinsement on the tube of a high4 reed water stream, of both, has
not been made clear and se hkely ummportant. The generstars considered are of the "preheater" type
where at least a part of the mcoming secondary stream to first directed acrou the pothon of the tubes
where the primary coe ant emits the generator. In this manner the thermal emciency or the generator 64
enhanced. Conway, fr. Tr. 4126. at 8

About two years ago a Model D) wesunghouse steam generator in SweJen developed a
2.$ eallon/mmute primmy.to. secondary lesh. Enamination showed e ensie hole en a tube, at a baffle
plaie, facing the feedesier enlet west was observed in other tubes in outer rows near the norste. Like
esaminahans within Westinghouse of other generators thereby were iniheted Subwouent!y an mspec-
tion at the KRRO reutot in Yugoslavie with a D4 generator, whish had operated . $4 percent power.
showec utidetectable tube wear. Nonetheless accelerometers were installed ohnh subwquently showed
meignifkant tube vibrahon at ?O percent power and ten rntrance of the remaimag 30 pertent of the
design full load. fine into the generator via a hypass' did not secrease vibratmns Peyond autpeable
hmits (* the locahon of this bypass entrance is not made dat in the evidence of the brron hearing |

Further to the KRun etrerience, ohnut a yest ago one tube in the senerator was etranded at the
baffle plate locahon " No sutnequent wear was obwrved with eddy-current measurements, and vibra.
tion was a fator of five below that before espanding Timmons, if, Tr, stos. at 1016 I"In his
teshmuny Arrhcant's niinen Timmons refers conimually to baffte plaie 6nierwetion" as the plarea

tubes are enranded, while the totahon of baffle plates is not carefully identified in the teshmony. They
are. however. in the preheater wchon of the wcondary side of the generator and are functional in the
distribunen of the enflowing secondary coolant among the tubes Maimowsn6. fr Tr. 412a. at 21 Al
least one baffle n not tubesupporting Tr 4767 (McCracken) See Timmons, if Tr. $90s, at 19. also
Timmons' Attahrnent 2, ) and 4 thereta. tin the other hand. Conway speaks of tube espanmon at
their enterwstion with tube surpnft Pfales. Conway, fr Tr elle at 15. site Tr 4409 (Blomsren). An ob-
scure dewriphon is given at Tr 6180 tTemmons). The Baard recngmres that tube entenven at both
places is devrahle.)
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A 33. An operations procedure to be established by tne Applicant
is to monitor leakage of coolant from the primary to secondary system.
This monitoring can most likely be done by the appearance of radioactive
species in the secondary. The ductility of Inconel 600, the tube material,
allows the development of short cracks, and hence minor leaks, well
before rupture can occur. The maximum generator tube leak rate per-
mitted at Byron by the Technical Specifications is 500 gallons / day (0.35
gallon / minute) per generator and will occur through a single
0.43 inch long crack. The critical crack length corresponding to the
maximum accident condition pressure during a postulated feedwater line
break / steam line break was conservatively determined to be 0.51 inch
using the rest.lts of burst pressure tests. Since the masimum permissible
crack length of 0.43 incl. for contmued operation is less than the critical
crack length of 0.51 inch, the unit is safeguarded against tube rupture
during a postulated feedwater line break / steam line break accid:nt.
Patel, ff. Tr. 4126, at 1213. In the application of this limiting leak rate,
a single penetration is assumed, thereby introducing a significant ele-
ment of conservatism. Leak detection sensitivity as low as 0.001 spm is
not impractical (Tr. 4339 (Malinowski)) and 0.05 spm is common (Tr. .

4338 (Patcl)). This characteristic, called " leak before break," allows op-
portunity for remedial measures before a severe event. The usual
remedy for leaky tubes is removal from service by plugging. As
installed, the thickness of the inconel generator tubes is 43 mils, corre-

1 sponding to a burst pressure of 10,000 psi to be compared to normal
operating pressure differential of 1250 psi. The ASME Boiler and Pres-
sure Vessel Code recommends a safety factor of only three. The fsetor

! of three describes a tube of about half the wall thickness of that
installed. This overstre allows considerable tube degradation, such as
thinning, before remedies need be effected in fact the " tube plugging
criterion." the wear before repair or removal from service,is 40 percent
of the original thickness, that is, a 26 mil thick wall is acceptable for
operation. Tr. 4369 (Patcl).

A 34. Staff witnesses report that a tube uniformly reduced to 20
percent of its original wall thickness," u., to about 8 mils, will withstand
the pressure aris;ng from a steam.line break, a pressure differential of
about 2650 psi. Tr. 4600 03 (Frank, Rajan).

A 35. A Model D4 Westinghouse steam generator is installed in
Byron Unit I and a D3 is in Unit 2. Tr. 4388 89 (Blomsren). Into each

h both the llanuript .t rf 4A01 and staft's hadieg D.100 any ''lel luhe . . devistaa le shout 60 pet.
tent or the pofmnal mall thn anese '' In the soniesi of een.h 4:44i.pn, haeetet, the Board unaerstenae
the etaterrent at meaning an 90 rettent leu of the onll

i
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|

J

of these models have been incorporated improvements over earlier
installations.88 The improved secondary water chemistry, the absence of
copper in the secondary stream" (Tr. 4180 (Malinowski)), the use of
fresh water as the tertiary coolant (Tr. 4389,4390 (Wootten)), the re-
ductioriin tube vibration by diverting some 10 percent of the secondary
now to the generator through the bypass, a more rigid mounting of ap-
proximately 100 peripheral tubes,'' and the installation of heat treated
Inconel 600 as tube material (Tr. 4348 (Conway)) are common to both.

Units 1 and 2.
A 36. The direct measurement of tube vibration as a function of

'

steam generator feedwater now rate, at KRSKO and at various test
facilities, showed, for that reactor instaliation, disersion of 30 percent of

,

the required total ft.II power input to be optimum. Because of differencec
in total now, and the fact that the speed of the water into the preheater,
not quantity, is controlling, that division will correspond to a 75/25 divi-
sion at Byron. Tr. 6262 63 (Timmons).

A 37 The maximum diversion of full power feedwater obtainable
through the fully open bypass valve at Byron is 10 percent. In the consid-
cred judgment of Westinghouse, with the concurrence of the Applicant,
effecting the program of more rigidly supporting approximately 100
peripheral tubes will ralow satisfactory oneration of the genciators with
this 90/10 division of feedwater now. Any lesser ratio will require signin.
cant changes in the piping, such as installation of orifices and even
sizing. Tr. 6224 28 (Timmons).

A.38. Additionally, the Model D5 in 'Jnit 2 will have more
corrosion resistant stainless steel tube support plates replacing carbon
steel (Tr. 4351 (Conway)), tubes expanded by a prest'arized hydraulic.
aluid device (rather than the usual mechanical roller method) to imemvc
the primary now pattern and reduce stresses at the tube sheet, and qua.
trefoil support plate holes instead of circular to reduce solids deposition
and denting. Id. Each of these changes is expected to further improve
generator performance. The Intervenors express concern that these
changes are not being made in Unit 1. Tr. 6462 (Bridenbaugh).

A 39. Westinghouse is sufuciently con 0 dent of the expected im-
proved performante of the Model D4 generator as a consequence of the
modi 0 cations noted in Paragraph A 35, mpra, to proceed into the opera.
tion of Unit I even though the benent of further chriges already made

18 No opetetics suretience has been occumulated eith Model D$. the K RsKo plant has e D4
H The Byron soniteneert see twhed with etenless steel 77 4240,4428 f ainmstent
34Althougli the ettet fiumhef end it44 tion Or the tubet 14 be elpended have not yet been ottablished
(if 424i). eltie f fienmonsit, ther willidely be Ihnes deletmined 6, tette to be the ones tnoet eve 6epte.
ble to oest if t 4767 (Rajen))
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in DS (Paragraph A 38, supra) is recognized. Tr. 4389 (Wootten); Tr.
4435 (Conway).

A 40. Of importance in this array of modifications is water
treatmen:. The Steam Generator Owners Group (SGOG) has established
guidelines for water chemistry stricter than even those of the NSSS. The
Applicant has incorporated the SGOG guidelines in its chemistry
monitoring program at Byron. Blomgren, ff. Tr. 4126, at 8 11.

A 41. SGOG is an association of PWR operators, established in
1977, which, in concert with the Electric Power Research Institute, has
worked toward improvement in steam generator performance. The Ap-
plicant hold: membership in the Group and actively supports it.
Bridenbaugh, ff. Tr. 6406, at 7,8,9; Blomgren, ff.1 r. 4126, at 8.

A 42. The twelve viable investigative efforts presented in Interve-
nors Ex. 9 likely had their genesis, at least in part, in a presentation to
the NRC by the SGOG in July 1982.

A 43. Intervenors' witness selected eight of the twelve items he
considered of suflicient impor6ance to be " imposed" by the Staff on
Byroa. These are, by abbreviated title: (1) loose parts control, (2)
degraded tubes, (3) in service inspection, (4) water chemistry (5) con-
denser inspection, (6) additional inspection ports. Equally important are
(7) pressure control during tube rupture - alreaay imposed - and (8)
eddy current techniques considered an industry wide responsibility to
be applied in their most advanced form at Byron. Tr. 6442 43
(Bridenbaugh). .

A 44, Westinghouse has made extensive studies of the effect of the
vibration of generator tubes on wear leading, in the limit, to their failure

-

and necessary removal from service. Westinghouse has developed pro.
prietary empirical relations among directly measurable quantities describ-
ing such vibrations which can be correlated with the wear suffered
durmg vibration." in summary, rather dramatic results were presented
from this study both of the extent of the reduction in vibration upon ex-
pansion of tubes into baffle and support plat:s and in the concomitant
occreased wear. Intersenors' witness exprersed an expectation of successi

of tube expansion la the reduction of tube wear. Tr. 6307 (Bridenbaugh).
A 45. There shall be a 100 percent pre service inspection of the

steam generator tubes? In this inspection the eddy current measuring

H The details of the measurements and their cottelsiums sete presented to the Board and rsttees en an
w(amers settum on Apeil 27.190) it 6162 6203 This iranscript is noiin the pubig record
'* The inspnsion of the tubet en the four senetowti of LJnit I hes in rect i.een sompleted by the foue,
itequency oddv.vurrent measurements following procedures conforming to applusNe AsME and AsNI
tequirements of the some 18#8) tubet esamened, two sete errstently mechanwally tilocked to the

(Ct>Almuhll
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device will be inserted into a tube at the hot leg tube sheet and then
pushed past the U bend entirely, down the cold leg to the exit of the
tube." The initial in service inspection shall occur at the Orst refueling
outage or within 24 full power months equivalent. The interval to subsc-
quent inspections will be determined by experience. Malinowski, ff. Tr.
4126, at 6; Tr. 4282 (Blomgren).

A 46. Intervenors contend that the procedures for in service inspec-
tion of tubes should include plugged tubes, and that an adequate
method for such inspection should be developed. Visual inspection inter-
nal to the geners. tor shell, by television and Ober optics, does not com-
pletely suffice. Additionally, in service inspections of generators are not
made sulliciently frequently. A biennial schedule for each generator was
suggested as a minimum rate. Tr. 6445 46 (Bridenbaugh). The thrust of
the witness was not directed so much at the specine details of
requirements, such as those delineated here, but more to the historic in-
terval when their problems were known, ye* solutions to those problems
were not derived and no firm conclusionary enforcement actions were
taken to give confidence that generators would function in an acceptable
manner. Tr. 6444 (Brideabaugh).

A 47, Additionally, the in service inspection procedures, reflecting
as a minimum the requirements of applicable codes and regulations,
should be prepared in advance of plant operation. Tr. 6500
(Bridenbaugh).

A 44. Other inspection programs, particularly with respect to water
chemistry, are presented in the record. Applicant Ex.17 "PWR Secon.
dary Water Chemistry Guidelines," DPRI 2704 SR; Tr, 4252. Tr.
4200 68 (Blomgren, Malinowski, Wootten).

A 49. There exists an ongoing research arid development effort
directed to every facet of steam generators - geometry, materials,
techniques, inspections - largely under the aegis of the Steam Ocnera-
tor Owners Group (SOOO) associated with the Electric Power Research
Institute. Tr. 4406 08 (Conway, Malinowski, Blomgren).

A 50. The Applicant has committed to the several proposals made
by Westinghouse for the modi 0 cations of the Byron steam generators to

de,ree ihet the probe ..uid not p..e ihrouin. .hnvi > iae some .er, obwr ed in ..<h senersior,
havind o##urred. no doubt. during manufssture, thsement anJ 6netallation, se shove 2:10 subee. erees or
oft standard magnetet permeebelity were detected antaaling het imputinee en the intunet, elihoulh
som8 tubee showed verlettone in tell thuhnett. there est none greater then the 20 percent lose requer.
Int reportine The two 14mbed tutwo eef t is, he plussed Additmnsity to the general desiriennn of the
tubes and their quality, thee 6nspetoon provided a data he*e for subsequent in. erswo ehwevenan Psille.
n.an and Malinowski, fr. Tr. 4816. et 410. Tr 48114 reilisment
18Reevlatory Guide I il resnmmende the survey to traverse the tutie ernund the l'end se e point to the
sold 186 edsesent le the upper surgw rt passe rhe Appheant e test to meet saformative
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improve their service; further, these modi 0 cations are to be incorporated
prior to the operation of the Station. Blomgren, ff. Tr. 4126, at 17, as
modified at Tr. 4118, 4119; Butterneld, IT. Ti. 5906, at 5: Tr. 6056
(Butter 0cid). This commitment (preop 6 rational implemer4tation) by the
Applicant was reafGrmed by its counsel. Tr. t 385 (Gallo). Although the
Staff is generally familiar with the proposed modifications and,
particularly, believes they will take care of the tube vibration problem, it
will review the proposals before operation of the Byron Station is begun.
Rajan, ff. Tr. 4473, at 5; Tr. 4674 75 (Rajan). The Staff estimates the
tube wear not to reach 40 percent of initial wall thickness during the
50 year life of the plant.Tr. 6328 (Rajan).

A 51. A quantitative model'8 for the assessment of the expected
performance of steam generator tubes, expressed as expected frequency
of occurrence, was presented by the Applicant. There are on record only
five instances of severe tube leaks in operating Westinghouse steam
generators.I' Each event is treated in this assessment as though the
defect was a complete tube rupture. Overall operating experience encom-
passes 2.5 million tube years, or 2 x 10-' events / tube year. On this
basis, among the 18,000 tubes at a Byron unit, a tube rupture will occur

-

"

at a Byron unit about every 30 years. The witness placed a range factor ,

of Ove on this value at a 90 percent con 0dence level. The model does
not recognize the recently presented modl0 cations intended to improve
tube performance. The results of the assessment predict frequencies of
single and multiple tube ruptures of the order of 10 8 and 10-$ per
operating year respectively. These results combined with or taken as a
censequence of loss of coolant or major fluid line break events give fre.
quencies of the order of 10-' to 10-7 per year. Moreover, severe core
damage as a consequence of tube rupture is expected at a frequency of

18 The model est devels, ped fne the lieton ProNhibetic Rest Ateestment. e dmument not en this retoed
entert en perunent part se en site.hment to thee eitness' teoumeny 1t 2122 IOeti,a

l' Ihete evente with 0 til tm h4smeief tubes are

ots off ense Plant Altfibwied I L R'

Ne. Dele totattup dMel Cewie igeml

1 3/26/7) Pmat beseh 100/708 PimicNig%eesge
e ut m

2 9/14/'4' swer, I ll/7h Dent r.g e s(C to
) 6/29/19 (Mtil 2 l$etsswm,6/756 uselet, + M C 139

4 10/ 2/M Pf eitie le6and 10/7)) Lamte pett leptifigt )vo

$ 1124/92 Diens 19/691 Lemte part Irlatet 6 14

* t L R = r Himmed Leen Ree 1 em86

* M C = sittee coerneion t raining
a t his is the ,nnei ,,,ent de'meetic tube twrtete dwe la eoeroo6*e If 6444 IBratenhowshi
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one in 10 million operating years. Ilitchler, ff. Tr. 5908, at 5 8 plus At-
tachment A; Tr. 6231,6235 (iiitchler). Intervenors' witness did not dis-
pute the once in 30 years probability estimated. Tr. 6509 (Bridenbaugh).

A 52, intervenors' witness opines that there will be an increased
likelihood of the occurrence of ac'cidents attributable to steam generator
tube failure at a given installation. This increase is predicated on the
recent development of new and increasing incidences of tube
degradation. Bridenbaugh, ff. Tr. 6406, at 5; Tr. 6510 (Bridenbaugh).
The witness, however, did not support his opinion with any quantitative
measure of the increased accident frequency. Tr. 6475 (Bridenbaugh). -

A 53. No Staff witness disagreed with the proposals for tube modifi-
cation put forth by the Applicant's panel. Tr. 4792 (Rajan, Frank,
h1arsh, AlcCracken).

A 54. The Staff looks with optimism at recent developments to-
wards solutions of steam generator problems, including those testified to
in this proceeding, which have plagued the industry. Staff concludes that
the tube degradation Unresolved Safety Issue A 3 is now not sufficiently
severe to warrant delay in licensing new PWRs for operation. Frank, fr.
Tr. 4473, at 7.

A 55. Recent operating experiences are showing regulatory reqaire-
ments to be generally satisfactory to control corrosion sufficiently, when
supplemented by frequent and intense inspections to reveal symptoms,
to retain structural integrity adequate to prevent tube rupture which
could violate the health and safety of the public. Tr. 4714 (htcCracken).
Corrosion will be reduced but cannot be prevented. Tr. 4713
(h!cCracken, Frank).

A 56. Continuing improvement in the control of corrosion of
generator tubes, which is the solution to the steam generator Unresolved
Safety issue A 3, together with the necessary reviews within the NRC
will remove A 3 from the list. Tr. 4714, 4798 (htcCracken); Tr. 4478
(hf arsh). *

A 57. Str. Bridenbaugh emphasized the importance to the future of
the industry of remedies to steam generator problems, such remedies
being represented, at least in part, by the modifications proposed by
Westinghouse, accepted by the Staff and committed to by the Applicant.
lie made particular reference to expected improvements in the secon.
dary weter chemistry, to which such high hopes and extreme importance
es a major contributor to the hoped.for betterment have been assigned.
lie recommended that licensing of Byron be delayed until the "new"
water chemistry be thoroughly reviewed by some to bc.cstablished
group of knowledgeable and experienced individuals who are separate
from the utility and the regulating agency. The review should emphasize
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the chemical procedures themselves and, equally, the operating proce-
dures by which they will be effected. Tr. 6462 69 (Bridenbaugh).

A 58. The above reference to a review of the secondary water treat.
ment at Byron is one of the witness' eight recommended actions before
the plant is made " radioactive." Bridenbaugh, fr. Tr. 6406, at 21.

A 59. In the witness' opinion it is prudent to perform in the best
possible manner. In this context he faults the Staff and the Applicant for
doing less than their alleged best in not installing the current ultimate
modifications ia. the D4 generator in Byron Unit 1. Tr. 6463
(Bridenbaugh).

A 60. From his own knowledge and experience and from the tes-
timony of the other parties presented in this proceeding, Mr. Briden.

|
baugh concluded that some progress has been made toward resolutien of

i the long standing drculties with steam generators. There has been an
investment of considerable effort by concerned parties in understanding
the technical issues and in the proposed remedies. Those remedies,
however, have not yet been cleared even within the NRC. They have
not been enforced in the field. Tr. 6477 79 (Bridenbaugh). The Board ac-
cepts this categorization of the present status of the problem. '

A 61. The Board recognizes that the modifications proposed for
construction, operation and maintenance of the steam generators is no
panacea for all of their ills. Rather, the modifications represent a step
toward improving generator performance, particularly a resistance to cor-
rosion and, consequently, toward lessening the potential for endangering

:

the public's health and safety. Staff makes a rough estimate of a decrease
j

in corrosion by a factor of three. Tr. 4772 (McCracken).
| A 62. The Board further recognizes that the proof of those remedies
|
|

to steam generators rests in the success of their application which, on a

!
practical scale, is supposedly yet to come. The Board recommends that
the industry and the Staff continue to be vigilant in the application,
inspection, review and evaluation of the proposals, and others hopefully
and likely to surface as experience is accumulated, in a concerted effort

| towards a true ultimate solution of what has, in the past, appeared as a'

Sisyphean task. There is no justification for complacency.8'
A 63. The Board recognizes that many historic and troublesome

misoperations leading principally to tube leakage and rupture in the past
, have been addressed under the comprehensive heading Unresolvedl

28 These remarks are mdependentt, shared in Spirit by the Adutory committee on Reutor safe tuards
see AcRs letter to the chaittnan of the commimon. dated ottobet II.198J. subject Unresolved
safety lieue A.)
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Safety issue A 3, and that the outlook towards future generator perform-
'

ance is brighter because of the responses, and the evidence supporting
them, made here to Interveaors' questions. A multitude of specines of
construction, operation and degradation were addressed in this
proceeding, including water chemistry, searching for mobile objects
potentially detrimental to tubes, means of reducing tube wear, the proba.
bility of future damaging events, and the selection of better basic mate-
rials together with surveillances, both qualitative and quantitative. -

which may predict esents. Whereas this list may be of those weaknesses
now known and experienced, the Board is con 6 dent that the future
holds the identity of still more difGculties potentially of equal severity
and importance.

A 64. In the foregoing Ondings, the Board has noted many im-
provements in design and procedures already implemented which will
enhance the integrity of the steam generators at Byron. In addition, we
found that the Applicant has represented to the Board that several pro-
spective actions, equipment modincations, desigr' changes and proce-
dures will be implemented at Byron. The Board relics upon Applicant's:

representations in deciding the steam generator integrity issue in Appli-
cant's favor. Speci0cally the following commitments, identined according
to Applicant's respective proposed Andings, are essential to the Board's
conclusions.

1. Before operation, in each steam generator at the Byron
Station, about 100 tubes will be expanded where they intersect
the baffle plate in the preheater. Applicant's Proposed Findings
166 and 178.

2. Feedwater flow will be split. To ensure that about 10 percent
of the feedwater flow will enter the steam generator through
the auxiliary feedwater nozzle, changes will be made to the
control circuitry of the feedwater preheater bypass valve, and a
flowmeter will be installed on the feedwater bypass line. These
modi 0 cations, too, will be completed before operation. Appil-
cant's Proposed Findings 172 and 178.

3. An AVT water chemistry program, based on strict adherence
to Westinghouse and EPRI guirlelines, will be implemented on
the secondary side of the reactor systems at Byron. Applicant's
Proposed Findings 180,182,185, and 189. To mitigate the
denting experienced by plants which have operated only on
AVT, the Byron program willinclude reduction of the ingress
of oxidizing agents such as copper and oxygen, and further re.
striction on the introduction of chloride ions into the secondary
system. Applicant's Proposed Finding 186.
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4. To detect any degradation of the walls of the steam generator
tubes, a 100 percent pre service inspection following NRC
Regulatory Guide 1.83 will be performed on the tubes in Unit
2. Applicant's Proposed Finding 192. This inspection will estab-
lish a baseline agamst which later in service inspections will be

! comparet'. Applicant's Proposed Finding 196.
5. These in service inspections will be performed according to

the Byron Technical Specifications and NRC Regulatory Guide.

1.83. Applicant's Proposed Finding 195. Eddy current testing
will be the primary inspection technique. Applicant's Proposed

|

|
Fmding 200. The eddy current inspection program set out in
Attachment A to the prenled testimony of John C. Blomgren,'

,

an employee of the Applicant, is the minimum inspection the

| Applicant will conduct. Blomgren, (f. Tr. 4126, at 11.
Moreover, the Applicant will update its eddy current testing

'

techniques and equipment as technology advances. /./. at 12.
j

6. To guard against damage caused by loose parts and foreign ob-I

jects in the $ccondary side of the steam generators, the Appli-
cant will have a loose parts control program which will consist
of tool and material insentory control procedures and a Loose
Parts Monitoring System (LPMS). Applicant s Proposed Find.|

' ings 205 07, (1) The inventory control procedures will require
that all materials and tools used in the secondary side of the
steam generators during mainten.ince and inspection be ac-
counted for before the steam generators are returned to
operation. In addition, the maintenance procedures will require-

hold points for cleanimess operations. Appheant's Proposed
i Finding 206, (2) The LPMS for 14yron will be a monitoring,

alarm, and diagnostics system which provides real. lime infor.
mation to the operator on a variety of mechanical sihration
phenomena. Appheant's Proposed Fmdmg 207. Moreover, the
secondary side of conh s' um generator will tw vkually inspect.
ed from time to time lit.

7. The flyron reactor systems will also be monitored for primary.
to secondary leakage. Applicant's Proposed Finding 208,

8. Last, to provide an overall measure of tube integrity, periodic
hydrostatic pressure testing will be performed on the steam
generators. Applicant's Proposed Fmdmg 213.

A 65. Accordmgly the lloard Ands that, contrary to League Conten-

.

tion 22 and DAARL/ SAFE Contention 9(c), there is reasonable assur-
,

ance that the steam generators at flyron will maintain their integrity.I
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3. Water Hammer in Prehent Steam Genevntors

A 66. The water hammer contention, set out above, refers to
Yugoslavia's KRSKO plant, whose steam generators are similar in
design to those at Byron. KRSKO esperienced a bubble collapse water
hammer event, and Intervenors would reqaire Applicant to demonstrate
that .i similar esent will not occur at Byron. This contention was pursued
independentit by DAARE/ SAFE. The steam generators at both Byron
and KRSKO are Model D steam generators by Westinghouse. Carlson,
If. Tr. 930, at 6. The primary and secondary sides of the steam generator
are the fluid solumes inside and outside the steam generator tubes. Pri-
mary water from the reactor enters the steam generator at the bottom
and goes up into the inlet half of the bundfes of Inverted U. shaped
tubet The nrst half of the bundle where the primary water flows upward ,

is referred to as the hot les side. The second half, where the primary
i water Cows downward, is referred to as the cold leg side bceause the prt.

mary water has given up some of its thermal energy to the feedwater sur-'

rounding the tube bundle. The cooled water exits the steam generator at
the bottom and goes back to the reactor. Secondary coolant water from
the condenser is fed into the steam generator, and during normal opera.
tion the lower part of the tube bundle is surtnunded by water and the
upper part by steam. ld, at $.6.

A 67. To make the transfer of heat from the reactor water to the
feedwater more clucient, a Model D steam generator has a region of
bafilcs, called a preheater, located near the bottom of the cold les side'

of the tube bundle. Feedwater passes through the preheater on entering
the steam generator. /J. at 7.

A.68. The preheater may be subject to a potentially damaging
event 6alled " water hammer " A water hammer is a sudden increase in
water pressure caused by a decrease in water velocity. For instance,

i when flowing water in a pipe is abruptly stopped by the rapid closing of a
valve downstream of the source of the flow, the inertia of the flow pro.
duces an increase in pressure in the pipe. The same effect can result
when slugs of water meet from opposite directions, in steam bubble.
collapse water hammer, a pocket, or " bubble " of steam trapped by co'd
water condenses rapidly. " collapses," causing slugs of water to rush
from opposite directions into the vold left by the condensing steam.
Carlson, II. Tr. 930, at J.4. Water hammer can occur in the preheater of
'ho Modst D steam generator because steam can become trapped in the
preheater and the feedwater can be cold enough to cause the steam to
condense rapidly. Id. at 7.

A 69. To prevent bubble collapse water hammer in the preheater,
the Model D generator has a feedwater bypass system, which automati.
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cally prevents water cold enough to cause water hammer from enterins
; the preheater. If it should be necessary to feed water whkh is too cold |

'

1 into the steam senerator, the bypass system pipe carries the feedwater
I from the main feedwater line up to an auntliary nozzle near the top of

the steam senerator, above the preheater. /J.

| A.70. But apparently, the bypasa piping can suffer from what it is
designed to prevent. From pipe damage discovered at KRSKO durins an [

'

inspection in August 1981, it is inferred that a bubble. collapse water i
!hammer was caused in July 1981 by the introduction of cold water into

j the feedwater bypass pipe while the pipe was full of steam which had
,

leaked back from the steam senerator. /J. at 8. The Intervenors fear that
'

,

! something similar could happen at Byron,

e

| The Scope of the Contenrwn
*

! A 71. DAARE/ SAFE has sometimes argued, and at other times *

has appeared to argue, that its Contention 9(a) in about more than ;

bubble. collapse water hammer in a feedwater bypasa line into a Model
D steam senerator preheater. Some of DAARE/ SAFE's Propowd Find. :

.

Inse sussest that DAARE/ SAFE thinks that the contention cosers water ,

| hammer in the preheater steam senerator. Nothing in DAARE/ SAFE's
'

! Proposed Fmttnst esplicitly says that the contention entends beyond (
{ water hammer in the bypass pipins, but DAARE 5AFE's Proposed |
! Findmse 49 56 do talk a great deal about preheater water hammer. and ;

i DAARE/5AFE's representative Ms. Chaver, claimed during the hear. ;

ings that the contention entended to preheater water hemmer (Tr. !i

946 47 (Chaver)). The Applicant is persuaded that DAARE/ SAFE's
Proposed Findings 49 56 try to stretch the scope of the contention. Sec

1 Applicant's Reply Findings at 7. '

; A 72. Whatever DAARE/ SAFE may hase intended by its Proposed
Findings 49 56. Contention 9(al does not cover prehester water
hammer. Not only does the language of the contention say nothing

3

| about prehester water hanuner, the history of the contention shows that
j the contention's silence about any kind of water hammer but the kind

! which is thought to have occurred at KRSKO rules out hilsailon in
'

these proceedinse of any other kind of water hammer. By our Memoran.)

dum and Order of September 10.1982 (unpublished), we in effect decid. l
.

ed by summary disposition all issues of water hammer at Byron encept !

i| KM5KO type water hammers. "Left unresolved in Contention 9(a) by |
I the summary disposition motions was whether a water hammer esent in :.

'

i the feedwater bypass similar to the type of occurrence that was bel 6eved
to have happened at the Yugoslavian plant could take place at Byron,''

I H *

: i
'

1
-

i

!

:
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|

| Memorandum and Order Ruling on Applicant's Motion for
l Clarifleation, January 7,1983 tunpubished), at 2.

A.73. DAARE/SAI E, by talking about preheater water hammer in
! its Proposed Findingt 49 56, apparenity wanin not only te tiretch tbs

contention to coser preheater water hammer, but ska to falte the quet. |

tion of metal fatiguc. DA ARE/$Al E's Propoicd l'indings $5 56, Appli.
I cant's witnest Carbon uys water hammer can cause metal fatigue in the

preheater. Tr.1076. To justify rahing the questmn. DA ARE/5 AFE cites
Applicant's witnest Cathon't testimony that bubble tollapse water ham.
mers hate common cisments wherever they occur. Tr. 1075 76.

"

A.74. Ilut the common elementt Carbon refers to are the cauws of
the water hammers " confined tolume of steam being rapidly con.
Anad by cold water . . . brought into contact with it" (Tr.1075) - not
the r/Mrs. at DAARFJS AFE would hate it. Carlson went on to testify
that bubble. collapse water hammer could cause metal fatigue in the
preheater DCcJute it has a "rather complicated . . . teructure, the combi.

,

nation of tubet and ballle plates and partition plate " but that such water
hammer would not cause metal fatigue in the simpler geometry of the
bypast piping. Tr.100 86, till. Prencater water harnmer is neither an
issue in its own right in Contention 9(4), rior a sign that we should be i

I concerned shout metal fatigue in the bypast piping.
A.73. DAARE/$AIE aho suggests, in its Proposed Findhist $1.

$2. $4, and $$ that Contention 9(a) covert what il Called "acoutlical"
or "clastical" water hammer in the bypast piping. It is true that the Ap.
pilcant and Wettinghouse do think that clattical water hammer could

| occur in the bypast line (Cathon, ff. Tr. 9J0, at 7), and it in true that
! bubble. collapse water hammer arid clattical water hammer can have the
! same effects on piping. Tr,9116 87 ISekt:1. Hut we reject the tussettion

| that the contention ettendt to clastical water hammer. Again, the wordt
of the contention say nothing about such water hammer, and an out

tSeptember 10, 1982 Memorandum and Order ar.d the January 7,1983
,

! Clarification show, Contention 9(a) le to be taken at fice value. Even if
Contention 9(a) did coter clattical water hammer, DAARE/5AFE has
presented no evidence that the Applicant hat not taken adequate mes. !

|

tures es41nti auch water hammer or lit slfe6tt.
A 76. Hut DAARE/5AFE's most important argument about the

scope of Contention Ha) h this: "The istus before ut then is whether
the autillary feedwater nyttem at the Hyron plant it appropriately protect.
ed against the dynamic effects of a KR$KO type water hammer event to

'

at to meet Standard Review Plan criterls." Propo*ed Findinge at 3. The
aunillary feed *ater nyttem pumpt water to the steam generator when

,

the main feedwater line bre.ikt, or some other anident happent which'

7#

i

i
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causes the heat sink to be lost. The feedwater from the auxiliary system
flows into tiie feedwater bypass line and then into the generator through
the auxiliary nonie. Carlton, if. Tr. 930. 46 8. The groundt of this last of
DA ARE/ SAFE's claims about the scope of Contention 9(a), and our re.
jettlon of the claim, are best discussed in ulting out the law which ap.
plies to the resolution of the contention.

A 77. Althou;lh the last sentence of DAARE/ SAFE's Contention
Ha) is categorical " Applicant should be required to demonstrate that
a similar event will not occur at Byron" - DAARE/ SAFE concedes:

I that 10 C.F.R. Part $0, Appendia A, General Design Criterion 4, which
applies to the resolution of this contention, "does not require a guaran.
tee that a KRSKO type water hammer event will not occur at flyron."
DA ARE/ SAFE's Propoud Findings at 3.

|
A 78. Instead,10 C.F.R. 50.57(alO) requires that before an operat.

| ing licente may be issued. there must be "trewnaNr anurance . . . that
l the activities authorized by the operating licente can be conducted with. .

out endangering the health and ufsty of the pubhc . .." (emphasis
add dl. One way to satisfy this regulation in to build the plant according
to the General Dougn Criteria set out in Appendin A to 10 C.F.R. Part .

$0. *lhe parties agree that Applicant's measurse to prevent bubble.
; collapn water hammer must meet Criterton 4. In pertinent part, General

| Design Criterion 4 says, "ldtructuret, systemt, and Womponents impor.
tant to safety shah de . . . appropriately protected agalnti dynamic effects'

. . . that may result from equipment failures and from events and condi.
tions outude the nuclear power unit." A feedwater bypass line is,in the
words of Criterion 4, a structure "important to safety" in a number of
ways, and it must be " appropriately protected" against a bubble. collapse

|
water hammer, whIch 18 a "dynamlC effeCt," thought to have retulted at
KRSKO in part from an " equipment failure" to be demeribed later.

A.79 D A ARE/S AFE argues that beeldet to C.F.R. $0 $7ta)(3)
and General Design Critetton 4, Section l$.2.8 of the Stanc,ard Review
Plan ($RP) (NUREG 0800), should be applbd to the retotution of the

.

contentiun. DAARE/ SAFE says that Section 13.2.8 " describes the
I review pertinent to the evaluation of potential water hammer effects,"
| DA ARE/5AFE's Proposed f indings at 2. Section 13.2 8 sets out criteria

for the performance of the munillary forJwater nyttem under certain acci.
,

dent conditions and says that the ausiliary feedwater nyttem should be

| put through preoperational lette to verify that it can function after a .

; fredwater line break. NUREO 0800 at 15.2,8 4. DAARE/5AFE maket

| two major claims about Section 13.2,8 of the SRP. The first in that
| " Applicant has not dernonttrated that the preoperational procedures or

:

71
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operation plans being developed (to deal with KRSKO type water
hammer events) can specilleally address feedline breaks or accident se.
quensc$ so as to maintain tuuliary I'cedwater System integrity to meet
Standard Review Pitn er teria." Proposed iindings at 9. DAARE/
sal'E's second claim is : hat the Applicant has not Shown that its
"preoperational procedures and operation plant" for KRSKO type water
hammes esents will address the changes which the Staff has testined
,Tr.1012 (Scrkiah that it in recommending be made in the Standard
Review Plan to redest exp3rtence with water hammer 1 rom these two
claims DAARE/SAf:E con:ludes that the auuliary feedwater system at
flyton is not, in the language of General Design Criterion 4
" appropriately protected against the dynamic effects" of a bubble.
collapic water hammer in a i;cdwater bypass line /J. at 910.

A.80. As to DAARE/ sal'E's Orst claim about Section l$.2.8 of
the SRP, that Section has no place in the litigation over Contention
9(a). The $cction merely guides the Staff in determining whether the
Applicant it compl)ing with criteria set out citewhere - among those
criteria are General Design Criteria 27, 28, 31, and 35 (ice SRP at
l$ 2.8 3), but not 4, and the parties agree that 4 is the only Criterion
which it applicable here.

A.lll . Perhart more important, Section l$.2.8 of the LRP says
nothing about measures designed to pretent water hammer in a bypass
line. It speaks only about measures designed to keep the auxillary
feedwater system functioning aher a feedwater line break, in fact, Sec.
tion l$.2.R uys almost nothing about water hammer, only that potential
walef hammer Offects on tafety valve intC$rlty |n the event of a
feedwater.line break should be evaluated. /J. at l$.2.8 2. Ilut Contention
9(a) calls for prevention of water hammer, not measures for dealing
with itt consequences. In D A ARE/S Al:E's own words, " Applicant
should be required to demonstrate that a similar event will not occur at
flyrrm." The adequacy of the Applicant's plant for preventing a KRSKO.
type water hammer event it determined by the degree to which they
alture that a KRSKO. type water hammer will not occur, not by the
degree to which they assure that the autillary feedwater system will func.
tion after a feedwater.line break caused by water hammer. Of course,
the Applicant must show that the autillary system will function after a
feedwater line break, but the showing is not necessary at a responte to
this contention.

A 82. DAARil/ sal?ll's second (laim about Section l$.2.8 of the
SRP, that the Applicant canno' make a proper showing against Conten.
tion 9(al until the changet the Staff contemplatet making in the Stan.
dard Review I'lan are announced, maket tente neither legally nor

71
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practically. On DAARE/SWE's theory that we cannot judge the Appli-
cant's measures against KRSKO-type water hammer event until we
have a revised SRP in hand, issues we dealt with by summary disposition
in our Memorandum and Order of September 10,1982, might be before
us again, for the changes the Staff recommends deal with more than just
KRSKO-type water hammer events. Thus once again, as in
DAARE/ SAFE's pleadings opposing the Applicant's September 28,
1982 Motion for Clarification of our September order, DAARE/ SAFE is
in effect asking us to reconsider our summary disposition, and once

. again, we decline.'

A-83. But more important, whatever those changes may be, they
will not afTect the Applicant's handling of bubble-collapse water hammer
in feedwater bypass lines. Mr. Serkiz, the Staffs witness on Contention
9(a), testified that, taken generically, water hammer is no longer a sig-
nificant safety issue (Tr.1033), that although water hammer was still
listed by the NRC as an Unresolved Safety Issue, the technical problems ;

associated with it were solved and a report was likely to be issued in
November or December of 1983. Tr.1013-14. It is not surprising then
that the Staff is not waiting for a revised Plan before it passes judgment
on the Applicant's measures for preventing KRSKO-type water hammer
events. The Staff is already satisfied that the Applicant "has [taken] or
will take sufficient precautions to assure that a bubble-rollapse water
hammer such as occurred at the KRSKO plant will not occur at Byron."
Staffs Proposed Finding B-45. In arriving at,our own judgment of the
Applicant's measures, it is this representation of the Staff we must
consider, not the Applicant's conformity to unknown changes in a docu-
ment designed to guide the Staff. Moreover, these changes will probably
reflect the Staff's favorable judgment of Applicant's measures against
KRSKO-type water hammer, and therefore, the revised SRP will proba-
bly contain no water hammer standard the Applicant has not already
met.

A-84, in sum, Contention 9(a) is about what it says it is about:
Not bubble-collapse water hammer in the preheater of the steam
generator, not " classical" water hammer in the feedwater bypass line,

~

not the integrity of the auxiliary feedwater system after a break in a
feedwater line - rather, the prevention of bubble-collapse water
hammer in the feedwater bypass line. Moreover, we need not wait for
changes in the Standard Review Plan before we have all the law which is
to be applied to the solution of the contention. To contribute to that
" reasonable assurance" which 10 C.F.R. 50.57(a)(3) requires that the
Applicant give to the public, the Applicant must show that it has con-
formed to General Design Criterion 4 by taking " appropriate measures"

'
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to prevent bubble-collapse water hammer in a feedwater bypass line. We
now examine those measures.

KRSKO Water HammerInference
'

A-85. The Applicant presented the testimony of Robert W.
Carlson, Principal Engineer in the Balance of Plant Systems Design
Group of the Nuclear Technology Division of Westinghouse
Corporation. In 1975 and 1976 he took part in a test program Westing-
house conducted at its Research and Development Center in Pittsburgh
to study bubble-collapse water hammers, and in 1977 he took part in a
program of study of such water hammers in steam generators like
Byron's. Representing Westinghouse, he is helping the Applicant with
the design and operation changes which Westinghouse recommends to
prevent KRSKO-type water hammer, and which are discussed below in
Board Findings A-94 to A-103. Mr. Pleniewicz, Assistant Superintendent
of Operations at Byron, also testified. He is a member of the Onsite
Review Committee, which reviews plant operating procedures and test
results; and he is responsible for writing the procedures for operation of
the feedwater bypass system. He testified about what the Applicant is
doing to prevent a KRSKO water hammer from occurring at Byron.

A-86. The NRC Staff presented the testimony of Aleck W. Serkiz,
a Senior Task Manager in the Generic Issues Branch of the NRC Office
of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, and the Task Manager for Unresolved

~

Safety Issue A-1 (water hammer). Mr. Serkiz testified about the docu-
mented information on the KRSKO water' hammer, and about what the
Applicant is doing to prevent a similar event at Byron.

A-87. The Intervenors presented no testimony on Contention 9(a).
,

A-88. Before a KRSKO-type event can be prevented, what hap-
pened at KRSKO must be reasonably clear. Apparently, no one wit-
nessed the bubble collapse water hammer which is thought to have oc-
curred there. Instead, largely from the damage which was discovered
during routine inspection of the feedwater piping at KRSKO in early
August 1981, it is inferred that a bubble-collapse water hammer occurred
in the feedwater bypass piping there in July 1981, a month before the
discosery of the damage. Carlson, ff. Tr. 930, at 8; Tr.1087 (Carlson)..s.,

~

Mr. Carlson stated that "it's not possible to specify exactly what the con-
ditions were when the bubble-collapse . . . occurred." Tr.1087.

A-89. The first indications that sonlething had gone wrong were'

- the discoveries that paint on the auxiliary feedwater piping was blistered
. as far back as the auxiliary feedwater system pumps, and that the feedwa-
ter bypass piping was damaged. From the blistered paint, it is inferred'

-

\
,

,
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that steam leaked out of the auxiliary feedwater nozzle of the generator
4

into the feedwater bypass piping, and then into the auxiliary feedwater
piping as far back as the auxiliary pumps. Carlson, ff. Tr. 930, at 8; Tr.
1087-88 (Carlson).

A 90. But steam could have leaked back to the pumps only if the
water level in the steam generator had been below the discharge end of
the auxiliary nozzle - the normal operating level being above (Carlson, ,

ff. Tr. 930, at 9) - and if the check valves in the bypass and auxiliary
piping had leaked.The check valves are designed to keep steam or water
from leaking back out of the steam generator. Id. Thus, it is inferred
both that the steam generator water level was below the discharge end
of the auxiliary nozzle, and that the check valves leaked. In fact, the
valves were known to leak (id. at 13), but we have nu evidence except
the blistered paint to show that the water level was low. See Tr. 1028-29
(Serkiz).

A 91. There was damage to piping both inside and outside the m
,

containment. Outside the containment building, there was negligible a
pipe movement; but inside the containment, hanger embedment plates

.

were moved, hanger bolts loosened, and pipe clamps loosened and -

moved. Also inside the containment, the feedwateirbypass piping was
moved some, and there was a bulge on the upper surface of the bypass .-

'

piping near the secondary shield wall. The bulged section was about 6 to
8 inches long and the bulged pipe about one-quarter of an inch greater

'

i

in diameter than undamaged piping. Carlson, ff. Tr. 930, at 11-12. All
this damage to the piping could be expected from a water hammer.

A-92. But for there to have been a water hammer, there must have
,

i
been cold water in the piping at the same time the steam was there. It is

!
known that cold water was intermittently fed into the piping by the aux-
iliary feedwater pumps during hot functional testing of the pumps in ' s.
July 1981. Id. at 9-10.

A-93. Thus it is inferred that during hot functional testing in July
1981, the water level in a steam generator dropped below the discharge'

end of the auxiliary nozzle allowing steam to leak into the bypass and!

i auxiliary system piping through leaky check valves, and that while
steam was in the piping, cold water was fed into the piping by the auxili-4

- ary feedwater system pumps, which were turned on as part of hot func-
tional testing. Some of the steam must have been trapped in one or
more bubbles, which condensed rapidly and thus produced the hammer.
Id. at 8, 9-10; Tr.1086-90 (Carlson). See also Evaluation of Water
Hammer Potential in Preheat Steam Generators, NUREG/CR-3090,
Board Ex. 2, at 2-1 to 2-2. One sign that the inference is correct is that
an impact noise was heard during the testing of the auxiliary feedwater
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pumps, during the hot functional testing in July 1981. Tr.1088
(Carlson).

The Westinghouse Recommendations

A-94. On the basis of the foregoing account of what happened at
KRSKO, Westingriouse has made four recommendations to the Appli-
cant on how to avoid KRSKO-type water hammer at Byron:

1

(1) the steam generator water level should be maintained above
-

the auxiliary nozzle discharge pipe as much as possible so that
if backleakage does occur, water and not steam will leak back
into the pipe;

(2) the auxiliary feedwater system check valves should be main-
tained to minimize backleakage;

(3) temperature sensors should be installed on the bypass piping
close to the auxiliary nozzle to detect backleakage of hot water

,

or steam;
;
' (4) if backleakage is detected, the piping should be slowly refilled

|
or the plant brought to a cold shutdown condition, depending

;' on the circumstances; the recommended flow rate is on the
' '

order of 15 gpm.
Carlson, ff. Tr. 930, at 16.

A-95. Applicant affirms that it will follow all of these recommenda-
tions. Pleniewicz, ff. Tr. 896, at 4-8. None of them calls for a significant
change in the way the Applicant had planned to operate the plant. Tr.
1119-20 (Pleniewicz). The next several findings discuss the recommen-
dations separately.>

; A-96. Before Westinghouse's recommendations, it was already Ap-
plicant's plan to keep the level of the water in the steam generator
above the discharge end of the auxiliary nozzle during all normal
operations. However, during a turbine trip or a reactor trip, the steam
generator water level could drop below the discharge end of the auxiliary
nozzle; but these trips are infrequent. Pleniewicz, ff. Tr. 896, at 6.

A-97. Even if the water level drops below the auxiliary nozzle,2

there will usually be a continuous flow of feedwater through that nozzle,
during which steam will not be able to leak back into the bypass piping.''

Feedwater will flow through the auxiliary nozzle continuously during
power operations. Below 20 percent of full power, feedwater will enter
the steam generator only through the bypass system. From 20 percent to

. 100 percent power, feedwater will enter the steam generator through the
'

lower, main nozzle, but it will also continue to flow through the auxiliary-
,

nozzle. Witnesses for the Applicant gave inconsistent testimony on the

i
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purpose and amount of this flow through the auxiliary nozzle.21 But both
i witnesses testified that there would be such a flow. During the normal

nonpower operations of heatup, cooldown, and hot standby, feedwater
enters the steam generator through only the auxiliary nozzle; but only a
relatively small amount does so, not always enough for a continuous
flow, and thus not always enough to keep steam from leaking back into

;

the bypass piping; but plant operators are instructed to keep the flow of ,
'

feedwater as continuous as possible, to reduce the likelihood of steam
backleakage. Carlson, ff. Tr. 930, at 10-11; Pleniewicz, ff. Tr. 896, at 5-6.

A-98. In the unlikely event that the water level should fall at the ,

same time that the feedwater is flowing only intermittently through the
auxiliary nozzle, steam backleakage is still unlikely; for in keeping with
a Westinghouse recommendation which is not among those set out in
our Finding A-94, the Byron Station will have redundant check valves
in each flow path by which steam or hot water could leak back into the
auxiliary feedwater system. 4 -

A-99. Following the second of the Westinghouse recommendations, . .
,

the Byron Maintenance Department has agreed to set up a regular
schedule for testing these check valves for backleakage. Pleniewicz, ff.

,

Tr. 896, at 7. When the reactor is shut down for maintenance and .

refueling, one of the two 6-inch valves and two of the eigh; 4-inch ,

valves will be inspected, and if the inspected valves show problems, the .

,

rest of the valves will be inspected. Tr. 1108-09 (Pleniewicz).'

A-100. During operation of the plant, continuous monitoring of the
check valves in the bypass piping will be provided by the temperature .

sensors which Applicant, following Westinghouse's third recommenda-
- tion for preventing a KRSKO-type water hammer at Byron, will install .

on each feedwater bypass line at Byron. Id. at 1109.
A-101. The sensors will be adjacent to the auxiliary nozzles and will <.

detect backleakage of steam or hot water by sensing any increase in tem- .

perature in the bypass pipes. The plant process computer will be pro--

.

4

21 Carlson. who testified on water hammer said that from 20 percent to 100 percent power the flow
through tte auxiliary nozzle would be at I to 2 percent of the now through the mam nozzle, and that

. the I to 2 percent flow was designed to keep the auxiliary nozzle at feedmater temperature so that when
feedwater had to be transferred from the mam nozzle to the auxilia.y nozzle. the thermal stress on the
auxiliary nozzle would be low Carlson, ft 1r. 930 at 1011. But Timmons, who testified on steam
generator tube integnty, said that the flow through the auxiliary nozzle would be 10 percent of the total
feedwater flow, and that wesunghouse was recommendmg this 10-90 perceit flow split as a way to
reduce steam generator tube vibration m the preheater area of the steam generator Timmons, fr. Tr.
5908, at 23. Edison's Butterfield testified that the Applicant would be following this flow split
recommendation _ Ff Tr. 5908, at 4. A 10 percent flow would, of course, also redure thermal stress on
the auxiii.ry nozzle. Both Carlson and Timmons work for westmshouse though m different parts of
the Nuclear Technology Division. Apparently, Carlson, when he testified. did not know about the now
split recommendation. See she ir. 6212-18 (Greent
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grammEd to set off an alarm whenever a sensor detects an abnormally

! high temperature in a bypass pipe. Pleniewicz, ff. Tr. 896, at 4.
A-102. In the unlikely event that the steam generator water level

drops below the dischaige end of the auxiliary nozzle while too little;

feedwater is flowing through the auxiliary nozzle and the check valves
are leaking excessively, the bypass piping can be relilled slowly enough
to prevent a bubble collapse, according to a study by the Westinghouse

_

,

Research and Development Center. Pleniewicz, ff. Tr. 896, at 5. Thus,
Westinghouse's last recommendation on how to prevent a KRSKO-type
water hammer at Byron is that when the temperature sensors detect ,

,

backleakage, the bypass should be refilled, or the plant brought to a cold
shutdown. Westinghouse recommends a refill rate of 15 gpm. Id.

A-103. To implement this recommendation, Byron Station's Operat-
ing Department, under witness Pleniewicz's management, is developing

-

j ~ procedures for the reactor operator to follow to purge backleaked steam
from the bypass piping with a feedwater flow as close to 15 gpm as
possible. The procedures will require that the low flow rate be main-

,

'

.
.-

tained until the temperature of the bypass piping has returned to
normal, and that a continuous flow be maintained until the cause of the
high temperature is determined. Id.

>

Preoperational Testing
'

A-104. Before hot functional testing, every check valve which is in-
- - stalled to prevent backleakage into the auxiliary feedwater system will

be tested for excessive backleakage. During hot functional testing,' the| ,

ability of the tempering flow system _to achieve the low,15 spm flow -
,

!
;

rate Westinghouse recommends for purging steam from the bypass '
7 , ,

| piping will be tested, and Applicant will test for backleakage by stopping*

! all feedwater flow into the steam generator and then monitoring the tem-
i - perature of the bypass piping. Id. at 7. Also, Section 10.47 (p.10-14) of

~

the Byron Safety Evaluation Report (Staff Ex.1) outlines other pre-
operational testing Applicant is committed to perform to determine the -'

ac*ual susceptibility of the Byron steam generator to water hammer.
..

! A-105. It is the opinion of Applicant's witness Carlson that Appli-
cant's implementation of Westinghouse's recommendations will reduce |'!; +

:. to an acceptable level the chance that a KRSKO-type water hammer will ,

( occur at Byron. Ff. Tr. 930, at 17. He could not say that the chance {
! would be eliminated.:Tr.1104. He said that a KRSKO type water

~v _ hammer at Byron was not completely impossible. Tr.1130. He had no
,

probability value to assign to its occurrence. Tr.1112. However, he said,

that it should not occur. Id.
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A-106. The Staff agrees with the Applicant's conclusion. The Staft's
witness, Mr. Serkiz, testified that the Applicant's implementation of
Westinghouse's recommendations should preclude what happened at
KRSKO. Ff. Tr. 940, at 5; Tr.1015. He said that water hammer would
occur at Byron, and with an unpredictable frequency (Tr. 982), but that
he did not expect a KRSKO-type water hammer at Byron. Tr. 981-82.

A-107. But DAARE/ SAFE would have the Board draw two conclu- .

sions opposed to the one the Applicant and the Staff agree on. The first
is that because the Applicant has not shown that its plans for implement-
ing and testing Westinghouse's recommendations "will specifically ad- ,

dress feedline breaks or accident sequences," or changes the Staff con-
templates making in the Standard Review Plan, the Applicant has not
shown that the bypass piping is going to be " appropriately protected"
against the effects of a KRSKO-type water hammer. Intervenors' Pro-
posed Findings at 9-10.

A-108. We have already considered the first of DAARE/ SAFE's ' w-

conclusions. See our Findings A 80 to A 84. In brief, we found that e,
Contention 9(a) was about the causes, not the consequences, of water
hammer, and that it made neither practical nor legal sense to wait for
changes concerning water hammer to be made in the Standard Review
Plan, changes which, to the degree they are about KRSKO-type water
hammers, are only likely to reflect the Westinghouse recommendations, ,

Ifor the Staff approves of those recommendations.
A-109. Perhaps more important is DAARE/ SAFE's second proposed

conclusion, that there is not enough known about what happened at
*KRSKO, and about what its generic implications may be, to conclude

that there is no reason to have a significant health and safety concern ,

about a similar occurrence at Byron. Intervenors' Proposed Findings at
M. DAARE/ SAFE wanted there to have been more investigation by the ,

Stafi: The " Staffs investigation of the KRSKO event was neither more
thorough or [ sic] independent of that conducted by Westinghouse or
Edison." Intervenors' Proposed Findings ~at 7. DAARE/ SAFE points
out that the Staff has made no direct investigation of the KRSKO water

,

j hammer but rather has relied on information from Westinghouse and
. the Applicant. Intervenors' Proposed Findings 27, 29-30; Serkiz, ff. Tr.
I 940, at 2; Tr. 949-52, 957 (Serkiz).22 Yet despite the Staffs lack of
8 knowledge about certain conditions at the time the water hammer oc-
{ curred - what kinds of testing were being done, and what kinds of

: >

22A member of the stafr has visited the KRsKo plant since the water hammer damase was discovered,
; ; but his visit was part of an International Atomic Energy Asency investigation of flow. induced vibraten *

in steam sencrator tubes at the plant. See ** Nuclear Power Safety Report to the Government of
Yugoslavia."I AEA Report wP/5/1937. TA Report 1937, July 2,1982. (Not in evidence.)

: s
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procedures followed (Tr. 1027-29 (Serkiz)) - the Staff concluded that
the KRSKO water hammer was plant-specific (Serkiz, ff. Tr. 940, at 5;
Tr.1028 (Serkiz)) and without any generic implication other than that,
when steam and cold water mix in a feedwater bypass line, there can be'

a water hammer. Tr.1029 (Serkiz); Intervenors' Proposed Finding 34.
DAARE/ SAFE says, in effect, that more details about what happened at
KRSKO might reveal some generic implications relevant to the public's;
health and safety, that the Staffs conclusion that the KRSKO water
hammer is plant-specific too much resembles, "what we don't know

j can't hurt us."
A-110. However, the Staff's witness Mr. Serkiz is satisfied that the'

Staff knows enough about the KRSKO event to draw the conclusion that
the KRSKO event should not occur at any United States plant which

~

; implements the Westinghouse recommendations. Tr. 1014-15.
A-Ill. The Staff bases its judgment that the KRSKO water hammer

! A does not present a generic problem partly on NUREG/CR 3090, Evalua-
,' tion of Water Hammer Potential in Preheat Steam Generators, Decem--

,
' ber 1982 (Board Ex. 2), a study by Quadrex Corporation and E.G.&G.

Idaho, Incorporated, under contract to the NRC. The Staff gave the con-<

j sultants its information about the KRSKO event and has reviewed the
study and judged it to be sound. Tr.1015 (Serkiz). The consultants'

| concluded that the Byron implementation of the Westinghouse recom-
mendations makes "the occurrence of'a KRSKO-type event" at Byron

,

"not appear to be credible" (NUREG/CR-3090, at 3-13), and that "the,

KRSKO event was a plant-specific incident involving unusual test condi-
tions and what appears to be multiple component failureHeheck valve
gross leakage). . . . [E]xperience has shown that check valves are an ef-
fective means of preventing backleakage." Id. at 4-1. From the Staft's,

viewpoint, its claim that the KRSKO water hammer has no generica

j implications is not a claim that "what we don't know can't hurt us," but
first that, not knowing in great detail what the circumstances were, the

} Staff could hardly specify any generic implication (Tr.1029 (Serkiz)),
!- and second, that enough is known about the KRSKO event to prevent

anything like it from happening somewhere else.

| A-l l 2. DAARE/ SAFE has given us no grounds to think otherwise.
'

- 1 It has offered no evidence which casts doubt on either the accuracy of

j: the information Westinghouse and the Applicant have provided the
~

i Staff, or the capacity of that information to support the inferences about

|.
' the KRSKO event the Staff, the Applicant, and Westinghouse have

drawn. DAARE/ SAFE has not proposed other inferences from the same
information, nor has it suggested hypotheses about plant conditions at

80
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the time of tae KRSKO event which, if true, would support other'

inferences.
A-ll3. Equally important, DAARE/ SAFE does not propose that we

I> adopt a finding that Westinghouse's recommendations are not sound.
DAARE/ SAFE has expressed concern over check valve maintenance
and the reliability of the temperature sensors, which monitor the valves
(see Intervenors' Proposed Findings 12-17);22 and DAARE/ SAFE has .

urged that the. Byron plant has a " test nature'' (Intervenors' Proposed;
' Findings at 10), for it is the first United Statt:s plant with a preheat

'

steam generator of the sort KRSKO has now, a Model D steam generator ,

modified to limit flow-induced vibration in the steam generator tubes.4

,

Intervenors' Proposed Finding 60; see also Tr. 10991101 (Carlson). .
-

j A-I l4. But DAARE/ SAFE's concerns over maintenance and relia-
bility imply that the Intervenors think the Westinghouse recommenda-

*

I tions are sound rather than not, for unless the Intervenors think that .

.

NQmaintaining valves and using reliable sensors help prevent water -

hammer, there is little point to their concerns. Moreover, to say that the ..
.4,R, ..
*7

Byron plant is something of a test case is.not to say that what is being ,-I

|
tested is not sound. DAARE/ SAFE does not propose its own set of rec- ,

i ommendations for preventing KRSKO-type water hammer.

[
A-ll5. We find that there is enough known about the KRSKO event p

1 to support sound inferences about what that event was and to support
'

.

sound recommendations for preventing a similar event at Byron. We ,

j
,

also find the KRSKO event has no generic implications for a plant which w
adopts the Westinghouse recommendations, and that Applicant's imple- hi,

; mentation of those recommendations at Byron makes bubble-collapse
>

.

;
j water hammer in the Byron feedwater bypass lines very unlikely contrary ,- . .1 .

to the contention. We find, therefore, that the Byron bypass piping arill 4

'

. g; N:
) be " appropriately protected" against bubble-collapse water hammer, as
, '

,

>

General Design Criterion 4 requires.
A-I l 6. Nevertheless, the Applicant concedes, and the Staff agrees,

,

that, although improbable, it is not impossible for a KRSKO type water'

| hammer event to occur at Byron. See our Findings A-108 and A 109,
and references therein. Although strictly speaking, Contention 9(a) .'

!

does not call for a consideration of the consequences of a KRSKO-type
,

|
water hammer at Byron, it is not inappropriate to point out that even if a

23Although temperature sensors have been known to tail (Tr.1106 (Pleniewical), we do not thmk that
the failures justify DAARE/ SAFE's claim that the sensors have 'some unrehability" (Intervenors' Pro-
posed Findmss at 6). There is no evidence in the record to Justify such a broad claim. Rehable machines

f can fail Moreover, in his written testimony, Applicant's witness Pleniewict speaks or installing
" temperature sensors on the feedwater bypass pipmg adjacent to the sumahary feedwater nozzle." Ff.'

1 Tr. 896, at 4 (emphasis added). Redundancy of sensors should compensate for occasional failures.
1
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bubble-collapse water hammer occurs in a feertwater bypass line at
Byron, the health and safety of the public are not likely to be in danger
- not at all in danger if the KRSKO event were precisely repeated at
Byron..for despite tae damage the KRSKO water hammer incident
caused, KRSKO's auxiliary feedwater system and feedwater bypass
system continued to function without impairment. Carlson, ff. Tr. 930,
at 12; Tr.1091,1118 (Carlson).

A-Il7. But even assuming that a KRSKO-:ype water hammer could-

have enough force to rupture a bypass pipe - as Applicant's witness
Carlson concedes it could have (Tr.1110) - no radiation would be
released, for the rupture would not be in a pipe which carries water from
the reactor. A rupture in the bypass piping would not even indirectly
lead to the release of radiation. The Applicant, as part of the considera-
tion it was required to give to design basis accidents in the Byron FSAR,
calculated the consequences of a total feedwater-line break and the con-
sequent loss of secondary cooling from the steam generator which suf-
fered the break. The calculations show no radiological release. Tr.1020
(Serkiz). Also, a rupture in the bypass line is considered and prepared
for under the heading of a main steam line break, for the rupture would
release steam. Tr. 1118,1120-21 (Carlson). If a main steam line were to

'
break, the auxiliary f,:edwater system would still provide cooling water

'

to at least two effective steam generators. Tr.1118 (Carlson).

4. ALARA as Related to Steam Generators

A-ll8. Portions 6f Intervenors' Contentions 111 and 112 allege an
absence by the Applicant of continuing attention to updating and replac-
ing equipment at the Byron Station whereby the occupational exposure
of onsite personnel will be kept As Low As is Reasonably Achievable
(ALARA).

A-Il9. Intervenors' witness supported the contention by statements
on undesirable characteristics of steam generators leading to the accuinu-
lation at various locations of solids bearing radionuclides which, in turn,
induce exposures of maintenance personnel during the course of repairs
and replacements. Morgan, ff. Tr.1515, at 19-20.

A-120. A series of modifications to Westinghouse Model D4 and D5
steam generators proposed by the supplier and committed to by the Ap-
plicant can have, both directly and indirectly, a favorable consequence
on the operational radiation exposure incurred by the Byron work force.-

These modifications have already been discussed at length in this
decision. Some of the proposals, like the selection of structural
materials, purport to reduce the radiation source term; others improve

.
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access and may lessen the time required for maintenance; still others are'

expected to enhance the performance and thereby increase the interval
between maintenance functions.

A-121. These modifications as they relate to promulgation of the
ALARA principle were addressed by Applicant's witnesses.

A-122', The primary source of activity leading to occupational expo-
sure is fragments of used reactor fuel arising from damaged fuel pins
and circulated through the primary coolant system. Tr.1352 (Conway).
These fragments are prone to settle out in the lower, divided, hemis-
pherical plenum of the generator which accommodates, in its two
sections, supply to and discharge from the generator tubes. This plenum

-

is called the channel head.24
A-123. A second obvious source of radiation exposure, only oblique-

ly alluded to in the testimony, is any manner of accumulations of solids,
in the secondary side of the generator, carrying activated corrosion prod- ',

'3.ducts from structures in that flow vicinity. An example is Co-60 from .

_ ' 3.QQ;;E.z:[t

- .g
Co-59 in stainless steel. Tr. 4324 (Conway). s

" , -
A-124. The modifications to the generators and to various attendant , 7, 'y.h

procedures and the expected bearing on the ALARA principle are:
..

(a) removal or reduction in the number of crevices and other .
.,

' ' - '

potential pockets for the deposition of solids and in their 'J
capacity: termination of tubes no lower than the lower face of
the tube sheet; ~"

(b) selection of construction materials less subject to corrosion: ''

installation of heat-treated inconel-600 tubes and replacement * '"

of carbon steel tube support plates by stainless, both of low i, . , , . .
"~'

Co-59 content, in Model D5 in Unit 2; -
_

(c) placement of a drain port at the lowest level of the primary M
'

3,

channel head; ..
,

(d) provision of ring seals for the nozzles in the primary circuit at l',[' e''

the channel head to shield against radiation from the primary ,,
,

piping;
(e) installation of sufficient and sufficiently sized ports for person- ,

nel access and egress, located to take advantage of internal .

structure as shielding and with quickly operated covers;
a

i

.

24 Two schematics attached to the testimony are sorely devoid of relevant descriptive legends. The wit-
ness attempted to desenbe the generators by pointms, at the request of his counsel, to various portions
depicted on a projected image of these drawmss and verbally naming them. Any correlation between the
tip of the pointer and the recording in the transenpt is, needless to say, difUcult. Conway, ff. Tr.1309,
foliowing 12;Tr.1311-14 (Conwayt

.

I
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(0 supply of the minimal quantity of instrument and other small
access holes optimally placed to provide shielding yet allow for
visual inspection, cleaning, etc.

(g) redesign of the topmost tube support place for increased rigidi-
ty of the U-bend, especially of those tubes with least spread be-
tween the strokes of the "U," thereby reducing the potential
for strains in the bends;

(h) streamlining of the secondary flow to promote greater scaveng--

ing of solids.
Conway, ff. Tr.1309, at 5-11; Tr.1321,1351, 4348 49, 4353-54 _ ,

(Conway).
A-125. Additional and substantial reduction in occupational radiation

exposure will be achieved by Applicant's commitment to complete
before operation the modifications necessary to minimize tube wear due
to flow-induced vibration. Blomgren, ff. Tr. 4126, at 17; Tr. 4385
(Galle).

A 126. Removil of substandard tubes from service is accomplished
by plugging one end of the tube. Using " Westinghouse mechanically
patented plugs" [sicl, it is operation can be accomplished from without
the generator " extremely rapid [ly]" with "almost non existent" radia-
tion exposure. Tr.1350 (Conway).

A-127. A witness and employee of the Applicant referred to the
availability and use of filters for removal of air (vapor] borne contamina-
tion within the generators upon opening of devices for expeditious
removal and installation of "manways" covers necessary to the use of
those 16-inch-diameter ports, and of the remotely operated eddy-current
tube inspection equipment. Van Laere, ff. Tr.1707, at 22,- 23; Tr.
1740-42 (Van Laere).

' A-128. Through sufficient and judiciously located ports, deposits of'

,

solids, of composition unknown by the witness, can be removed from
the secondary side of the generator, particularly the upper face of the
tube sheet, by a method known as " lancing" by a two-stream device
which simultaneously adds and removes liquid. The witness was unable
to specify the flushing solution. Tr. 1344,1349 (Conway).

A-129. The Board has daveloped some confidence in th: position of
the Applicant and the Staff that the modifications in the design,
material, censtruction and operation of Westinghouse Model D4 and DS

,

steam generators will improve their performance. Superior performanceI

' should result in reduced maintenance and that, in turn, should lead to a

! lower radiation dose, within a given interval, to the onsite population.
This confidence, however, implies no cause for any relaxation by the
Applicant and StafT in their respective responsibilities in this important| .
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aspect of radiation protection. The Board believes the commitments by
the Applicant to a broad reduction in the radiation source term to
achieve the principle of ALARA is vastly superior to the distribution of
any dose among an inordinate number of temporary workers.

A-130. The Board concludes therefore that the changes and modifi-
cations to be made to the steam generators will,in the long haul, reduce
occupational radiation exposure and will strengthen the Applicant's con-
formity to the principle of ALARA.

,

B. The Regulation of Industrial Exposure to Radiation As Low ',

As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA)
.

League of Women Voters' Contentions 42,111 and 112

B-1. The contentions as litigated were stated as:
,

4
Contention 42: ! - J.

''
,

< Q Q.L '. ,
As the Staff has recognized in NUREG-0410 and in the Black Fox testimony pre- ^R'

-

viously cited, occupational radiation exposure to Station and contractor personnel *

has generally been increasing in recent years, and violation of the limits of 10 :

C.F.R. Part 20 has been avoided by C.E.,25 as by other licensees, by obtaining the M
temporary services of transient workmen rather than by devoting adequate effort to '

<

reducing exposures. Among other things, this practice results in using larger num-
bers of people and thereby increasing the risk of sabotage, operator error and similar
safety-related hazards. Furthermore, new information on low-level radittion effects

.,

.

indicates that the Byron design basis will not provide safe operation. Accordingly, i

both because of the lack of assurance that proper exposure levels will be maintained 4 :g. . ., y . . >; , .
,

and because of the practice of using transient workers, as a result of this serious and ,; if.,

unresolved problem the findings required by 10 C.F.R. t 50.57(a)(3) cannot be
.

made. ''
s ,

Contentscn lil: % .',

,

'
C.E. has not met the requirements of NEPA and the Regs,26 including but not

limited to 10 C.F.R. {{ 50.34(a) and 50.36(a) because C.E. has not adequately moni-
tored and provided a design base for the Byron plant which will keep radiation
levels as hw as achievable as required for operation of the plant to protect the
health and safety of the public.27 To keep radiation levels as low as achievable, C.E. .

should provide and utilize:
A. More adequate environmental and discharge monitoring of radioactive emis.

sions from the Byron plant, which incit ie:

25C.E. designates the Applicant, Commonwealth Edison Company.
2610 C.F.R. Part 50. er al.
27it is noted that "as low as achievable" is not a requisite to operation of a nuchar power reactor. The
regulation requires the occupational exposure to be kept "as low as is reasonably achtesable." 10 C.F.R.
20.l(c).
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(1) Monitoring devices at more locations within and without the plant site.
(2) Provisions for more frequent reading of monitors by independent analysts.
(3) Better monitoring desices which include:

(a) An autcmatic system of monitoring that notifies local authorities by
an alarm when discharge emissions exceed design limits;

(b) Monitoring desaces that measure differences in alpha, beta and
gamma do e les els, which presently are not proposed to be considered
and measured;

(c) Monitoring and recording of emissions of all dangerous long-lived*

radionuclides, including especially I 129 and plutonium;
(d) Bioaccumulative testing in a tiered system to assess the uptake of radi-

oactive and chemical pollutants from bottom sediments or soil to
lower organisms and to contamination of the food chain of man and
other hfe.

B. More accurate calculation of design doses which can be accomplished by utiliz.
ing information from the improved monitoring suggested above and also by:
(1) Providing for and constant update and replacement of equipment and anal-

ysis to respond to new experimental and analytical results. Byron wss
licensed for construction, for example, when some (mcluding C.E.) assert-
ed improperly that there was a threshold to radiation elTects;

(2) including in calculation of doses the large transient populations in the low
population zones around the plant, including schoolchildren when present
in schools and others participating in recreational facilities;

(3) including internal radiation doses caused by inhaled and/or ingested
radionuclides which are deposited in different parts of the body where
they give repeated radiation or until they are eliminated from the body;

(4) Including in calculation of radiation doses, cumulative doses to the general
population outside the site boundary caused by overlapping circles of radia.
tion from any nuclear facility (whether on or olithe site), including Zion,
Dresden, LaSalle, Quad Cities, and Braidwood Stations, as well as any
new proposed facility and disposal facilities such as the Morris Waste Dis-
posal Site; and

(5) Including in the calculation, calculation of doses to people by utilizing
actual radionuclides for and in food, animals, plants, soil, water, and in

,

other parts of the environment in and around the Byron site.
As a result, the applicable findings required by the Act 2s NEPA, and the Regs,

cannot be made herein. (By stipulation dated December 6,1982, this contention
was limited to in-plant radiation monitoring.]

Conwnnon i1.':

C.E. has not met the requirements of NEPA and 10 C.12.R. Part 20 because it has
not adequately assessed the effect of radiation on plant workers and provided a
design base for the Byron plant which will provide radiation levels as low as
achievable. To keep radiation levels as low as achievable there is a need for better
use of preventive measure * - reduce radiation, including neutron, exposure levels
to regular plant personnel n.o transient workers. These include but are not limited
to:

28 Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended.
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(a) Plant designs for reducing amount of radiation exposure which take into ac. ,

count new evidence on low levels of redation which were not considered in4

~

design of the plant.

] (b) Improved record keeping of radiation exposures, including cumulative expo.
I sures both at the plant site and at other facihties.

(c) Better training of personnel to prevent radiation exposures, including more
;

~

use of regular trained personnel rather than transient or temporary workers
'

with little experience and training.
.

(d) Limiting exposure to high levels of radiation to volunteers and/or only older |
'

workers beyond the child. bearing age or others incapable of biological'
,

reproduction.
(e) Better education about radiation dangers to ensure cooperation of workers in '

keeping radiation exposures to a minimum.
j As a result, the apphcable findings required by the Act. NEPA, and the Ress.

,

cannot be made therein.
,

} B 2. Collectively these three contentions address the potential for
'

<

ihW. Q, :; ',exposure of both the employees at the Byron site and the public to radia-
3 . . .

f.'M
'

1 tion arising from the operation of the plant. Emphasis was put on the 4

] challenge to the Applicant established by the regulatory condition that ff YY .d T.
M #

1 ble (ALARA). Although a number of specific issues were named in the
' .f' ,

occupational exposures should be kept As Low As Reasonably'Achieva- j,

'

<

f ,), [.' ,('
' '

contentions, many were not posed for litigation through evidence pre-
.

'

! sented by the Intervenors. ,'- 'B 3. Under requirements set forth in Commission regulations and "
a; ,~ * ' 'elsewhere, the operator of a nuclear power station is obligated to protect

'

.

its employees and those of other entities who are assigned to ben'eficial : "- -

4 activities within the bounds of the installation for which proposed Com- ba ' * " C E'
j mission action is sought. These obligations are set forth in detail in Parts .' '7 ~ # [

6
,

~ 19, 20 and 73 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations and in the , ** *'

I
~ '

' k.7 ' i
Commission's Regulatory Guides 8.8 and 8.10. '

i B-4. Part 20, Appendix B specifies permissible limiting concentra- A J. .U''

| tions of radionuclides in air and water carriers. These limits provide guid. 'f'
' '' '

' "
'

ance in the control of employee activities in order to avoid exposure to'
,

i excessive radiation.
~ '

| B 5. Permissible cumulative doses to employees are specified in 10 !
' '

'

.

C.F.R. 20.101(a). An example of these specifications, expressed in .
,

). rem / calendar quarter, is 1.25 whole body.
'

,

j
- B 6. Additionally to the guidance in 10 C.F.R. 20.101(a), suprc,10

: C.F.R. 20.l(c) says that every reasonable effort shouldM be made to ; _|
.

N The lansuage or the reeulation uses the permissive term s4eeW in the ALARA raiement 110 C.F.R. N<

!20.ltc)l. The stair asserted it considers ALARA meneseory and meerpreis shoem as a mandaiory shes. -
(Consenswd

,

.,.

il

4

i

o
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.

maintain the radiation exposures of the employees of a licensee to a
quantity as low as is reasonably achievable (the ALARA principle),
taking into account the state of technology and the economics of im-
provements in relation to benefits to the public health and safety.-

B-7. Part 20 also addresses ancillary topic's including personnel
monitoring and record keeping, bioassay services, exposure reporting,
area access controls and alarms. Training of personnel in the control of
radiation exposure and other health risks appears in 10 C.F.R. Part 19.*

Additional access controls and other security matters are noted in 10
C.F.R. Part 73.

B-8. The litigztion of these contentions is described by the Appli-
cant in its summary findings as:

Although the specific wording of the three contentions encompasses numerous
issues, the League presented evidence on only a few topics. Its primary area of crin.
cern appeared to be whether Applicant has accurately assessed the potential risxs
from occupational exposure to radiation.38 The remaining issues the Least'e raised

,

relate to the general ability of Applicant's ALARA program to keep occupational ra.'

diation doses ALARA and to specific concerns about radiation exposures and
protection These issues include: 0) whether Applicant's dosimetry program for
monitoring radiation exposures to workers is sufficient to maintain doses ALARA;
(2) whether Apphcant's program for monitoring radiation levels inside the plant will
provide accurate results; O) whether Applicant's procedures for maintaining occupa-
tional exposure records are suffi6ient to maintain doses ALARA; (4) whether the
size and training of Applicant's health physics staffis sufHc.ent; ($) whether workers
at the Station, including contract or temporary workers who are not Applicant
employees, are adequately trained in how to keep radiation doses ALARA; (6)
whether Applicant's policies on radiation exposure to declared pregnant women will
adequately protect the fetus; (7) whether the risk of possible industrial sabotage by
anyone, especially a contract worker, is sufficiently small so as to maintain doses

i ALARA; and (8) whether the design *sses of Byron Station and, more specifically,
,

its steam generators, include features for reducing occupational radiation exposure.'

B 9. The portions of there contentions respecting the ALARA
principle as it relates to steam generators, was discussed in that
connection, supra.

B 10. A total of ten witnesses gave testimony on these contentions.
The Applicant presented Jacob 1. Fabrikant, a physician and University
of California professor of radiology and biophysics, who addressed the

.

Tr.1910 (Lamastra). In any event matters such as these are subsets in Technical specifications which, .

lit turn. provide the staff with an authoritative levet to compel an applicant or licenses to comply with
accepted practices and cenventions. Tr. 1908,1909,1914 (Lamastra).
38 The effective indiation in this discussion is desenbed as linear enersy transfer (LET) radiation and is

.

charactenstic or electrons, a rays and samma rays. Fabrikant, ff. Tr.1399, at 8.
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1

subject of health effects from low level radiation; Frank Rescek, techni-
cal services engineer for Commonwealth Edison, addressed the corporate .

ALARA program and its dosimetry recordkeeping procedures and
training. James R. Var, Laere, radiation protection manager at the Byron

'

site, discussed the ALARA program, the health physics staff and the in-
,

plant monitoring program. Gerald P. Lahti, who is in charge of shielding
and radiological safety at Sargent & Lundy, the architect engineer, testi-
fied about Byron plant design for reducing occupational exposure. Law-
rence Conway, an engineer of Westinghouse, discussed mechanical and
metallurgical design features of Byron's steam generators to reduce oc-
cupational radiation exposure. Dr. Conway's testimony formed a portion
of the Board's findings on ALARA in steam generators. Section A, 's
supra. Finally, Jerome L. Roulo, security admi.sistrator, addressed in-
creased risk of sabotage from the use of temporary workers at Byron.

B-ll. The Intervenors presented K.Z. Morgan, a consultant on radia- >

tion safety matters and a professor at Appalachian State University, . '

p' j. Twhose testimony addressed health effects from low-level radiation and ., ,

the issue of radiation safety at Byron. -

;;''

-

B 12. For the Staff, Michael A. Lamastra and Edward F. Branagan,
Jr., both health physicists, discussed the Staffs review of the Applicant's . .-p
radiation protection programs and the resulting conclusions including es- ; y .c
timates of health effects due to cccupational radiation exposure. Robert '

F. Skelton, a plant protection analyst, testified on the security aspects of i.
the use of temporary workers at Byron. p

B 13. Basic to a portion of these contentions and for a major part of . ,

the evidence and testimony is the dependence of health effects on the
character, quantity and intensity of the radiation to which employees .. c.

may be exposed.)'
B-14. That there is no incidence of cancer risk as the result of expo- " . .

'

sure to low levels (~10 rem) of radiation is not at issue. Epidemiological
studies of exposed human populations and of laboratory animals do
show some risks to have occurred at such low levels. Those direct
measures. however, are inadequate to allow direct evaluation of that risk
and, accordingly, recourse must be taken to mathematical models to ex- *

trapolate the risk. Fabrikant, ff. Tr.1399, at 75. -

B 15. In discassion within the radiation effects community is the-

shape of a curve relating health effects and exposure. A linear response

33 The Intenenors refer, m some of their proposets r.ndmss, to a " Report to Congress. Problems en As-
sessms the Cancer Risks of Lom Le,el lonums Radiation Esposure," dated January 2.1981 and
designated as E%f D,811 apparently issued by the U s General Admmistrative ofrece This report was
never admitted as evidence m this proceedmg and cannot serse as a basis for rmdmgs
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dose relation is accepted by many of the concerned groups and individu-
als and is believed by them to be conservative. Others propoond a
"supralinear" relation which makes the efTects of small doses (~10
rem) per unit exposure more severe than the effects of greater specific
exposures. Other models follow a quadric relation. Id. at 18.

B 16. The consequences of radiation exposures to personnel are
determined from a quantitative measure of the exposure and a factor
called a risk estimator. The estimator is the potential lifetime risk of*

excess cancer incidence, to a large population, of some carcinogenic or
genetic effect from a low dose exposure of I rem of average quality. A
value of 0.0001 or less for the estimator is based on the linest interpola-

- tion of the effect exposure relation between the naturally occurring
spontaneous incidence and the incidence observed after exposure to
intermediate to high doses and dose rates. A value of this order is ac-
cepted as an upper limit by standards-setting and investigative groups.
Id. at 61,62.

B-17. The Staff determined the cancer death risk estimator for Byron'
4'

I to be 135 potential fatalities per million person rem, in agreement with
that of the Applicant's witness. The Staff estimator evaluation is based

I on the recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences Commit-
tee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (the BEIR I Report).
It is consistent with values recommended by major radiation protection
organizations.32 Staff Ex. 2, at 5-23; Branagan, ff. Tr.1883, at 5-7.

B-18. The Intervenors' witness offered into evidence a value of the.

estimator of the order of 0.001 excess cancer fatalities per person rem
for doses up to 10 rem. Morgan, ff. Tr.1515, at 8. This value was de-
rived from a review of some ankylosing spondylitis data, the data from'

the Hiroshima / Nagasaki weapons-effect measurements, and data from
medical / exposure records of deceased former employees of the nuclear' '

works at Hanford, Washington. The last were compiled and analyzed by
,

Mancuso, et al., summarized in National Research Council, The Effects'

on Population of Exposure to Low Levels ofIonizing Radiation: 1980,
BlilR III, National Academy Press (1980), at 455 et seg.

32 values or the estimator reported by the stafr from other sources, all in mortalities /million person-
,

|
rem, based on the hnear model except as noted are:

FEs (1972 BEIR.D 135 (noted above)
~

.

[ BEIR I with population update 115

United Nations (1977) 75 175
;

International Commission on Radiation Protection 100 125
BEIR.Ill (1980) with modiried linear. quadratic model 67

'

Branasan, er al. fr. Tr.1883. Attachment F.

i

.

|
!

[

. __



B 19. The witness found the scatter in these data too great to warrant
even a least squares analysis of them. The estimator was obtained by a
visual, non computer-assisted fit. Tr. 1586 87 (Morgan).

B 20. Permissible radiation exposures to be incurred by the Byron -

'
. work force were recommended by Intervenors' witness based on the
|

O.001 estimator, it was stated, for example, that an upper limit of 400
person rem per year per plant be established and enforced.2)If the aver-i

|
age exposure were held to 300 person-rem per year, there would be, by
this witness' estimate, twelve excess cancer deaths among its employees

I

over the 40 year operating life. Morgan, fi. Tr.1515, at 8.
B 21. The StafT, utilizing a cancer risk estimator of 1.35 potential

excess cancer dea:hs/10' person rem / year derived from the BEIR 1
study, and an average annual work force exposure of 440 person-
rem / year determined from doses experienced at operating PWRs, ar- '

rived at 2.4 potential cancer deaths among the operating personnel
during the projected life of one of the Byron units. This projection is to -

4

be compared to the twelve deaths estimated by Morgan. Branagan, fr. '

Tr.1883, at 5.
B 22. In summary the Board recognizes the existing uncertainty*

within the current generation of scientifically qualified individuals in the ?'"^
interpretation of the grossly insufficient data now available on health ef-

|
fects of personnel exposures from radiation at rates of about S rem / year, (,

l characterized as low level radiation. A basic question, of course, is the
behavior of the (excess) health effect versus dose (above natural
background) relation at these low exposures. That the relation is linear,

'

'

|
1.e., damage by 10 rem is an order of magnitude greater than an exposure ' , ,

to I rem, is in controversy. In the recent past, the supralinear model hasI

surfaced which, in effect, says that, rem for rem, a low exposure dose is ,

more damaging than an exposure at higher rates. There are also propo- -
,

i nents of other models which show the effects to be opposite relative to

j the linear concept, that is, effects per unit dose are lower at low doses. A
' consequence of this difference in the interpretation of the data appears

in the establishment of the health effects of cumulative doses, that is, in
the validity of the practice of merelv summing the incremental exposures .

of an individual. The mode of interpretation also affects the population
dose incurred through :he use of temporary wo.kers, those subjected to

.

*

33in a document distnbuted subsequent to closure of this record. 'he stafr reported a committal by the
Applics'it to an occupational radiation dose estimate or 400 person-rem /yeartumt. supplement 3 to the
sER. Byron station. NUREO.0876, November 1943. guormdfrom Amendment 40 to the Byron Final
safety Analysis Report.
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a low (within specified limits) but concentrated radiation dose. This prac-
tice is alleged to have the effect of spreading low level doses, with their
relatively greater risk, over a larger segment of the population.

B-23. The Board can recognize the basic problem as a true scientific
difference among knowledgeable and responsible individuals which can
be resolved only by data sufficiently extensive to be statistically

,

meaningful. A long time will be required.
B-24. In the meantime, the Board accepts the linear hypothesis, pro-

posed by the Applicant and corroborated by the Staff, on the basis of the
,

.' preponderance of supporting evidence in this proceeding, both direct
and by reference. The Board is aware that such decisions are revocable
and controllable at such time as new data and analyses show remedial,

measures to be required. Accordingly the Board rejects those portions of
I. the Intervenors' argument on these contentions which concern health ef-
1 fects of radiation.
! B 25. The Applicant has a corporate program to control and monitor
h potential radiation exposures to its employees and those of its onsite
| contractors. The goal of the program is to operate and maintain the

| Byron plant so that those exposures are well below legal limits and as*

low as is reasonably achievable. Rescek, ff. Tr.1157, at 3; Van Laere, ff.
Tr.1707, at 2 11.4

i B 26. The policy is stated in Applicant's " Policy and Procedures for
Maintaining Occupational Radiation Exposures as Low as is Reasonably

; Achievable.")* Applicant Ex. 3, Tr.1159. Included in the policy is the re-
quirernent of a Nuclear Station ALARA Review Committee (Applicant'

] Ex. 3, 't 8), which serves as the executive body for ALARA reviews,
decisions, audits and " post mortems" including the development of
ALARA goals. The membership of this ALARA Committee includes,,

i in part, the Station Superintendent, as chairman, the Radiation-
Chemistry Supervisor, and the Station ALARA Coordinator. Id. One of
the Intervenors' proposed findings incorrectly claims the ALARA Coor-

,

! dinator not to hold membership.
| B-27. Within this organization, the principal health physicist within
i the corporate structure (Rescek) and the Station Radiation Protec: ion
| Manager (Van Laere). have unimpeded access to higher levels of

supervision, including the Station Superintendent in the latter case,'

4 thereby bypassing the organizational line, on matters of radiation
; protection. Tr.1213 (Rescek); Tr.1722 (Van Laere). These statements

,

I

*
s

34 Corporate pohcy. serving as guides to the promulennon or radiation protection Noced ares at specinc
,

nuclear plants, es described in -Radianon Protectum standards." February 28. 1982. Apphcant Ex. 2+

Tr.1159.

I
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in the testimony as referenced contradict some ofIntervenors' proposed
findings.

B 28. Several specific facets of the radiation monitoring program con-
tributing to achievement of exposures as low as reasonably achievable ,

.

will be discussed, litfra.
B 29. Applicant agrees with the Intervenors that in a March 1980 ap-

praisal the NRC cited eight areas of deficiency in the health physics pro-
-

gram ut another of the Applicant's nuclear plants. Intervenors Ex.1. It
was emphasized, however, that the Applicant took prompt remedial '

action to the satisfaction of subsequent NRC inspections. Tr. 1244 56

(Rescek). - s -

B 30. Personnel exposure to individual employees will be measured
by several types of detectors sensitive, collectively to alpha, beta and
gamma radiation and to neutrons. The most likely exposure to personnel '

-

will be from gamma rays. Fabrikant, (f. Tr.1399, at 8. , ,

B-31. Beta and samma ray exposures will be monitored by film : .

badges to be worn by employees. The badges are routinely read through |- ,

** fcthe biweekly services of a vendor. In the event of an emergency,4 hour
badge reading service is available. Additionally individuals carry ioniza'.

4

tion chambers sensitive to beta and samma radiation. The exposures
-

*

detected by these devices are measured daily and the results, summed ,

over two weeks, are compared to the film badge value. Discrepancies
- 5

are investigated. Each film badge datum is recorded in the individual's
-

personnel file. Rescek, fr. Tr.1157, at 11; Tr.1211 (Rescek).
B-32. The accuracy of film badge results is investigated periodically

.

.

by submitting to the vendor for processing an unidentified badge pur- 1*

posely exposed to a known level of radiation. Rescek, fr. Tr. !!57, at 12.
B 33. Individuals assigned to variable and relatively high radiation

- .

fields are provided with instruments which emit an intermittent signal,
-.

of high pitch, at a frequency determined by the intensity of the field.
-

thereby providing an audible indication of that variation in radiation
exposure. Tr.1751 (Van I aere).

B 34. Additionally exposures to extremities ofindividuals are meas-
ured by finger rings equipped with thermoluminescent dosimeters; to *

whole bodies through observations with portable instruments sensitive
to beta and samma radiation or neutrons. Rescek, IT. Tr.1157, at 10.~

B-35. A principal neutron detector embod.es a substance called CR
39. This is a carbonate compound (possibly allyl diglycol carbonate) in
which carbon and hydrogen recoils from neutron collisions produce
tracks which, in turn, can be measured to obtain neutron intensity and , *

energy information. Tr.1274 (Rescek). Intervenors' witness was in
accord with the use of CR 39. Tr.1650 (Morgan).
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B 36. More than 200 fixed radiation monitors, including air
samplers, will be installed in the Byron plant to provide notice of unusual
emissions. These will provide, as appropriate, t.lement and even isotopic
identification and will actuate audible signals. Van Laere, ff. Tr.1707, at
20 21. Although Intervenors' witness opined that the number of moni-
tors should be increased (Morgan, fr. Tr.1515, at 21), he was unable to
quantify that alleged need because he was not knowledgeable of the pres-
ently designed number. Tr.1662 (Morgan)..

B 37. Provision has been made for physical examination ofindividu-
als believed to have exceeded permissible body burdens, i.e., internal
exposures. These examinations center around bioassays which include
whole body (radiation) counting, radio-chemical analyses of excreta,
nose swabs. The principal one of these techniques is whole body
counting." Van Laere, ff. Tr.1707, at 16-18; also Exhibit 8 attached to
Van Laere's testimony; Tr. 1211 12 (Rescek). The whole body counting
will be done on site; excreta analyses will be made by an independent
contractor Van Laere, ff. Tr.1707, at 16-17.

B 38. All female employees shall be instructed on the potential risks
of radiation exposures during pregnancy. Those who know of or suspect
pregnancy are limited in exposure to no more than 500 mrem during
gestation without prejudice to present or future employment positions.
Tr. I194 (Rescek).

B 39. The exposure history over a few weeks preceding confirmation
of pregnancy is examined to determine any unusual exposure which
could influence subsequent job assignments to retain the overall expo-
sure during pregnancy to within the limit. Tr.1193 (Rescek).

B 40. Intervenor.' witness challenged the Applicant's ability to
retain the overall exposure to 500 mrem during pregnancy if sufTicient
strontium 90, for example, previously inhaled and/or ingested were
simultaneously producing an internal exposure in excess of 500 mrem.
Tr.1643 (Morgan).

B 41. The Applicant points out that airborne strontium 90 is expect-
ed to be present in Byron in quantities very much below 10 C.F.R. Part
20 guidelines. Pre conception internal accumulations of strontium 90
would have been detected by whole body counting. Were an amount
detected at or approaching the specific limit (0.5 rem /9 months), the,

MAnnual whole-body counts are made or all station personnel. indmduals who rrequent areas with air-
borne radioactmty have these counts more frequently. Tr.1212 (Resced Applicant employees newly*

ass sned to Byron and incoming contractor personnel shalt receive a whole body count. Van Laere. fr.
'Tr.1707. Enhibit 8 attached to Van Lacre's testimony, at 1. 2. Apohcant Es. 2.17. Tr.1859. at 42. En-
hibit 8 attached to van Laere's testimony is Applicant document BRP.1340 l. approved January 31
1982. entitled " Personnel Monitonns for internal Radioactive Contamination" and gives detailed proce.

- dures for bioassays.
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employee would be precluded from areas where strontium 90 could
conceivably be present. Smaller internal quantities together with previ. .

ous external radiation history would collectively govern future work
assignments. Tr. 1194 97 (Rescek). '

B-42. It was also noted that when whole body counting indicates an . ,i

internal burden as much as 3 percent of the NRC permissible burden, i
'

r

an investigation of the source of the burden and a careful evaluation of I
it is inaugurated. The 3 percent value is established by the Applicant and l

is below standard values by a factor of three. The NRC permissible "

burden is equivalent to a bone eFPesure of 15 rem." A burden only 3
s

percent as large, at equilibrium, will produce an exposure of 1.4 rem
over a normal term of pregnancy. The exposure during the 11rst nine

-

months of a freshly deposited long lived source will be significantly less.
Tr.11991202 (Reecek).

B-43. Intervenors' witness could make no specific proposal to solve
-.

,

this problem. He merely brought it to the attention of the Applicant. Tr.
-u-

?) - g ,. g1643 (Morgan). U "d iv;-
.

B 44. Records of dosimetric data on individual employees shall be ,

prepared and computerized within the corporate structure in accordance
1,. -

-

b-avith the requirements of 10 C.F.R. 20.401, and as specifically directed
.

'

wIn the instructions for the use of Form NRC 5 and as pr: scribed by
.

*

American National Standard 13.6 1972. Lamastra, ff. Tr.1883, at 16 17. .

r
These records are.available for inspection by the individual concerned. s

Tr.1280 (Reecek).
.

B-45. The Applicant shall obtain from each new employee who may
-.c

be assigned to work in a radiation field a completed Form NRC 4 which
',-

.

reports all prior occupational experience in which exposure to radiation r <..

was incurred together with corresponding values of whole body doses, j- .

In this manner, some control can be exercised of the total lifetime expo ' A&. .

f ..>
sure of transient workers.

B-46. The Applicant shall verify the previous radiation exposure his-
'

tory of its employees through inquiry to those earlier employers.
'

Through this system of records built around Form NRC-4, considerable .

control can be enforced over the current radiation exposure pattern. Its .

*

thoroughness depends on the accuracy and completeness of the informb .
'

tion obtained from the new employee, both as to his radiation history
and to his former employer. Tr.1231 (Rescek). Absent any central in-
dustrial clearinghouse for this historical data, no setter. method is pres-
ently apparent Tr.1299 (Rewek).

-

,.

M The receed is insemplete in that the witness seeie merely of 15 rem The soord presumes this is 15
rem /guetter. the time uma frequensey encountered in 10 C F A Port 20.
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|

| B 47. Applicant is committed to establishing and maintaining an in- '

formation system consistent with Regulatory Guide 8.7, Occupational
! Radiation Exposure Records System. Lamastra, ff. Tr.1883, at 15.

B 48. The Applicant shall administratively impose a limit of 50
mrem on an individual's daily dose and a weekly dose of 300 mrem. Ac-
tions in which these limits might be exceeded require issuance of a Radi- '

- ation Work Permit which details not onl> the task but precautions neces- !

sary to minimizing further exposure. Rescek, ff. Tr.1157, at 13; Tr.'

|

1 1285 (Rescek). |
! B 49. The liealth Physics Group at Byron is expected to be com- -

; posed of forty three individuals at the time of two unit operation. ;

Twenty eight of these will be classed as radiation chemistry technicians |
who, by estimate, will devote 70 percent of their effort to health physics
matters. At present, during construction, the llealth Physics Group is
partially staffed by eighteen technicians, four (college trained) health

,

physicists, three health physics foremen, one health physics engineering t

assistant - a total of twenty six not including the Radiation Protection
j Manager (Applicant's Response to League's Proposed Findings says
'

23). This roster is six persons short of the Unit I requirements and
4 - seventeen short of the required staff when both Units I and 2 are in

operation. Tr. 1717,1759 (Van Laere). This accounting of personnel is
contrary to statements made by the Intervenors in their Proposed Find-
ins 27.

).
B 50. Within the present staliis considerable experience.3' Formal

training, by the Training Department, and on the job training will be
j provided to meet the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.8, " Personnel
i Selection and Training," and of American National Standard 18.1,'

" Selection and Training of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel." Lamastra,
ff. Tr.1883, at 11.'

B 51 All employees at the Byron Station, including contractor and
temporary workers, are subjected to the training outlined in " Instructors
Guide for Nuclear General Training" (N GET) which includes a 1
inch thick section on radiation, its detection and measurement, its

| effects, and methods of protection against it. Applicant Ex. 4, fi. Tr.
1159. Retraining is through an annual refresher course. Tr.1189

*

(Rescek).)'

.

; 3?Three have detrees in health physics, eighteen technicians have 'articipated in a refuehng outage atp
an operstms power plant. Tr. 1719,1721 Ivan Laeret

i 38 subsequently. at Tr.1243. this witness imphed that only indmduals who work in ''radsat.on arees"
; will be tramed. in the same reply he esempted "[only] vmtors " The Board condudes that all ernploy.

|
ses are subjected to N-oET.

,

| N . .

1
._

,
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B 52. The initial training of individual employees, the N GET '

program, is given in a single day; the refresher course may take 4 to 6
.

1

hours. Tr.1190 (Rescek); Tr.1726 (Van Laere).
B 53. Additionally to the N-GET training program, specist proficien-

cy training will t>e offered to workers who will be performing complex
'

.

tasks in selected high radiation areas. Mock ups of equipment on which
workers may first practice may be beneficial in reducing the time and,
hence, the exposure required. Rescek, IT. Tr. I157, at 21.

B 54. The Intervenors note, in their finding, that no training in radi-
ation protection will be presented to employees in contrast to the con-
tents of Applicant Ex. 4. The Board is concerned that the information
cited in that outline (Ex. 4) is presented in a one-day session.

B 55. Portions of Contentions til and 112 which allege the design
of the Byron Station is deficient in that employees will not be subjected
to radiation as low as is reasonably achievable, was addressed by Appli-

.

cant's witness Conway to the extent that the deficiency is embodied in .

'M
the design of steam generators. Conway, ff. Tr.1309. As noted above, '

the conclusion of that testimony is that the steam generators at the -

Byron Station include design features intended to minimize occupational
.

bradiation exposures. Conway, ff. Tr.1309, at 11.
.

B 56. Potential exposures from other radioactive sources are mini- c.w "

mized by conventional radiation shielding techniques. These include pro- ; .

vision of shielding and/or distance between radiation sources and - s

employees, control of the time employees are permitted in the radiation
-

field, and reduction or removal of the radiation source. Lahti, ff. Tr. ,

1830, at 4.
B 57. Although radiations of various character can be found in and 54

around a nuclear plant, those most commonly encountered in radiation
protection design requirements are neutrons and gamma rays. Alpha

- i
.

particles are inherent in the reactor fuel and both alpha and beta particles
- -

are decay products of fission fragments and transuranics in the fuel. The
range of these in most materials is sufficiently short that adequate shield-
ing is provided by their enclosures, the fuel clad and the pipe conducting
a solution in a radioactive waste recovery operation as examples. Tr.

-

1831,1843 (Lahti).
B-58. Several common materials - water, ordinary concrete, steel,

lead - are effective as shields against neutrons and gamma rays. Tr.
1843 (Lahn).

B 59. The design of the Byron Station was a cooperative effort by
the Westinghouse E'ectric Company, the supplier of the reactors, the *

steam generate s and ancillary equipment, and the architect engineer,
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Sargent A Lundy, the entity responsible for the remainder of the plants.
Lahti, ff. Tr. I830, at 3.

1 B 60. To the extent foreseeable the designs incorporated capabilities
for inclusion of one or more of the conventional techniques to achieve
minimal exposures to operating personnel. The manner of this inclusion
was guided by the time, frequency and space requirements of conceived,

1 maintenance operations. For example, now removable, staggered,
stacked concretc block dry walls will suffice for operations expected'

;

! infrequently, or where space limits preclude a permanent wall, to avoid
exposure to workers otherwise required, in earlier designs, to construct .

the wall and to subsequently remove it with pneumatic tools. Tr.1872
(Lahti).

B 61. A particular operation with solutions of radionuclides may re.
,

J quire a tank, a valve and a pump. The last two may be more susceptible
to malfunctions while the first may be a strong source of radiation.
These items, in current design, may be compartmentalized by shielding
adequate to allow repair of the pump without lessening the radiationi

; source in the tank. The pump, or valve, may be repairable with long.
handled tools utilizing distance as an effective shield. Alternatively the,

; pump can be partly decontaminated by draining and back flushing with a
solution bearing a solvent for radioactive deposits. Adjacent piping, after

4 draining, may be temporarily enclosed in a lead blanket. Lahti, ff. Tr.
; 1830, at 4; Tr.1854 55 (Lahti).

| B 62. The above merely exemplify the many design approaches
i which supplement sound operating procedures to achieve occupational
! exposures as low as reasonably achievable.Tr. 1855 56 (Lahti).

B-63. League Contention 42, in part, cites an increased possibility of4

i industrial sabotage arising from the presence, during operation and
1 maintenance, of undue personnel as a consequence of the employment
! of temporary workers. At least by implication, such sabotage is linked to
j undesirable radiation exposures.

B 64 The Applicant and the Staff addressed this sabotage issue'

f through a review of the security screening process of individual tempo-
rary workers which gives reasonable expect &tions of the absence of unto-
ward actions by those individuals which might jeopardize the Byron

'

i project. There was only passing reference to Applicant's employees. Tr..

'
1377 (Roulo).

; B 65. At a time no later than 90 days before fuel loading in the
| Byron reactors, each contractor employing persons requiring unescorted

'

| access to the installation shall have in place a personnel security screen-

i
,

90

l
!
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ing plan which has been reviewed and approved by the Applicant.2'
Roulo, fr. Tr.1356, at 2. '

B 66. An employee, acceptable after the investigation, shall be
Issued, upon his entry into a secured area, a numbered identification
badge bearing his photograph. To receive this badge the employee shall
identify himself by name and Social Security number,a Roulo, (f. f r.
1356, Appendix A, at A 2;Tr.1360 (Roulo).

B 67. Grant of this security clearance is based on trustworthy em-
ployment by the present employer for a continuous period of three or
more years; or a favorable result of a background search with prior
employers, personal references and professionals skilled in detecting
potential aberrant behavior.41 Roulo, If. Tr.1356, at 2, 3.

B 68. The screening process, observation of contractor employces,
and a verification of proper documentation of these security matters by
contractors is audited continually by the AprC;.nt. Id.; Tr. 1380, 1381 ,

(Roulo).
E 69. The Staff has reviewed the Byron Nuclear Power Station's , '

" Physical Security Plan," Revistor 7, dated October 8,1982 and Decem- ; c.

ber 22,1982 and has found the overall Byron Station security plan,
including the potential for sabotage by temporary workers, to satisfy the
requirements of 10 C.F.R. 73.55(b) through (h) provided the proposed , . ,

plan is effected. The Staff concludes that, although the presence of
*

3

temporary workers will increase the potential for sabotage, the overall
risk remains acceptably small. Skelton, er al., IT. Tr.1883, at 11,12,13.
The Applicant asserts that the presence of temporary workers will not in. .

crease the potential for industrial sabotage at Byron. Roulo, II. Tr.1356,
'

at 5. The Board considers the Staft's position more tenabic.
-

'

B 70. The Applicant has committed in its Fmal Safety Eval"ation '

Report (FSAR) to the design and operation of the Byron plant in a .

manner consistent with the ALARA principle stated in Section 12.1 of'

the Standard Revi tw Plan, NUREG 0800 (1981) (Lamastra, et al., (f.
Tr.1883, at 4,14) and, further, Staff has concluded that the Applicant
has established an ALARA program meeting the acceptance criteria of
NUREG 0800 following the guidance of Regulatory Guide 8.8,

.

.

=

8' This testimony continuativ refers to " pre. employment'' e6reenins uni,h hen taken hierelly, says

only pee employees of a vontractor are to entestigated The Board belieses this espression so tie a
minor mitatatement end. ta truth, each emp6oyee of sonirectors needing anets mini require intestigation
regardless of the length of hst tenure
# The specifks of this sensinne top e mete aired in an m (eme e nession on Marsh 9.198) ettenJed by
a representatae of each psits the tranistipt refntting that session is not in the publie record he party

,

proposed Andings on the a seere testimony
*l The testimony was eterined at it 1)?8 79
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"Information Relevant to Ensuring that Occupational Radiation Expo-
sure at Nuclear Power Station Will Be as Low as is Reasonably
Achievable," and Regulatory Guide 8.10, " Operating Philosophy for
Maintaining Occupational Radiation Exposures as low as is Reasonably
Achievable."

B 71. Based on the evidence presented in this proceeding, the Board
concludes that the Applicant has the capability to successfully
determine, control and limit the radiation exposure of its employees and
of others assigned to the Byron site so as to be in accord with applicable
regulations. To achieve this objective the Applicant has in place policies
and procedures for maintaining occupational radiation exposures as low
as reasonably achievable through radiation protection standards, a grow-
ing health physics staff commensurate with need, adequate dosimetric
instrumentation and other equipment, medical and recordkeeping
capabilities, and an employee training program. By its commitment to
the ALAR A principle, Applicant is required to consider advances in the
several applicable disciplines, including those as divergent as process
equipment *3 and security measures, in order to keep implementation of
the policy current with knowledge,

C, The Environmental Costs of Severe Accidents

C 1. Intervenors' contentions challenge the effect on the
environment, including the health and safety of the public, of severe
potential accidents which have a non zero probability of occurrence at
the.Jyron Station. These contentions, as admitted by this Board, are
stated as: .

Leasue Contenten 8:

Neither C.E. not the Staff has presented a meaningful assessment of the risks asso.
ciated with the operation of the proposed Byron nuclear facility, contrary to the re.
quirements of 10 C F R. i $1.20(a) and i $1.20(d). Studies carried out by the NRC
have identined accident mechanisms, considered credible, which would lead to un.
controllable accidents and release to the environment of appreciable fractions of a
reactor's ingentory of radioactive materials. Traditionally, these accident potentials
have been downplayed or ignored on the basis of the Rasmussen Report.'3

elin Apphc 's Finding ill or the ALARA program (at 78) one Ands that the commitment to the
muchly discussed modificauons of the Byron steam generators "mean[s] se radiauon etit occur .. "*

(err.phasis added). The Board finds the statement is patently untrue 6n the presence of natural back.
ground radiauon. Further, the Board is unable to locate any bases for the statement 6n the accompanyms
citauons.
83 "Rasmussen Report" designates the Reactor safety study (Rss) NRC report wAsil lao 0 (october
1973).
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However, the Lewis Committee has now called into serious question the entire
methodology, as well as the findings and conclusions, of the Rasmussen Report, *

which led the NRC to withdraw official reliance on the Rasmussen Report, yet the
Staff still regulates upon the validity of the basic conclusions therein. In addition,
NRC Staff studies, which are not common public knowledge, have cast doubt upon '

numerous of the specific conclusions of the Rasmussen Report. For example, in
,

ene secret NRC study,'' estimates of the " killing distrnce" were made, referring to
the range over which lethal injuries would be received under varying conditions
from the release of radioactive materialin a nuclear power plant accident. Depending
upon prevailing weather conditions, this "kilhng distance" was estimated to be up
to several dozen m;;es from the accident-damaged reactor. Unpublished document
from Brookhaven National Laboratory, USAEC. In addition, the Liquid Pathways
Study, NUREG-0440 (February 1978), highlights the incomplete safety assessment
currently performed by the NRC, particularly with respect to incomplete review of

.; .'
45

all credible accident sequences. A General Accounting Office report pertaining to
that study cutdtes the NRC's failure to consider core melt accidents in assessments
of relative differences K Class 9 risks. The March 7,1978 letter from the NRC's
Mr. Case to the Commissioners (SECY 78137) also urges the inclusion of core-

-

melt considerations in site comparisons in the case of sites involving high population
density, such as Byron and the surrounding area in which hve now (or at time of

'

-

2

proposed operation) upwards of 500,000 persons. Moreover, neither C.E. nor the [, ,'

NRC Staff has presented an accurate assessment of the risks posed by operation of
*

Byron, contrary to the requirements of 10 C.F.R. ( 51.20(a) and $ $1.20(d). The de-
cision to issue the Byron construction permit did not, and the presently filed analysis Lp

of C.E. and the Staff do not, consider the consequences of so-called Class 9 ;- .s
' *

accidents, particularly core meltdown with breach of containment. These accidents
were deemed to have a low probability of occurrence. The Reactor Safety Study, ' '

WASH-1400, was an attempt to demonstrate that the actual risk from Class 9 acci- *

dents is very low. However, the Commission has stated that it "does not regard as
reliable the Reactor Safety Study's numerical estimate of the overall risk of reactor ,

accident.'' (NRC Statement of Risk Assessment and the Reactor Safety Study ,,

Report (WASH 1400) in Light of the Risk Assessment Review Group Report, Janu- ..a
' ' ' "

ary 18.1979.) The withdrawal of NRC's endorsement of the Reactor Safety Study '

and its findings leaves no technical basis for concludmg that the actual risk is low
|enough to justify operation of Byron. [ Footnotes added.] .'

League Contentron 62:

The design of Byron does not provide protection against .o-called " Class 9"
accidents. There is no 5 asis for concluding that such accidents are not credibic.
lindeed, the staff has conceded that the accident at TMI falls within that
classification. Therefore, there is no reasonable assurance that Byron can be operat-
ed without endangering the health and safety of the pubhc. See also Ccntention 8.

4 ,

supra.

r

The " secret NRC study" referred to here is presurtably an early report prepared by the U.S. Atowc44

Energy Commission entitle 1 "Theorencal Possibilities and Consequences of Major Accidents in Lai;e *

Nucleas Power Plants," U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. March 1957, and often designated as
,

WASH-740. '|
43 This report of the General Accounu. s Office is not otherwise idenutied.

!
*
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DAARE/ SAFE Contentwn 2A:

Due to the concentration of nuclear power plants already in Northern Illinois; the
Applicant's record ofincidents and violations in existing plants which have emerged
since the granting of a Construction License for Byron; and the credibil;ty which4

must now be given to large-scale accident scenarios since TMI Intervenors contend
that the addition of Byron Station operations places an undue and unfair burden of
risk from exposure to radioactive materials from accidental releases on DeKalb-
Sycannore and Rockford area residents. With the addition of two more nuclear
power units in operation at B> ron, the potential for cumulative dose effects from dis-'

crete accident events at plaats in Northern Illinois under unfavorable meteorological
conditions poses an unreasonable level of risk to the health and safety of DeKalb-'

Sycamore and Rockford area residents.

C-2. " Severe" accidents in the context of the contentions were
formerly designated as Class 9 accidents.

C-3. Litigation of these contentions is mandated by Commission
regulations which require, before issuance of a license for operation at
even 1 percent of desin power, reasonable assurance of the absence of,

danger to the health and safety of the public; 10 C.F.R. 50.57(a)(3) and* '

(6); 10 C.F.R. 50.57(c).
C-4. The documentation of information providing background for.

the litigation of there contentions of the possible severity of potential
,

accidents at a nuclear power station was presented in the Final Environ-
mental Statement (FES), prepared by the Staff as report NUREG-0848.
Staff Ex. 2, Section 5.9.4, at 5-23 ff.,'and Appendix E. This documenta-
tion was supported by the Staft's witnesses. Hulman, et al, ff. Tr. 2091,
at 2.

| C-5. Guidance for the preparation of this Staff document was
; provided by the Commission's interim policy statement on Nuclear

Power Plant Accident Considerations under the National Environmentalt

Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), dated June 13, 1980. 45 Fed. Reg. 40,101
(1980); see also Hulman, et al., ff. Tr. 2091, Attachment B.

'C-6. AdditionaMy to those events and accident sequences that lead
to releases of some radioactive substances and which can reasonably be

'
expected to occur, such as the design basis accidents earlier put forth by
the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission in a proposed Annex to Appendix
D of 10 C.F.R. Part 50, the current policy statement demands considera-
tion of site specific environmental impacts attributable to accident se-
quences that can result in reactor core melting. These are " severe"
accidents. 45 Fed. Reg. 40,101 (1980). Intervenors' Proposed Finding,

10 says WASH-1400 does not consider " degraded core accidents."
,

" Degraded" is not defined, but is presumed to mean the core is not

|* melted. WASH-1400 was a study of potential risks to the public from
; accidents at nuclear power stations. It was concluded early in the study
I
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that the public could be harmed only as a consequence of a melted core.
Therefore " degraded-core" accidents are beyond the scope of .

WASH-1400.
C-7. The Applicant argued this matter through the testimony, both

written and oral, of Saul Levine, a former AEC/NRC employee who, ,

among other responsibilities, served as the project manager for the NRC
activity which produced the Reactor Safety Study.

C-8. The Staff presented its case through a panel of witnesses com-

i prised of L.G. Hulman, M.L. Wohl, Scott Newberry, and E.F. Branagan,
Jr., all regular employees of the Staff with managerial responsibilities in
several appropriate sectors of the Commission organization.

C-9. The Intervenors presented no witnesses of their own and -

i

made their case through cross-examination of the witnesses of the other
parties,

C-10. Accordingly both the Applicant and the Staff addressed such .

i
severe accidents expected to 1 ave both a low probability of occurrence ,

and more extensive consequences to the environment and to the plant
',

;

itself. Such accidents may be characterized as involving overheated, j . , .

even melted, fuel and deterioration of the capability of the reactor pres-,

; sure vessel to withstand a potential and concomitant increased internal!

force thereby breaking still another containment boundary. Stafi Ex. 2, e
,

at 5-44.
C-II. The Staff utilized the probabilistic risk assessment method'olo-

-

i gy of the Reactor Safety Study (WASH 1400) as updated. It has been
,

amended by consideration of comments arising in peer review and from , _

: advances in knowledge which have occurred since the (1975) publication
,

,

of WASH-1400.
-

C-12. The severe-accident analysis by the modified WASH-1400 .

method as applied to a number of postulated sequences of events led to
'

probabilities of significant releases of radionuclides to the atmosphere of
the order of one in 105 reactor-years. The fractions ofinventories, typical
of operating pressurized water reactors of the Byron class in such
accidents, ranged from 100 percent of the noble gases to 2 percent of
the alkaline earths including the long-lived strontium-90 isotope. Appli-

,

!
,

cant Ex. 2, Table 5.11, at 5-45.
- - I

,

- C 13. The validity of the methodology propounded in the Reactor
Safety Study (WASH-1400) and the confidence to be attached to results

;
derived from that methodology have been challenged in League Conten-

,

|
tion 8, supra.

C-14. The Reactor Safety Study was the first comprehensive applica-
*

tion of probabilistic risk assessment to nuclear power plants. The charter
of the Study was to make quantitative predictions of the risks to the
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public from potential accidents at operating nuclear power plants. This
was done through a detailed analysis of a pressurized water reactor and
of a boiling water reactor and the extrapolation of that information to an
assumed population of 100 reactors located at a " composite" site em-
bodying significant charactaristics, including population and meteorologi-
cal features, of actual sites. A major result of the study was that the risks
from accidents at nuclear plants will be small compared to the risks to
the public arising from other events in our society. Levine, ff. Tr.1930,'

at 8. In their Pro' posed Finding 6, the Intervenors categorically say that
the Byron PWR and the WASH-1400 PWR were significantly different
without elucidation of the differences and their significance. The
WASH.1400 PWR is of Westinghouse design selected as typical for its
generic study. In their Proposed Findings 11 and 12 the Intervenors
allude to the absence of the TMI-2 event 46 from WASH 1400. One

' , ' reason, of course, is timing - WASH-1400 in 1975, TMI 2 in 1979.
Another is the reactor type - Westinghouse versus Babcock & Wilcox.
A third reason is that TMI-2 was not a melted core.

C-15. A reading of League Contention 8, supra, reveals a conclusion
that WASH 1400 is without value. The argument for that conclusion ap-
parently arises from, perhaps among other sources, a peer review of the
study and its product. The review was by the Independent Risk Assess-
ment Group and its report is designated as NUREG/CR-0400, usually
referred to as the Lewis Report. Hulman, er al., ff. Tr. 2091, at 6 (Wohl).

C-16. The criticisms of the Safety Study voiced in the Lewis Report
were not addressed to the concepts and methodology of WASH-1400.
Rather they specifically included remarks on the clarity of the pres-
entation, particularly of the mathematical formulation, an inability to es-
tablish a quantitative overall probability for core melt, and an assertion

~ ' that the error bands were understated.47 Id. Intervenors' Finding 14
says, in contrast to the above, that WASH-1400 was " attacked" by the
Lewis Report.

C-17. During the preparation of the Reactor Safety Study, in the
mid-seventies, as many as five times the then operating nuclear reactors
were anticipated to be functional within a relatively short time span. It
was expected that these additional plants would embody advances in

.

{

| ** The stafr and Board sense a typographical error in Proposed Findins 12 which says in part " address

| . . . . other severe accidents such as Browns Ferry. the Browns Ferry fire . " NRC Safr Reply to Rock-
' ford LWv's Proposed Findings. filed July 18.1983. at 20.

47 "The Executive summary to WAsS1400. . . does not adequately indicate the full extent of the con-
sequences of reactor accidents; and does not sufficiently emphasize the uncertainties involved in the cal-
culation of their probability. It has therefore limited itself to misuse in the discussion of reactor risk."
NUREG/CR-0400. the Lawis Report, at is. Disavowal of this summary by the Commission has been a
cause of some confusion about the acceptance of the document as a whole.
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design and would supplement the operating experience history. These
two items would thereby contribute to the data base of studies like
WASH-1400. For this reason the users of WASH-1400 were advised to
recognize such advances. Accordingly, an artificial 5-year lifetime was ar-
bitrarily assigned to the findings of the Study. The anticipations have, of .

course, not materialized. The imposed " lifetime," per se, was not intend-
ed to and did not invalidate the utility of WASH-1400 beyond 1980. Tr.
2071-72, 2073-74 (Levine). Intervenors' Finding 13 alleges the meth-
odology of WASH-1400 to be invalid after October 1980. '

C-18. In a constructive vein, findings of the Lewis assessment of
WASH-1400 included views that

- event-tree / fault tree methodology (basic to WASH-1400] is
demonstrably sound;

- the [ WASH 1400] methods provide a substantial advance over
previous attempts to estimate the public risks from nuclear

>

power plants; "
- event-tree / fault-tree methodology and other aspects of the .

modeling have set a framework that can be used broadly to
assess choices involving both technical consequences and im-
pacts on humans;

' "- the event tree / fault-tree approach with an adequate data base ,

is the best availab'e tool with which to quantitatively predict
the probabilities of reactor accidents. i

Levine, ff. Tr.1930, at 10.
C-19. Support by the Commission of at least the basics of the Reac-

tor Safety Study is recorded in a number of places.

Taking due account of the reservations expressed in the Review Group Report and
in its presentation to the Commission, the Commission supports the extended use
of probabilistic rtsk assessment ka regulatory decisionmaking.

NRC Statement on Risk Assessment and the Reactor Safety Study
Report (WASH-1400) in Light of the Risk Assessment Review Group
Report at 4 (January 18, 1979).*8 Additional Commission statements on
the use of probabilistic risk analyses are noted by the Applicant's

.

witness. Levine, ff. Tr.1930, at 12-13. These statements are in contrast-
to Intervenors' Proposed Findings 15 and 16.

C-20. In a directive the Secretary of the Commission sent to the Ex-
ecutive Director for Operations on January 18, 1979, the Commission

,
-

48 This statement was issued under the NRC office of Public Affarrs document 79-19. It apparently did
not appear in the frJeral Arrasser.
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! stated that "[q)uantitative risk assessment techniques and rewits can be ,

i used in the licensing process if proper consideration is given to the re-
suits of the Review Group [ Lewis Report] . . . ." At the same time the

| Staff was instruc'ed to apply quantitative risk assessment techniques to
| estimate the relauve importance of accident sequences where sufficient
|'. similarity exists to provide an adequate base; quantitative estimates in

the RSS should not be used as the principal basis for any regulatory deci-
* sion (such estimates can be us'ed for relative comparison of alternate-

designs); the RSS consequence model shall not be used as the basis fori

licensing decisions on individual nuclear plants until significant refine-'

i ments and tests are accomplished. These positions were in effect in late

|. 1982. Hulman, er al., ff. Tr. 2091, Attachment C (letter dated December
27,1982 to Udall from Ahearne) at 2.

,.

C-21. Two additional appraisals of the probabilities of consequences
of reactor accidents were included in the record. One of these is reported'

in " Precursors to Potential Severe Core Damage Accidents: 1969-1971j , ,

|
A Status Report" (NUREG/CR-2497) (1982). This investigation is

! referred to as the " Precursor Study." It takes as points of departure sum-

| maries of nearly 20,000 licensing event reports (LERs) of occurrences
at light water power reactors. The study was instigated by a recommenda-

j tion appearing in the Lewis Report. After screening,169 events were
judged to be accident sequence precursors. Of these, fifty two were
selected as having a potential probability for severe core damage equal

i to or greater than 0.001 assuming the precursor event occurred in the
manner it did. These probabilities lead to a frequency of severe core;

''
i damage per reactor-year for the decade investigated. The results ranged ~

between 0.0017 and _0.0045 per reactor-year. It is to be noted that under .

:

! discussion is an analysis of events which actually occurred, includingi

' TMI-2, the fire at Browns Ferry, and the loss of instrumentation at
,

Rancho Seco.a The analysis is sensitive to variations in operating re-;

| quirements among the various plants. Finally, the product is an estimate
of events producing core damage which may not lead to significant
rsteases of radiation, and therefore are not included in the Reactor;

' Safety Study, supra, since it evaluated events leading to reactor core ,

!
i melting, in accord with its charter to evaluate risks to the public. Accord-

'

ingly the agreements between the RSS and the Precursor Study results:

| for typical PWRs are not internally inconsistent. Hulman, et al., ff. Tr.

|- 2091, at 8,9; Tr. 2282 (Hulman); Tr. 2277 81 (Levine).
,

# These three occurrences account for 82 percent of the estimate or severe accident frequency in the
Precursor study. They were not consedered in the Reactor safety study. Hulman. er st.. fr. Tr. 2091. at 9.
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C-22. The Precursor Report fed generic data into a generic event-*

tree taking account neither of the particular plants whert .he infrequent'

precursor occurred nor of the specific failure probabilities that would be'

applicable to those particular plants. Accordingly this generic approach
will almost certainly predict failure probabilities that are too high. ,

Levine, ff. Tr.1930, at 25; Tr. 2022, 2023 (Levine)..

C-23. The second appraisal was by the Institute of Nuclear Power
| Operations (INPO). In an analysis of the Precursor Report appearing as

! " Review of NRC Report: Precursors to Potential Severe Core Damage
i

! Accidents," INPO 80-025 (1982), it is concluded that when the actual
'

j plant configurations, where the precursors that were analyzed occurred,
' are taken into account, the average (precursor) probability of core .

:lamage is reduced by more than an order of magnitude. Applicant's wit-4

ness considers the INPO methodology superior to th.It of the Precursor'

Report. Levine, fr. Tr.1930, at 25; Tr. 2023,2028-32 (Levine). :
4 C-24. The Staffs analysis of potentially severe accidents at Byron

' '''
did not include those attributable to external and man made actions.S;

i Two reasons for this alleged omission are: design requirements to @;O
j counter natural phenomena appear in 10 C.F.R. 50, Appendix A, and, |,

!
in analyses, appear in design basis accident considerations. Countermeas- ;

i ures for sabotage are in 10 C.F.R. Part 73. Since the radiological conse- ' ;* r.

I quences of such events will not be dissimilar from those of other i

" accidents," they have, in effect, been included. Further, their frequen- |

cy probability is within the uncertainty bounds of the internally generat- .

2

ed occurrences. The second reason for the absence of this type of nature-

; instigated events, more severe than those within the design basis, is the |

i paucity of describing data which places them outside t ie state-of the art
of probabilistic risk assessment. Staff Ex. 2, at 5-45,5 46.

|
C-25. Uncertainties assignable to the probabilitics of severe accidents

1 was a subject of discussion during the hearing. See, for example, Levine,
j ff. Tr. 6956; Tr. 6957 96 (Levine); Hulman, er ol., ff. Tr. 2091, at 4; Tr. ',-

2240 57 (Hulman).;

j C-26. Recent analyses of both the Zion and Indian Point reactors 54
i included consideration of probabilities of the occurrence of severe acci- .

dents arising from both internal and external events including sabotage. / .

. '

j - In both analyses, risks from sabotage, as stated above, were considered

] beyond the capabilities of probabilistic' essessment, and effects of suc-

| cessful acts would probably lie within the error bounds of the estimates

|
|
'

1
d 80 Enternal and man made esents. In this content. include tornadoes, fires. earthquakes sabotase.

euplosions, and aircraft crashes H ulman. er et. fr. Tr. 2091, at 3.
;

St Probabihsue nsk analyses have been made for the Zion and Indian Point reactors. Tr 6970 (Lenne).

-
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4
for internally generated accidents. Evaluation of the consequences of
other externally produced events was guided by the Zion / Indian Point4

studies. The Staff (Hulman, et al., ff. Tr. 2091, at 4) modified the Final
I Environmental Statement (Staff Ex 2) by including the opinion that

accident risks at Byron from both internal and external events, excluding
sabotage, would be no more than 100 times greater than the risks from
internal events presented in the FES. Tr. 2247-55 (Hulman).
Intervenois, in Proposed Findings 20 21, claim incorrectly that no ac-'

count was taken of externally originated events.
.

C 27. The Applicant took strong exception to this upper bound on4

j an uncertainty factor of 100 in the direction of increased risk arising
from the absence of external accident precursors in the risk analysis pre-

1 sented in the FES. Staff Ex. 2, Section 5.9.4.5(2), at 5-44; Tr. 2256 58

} '
'

(Hulman); Levine, ff. Tr. 6956, at 1.
C-28. The probability risk assessments for the Zion and the Indian*

Point plants gave 10 to I and 30 to 1, respectively, as the ratios of<

; , ,

external to internal initiated risks. Although any true relation between2

these ratios, respectively, and the proper value for the Byron site is'

| coincidental, the Stati, with solely those ratios as guidance, arrived, ap-
*

j parently arbitrarily, at the 100 multiplier as its best estimate of the
bound on the ratios for Byron. Hulman, et al., ff. Tr. 2091, at 4i

.

(Hulman, Wohl).;

C 29. The propriety of applying a probability analysis determined for
one site as the characterization of another has been challenged by Mr.

s Levine. Fr. Tr. 6956, at 3.
C 30. Additionally the treatment of severe accident probability in

the StalT's Final Environmental Statement (Stafi Ex. 2) is, in general,
not site specific and is sufficiently conservative to preclude the necessity

' of applying additional uncertainties. Levine, ff. Tr. 6956, at 4; Tr. 6991,
6992 (Levine). Particular items of conservatism built into the
WASH 1400 method are': deposition of some radionuclides in the pri-
mary coolant; retention of some iodine as cesium iodide; capture of tel-:

; lurium by the fuel cladding and other metals; selection of the accident
. sequence, Event V, which predicts the greater release of radioactivity;4

!. and a higher than now expected probability of the rupture of the con-
tainment vessel over a shorter time interval. Levine, ff. Tr. 6956, at 4 7.4

C 31. Applicant's witness stated that, in his judgment, no factor of
! uncertainty should be imposed upon the Staff's severe accident
! probability, 5 x 10-5 per reactor year, presented in its FES. Tr. 6992

'

i (Levine); Hulman, et al., ff. Tr. 2091, at 9 (Newberry).
C-3 2. These probabilities of accident occurrences and concomitant

radionuclide emission rates together with their predicted health effects
;
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and the population distribution about the Byron site were consolidated
into estimated probability distributions of specific radiation doses to indi-
viduals and, collectively, to the population. Calculated also were the
probabilities of early fatalities and oflatent cancer deaths.52 A more com-
prehensive index of the potentials of reactor accidents was developed by -

the Staff as average values of environmental risks. This quantity is the
sum of the products of probabilities of occurrence and their respective
consequences. These results for a number of scenarios, expressed as
events per reactor-year, appear in the FES. Staff Ex. 2, Table 5.13, at
5 60. Whereas the absolute values of these indices may be challenged ,

on several grounds, including the subjective character of risk evaluation, 1

they are useful as bases for comparisons with risks associated with
normal reactor operation and with more commonly experienced events.
For example, the severe accident exposure doses are comparable to the
exposures expected from normal operation of a Byron reactor through-
out its life.5) Hulman, er al., ff. Tr. 2091, Summary Item 2: Tr. 2291 -

(Hulman). The early fatality accident risk is less than that, for a com- [*
paratively sized population, from auto accidents by about four orders of i
magnitude; it is less than fatalities from mundane actions, such as burns
or drownings, by three orders of magnitude. Staff Ex. 2, at 5-60.

*C-33. The projected effects of the events are expressed more quan- ,,

titatively in terms of personnel exposures and monetary costs of area ,

'

rehabilitation in Table 5.12 of Staff Ex. 2, at 5-54. As an exemplificative
situation, choose an impact having a probability of 5 x 104 per reactor-
year.54 The predicted consequences from the accompanying atmospheric ,

release of radionuclides are: 7000 individuals exposed to more than 25
but less than 200 rem; population exposures, expressed in million
person-rem, of 1.5 within 50 miles and 12 in the entire affected area;
the corresponding latent cancers are 180 and 840. The cost of lost food-
stuff and of decontamination and/or property replacement is set at 430
million dollars. No early fatalities and exposures greater than 200 rem
are expected. These effects are to be contrasted to an annual exposure
of the publ c to 60 person-rem from normal operation of the Byron Sta-
tion and to 130,000 person rem from natural background radiation. Staff
Ex. 2, at 5 50.

52 The probabihues are presented for a 200 rem whole-body (likely requiring hospitahzation), a 25 rem
w hole tody iclinically delectable), and a 300 rem thyroid (guidelme ror sitmg in 10 C F.R. Part 100).
33 The radisuon esposure from any design basis accident is also comparable, within an order cfg
magmtude, to the esposure espected from normal operation throughout the projected life of the plant.

' staft En 2. at 5 43. Tr. 2296 (Branasanh Tr. 2299 (Hulman, wohl).
54 This frequency is characteristic of the accident sequences selected for analysis m the Reactor safety
study, as modiried and updated, or pressurued water reactor. These several sequences, denoted as v.
TMBL'. P% R.3, are expected to dommate PWR risks and are detailed in Appendix E of staff Ex. 2,
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C-34. The release to the atmosphere of sufficient radionuclides to
constitute a risk to the public would be the consequence of an accident
of sufficient severity to melt the reactor core and violate the integrity of
the containment. Tr. 2037 (Levine). The probability of a core melt acci-
dent at a reactor, and concomitant expected early fatality is of the order
of 10-4 per reactor-year. The other important potential health effect is
latent cancer deaths. Typical analytical res. lts show the probability of ra-u-

diation cancer fatalities induced by severe reactor accidents is negligible
compared to cancer from other causes. Levine, ff. Tr.1930, at 22-24.
The probability of two (or more) accidents of such severity occurring

-

within a short time is correspondingly smaller. Hulman, et al., fr Tr.
2091, at 21 (Wohl).

C-35. Additionally to the matter of simultaneity, supra, the effect of
distance between the potential sources an.1 affected populations is a
consideration. Probability risk analyses have shown that probability of
early fatalities is small at distances from a source in excess of 15 miles..' -

Considering, respectively, the potential radiation sources '- Byron,
Zion, Dresden, LaSalle - and the centers of population - Rockford,
DeKalb, Sycamore - no center is within two of the above 15-
mile radius areas circumscribed about its nearest sources. Levine, ff. Tr.
1930, at 23,24. As a rule the Staff does not judge the safety of one unit

.

on the possibility that another unit may be built nearby. Tr. 2202
(Hulman).

a

Severe Accident Conclusions
.

C-36. From a review of the evidentiary record as summarized in the
foregoing findings, the Board concludes that the Applicant and Staff'

have adequately addressed and evaluated the anticipated probability and
consequences of severe accidents at the . Byron Station which have the
potential of endangering the health and safety of the public. The Board
finds that the Reactor Safety Study (Rasmussen Report, WASH 1400),
per se, is admittedly incomplete and somewhat outdated, it has been
revised to reflect both the results of recent investigations and of the
peer review. With admitted shortcomings, it presents, nonetheless, the
best and most applicable methodology for probabilistic risk analysis pres-i

ently available, recognizing the absence of any operating experience
t- leading to melting of the reactor fuel. Consideration of the geographical ,

I

|
distribution of nuclear fueled electric generating plants in northern Illi-
nois and the spatial distribution of radiation exposure which could arise'

from a severe nuclear accident at Byron, the Board believes that cumula-
tive accident effects for the public are minimal and acceptable.
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C-37. Additionally the Board finds that the Applicant and the Staff
have adequately reviewed and analyzed the severe accident potential in
accord with an interim policy statement issued June 13,1980 and as re-
quired by the general conditions noted in 10 C.F.R. 50.57 and 51.20.
These findings are contrary to the contentions relating to severe acci-
dents posed by the Intervenors.

D. League Contention 1A - Quality Assurance and Quality
Control

..

D-1. League Contention l A, as modified by the Board, alleges:

lA. Intervenor contends that Edison does not have the abihty or the willingness
to comply with 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix B, to maintain a quahty assurance and
quahty control program, and to observe on a continuing and adequate basis the ap-
plicable quahty control and quality assurance criteria and plans adopted pursuant -

thereto, as is evidenced by Edison's and its architect-engineers' and its contractors'
,

past history of noncompliance at all Edison plants (whether or not now operating). ,,

In addition, Applicant's e,uahty assurance program does not require sufDcient inde- '[
pendence of the quality assurance functions from other functions within the
Company.

e
D 2. As litigated, the QA/QC contention asserted that the Appli-

cant has neither the ability nor willingness to implement and maintain
an adequate quality assurance program and that the quality assurance
program is insufficiently independent from other company functions.

| Evidence was received with respect to both construction and operational
quality assurance.

1

1. Applicable Law .

D 3. According to 10 C.F.R. 50.34(a)(7) the preliminary safety
analysis report must contain "[a] description of the quality assurance
program to be applied to the design, fabrication, construction, and test-
ing of the structures, systems, and components of the facility."

D-4. Appendix B to Part 50, Quality Assurance Criteria for Nucle-
''ar Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants, sets forth the require-

ments for quality assurance programs for nuclear power plants. The de-
scription of the QA program must discuss how the requirements of Ap-

,

per. dix B will be satisned.-

D 5. Appendix B lists eighteen separate quality assurance criteria
which must be met in the construction and testing of a nuclear power
plant. Of particular relevance to the QA contention are those that follow.

111
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D-6. Criterion I relates to the quality assurance organization and
requires a QA program for both tiv applicant and its contractors. The ap-
plicant may delegate QA work but remains responsible for it. QA respon-
sibilities and authorities must be clear and in writing. Not only must the
QA functions be established and executed, but they must be verified,
e.g., by checking, inspecting and auditing. The QA. function must be
independent, since Criterion I requires:

, .

The persons and organizations performing quality assurance functions shall have
sufDcient authority and organizational freedom to identify quahty problems; to

-initiate, recommend. or provide solutions; and to serify implementation of
solutions. Such p6tsons and organizations performing quality assurance functions
shall report to a management level such that this required authority and organiza-

.

tional freedom. including sufficient mdependence from cost and schedule when op-
posed to safety considerations, are provided.'

D-7. Criterion 11 requires that the QA program shall be established*

at the earliest practicable time and shall be documented by written
policies, procedures or instructions and the program mitst extend for the
entire plant life. This program must identify the structures, systems and
components that it is to cover with the respective cognizant organization.

D 8. Criterion ill requires that the QA program shall adopt meas-
ures for design control to verify and check the adequacy of design control
and subsequent design changes. Criterion IV assures that regulatory re-1

quirements necessary to adequate quality are included or referenced in
the documents for procurement of material, equipment and services.. , ,

D 9. Criterion V provides that activities relating to quality shall be
controlled by documents, which documents are themselves to be con-
trolled according to Criterion VI. Criterion X requires inspections which
must be made by persons other than those who did the work being in-
spected and requires that there shall be testing which must be document-t

ed in accordance with Criterion XI. Materials and equipment must be
protected (Criterion XIll). Nonconforming materials must be controlled
(XV), and corrective measures for conditions adverse to quality provid-
ed for (XVI). Quality assurance activities must be provable by records
(XVil), and all aspects of the QA program must be verified by an orga-
nized auditing program (XVill).

2. Commonwealth Edison Company Policies, Experience, and
Corporate Structure

.D-10. The Applicant brought to the hearing those officials who are-

most able to explain and defend its position with respect to its commit-

|
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ment to safety and how its corporate and plant organizational structure
has been designed to carry cut that commitment. We heard from Cordell
Reed, Vice President of Nuclear Operations, Robert Querio, Byron Sta-
tion Superintendent, Walter Shewski, the Corporate Manager of Quality
Assurance, and Michael Stanish, who is serving as Construction Quality
Assurance Superintendent at Byron.

D.I I . Region 111 of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement pre-
sented a panel of five officials who are wellinformed concerning Appli-
cant's corporate organization and construction quality assurance
experience. In particular, the Staff presented the testimony of Messrs.
D.W. Ilayes, James E. Konklin, and Cordell E. Williams, who arc
Region til section chiefs with responsibilities for Byron, and Mr. William '

Forney, who served as the Chief Resident inspector at Byron for much
of the relevant period. This panel also testified extensively on all other
aspects of the quality assurance contentions, as we note in the following
sections, and they stated their perceptions of Applicant's commitment ,

to nuclear safety. We also heard from NRC's John Spraul, a quality ,

'
assurance engineer.

D 12. Intervenors had no witnesses directly on the issue of corpo-
rate structure and organization, and filed no proposed findings directly
on the issue. Given the strong structural implications of the contention, i, e

this is somewhat surprising, but apparently Intervenors do not dispute
the objective facts concerning Applicant's avowed commitment to safety ,

(e.g., membership in nuclear safety groups) and the corporate structure
-

pertaining to quality assurance. Intersenors, however, dispute the con- s

clusions to be drawn from the testimony on these sub issues.
Accordingly, we have relied very heavily on Applicant's proposed factual
findings and the Stafi's similar proposals, frequently adopting them ver-
batim on the sub issues pertaining to corporate structure and avowed
policy. ,

Commitment to Sqfety

D 13. The Vice President for Nuclear Operations, Mr. Reed, repre-
sented to the Board that Applicant has a strong commitment to safety.
Reed, ff. Tr. 2594, passim. The Office of Inspection and Enforcement
(I&E) and the Byron NRC Senior Resident inspector also believe that
there is a real corporate commitment to safety. Region til Testimony, ff.
Tr. 3586, at 10 (Hayes), at 14 (Forney). The tenor of the Region 111 offi-
cials throughout the hearing has been that despite noncompliances, Ap-
plicant has a corporate attitude consistent with a commitment to safety.
E.g., Tr. 3929 30 (Forney, Hayes, Williams, Yin, Konklin).
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D 14. Applicant has taken an active role in industry groups formed
to address new and ongoing safety concerns, including support for the
activities of the Atomic Industrial Forum and the Edison Electric
Institute. Applicant participates in ad hoc groups for .cd to address
specific technical safety issues, and contributes money and the advice of
experienced personnel to safety related research conducted by the Elec-
tric Power Research Institute. Reed, ff. Tr. 2594, at 4.

D 15. Applicant has been instrumentalin the formation ofindustry-'

wide groups which undertake to enhance nuclear safety, such as the
Nuclear Safety Analysis Center (NSAC) and the Institute for Nuclear
Power Operation (INPO). /d. Applicant's nuclear plants, both those
operating and under construction, have been evaluated by INPO a
number of times, and Applicant fully subscribes to INPO principles. Tr.
2605 (Reed).

D 16. While Mr. Reed's testimony expressing the Applicant's com-
mitment to safety is appropriate, it is also prudent and self serving in an
operating license proceeding. We found the Staffs expressed attitude
concerning the Applicant's commitment to safety to be reassuring, but
summary. Applicant's participation in the nuclear safety groups such as
INPO is an objective indication of a corporate commitment. Ilowever,
any conclusion concerning the Applicant's attitude should rest upon the
entire record concerning what Applicant actually has done about safety,
and in particular, quality assurance.

Applicant's Noncompliance Record' ' '

D 17. Prior to 1980 the Commission designated three categories of
roncompliances with its regulations and imposed lines accordingly. In
vder of decreasing severity, the categories were " violation,"
" infraction," and " deficiency." The maximum fine was $5,000 per viola-
tion with the total for any 30 day period limited to $25,000. During
1980 and 1981, the Commission used six categories of noncompliance
and imposed fines based on the severity level. The categories in order of
decreasing severity were designated Levels I through VI. The maximum
fines varied with each severity level, the largest being $100,000 per day.
Since 1982, the Commission has used live categories of noncompliance
and continues to impose fines based on the levels of noncompliance.
The categories decrease in severity from Level I through Level V. The
largest fine remains at $100,000 per day. Region ill Testimony, II. Tr.*

3586, at 7 8; Tr. 3629 (Forney). There is often an element of judgment
involved in determining into what severity level an item of noncompli-
ance falls. Tr. 3601 (Forne /, llayes).

.
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CivilPenalties [

I D 18. Since 1974 Applicant has been fined a total of $313,000 by
'

the NRC in connection with violations in the operation ofits ,even reac-
tors and the construction of its six reactors. None were in connection -

,

with the Byron Station. Del George, ff. Tr. 2344, at 12; Tr. 2346,2352
(Del George). We identify some of the more noteworthy events below.< ,

D 19. In October 1975, the Commission fined Applicant $25,000i

for violations at its Quad Cities Station for an error in control rod with-
drawal which caused fuel damage and for deficiencies in implementing ,,

; the new station security plan. Applicant had been fined the previous
year for failure to implement its security plan at its Dresden Station. Del
George, ff. Tr. 2344, Exhibit 2, at 1,2.

! D 20. In May 1976, Applicant was fined $13,000 for excessive radi- ,

ation exposure to an employee. The exposure had no apparent effect on
his health. /d. at 3.

'

D 21. In September 1977 Applicant was fined $21,000 for inadver- ['
, '

'tently draining the pressurizer at its Zion Station while the reactor was
'

shut down. In October 1980, the Commission imposed a compromise
fine of $18,000 for inattentiveness of operators at Dresden.

D 22. In March 1981, Applicant was fined $80,000 for excess radia- r-
tion exposure to two contractor employees at Dresden Station due to the
failure of station personnel to survey the working environment. The

.
exposure had no apparent effect on their health. /J. at 5. In July 1982,

j Applicant was fined $100,000 for an occurrence at Zion Station involving
excessive radiation exposure to an employee who entered a high-
radiation area without taking proper precautions but with no apparent

I effect on his health. Id.

] D 23. Since 1980, Applicant has been denied access to low level . ,

waste burial sites on eight occasions. On three of*these occasions, the'

, ,

Commission also assessed a line. Del George, ff. Tr. 2344, at 22.
D 24. The Applicant represents to the Board that there was no risk '

i to the health and safety of the general public involved in each of the
I foregoms situations. Applicant also recites the corrective actions taken

to prevent recurrences of the penalized violations. Del George, ff. Tr. 1

2344, Exhibit 2, passim. Applicant's claim that the public safety was , ,

I

( never threatened by any of the occurrences wts never disputed by the

| parties, but the Board is not able to find that such is the case because ,

the testimony to that effect was summary, unexplained, and not self-'

evident or sometimes very judgmental. However, we belie,ve that the
remedial steps thoroughly described in Mr. Del George's testimony
were rational and responsive. Id.

!
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D 25. Region Ill compared nuclear units owned by Applicant with
other reactors in respect to the amount of the fines imposed in two
periods, 1974-78 and 1979 82. For the earlier period, Applicant's aver-
age for fines was above the national and Region til average. For the
second period, 1979 82, Applicant's average was below Region 111 aver-
age and substantially below the national average. Region 111 Testimony,
ff. Tr. 3586, at 12 (Forney) and Attachment B 1.

D 26. Intervenors protest that the Staffs analysis does not include*

$220.000 in civil penalties proposed in three actions by the Staff against
the Applicant in February 1983. Tr. 2346 (Del George). In 1983 Appli-
cant paid a $20,000 penalty for a violation at Dresden. Del George, ff.
Tr. 2344, at 13, and Exhibit 2, at 6. In February 1983, a notice of pro-
posed civil penalty of $100,000 was issued, citing a steam generator bolt-
ing problem at Braidwood. The NRC believed that corrective action at
Braidwood had not been taken in a timely manner. A similar problem
had been identined at Byron earlier. Applicant was also considered more
than 2 years late in reporting the Braidwood problem to the Commission
under the provisions of 10 C.F.R. 50.55(e). Intervenors Ex. 6. Applicant
disagrees with the NRC Staffs assessment regarding the timeliness of
corrective action at Braidwood, and, on this basis, it intends to seek miti-
gation of the proposed fine. Del George, ff. Tr. 2344, at 13; Tr. 2462
(Del George).

D 27. The validity and signincance of the Braidwood proposed civil
penalty is still in dispute. Tr. 3927 (llayes). Region ill believes that the

,

problem should never have surfaced at Braidwood because the same"

plans were used at Byron 18 months earlier and changes accommodating
the bolting problem at Byron should have applied to Braidwood.ss
Region til acknowledges that the situations at the two plants were not.

i identical, however. Tr. 364143 (llayes, Forney).
D 28. Also in 1983 the Staff proposed $100,000 in penalties for the

alleged continued use of valve guides of unacceptable quality in elec-
tromatic relief valves at Dresden and Quad Cities. Intervenors Ex. 7.
Applicant has not yet decided how to respond to this action.

D 29. The $220,000 Ones assessed or proposed against Applicant in
1983 alone exceed the total Snes levied against Applicant in the 1979 82
period, the later period used in Staffs comparison table. If the year 1983
were included, it is apparer.t that Applicant would not compare so well

*
88 Intervenors Es 6. Region !!!'s Notice of Violation end Propnied impostion or Cml Penalties in the
Braidwood generator bolting case, refers to a "breakJoen in the quality assurance program'' at
Braedwond. This would be e serious conclasson, but the notwo was serit out en tror and was subsequent.
ly repisced by a nouce, noi 6n oudence. softening the sharge it is now regas d as a quality assurance
" problem" or " missed elements" 6n the quality anurance progrsm Tr. MM H (Hayes. Forney).
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with the national and Region ill averages. Region ill Testimony, ff. Tr.
3586, Attachment B-1. However, the book is not yet closed on the two
$100,000 proposed penalties in 1983. The merits of neither the Braid-
wood nor the Dresden and Quad Cities proposed fines were fully ex-
plored in our proceeding. Moreover, the ranking Region 111 witness re-
specting the Byron proceeding testified that he took into account the
$100,000 proposed Braidwood penalty in his favorable assessment cf Ap- .

plicant's quality asserance proposal. Region 111 Testimony, ff. Tr. 3586,
at 10 (llayes), Tr. 3837 (llayes). The Byron Senior Resident inspector,
Mr. Forney, who prepared the comparative civil penalty analysis testified
that the proposed 1983 penalties would no: change his mind about his
favorable evaluation of Applicant's corporate attitude and policy. Tr.
3861,3927 (Forney).

D 30. For no other reason than that the proposed 1983 fines
haven't been imposed yet, these amounts cannot fairly be added to
previous amounts in comparing Applicant's civil penalty history, in
addition,1983 information concerning other utilities is not in evidence.
The amounts of civil penalties imposed by the NRC have increased in
severity in the past several years. Tr. 3927 (Forney). Of greater
importance, however, is the lack of grounds in the record to make any
comparison among utilities and reactors based on the amounts of civil

~

penalties. The author of Region III's comparative civil penalty analysis
would not accept the proposed 1983 civil penalties as a reflection af
corporate attitude and policy because, he stated, the attributes of policy
and attitude are not reDected in fines. Rather, he states, they are reflect-
ed in Applicant's topicai report which commits strongly to the ASME
Codes, and to the regulations, and to the company's implementing quali-
ty assurance manual. Tr. 3861 (Forney). By the same reasoning, the
Board does not accept in either direction, the Staff's comparative analysis
showing the Applicar.t has a better than average civil penalty experience
in the most recent comparison period or worse than average in the car-
lier period.

D 31. Another episode involving Applicant's other plants received
widespread public and very thorough NRC attention but no monetary
penalty was imposed.

- D 32. In April 1977 former Pinkerton Security Agency employees
made allegations concerning the security system and plant operations at
the Quad Cities Station. The NRC .harged Applicant with eleven infrac- .

tions and five deficiencies. A civil penalty was considered but deferred.
D 33. Applicant's corporation and two of its employees were indict-

ed for false statements but they were acquitted at trial. The NRC then
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decided not to impose civil penalties, reciting Applicant's prompt correc-
tive actions and the focus on security arrangements caused by the crimi-
nal prosecution. Del George, ff. Tr. 2344 at 19 21.

D 34. The Byron Station has been designed with industrial security
as one of its design criteria. This and other measures will eliminate
many of the difficulties Applicant experienced developing effective
security programs at its operating stations. /d. at 21.

.

Noncompliances Not invoking Penalties

D 35. Generally, the number of noncompliances issued by the
NRC Of0cc of Inspection and Enforcement has increased in recent years
for all nuclear sites under construction. One reason for the increase has
been a greater emphasis on construction quality assurance by the
Commission. Tr. 3591 92 Glayes). Another reason is the relatively
recent implementation of an NRC resident inspector program. Byron re-'

ceived its first resident inspector on October 5,1981. Tr. 3592 (Hayes,
Forney). There are also reasons specific to Byron why the number of
.noncompliances has recently increased at the Byron site. The number of
inspector hours spent on site has increased from 361 in 1978 to, con-
servatively, 2547 in 1982. Tr. 360103, 3808 10 (Hayes, Forney). Closer'

attention by Region til has been paid to Byron as it approaches its fuel-
load date. Tr. 3605-07 (Forney, Williams). In recent years the number
of noncompliances documented at the Byron site has increased. In 1978,
a total of three items of noncompliance were identified at Byron by the.s
NRC Staff: tv o infractions and one deficiency. Tr. 3602 (Forney). In
1982, thirty items of noncompliance were documented. Tr. 3604
(Hayes); Region III Testimony, ff. Tr. 3586, Attachment B 2.

D 36. For the period 1976 82, the average number of noncompli-
ances at the Applicant's facilities compares favorably with other Region-

111 plants. Noncompliances at Byron Uni: I are approximately three
times the Region ill average, but according to Region III, the number
of noncompliances is not indicative of a systematic failure because a
large number relate to inspection of preoperational testing activities
which primarily occurred in 1982. Region Ill Testimony, ff. Tr. 3586, at
12.

D 37. The Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance
(5 ALP) program is an integrated NRC Staff effort to collect available ob.
servations nn an annual basis and evaluate licensee performance based-

on those observations. /d. at 13. The Applicant's operating plants and
construction sites were rated as average as compared to those of other -
licensees both in Region ill and nationwide in the SALP 1 rating

:
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'
period, July 1979 through June 1980. Id. at 13 and Attachment C. In

j SALP-2 the Applicant's performance is in the average range of Region
; 111 sites. SALP-2 ratings were not intended as a means to compare utility
i performance, however. Id. at 13 and Attachment D.

D 38. In the spring of 1982 the NRC Staff conducted its second
very comprehensive inspection of the Byron Station by a special Con--

struction Assessment Team. The inspection was performed by sixi .

' inspectors and one supervisor, and involved 662 inspection hours on
site evaluating Applicant's quality assurance program, compliance and
corrective action history, corrective action system, design control, mate-

,

! rial traceability, electrical work activities, in process inspections, weld
rod control, and quality control inspector effectiveness. The inspection '

consisted of selective examination of procedures and representative
i records, observations, and interviews with personnel. Region til
i Testimony, ff. Tr. 3586, at 28,29 (Forney). .

i D 39. The special team identified four Level IV noncompliances
,

(more than minor significance) and five Level V nencompliances .'i ,

(minor significance). There were also ten unresolved or open items.i

| Five of the noncompliance items remained open and five of the unre-
solved items were open at the time of the hearing. Id. The inspection
report,82 05 (Applicant Ex. 8), played a mWor role in the quality assur- "'

ance phase of the proceeding.
i D-40. The Region til panel testified that a simple tabulation of non-

compliances without a great deal of additional explanation and informa-
tion is essentially meaningless. The number of noncompliances serves

i for management information purposes, but must be considered in the
} context of the SALP evaluations and other controlling factors mentioned
j by the panel, such as the civil penalties, the severity levels of the

noncompliances, the amount of activity at a particu,lar site, the phase of: -

i the activity (e.g., construction approaching fuel loading), the number of .

! inspector hours, the age of the plant, and the utility's response to the -

i citations. Tr. 3609 15 (Hayes, Forney, Yin, Williams).
D 41. Mr. Forney, the former Senior Resident inspector at Byron,

explained that items of noncompliance must be individually analyzed
j and that:

In necessins the msnificance of an item of noncomplian;e. and evaluating the ade-
! quacy of proposed corrective actions, consideration is given as to whether or not the
! item le: (I) a prostammatic weaknese renderms compliance indeterminate; (2) a

,

! prostammatic weakness requiring evaluation to determine the entent of
}

j . ,

|
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cornplunce; W occurrences indicatne of either (1) or (2); or (4) isolated
occurrences.

Region ill Testimony, ff. Tr. 3586, at 9 10.
D 42. Region III recognizes Applicant's noncompliance history,

but believes that Applicant's quality assurance program assured timely
effective corrective action. Based upon its inspection program, Region
111 believes that there is reasonable assurance that the Byron plant has.

been constructed in accordance with Commission requirements and can
be operated safely. However, the Region also noted that some activities
regarding the engineering and construction quality of certain as built
configurations have not been fully resolved, but predicted that those
issues will be resolved. Region ill Testimony, ff. Tr. 3586, at 10.

D 43. It became increasingly apparent to the Board throughout the
hearing that simply counting civil penalty dollars and items of
noncompliance, reading comparison tables and pondering the signifi-
cance of severity levels of noncompliances, and their labels, could not-

resolve the quality assurance contention. We respect the Stafi's use of
this information as one of their management tools. We rely, in part, on
the Staff's expert explanation of the significance of Applicant's very
large noncompliance history as well as on the Applicant's version. But
more important, and in larger part, the Board must also rely on its own
item by item consideration, frequently prompted by Intervenors, of the
many noncompliance items within the context of the construction activi-
ties at Byron. Most of these noncompliance items were not self-a
explanatory. For 1xample, a single Level IV noncompliance with respect
to the training and qualification of quality assurance and quality control
personnel escaped our attention initially and resulted in the reopened

. hearing. That aspect of the hearing has had a major impact on the
Board's final conclusion in this proceeding. In our findings and conclu-
sions below, the Board reviews many of the items of noncompliance
identified by the NRC Staff in discussing the performance ofindividual
contractors at Byron and Applicant's oversight ofits contractors.

Corporate Organtation: Ojysite Organuation

D 44. In 1979 Applicant engaged a panel of Chicago scientists and
business leaders to evaluate the effectiveness of its nuclear operations.
As a result of recommendations made by this panel, Applicant-

reassigned responsibility for the operation and maintenance ofits nuclear
facilities to a single corporate vice president. The purpose of this change
was to allow Applicant to better focus its efforts on safety and on the
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overall quality of nuclear operations, according to Louis Del George, a
Commonweal.h Edison licensing official. Del George, ff. Tr. 2344, at 5.

D 45. Reporting to the Vice President of Nuclear Operations is the
Division Vice President of Nuclear Stati$ns. Three functional managers
report to the Division Vice President of Nuclear Stations: one for
operations, one for maintenance and one for technical services. This
corporate organization parallels the organization of the nuclear stations, .

providing corporate direction and company wide standardization of prac-
tices and procedures at the stations. This is one way by which Applicant

'

attempts to better utilize experience at each of its facilities to improve
its operations at all of its facilities. /d. at 5 6.

D 46. Applicant's nuclear operations are reviewed by two independ-
ent organizations within the company: the Nuclear Safety Department
and the Quality Assurance Department. /d. at 8. The individuals
comprising the Nuclear Safety Department are very experienced senior
employees. This group reviews deviation reports, licensing event reports
and station operation to determine whether any long term trends adverse -

to safety are occurring at any nuclear plant. This group also has the au-
thority to perform' an independent design review function in which it
decides, apart from com'pliance with regulatory requirements, the ade-
quacy of design of various plant structures, systems and components. /d.
at 10.

D 47. The head of the Nuclear Safety Department reports directly
to Applicant's Chairman and President, and on a day to day basis works
with the Vice President of Nuclear Operations. A four person onsite
team from the Nuclear Safety Department will be assigned to the Byron
Station when it is placed in operation. /d.

D 48. Applicant's quality assurance program is managed at the
corporate level by the Manager of Quality Assurance who reports directly
to the Applicant's Vice Chairman and is therefore separate from and in.
dependent of cost and scheduling constraints and responsibilities on the
production side. Shewski, ff. Tr. 2364, at 7 8; Tr. 2580 (Shewski).

D 49. Applicant's witness Del George believes that Applicant's
Quality Assurance Department audits more aspects of Applicant's opera-
tion than is the case for any other nuclear utility. Del George, ff. Tr.
2344, at 8 9.

D 50. The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) is
an independent organization which monitors and evaluates Applicant's -

nuclear operations. ASME is the primary code setting body for nuclear
vessels, piping systems and concrete containment. Each of Applicant's
nuclear operating units has an N Stamp granted by ASME, which is re-
quired for Applicant to perform work on items subject to the ASME
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Code. Applicant is one of only a handful of utilities which have obtained
an N Stamp and are technically qualified to perform their own AShlE
Code related work. Applicant has obtained an AShlE N Stamp for the
Byron Station. /d. at 11.

D 51. Intervenors, however, demur to Applicant's reference to
AShlE and its N Stamp, asserting that neither the quali0 cations nor the
signincance of that designation has been prolTered. Reply at 5. The refer-
enced AShlE codes are included in the Commissmn's own regulations,'

10 C.F.R. 50.55a, where it is noted that the AShlE N symbol exceeds
Commission requirements. -

D 52. The Region ill panel testified that Applicant's construction
quality assurance program provides suf0cient independence of function
from other departments. In addition, on the basis of preoperational test.
ing done to date, the Staff testified that Applicant's operational quality
assurance program has demonstrated suliicient organizational freedom
and independence. Region til Testimony, ff. Tr. 3586, at 15 (Forney).

D 53. The Board finds that Applicant's offsite corporate organiza-
tion, as a structure, is logically designed and is adequate to implement
Applicant's corporate commitment to safety and compliance with Com-
mission regulations. The corporate level structure is well designed to
provide for suf0cient independence of the quality assurance function
from cost and production considerations.

Byron Station Organt:ation

D 54. Byron Station organization, when fully operational, and after
all start up tests, will consist of approximately 470 employees assigned
to the Byron Station to operate and maintain the plant. During initial
start up there will be additional personnel. Currently, approximately 450

.

persons are assigned to the Station, involved both in preparation of the
i plant for operation and the performance of various preoperational testing

and checks. Querio, (f. Tr. 2714, at 4; Tr. 2718 (Querlo).
D 55. The Byron Station Superintendent fulfills the position of

plant manager as described in American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) standard N18.1 1971. lie is responsible for the direct manage-
ment of the Station, including the planning, coordination and direction
of the operation, maintenance, refueling, and technical activities. lie is
also responsible for the Anal approval of all Station procedures and

*

reports. Querio, (f. Tr. 2714, at 5.
,

D 56. Intervenors level an ad hom/ncm attack on Byron Station Su-
perintendent Querio, urging the Board to and that confidence in Mr.
Querlo is misplaced. Intervenors' Response at 6. Intervenors incorrectly
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| and unfairly say that Mr. Querio testified to the effect that he is "so cer. ,

,1 tain that there are no flaws in either the past construction, or the future [
operation, of Byron that he would not consider a hypothetical question t

involving a possible serious accident," citing Tr. 2746-47. Id. at 6. We 'I

j can find no support for this attribution. Actually Mr. Querio testified !.

j that the design of the plant can accommodate hidden construction prob. |

| lems but that he does not claim that the plant is so safe that it is impossi. ,i.

| ble to have an accident. Tr. 2740. :,

: D 57. When Byron becomes operational, its staff will be organized !

! into four main functional groups: the operating group, the maintenance l
'

!Stoup, the administratise and support services Stoup, and the personnel -
1

I administration group. There are three assistant superintendents and a f
personnel administrator in charse of the four functional areas. They ;

report directly to the Station Superintendent. Querio, ff. Tr. 2714, at 5. !

i

| Byron Quatio" ControlGroup I
, ,

'
j D.$8. Within the Byron Station organization is a Station Quality {,

j Control Group, headed by the Supervisor of Quality Control. This Broup |
1 of approximately six to ten people is responsible for quality control ac. >

j(t tivities at the Station such as reviewing drawings, specifications.
j maintenance / modification procedures, and purchase requests for fulfill.
; ment of applicable quality requirements; performing receipt inspection !

"

j for A5ME and safety related incoming materials and items; inspectins !
fabrication and installation activities; and ensuring that nondestructive' ,

examination and other testing is performed as required. Querio, ff. Tr. !
2714, at 1011 Tr. 2335,2537,2543 (Shewski); Tr. 2718 (Querio). The |3

Station Quality Control Supervisor reports to the Administration and :
*

Services Assistant Superintendent in order to function independently of
,

. .

the Station operating and maintenance groups. Shewski, IT. Tr. 2364, at !

{ 7; Tr. 2537 (Shewski); Tr. 3564 65 (Spraul). {
*

! ;

i ,

;
Byron Qualt0* Assurance Groups ;

i D.$9. The Byron Quality Control Group is to be distinguished |

| from the Byron Quality Assurance Groups. There are presently twenty. i
' '

j nine quality assurance employees on site at Byron. These employees i
,

|i comprise two different quality assurance groups: (1) the Station (or
'

*

j Operating) Quality Assurance Group, and (2) the Construction Quality !.

'
' Assurance Group. Tr. 2536 (Shewski). Edison's Construction Quality

Assurance and Station Quality Assurance Groups function independently
i of both the Station Operating Department and the Project Construction

,

'

\

!,
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Department. The Station Quality Assurance Supervisor reports off site
to the Director of Quality Assurance for hiaintenance and to the Direc-
tor of Quality Assurance for Oparating Activities. They in turn report to
the Corporate hianager of Quality Assurance, and the Corporate hianag-
er reports directly to the Vice Chairman of the company. Similarly, the
Byron Construction Quality Assurance Superintendent reports to the
Quality Assurance Director for Engineering and Construction, who, in
turn, reports to the Corporate hianager of Quality Assurance. Shewski,*

ff. Tr. 2364, at 7 8.

Byon Construction Qually f ssurance Group |

D.60. Applicant's Construction Quality Assurance Group at Byron,
headed by the Quality Assurance Superintendent, is composed of ap-
proximately twenty people and is responsible for ensuring that the
Byron plant is constructed in conformance with Commission
regulations. The Construction Quality Assurance Group fulfills this re-
sponsibility by conducting audits and inspections of work done by con.
tractors and materials supplied by vendors. Tr. 2545, 2559 (Shewski).
The incumbent Construction Quality Assurance Superintendent at
Byron has been in that post since January 1981 At that time the quality
assurance management on site was materially strengthened by creation
of the post of " superintendent" and two additional quality assurance
" supervisors "

D 61. Before 1981, a site quality assurance " supervisor," as com-
pared to " superintendent," was in charge of the site quality assurance or-
ganization at Byron, supported by lead technicians covering structural,
electrical, mechanical and documentation areas of activity. Prior to the
superintendent, there were, in turn, four quality assurance supervisors
since 1976. Shewski. (T. Tr. 2364, at 13 14.

D 62. One supervisor was killed in an automobile accident. The
three other supervisors who preceded the superintendent were replaced
according to a stated normal corporate management development and
promotional sequence available to " promising management perronnel."
To have deprived these people of promotion would have resulted in
their leaving Commonwealth Edison Company, according to Walter
Shewski, Appheant's corporate level hianager of Quality Assurance /d.
at !$. lie testified that these changes in quality assurance personnel did

,

not have an adverse effect on quality assurance implementation at
Byron. As construction work progresses through different project phases
(e.g., from concrete and structural work to mechanical and electrical
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work to preoperational testing and start up modes) it is beneficial to re.
place periodically the quality assurance person in charge with someone
new who has experience matching a particular project phase. /d. at 16.
Continuity during a supervision change tends to be sustained through
the overall membership of the site quality assurance group. Id.

D 63. During the NRC Construction Assessment Team inspection
of Byron in Spring 1982, Region 111 noted the frequent turnovers of su. ,

pervisors and the transfer of three QA personnel to other nuclear sta-
tions and expressed concern that the constant change of personnel re.
suited in a " minimum experience level" in the quality issurance staff.
This low level of experience was contrasted with the relatively high level
of experience in key production personnel. Applicant Ex. 8, at 16,17.
The concern was noted as an open item but never became an item of
noncompliance. Shewski, ff. Tr. 2364, at 15.

D 64. We infer from the Stafi's inspection report that its concern
l was twofold. One, the construction quality assurance supervisors might ,

have insufficient experience to meet their direct responsibilities, i.c.,
training and supervising the QA staff. The other concern was that the
relatively inexperienced QA supervisors lacked status vis a vis top-
ranking production personnel - status obviously needed in a quality
assurance program. Intervenors point to another possible problem, that

i the rapid promotions from QA to production were an indication that the

! company placed a low value on the QA function. Intervenors' l'roposed

|
Findings at 34,36.

; D 65. The turnover sub Issue is not easily resolved. The rapid . -
,

promotions out of the QA function indicate that talented personnel were' a
'

selected for the kb in the Drst instance, but, as intervenors complain.

[
the position was not big enough or important enough to hold that talent.

: Mr. Shewski's testimony that the Byron QA staff changed and upgraded ,

as the nature of the work became more complex is logical and
unrefuted. The status of inexperienced QA supervisors, in comparison
to the high ranking experienced production personnel, was a problem
never directly addressed in the testimony. But whatever their status, the
construction QA supervisors, had the authority to stop work and upon
several occasions exercised the authority. Shewski, II. Tr. 2364, at 17.

D 66. On balance the Board believes that the rapid turnover was
undesirable, but we can lind no evidence that the QA function was
directly affected by it, in any event, the rnatter was appropriately ad-
dressed by upgrading and enlarging the site QA organization when Mr.
Stanish was appointed Byron QA Superintendent with two supervisors
assisting him in January 1981. Whether the Byron Construction Quality

| Assurance Organization was effective or not will be addressed below in
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connection with the experiences with individual construction
contractors. As an organizational structure, we find the Byron Construc-
tion Quality Assurance Group to be logically structured so as to proside
for independence of that function from cost and production
considerations.'

B>ron Operational Qualqv Assurance Group
, ,

D 67. Applicant's Station (or Operating) Quality Assurance Group,
composed of apprmimately nine people and under the direction of a Sta-
tion Quality Assurance Supervisor, is responsible for the operating quali-
ty aspects of the Byron Station. Tr. 2536 (Shewski). This group will be
primarily insolved in inspections, surveillances, and audits of all safety.
related and ASME Code related work performed by operating plant
personnel, contractors, and other Applicant personnel. Shewski, ff. Tr.
2364, at 5. This group has two subgroups, one responsibic for plant
operators, l.c., control room operators and equipment operators out in
the plant, the other responsibic for plant maintenance activities. Tr.
2541 (Shewski).

D 68. The Station Quality Assurance Supervisor reports off site to
the Director of Quality Assurance for Maintenance and to the Director
of Quality Assurance for Operating Activities. They in turn report to the
Corporate Manager of Quality Assurance and the Corporate Manager.

{ reports directly to the Vice Chairman of Commonwealth Edison,
Shewski, ff. Tr. 2364, at 7 8.t

;

D 60 Two senior reactos. operators (SRO) are required to be on
site at Byron at all times. The Byron Station will have sumcient SRO per-
sonnel so that under normal circumstances at least three SROs will be at
the Station. A senior SRO on the Station st2ff will be assigned on call
duty so that administrative level support is available to the shift engineer
on a 24 hour a day basis. Querio, IT. Tr. 2714, at 7; Tr. 260810 (Reed).

D 70. John Spraul, an NRC Staff quality assurance engineer, testi.
lied that Applicant's description of its operational quality assurance pro.
gram meets the requirements of 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix B. Spraut,

,

'
ff. Tr. 3562, at 2 3. Based upon Mr. Spraul's testimony, the Board finds
that Applicant's organization provides the Quality Assurance Depart-
ment sumelent independence from cost and scheduling, sumcient au.
thority to effectively carry out quality assurance program operations, and
sumcient access to management at a level necessary te, perform quality-

assurance functions. /d.; Tr. 3575,3578 (Spraul).,

D 71. The Board concludes that the various quality assurance and
quality control organizations within Applicant's corporate structure are
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suitably designed to carry out their functions, that they possess suf0cient
independence from cost and scheduling consideration, and that their re.
spective access to management is at a level necessary to perform the
quality assurance function. Accordingly, we concludc that Applicant has
prevailed on that aspect of the quality assurance contcntion which anetts
that " Applicant's quality assurance program does not require sulTicient
independence of the quahty assurance function from other functions ,

within the Company."

3. Trip Brenhor Domennretion

D.72. The lloard requested an evidentiary presentation concerning

,

Byron's automatic reactor scram (trip breaker) systems in light of the
| failures in February 1983 at the Salem Nuclear Generating Station. We

made the request in pn because of the safety considerations and in part
as a spot check on Applicant's operational quality anurance. Applicanti

presented Mr. Querlo, Byron's Station Superintendent, and Mr. Sues,
Byron's Assistant Superintendent of Maintenance and Stores. The reil.
dent NRC inspectors at Byron also testined.

D 73. At Salem, Westinghouse type Dil.$0 trip breakers failed to
automatically " trip" or shut dowrt the nuclear reaction in the reactor.

|
Tr. 3997,4056 57 (Querio). A trip breaker is a device which, on signal,
" trips" or opens its contacts, interrupting the power supply to the control'

rods, causing them to fall into the reactor, shutting down the reaction.
Tr. 3993 (Querich Tr. 400102,400813 (Sues). This system at Salem
failed because improper maintenance and lack of a preventive mainte.

j
nance program allowed dirt to accumulate within the trip breaker's inter.I

nal mechanism, Jamming it and preventing it from functioning. Tr.

|
4060 63 (Querioh Tr. 4085 (Connaughton). ,

! D 74. There were also isolated fritures of Westinghouse type
DS.$0 trip breakers at Commonwealth 1:dison's lion Station caused by
improper maintenince. Tr. 4043 44 (Querloh Tr. 404$ (Suco. Since
the Zion maintenance procedures were corte:ted, however, there have
been no failures. Tr. 404$ (Sues).

D 75, liyron uses Westinghouse type DS.416 low. voltage switch.
|

| gear trip breakers, clasil0cd as safety related equipment. Tr. 3997,4023
(Sues). Although these function similarly to the type used at Salem,
they have different internal mechanisms. Tr. 3997 (Suce. I!.ach reactor
unit at Ilyton is controlled by two trip breakers in series Tr. 3993
(Quer60). T his providen redundancy.

D.76. A Westinghouse DS 416 bypan trip breaker from the Ilyron
Station was used an a demonstrative exhibit during the hearing. Mr.

|
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Sues described and demonstrated its parts and operation. Tr. 4003 12
(Sues).

D 77 Prior to the Salem esent. flyton deseloped a general preven.
tive maintenance inspection procedure for Westinghouse switchgear
which included the DS 416 trip breaker. The procedure incorporated the
vendor (Westinghouse) manual instructions and recommendations for<

breaker maintenance. Tr. 401619 (Sues); Applicant Ex.13. The Com.
monwealth Edison Quality Assurance manual requires such reference to.

vendor manuals in all maintenance procedures. /d.
D 78. Shortly after Commonwealth Edison received NRC nott0ca.

,

tion of the failure of the automatic trip breakers at Salem, thuc mainte.
nance procedures were reviewed. Tr. 4016 (Sues). A new procedure for
the inspection of DS 416 trip breakers, separate from the general
switchgear maintenance procedure, was developed. Tr. 4019 (Sues);
com/ure Applicant Ex.13 with Applicant Ex.14,

D 79. Mr. Connaughton of the NRC testined that, since the trip
breakers were classi0cd as safetyerciated equipment, their procurement,-

receipt, storage, handling, preventive and corrective malitenance, and
tasting had to be governed by Commonwealth Edison's Quality Assur.''

ance Program. Tr. 4079 (Connaughton). Since the Salem event, the.

NRC has directed specific licenses testing of trip breakers. Tr. 4080
'

(Connaughton). The NRC's Region lil'ordce will perform inspections et
Byron and other plants to verify that the applicable tests were made. Id.
The Board is sationed with the procedures assuring reliable operation of
the Byrn reactor trip breakers,'

e

t

4. Quesity Assurente Oversight nf Cenerenerien Centreeners

D 80 Criterion I of 10 C.F R. P tri 50, Appendix B, permits the Ap.
rllent to delegate to its contractors or consultants the role of establish.
Ing and executing the quality assurance program, but, of course, the Ap.
thwit remains responsible for the program. Accordingly, at Byron, Ap.

,
'

piirant's Const[uction Quality Assurance Group does not directly pet.
form all the auditi oIinspections of work done by contractors and eqvp.
m At supplied by vendors. Tr. 2370 (Shewski); Tr. 3686 (Williams).
lastead, each contractor or vendor is required to have its own program'

ofinspections and audits and to employ trained and qualined quality con..

'

trolinspectors. Tr 2525 (5hewski),
D.81, All Incoming equipment and materials are inspected by-.

Aprilcant, or by the appropriate contractor, to ensure physical Integrity
and compilance with procurement document requirements. In addition,
for A5ME Code and safety related items that have not been inspected at

. .
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the vendor's plant, speciGe receipt inspection measures, such as material
and dimensional checks against approved drawings and specifications,

' are performed to verify compliance with procurement requirements.
Shewski, ff. Tr. 2364, at 6-7; Tr. 3686 (Williams). How well this receiv-
ing inspection program works is the subject of an important sub-issue in
this proceeding, and particularly the allegations of Mr. Stomfay-Stitz, a

,

former Byron contractor employee, which we address below. Paragraph
D 215, er seq.

D 82. Applicant's Byron Construction Quality Assurance Group
has conducted regular audits and surveillances of the construction work
and contractor inspection activities. This quality assurance group also
verifies that appropriate corrective action is taken to remedy
deficiencies, whether identified by quality assurance, Station quality
control, or others. Shewski, ff. Tr. 2364, at 5-6, 26.

D-83. An audit is a formal investigation of the work activities of
contractors. Applicant's trained quality assurance personnel rely in part
on documents gen: rated by the particular contractor being audited. In '

addition, the auditors observe the operations and activities taking place
at the site. Tr. 2373-74,2376,2569 (Shewski). In 1976,1977 and 1978,
Applicant's Byron site quality' assurance group performed 37,50, and 68
formal audits, respectively. Shewski, ff. Tr. 2364, at 26.

D-84. Intervenors challenge Applicant's auditing of its contractors'
quality assurance work in part because, in Intervenors' view, the auditors
improperly rely on contractors' documents which, according to
Intervenors, the auditors accept uncritically as being true - even those
very documents, for example, which Intervenors' witness, Mr. Stomfay-
Stitz, states were untrue. Intervenors' Proposed Findings 94-95. Mr.
Shewski's testimony, however, was to the contrary. The auditors are
trained as auditors. They look for alterations and other indications of un-

'

reliability in documents and make external inquiries to determine wheth-
'

er the documents are acceptable as a basis for audit. Tr. 2376-77.
However, they are not investigators. Id.

D 85. A surveillance is less formal and entails observing work
being performed, and determining whether that work conforms to writ-
ten procedures. Tr. 2371 (Shewski). In 1977 and 1978 Applicant's Byron

- site quality assurance group performed 486 and 550 surveillances,
respectively. Applicant's project construction department also performed
surveillances of the contractors' work activity. Shewski, ff. Tr. 2364, at
26.

D-86. An independent testing agency, the Pittsburgh Testing
Laboratory (PTL), performs in-line acceptance inspections and over-
inspections of portions of all contractors' work. Id.; Tr. 2381 (Shewski).
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PTL nas approxima:ely fifty people at Byron. PTL reports directly to the
Construction Quality Assurance Group. Tr. 2545 (Shewski). PTL's ac-
tivities are not limited to inspection of contractors that have experienced
items of noncompliance as a result of NRC inspections, but. involve all
contractors. Tr. 2567 (Shewski).

D 87. PTL's range of over-inspection is from 5 to 100 percent,
depending upon the circumstances. Generally, a 100 percent over-
inspection is reserved for situations of quality concern. Tr. 2567

,

(Shewski). Currently for example, PTL is performing an over-inspection
of a reinspection of the heating, ventilation and air-conditioning system

- at Byron installed by Reliable Sheet Metal. Tr. 2514 (Shewski); Tr. 2664
(Stanish).

D-88. In September 1982, Applicant's corporate Manager of Quality
Assurance, Mr. Shewski, instituted a " unit concept" inspection. Under
this program, every week an element of the plant is selected, and every
aspect of that element is reinspected by PTL. Applicant often selects a
space between two floors and bound by four columns, and PTL then, .

reinspects everything contained within that volume. Tr. 2572 (Shewski).
The unit concept inspection has been used to reinspect the entire diesel
generator room. Tr. 2572 (Shewski). However, some items are inaccessi-
ble to reinspection, e.g., bolts that have been concreted in. Tr. 2590
(Shewski).

D-89. Applicant's quality assurance program also requires that a
management audit of the program's implementation, bcth during con-
struction and operation, be performed every 2 years. Applicant hires an.,

*
independent organizauon to perform the management audit, and the re-
suits are reported directly to Applicant's corporate Vice Chairman. Tr.
2569 (Shewski).

_

5. Contractors at Byron

D-90. In the following discussion of the contractors at Byron we
have, in one way or another, looked at most of the contractors doing

.

safety-related work there. Despite the extended length of this portion of
our decision, it is by'no means a systematic or complete review of the

- quality of the construction at the Byron Station. Information selected for
specific adjudication derived from two basic sources - the NRC Staffin-
spections and the allegations of workers sponsored by Intervenors.

D-91. The NRC Staff actnally inspects only I to 2 percent of the ac-
tivity at a construction site. Tr. 3685 (Hayes). It depends mostly upon a
review of the QA programs of the Applicant and the contractors, and a
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- review, on a sampling basis, of the records documenting the QA/QC in-
spections and audits by the Applicant and the contractors. Region Ill
Testimony, ff. Tr. 3586, at 5. The NRC inspection program is not
designed, considering its resources, to identify every problem of material
and workmanship (id.) and, in practice, the program finds only a small
number of them. Tr. 3691 (Forney). In addition, only those aspects of
the Stafrs inspections that happened to be selected by the Intervenors'

or the Board were subject to thorough and specific consideration in the
,

hearing.'

D-92. Worker allegations considered directly by the Board are
necessarily random. However, the Staffs inspection procedure is to thor-
oughly inspect all worker allegations, and the results of the inspections
are in turn reflected in the StalTs position on the adequacy of the Appli-
cant's and contractors' quality assurance programs.

D-93. In sum, the specific factual situations considered by the
Board in the quality assurance litigation were initially identified on a
sampling basis by the NRC Office ofInspection and Enforcement, or on '

a random basis as a result of worker allegations.

Systems ControlCorporation (SCC)

D-94. Systems Control Corporation ~ is a supplier of safety related
electrical and control equipment at Byron including cable trays and'

supports, instrument racks and main and local control boards. According
to a Region 111 Inspection Report (80-04h

A Commonwealth Edison audit of Systems Control Corporation on May 19 20.
1977 pomted out major deficiencies in SCC's implementation of their QA Program.
The major Gndmss of that audit included.

1. No documented evidence of any receiving. in-process, os finalinspections.
2. No indoctrination or training program for new or existing emplo>ees. and no

evidence of trainmg for inspection. test or audit personnel.
3. No evidence of procedure qualifications for melding, material coatings or

NDE.
4. No evidence that welders had been quahfied to AWS Dt t criteria.
5. No evidence that any NDT personnel or procedures had been quahfied to

ASNT-TC-t A (sic).
6. No evidence of review and acceptance of supphers' Q A Programs.*

Intervenors Ex. 8, at 29-30.
D 95. In addition, the 1977 audit revealed that Systems Control

had failed to perform one of their own audits scheduled for January

9
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1977. Tr. 2505-06 (Shewski). As a result Applicant issued a stop work
order in May 1977 and made a "50.55(e)" report to the NRC.56'

D-96. The stop-work order was soon lifted, however - on June
10,1977. Tr. 2507 (Shewski). Problems with SCC persisted, and in
March 1978 Applicant's inspection of SCC's main control boards identi-
fled three nonconformances on one of the boards. Intervenors Ex. 8, at

,

25. In September 1978, more, but unspecified, problems with SCC were
found. In June 1979, Applicant's QA surveillance noted lack of inspec-
tions by SCC and " questionable" SCC welds. A second formal stop-work
order was issued against SCC. Tr. 2507 (Shewski); Intervenors Ex. 8.

D-97. The NRC became involved again with SCC in February 1980
after receiving allegations that local instrument panels fabricated by SCC
had nonconforming welds. Region III Testimony, fr. Tr. 3586, at 29-30.
An' investigation was initiated at the Byron site and at SCC's plant. Id. A
number of items of noncompliance were identified. Tr. 3843 (Williams).

,

D-98. After a former employee alleged that SCC was improperly.

implementing its QA/QC program, Region til conducted another in-
vestigation of SCC in March 1980 which produced Inspection Report
80-04. Intervenors Ex. 8. Region Ill's findings were serious, and several
major allegations were substantiated.

D-99. Systems Control's QA/QC manager was not qualified. The
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard required a grad-
uate of either a 4-year accredited engineering or science college plus 5
years experience in quality assurance,2 in nuclear and 3 in equivalent to

.

nuclear. Alternatively the QA/QC manager could be a high school grad-
".

uate with 8 years equivalent experience and 2 years in nuclear. The in-
cumbent QA/QC manager had 3 years of college business administration
and, purportedly,11 years of quality assurance experience. Of those 11

" years, 6 years were as a furniture manufacturer's quality control>

. inspector, and he had never been involved in the nuclear indust.7
before his employer, SCC, accepted Class 1 nuclear safety-related
projects. In fact, the record does not demonstrate any prior experience
equivalent to nuclear work. Intervenors Ex. 8, at 11.

D-100. Inspection Report 80-04 also found that, beginning in 1977
through July 1979, the semi-annual SCC internal audit reports of its
Quality Control, Engineering, Production, Receiving and Purchasing

,

56 Secuon 50.55(e) provides in periment part-
[T]he holder of the permit shall nohfy the Commission of each deficiency found in design and
construction. which, were it to have remained uncorrected. could have afrected adsersely the
safety or operations of the nuclear power plant at any time throughout the expected hfetime or
the plant, and which represents'

6) A sign ficant breakdown in any portion of the quality assurance program conducted in ac.
cordance with the requirements of Appendix B to this part, or .
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Departments werefalsified. The unqualified QA/QC manager was deeply
involved. Id. at 6-9.

D-101. The unqualified QA/QC manager, who was involved in false
audit reports, as noted above, was also the project engineer for a relevant
safety-related job and reported to SCC's Chief Engineer, rather than to

; the Executive Manager, contrary to SCC's organizational chart. This
dual role effectively eliminated separate review and approval of engineer-
ing documents by the cognizant QA official. Id.

D-102. The NRC inspectors were mindful that Applicant had earlier
become aware of similar major shortcomings in SCC's quality assurance

<

program in the May 1977 audit and cited Applicant for failure to take
,

timely and effective corrective action. The inspectors found further:

During this [ March 19801 investigation. the Rill inspectors found that, in spite of
the three-year history of deficiencies in the SCC QA Program and in equipment fab-
ricated by SCC, Byron Station Construction Department personnel waived, without
QA concurrence, final inspection of twenty safety-related local instrument panels at

!

the SCC plant during the period from December 1979 to February 1980. The twenty ' **

local ins'rument panels were then receipt inspected at the Byron Site by CECO Sta-
>

tion Construction Depart:nent, with no significant deficiencies noted, placed in the
Unit I containment, and were later found, on reinspection in place. to require exten-
sive repairs.

-
:

'

Id. at 30.'

D-103. . At the time of the hearing, the problems with SCC remained
-

an open item. As many as 40 to 60 percent of the welds on the local
' instrument panels were unacceptable. Tr. 3847 (Hayes). The Depart-

ment of Justice was inquiring into the issue of falsified records at SCC
and it is still an open question as to whether the falsified records extend-
ed to the qualifications of other personnel at Systems Control. Tr. 3853 i
(Hayes).

.
-

D-104. On the other hand the defective welds may not represent a ;
*

direct safety problem. In February 1980, Applicant assigned personnel
of the Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory (PTL), the independent testing

' agency at Byron, to the SCC plant to do a 100 percent reinspection of all
j

items. All items were required to pass inspection by PTL before being
shipped either to Byron or Braidwood. Tr. 2579 (Shewski). Panels al-~

~ ready shipped and received at Byron were reinspected and repaired. Tr.
2509,2579 (Shewski); Tr. 3898-99 (Hayes, Williams) As a result of the
modification and repairs, however, Westinghouse must perform another;

seismic analysis, and' Region 111 awaits the Westinghouse report. Tr.
>

3898 99 (Hayes).
D 105. Applicant discontinued new purchases from SCC in January

1978. As a result of Region Ill's findings, Systems Control has been
i
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;

barred from procurement activity on safety-related purchases
indefinitely. Intervenors Ex. 8, Attachment A, at 3.

D-106. Applicant urges the Board to find that its response to the
problems with SCC was very responsible, citing the testimony of
Messrs. Hayes and Williams of Region III. Proposed Finding 529. It is

" true that Messrs. Hayes and Williams believe that Applicant acted
responsibly, but their testimony falls short of unrestrained acclaim. Mr.
Hayes stated:

Q. Did the problems with Systems Control cause you to identify any corporate
pelicies or attitudes on the part of Commonwealth Edison?

A. No. I thought they were very responsible. You might fault them for not im.
mediately taking cor ective action, but I think we both knew that the problem
was not going to go away. The equipment is quite large, and it is hard to hide.
so they knew and we knew that the problems were there. and they knew that
we were going to insist that it be corrected before that plant operates.

Tr.3836.
D-107. Mr. Williams noted that corrective actions were initiated and

taken by the Applicant and that they met their responsibility under 10
C.F.R. 50.55(e) to report the difficulties to the NRC early in the devel-
opment of the problem. With one or two exceptions, Applicant, in Mr.
Williams' view, acted completely responsibly. The exception that he
recalled, and referred to as a perturbation, was when Applicant waived
inspections of Systems Control products. Tr. 3852-53 (Williams); see

,

" Paragraph D-102, supra.
D-108. The Board can find, as urged by Applicant, that it acted re-

sponsibly in reporting its troubles with Systems Control. The Staff's tes-
timony to that effect is clear and unrefuted. Section 50.55(e)(2) requires

'

such reports within 24 hours. However, the situation with respect to Sys-
tems Control is very bad. Region III did not applaud Applicant's over-
sight of Systems Control's quality assurance program.. Applicant has not~

produced any explanation of how the situation deteriorated as it did. Ap-
plicant can take no credit for discovering the latest of SCC's deficiencies
- those involving SCC's false audit reports and the unqualified QA/QC
manager. The findings after inspection by Region III in Inspection
Report 80-04 were the result of allegations by a former employee. There
is no assurance that the problems with Systems Control would have
come to light in normal course in this hearing because the matter is
being pursued by the Department of Justice. A copy of the inspection
report was inadvertently supplied to Intervenors. Region III Testimony,

'

fr. Tr. 3586, at 32; Tr. 2501-02 (Whicher-Young).
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D-109. The Board concludes that the Systems Control quality assur-
ance program broke down, was unreliable and fraudulent, and that Ap-
plicant defaulted in its responsibility to be assured of the adequacy of
Systems Control's quality assurance program as required by Criterion I
of Appendix B to Part 50. ,

Reliable Sheet Metal

D-Il0. Reliable Sheet Metal is the Byron contractor responsible for
'

installation and inspection of safety-related heating, ventilating and air-
conditioning (HVAC) systems and components.

D-I ll . On September 17, 1982, Applicant ordered Reliable Sheet
Metal to stop work on all new installation of safety-related HVAC sys-
tems and attachments to safety related structures. The stop-work order
was issued because ofinadequate and incomplete inspections, inadequate
procedures, lack of documented evidence that some material purchased
by Reliable met procurement requirements, and a number of open audit , ,

deficiencies. Shewski, ff. Tr. 2364, at 19; Tr. 2513-17 (Shewski).
D-ll2. The stop-work order against Reliable remained in effee st -

the time of the hearing, and it was to continue until Reliable't QA/QC
program becomes entirely acceptable to Applicant's quality assurance or-
ganization. Tr. 2580 (Shewski).

D-113. Reliable's QA/QC organization has been reorganized, ex-
panded and retrained. There is a backfit inspection program in progress
and Applicant's audit schedule for Reliable will be accelerated after
work resumes. Shewski, ff. Tr. 2364, at 19-20. In addition there will be a
100 percent independent over-inspection of Reliable's work by Pitts-
burgh Testing Laboratories. Tr. 2514 (Shewski); Tr. 2664 (Stanish).

D-Il4. Intervenors assert that the flaws in Reliable's quality assur-
ance program existed from a 1978 violation, discussed below, until the
stop-work order in September 1982. Reply Findings at 13. The back-
ground of the stop-work order is that Applicant had problems with the
Zack Company, a HVAC contractor at LaSalle during 1981 and 1982.
This led Applicant to audit HVAC work at Byron and at another site
which in turn led to the stop-work order against Reliable. Shewski, ff.
Tr. 2364, at 22. There is no direct evidence either way relevant to Inter-
venors' assertion that Reliable's work at Byron was flawed during the
period 1978 until the stop-work order. Also, Intervenors' related claim
that Applicant took no action as a result ofits experience with the Zack
Company at LaSalle is refuted by the events leading to the stop-work
order against Reliable.

i

{
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D IIS. The evidentiary record with respect to the Reliable stop-work
order is insufficient to support any major conclusion with respect to
Commonwealth Edison's quality assurance program. The audit and stop-
work order in September 1982 can, on one hand, indicate Applicant's

'

diligence. But on the other hand, perhaps the Applicant should not have
allowed the situation to become so serious as to require a stop-work
order, reinspection and 100 percent over inspection.

D Il6. Intervenors' apparent concern is that the root cause for the
problems with Reliable have been continuing since at least 1978. Reply
at 13. Region 111 cited Applicant in 1978, in part, because Reliable failed

.

to prescribe, in an Applicant approved and documented instruction, the
experience required for quality assurance and inspection personnel with
reference to American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard
N45.2.6-1973, Section 3. Intervenors Ex. 3, Attachment, at 1.

D Il7. As corrective action, Applicant assured Region III that Relia-
ble had rewritten its QA personnel procedures to require compliance
with the 1973 ANSI standards, and that Applicant had approved the
revision. Id., Attachment, at 2.

D-ll8. However, during the special NRC Construction Assessment
Team inspection in the Spring of 1982, the team found Reliable did not
require its inspectica personnel to be trained and certified to ANSI
N45.2.6-1978. The certification record for the Reliable QA/QC superv' -
sor did not contain a satisfactory basis for his certification and the record
did not reflect his level of capability. As a consequence of this finding
against Reliable end six other contractors doing safety-relat:d work at*

Byron, Region Ill has insisted upon a very extensive inspector recertifi-
cation and rcinspection program at Byron, which we discuss in greater
detail tfow. Weie it not for the fact that Reliable had already been sub-
ject to a 100 percent over-inspection by Pittsburgh Testing Laboratories,
Region III would have insisted that Reliable be a part of the enforcement
reinspection. Ff. Tr. 7801, at 6.

D-Il9. Applicant's failure to assure that Reliable's inspection per-
sonnel complied with appropriate training and certification standards re-
flects pocrly on Applicant's record of quality assurance performance.,

However, the Board does not find that Reliable had continuously failed
to meet the appropriate ANSI QA personnel and inspection standards
from 1978 until the 1982 citation. The 1978 ANSI standards superseded
the 1973 standards and it was not until March 1981 that Applicant com-
mitted itself and its contractors to the 1978 ANSI standards. Tr. 7819-23
(Forney).

.

g
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Hunter Corporation - Mr. Smith's Allegations

D 120. The Hunter Corporation is the contractor responsible for the
installation and inspection of piping and piping supports at Byron. Inter-
venors' case regarding Hunter Corporation depended initially and princi-
pal!y upon the allegations of Michael Smith, a former Hunter employee.
Findings by Region III as a result of the inspections by Mr. Yin, an
NRC engineer, are also relevant.

D 121. Mr. Smith worked at Byron from November 1978 until Janu-
ary 1980. Smith, ff. Tr. 3243, at 1. He was hired to perform surveillance
inspections. His 2-month training included written tests on Hunter's site
implementation procedures (SIP) and quality assurance manual. Mr.
Smith also received on-the-job training as a surveillance inspector. Id. at
13,14. After working as a surveillance inspector for 3 months, he
became an auditor in Hunter's QA program. Id. at 14-15.

D-122. Before addressing the specifics of Mr. Smith's allegations, a
few observations about Mr. Smith's testimony, credibility, and the

'+ -

general nature of the Intervenors' case respecting the Hunter Corpora-
tion would tie helpful. As is their right, Applicant and Staff request the

<

Board to find that Mr. Smith was fired by Hunter in January 1980 for 20
percent absenteeism and that Hunter would not rehire him. This is in '

fact the case. 'Ir. 3244 (Smith). The invited inference, of course, is that 4

Mr. Smith was therefore motivated to bring inaccurate charges against
Hunter. However, the Board could not discern any tone of revenge or
bitterness in his account of the relevant events. He freely acknowledged
that he was fired and seems to concede that it was for good cause. Id. .

Neither he nor Intervenors suggest that it was a "whistleblower" firing.
An inference could also be drawn, if the Board were so inclined, that ,

Mr. Smith, now separated from Hunter Corporation, with no chance of
rehire, is free from any perceived economic incentive to withhold infor-
mation critical of Hunter. On balance we see no credibility implications
in the circumstances of his firing, with the possibl;. exc rtion tMt a 20
percent absentee rate might have affected the continuity of his work,
thus his perceptions.

D-123. The Board, however, is troubled by the large number of im-
portant inaccuracies in Mr. Smith's original allegations compared with
his testimony at the hearing. Mr. Smith swore in an affidavit dated'

September 21, 1982 to many inadequacies in the Hunter QA program.
The affidavit 'was originally attached to Mr. Smith's direct written tes-
timony before the latter was received in evidence on April 5,1983. Ff. .

Tr. 3243. Commendably, Intervenors' counsel presented this testimony
with several substantive corrections to the statements in the affidavits.
Mr. Smith explained that subsequent document review had refreshed
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his memory. Smith, fr. Tr. 3243, at 4-6. Subsequent cross-examination
of Mr. Smith forced him to modify other important allegations in his affi-*

davit and even in his direct testimony. E.g., Tr. 3257, 3259, 3267-68,
3269,3273, 3276-77.

D-124. As a result, the Board declined to accept Mr. Smith's
'

September 21,1982 affidavit into evidence until it had been marked to ,

demonstrate that eight of the paragraphs had been modified by subse-
quent testimony and one paragraph deleted. It was received as a separate
exhibit, Intervenors Ex. 21.'

D-125. Intervenors' proposed findings on Mr. Smith's allegations
i are rather sparse and summary given the number and scope of his

charges, and the proposed findings do not fully track his written testimo-
ny and modified affidavit. Proposed Findings 41-47. We do not,
however, require Intervenors to vouch for all of the allegations made by

,

Mr. Smith and the other worker witnesses, and we accept Intervenors'
proposed findings, not Mr. Smith's affidavits and testimony, as their

*

~

statement of the case.
D-126. First Allegation: Hunter production workers were under pres-

sure to work quickly, and as a result were doing shcidy work. Proposed
Finding 41. In support of this allegation Intervenors offer only Mr.
Smith's veritten testimony. Ff. Tr. 3243, at 21-22. He stated that two'

pipefitters and many production workers told him this - apparently
with respect to pipe supports. Id. No further evidence was developed
direct:y en the allegation, except that Mr. Smith conceded on cross-'

examination that he could not identify nor is he aware of any supports*

with bad we| ding or any out of the pres:ribed tolerance. Tr. 3275. The
allegation was insufficiently specinc to require a more precise response
by Applicant. The Board could find no corroboration of the charge of'

.

I general snoddiness in analyzing Mr. Smith's specific complaints or in
' rev; ewing the relevant Region Ill inspection reports. We find that the '

allegation is not substantiated..
*

D 127. Second Al|egation: As conprmed by a Region IH irspection,
Hunter lacked a prescribed program for pipe hanger inspection. Proposed
Finding 42. The issue, as litigated by the parties, involved the location1

.

i( '
of pipe supports, not the quality of their welding. Mr. Smith alleged that
in preparing a checklist for an audit in 1979 of hanger process control

I (referred to throughout his testimony as " Audit 059-3"), he became suf-'

ficiently aware,- for the first time, of Sargent & Lundy's (Byron's
architect-engineer) raanual "M916" which sets adjustment tolerar:ces
when piping components cannot be installed in accordance with con-

- struction drawings and provides for documentation of "as-built" data
!'

'

when the M916 tolerances were used. Smith, ff. Tr. 3243, at 31, Exhibit

!
.
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G. Mr. Smith stated that the auditors just happened to find a reference

j to M916 in an interoffice memorandum, HC-QA-*23, in the very back
of the Hunter Site implementation Policy (SIP) manual on hanger |i

control. Manual M916 was a crucial document, but Mr. Smith had not {
!

been trained in it. Nor, as Audit 059-3 revealed, had the welding quality
control inspectors. Id. at 33, and Exhibit E. Moreover, "as-built" docu-
mentation of the use of M916 was lacking. Id. See also, id., Exhibit C
(Audit 059-3 Report), and Exhibit D (follow-up audit).

D-128. As it happened, Mr. Yin, a mechanical engineer witi Region
'

111, routinely inspected the hanger support welding process in March
1980 and made findings concerning the failure oflocation control docu-
mentation similar to Mr. Smith's observations. Mr. Yin regards Mr.
Smith's allegations to be substantiated. Region 111 Testimony, ff. Tr.
3586, at 25 (Yin). Mr. Yin regarded the Hunter interofTice memo,IIC-
QA-23, which referenced M916, to be "not really a procedure" but
" informal instruction to request the foreman to document the installa-
tion locations." Tr. 3677 (Yin). However, Mr. Yin believes that Appli-
cant's corrective action, discussed below, was effective. Region 111
Testimony, ff. Tr. 3586, at 25.

D-129. The evidence revealed that the supervisors of the hanger
installers, responsible for the correct installation of the hangers, had
been provided with and were aware of the M916 procedures. Tr.
3354-55. But the central issue is not whether the hangers happened to
be installed accurately, but whether the quality assurance program pro-
duced such assurance.

D-130. During the audi', Mr Smith reviewed docuraentation for
Ove component supports. Tr. 3268 (Smith). With regard to item 10, sup-
port locations, the auditors found that M916 was properly referenced for
two of the five supports, incompletely or erroneously referenced for two
of the st.ppotts, and not referenced at all for one support. Tr. 3372-73
(Smith). Thus, use of M916 was documented on four of the five compo-
n nt supports rev;ewed, albeit improperly on tv.o of them. Smith, ff. Tr.
3243, Exhibit C. On cross-examination, Mr. Smith agreed, in part, with
Applicant's assertion that M916 procedures were being followed, al-
though in instances it was not being properly documented. Tr. 3374

- (Smith).
D-131. With regard to checklist item 11, acceptance of "as-built"

data, Audit 059-3 found that of the five component supports reviewed,
as-built data had been properly accepted by the QC inspectors in only
one instance. As corrective actions the audits recommended that the
cognizant craft production supervisors must provide proper "as-built"
data and that acceptance or rejection of "as-built" data be properly
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accomplished, either through training of inspectors to M916 or through
removal of responsibility for acceptance or rejection from the inspectors.
Smith, ff. Tr. 3243, Exhibit C. A folicw-up audit to Audit 059-3 indicat-
ed that the items relevant to the M916 procedure had been resolved.
Id., Exhibit D.

D-13 2. The Board finds that the essence of Mr. Smith's second alle-
gation is correct; that although there was a procedure for the installation
and inspection of pipe hangers, it was too informal, and insufficiently
documented and apparently inadequate. We also find that adequate cor-
rective action wa' taken with respect to the use of M916 for location .s

tolerances and the acceptance of "as-built" data when M916 was used,
primarily through the training of quality assurance welding inspectors to
M916 and proper documentation of "as-built" data. On balance, because
of the prompt end positive corrective action, we do not regard the epi-
sode to be a serious reflection on the Hunter QA program.

D-133. Third Allegation: On at least ten occasions, support weld inspec-
tions were documented when in fact they had never been performed. Pro-
posed Finding 43. With respect to this allegation Mr. Smith testified that:

Frequently in our surveillances, we would uncover documents that were never
signed by inspectors. When that occutred, we were told, by Mr. Somsag to go out
and check all records that inspectors make daily to see if in fact they had inspected
an item. If they had not, we were told to go to the Quality Control inspection
superintendent. Frank McGhee. and have him initial that particular inspection proc-
ess. Mr. McGhee would place another inspector's initials in the places where the

,

inspector should tuve initiated, yet there was no record that any inspector did in fact
perior.n '. hat inspection procedure.

Mr. McGhee v.oald not inspect the item; he would simply place an inspector's ini-
tials on the sign-off sheet as if that inspector had actually per'ormed the inspection,
and date it as if it had been inspected on a date in the past when it should have been
mspeered.

Ff. Tr. 3243, at 15.
D-134. Mr. Michael Zeise was the lead audttor at Hur.ter during Mr.

Smith's tenure. His testimony was stipulated by Applicant and
intervenors. Board Ex. 4. He is aware of Mr. Smith's allegations con-'

,
cerning Mr. McGhee and states that he, Zeise, was aware of three in-
stances when Mr. McGhee initialed an inspection report with the initia'.s
of another inspector when there is no conclusive record to indicate that
the inspector had inspected the weld. In each instance, it was a weld on
piping to the' river screen house; these were Class 3 welds due to the dis-
tance from the reactors. Mr. Zeise believes that subsequent tests would

,

have indicated any deficiencies in the welds and he would have learned.

of any such deficiency. While he believes that it is possible that there

.
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'

could be instances other than the three known to himself, but known to
Mr. Smith, he, Zeise, believes that would be unlikely because of Zeise's
position and because Mr. McGhee soon left Hunter. /d.

D 135. Mr. McGhee is retired and no longer employed at Hunter.
-

Tr. 3954 (Somsag). He did not testify. Mr. Somsag, Hunter's QA/QC su- o
,

'

pervisor testified that, to his knowledge the false sign-off by Mr. .

; McGhee never occurred; that if an inspection could not be performed it
would be brought to his attention, and that Mr. McGhee, an honesti

I man, would not falsify information.
D-136. Mr. Zeise's stipulated testimony is the best evidence. Mr.

-

Somsag's want of knowledge does not overcome Mr. Zeise's specific
-

j knowledge. Mr. Smith's record of exaggerations and his failure to specify

,__
the instances of false sign offs (Tr. 3429) weaken the force of his

; testimony. Nevertheless, Mr. Smith's third allegation is, in part, ,

substantiated. However, having accepted Mr. Zeise's account as the best . >u*'

E 6% 'Q.V"'i evidence, we must also accept his statement that the inspection reports v-
, , v.M # l'

I involved did not pertain to safety related work, that it was a limited prac- - -

" ^ "

]
tice by one individual. It is not an important reflection on Hunter's QA
program. "

D 137. Fourth Allegation: Even when audits were actually performed.
Mr. Smith' was sometimes instructed not to include in his final reports prob- -

-

}
lems that he had discovered. on the purported excuse that the problem would

; be caught later on. Proposed Finding 44. Mr. Smith made this allegation

j in the context of finding documentation for supports which could not be ' ,

*"ilocated. At the time there was a program for handling and reportingi

! such problems known as the " hanger field problem" system. When -

i reporting tiie missing supports to Mr. Somsag, the auditors would be in-
structed not to document the missing supports because it would be . . ..

'
,

j handled by the " hanger field problem" system and that the missing sup-
' '"

j ports would be identified during the final " walk down" of the respective

i
system. Sometimes there would be supports but no documents. In short

I the auditors were told to forget missing supports and documents because , ,

the problem would be caught later on, a practice referred to as " tabling" - '
j

which, according to Mr. Smith, occurred at least once or twice a week.
~

4

Fr. Tr. 3243, at 22-23; Tr. 3447. ,'
}

~ D-138. To demonstrate the scope of the problem, Mr. Smith
'

,

: referred to the five supports audited in Audit 059 3, stating that only

j one of them had complete and correct documentation. He was told not
to include this information in that audit because it was beyond the

j

|
audit's scope. Tr. 2447-48 (Smith). Mr. Smith's basic concern was that

i he had no evidence that the missing supports or support documentation

j. had been placed into the " hanger field problem" system; that he would
4

1

,
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.

have to take Mr. Somsag's word that the problem would be caught. Fr.
Tr. 3243, at 22 23..

D-139. Applicant's response to the " tabling" allegation does not
meet the thrust of the charge head on. First, Applicant developed on
cross-examination that there might be a good reason for a pipe support
being missing in that it could have been temporarily removed to facilitate

'

}
construction with the expectation that it would t;e reinstalled. Tr. 3383
(Smith). This observation is, at best, irrelevant. It seems to the Board^ '

i that a temporarily removed support presents at least the same problem
as one not installed in the first instance - p4thaps worse if existing -

'
documentation shows the missing support in place.'

i D 140. . Second, Applicant established that, not only Mr. Somsag
tabled matters, but Mr. Smith and Mr. Zeise also tabled matters on their

!
own. Tr. 3383-84. Aside from demonstrating a patent inconsistency in
Mr. Smith's testimony compared with an earlier deposition (id.), this cir-

,

cumstance does little to help Applicant. Mr. Smith testified that he
, ,

would table a matter on his own only when assured that QA manage-
i ment was aware of it. Tr. 3385. In any event, even if Messrs. Smith and

Zeise engaged in the same tabling practice criticized by Mr. Smith, it
tends to exacerbate the problem, not justify it. Mr. Somsag had, after
all, more authority and, presumably, more knowledge to exercise such
discretion. ..

D 141. Mr. Yin of Region III inspected for an allegation by Mr.
Smith that one support was found without any documentation. Mr. Yin i<

* did not substantiate the allegation. However. Mr. Yin expressed the
j view that the allegation by Mr. Smith (exaggerated as we later learned)
i tttat there was 100 perce.nt noncen.pliance wi h proper design locations.

of supports checaced by Mr. Yin could be factual because :he QC inspec-.,

i' - ), tion program had not then been formally established. Region III
i Testimony, fr. Tr. 3586, at 25 26 (Yin).

D 142. While the Board is not fully confident in the complete accura- ,

cy of Mr. Smith's allegations, and his credibilit) was damaged on thi.s -

very issue, we conclade tMt the essen;e of the " tabling" allegation has

|
been substantiated. App!; cant does not deny that there was in fact a ta-
bling practice (Proposed Findings 560 64), but suggests that, based on;

.

Mr. Smith's testimony as to his practice, the practice was followed only ;

when the quality assurance personnel had the matter under their control
{, (Proposed Finding 564). Nor does Applicant support the statement at-
i tributed to Mr. So'nsag that missing supports and missing documents

were beyond the scope of Audit 059 3 which as we noted above, related,
as pertinent, to support location and "as built" documentation. Missing

,

[ supports and documents clearly relate to the audit.

|
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D-143. Mr. Somsag is the only witness who could have explained
how he handled tabled matters and what assurance he had that the'

" hanger field problem" system reliably resolved the matters. Although
,
' Applicant knew of Mr. Smith's " tabling" allegatior.s as early as the pre-

hearing deposition, and although Mr. Somsag returned to the hearing in'

; rebuttal, Mr. Smith's " tabling" allegation was not addressed. Tr. 3950, .

! et seq.
I D 144. The quality assurance auditors should have had a formal -

documented method to assure that their discovery of missing supports
and documentation was properly addressed.

D 145. Subsequently in March 1983, during Applicant's audit of
I very comprehensive reinspection programs at Hunter and other Byron ,

I contractors, which we discuss below, Applicant found that Hunter was
"not taking appropriate steps to identify, document, segregate, -

,

disposition, and notify affected organizations of nonconforming items. '

' ...

Specifically, Hunter was found to have failed to issue nonconforming . h p W . @.%
7 Nd. ;@- <

reports for nonconforming conditions. Field problem sheets, rather than; "Wdiscrepancy reports, were used with respect to component supports and -

.
'e

l mechanicaljoints. Intervenors Ex. 29, at A1. '
-

D-146. Fifth Allegation: Mr. Smith was instructed not to perform a -

,

j thorough audit of the Authori:ed Nuclear inspector (ANI) and under no ,

circumstances, to tell him that anything he did was wrong. Proposed Finding "

45. Mr. Smith testified that the lead auditor, Mr. Zeise, told him not to
dig very deeply into the Authorized Nuclear Inspector's (ANI) work - .

'

- . Epursuant to Mr. Somsag's instructions. Accordingly Zeise and Smith'

made their audit of him as superficial as possit'e. Ff. Tr. 3243, at 1617. s-

i The ANI is trained and certified by the National Board of Boiler and -

Pressure Vessel Inspectors and served as an indepenoent inspector at .s*

; Byron. Tr. 2905 (Somsag). , .
~

-

: D-147. The basic trouble with Mr. Smith's allegation concerning the ..

j ANI is that he doesn't know what an ANI is or how to audit one. He .

could not describe accurate'y the ANI's duties. Tr. 3201-05, 3211 12. -

| The prescribed way to audit an ANI is not to check on what he does, -

{ and certainly not to tell him what to do, but to determine whether he 6

! has access to all of the documents he needs for his work. Tr. 2911-12 |- -

;'

| (Somsas). In fact, Mr. Smith's own testimony reveals that he did not un-
; derstand the attachment to his testimony (Exhibit B, ff. Tr. 3243) which |

-

instructs the auditor to determine whether the Authorized Nuclear'

' Inspector has had certain documents presented to him with no other
i instructions. Mr. Smith's testimony indicates that he made a superficial

. determination that the ANI "has done his work" when such a determi-
nation was beyond his jurisdiction. Ff. Tr. 3243, at 16. If Mr. Smith was <

l

i :
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instructed not to tell the ANI that anything he did was wrong, it was
probably an appropriate instruction ifit was perceived as necessary to set
the bounds of the audit. Mr. Smith's fifth allegation has no substance.

D-148. Sixth Allegation: Mr. Smith was instructed to " stay out of
sight" when NRC personnel were on site, and to answer only "yes"or "no'if
they were to ask him any questions. Proposed Finding 46. Mr. Smith
stated that he was given such instructions both by Mr. Somsag and Som-
sag's assistant every time NRC personnel were on site and he believes
that all Hunter QA people were so adviscd. Ff. Tr. 3243, at 40-41.

D 149. Even if corroborated, however, the allegation has little direct
significance with respect to Mr. Smith's other allegations because he had
very little knowledge of the NRC's function. Tr. 3245. Even after he
was discharged by Hunter, thus free of eny restraint, he did not go to
the NRC with his allegations. Tr. 3245 46.

D 150. Mr. Somsag flatly denies the charge. Tr. 2906 07.
D 151. NRC Section Chief D.W. Hayes investigated this allegation.

He testified that he spoke with individuals at Byron and was unable to
find any policy that would preclude personnel at Hunter Corporation or
at Commonwealth Edison Company from talking to an NRC inspector.
Mr. Hayes concluded that it was not the policy of these entities to pre-
vent any of their employees from talking to an NRC inspector, and he
added "[i}n my inspection activities at Byron, I have never run into a-

case where I could not talk to anyone I wanted to." Tr. 3798-99
(Hayesh see also Tr. 3897

,

" D-15 2. Mr. Hayes also testified that beginning in 1977, the NRC
took actions to meet with workers at nuclear power plarts to inform
them of the role of the NRC, and NRC inspectors wore hats that were

. labelled "NRC Inspector" on both sides. Tr. 3894. When Mr. Forney,
the Senior Resid:r.t inspector at Byror arrised on site in October 1981,
NRC Form 3 finforming workers of their right to ccn'.a.t ibt, hRC) was ,

pested on bul!et n boards, but Mr. Forney increased the number of
postings. Tr. 3662 63 (Forney); Tr. 3896 (Hayes).

D 153. Mr. Smith's sixth a!!egation is not substantiated.
D-154 Seventh Allegation: Mr. Smith's audit reports were often

changed by Mr. Somsag, both substantially and stylistically, in a manner
which lessened the impact of the audits by giving those audited more leeway
and by deleting many criticalpassages. Proposed Finding 47. In support of
this allegation Mr. Smith discussed examples of changes imposed by Mr.
Somsag found in documents produced by the NRC and Applicant, and
attached to Mr. Smith's testimony as Exhibit C, the Audit 059-3; Exhibit
D, the follow up to that audit; Exhibit E, a draft of the follow up audit;
and Exhibit F, Audit 058 2.

144 ,
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D-155. With respect to the first example, as we discussed in preced-
ir.g paragraphs, one of the corrective actions for the problem of incor-
rectly inspecting for M916 adjustment tolerances was to train quality
control welding instructors to that procedure. Mr. Smith testified that

'

his original finding would have required this training immediately follow-
ing the audit, an opinion he had noted on a draft audit report. Mr.
Somsag, however, changed that recommendation in the final report to

-
'

the effect that training to the M916 tolerances had been committed to
by the QA supervisor, Mr. Somsag himself, and would commence at ,

Mr. Somsag's discretion. Fr. Tr. 3243.
D-156. We do not find that the change imposed by Mr. Somsag is

improper in the sense that it changed any audit findings. Since it was
Mr. Somsag, not Mr. Smith, who committed to training the welding ,,

inspectors, the change was in the direction of accuracy and it was Mr. .

P '[" ~
Somsag's prerogativ; to make the change. As it turned out the training

~ C ''

f jy.j,j'' . ',e "r p ' W|.was instituted within a month, and Mr. Smith agrees that the training
was timely. Tr. 3395. Apparently Mr. Smith was annoyed that his boss, s%

'#'"

Mr. Somsag, would not commit to a specific time for the training. We :
-

find no significance adverse to Hunter in the first example of Mr. Som- - ", q
*

sag's changes. ,
*"

D-157. The next three examples of changes imposed by Mr. Somsag b
*

' '

on Mr. Smith's initial drafts are set out in context in his direct testimony
and involve Audit 058-2, which was an audit of th'e Hunter QA organiza-

*

tie a itself. Mr. Smith states: .

; ,, ' 2 r m;nc

'

1** the handwrit.en p recn t,f E*1'ihit F the :htn.cs a;e :vio.:n'. Ca page 8 -65.
Mr. Somsag deleted two se,ter ces which were very crit. cal of the Hunter QA ' s

program. One of them ruas: '

m; 42i

"In any esent, these undoubtedly indicate a lack ofindoctrination and trair> .

'''

ing of personnel performing activities affatng qualit) as necessary to assure
,

that a suitable ntnficiency is achies ed and mar * tained "

In the auditor's nr* e. .Lo on page F-65, Mr. Somsas deleted another sentence:
, ,,

.

"This could account for the fact of recording training to an obsoiete S.I.P. as
mentioned above, but cannot be accepted as an excuse for this type of unpro- - ' . w-

' *
fessional act."

In both these sentences. I was indicating deficiencies in the QA organization, of
which Mr. Somsag and I both were a part. -

On F-66. in my recommendation and commitment for follow.up to a finding. I
recommended that:

"the l'roject Engineer confirm that personnelin all divisions of the Engineering ,

Department are being trahed and documented in a uniform manner to facili-

145
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tate the minimum trairAg requirements prsrided in Section I of the Hunter
Corporation Quality Assurance Manual",

1

He replaced my recommendation with one that the Engineering Department "take
steps to indicate that training is being performed in good faith."

.
-

Smith, fr. Tr. 3243, at 26-27.
D-158. Mr. Smith agrees that at least the first of the deletions was a

conclusion leaving the factual basis undisturbed. Tr. 3433. His major
criticism is not that facts were dropped from the audit report but that
Mr. Somsag reduced the impact of the audit report by dropping purpose-

,

:

ly critical comments. Ff. Tr. 3243, at 28.'

;

D-159. The Board has no basis upon which to determine whether
Mr. Somsag's deletions and modifications in Audit 058-2 were the best
things to do. Perhaps Mr. Smith's sterner language was the better re-
sponse to the audit findings, perhaps not. The controlling point is that

.

Mr. Somsag, not Mr. Smith, was the boss. As the audit form indicates,
, r.

Mr. Somsag was required to approve the report. E.g., ff. Tr. 3243, Exhib-i

it F, at F-1. He had more experience and it was at a higher level than
;

Mr. Smith's experience. Mr. Somsag was in a better position to deter-,

mine whether the abrasive language proposed by Mr. Smith would in'
'

fact have the impact intended by Mr. Smith, or perhaps produce counter
results - aside from whether the critical comments weie fair. Without

.

even analyzing Mr..Somsag's reasons for the changes, the Board con-
ciudes that there are insufficient bases to find that Mr. Somsag improper-' '

:a
ty made the foregoing clunges to the Audit 058-2 report.

D-160. In still another change in Audit 058-2, Mr. Sraith believed
,

| that Mr. Somssa replaced dele:ed language with a recommendation that, . /;
, .

a " site management commi; tee" be established to participate in training.~,M,
>

'V But, Mr. Smith had never heard of such a committee for QA/QC training
,

' '

ner has he since ever found any indication of such a committee. Ff. Tr.
.

3243, at 27 23. Mr. Smith stated he wasn't looking for a committee, he
,

was looking for a " commitment." Id. at 29. But on cross-examination,
Mr. Smith had to concede that he had misread Mr. Somsag's

'

substitution, and in fact Mr. Somsag had recommended a " site manage-'

ment commitment," exactly what Mr. Smith had recommended. Tr.<
. .

,

!
'N 3420-22.

.

D-161. Mr. Yin of Region ill testified that he examined a number of
Hunter Corporation audits in which Mr. Smith participated, as well as

i
audits prepared by other auditors. Mr. Yin concluded ti.at the changes in' '

-

Mr. Smith's audits were editorial in nature only, the audits continued to-

include the findings made by the auditors. Mr.' Yin concluded also that*

the paragraphs deleted by Mr. Somsag involved the personal concerns of-

.

J
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Mr. Smith', and that the changes made by Mr. Somsag did not have
safety impact. Region III Testimony, ff. Tr. 3586, at 26 27, Attachment

,

G, at 7-9.
D-162. The Board finds that changes in audits prepared by Mr.

Smith, and identified by him at.the hearing, were not extensive and did
not result in the deletion of any audit findings. They were editorial in
nature. The evidence does not establish that the changes made by Mr.
Somsag were improper. .

-

D-163. However, before leaving the allegation that Mr. Somsag al-
'

tered audit reports improperly, the Board notes its concern about another
| aspect of the controversy. Mr. Smith testified that if he had the rough

draft to Audit 059-3, he could better support his allegation and that it
was Hunter policy to retain such draft notes. Ff. Tr. 3243, at 25. Mr. -

4,

Somseg originally testified that it was not Hunter's policy to retain the
rough drafts. However, he recanted that testimony later, and acknowl- . 4. .i .fu
edged that Hunter policy did require that the auditors' drafts be 5// .$ "#-

retained. Although Mr. Somsag searched for the Audit 059-3 draft, he a g@. ..F t '[
"

M. ' '-could not locate it. Somsag, ff. Tr. 2883, at 17 18; Tr. 2891-95. Our con- f '
- -

'

cern is not that the rough draft could not be found, because there was a
sufficient testing of Mr. Smith's allegations on documents and drafts ' ' < ''

,

which were produced. Our concern is that Mr. Somsag, the 4:hief Hunter .P@
'

QA oflicial at Byron, was mistaken about a rather simple and important
'

'

- .,.

aspect about the Hunter QA auditing procedures. The matter cannot be
resolved, however. Our conclusions with respect to this allegation are4 . _

founded on tiie preponderance of the evidence. The allegation is not '
.

; substantiated.
- ''

. .

D-164. NRC Inspections of Hunter constitute another aspect ofInter- F

venors' quality assurance case. First, Intervenors make a fleeting refer- ,
..

ence to Region Ill Inspection Reports 80-05 and 81.09. Proposed Find- M4 '

,

'
Nings 43 and 49. A Region Ill inspection conducted in March 1980

(Inspection Report 80-05) identified piping suspension systems which
were not QC-inspected in concurrence with installation a,:tivities. As a -

4

result, an Applicant's reinspection program was soon initiated based on * '
,

'
the revised Hunter procedures which included more detailed process

' -

t
'

control enecklists and expanded QC inspection criteria. However, during -
.

*

a Region III follow-up inspection conducted in July 1981 (Inspection
| Report 81-09), a number of snubbers in Unit I containment were again '

found without timely QC inspections. These snubbers were subsequently
inspected and an Applicant's review was initiated to identify all other
supports and restraints that had not been inspected using the currenti

procedures. Subsequently the Applicant stated that during December
1981, the reinspection of supports was not progressing in accordance

i

.
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with the schedule, and that Hunter had been instructed to step up their
review of QC inspection records and to document any support assemblies
that were without current inspections in nonconformance reports. To
January 1982, approximately 8500 supports were reviewed per the

- revised inspection procedural requirements. Fifty-five supports did not
have inspections completed. However, they were being redesigned and
were documented in a nonconformance report. These fifty five supports
were revised and inspected in September 1982. The Region 111 inspector
reviewed the pertinent documentation and considered the Applicant's
QC hanger reinspection effort adequate. Region III Testimony, ff. Tr.

'

- 3586, Attachment G, at 10.
D-165. As the inspector, Mr. Yin, later explained, the failure to

follow the revised procedure to assure timely QC inspections was caused
by a foreman in only one particular area misinterpreting the
requirement. Tr. 3797. We find that, with respect to Inspection Reports
80-05 and 81-09, the Applicant required Hunter to take adequate and ef-
fective corrective action in response to Region III findings. Whether the*'

problem should have arisen in the first instance was not addressed ade-
,

quately by the evidence - the issue was timeliness. Tr. 2662, 2708'

[;| (Stanish).
f D 166. Region III Report 80-24 in January 1981 found that Hunter

workers bent anchor bolts, without documenting the action, in order to.
' accommodate a safety related pump diesel motor in Unit 2. Tr. 2653

'| (Stanish). This Level IV noncompliance was neither discovered nor
,

1 repgrted by Edison, and was discovered by Region til just before the
. bolts were to be grouted over. Tr. 2655 (Stanish). The NRC irupec'. ors
then went over the same piece of equipment er Unit ) and Sund that>

- ,'@. the bolts had been similarly bent and greuted without being inspected.
,

.
'i Tr. 2655, 2657 (Stanish). It was necessary to replace the bolts in each'

'

unit. Tr. 2657 (Stanish).,

*
- D-167. Applicant concedes that the foregoing facts, as proposed by

Intervencrs (Proposed Finding 50), have been established, but responds
'

;

that the situation was not as bad :a Intervene s in. ply. Mr. Stanish's tes-
' - timony explained that Appli. ant c.id not discoser the bent diesel anchor

bolts at Unit I before they were discovered by the NRC Staff because in-
| ,

spection of this particular equipment had not yet been performed by the
contractor. Tr. 2657. In addition, while Intervenors imply that grouting
anchor bolts renders them inaccessible for purposes of inspection, the

^

record is to the contrary. Mr. Stanish testified that even after grouting,
j the tops of the bolts remain visible, and if bent they have a noticeable

,

! out-of plumbness appearance. Tr. 2655. In fact, the bent anchor bolts at-

Unit I were discovered after they had ~ocen grouted. Id.

|

!
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D-168. The Board finds that even though the defective bolting can
be discovered and corrected after grouting, the incident is nevertheless

i an adverse reflection on Hunter's quality assurance program. An inspec-
i tion to be timely should have been scheduled and made before grouting.

Tr. 2709 (Stanish). However it is not a matter of great consequence.
'

,

[. Conclusions - Hunter Corporation ,

D-169. We found most of Mr. Smith's allegations.against the4

Hunter Corporation to be unsubstantiated. The allegation that there was
,

| an inadequate and insuRiciently documented procedure for the inspec-
! tion for the location' of pipe hangers, the allegation that Mr. McGhee

has signed inspection reports without evidence that the nonsafety related4

| inspection had been conducted, and the finding that anchor bolts for the ' , - y
''

safety-related pump diesel motor had been grouted over before ' , ' ,, ,

; inspection, we found to be substantiated but individually of no great sig- jg .,, .g ,. g..g
,

.

,

O! .r .; . , 1. . p. , ,
|

nificance to the Hunter quality assurance program. Collectively, these e
@{.;.6 ' Mf a.. ',incidents suggest stoppiness in Hunter's QA program not easily , '

'

quantified. The allegation concerning the " tabling" practice (not report-' .g

_

ing nonconformances pen (ing I' mal " walk-down"), we regard as a seri- v uf , ,;;c
,

i ous matter which could have important consequences. We were partic- . . , .; g .o e .,

{
ularly concerned that Hunter continues to fail to take appropriate steps " . . , . , f;.

'

to issue documentation on nonconforming conditions. Intervenors Ex. ~ , , q.,
1' ,

. ?29, at Al.
D-170. Hunter is one of the eight contractors performing safety- ,, y .. ,,.

ps !related work at Byron found by the NRC special Construction Assess- p .

ment Team in the Spring of 1982 to be deficient in its standards for cer-
'

7. . .

tifying the qualifications of QA/QC personnel. As a consequence,-
,

certification and reinspection program involving a large sampling of the
"

u 'f,1Hunter and other contractors are subject to a very extensive inspector re- .a .? -

. .

Hunter inspectors. Region Ill Testimony, ff. Tr. 7801, at 6: see Rein- ,
,

i spection Progra'n, Paragraph D-365, hifra. In view of Hunter's experi-
'

ence at Byren, we conclude that the reinspection ptogram, if effective, is c
essential to a verification of the adequacy of Hunter's QA program.

< ,
,

t

Blount Brothers Corporation -'

D-171. Blount Brothers Corporation is a general contractor at Byron
'

primarily responsible for concrete work, post tensioning and contain-
'

ment structural steel. Issues concerning Blount were raised by two

{
former employees. Daniel Gallagher makes allegations concerning the

t
~ '
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quality of concrete production. Mr. Stomfay-Stitz alleges quality assur.-
ance problems with particular emphasis upon the receipt and storage of
construction materials used by Blount.

.
Mr. Gallagher's Allegations

D-172. Mr. Gallagher was employed as a concrete batch plant opera-
tor for Blount at Byron. He worked for Blount at Byron from August
1975 to November 1977, and from February 1978 to June 1979.
Gallagher, ff. Tr. 3459, at 1. He was hired as an apprentice batch plant

-
,

operator. Tr. 3460 (Gallagher). Blount sent him to a training school
which involved the operation of the Erie-Strayer batch plant, one of the*

two batch plants on the Byron site. Gallagher, ff. Tr. 3459, at 2-4. After
working as an apprentice, Mr. Gallagher became a batch plant operator.
Tr. 3460 (Gallagher).

D-173. Crucial *o the resolution of Mr. Gallagher's allegations was
the testimony of Mr. Pope, who testified at the instance of Applicant.

.(
Mr. Pope was employed by Blo'unt Brothers as a batch plant operator
throughout the entire time Mr. Gallagher was employed at Byron. Mr.
Pope has been a batch plant operator for 16 years, having worked at

,,

Commonwealth Edison's Zion Station before coming to Byron. Mr.!

*

Pope and Mr. Gallagher arrived at Byron at the same time, in 1975, and
Mr. Pope still worked for Blount at Byron at the time of the hearing.

,

Pore, ff. Tr. 2833, at 1. As batch plant operators, their responsibilities
include the operatien and maintenance of the batch plant at the site. As:.

*
tre mae expnienced batch plant operator. Mr. Pope tat.g5t Mr. Gal-

'

lagher how to mix or " batch" concrete out of the plants. Mr. Gallagher
j described Mr. Pope as a " conscientious" operator who "would never

'O mix a bad batch," and wno taught him "to be a good, conscientious
! - worker who aMays made a quality product." Even after leaving By.on

Mt. G111agher would seck Mr. Fooe's advice about the machines Mr.
~

,' Gallagher was running on other jobs. Gallagber, IT. Tr. 3459, at 16-17.
Both Mersts. Pope and Gallagher have been and are members of Operat-
ing Engineers Local 150. Id. at 1; Pope, ff. Tr. 2833, at 2.

.'
D 174. The Board observed both Mr. Gallagher ano Mr. Pope to be

r - candid witnesses. Below, the resolution of Mr. Gallagher's allegations in
,

L the direction of Mr. Pope's testimony is primarily because of Mr. Pope's

! greater experience, better information and corroboration. As we discuss
in greater detail below, however, we were concerned about the very'

high level ofinaccuracies in Mr. Gallagher's testimony.
D-175. Applicant also sponsored the testimony of two employees of.

|
- Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory, Marvin Tallent, Jr., and Joseph Johnson.

L As we have frequently noted, Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory (PTL) is
!

-
!

! 150



;

the independent testing firm at Byron which, among other functions,
4

performs tests on concrete and its component materials. Tr. 3961-62
(Tallent and Johnson).

D-176. In addition, Region til also investigated and testified con-
cerning Mr. Gallagher's allegations. The investigation report itself was
appended to the Staff's prepared testimony as Attachment F. Region III
Testimony, ff.Tr. 3586, at 23-25 and Attachment F.

D-177. A batch plant is the facility where the insredients used in
concrete - cement, water, admixtures and aggregate - are measured
and mixed. At the time Mr. Gallagher worked for Blount there were two
batch plants at the Byron site, the Erie-Strayer and Ross plants. Pope, ff.
Tr. 2833, at 3. Only the Ross plant remains at the site. Tr. 2867-68
(Pope). The Erie-Strayer plant was a central mix plant which produced a
" wet batch"; that is, the concrete was mixed at the plant and simply had ,n

n. ;r;. .to be transported to the placement site. The Ross plant, in contrast, is
older, smaller, and is a " dry batch" plant in that the ingredients are (,y y.%,-

3k.poured unmixed into trucks which then do the actual mixing. The Erie- , . D. . /.4 ' .

Strayer plant was computerized; ingredients were weighed and batches {~. ', ' S. , '
'

'

7
'

,

mixed automatically. At the Ross plant, on the other hand, the batch 'w1
plant operator manually controls the weighing and mixing of the > G e. . A 4-

.

ingredients. Pope, ff. Tr. 2833, at 3-5. ;, .a. ' .
,

D-178. First A| legation: Blount was under tremendous pressure from
' '<,

%
i

Edison 'o increase production. As a consequence, the more pr mitive Ross
-

. s.plant, which cauld not maxe competent concrete, was used. Proposed Find- ,

-

ings 5154. Mr. Gallagher alleged that the Ross plant was designed to be >.4 ,

'

used as a backup to the Erie Strayer and, in no ever.t was it capable of s- --

!

producing Category I (safety-related) cencrete. Gallagher, ff. Tr. 3459, - <

at 4-5, 7, 5, 24. At the outset, the Board sees an inconsistency in Mr.
,

,

b ' '

Gallagher's own testimony on this point. At one po. int he acknowledges
'

that the Ross plant was intended as a backup to the Erie Strayer plant .

because, where the construction design called for a continuous pour,
there must be a backup in case the maic, plant broke down. Id. at 8. The ''

'

inconsistency, as we see it, is, if Ross was designed at a backup, it must
then have the same capability as the plant it backs up. Mr. Gallagher
does not suggest that continuous pours are used only in nonsafety-
related construction. Containment buildings, for example, are continu-
ously poured and are, of course, safety-related structures.

D 179. Moreover, Mr. Pope flatly disagrees with Mr. Gallagher on
that issue. He believes that the Ross plant is as accurate as the Erie-
Strayer plant in measuring the ingredients. It is capable of producing
safety related concrete and in fact was hter used for that purpose. Tr.
2863 67.

.
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D 180. There is only one clear and specific reason why Mr. Gallagher
believed that the Ross plant could not produce safety-related concrete.
As we noted, the " dry-mix" Ross plant delivers the measured ingre-
dients to the transporting trucks but depends on the trucks to mix them.
Mr. Gallagher believes that the trucks rented by Blount for use at Byron

"

were not mixing machines and were capable only of transport.
Gallagher, ff. Tr. 3459, at 5. On the day he was fired for refusing to oper-
ate the Ross plant, for example, the temperature was so high that ice
would be needed to control the added heat from the chemical reaction
after the batch was loaded onto the trucks. Wito non mixing transport

.

trucks the ice might arrive at the construction site unmixed and " ice'

balls" would remain." Tr. 3508-10 (Gallagher).
D 181. Ilowever, Region Ill inspection concluded that no safety-

related concrete batched in the Ross plant was transported in trucks
without tested " ASTM C-94" uniform mixing capabiiity. The trucks ac-

'
,

p tually used were identified. Region 111 Testimony, ff. Tr. 3586, at 23 and.

u ,t Attachment F; Tr. 3884 (Hayes). The report noted that rented trucks
> which had not been properly tested were on site but no such trucks were,

4t. used at the Ross plant. Tr. 3886 87 (Hayes). As we noted above, non--

qualified trucks would be adequate for the " wet-batch" Erie Strayer- . a. ,

y plant.
" D 182. The Board is aware of no reason why a batch plant such as

the Ross plant at Byron would be inherently incapable of producinge
'

safety related concrete. The Ro:s plant was used infrequently for that
,

'

e e. purpose, however. Region !!! Testimony, ff. Tr. 3586, Attachment F;,

- Tr. 3887 (Hayes). Apparently because it was seldom used for safety-
related work during Mr. Gallagher's tenure, he concluded that it was not-

g'g?.
capable of that work. We conclude that Mr. Gallagher was incorrect in.<c

' *
,

that conclusion and we find that his first allegation is not true.
D-183. Second Allegation: There was no malnrenance pmgramfor the

r - Ro.ss" batch plant and a Blount employee lied to the NRC stating that there -

was a program. Proposed Finding $5. Mr. Gallagher testified that when
NRC inspectors inquired about the raaintenance of the Erie-Strayer

"1 plant, Mr. Andre, a Blount employee, falsely told them that Blount had

.

'

HMr. Gallagher testified that he was rired by Blount because he refused to produce concrete out orthe
Ross plant for the cooling towers which he incorrectly believed to be safety-related structures. Fr. Tr.
3459. at 24 27. Mr. Pope who worked closely with Mr. Gallagher believed that Mr. Gallagher was sin-
cere in his refusal - albeit wrons. Tr. 2863 (Pope). Applicant would have us infer that Mr. Gallasher

,

refused to operate the Ross plant because it was hot, dusty and noisy compared to the isolated air-
condinoned Erie strayer control room. with Mr. Pope's corroboration and out own observation or Mr.

-

Gallagher. we take him at his word that has concern was safety.*

5 Contrary to Intervenors' Proposed Finding Mr. Gattasher testiried concerniris the maintenance at
the Erie Strayer plant. not the Ross plant.

.
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|

4

a schedule for the maintenance of the plant. Gallagher, ff. Tr. 3459, at
14-15. Here is another apparent inconsistency in Mr. Gallagher's tes-
timony because in the very same context he stated:,'

Q. Why did you and Mr. Pope maintain the plant?

A. It was our feeling, as conwienuous workers, that we wanted to keep the plant
running in top form so that we would consistently make good concrete. If there
was a failure that we noticed and we could not fh it right ourselves, we'd
noufy Blount that we had to get it repaired before we continue production.
This way we could assure continuous concrete pours and continuous operation. ,

Q. Were you and Don Pope the only Blount people who worked with the Erie-
Strayer plant?

A. Yes. If there was any maintenance to be done,it was done by me and DonI
' '

Pope. If there was something we could not fix ourselves, Blount. at our
' - '. M*

request. would callin mechanics from Local 150.
'y . p L,%:q, d,*-

j D 184. Apparently the essence of the allegation is that maintenance ':6
"|, . , _ 5' :V'' >

Id. at 15. .

"'t '
.

,

'%t -wasn't scheduled, not that it wasn't performed. Mr. Gallagher's own tes- p
'" '. ntimony demonstrated that the operators themselves had the responsibili-

" -

d ' '' ' >mty to maintain the plant. Id. at 2. He also stated that maintenance was in .
' ' ' '

fact properly performed. Tr. 3486. The Board does not understand the
*^*

significance of this allegation. The Staff's explanation is that Mr. Gal-
!agher confused Mr. Andre's discussion with the NRC about calibration ' ,..

,

~ . .
*'

of the plant with plant maintenance. This is probably correct because . .~
Region til inspectors testified that the NRC monitors calibration of the 0 ?- "3

batch phnis. but does not exercise jurisdiction over routine equipment -
s

maintenan:e, which is left to the contractor. After interviewing Mr. Gal- .
,

. ,U* ' ''

lagher in November 1982, the Staff concluded that Mr. Gallagher's alle-
-

E-
gation was based on his misunderstanding of the scope of NRC inquiries

-

with regard to maintenance. Region 111 Testimony, ff. Tr. 3586, at ,

24 25, and Attachment F. -

'

D 185. Mr. Gallagher does not assert that the plant was not calibrat-
ed according to schedule. In fact he testiried that it was calibrated on a

'

schedule. Fr. Tr. 3459, at 6 7.
*

'

D 186. Again, we take Mr. Gallagher at his word and find that the
Erie Strayer plant was well maintained by Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Pope.
The second allegation is not substantiated and is probably incorrect.

D 187. Third Allegation: There was a recurring problem with aggregate
containing an excessive amount offines throughout Mr. Gallagher's employ-
ment with Blount until the aggregate pile was finally condemned in 1979.
Proposed Finding 56. Mr. Gallagher testified that from 1975 until the

.
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.

concrete aggregate pile was condemned in 1978 (actually 1979) he
would observe muddy aggregate when it was brought in wet and dusty
aggregate when it was brought in dry. This indicated to him that the ag-
gregate contained ton great a fraction of fine particles or " fines." In
1976, several years before the aggregate pile was condemned, an engi-
neer from Israel was, accord;.1g to Mr. Gallagher, amazed because the-

pile was rather dirty and not suited for safety related concrete. Although
Mr. Pope complained many times about the aggregate, Edison did noth-.

ing to remedy the problem. Consequently, about 100,000 yards of con-
crete was made with nonconforming aggregate according to Mr.
Gallagher. Fr. Tr. 3459, at 11 14.

D-188. The NRC inspectors regarded the allegation to be substaa.tiat.
ed in part. Excessive fines were identified in December 1975 and the ag-
gregate was nevertheless used in safety related structures based on an
engineering evaluation by Sargent & Lundy. Region 111 Testimony, ff.'

Tr. 3586, at 23 25. This approval was founded on the chemistry of the: ;.

|.,k aggregate and the predominance of limestone material. Tr. 3887 89i. . .

i- (Forney, llayes). In March 1979 the aggregate pile was condemned, and.

st. ,' the nonconforming portion segregated. Region til Testimony, IT. Tr.
+ .. n 3586, at 24. The r.onconforming aggregate had failed a sieve test.

' N- ** Mihovilovich, ff. Tr. 2750, at 12. Mr. Gallagher does not assert that the
i nonconforming aggregate was used in making concrete after it was

' condemred.-

, ,.

D 189. Mr. Pope also testified about aggregate fines. As we noted'
'

,
,

v;, . ' ' above, Mr. Gallagher's allegation was predicated largely on the muddy..

. , .g and dusty appearance of the aggregate and uron Mr Pope's conceins. *~ ,
.

% As to the appearance of the aggregate, Mr. Pope states that even cen-'
,

., y y. forming wet or dry aggregate is, respectively, always muddy or dusty,..

g, yk Tr. 2871. Nevertheless, Mr. Pope acknowledged that he and Mr. Ga!-
't ;jd lagher looked at the aggregate rite in 1975 and, as a result, Mr. Pope

reported to quality assurance that he believed the pile had excessive'

fines. Pope, ff. Tr. 2833, at 17-18; Tr. 2871-72 (Pope) lie requested
cylinder test results.

:i. D 190. A cylinder test or break test is where a cylinder is filled with
concrete during the pour and then compression fractured at set intervals

'r. after the pour. It is the ultimate test of the strength of the concrete.-

Pope, ff. Tr. 2833, at 12. As to the lines and aggregate, the cylinder test
can reveal whether the aggregate is adequate by the way in which the
cylinder of concrete breaks. If it breaks through the aggregate rock, the
entire mixture is necessarily as strong as the aggregate and it is a good
test. /d. at 18. Intervenors challenge Mr. Pope's expertire to explain the

,
,

reliability of the cylinder fracture tests. Reply Finding at 24. The Board

>
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notes, however, that the use of the cylinder test, as described by Mr.
Pope, is so fundamental to concrete testing that it is within his area of
knowledge. Also, it is predicated on basic engineering concepts which
we ofGcially notice.

D 191. Mr. Pope testified that he was satisfied with the cylinder test
results. Pope, ff. Tr. 2833, at 18. Str. Pope also denies that the Israeli
engineer commented on the quality of the aggregate. Since the conversa-
tion reported by hir. Gallagher was between hit. Pope and the Israeli,
we accept hir. Pope's memory of the event as the more accurate. Per-
haps the Israeli was not understood correctly by Mr. Gallagher. Also,
there were in fact excessive but chemically acceptable fines in 1975 and
the comment, cven if made, could have been in that context.

D 192. hiessrs. Tallent and Johnson are employees of Pittsburgh
Testing Laboratories (PTL). The Board and the parties questioned them
extensively concerning PTL's concrete testing program and methods.

- -

. . ..

A, 7Tr.3960-87.
,. .

D 193. They testified that during the time that PTL had been at r .3. s., 3 , . M .m, . ..

Byron, from September 1977 to date, less than one half of one percent c,A . '",'
'

,
,

of the 5,500 concrete test cylinders have failed the compression testing ! -.;.

to which they are subjected. Mr. Tallent noted that the cause of a cylin- ef. A ,.

der test failure is not necessarily a problem with the concrete; cylinder m: e ,a
,

|
failures can be attributable to improper testing techniques, such as mold- y,

i ing or maintenance of the cylinders. Mr. Tallent further testified that, at 'c'

a site such as Byron, where concrete is subjected to a variety of tests, p .

and not merely cylinder tests, the percentage of cylinder failt.res attribu- ,-,, y,.
' '

table to improper testing is likely to be greater than at a site which does -
- e

not have the control factor of other types of testing. Tr. 3968, 3978 79, ! ; -

3982 84 (Tallent and Johnson). ._
'

D 194. A 200 mesh sieve test was performed by PTL on the aggre- ! '''

|
gate daily in order to determine the percentage of fines in the aggregate. ,

| If a sample of aggregate demonstrated an excessive percentage of fines. ,

two additional samples would be taken from the area of the aggregate
'.

'

pile where the initial sample was taken. If one of these two additional .

samples also failed the sieve test, that portion of the aggregate pile was
condemned and was not used in the batching of concrete. Mr. Tallent
testified that between September 1977 and June 1,1979, the date Mr.
Galiagher last worked at the site, the aggregate failed a sieve test only
on three occasions, each in March 1979. The failed tests in March 1979
ultimately led to condemnation of the aggregate pile. Tr. 3962 65,
3980 81 (Tallent and Johnson).

D 195 in the final analysis, Mr. Gallagher's reasoning is that the ag-
gregate had excessive fines in 1975 andin March 1979, ergo, there were

!

'
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excessive finesfrom 1975 to March 1979; that the reason he knows that
the aggregate had excessive fines was that it looked dirty and because-

Mr. Pope said that it looked dirty. Confronted with Mr. Pope's
testimony, the evidence concerning,the cylinder break tests and the
daily sieve tests, Mr. Gallagher persisted in his view that logical thinking
still requires the conclusion that nonconforming aggregate was used
from 1975 through March 1979 and as a result 100,000 yards of concrete
containing nonconforming aggregate was used. Tr. 3476 84.

D 196. The strong preponderance of the evidence is that excessive
fines appeared in the concrete aggregate on only two occasions,1975,

- and 1979 and that,in each instance, the correct action was taken.
,

D 197. Fourth Allegation: Edison and Blount had toofew QA employ.. .

, ces to adequalm supervise the placement of concrete which at any given timeo

might be taking place in as many aspre dyferent locations. As a result, pro-

> |", !
. luction workers were able to add water to the concrete in excess of spec 01ca-'

, ,? . a .' toons without either recording it or it being dtscovered by Q,t personnel. Pro-

.ss.(,,/.4,h,. posed Findings $7 58. Concrete should leave the batch plants with the,,

/s L; correct amount of ingredients including water. Water is one of the essen.'

'gU v 5 tial ingiedients but a certain amount of water rnay be added to the mix'

g;.- en" 4 .- to achieve th0 proper " slump" or placeability of the concrete. " Slump" "

.. m
e" 'x 3 o- derives its name from that property of wet, newly batched concrete

*
'

+ which allows it to sink, settic, or slump when released from its cone.
7 "r. w / shaped test container. A slump test measures this phenomenon from a<3 ,,s.

*
standardized test cone. Confusion can arise in discussing slump because' ., . , ., . . ,

4 .ns. a reference to, say, a "high slump" would probably mean that there was'

..

. g y4- a large amount of slump demonstrated by the slump test when the con-
- ' :. .< t crete sample slumped to a lower level from its initial height. We use the

,

i q.. m | term "high slump" to indicate a more fluid mixture with higher water7. .
4 ..

. .R [ ,hfAq content. A low slump, of course, is the opposite."

i% 7' D 197.' Werkers could be motivated to add water to seek a higher%
.

:'> "' .' slump in concrete so that it v.ould be easier to place and to finish - for
example, to vibrate the mixture into spaces among reinforcing bars. The-

amount of water must be carefully controlled because adding excess,

water weakens concrete below specifications. On the other hand the
mixing and transport of concrete takes into consideration that some

,

water could be lo<.t before placement, for example, evaporation due to'.

high Jhemical rec.ction temperatures. Th'erefore water may be added at,.

the placernent site to replace lost water. There is also a margin, or
" trim" in the amount of water which may be added and remain within'

'

specifications. See general 6', Gallagher, (f. Tr. 3459, at 17 22; Pope, ff.
Tr. 2833, at 2,2122. Water added at the placement site was to be noted

,

on the batch ticket, copies of which were returned to the batching plant,
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9

and to Blount, PTL, and to Applicant. Gallagher, ff. Tr. 3459, at 21; Tr.

3986 (Tallent and Johnson). Sometimes the truck drivers would radio I
back to the batching plant requesting that more water be added to the
mix on the next batch. Gallagher, ff. Tr. 3459, at 21.

D-199. Contrary to Intervenors' version of Mr. Gallagher's*

allegation, in their Proposed Findings 57 and 58, a close reading of his
prepared testimony indicates that he is not charging the Blount produc-
tion workers with adding excess water to the concrete. The charge is that ,

. .

they added some water without recording it, especially when no one wr.s
around to check. Water was sometimes added for placeability when it

_

was not necessary to increase the slump. Id. at 20-21. This point was pur-
-

_

sued again on cross-examination, and Mr. Gallagher specifically testified:
,

Q. .So let me return to my earlier question: that is, you talk about water
,

.-
being added at the site and not recorded. Are you claiming, Mr. Gallagher, , .T 0 - N,

that an excessive amount of water was ever added and not recorded or is your T' N @..
| _ ' . |:|Q+," * 'EQ:^claim simply that water was added but not recorded. P'y
4 t_ ,.

A. Water was added and not recorded.

y c . "k >(. . . . , . .

.

Tr. 3492.
D-200. Nevertheless, the parties approached Mr. Gallagher's allega- ;., c gmm Sc.m.

tion with the concern that excessive water might have been added in the ; ,- y- +

c h g.. :. . . :
instances he alluded to. ,

D-201. The NRC's investigation of Mr. Gallagher's aliegation is not
dispositive because it depends upon the records of concrete testing. In-

,
g,.

, .g, - .m.. .
,

". vax -~.i,tervenors now assert that testing samples could have been taken before
water was added to the trucks."

' -

,, .

D-202. The Applicant meets the allegation with several points. h
WV I %'

Messrs. Pope, Tallent and Johnson testified that, contrary to Interve-
,

;6 .g...nors' allegations, PTL personnel were present at all pours. Tr. 3978
- >

..

(Tallent and Johnson); Tr. 2879 (Pope). Changes in the mixing rates of
. .

.

the truck when water is added could be observed and heard and the ap- , , .

dC
pearance of the concrete would change. Tr. 3977-78 -(Tallent and
Johnson).

- ,

D 203. The Board has no reason not to accept the testimony of .u
,

Messrs. Johnson and Tallent to the effect that there were sufficient PTL
-

3

inspectors at placement sites to catch the addition of any excessive
water. Whether the proper notations were placed on the batch tickets

t

M Messrs. Tallent and 8vhnson testified also that excess water added at the place nent site would be
detected by the slump ten. Tr. 3%6. But the slump test would not catch a concrete mix which was em-
properly diluted after the slump specimen was taken, as Mr Gallagher noted. Tr. 3536.

I .
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Linnot be resolved except by uncritically accepting Mr. Gallagher's tes-
timony which was based upon unspecified conversations with truck
drivers. Since he neither makes nor repeats any allegations that excess
water was added, we do not believe that a safety problem is present. In
any event, Mr. Johnson's testimony was reassuring. He stated that it
was a very rare occurrence when water was added at the placement site.
Out of 20 pouring days a month, maybe on I day they would have added
water. Tr. 3966 67.,

D-204. The Board finds that Intervenors' allegation that excess
water was added to the concrete mix at the placement site is not substan-
tiated - in fact, it is not even supported by Mr. Gallagher. The allega-,

tion that any water was added at the placement site without the proper.

documentation remains unresolved and unsubstantiated.~ ,.

D-205. Fifth Allegation: Even if QA/QC personnel did observe the
y unauthori:ed addition of excess water into the concrete, they did not have suf-

'
,

:.,.,,. Jicient authority to overrule Blount's production supervisor who would order

. j.{q{VR |
.

. .; p . J the workers to add the water anyway. Proposed Finding 59. This allegation
Y is based solely on a single statement in Mr. Gallagher's prepared,-

v "yQ testimc,ny:'

' @- ;;./. if %. . <

,yp Also. I know QA/QC workers didn't make much money, and if the QA/QC person1 e x, ,,

disagreed with adding more water. it was easy for the Blount production supervisor.,, , ,

, .s.'. . to say "Put the water in there anyway."
- ., e

' l. '

Fr. Tr. 3459, at 22.'

?]rj.|( D-206. Intervenors cite no other support nor can we find any. The
...j -

allegation is unsubstantiated.
h- %

.

;y D-207. Shth Allegation: For a period of at least one month, there was,

i'd.Q" Q 0 f C.Q . '' ' % ::'
a problem with oilleakagefrom a faulty cement storage silo blower into the

0 dry cement mixer and subsequently into the concrete mhture. ProposedQ ..

. yg'f - P," Finding 60. Intervenors also allege that although the problem was com-'
plained of repeatedly, "there is absolutely no~ evidence in the record that,

'

it was actually fixed." Id. The fact that there was an oil leak from the<

| cement blower is acknowledged by Applicant. The second allegation,
|, that there was no record evidence that it was ever repaired is simply a

,

L'. , ,
flat misstatement of the record. Mr. Pope testified that "Blount Brothers

' '

immediately took that blower off the line and sent it out and had it com-
' pletely rebuilt." Ff. Tr. 2833, at 24.,

'

D-208. The NRC inspectors made a thorough inspection and analysis'

of this allegation. They considered the type of blowers involved, the
method and amount of lubrication and the cement ratios. They conclud-
ed that any gross leakage from the manually filled oil cups used to tubri-
cate the blowers would cause excessive bearing heat and failure in a
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|

short time unless the oil was continuously added. Given the amount of
cement and the small amount of oil involved, the unit contamination
would be necessarily extremely low. Strength tests did not reveal any
concrete below design values. The inspectors also noted documentation
of two instances of repair work on the blowers, both for overhaul. Mr.
Pope's recollection that the blower unit was rebuilt was corroborated by
the NRC inspection. Region Ill Testimony, ff. Tr. 3586, Attachment F,
at 8-9.

D-209. Mr. Gallagher was not very well informed on this matter and
his allegation is incorrect.

D-210. Seventh Allegation: It was made apparent to Mr. Gallagher
that he was isot supposed to talk to NRC investigators and, as a result, he
''often sar quietly as the Blount QC people stretched the truth on a variety of
quality controlpractices." (Gallagher, ff. Tr. 3459, Exhibit A, at 6). Pro-

-
, .

posed Finding 61. The foregoing is an exact quote of Intervenors' r-
;:gseventh and final allegation based upon Mr. Gallagher's statements. It is

,- -

the only reference to this particular perception of Mr. Gallagher in any f.' w. ,p /: 7, -

of the Intervenors' proposed findings. The cited record support for the ' <x a ,
allegation in its entirety is: .;1.

'zuf .
,

Also, in general, it was apparent to me that the Blount QC staff did not want the gg p.

batch plant operators and the other workers talking to the NRC investigators. When s .g. , ~

NRC engineers spoke with Blount QC staff persons in my presence, I knew from ( *. ' ".

the cold glares directed e' ..; that I was not supposed to talk about safety topics
'~ '

being discussed, despite the fact that they often concerned matters about which 1 7-,

was quite familiar. I often sat quietly as the Blount QC people stretched the truth on . . . ,,, ., ,

-,

a variety of quality control practices.

;'. .
Gallagher, ff. Tr. 3459, Exhibit A, at 6.

D-211. It is not possible to investigate or to adjudicate this type of ,),I,/. . .w , , ,

naked allegation. It has not been substantiated in this proceeding. -

D-212. Out of seven allegations made by Mr. Gallagher - or more
accurately, the allegations by Intervenors based upon Mr. Gallagher's
statements - none was substantiated. Some of them were capable of

*
'

reliable and objective factual resolution. For example, the Ross plant
was capable of making safety-related concrete and Mr. Gallagher was
simply wrong about the transport trucks. The cement blower was
promptly fixed. His visual perception of the quality of the concrete aggre-
gate was belied by daily sieve testing. In other instances his testimony
was inconsistent, such as his statement that there was no regularly sche-
duled maintenance on the Erie-Strayer batch plant when his other tes-
timony indicated that he and Mr. Pope continuously maintained the
plant and freely called in experts when needed. His testimony that the

1
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Ross plant was designed as a backup to the Erie-Strayer plant but not
capable of producing safety-related concrete is internally inconsistent.

D-213. The Board is perplexed by the very high level ofinaccuracies
in his allegations. He seemed to be sincere in demeanor. He is clearly in-
telligent and articulate. He did not seem to be vengeful and he explained
rather well generally how concrete is made. The Board cannot explain
why he was so inaccurate, but we are satisfied that he was. The allega-
tions have had a full airing. The Region 111 inspection report on his..

charges (ff. Tr. 3586, Attachment F) demonstrates a thorough profes-
sional inquiry which initially accepted at face value the validity of his -

m allegations but could not substantiate them, with the possible exception
that excessive fines in aggregate were identified in 1975. The Applicant.

,

brought to the hearing the appropriate people to explain and to be cross-
~\ examined on the allegations.

D-214. Mr. Gallagher has not demonstrated inadequacies in>s

Blount's QA program or in Applicant's management of that program.*

v.; , . . . ,
- ,

( .e3 Q , J. ' G .7's
, W,-, e, s

,|
,

. . .
Mr. Stomfay Stitz' Allegations. ww

p.s Jw a/,n.p.; i D-215. Mr. Peter Stomfay-Stitz worked at the Byron site from June
g d..c.. . % .3." M 1978 through April 1979 for Blount Brothers. At age 18 it was his first
". ' F' ' ' full-time job after graduating from high school. Within 5 months he<

' E' ' > -i became a Quality Assurance / Quality Control Materials Controller
'

.

*.g,, trainee. Stomfay-Stitz, ff. Tr. 2939, at 1-3. He was certified as a Materials' *

IA j' = - Receiving Controller in January 1979. Tr. 2950 (Stomfay-Stitz).'

!N -- - D-216. A Blount QA/QC Materials Controller is responsible for
ge,m ,',,'f; 1 ensuring that materials and accompanying documents conformed to

p?Ii.yc.,f@f;f'O6,$iJf '
,j specifications. The Materials Controller documents his inspection of re-.

ceived materials on a checklist form referred to as Receiving and Inspec.
Ogi;f INQ'M] tion (R&I) Report. The Materials Controller is also responsible for
R ' "Y ensuring that material storage areas meet certain requirements. Stomfay-,

' Stitz, ff. Tr. 2939, at 7-8.~

D 217. Mr. Richard Barnhart was responsible for training Mr.
Stomfay-Stitz for the position of Materials Controller and was one of*

Mr. Stomfay-Stitz' supervisors. Mr. Barnhart currently is a project engi-,

, - ' " neer for Blount. He has been employed by Blount in a variety of posi-i

tions at the Byron site since July 1976. Mr. Barnhart immediately preced-
ed Mr. Stomfay-Stitz in the position of Materials Controller at the Byron

'

site. In addition to training Mr. Stomfay-Stitz for that position, Mr. Barn-
hart also instructed Mr. Stomfay Stitz in " bolting-in," which involved

*

reviewing bolted connections in structural steel which relates to one of
Mr. Stomfay-Stitz' allegations. Mr. Stomfay Stitz' training consisted of

1

e+
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study, on-the job training and testing. In addition Mr. Stomfay-Stitz
testified that he performed some inspections under the supervision of
Mr. Barnhart, who also testified. Stomfay-Stitz, fr. Tr. 2939, at 4-5.

D-218. Mr. John Mihovilovich has been the lead structural engineer
for Commonwealth Edison at Byron since 1975 and he also tcstified. 4

Mr. Mihovilovich holds an engineering degree and has been an engineer
with the company for,30 years. Mr. Mihovilovich's responsibilities in-
clude ensuring that various structural contractors, including Blount *

Brothers, fulfill their contractual obligations. Mihovilovich, fr. Tr. 2750,
,

'

at 1.
D-219. Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory-(PTL) employees Marvin

Tallent, Jr., and Joseph Johnson, who testified regarding Mr, Gallagher's
c

,

allegations also addressed Mr. Stomfay-Stitz' charges. (K : ,,
D 220. Region III conducted an investigation into some of Mr.

,

,a j t.,
;,p

Stomfay-Stitz' allegations and testified. Region til Testimony, fr. Tr.
-

6-q:%,%*&.g
:.4 .f- .

3586, Attachment H, at 20-28. g';,,y.D-221. This phase of the proceeding has been difficult for the parties
-

and the Board. Mr. Stomfay Stitz was not a very good witness in his oral
M .y ,. s

testimony, particularly during the first 2 days of it. Tr. 2931, et seq. It is M .. .3
'

understandable that his memory and perception of the events at Byron,
p% .-9

some 4 years earlier, were uncertain, especially considering his lack of gnr: s a;3;x
mg

experience and rather short tenure as a Materials Controller. However,
< ,.

J
.m y.

he was also uncertain about the events in the hearing room, frequently ew~
asking for questions to be reread. His answers were often unresponsive , . .g ,

and some appeared to be evasive. Id. As he later explained, at the re-
L . , ,, g;, y .

.

. ,

quest of Intervenors' counsel, he had been very nervous during the first
'g@ * # .-

2 days of testimony. The involvement of the Board, the magnitude of
- s j.

-

.1. f
the hearing and the presence of the press and public were disconcerting.
Tr. 3227. He conceded that his ability to understand and completely Cl dnce. ,-

*

. , ' , ,
answer questions had been impaired. Tr. 3238. The Board observed Mr.

, <

Stomfay-Stitz' nervcus stress. But, in addition, we believed that there
4 .

[ _-
was a strong element of wariness in his demeanor and testimony which ''C :ce
may have contributed to some of his incomplete or evasive artswers.

,

'_ -

D-222. Mr. Stomfay-Stitz' testimony most often tended, of course,
, ,

to support his written testimony, affidavit, and'the position of the
~ Intervenors. Often, however, his testimony on cross examination

tended to support the Applicant. Either way, we believe it would be
imprudent ta rely heavily on his factual testimony and his opinions,
which are totally without expert support. We do not, however,' question '

Mr. Stomfay-Stitz' sincerity or his genuine concern about safety at
~

Byron. The Board sensed that he had been shocked at what was appar-

.
-

'
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i

ently his first experience with the relatively rough and tumble environ-
: ment he perceived at the large and varied construction project.

D-223. Before moving to Intervenors' specific allegation regarding
i Blount's materials control and storage practices, we address a rather
!~ creative, albeit anomalous, litigation technique employed by Intervenors

on this issue. Intervenors allude to Mr. Stomfay Stitz' demeanor on the
,

witness stand and concede that it raises questions about the accuracy of
his recollections. This factor, however, we are told is not to be taken as
a reflection en Intervenors' case. Instead, we are urged to find that "it

; reflects most seriously on the general level of competency of the -

QA/QC personnel at Edison and its contractors." Intervenors' Proposed
L- Finding 66. In somewhat the same vein, Intervenors next. propose to the

Board that we find that Mr. Stomfay-Stitz himself (under orders) depart-'

ed from stated Blount procedures and that this resulted in a completely
unreliable and misleading set of QA/QC documentation records. Pro-''

M: . / , ' , , g,' posed Finding 67.
> ' . _ * i k,h .. D-224. In sum, Intervenors contend that Blount hired incompetent
' ' ' rW- '

personnel in QA/QC who produced unreliable and misleading QA docu-
, - * TB @" mentation and that the proof of this, Exhibit A as it were, is Mr..

'. w u/i@r.i.5 - i E.3 Stomfay-Stitz himself - upon whom Intervenors totally rely for their
.y i ' nWm "' case. His incredibility is offered as proof of his credibility,

' ': n% O.225. First Allegation: Within the broad allegation that Mr. Sicntfay-
o * '' o Stitz departedfrom procedures and produced unreliable, misleading records,
: ~~ '

"

intervenors allege that
s
- :

miscellaneous steel items from Mid. Cry Architectural Iron that arrived without- , e

, . , . ' . , , proper documentation were supposed to be either rejected or accepted and- s

q;. . .:t%, h. . ; y quarantined. However, Mr. Barnhart, in order to generate less paperwork, irstruct.

,4 :. O. b'l. 3. Q
.

i
'

ed Mr. Stomfay-Stitz to accept the items, call the manufacturer to request the docu-

. W/ ,
. '$-

My,' d .%;) S M |4]
mentation and, upon receiving the documentation, to date and fill out the inspection..

report as if the item and documentation had originally arrived intact.
.

' ' ,
'

Proposed Finding 67. Mr. Barnhart, addressing the allegation, testified:* '

.

i ,

'

A. . . The situation surrounding this allegation is such that Mid-City would deliv.-

; er embed frames, miscellaneous steel items, to the job site weekly or biweekly.,

i* . "m' In a few instances, the documentation was found to not be complete. That is,
' ' '

documentation comprised of CMTRs, certificate of compliance, required
documentation.

f.
| , I initiated, or my practice is, as you would say, or was, rather than filling out a

quarantine tag or tags for steel affected by the missing documentation, I would
simply have it off-loaded in a quarantined area, segregated area of the embed, ,

,- yard. I would notify engineering that we had a problem with these embeds and
that they were to be unloaded la a segregated area. Before the truck was
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|

|
unloaded, I would contact Mid-City, verify that the documentation was in
hand - that is, confirm that the documentation could be supplied, estabhsh
that fact. I would ask them to put it in the mail and I would have it the next
day, which was generally the case.

The use of the tags was a bypass by me was a manner of being expedient or a
little more practical. I'm not saying it is correct. I believe it is wrong. But thosed

are the facts.

Tr. 2808 09.
D-226. Mr. Stomfay Stitz alleged that the embeds were not segregat-

ed and he feared that they had worked their way into the plant by the .

time the paper work was completed. However, he knew of no particular ' '

instance where that occurred. Mr. Stomfay-Stitz also stated that it was
solely a traceability problem and the embeds themselves were checked '''
for all physical problems. Tr. 3151-52 (Stomfay Stitz). The Board accepts .W

'.

'

Mr. Barnhart's version of the practice as being the most logical and be- ..

C 4-
"

C " 'h i
cause Mr. Barnhart was better informed.

D-227. We find that the allegation is partially true to the extent that ia ,- d"f 6 N .'-'

it was a departure from stated procedures. It is not true that the practice [
' ''<
.

b ". * * J' '

produced unre!iable paper work or that it posed a risk that the embed W*o '* -:
i material was defective. WY ' '' ; *

D-228. Second Allegation: Intervenors state:
; p:cy <

4'.
Second, Mr. Stomfay stitz was instructed by Mr. Rick Donica, Blourit's QA/QC

> .,xControl Manager at Byron, to accept concrete blocks that were wet and dirty from
.

, ,

*

Eller and W) lac, a supplier of Category I materials, without recording the fact that .,. . .

these blocks were not properly protected. (Stomfay-Stitt Prepared Testimony at iM. *, ' }
.

,,

14-15.) -
.

Proposed Finding 68. This is an unfair and deceptive allegation, which [ , ,,j, .

' '' |
.,

.

,

is, by the way, Intervenors' allegation, not Mr. Stoinfay Stitz'. The alle-
'

,

.o '

gation implies that nonconforming concrete blocks, received from the
' '

Category I supplier, were used in Category I construction. As Mr.
<

'

Stomfay Stitz' own testimony, cited by Intervenors, reveals, Mr. Donica c ..
'

actually exceeded acceptance requirements and would disqualify the wet
-

and dirty blocks as Category I material. It was segregated to be used as
Category 11 material. Thus there was no need to note the condition of
the block. Mr. Stomfay Stitz' concern was not whether documentation
was correct but whether the blocks were actually used only in Category ,

'

11 construction, which is the thrust of intervenors' Seventh Allegation,
discussed below.

D 229. The second allegation is deceptive and irrelevant.

I
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D-230. ThirdAllegation:

. Mr. Stomfay.Stitz was also responsible for inspecting ter' dons that arnved on,

site. Upon being informed that the tendons would be reinspected by the
manufacturer, the quality and thoroughness of Mr. Stomfay.Stitz' receiving inspec-
tions slacked off considerably, with the knowledge and acquiescence of Mr. Barnhart
and Mr. Donica.

Proposed Finding 69. Mr. Stomfay-Stitz stood by his prepared testimony..,

, on cross-examination and explained further:
.

Q. You say that's the way you were told to do it. In your testimony you refer to
the acquiescence of Mr. Donica and Mr. Barnhart. Did they acquiesce or did'

'

i. . they actually tell you to slack off?
,

'

A. No, they did not.

Q. They did not what?
. ; ,.m ~ < .

,

h,b, 'i - '*

,y
- ,*- *

A. Tell me to slack off, but it was obvious...- .s ,

,

a..; N.i, ,, s. c r _ - , Q. You simply inferred that th:y knew you were slacking off?

, Ad-( t M, [[. * A. I'm sure they did.
*'t.

, , , , , o',:.'m .. . .- *.-

Q. Did you ever talk about it with them?g, c-

' ' '

' ' ' ,' A. I don't recall..
'

m,

,f,N, Q. Are you aware of any specific instances in which material which did not con.*~
form to receiving specifications slipped through and was accepted because you' ' ~

', slacked off?
,

$, {. ||.. ,e,.~ s s. g.. . c ' . _ .. . A. No, I did not (sic).- <..
2

* , ' 6.j.f,;cAG
(:.g;4 *. g.y. .,<;a Tr. 3011.

. ..

Q-j , f '' D 231. Moreover, Mr. Stomfay Stitz testified that he continued to'

i check every item on the receiving and inspection checklist, and the re--
,

spective documents do not reflect the fact that he slacked off. Tr.'

3010-11..

D 232. This allegation of unspoken acquiescence is not-
'

substantiated.,- ,.

D 233. Fourth Allegation: Continuing the general allegation that Mr.
Stontfay-Stit: departedfrom procedures, thus producing misleading and un-

+. reliable paper work, intervenors allege:

Fourth, and most importantly, Mr. Stomfay.Stitz was oruered to fill out receiving
and inspection reports for items which he did not see, and which he had no oppor-
tunity to inspect. (Stomfay.Stitz, Prepared Testimony, at 38 39; Barnhart, Tr.
2005 07).
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1

;

!

,

:

!

!

Proposed Finding 70. Mr. Stomfay-Stitz testified that the situation de-!

| scribed in his fourth allegation would arise when he was out in the plant
! on other inspections but Messrs. Donica or Barnhart, who are both au-i

thorized to do receiving inspections, would receive the materials. They
, would then direct Mr. Stomfay-Stitz to write up the report as if he had _

| inspected the shipment personally. Stomfay Stitz, ff. Tr. 2939, at 38-39.
D-234. Applicant's position on this allegation is somewhatj

'

inconsistent. On cross examination of Mr. Stomfay-Stitz, Applicant's
counsel tried to establish that Messrs. Donica and Barnhart had actually

,

inspected the materials, and Mr. Stomfay Stitz would be correct in sign- ,
<

,

ing the receipt and inspection forms on the belief that the materials had;
<

i been inspected correctly. Any doubts could be resolved by Mr. Stomfay.
i

Stitz' going to the materials after receipt and doing the inspection. Tr.
| ,7 p ,,

3053 56.
D-235. Mr. Barnhart had previously testified, however, that when -b 4 ; q,g, g ,

g . : .,,,. ,
p.s;. (, , x% g,-pyMr. Stomfay Stitz was absent at the time material arrived on site he

, , ,

Q;d . 3 a ,|
would be told when he returned that "the documentation had been

,

looked at and then we had taken a look at the materials." Mr. Stomfay- k,.; : |54' i
Stitz was then told to go to the materials and look for himself, then do %/

'

i , ,

! the documentation. Tr. 2805-06.
h., .g .

4

D-236. The inconsistency, as it appears to us, is that under counsel's gg y.m.

f version on crors-examination, the actual inspection would take place on t e g. ,

.

-

receipt with Mr. Stomfay-Stitz resolving doubts by an additional m ., .,

"7 , .i

inspection. In Mr. Barnhart's version, the actual inspection would
,.,,,,",3.'.

,
,

j
always be done, as pertinent, by Mr. Stomfay Stitz. . ,0 L,

,.

D-237. In either event, however, Mr. Stomfay-Stitz testified that g; , ,

sometimes the material, perhaps fungibles such as block and sand, w. ,

would already be unloaded and indistinguishabic. Tr. 3056. b 7M,,.,*
. ,.

j
D-238. This allegation cannot be resolved by documentation because

] the very essence of the charge is that the documents incorrectly reflect '

'

|js ;;, _ o

Mr. Stomfay-Stitz' own inspection. While we are reluctant to' make a ,

.|

finding based upon Mr. Stomfay-Stitz' unsubstantiated testimony, in
!

'

this instance, the allegation cannot be lightly dismissed. His version . .C
' .-.

' ' '

seems more logical. Mr. Barnhart's version is incomplete. There is no
,

s

dispute that either of two senior inspectors had seen the material and
,

'

- documentation upon arrival. Mr. Barnhart did not allude to a holding ,
.

area for incoming materials pending receipt inspection - something

j akin to a temporary quarantin- area. We believe that there was none or
it would have come up in thu testimony. To off load pending inspection,
then reload for ultimate storage or use would be an inefTicient practice.
Therefore the materials yet to be inspected by Mr. Stomfay-Stitz were
necessarily somewhere in a storage area pending use or were being used.

,

5

J

*
.
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We have no evidence to illustrate that all such materials were still capa-
ble of segregation and inspection. Mr. Stomfay-Stitz' reference to his ina-
bility to inspect fungible materials after unloading rings true.

D-239. The allegation is probably true. However, it is also probably
true that the senior inspectors would not have permitted the practice
with respect to materials where more detailed inspection, compared to
their own overall observation, was required. Tr. 3058 (Stomfay-Stitz).

D-240. FVth Allegation: 1he fifth allegation is thefirst in a series per-'

taining to Blount's allegedly deficient QA programfor overseeing the storage
of safety-related items. Interrenors state that the Blount procedure required -

ten daily surveillances of tendon storage barns, but Mr. Barnhart instructed
Mr. Stomfay-Stit: to perform the surveillances on a weekly basis. Proposed
Finding 70. A tendon, also known as a " post-tensioning" tendon, is a

,' '
cable installed in containment buildings to provide additional strength.
The buttonhead, discussed in a following allegation, is a small steel

)[i ; ,3.' anchoring knob at the end of the cable. The tendons arrived on site'

,

"'
' * ' J , p, rolled around wooden beams and sealed in plastic. Upon arrivel at the

.

, , ' E ,,L, site the bundles were opened and the cables were inspected for dust,
'''

e
rust, or nicked or bent wire. Tendons were then stored in warehouses'

I[ ~ u
on site; each tendon was greased and placed under two sheets of protec-

. , .; ' tive plastic. Stomfay-Stitz, ff. Tr. 2939, at 16-17, 21; Tr. 3029
;,,,'|. (Stomfay-Stitz)..

D 241. The work procedure did in fact call for daily inspections of,' '

, ,

tendons. However, the work procedure was qualined by the architect-
[,d. engineer to provide that a weekly inspection would be adequate if the
,' t storage barn was ventilated by fans. Tr. 2809-10 (Barnhart); Tr. 2787-88

,
'

.c (Mihovilovich).- *.,

G
* ' [. . ['.! D 242. However, the evidentiary record cited to the Board by the.

P;DYTN[E','''
.. parties and otherwise reviewed by it, does not permit a reliable finding

? as to whether the barn had ventilating fans. Mr. Mihovilovich stated
,

', that it had fans as far as he knew, but that he has no way of really
knowing. Id. Mr. Barnhart apparently was aware of the qualification per-

,

mitting weekly inspections only because of Mr. Mihovilovich's mention
,

of it and acknowledged that the work procedure called for daily
procedures. Without further explanation, Mr. Barnhart acknowledged,

,

' that he had nevertheless instructed Mr. Stomfay-Stitz to inspect weekly.
Tr. 2809-10. Were it not for the wet and muddy conditions of the

' tendon storage barns discussed in connection with the next allegation,
,

the most reasonable inference would be that the weekly surveillances
were correctly predicated on the architect-engineer's qualincation be-

,

cause that seems to be the unspoken premise of Mr. Barnhart's
testimony. However, we infer from the entire record that the allegation

1

!
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|

I

is correct. Mr. Stomfay-Stitz was improperly instructed to survey the
tendon barns weekly instead of daily. We do not, however, arrive at this
conclusion with a great deal of confidence. The Applicant should have
addressed the allegation more completely.

D-243. Sixth Allegation:

. in his surveillances of tendon storage barns, Mr. Stomfay-Stitz found that condi-
tions were unacceptable because of the presence of mud and water and deficiencies
in security, aisle spacing and accessibility.

Proposed Finding 72. Mr. Stomfay-Stitz alleges further that Mr. Donica
ordered him to report that the storage conditions were accepable in
order to save paper work. Stcmfay-Stitz, ff. Tr. 2939, at 18. Intervenors
also allege that Mr. Stomfay-Stitz falsely and knowingly noted acceptable ,

storage conditions in fear of losing his job, citing Tr. 3032. The cited
'

*

., M' .:testimony, although suggesting that conclusion, is not quite as definite
<-

as Intervenors assert. Mr. Stomfay-Stitz testified rather illogically: ' 9'l| ' '.T :: .'. ': .. . pr g . M .' t.s

*M'
Q. And (Donica and Barnhart] disagreed with your opinion, didn't they? t , y?

'
>

-
, i

A. It was the general consensus that they were going to be all moved around and *%
jostled around and back and forth to fuel handling, or wherever they were ;,, ,. .

.

' ' ''

going to be performed, future inspections, so that it would have been a waste CE
of time and effort. !. W., .

Q. Did you agree with that consensus? , ,, ,

?*-
A. At the time I did for fear of my job.

u ' > . -.
,

JUDGE SMITH: Wait a minute. At the time you did, and then what was the bal- .. '
l'

ance of your answer? '

,

.

I[* * -
-

THE WITNESS: In fear of my job.
, , ,

JUDGE SMITH: You beheved that in fear of your job? ,

THE WITNESS: Sure. ,-
,

< .

Id.
D 244. Moreover, Mr. Stomfay-Stitz conceded that he was not

threatened with firing in so many words; that his supervisors disagreed
with the factual premise of his observations in that they believed the ten-
dons were adequately spaced and accessible; and that the disagreement
was a professional one. Tr. 3033-34 (Stomfay Stitz).

D 245. After Mr. Stomfay Stitz left Blount's employ, rust was dis-
covered on some of the tendons. Intervenors point to this circumstance

i
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e

as evidence that the storage conditions were faulty. The rust occurred be-
cause protective grease had been rubbed off next to posts where inspec-
tion could not detect it. Many had to be replaced. Mihovilovich, ff. Tr.
2750, at 8-9. Contrary to Intervenors' citation, Region 111 did not attrib-'

ute the rust to storage conditions. Although the storage barn was, wet
and muddy. the Region III inspector, Mr. Konklin, attributes the rust to
the wearirig through of the protective covering and grease and stated

', that rust would have occurred from normal humidity. Tr. 3734-35.'

D-246. Contrary to Applicant's assertian (Proposed Finding 655),-

however, the Board cannot find record support for the assertion that thee

NRC had regularly examined storage conditions and found them to beW ' -

.

Q[, satisfactory.*'

''~,;' D-247. Although Region Ill's inspection report concluded that Mr.
Stomfay-Stitz' allegations concerning tendon storage conditions was not

, ,? '
f substantiated, the conclusion was based in large part on Mr. Stomfay-

$ $ % * '.' % y[.s
,

i ", ' ; Stitz' own inspection report which he now disavows. Region III
Qf

pn.[, h.;]A
. Testimony, ff. Tr. 3586, Attachment E, at 11 12.

D-248. Mr. Konklin's testimony that rust would have occurred inN , , ,
J

' any event in natural humidity is logical. In this instance, however, theim'.74-

, j ;, } Qi.. y.
.] fact that the barn was wet and muddy is not disputed and this condition

< , ,
.

suggests that the building was not ventilated with fans and that humidity.

-'1. , e. ,.s , ' w g. was not normal. In the Board's view it was incumbent upon the Appli-
cant to come forward with a better evidentiary showing on the allegations' ''

,

regarding tendon storage. Accordingly, we find that the allegation is,|.yj|, , ; .

substantiated.
,

;.g;;
t,

,

D-249. Seventh Allegation: Category I (for safety-related use) and;..
.N. . , .

,:
.

Category II (notfor safety-related use) concrete blocks were not stored prop-
N.?%.Q, .i . $%.;|
Q' fajbh,KGi,D f f'f erly at Byron. Therefore neither Applicant nor Blount can provide assurance

;%j ' y y.r Q
that only Category I blocks have been usedfor safety-related constructions.
Proposed Finding 73. The basis for this allegation is that, when block:,i '.y
were limited to Category 11 use, they were segregated and marked by,

.
' / '' yellow tape, but that sometimes they were segregated near Category I'

s
,

*
construction activity. Mr. Stomfay Stitz was concerned that, because it,

,

was more accessible, construction workers, either ignoring or failing to
.

understand the segregation symbol, yellow tape, would use Category 11
y.

,

,

,- .

T t

dApplicant's referne in Exhibit 5 to Mr. Mihovilovich's testimony, fr. Tr. 2750, is too general to be'
*

helpful. support may be there but after devoting considerable time looking for it we gave up. This was
a recurring problem in Applicant's proposed findings and exhibits. As Mr. Mihovilovich's testimony

' demonstrates. multiple ethibits were attached back to back, some or which were rather lengthy. It is dif-
* ficult to determine where one ends and another begins because the pages are not numbered for that

purpose. Also frequently Applicant's counsel's references to such exhibits are without exhibit page
numbers. This has caused a sign:ficant amount or time to be wasted by the Board.

I
,
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I

block on Category I construction. Stomfay-Stitz, ff. Tr. 2939, at 1516.
Applicant points out that this allegation rests on Mr. Stomfay-Stitz'
inherent distrust of onsite construction workers. Tr. 3020 22
(Stomfay-Stitz).

D-250. The Board concludes that this allegation lacks substance. Not
only was Category 11 block designated by yellow tape, it was also iden-
tifiable because of its dirty or wet appearance. Stomfay Stitz, ff. Tr.
2939, at 15. Although apprentice construction workers might not under-
stand the significance of yellow tape, or the difference between safety-
related and nonsafety related, we assume that safety related work had ' , '

competent and experienced supervision. This allegation provides insight
'

into what the Board believes to be an important basis for Mr. Stomfay-
Stitz' allegations concerriing QA/QC at Byron. lie tended to be pessimis-
tic without stated reasons. Elis concern that construction workers could
be relied upon to do the wrong thing pervaded his testimony. This essen- <

tial distrust might be a welcome attribute in quality assurance workers
- % /

'

such as Mr. Stomfay Stitz, but the Board is mindful that.Mr. Stomfay- ; '- '
< ,

,

Stitz did not know much about constructing nuclear power plants when L
' '

.
'

he worked at Byron. Another example of his inherent distrust of con- ,.

struction workers can be seen in his Thirteenth Allegation concerning ( 'o

the possible use of nonconforming concrete aggregate, discussed below. [ ce '. ,.

D 251. Eighth Allegation: Inspections of slotted andJhed-bolt connec- V s'

tions were performed improperly, without a schedule and apparently at A ?

random when time permitted. Instead of documenting a massing bolt. Afr. 1

*

Stontfay-Stit: was instructed simply to have a worker replace it on the spot. -

In many cases he would not inspect bolts that required inspections. Proposed V'= ' v

Finding 74. Mr. Barnhart explained that Mr. Stomfay Stitz was not in-
specting fer acceptance purposes. llis examinations of the bolting (only .

slotted connections according to Mr. Barnhart) were for the purpose of
spot-checking ongoing work to identify problems then arising in the

'

work. Barnhart, ff. Tr. 2797, at 4. If so, it would not be inappropriate to ,

point out missing bolts to the workers without additional documentation.
'''D 252. This allegation is related to another allegation, discussed

below as Intervenors' Fifteenth Allegation pertaining to the adequacy of
Mr. Stomfay Stitz' training. Region 111, investigating the qualincations

- of the " bolting in" inspectors, could not determine from documentation
whether the examinations performed by Messrs. Barnhart and Stomfay.
Stitz were final acceptance inspections or whether they were simply sur-
vedlances of ongoing work. At that time Mr. Barnhart himself was not
certified to inspect structural steel botting. Tr. 3725 28 (llayes); see also .

Paragraph D 284,irtfra.
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D 253. Mr. Hayes who inspected this allegation was uncharacteristi-
cally ambiguous on this point. He stated first that neither Mr. Barnhart t

nor Mr. Stomfay Stitz were doing bolting in inspections in 1979 (Tr. |
3725) but later stated that he could not tell from the records whether i

Mr. Stomfay Stitz' examinations entitled " surveillance inspections" ,

were acceptance inspections or for discovery (Tr. 3727).
D 254. The Board accepts the testimony of Mr. Barnhart that the :

" bolting in" inspections were a part of Mr. S:omfay Stitz' training and !
were not intended to be acceptance inspections, and were designed 10 !

!spot problems in ongoing work. Mr. Hayes' testimony is not inconsis-,

' tent. .

D 255. However, surveying for missing bolts during ongoing work'
,

seems to be a task more related to construction than to quality'

;

assurance, particularly in view of the fact that the procedure also called ;

for seeing to the placement of the bolts without documentation. This
, .,

Nj ..
point was not pursued. It may be a practical approach but it saggests a ih, w. . , $ ,. .

.

vagueness in the distinction, or a blending as it were, of production and.

[. . m. , [ . ,< r h quality assurance, and it suggests weak independence in quality [
.

'* assurance.. . . .,

" ,I[,[[, ', D 256. Intervenors also imply that this allegation is substantiated
.

'

i ~,, because, at the time of the hearing, all of Blount's structural steel bolting '

, .,

was being reinspected. Proposed Finding 74. Intervenors misstate the.

'" . 3L
' '

' , . record. Mr. Shewski did not testify that all structural steel bolting was
, ,

;. being reinspected. Tr. 2382. Mr. Barnhart testified that slotted bolting in.
spected by Mr. Stomfay Stitz was being replaced and all slotted bolting"' '

" " 'i; L,*. was being reinspected because of design changes. Barnhart, ff. Tr. 2797,
,' ,' "_ at 5; Tr. 2814, i

J.7:J - [ .. c .: D 257. This allegation is not substantiated. The evidence as stated, !

D.WV{p ,.:,]' f"',1however, indicates a lack of independence of the quality assurance func. !
e,yS 3 $ ,- tion at Blount. i

f
* '

D 258. Ninth Allegation: The inspectionfor cracks in (tendon) button.
,

L heads was conducted in a careless unprofessional manner. and indeed Edison '*

,

did not produce any documentation of that inspection. Proposed Finding 75. ;,

Region lit found that tendons arrived at Byron with buttonhead cracks; ,

that they han left the manufacturer, INRYCO, that way, which indicated,

:, a weakness in INRYCO's shop. Tr. 3740 (Hayes). '' '

D 259. Mr. Stomfay Stitz testified that, when Blount attempted to
'

,"
reinspect for cracked buttonheads, a complete inspection could not be'

performed because some of the buttonheads were not accessible for |.

Inspection. Ff. Tr. 2939, at 22 23. '
.

D 260. Applicant disputes the allegation as it relates to the quality of. -
.

Blount's inspection. Mr. Mihovilovich testified that the problem was ;

l-
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first discovered at LaSalle and as a result Blount was asked to perform
an irtformal review of tendon buttonheads at Byron. A similar problem
was found to exist at Byron. Actual inspection was then performed by
the manufacturer. Ff. Tr. 2750, at 1011; Exhibit 7. Applicant n correct

,

that hir. hiihovilovich's testimony indicates that the informal review by
Blount would look to the general extent of the problem and not to the
condition of each buttonhead. To this extent hir. Stomfay-Stitz' allega-
tion is without foundation.

D 261. Iloweser, hir. hiihovilovich's testimony does nc t explain
why the buttonhead cracks were not found on the initial acceptance in-
spection at the time of original delivery to Byron. We make no finding,
however, because the record is unclear. Because of the extensive pre-
servative coating and the wrapping around the tendons, the fact that
they were rolled around cores, and the fact that the containment was
probably not then ready for post tensioning, final acceptance inspection ,

may not yet have been performed. On the other hand htr. Stomfay Stitz' .,.
,

testimony, as we noted in connection with his allegation, indicated that c, -
'

some type of gross acceptance inspection was being performed pending ,.

INRYCO's reinspection. Fr. Tr. 2939, at 1617, 20.21. No party raised .

this issue; but the doubt is somewhat unsettling. ,

i
D 262. Applicant takes strong exception to in: rvenors' statement Lthat records generated from the inspection of the buttonheads "have

been destroyed or otherwise rendered unavailable." Intervenors' Pro- .

posed Finding 75. Intersenors offer no support for this serious ,

implication. It is therefore irresponsible. ,

D 263. The lloard concludes that the informal review of the button- |. .

heads at Byron for cracks was not an acceptance inspection and, consid-
cring its purpose, it was not careless or unprofessional.

D 264. Ter;th Alleganon: Mr. Stantfay Sut: inspected for the location < .

'

of certain stem tural beams to determme whether they match the desoxn draw.
mg lo<anons. liut when Jindmg that a beam was missmg he sould call the
architect engmeer, Sargent & Lundy. nho would simply delete the beam irom
the design and generate paper work to cover the decision that the beam was
not needed. Proposed Finding 76. According to hir. Stomfay Stitz, Sar-
gent & Lundy "would either say the beam was either not needed or that
it would be changed to a Calcuory 11."*' Then he makes the most grave
accusation - an item would be changed from Category I to II

.

el This men repuw, of retnaps ituimplete thought, riemon9 faits the difraulty the Board has had in ett
attemHs to make a careful stialysis of Mt siomf ay stais'sisims The concept "not fieeded'should not
he assariated eith the sentert "thange to Ostegnty ll" by the distunctive *or" in the conteel of the
allegaison Presumably a minns ofuctural beam is either needed of et es not

17I
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(safety related to nonsafety related) because it was too difficult or ex-
pensive to replace it. Stomfay Stitz, ff. Tr. 2939, at 41

D 265. Mr. Stomfay Stitz' testimony on cross-examination was total-
ly without value except to discredit his written allegation. lie could
recall ot ly one such occasion clearly. It was within Containment 2 but
he did not know where. Tr. 3191 93. lie didn't know whether the beam
was missing inadvertently or consciously. lie didn't know what type of
analysis Sargent & Lundy did, if any. Tr. 3199. Ilis sole support for the
allegation on recollection of the incident is that, from his end of the
process, he perceived the change too easy to make. E.g., Tr. 3195
(Stomfay-Stitz).

D-266. The NRC Staffinvestigated the allegation and testified:

Q. Did you go back and investigate this allegation?.

A. At the time. as you will recall, Mr. Stomfay Stitz was unable to give us very'

r
,

% J, - ,'t much information. No specinc information was contained in his amdavit. After'

. ,T- discussing or interviewing him on - I believe on January the 29th, was it,.

whatever date it was, we went back and, during the time frame that he was em.. g . : w, , ' , . , ,
ployed by Blount Brothers. and in the capacity ofinspecting structural steel, we'

,
. > * , ao ,r ~ *i', ' looked at all the field change requests. We looked at all the telephone memos.:

Mry y .' '. We looked at all the correspondence files wit *iin Blount Brothers. We went.s: :
'

down to Sargent & Lundy and did the same thing down there. We asked thet*

Commonwealth Edison Company and Sargent & Lundy to compile a list of any*-;, .

of the people that had anything to do with structural steel at that time, and,, ,

they did provide us such a list We balanced that hst against the fictd change
.

not".ss or field change re.tuests and the ECNs, and things that had been issued
in that time frame, to make sure that they didn't miss one of those names, and' '

,

we didn't find any or the conflicts All of the names that they had given us,'

there was no different names that appeared on any of those records. We could,..,7.,', a . .

,'. . , . ,, not find any record of any design change that related to any telephone call by.t, D ., -s
, , ,

iQ :, , Mr. Stomfay.Stitz in regard to a missing structural steet member.
a j, '

. ;,

. .

) We spent many hours trying to run this thing down.
.,

Tr. 3742 43 (llayes).
D 267. The Board concludes that the allegation has no foundation. It-

was irresponsibly made, and Intervenors were irresponsible for pursuing
,

it in their proposed findings in view of the testimony at the hearir:g. Mr.. -

Stomfay Stitz' statement that such changes were made because of difil-
culty or expense is beyond his knowledge, as intervenors well know.
The allegation is one of those that seriously eroded Mr. Stomfay Stitz'*

credibility and diminished Intervenors' credibility on the QA/QC issue.
Moreover it wasted hours of Region ill time which could have been
devoted to safety.
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D 268. Eleventh Al|egation: Mr. Stontfay-Stit: stated that the proce-
dure to identify and separate bad aggregate was woefully inadequate. Pro-
posed Finding 77. Mr. Stomfay Stitz was disturbed by what he perceived
to be Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory's inability to exactly pinpoint the
place frorn where failing aggregate gredation test samples were taken. He
had no confidence in the PTL inspectc,rs. Stomfay-Stitz, ff. Tr. 2939, at
23-28. We will not dwell fong on this particular allegation because it is
clear that Mr. Stomfay Stitz knew little about aggregate testing.

D-269. Messrs. Tallent and Johnson acknowledged that it was not
possible to pinpoint the exact spot from which a failed sample was
taken, but their explanation was that fhe different samples were taken
frem the face of the aggregate pile being worked. The reliability of PTL
aggregate testing depended upon the large number oflocalized tests. Tr.
3974-75 (Tallent and Johnson).

D-270. Twelfth Allegation: In response to the prob'em where aggregate
failed the sieve test (too manyJines), Sargent & Lundy merely changed the % '-

specifications to increase the allowable amount of thefines. Proposed Find-
'

ing 77. Intervenors cite the testimony of Region lil's Mr. Hayes for this E

allegation. Tr. 3774 75. The allegation, apparently based on the 1975
'

episode, lacks credence. It is not even a half truth. Mr. Ilayes did not -

testify that Sargent & Lundy changed the specifications, but they p
determined, on an engineering evaluation, that the chemical compcsi- a-

tion of the fines that exceeded normal specification were not -

detrimental. Id. As we noted in connection with Mr. Gallagher's
allegation, the excessive fines were predominately composed of lime-
stone and the handling was found acceptable by Region 111. Tr. 3887-89

'

(Forney, llayesh see also Region 111 Testimony, IT. Tr. 3586, ttach-
'

ment F. at 4-5.
D 271. Thirteenth Allegation: Although Mr. Stontfay-Sut: had the re-

sponstbil'y to isolate the source of the. tailed aggregate samples on the pile,
he was never ginen any guidehnes to follow on the si:e of the area. No pre-
cautions were taken to assure that isolated aggregate was not used or that .

the isolated aggregate corresponded to the tested sample. The isolated aggre.
gate was actually used in construction or was cocered by new aggregate. Pro-
posed Finding 78. Intervenors cast this allegation as ifit were a continu-

- ing situation. In fact, as we noted before, there has been only one in-
stance in which the coarse aggregate pile was condemned March.1979.
In the weeks preceding the condemnation, a portion had been segregated
because it had failed a gradation test. The allegation apparent'y refers to
those weeks. Stomfay Stitz, ff. Tr. 2939, at 23 25.

D 272. Mr. Stomfay Stitz had no responsibility for testing aggregate
and did not know anything about testing it. Ilis sole responsibility was to
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.

isolate the nonconforming aggregate from the aggregate being used. He
did not even inspect the aggregate. Stomfay-Stitz, ff. Tr. 2939, at 23-24.
He attached documents, contemporary working memoranda, to his tes-
timony to demonstrate his concern. Id., Exhibit H.

D 273. His first complaint, that he was never given guidelines con-~ '

cerning the size of the area to be isolated, was never resolved in the
hearing. But, during the time that a portion of the aggregate pile was
nonconforming, his instructions were apparently quite conservative,

because, as his own memoranda indicate, the entire eastern face of the-
'

|coarse aggregate pile was placed on hold marked with signs and yellow -

safety tape. Id., Exhibit H.
,

. D-274. Mr. Stomfay-Stitz also ret-ted at the time that the front end.~ *

'[ loader operators had been instructed to use on!y the south face of the
' '

' ' pile wftich at the time had been found to be acceptable. Moreover, he
'

reported that he would periodically check to see that the aggregate was
'

Q,:. ,' m.j,. |M ,p..,
7% being taken from the south side and that the failing aggregate would be' ,

t
,7 - used for backfill only. F!.3 reports of subsequent checks of the aggregate

' ' [;., .E, . pile indicated that he had in fact made periodic (daily) checks, hadi 5. 2, , ;''';j." found the yellow safety tape and signs in place and observed the front-
c. e e.7 '%p% m r end loader operators corredy using only aggregate from the south face..

. .. ,,,
'# " , ' D-275. By. March 29, 1979, PTL failed the entire pile on gradation: ,..

testing and it was placed on hold. Acceptable coarse aggregate was then'' ' i, , i* *

brought on site to batch Category I concrete and Mr. Stomfay-Stitz ob.
,,

? served operators using the acceptable stockpile. No Category I construc-
,

7 tion was in progress during the tihe-the pile was segregated. Id.
' '

.

:3 . . D 276. On cross examination, Mr. Stomfay-Stitz, after he was ad-
A' ,,

.fcq 4.C, '.
'

monished not to be evasive, confirmed his own beliefin the accuracy of

ly:4.!g$,f *[pn.? .r*h.7f the memoranda he had prepared at the time (Exhibit H). Tr. 3123-44. It
eu >< turned out that the only basis underlying his concern and the foundation

*7 ', of this allegation is that he did not have confidence that the construction'

,
'

workers would observe the' segregation signs and yellow tape when he.
'

was not there watching them (e.g., Tr. 3122, 3124, 3141), in addition to
'

'

his basic distrust of PTL's aggregate testing procedures.
D 277. The allegation has no substance.,

, ' , ,
D-278.~ Fourteenth Allegation: Intervenors make a series of allegations' '

relating to Blount's organi:ation and personnel. The11rst of these alleges.

!' that, contrary to the formal organlaation chart, Bicunt's QA/QC office at
,

'

i' Byron was not independent but was actually controlled by production. Pro-

}
- a

'

,

~
,
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4

posed Finding 80.'2 Intervenors pick up on Mr. Stomfay-Stitz' allegation
; that decisions regarding hiring, overtime and pay increases for QA/QC

personnel were made by the production managers who repeatedly
j denied him overtime and pay increases. In particular, Mr. Stomfay-Stitz
i stated that his supervisor, Mr. Donica, would go to the offices of the pro- -

duction managers to request overtime and pay increases for Mr. ;'

Stomfay-Stitz, thus indicating production control over quality assurance.
3 The Board was dissatisfied with Applicant's presentation on this issue. -

The allegation was explicit and made known before the hearing.
D-279. While we agree with both Applicant and Region 111 that, if ,

Mr. Donica did, in fact, consult with production personnel on overtime, J.
;

it could be an appropriate discussion because obviously there must be - . ,

coordination so that QA personnel would be present when production
; personnel were. However, this would not address Mr. Stomfay Stitz' r.

'

other allegation, that overtime would be needed because QA/QC person- ,j . 7 g. .
'

'
,

nel were overworked, which is the subject of his Sixteenth Allegation Q e g' g a (.c,

S W. . ? . , s a.m.

f'@9.e..Jy '' ".,: e',.
.j below.

D-280. The only support for the allegation concerning the pay in- .

8 , ,4 4J~.
|

crease and overtime rests on Mr. Stomfay Stitz' own testimony concern-
,

ing what Mr. Donica told him. In view of the hearpay nature of Mr. g. . %. _.

Donica's statement and the general vagueness of Mr. Stomfay Stitz' 3,a.g w .,
. . .

testimony, we are reluctant to conclude that production managers did y ' . ,wg .

control QA wages. Yet it should have been possible to present exact evi. ;. %., . .

, '

j dence on this allegation, as we indicated during the hearing, but none' 7 .,..
,

was presented. See Board's comments at Tr. 2939, 3753-56. Although
(M , 9

.

.s. . ;. ,4 .g,

the NRC Staff investigated the general allegation, it did not inquire into ;.

t the statement that production controlled QA's wages. Despite the gener- : . a .f..
I'

al unreliability of Mr. Stomfay Stitz' overall testimony, we believe that 1. e in -,
>

this allegation has a ring of truth and we believe him. He was paid $4.00 6F ,! .s

, A 1 .|| per hour by Blount which, considering general' construction worker
wages in 1979 and the importance of the job, seems to us to be rather s

-.

'

paltry. It is a manifestation of a low regard for the-QA function by , .
-

'

.

?Blount. When Mr. Stomfay Stitz voluntarily left Blount's employ in the > *
.

Spring of 1979 for another contractor at Byron, he was hired at $11.00 .. .'
;

i an hour.
~

..

!
D-281. We find that Mr. Stomfay Stitz' allegation that Blount pro-

3 duction managers at Byron controlled his wages and overtime is probably .

I
1

'
s

i

i
i 62Although Intervenors' Proposed Findmg 79 is set out as a separate allesauon. 61 is a series or accusa.

| tsons and impucations that were embodied in other allegauons Thus we skip to the allesauon of Pro.

,

posed Finding 80
!

'
'
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true, and is probably true with respect to other QA personnel. This was
an inappropriate itaterference with the independence of the QA function.

D-282. F$eenth Allegation: Blount provided trainingfor QA personnel
that was inadequate in terms ofits length and quality. Proposed Finding 81.

. This allegation subsumes a series of related charges. The first concerns
the asserted unreliability of Blount's document vis-a-vis Mr. Stomfay-*

Stitz' testimony with respect to the amount of training he received. It
depends solely upon Mr. Stomfay-Stitz' memory and his testimony con-
cerning his confusion, without any analysis of why the respective Blount
documents would be unreliable. That charge cannot be substantiated.

'

Another charge which cannot be resolved by the record is that Mr.
.

Stomfay Stitz, as a trainee, was infrequently (5 percent of the time) ac-
.

*

I rO companied by Mr. Barnhart when the former performed inspections
during on the job training.

D 283. Yet another charge has Mr. Barnhart conceding that he in-

l
. ,

structed Mr. Stomfay-Stitz to perform his receiving, storage, and boltingm. . .
.

M.i ' .h ' O , 9 / inspections in a manner flatly in conflict with company procedures. The
' &A cited testimony by Mr. Barnhart (Tr. 2808-09) refers not at all to'

e t..ps.o.m bolting. His testimony regarding improper procedures was a reference to
j; n v>J p the practical approach used by him in handling late arriving documenta-,

n: % .- tion for materials arriving earlier at Byron and is a restatement of an ear-
,W lier allegation resolved by the Board above in connection with embeds

from Mid City.. > . . . -
' '

.

r- D 284. There is, however, one charge in this broad allegation which-

requires a thorough examination. Intervenors allege that Mr. Barnhart,-

..

who trained Mr. Stomfay Stitz for ** bolting in" inspections was not him.. .;.

3 self certified to perform those inspections. This allegation is*

.g ' 7 #- substantiated.,

,W D 285. Mr. Barnhart testified that he instructed Mr. Stomfay Stitz
]g,g . BNMgm..,,

'

N "in the inspection process known as ' bolting in'." Barnhart, IT. Tr. 2797,*

@ at 3. At the time of the events referred to by Mr. Stomfay Stitz,
however, Mr. Barnhart was not certified to do that inspection and this.

,

was discovered by Region III inspectors in the process of investigating
.

.

Mr. Stomfay Stitz' allegations. Region til Testimony, ff. Tr. 3586, At--

tachment H;Tr.3725 28.
' '

D 286. Applicant urges the Board to distinguish between Mr. Barn-.

hart's status as " certified" compared to his qualifications to do the limit-
ed work involved in surveying the bolting as discussed with respect to.

Intersenors' Eighth Allegation, supra. As the Board discusses in greater-

detail below, there is a difference between meeting the formal ANSI cer-
tification requirements for QA inspectors and being functionally qualified- '

to perform the inspections. Inspecting for slotted connections was'

.
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simple. Such connections have a slotted rather than a round hole for the
boit so that the structural members can move. The inspector need only
determine that each slotted hole had a bolt and a nut, that the nut was
finger tight and that the bolt was burred to prevent the nut from
loosening. Barnhart, II. Tr. 2797, at 3.

D-287. The allegation that Mr. Barnhart, not being certified to the
task, should not have been training Mr. Stomfay Stitz in formal accept-
ance inspections for structural connections is substantiated. It is not a -

very important matter, however, because Mr. Barnhart was quali0ed to
train Mr. Stomfay Stitz to do this senple job. Moreover the issue never - ,

,

really materialized because Mr. Ston. fay-Stitz was never called upon to _ 4
*

perform formal acceptance bolting.in inspections.
,

D-288. The allegation concerning the adequacy of Mr. Stomfay Stitz'
training possibly captures the basic tension between Mr. Stomfay Stitz i<, <

and his employer, and perhaps explains the underlying reasons for his , s.; y.. :4.-
.

general concern. Intervenors propose that "his testimony (passim) that ,b. .1 gip 8.y c p

he was often confused as to how to go about the performance of his u X .#.4.SM'J
duties" is evidence itself that he was poorly trained. Proposed Finding ER.J .' D,7~ .'-

81. Yet, as the evidence unfolded as to many of Mr. Stomfay Stitz' k.W [ ; > o- .

hh 9- ;allegations, it became evident that the tasks assigned to him as a QA pas v.':m .materia!s controller, and later as a trainee for inspecting structural steel
connections, were not difficult to perform and they did not require a c,4 ns; m , .

high level of training. He served as a materials controller apprentice for PF- %

live months, which seems long enough to master that job. We cannot a . p.r . 4
-

find therefore that he received inadequate training for his designated i. ; . . . A . .. <..

duties. h u.- "e . .o.

- D 289. But Mr. Stomfay Stitz apparently was not content to simply
~

*

. .e . .

perform his duties and to trust others to perform theirs. He perceived -

M . :.sy., -that where opportunities existed for others to fail, they would fail. But 'M.
trained and experienced in only a narrow aspect of plant construction,'

*m n.. aa

he lacked the knowledge and information to understand the significance . . ..
'

of his observations. If there was a failure by Blount in training him, it ;
.

..
.

was probably in not im; arting an adequate understanding as to how his . . V. .. l -
'

'
job related to other jobs.- ' ,

D 290. Mr. Stomfay Stitz' allegations that his training as a QA mate. )-.

rials controller was inadequate is without substantiation.
D 291. Sixteenth Allegation: As a result of lack of QA/QC independ-

ence, QA/QC personnel were severely overworked. Proposed Finding 82.
'

.

'

This allegation depends largely upon Mr. Stomfay Stitz' perception of
his duties and was not directly addressed by either Applicant or Staff

iwitnesses. We do not fault this lack of response, however. Although the
allegation was made known early in the proceeding as a part of Mr. .

'
'
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Stomfay Stitz' aflidavit, it is a very subjective judgment on his part, not
easily refuted.

D 292. However, the Board received the overall impression that Mr.
Stomfay-Stitz was very busy while employed at Blount - perhaps too
busy. For example, it is not disputed that it was necessary for Messrs.
Donica or Barnhart to initially receive shipments within Mr. Stomfay-
Stitz' responsibility to receive because he would be elsewhere in the
plant - doing bolting in surveillances, or checking the aggregate pile.,

D 293. While we observed with respect to the training allegation
that the job involved simple tasks, it was nevertheless important and re- ,

quired responsible personnel. In that light, we noted with concern that
Mr. Stomfay Stitz was paid a rather meager $4.00 an hour as a journey-.

.

man materials controller and left for higher wages, $11.00, after a rather
short tenure. Mr. Stomfay-Stitz and Mr. Barnhart had to share Mr. Herb-
ing's duties. when Herbing suddenly left. Stomfay-Stitz, ff. Tr. 2939, at
34. Because of our lack of confidence in Mr. Stomfay Stitz' account of*

. . ,

gj M . "' (.cr9/ the events at Byron we cannot, and do not find, by a preponderance of.
'

Ji/ cih ' the reliable, probative and substantial evidence, that the QA personnel,

.N" at Blount were overworked. But there are some troubling indications**e *-

as, . d : q v: -j'' that they were overworked, and we leave the issue with the nagging con-
.

,

7,, . . : 09,4. * cern that the allegation is true.

.'-
D 294. Seventeenth Allegation: Blount did nothing to encourage work-'*

ers to comeforward with evidence of wrongdoing. Proposed Finding 83. In-' % *:
' '

tervenors cite the testimony of Mr. Stomfay Stitz and Mr. Gallagher' ' '-

E'e (Tr. 3540) as support for this allegation. Mr. Gallagher made a similar
allegation with respect to reporting wrongdoing to the NRC, and the,

Board found that it was not possible to investigate or adjudicate that type' '*
.m , ,

;Mi( A of naked allegation. (See Seventh Allegation.]

%[.6
'

.?' D 295. In the testimony attributed to Mr. Stomfay Stitz, he did not
f " . : # . ?'

c-
state, as Intervenors assert, that he was discouraged from coming for-@s . j.fu.

"i ward with information. He stated that he did his job the way he was told'
.

to do it because he was afraid of being fired if he did not - perhaps the- .

same concept, but perhaps not. Fr. Tr. 2939, at 43. In any event Blount
had no cortrol over Mr. Stomfay Stitz after he left their employ in April-

1979 and it was not until 3 years later that he came forward with his ver-
'

sion of the events at Blount.. -

D 296. Mr. Hayes of Region 111 testified that he interviewed QA
inspectors at Blount and he believed that they had sufficient authority to
identify QA problems and to come forward to management with their'

findings. Tr. 3744,3756.
D 297. The allegation cannot be supported with Mr. Stomfay Stitz'

md Mr. Gallagher's testimony alone. The best evidence, but not totally
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reliable, is the inquiry by Region ill which uncovered no information
concerning workers being discouraged in coming forward with evidence
of wrongdoing. The allegation is not substantiated.

Conclusions - Blount Brothers

D 298. We have concluded above that Mr. Gallagher's allegations
have not demonstrated inadequacies in Blount's QA program or in Ap-
plicant's management of that program. Mr. Stomfay-Stitz' allegations

+'
are not so easily resolved, however. He was not a convincing witness
but some of his allegations are substantiated when the entire respective
record is evaluated. Now the Board must analyze the significance of
these findings.

D 299. There was probably too much laxity m the inspection proce-
dure involving the receipt of fungibles such as concrete block and sand ;

when Mr. Stomfay Stitz was busy with other duties. But we also find | >. , 't

that experienced inspectors informally attended to the receipt- 1 - ,

inspections in his absence and we conclude that the matter is of little 'i '
.

.consequence.
LD 300. Partly as a consequence of Applicant's default in failing to

make a full evidentiary presentation on the allegation concerning storage p.
of post tensioning tendons, we found above that Mr. Stomfay Stitz was P .< .

".improperly told to inspect the tendons weekly instead of daily as
prescribed. We also found that the tendons were stored in a wet and ,

muddy place with high humidity. In fact some of the tendons rusted and |
'

.

had to be replaced. While the tendon storage situation did not constitute
'm

a safety matter because of later inspections and corrective actions, the p

storage conditions represented a careless quality control procedure, a
*

finding we weigh against Blount's general QA program.
D-301. Three of our findings indicate a weakness and lack of inde-

pendence in the Blount quality assurance function. We found that Mr.
Stomfay Stitz was required to help the production workers find slotted

'

connections missed by the workers. This was an inappropriate assign-
ment for a quality assurance employee as it suggests a blending of the
production and quality assurance functions.

D 302. Not only was Mr. Stomfay Stitz required to do production
work, but his boss at the time, Mr. Barnhart, supervised him in that
activity. Thus the overlapping of production and quality assurance was
not limited to Mr. Stomfay Stitz who performed those tasks as a trainee.
In addition, Mr. Barnhart was not even certified to do the bolting in in-
spections during the time he was training Mr. Stomfay Stitz in that
procedure. We also found that the onsite production managers controlled
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.

Mr. Stemfay-Stitz' wages, which we believe to be relatively low. This in
our view was a further demonstration ofinsufficient quality assurance in-
dependence and a low regt.rd for that function at Blount.

D-303. On one hand, the Board is reluctant to conclude that the
Blount QA organization was weak and lacked independence, because it
depends in part upon Mr. Stomfay Stitz' allegations and in part upon-

negative inferences drawn from Applicant's failure to present evidence.
Yet, there were multiple signs of this weakness. Mr. Stomfay Stitz' as-
signment of checking the slotted connections was not disputed nor was
Mr. Barnhart's role in that effort. The allegation that production manag-
ers controlled the inspectors' low wages is convincing and the negative

'

inference that this was the case is a reasonable one. We Gnd therefore
*

-

that, at least during Mr. Stomfay Stitz' tenure, Blount had a weak quality'
- ,

assurance organization lacking independence.
D 304. What is to be made of this Onding? It is impossible to assign<

a quantitative value to it. Our Gnding is limited to the QA organization* '
>.,- .

, ,

'!R f.WP 'd as a structure and not to the quality of its performance. The Board has,.

,;a% , " been afforded only a brief snapshot view of a small sampling of events.

p, g .f . e, ' * surrounding Blount during 1979 as a result of Mr. Stomfay Stitz'

h.4<' @pm. ' ' ~l allegat.on. We were impressed by the very thorough investigation con-
w:q. i ducted by Region !!! into Blount's activities as a result of the worker

fM' . allegations and we weigh heavily Region lil's view that there were no'

) inherent QA problems at Blount during the relevant period. Region tilb W' -

Testimony, ff. Tr. 3586, Attachments E and F. We note also that, in the"'' '

- - '~ *~
'; Byron inspection Chronology, Blount infrequently appears as a4~ > .

7, problem.*) The Staft's Systematic Assessment of License Performance,* *+

second report (SALP 2) rates tM work traceable to Blount at Byronqi . , * | .

3 ;!w (containment) as better than average for Region 111. Region til
g;g,g f:p:S .y 4 | > ; Y .]Testimony, ff. Tr. 3586, at 12. Attachment D. Finally we note thatj,

igcL; tif 4 w Blount is one of the contrr.ctors whose work is subject to the very inten-

.

sive reinspection program as a result of the special Construction Assess-'' * d- 1

ment Team inspection,82 05.'

- - '

'- D 305. Balancing all of these factors. the Board concludes that de-, ,

spite our finding of a 1979 structural weakness in Blount's quality assur-**'

ance organization, there is insuf0cient basis for the Board to conclude!" - -

,

,
that the Blount quality assurance program was inadequate.' ''

4- i
>

|
'

,

;
'

,

E

63Resion ill Testimony. fr. Tr. 3346. Attachment A. #wr are W. et 21 where a netshon or poet house.
keepins was made and later closed, and W. at 49 where a Level IV violation was notsced with toepect to,

;
concrete and civil / structural procedures.

,

f

|
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Hatfield Electric Company

D 306. The flatneld Electric Company is the electrical contractor at
Byron. It is a fairly small company and the Byron jab is essentially its
only project. Stanish, II. Tr. 2619, at 6. Our findings with respect to llat-
Scid are predicated primarily upon its quality assurance noncompliance
history as revealed by earlier NRC inspections, lhe allegations of John
llughes, a quality assurance inspector previously employed at flatGeld,
NRC inspections of other, unidentined workers' allegations, and the
NRC's special Construction Assessment Team's inspection of Byron ''

during the Spring of 1982 (the "82-05" inspection).

liatGeld's General Noncompliance llistory
'

D.307. In August 1978, Region ill issued a Notice of Violation to ,

'

Applicant based, in part, on flatfield's failure to delineate in an f'
' '

Applicant approved procedure how IlatGeld intended to comply with i"'* '

American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard 45.26-1973 L 'i' 'N.-

which refers to the qualifications, levels of capability and physical capa.
'

'''

bilities of quality control inspectors. Intervenors Ex. 3 (Inspection f
'" -

Report 78-07), Appendix A; Tr. 3645 (llayes). This noncompliance was
closed out with the expectation that Applicant's audits would assure f ''

'

compliance with the ANSI standard. Tr. 3648 (Konklin). I
"'

D 308. In June 1979 a former 11atne!d employee made general alie.
gations concerning }{atfield quality assurance practices. As a result of its ,

,

'

ensuing inspection, Region !!! issued a Notice of Violation finding non- -

' ' '

compliances where flatGeld incorrectly installed cable connectors and
concrete expansion bolts. The faulty installation had been correctly ''

identined but not in an established document control system. Interve- e

'

nors Ex. 4 (Inspection Report 7918). Appendix A. Region ill regarded
-

.

the noncompliance with respect to concrete expansion bolts to be a pro-
grammatic weakness, but the matter was finally resolved to its
satisfaction. Tr. 3650 (lla>es). This is the Erst one reported in a series of
six such episodes indicating a continuing weakness in l{atGeld's abilit)
to maintain a reliable document control system. It is a matter of consid-
etable concern to the Board, as we discuss in more detail in the following .

paragraphs.
D 309. Region ill inspected llat0cid's activities at Byron again in

December 1980 and in its inspection Report 80 25 (Intervenors Et 5)
made several very senous Gndings of noncompliance against Applicant
as a result of seven different violations of the Appendix B QA criteria,
including such signinc. int deficiencies as:

181
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(1) railure to apply QA program requirements to the design, construction, purchase.
ard installation or a safety related component, QI radure to adequately translate
design d.wuments into drawings, instructions and procedures. O! railure to iderhry
and correst desiations and nonconrormances. (45 railure to establish procedures,
and t$1 railure to rollow prosedures

intervenors Et 5, at coser page. Region Ill stated that it was in particu.
lar very concerned about the first item of noncompliance and that it had
strongly considered classifying the cited deficiencies in the electrical and
instrumentation quality assurance program as a Severity Level 111
violation. /J. This severity level at the time was very serious because
such a violation could compromise the safety of the plant. Tr. 3655
(Williams).

D 310. The first item of noncompliance found that cable entrance
frames for seismic category I safety related equipment were designed
without engineering approsal, built without an approved QA program
and purchased and installed without QA approval. Intervenors Es. 5. Ap-,

pendis A, at 1. The second violation insolved impermissibic bundling off.,
-

- s
'J safety related cables with nonsafety related cables. /d. at 2. Other viola-'

.

tions included a misinstallation of a cable, nonconforming welds, devia-. a
,

, ,s . j. tion from cable tray filling speeincations (above side rails), and failures.

w, A .. to implement documented instruction, procedures and other document.

controls. Id. at 2 3.,i

D 311. Region 111, however, decided that the violations would issus- 't
,

; at Severity Level IV because the mattcr did not indicate a " breakdown. .
.

of the program." Ilut an immed .'.te Action Letter issued because it was'
..

a matter that could not wait for normal action. /J. at 2; Tr. 3695 96
(Williams). As a result of the 80 29 inspection Ondings, Applicant
stopped llatfield's work at Byron from January until April 1981. Tr..-

. 2$78 (Shewski). Applicant presents the stop work order as an example3,.. 4 .m .,
-

of its strong control over its contractors. Proposed Findings $16 throughp.. ... % ,
,

J 522. Shewski, fr. Tr. 2364, at 1718. Stopping work.was the appropriate.

action, but Applicant fails to mention that flatfield's work was stopped,

when the NRC participated in Applicant's deliberative process and par-
,

ticipated in arriving at the stop work conclusion. llad Applicant not> .

stopped llatricid's work, Region til would have stopped it. Tr. 3918
(Williams).*

.
,

D 312. Subsequently, corrective actions acceptable to Region Ill
were implemented. Shewski, ff. Tr. 2364, at 18 19.

.. D 313. The special Construction Assessment Team inspection of
flyron during Spring 1982, the 82 0$ inspection, was very extensive.
llatfield, more th.m any other contractor, brought troubles upon Appli.
cant as a result of additional noncompliances. See generally Applicant

til2
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Ex. 8 and Stanish, ff. Tr. 2619, passim. To the Board the most signincant
of these noncompliances involved several episodes in the pattern of
maintaining unreliable and inadequate documentation of nonconforming
conditions.

D 314. As we have noted throughout this decision, a system of
maintairiing documentation of nonconformMg conditions is essential to
the reliable tracking and trending of nonconforming conditions. The
need for reliable reports on deficiencies and nonconforming conditions
pervades the QA criteria of Appendix B. See Tr. 2646 49 (Stanish).

D 315. In the Orst of this 82 05 series, Region lit found:

On March 30.1982, it was identined that Hatfield Electric Company was utituing a
Dncrepancy Report System, which *as not referesed or controlled by a procedure.
Io track and correct dncrepancies and nonconforming conditions dncovered during
inspecuons of safety.f elated equipment, ,

' s:
'

Applicant Ex. 8 at 3. Applicant's explanation of this noncompliance is a= . .

U *

that the documents in question (" trouble letters") were used by quality .,
'

control personnel to notify production personnel, not to document >

corrections, but that appropriate llatfield procedures had not explained i

the use of the document. Stanish, ff. Tr. 2619, at 8 9. This explanation t

is not very reassuring. I
'

D 316. The next noncompliance involving inadequate quality assur. !
*

ance documentation was discovered on April 7,1982 by the Special Con.
L >

struction Assessment Team who found ,

,

.

. ..

that three ()) nonsonformance reports INCRil 198. 99, and 100) had been voided
>

by the Hatheid Liestric Company rather than closed. with reference to correcuve
| action taken to resnive the nontonformante, The subject NCRt were voided be. ,

cause an FCR | Field Change Pequentl was or would be musi to suert the items at ,

'

installed At the time the NCRs were voided. there was no assuranse that all the
*

FCRs would he approved liy voidies the NCRs. the tracking sy'siem to verity that
the reoposed dnposition was entried, was negated and the NCRs were removed

i from the trend analyuz system +
,

.

l
,

Applicant Ex. 8, at 4.
D.317. Applicant explains this item of noncompliance by stating the

Staffs concern was that tracking would be lost if the Field Change Re-
quests were rejected. This was not the case, however, according to Mr.
Stanish who stated that adequate tracking existed with the FCRs.
llowever, a revision of the procedures was made to provide for correct
trending. Stanish, ff. Tr. 2619, at 13.

D.318. Also on April 7,1982, the special Construction Assessment
Team found.

IR3
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that the llatneld Electric Company had improperly closed NCR inoneonrormance
reportl IMe. in that arter CECO engineering dnpositioned the subject NCR to replace
the item, the llatneld ElectrN Company closed the NCR without accompMhing the
appfo%Cd dnposition. At the present time. there is a nonconforming cab.e installed,
and tre tranens system to replace the cable, has been negated.

Applicant Ex. 8, at 5. Mr. Stanish explained that the nonconformance
report only appeared to have been closed before the cable was replaced
bc ause the report indicated that the action taken was that the cable did
not require replacement. A subsequent resiew revealed that the cable in
question was remosed and a new cable had been installed. As a result,
the re.luired correctise action had been satisfactorily completed and the
information on the NCR was !ncorrect. Stanish, ff. Tr. 2619, at 14.

D 319. In addition to documentation problems, the special team in
its 82 0$ inspection found that flatfield Electric did not tag torque
wrenches which were past due for calibration. Mr. Stanish testined that'

they were immediately tagged ( Applicant Ex. 8, at $) and sent out for'
> -

'C 5, recalibration. The appropriate personnel were instructed in the impor..
,

'

tance of identifying tools past due for calibration. lie believed that the' '

' discrepancy did not affect quality because wrenches were not used afteri *

the calibration due date. Stanish, fr. Tr. 2619, at 15.>' ' '

'' W ' D 320. Finally, during the 82 0$ inspection, the special team noted:

'

tha. llatfleid Elec'rtc Company procedures did not contain an electtwal cable rework*

procedure nor the requirements to calculate electrkal cable sidewall pressures prlor*
.

, , topulkngcdie.,

'

Mr. $'anish explained this situation by stating that when calculating the,

maximum cable pull tension, llatneld did not determine the maximum
[ ' . }, pressure on the cable sidewalls. lie said that "[wlhere extremes of limi-

' '

'

talions of pulling radius were used and actual tension required to pull a,_", , '

cable were near maximum, it is possible in isolated cas:s to violate the
'

m:ximum allowable sidewall pressure . . . ." The method of calculating
,

maximum pulling tension was revised and implemented. Cable pull
reports for cables already installed , ire being reviewed against the current

,

criteri. and any needed corrective action will be taken with the advice of
the cable manufacturer. All cables, regardless of when installed, will,

meet the current criteria.
D 321. Another aspect of the cable pull noncompli,tnce was that the

llatfield procedure did not address precautions to take when
,

" reworking" cable pulls. The NRC inspector felt precautions should be
documented to have cable. pulling activities require the same care in
reworking cables as in Initial installation - which was the actual
practice, but undocumented. Stanish, ff. Tr. 2619, at 1011,

,
til4
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John Hughes' Allegations

D-322. Mr. John Hughes was an employee of Pittsburgh Testing
;

' Laboratory (PTL) assigned to and under the control of Hatfield Electric
Company as a quality control inspector from October 1,1982 to Jai.aary'

7,1983. On April 27,1983 Intervenors moved late to allow the testimo-
ny of Mr. Hughes with respect to his allegations against Hatfield and at-'

!
tached a short affidavit to the motion. The quality assurance phase of ,

the hearing had already passed. Because of the serious implications of '

Mr. Hughes' allegations, the Board by order of May 12 ordered that Mr. ,'

Hughes' deposition be taken in a session to be presided over by the ; '
-

'
5' '*

: Board. The purpose of the deposition was to determine whether the evi- ' '

dentiary record should be reopened on the QA contention with the ex-'
*

pectation that, if so, the deposition itself could constitute a portion of .'

that record where appropriate. The session was convened and the deposi- '. $4 ',5
.

[y'!M.. M N , '''
99tion was taken over a full day as if it were an evidentiary hearing, i.e.,

j N#M9 %
I with direct and cross examination and exhibits. Tr. 7012-7231.

b|)M'M.'''fNN.O.< k' ND 323. The parties filed briefs arguing the significance of Mr.# t

""
Hughes' allegations much the same as though they were proposed find-

'
.

,

# a-ings on an evidentiary record. Intervenors requested the Board to accept 'f ,*
j Mr. Hughes' testimony at the deposition into the evidentiary record and fW ' .^ -,

to consider it in ruling on the QA contention.64 At that point Intervenors f'# . M.* - '

) rested their QA case. They sought no further hearing opportunities S.N ~~ '

-

iN- ' "

|. except for a later motion, subsequently denied, to reopen on other QA .
y r@ v .

*

2 matters. 5
! D-324. On June 21,1983 the Board issued its order ruling on Inter- c. r a@* ''C'

j. venors' motion and on the same date issued ancther order reopening P'*
[

the evidentiary record on certain aspects of Mr. Hughes' allegations and . $M 'd'-'

on other matters relati. g to Hatfield.6* W.~ . it
I'' A ' 'M ' @.

I D-325. The other matters surfaced because, in evaluating Mr.
' '' # '

"'

Hughes' allegations and deposition, the Board focused more sharply on .
'

other evidence related to Hatfield that had been presented during the w ',
QA phase of the hearing. In our view the record was incomplete. One of .f f Q,Q ~ Y

i~s "
i the other matters related to the allegations of three unidentified persons *

.

'1concerning certain Hatfield QC practices then and now under inspection " - '
'

i ,

and investigation by Region Ill and the Office ofInvestiga' ions. Another
- H

.

.

,

f matter pertained to a short reference by Region 111 in its testimony on - .

"

.

3

J 64 Joint Intervenors' Brief m support of Motion to Admit Testimony of John Hughes. June 7,1983.
es Imervenors' Motion to supplement QA/QC Record Regardmg Preoperational Testms. June 29.1983.

O

66 Memorandum and order Rulms on lmervenors' Motion to Admit Testimony of John Hughes ' June'

21.1983 (unpubhshed) (" Hushes order"), and Memorandum and order Reopening Evidentiary ~

Record. June 28,1983 (unpubhshed) ("Reopenmg order L
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the 1982 inspection findings that QA/QC supervisors and inspectors em-
ployed by several contractors were not adequately qualified or trained.
Accordingly the Board reopened the evidentiary record for further inqui-
ry into the allegations by Mr. Hughes and the two other matters. See
June 21 Reopening Order. Subsequently on July 7, we supplemented
the order to clarify that the reopened proceeding would be limited to ,

Hatfield Electric Company.
D-326. In our June 21 Hughes Order, we ruled that most of Mr.

Hughes' testimony and some exhioits would not be a part of the evi-
dentiary record. However, two of his allegations were litigated and their
resolution depends in part on how accurate the Board perceives Mr.'

Hughes to be generally. Accordingly we revisit our June 21 Hughes
.

Order in that context.
D-327. First we noted that his memory was uncertain on some mat-

ters important to his perceptions. Hughes Order at 5. Of more
importance, however, his initial allegat? is did not comport with his,

,

N 'I %.' (.g later deposition testimony in very impc,rtant aspects. Several examples
.

.' F - from his affidavit are evident.'

M. v;r i . y .':. D-328. Initial Allegation:
&,5 Pr|:_ -|t

-

@Qi.M.- My training at Byron was by Hatfield and consisted of reading procedures and beingx.

tested.er >,.

. . . ~> ,

' ' , ' . .,L implication: Insufficient training and fraudulent certification of
.,

. _
;; training..

~

fact: His respective testimony recalled at least 2 hours of classroom
, ,

training and some on-the-job experience. A Region III inspection con-, . ,

firmed even more formal training. Nevertheless, because of his persis-'

, ,

. m. ,, ,

(M:I ~ i: W.. d$ ' tence that he began to work as an inspector before there was sufficient
.

~

N'~ 3 . .'I/ Sg w :, time to train him, and for other reasons, training and certification there-
,' ' , . of was one of the issues heard on the reopened hearing.

,

D-329. InitialAllegation:
,

*

; I failed my first exam and was retesad about % hour later and was given the answers
~~ ~

for the questions which ! missed the first time before taking the test for the second*

time.
",- n.

Implication: Mr. Hughes could not pass the test on his own and the-

i test was fraudulent.
fact: Mr. Hughes took six tests, passed five, and failed one by only'

two points. A senior inspector reviewed the " pertinent procedures" with
Mr. Hughes befor6 he took the second exam, compared to simply

|
1

-
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providing the answers. The tests were rather simple. Mr. Hughes testi-
fled later that he didn't use or need the provided answers because there
were only a few questions involved and that he "had researched them

"

over in [his) own mind. .
D-330. Accordingly the Board ruled that there was no significant

safety issue to reopen with respect to the testing allegation as it narrowly
pertained to Mr. Hughes' inspection skills. But, because he testified,
with corroboration from Mr. Souders, that, soon 'arter failing the first
test, the failed test was given to him with correct answers to use during
the retesting, and because he alleged that this was a regular practice, and
because of a pending investigation about this allegation by the Office of

!
'

Investigations, the Board included the possi' ility of fraudulent testing at , '

Hatfield Electr!: as one of the two Hughes' issues to be heard during the
y .

reopened hearing.
D-331. Initial Al'egation: h. ,r

.

a ..,-

. ..k .- Qh 3: 7 .; .

I was askled) to sign off (csl Documentation for inspection I did not perform. {g,y.3,
.? ,. ,

-e~-..

; <[7r:/! : ' '
.

I did this until Dec. I then I refused to do this any more. e .. 3 . - , . ,
'"

[*.My supervisor askledl me if I did not like their program. I replied it is not your pro- '

gram it is the way you are going about it. After refusing to sign documentation, I ||'
d'M 4 - W i

was given other tasks and then laid o!T after about a inonth. i: . .e. .. .g
FM r./mplication: Fraudulent documentation on nonexistent quality assur-

*:P mance inspections. Hughes, an indignant inspector, refused to be involved p..
A e W e. ' - - -

and was fired on that account.
Fact: The printed inspection forms required Mr. Hughes to sign at a f5M"* '

>

place designated " Inspection Completed By " but he said that the form ' f-

was misleading because, as a Level II inspector, he did not physically in- Q, s ,

%'s ' N' '' '

spect the work. He reviewed against specifications the information pro- ' - -

duced by LevelI inspectors. Mr. Hughes would have been satisfied with .

the form if the sign-offline had indicated "results evaluated by." There o
'

is no evidence that the form was intended to mislead or that it did
-

37' '

mislead. No one was lead to believe that Mr. Hughes had physically in-
.

spected the work when in fact he hadn't. Mr. Hughes was not discharged
- -

>

for refusing to sign fraudulent inspection documents - the documents
weren't fraudulent. Contemporaneous records report that Mr. Hughes

-

-

was laid off for repeated instances of lack of productivity, poor corporate
attitude and inattentiveness to the tasks at hand.

D-332. Mr. Ilughes' allegation that he was as'ked to document in-
|spections he did not perform and the implication that he was fired for

refusing to do so was, in part, a distorted exaggeration, and in all other
parts, untrue.

.
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D-333. Mr. Hughes also made allegations about bad welding which
are probably true but were already the subject of an NRC imposed in-
spection and remedial program as we discuss below. He also made an
allegation concerning improper welding on a cable tray while cal'les
rested in the tray, which was not substantiated. But the allegation was
probably made reasonably and in ;'ood faith.

D 334. In sum, the Board reopened the hearing partly to inquire"

into Mr. Hughes' allegations, with serious doubts about the accuracy of
his memory and with low confidence in his candor. However, based on
the entire record as it existed at the time, we could not discount these
important aspects - training, certification and testing.

$ MR. HUGHES' TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION
'

'
'

D-335. Although Mr. Hughes' memory of many aspects of his origi-
nal allegations was poor, he seemed to be positive in his memory that hes., ,

was certified as a Level II QC inspector and began working in that capaci-- c !).g 6 ,,
-

ty within two weeks of his assignment to Hatfield on October 1,1982.%@ 'w.

, ; ,,,:7.c- Tr. 7059-60; Tr. 7208-09, 7216. If so, Mr. Hughes' testimony that hism

ijj|4.,. y ; - training was perfunctory would be believable. He would scarcely have

Qh 7.? - had time for the training reflected in the Hatfield summary records.
*

'
. D-336. Mr. Hughes was to be trained as a cable pan and cable pan

A* hanger inspector at Level II. Originally he had been designated to qualify -
,

in three separate inspection procedures but because of insufTicient on-- .

y .% , the-job training he was certified to perform only one inspection
,

procedure,9A - cable pan hanger installation.
"

D-337. Because of previous experience at other nuclear plants he. .

L. :.)<f ;.d was eligible, after suitable training, to be a Level II rather than a Level I.t.

40 ' i'j.s ; c inspector. According to Mr. Koca, the Hatfield witness, Mr. Hughes was'

%,f.; rg;6 v. . , qualified by that experience alone to meet NRC and ANSI (American
W National Standards Institute) standards as an inspector, but Hatfield had

'

, .

a general policy requiring its inspectors to have a high school diploma or.
.

an equivalency (GED) certification in addition to the pertinent experi->

,
.

ence and training, to be certified as an inspector. An exception to this-
.

;. policy is possible, and there has been one exception, but the policy was
' " imposed on Mr. Hughes who at the time of his employment on October-

,
,

1,1982 had neither a diploma nor a GED certificate. See generally Koca,'
.

ff. Tr. 7418.
D-338. Mr. Hughes acknowledged that Hatfield required him to re--

ceive his certificate of GED high school equivalency before he was allow-
ed to begin working as a certified inspector. Tr. 7200-02. The GED

p.
t
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certificate, received in evidence as Applicant Ex. 38, indicates that Mr.
Hughes passed his GED tests on October 28,1982. The certincate itself
was dated October 29. These facts would suggest that Mr. Hughes'
memory that he began work within two weeks of the date he was hired,
about October 1. was incorrect. But he testified that prior to receiving ,

'he ofGeial certincate, he had received a card from the GED examiner
indicating that he had passed the test. Tr. 7201. This testimony, and the
fact that the certificate stated: "Date Reported October 11.1981." sug-
gested to the Board that the examination dates on the certificate could

-

-

be incorrect and that the GED examiner may have reported Mr.
Hughes' passing test results on October 12. It was mainly for this reason
that the Board requested an evidentiary showing on the training and cer-
tification background of Mr. Hughes' employment.

!.D-339. An inspection by Region 111 into the timing of Mr. Hughes'
,-

;.- , f'r., c .; -

training and certification established conclusively that Mr. Hughes did
,c

not receive his GED high school equivalency certification until October M &;A M f - .

29,1982, as stated on the certificate. Region til reported: QA .gQq:Q::(;<.j..
h , , ,

,

Mrs. Pariene Lee of the Omce of Education was contacted in regard to Mr. Hughes' i.; , [ g? '',,
,

GED. In response to questioning. Mrs. Lee stated that an applicant is required to gg' ,

successfully complete examinations in six general areas to receive a GED certificate
f"' 'Wi
,

in the State of Illinois. This includes a test in the U.S. and lihnois Constitutions.
Mrs. Lee also stated that Mr. Hughes failed a GED test given by the Armed Forces fU '.
Institute in November 1967, but was given credit for three of the examinations and pa . . '

successfully completed the other three required tests in Rockford. Illmois (two on |' . ,. ,
,

".

October 13, 1982 and the third on the evening of October 28,1982L Mrs. Lee _ .

b** '# ''' F-

staed that no official verification or document would have been given by the Rock- [E ' ' * l' '

ford Regional Omce of Education prior to hir. Hughes compkting at: State ofIllinois
;' -

requirements for a GED certificate.

Eet
.

- <

Region 111 Testimony, ff. Tr. 7801, at 1617. *
f - s

D 340. Furthermore, Region til inspectors produced documentation
'

establishing that Mr. Hughes received formal, precertification training
on various aspects of Hatfield inspection procedures from October 6 .

-

> , -

through 29,1982. Attachment H to Region 111 Testimony is an indoctri- ,

nation checklist initialed by Mr. Hughes himself which establishes this
training. Attachment G to the testimony established that Mr. Hughes
signed off on a notification that he had received formal classroom train-
ing on October 28 in four separate training sessions.

iD-341. On November 1,1982 the QA/QC manager at Hat 0 eld certi-
Ged that Mr. Hughes was qualified as a Level 11 inspector on Procedure
9A and that certification was received in evidence. Region til
Testimony, IT. Tr. 7801, Attachment to Attachment F. Mr. Hayes of
Region til testified that the Staff reviewed approximately 1800 inspection

!
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reports covering the entire period Mr. Hughes was employed by
Hatfield. Based upon these reports, and based upon discussions by the
Staff with Hatfield inspectors who worked with Mr. Hughes, the Staff
concluded that Mr. Hughes' allegation that he performed inspections
during his first two weeks on the job, or at any time prior to his certifica-
tion on November 1.1982, other than the inspections which comprised
his on-the-job training, was not substantiated. Region III Testimony, ff.
Tr. 7801, at 17.

D-342. Mr. Hughes' allegation that he was certified to work and
began working as a quality centrol inspector at Hatfield within two
weeks of his employment is unfounded and incorrect. The preponder-

,

ance of the evidence is that he did not begin working independently as
an inspector until at least November 1,1982 and that there was sufficient
time for training. Contemporary documentation establishes that he re-
ceived the appropriate classroom training.

D-343. But Intervenors dispute whether Mr. Hughes received the
. . j,g requisite amount of on-the-job training. Mr. Koca, the Hatfield Quality.

3; xy - '

Assurance supervisor, was Mr. Hughes' quality control supervisor
a y.( o,3 during the latter's employment at Hatfield, and testified on behalf of the

Applicant. Ff. Tr. 7418. In an effort to demonstrate that Mr. Hughes had
4,% - 64 hours of on-the-job training before being certified as a Level II

, ,

,

,.
,

inspector, Mr. Koca produced an on-the-job training report on Mr.-!
<x Hughes, signed by Scott Wagner, the Level II inspector charged withg, gn,

d training Mr. Hughes on the job. Id., Exhibit G. The report purports to-
.

-./ document thirty-two on the-job inspections with Mr. Hughes, each lasr-
ing exactly 2 hours for a total of 64 hours of on-the-job training in Proce-. .

dure 9A. No convincing explanation was given for this unlikely series of.

) events. We suspect that the record was an after-the-fact estimation but.y wc . c

, % .' the document itself has little probative value.s:
.

'

O '

3 2;g , =:4.w - D-344. The Region 111 inspectors, however, were able to satisfy
| themselves by examining the actual inspection reports, bearing both Mr.

'7 .e .

Wagner's and Mr. Hughes' signatures, and by interviews, that about 48
hours of on-the-job inspection training was accomplished, which is more

- than enough (40 hours) to support Mr. Hughes' certification in Proce-
dure 9A. Some of the inspection reports which could have verified the

'
remaining 16 hours of on-the-job training were inadvertently lost or de-u .

stroyed as a result of the reinspection program. Region 111 Testimony,
ff. Tr. 7801, at 14-15.

. D -345. Mr. Hughes' allegation with respect to the amount and-

| timing of his training at Hatfield is unsubstantiated. However, as we find
in relation to the Hatfield inspector recertification program, infra, at

|
,
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least half of the sixty to seventy Hatfield inspectors were later found to
lack the requisite 40 hours of documented on-the job training.

MR. HUGHES' ALLEG ATION OF CRIBBING ON TESTS
.

D-346. Mr. Hughes' allegation that he had the failed test with cor-
rected answers available to him when he was retested had some corrobo- -

ration from the stipulated testimony of Irvin Souders, an inspector who
worked with Mr. Hughes at Hatfield. Ff. Tr. 7020, at 2. As noted above,
the Board was also aware that the allegation that Mr. Hughes was aided
in his retesting by the corrected failed test was then under investigation
by the Office of Investigations. These circumstances led the Board to in-
clude the issue of alleged fraudulent testing at Hatfield in the reopened - ,

hearing. Office ofInvestigations made available to the Board a document
.

,. .; 3. .
-

which that office regards as the test in question. It purported to show tr .#;;y ,d r .,
corrections to wrong answers. Intervenors Ex. 27. The matter is still ' , . p gq , @ , ~

> .
'

-
,

under investigation by the Office ofinvestigations. ^ ' '
<* . -

D-347. The circumstances surrounding the questioned document do m.1
Li s c,.f <:

not provide much assurance either way that it is or is not genuine. k .
-

Region Ill's Mr. Forney testified that, during their interview with Mr.
>

Hughes, he reported that the failed test had been thrown away. Later [yc
p. .

another, unidentified, person provided a copy of the questioned ig-
document, Intervenors Ex. 27, claiming it to be Mr. Hughes' failed test. .-,< ,.

Tr. 7972-74.
D-348. Mr. Koca, Hatfield QA supervisor, explained how tests were 3.

-

administered during the period of Mr. Hughes' employment. A Xerox
p, v.- .

copy of the master test would be provided to the trainee who would take
:

the test while under observation by a Hatfield official. On failed tests, ' e .
-

7

Mr. Koca would review the answers with the trainee, providing the cor-
-

rect answers. Also, the trainee was to have studied more cbout the . . ,

missed questions. Mr. Koca preferred two days to elapse before the train-
.

ces retook a failed test, but sometimes both tests would be taken the '
'

same day, first in the morning, then in the evening. Mr. Koca would
, ,

-

retain failed test papers but only until that test was passed, then the
failed test would be destroyed. He could not recall that Mr. Hughes had

.

failed a test but, if he had failed, that test should have been collected
from him. Mr. Koca has no knowledge that Mr. Hughes or other trainees

~

had the correct answers available on retesting and such a situation would
be contrary to Hatfield procedures. Koca, fr. Tr. 7418, at 10-13; see also
generally Tr. 7480-7501.

D-349. Mr. Koca testified on cross-examination that the suspected
document - the allegedly failed test - Intervenors Ex. 27, was not a
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M

; test scored by him because his practice is to write the score, his initials
and the date on the document, information absent from the suspected
document. Tr. 7479. This suggests a fake document. Some of the marks
on the test looked like his, some did not. Id. He defended his testimony
that he would mark the score, date, and his own initia's on a failed test
even though he would later destroy it, by stating that, in the interim,

i the boss might want to examine the test - perhaps on appeal by the fail-
ing trainee. Tr. 7479. Intervenors urge the Board to find that Mr. Koca's
account is not credible.

t D-350. The Applicant argues that the document in question supports
.

- Mr. Koca's testimony regarding the standard practice; that the document
'

' bears the handwritten date of October 8,1982 but the same test was ac-
tually passed by Mr. Hughes on October 12, ergo, sufficient time had'

,

4
- passed. Applicant's Proposed Finding 770. A copy of the passed test is

attached to Mr. Koca's testimony, ff. Tr. 7418, Attachment K.
'

D-351. The Board cannot arrive at a reliable conclusion with respect.
. ,

,

y .g, ' uW * , . , to this allegation. The litigation centered around one document, the al-
r.63 p:' ' '

leged failed test with corrected answers. Its authenticity has not been es-'

'.., W M . tablished and the portions of it which have any tendency to be helpful
Qgr5 ye are illegible. The Board erred in receiving it. Tr. 7547. We cannot accept'

eid,yi . . - Mr. Hughes' allegations, or Mr. Souder's stipulated testimony, as being*-

sufficiently reliable to conclude that the questioned document represents,

a practice of providing corrected failed tests as cribs in retesting. On the' '

<
.

other side of the issue, Mr. Koca has a strong interest in defending what-.4

b; ever practice then existed and his memory is uncertain.
. . D-352. While further inquiry by the Office ofInvestigations into the

particulars of Mr. Hughes' specific allegation is appropriate, the Board-

does not believe that the allegation can be tested by regarding Mr.
b .s ..M ,5
9 . x

' * * ' Hughes' accusation and his particular experience as bounding the uni-
4., $ ' Gw' . verse of evidence on the issue. The matter cannot be resolved until the.

L"' Office ofInvestigations completes its inquiry, if then..-

D-353. In the meantime, however, Hatfield has adopted new and im-
proved testing procedures with sensible safeguards, which even Interve-.

nors believe are comforting as to the future. Intervenors' Proposed Find-' -

ings 43 44.
D-354. The Board's ultimate finding with r,espect to Mr. Hughes': '.n .

allegations is that he has been very unreliable and inaccurate. However,
the Board continues to have concern about Hatfield's inspector testing

,
.. and certification procedures.+

.,

|
I*

|
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Other Worker Allegations

D-355. During the main hearing, Region lil's prepared testimony
alluded to allegations by three persons concerning Hatfield's work at
Byron including references to inspector qualifications and certification,
recordkeeping, aad QC inspector independence. About half of the allega-
tions had already been identified, but the remaining were then under
evaluation by Region 111 and the Office of Investigations. Region til
Testimony, ff. Tr. 3586, at 6. This testimony passed without particular
attention until the Board began reviewirig the record on the QA .

,

contention, especially Mr. Hughes' allegations. We needed to know
more about the allegations and requested an evidentiary presentation in
the June 21 Reopening Order. A panel of Region til witnesses then ad-
dressed the Board's inquiry. Ff. Tr. 7801. They summarized the status
of NRC investigations into allegations received from Individuals "A,"

., 2
,

"B," "C " and John Hughes, from August 2,1982 to the' date of the , .37. , ,n ,, ,
,

hearing. Sixty-five unique allegations were received from these E , g. c ., ; gf ,,

individuals. Of these, thirty-four have been inspected by NRC Region ( ', ,

,

111 personnel and disposed of (thirty-two are closed and two remain ,. s ,

,

open pending verification of corrective action). The remaining thirty - } ;, _
one, including ten allegations referred to the Office of Investigations, g.; _

-have not been investigated. As a result of inspections then completed, j .f
Region til believes that only :ve allegations were substantiated. Two _a- -

,

'

substantiated allegations rem .;.ed open pending completion of correc- . ,
,

tive action by the Applicant and verification t'y the NRC. The open alle- ,' ,,

gations concern (1) the utilization of former craft personnel as quality .y' p. ,

control irispectors without having established measures to assure that [
such inspectors were not inspecting their own work and (2) the accept- (
ance of cable pan hanger connection detail based upon information ,' ,,

,

provided on weld card travelers. The latter matter remained open pend-
ing completion of a review by the Applicant to determine whether verifi-

'

cation of connection detail has been accomplished as part of the weld in-
spection and will be followed up by NRC Region 111 personnel prior to
closure. /d. at 8-11, 19, 20.

D-356. Pertinent parts of the complete inspection reports were re-
ceived into evidence as attachments to the Staffs testimony. /d., Attach-
ments B, C, and D. Intervenors followed through on several of the
allegations. The Board has reviewed the inspection reports and Region
111 testimony and include in our findings below those allegations which
appear to have sigmficance bearing on the integrity and effectiveness of
Hatfield's quality assurance program.

D 357. One allegation was that the Hatfield Quality Assurance
Manager was inept and incapable of performing as a quality assurance
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manager. To investigate this allegation, Mr. Forney of Region 111, in
February 1983, reviewed the manager's certi6 cation package. Neither
Hatfield nor the Applicant had performed sufficient review of the manag-
er's educational background. Instead, Hatfield and Applicant relied upon
a certification letter from a company in the business of providing
managers. That letter suggested that the quality assuranc' manager wase

qualified, but would need specific training in the nuclear area. Tr.
7918-20 Worney).

D-358. The Hatfield Quality Assurance Manager had spent a
number of years as a manager of different companies in Rockford and
other areas. Because his past experience as a manager involved quality
assurance functions only part of the time, Mr. Forney determined that,

this prior experience should be entitled only to partial credit toward the
background requirements of a quality assurance manager. On this basis,

- Mr. Forney concluded that the Hatfield Quality Assurance Manager did
., not have sufficient prior work experience to be properly certified. Mr.-

1 OW ' Forney therefore issued an item of noncompliance. Tr. 7919-20
- 1i2 (Forney)..

w; Nm D 359. The Quality Assurance Manager was removed from his,

position. He is still with Hatfield. In addition, to correct this situation,g-o' .

,i - Applicant reviewed the certification packages of all Hatfield quality con-'

trol inspectors. Tr. 7921 (Forney). Mr. Forney personally has reviewed!- #

; the records of all the Level III inspectors who were working for Hatfield. -

W M at the time he reviewed the quality- assurance manager file. Tr. 7929'
,

/<.6 (Forney),

D-360. Compounding the probicm that the Quality Assurance<- u4 . -

c . Manager was unqualified was the finding the following month by Region
'

p% n *-|
'

Ill that the Quality Assurance Manager reports to the corporate viceG '

president who was located on site at Byron and had direct responsibility
:4. ' 'i for costs and schedule. Applicant was cited for this failure of quality~ ,. .

assurance independence. Applicant Ex. 8, Appendix. The problem has.

since been resolved by having the QA manager report off site to the-

company president. Stanish, ff. Tr. 2619, at 6.,

!i D-361. Another allegation was that a Hatfield Level 11 QC inspector,-

Mr. Wells, had prior experience as a carpenter, implying that he had no1

'o, previous qualifying nuclear experience. In February 1983 Region Ill
found that the inspector had been erroneously certified. Region 111,

[ Testimony, ff. Tr. 7801, Attachment D. His previous work at Byron, on
cooling towers, was deemed not to be nuclear-related. Other experience-

as an inspector was not in a formal program. Therefore Region 111 gave
him "zero" credit for experience and issued a Level IV item of
noncompliance. It is particularly significant that this type of problem was
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to have been resolved as of September 1982 in a Hatfield inspector recer-
82-05-19 (discussedtification program as a result of Inspection Report

below). Id. This incident provided a basis for concern by the Staff that
the problem of inspector certification at Hatfield, thought resolved, was
continuing - particularly in Hatfield's interpretation of acceptable work'

7915-17 (Forney). Moreover, as we noted at the outsetexperience. Tr.
of our findings on Hatfield, Region ill had once before (in 1978) re-
ceived assurances from Applicant that Hatfield would comply with exist-
ing ANSI standards for inspector qualifications. Paragraph D-307, supra. b ,

Intervenors Ex. 3, Appendix A.
A third, and very serious, allegation was that inspectors had , ,

D-362. 7 .
prepared discrepancy reports to document findings in the power block ' -

but that the reports were destroyed by Hatfield supervisors. Region 111 - -

investigated and, in January 1983, noted discrepancies, as it were, be-
.

,u c,. g. , ,
-

tween discrepancy reports and the discrepancy report log book. The
NRC inspectors also noted that it was almost impossible to prove or dis-

;H%. , n .i q.y-'

prove whether the log had been altered because it was of a loose-leaf p ..-|ib/ g ,Q j..W.!
'

6., W
-

.- -
type. Corrective action requested by the NRC, and instituted, was to use b - h.> e c
a. bound ledger-type log book for discrepancy reports, nonconforming iw. 3

reports and the like. Ff. Tr. 7801, Attachment C, at 7; Tr. 7895-96. The b
,

'
'

matter was not regarded as a violation by Region 111. To the Board,
,,s

however, the situation seems to be a violation of at least two of the crite- h_ - .

8.r . Kria of Appendix.B to Part 50. Criterion XVil requires that adequate qual- I - . x,, q
ity assurance records be maintained, and Criterion XVIII requires audit- . 9 .,.;. ., -
ing of the QA program. In this case, an allegation that appropriate

- . .c ,

records were not maintained apparently had some objective support, but
pe % . e . ~"

-'

je
no reliable audit of the records was possible because of the use ofloose-

, .

'

leaf logs. The matter did not reflect well on the Hatfield quality assur- P e. b . , , , " -
.

'

6 :'e .: - .'ance program.
In March 1993, Individual "C" made allegations to the resi-D-363. :-

dent inspectors concerning the handling of quality assurance documents
..cinvolving potential intentional wrongdoing which were forwarded to the ,

Office of Investigations where the matter pends. Region 111 Testimony, ',*
,

ff. Tr. 7801, at 19.
In November 1982, some Hatfield workers, including Mr.

,

D-364. '

Hughes, made general and specific allegations concerning the quality of
welding of electrical hanger installations by Hatfield. At the time of the
allegations, Region ill had already initiated a welding reinspection pro-
gram at Hatfield as a result of Region Ill's "82-05-19" inquiry into4, 1983, 818
inspector qualifications. /d., Attachment B. As of June!

welding defects, primarily weld undercuts and overlaps, were identified
on the 7,753 weld attributes which had then been inspected. Region 111-

1
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has not yet determined the safety signiGcance of the problem as we dis-
cuss in greater detail in the following findings. Tr. 7806-09 (Hayes).
With respect to these worker allen;ations, however, the reinspection pro-
gram is predicated to encompass them. If it does not, additional inspec-
tions will be performed to resolve the allegations. Tr. 7955-56.

The Reinspection Program and Inspector Recerty1 cation - More

About Hatfield

D-365. During March, April and May 1982, Region 111 conducted a
special Construction Assessment Team inspection of the Byron units to

,

assess certain aspects of the quality assurance in construction activities.
Applicant Ex. 8. The joint inspection reports. 50-454/82-05 (DETP) and,

- 50-455/82-04 (DETP) dated June 16, 1982, particularly Noncompliance
item 19 of the joint reports (Applicant Ex. 8, at 67-70), were the subject
of extensive testimony in the reopened hearing. The parties referred to..

N "., the inspection reports and the subsequent corrective programs as the
N % "82-05" or the "82-05-19" inspection, report, or program respectively,'

@ a shorthand reference we have found useful.
D-366. As pertinent to the QA issue, the special Construction As-.

sessment Team concluded:t. - '

.|, . -

Based on a review of training quahfication and certification records of a minimum of.

' ,^ ( , . . ,
related work it is apparent that an effective program does not exist to ensure that a

*
10 percent of the QA/QC personnel working for contractors performing safety-. ,

.

1' ' ' suitable evaluation of initial capabilities is performed, that written certification is
y provided in an appropriate form, and that qualification criteria are established.*

h _

Certain contractor QA/QC supervisors and inspectors were not adequately qualified
~

.

I and/or trained to perform safety-related inspection functions.
'

,

'Y:" . . ~ - :.

? M N %.- -

Applicant Ex. 8, at 67.
D-367. Examples included Hatfield Electric, and as we discussed

earlier, Reliable Sheet Metal, Hunter Corporation, Blount Brothers and
others. /J. at 68. Although the 82-05-19 inspection report has broad sig-

'

nificance to the entire QA program at Byron, the Board's particular con-
cern during the reopened hearing was about Hatfield.

* D-368. The special team found that there was a wide variation in the
implementation of requirements for QA/QC inspector certification and

. training by Byron contractors which was attributed to the Applicant's
,
" failure to establish a formalized program for contractors to follow.

Region til reviewed training, qualification and certification records of
some of the QA/QC personnel working for contractors performing'
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safety related work against the Applicant's FSAR commitments, Regula-
tory Guide 1.58 (Rev.1), ANSI standard N45.2.6-1978, and 10 C.F.R.
Part 50, Appendix B to determine if the certification / qualification pro-
gram was adequate. Region 111 Testimony, ff. Tr. 7801, at 3-4; Tr.
7813-14 (Forney).

~ D-369. The Staff later expressed the concern that it is difficult for
Applicant to perform an audit of a contractor's inspectors * qualifications
without a formal program. Furthermore, Applicant's informal program
failed to meet the intent of the ANSI and Regulatory Guide 1.58 stan-
dards for inspector qualifications. Although the Staff did not charge Ap-
plicant with willful failure to meet the standards, Applicant had not yet
"put all of the commitments together." The dispute between the Appli-

,

cant and the Staff was more than a matter of interpretation of the ,

standards. It was a matter of whether the Applicant had actually honored : .- , .

its commitments. Tr. 7966-71 (Forney). [ ir.-.
.

'

'
-

V,:e. : ' f::.
.hEb,9 "

.-Reinspection m. .

D-370. Although no specific hardware problems had been identified ,ii , ..%

during the Construction Assessment Team inspection, Region ill was { .2g v. -,

concerned that the use ofinadequately qualified inspectors may have re- p m. .

sulted in unidentified conditions adverse to quality. Region 111 recog- pr' ,

nized that there is a difference between certification and qualification of [.
>

,

inspectors, i.e., an inspector who possesses the requisite qualifications
.

. ,g ? ,j . ,
.-

k.p;, .but is not properly certified may have a minimal effect on quality and 6% ....c
safety, whereas if a certified inspector lacks the requisite qualifications, i,,
the impact on quality and safety may be significant. In any event,

.

' : c.e bRegion 111 believes that,in fact, inspectors who were not qualified were
.

employed on safety-related work at Byron. This includes Hatfield's 4.F. h . , <
.

* - ..
work. Tr. 7840-42, 7847-48, 7860 (Forney).

D-371. The Staff considered an Applicant-reinspection program an
.

.

appropriate way to determine if inspections were inadequate and if any Fhardware problems exist at Byron. Region til Testimony, ff. Tr. 7801, at c

4-5. Although inspection Report 82-05 was issued on June 24, 1982
(Applicant Ex. 8), it was not until February 1983 that Applicant pro-

~ posed the reinspection program acceptable to the Region ill Staff." Ear-
lier proposals were rejected. Tr. 7697-99 (Stanish).

D-372. Under the tentative reinspection program accepted by ,

|
Region lit, every fif th inspector from six contractors was selected from a

The basic premise of the remspection program was tentatively accepted by Region Ill. Certan aspects67
are shil under stalT conuderauon Tr. 7981 (Forney B. src Paragraphs D-409 to D410. aq/ra.
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,

;.

i

chronological list based on the certification date of each QC inspector
since the begir ning of the project. A minimum of three additional
inspectors from _each contractor was selected by the NRC Senior Resi-
dent inspector, Mr. Forney. Each inspection performed by the selected
inspectors during the first 90 days of inspections is being reinspected

_

where the item is accessible. In addition, for two contractors, Powers-'

Azco Pope and Johnson Controls, each inspection performed during the
first 90 days, by every inspector certified since construction began, is

7[ reinspected where the inspected items are accessible.68 Tuetken, ff. Tr.
' 7760, at 4-6. -

D-373. Other contractors that performed safety related work were
not included in the reinspection program because their work is now'

. '.
inaccessible, was inspected by an independent agency (e.g., the Author-, .

-

ized Nuclear inspector), was performed by properly certified inspectors*

or the work could not be re-created. Region Ill Testimony, ff. Tr. 7801,
,' , , ,

at 6.,,.g ,

:,,R 2.f . D-374. The reinspection program also provides that another inspec-
.

Q' ' ~. . ;
tor be selected where all or most of an inspector's inspections are
inaccessible. In addition, the sample size, both as to the number of in-

. [ l' [ spections made by a selected inspecar or the number of inspectors,

I
,7

,

selected, would be increased if an unacceptable number of rejectable. ,
'

defects are identified during the reinspections. Id. at 7.j '. ,
'

: Y D-375. Mr. Tuetken, the assistant superintendent for construction at
'

'

.s.
. , , [ .' , , [~ 7Y Byron, testified that the purpose of the reinspection program is to verify

' *
.

i _'. , ' '" that deficiencies identified by the NRC in past QA/QC personnel train-
!$. ', ing and certification did not result in unsatisfactory work going'

,

undetected. Ff.Tr. 7760, at 3-4.L, s - .

},. < " '

h'Nb. E", h; , .
D-376. The reinspection program is intended by Applicant to ensure..

that the work of each selected inspector attains a 95 percent quality level
i for objective attributes and a 90 percent quality level for subjective' E,; ",. * '

attributes. If the program demonstrates that the selected inspector has4 ~

failed to meet acceptable quality levels with regard to attributes inspected
'

during his first three months work, the next three months inspection by
,

the inspector of the attribute in question is reinspected. If this sample

n ,-

s
3 .

+
.

68 The situation with these two contractors was worse than most. Powers-Ano Pope is a joint venture of
' * three companies established solely for instrumentation wnrk at Byron. stanish, fr. Tr. 2619. at 6. All
! eleven ofits inspectors were found not to be properly trained, qualif6ed and certified, and rive of them

were decertified. Tr.1817 (ForneyL It was not possible to verify from the Gles the QC's supervisor's
, ,

education, previous employment or qualifications for either Level I inspector or Level Il supervisor. Ap-' '

phcant Ex. 8. at 64. Johnson Controls, a contractor for HVAC controls, had one of its two inspectors
j' checked. The records did not demonstrate education or prior work history and his certification testing

(ore 0 was inadequate. /d. Both contractors used open-book testing. Tuetken, fr. Tr. 7760, at 5.

|.,

'
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also fails,100 percent of the failing inspector's inspections of the attri-
i bute in question is reinspected. In addition, if the first six months work

fails to meet acceptable quality levels, the original sample of inspectors
; whose work is under reinspection is expanded by 50 percent for the attri-

bute in question, e.g., if one out of a sample of ten fails to meet accept-'

able criteria with respect to an item, the work of five additional inspec-
tors involving the item is reinspected. Tuetken, ff. Tr. 7760, at 5-6; Tr.
7787 (Tuetken): Tr. 7988 (Connaughton). Any improper installation or >

j construction work discovered during the reinspection program is to be
reworked or reevaluated to an acceptable level. Tuetken, fr. Tr. 7760, at
6 7.

j D-377 Twenty two Hatfield inspectors or about 25 percent of the .

| population of Hatfield inspectors certified up to Septernber 1982 (the
.

date Hatfield's and other contractors' certification procedures were * ,

! revised and approved for use by the Applicant) were selected. Eighteen i 7' ~ ,.".

were selected at random (each fifth inspector) and four were selected by & ' / ~ % <c,;- c

i the NRC Senior Resident inspector. Reinspected attributes consist of !$ , W f ' '.
'

; equipment setting, equipment modifications, conduit and conduit [~' >
; hangers, cable pan and cable pan hangers, botting, welding, and cable w: .

1 terminations. /d. at 7-8. ..s -
.

D 378. At the time of the hearing, the results indicate that one Hat- I .- :
field inspector will fail to meet acceptable quality levels with regard to - - -'

i nis first three months work. The attributes involved concern weld in- J~ .,r

i spection (weld detail, type and profile, size, length, cracks, fusion, -
.

,

j porosity, undercut, slag, creters and overlap). The majority of inspectiort 1r

i deficiencies identified involve weld undercut and overlap. The inspector -i --

will apparently achieve only a 75 percent acceptability level for subjective '''
.

; attributes during his first three months, but inspections during his next 2- *

i three months are expected to meet the 90 percent acceptability criterion. u e- <
.

However, if the inspector fails to meet that criterion all of the inspec- - - -

; tions performed by the inspector will need to be reinspected and the
'

-original random sample of Hatfield inspectors will be expanded by 50
percent (nine inspectors) with regard to the attributes at issue. Id at N

| 9-10. If nine additional inspectors are chosen, approximately 30 percent -

of the inspectors and 100 percent of the visual welding inspectors' first'

three months work would be included in the reinspection. Tr. 7774-75

} (Tuetken). Reinspection of work by seven other Hatfield inspectors has ,

been completed and results indicate each of the seven exceeded the es-
,

i tablished acceptable quality level. Tuetken, IT. Tr. 7760, at 10.

| D 379. The Intervenors are sharply critical of several aspects of the
Applicant's reinspection program and the.respectise evidentiary pres-

,

| entations. In June and July 1983 the Byron Quality Assurance Group

I
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t

conducted an audit of the contractors' reinspection programs, including
Hatfield's. Intervenors Ex. 29. Region 111 indicated that an earlier audit
would have been prudent. Tr. 7699-7700 (Stanish). The audit report
came to light in the reopened proceeding only because Intervenors'
counsel inquired whether such an audit had been conducted and noticed
that the Byron Quality Assurance Superintendent, Mr. Stanish, referred
to it during his testimony. Tr. 7642-43.

D-380. Applicant's audit revealed that Hatfield (and other
contractors, Hunter Corporation and Blount Brothers) were not issuing
discrepancy reports on nonconforming conditions discovered during the
reinspection program. Instead the nonconforming work would be cor-
rected by using a " field problem sheet." Intervenors Ex. 29, at Al; Tr.
7702-04,7750-51 (Stanish). The problem with using this type of docu-
mentation is that the appropriate record to identify defective inspections
would not be generated and the main purpose of the reinspection pro-

m ~ gram would be defeated because the problems would not show up in a
f. trend analysis. Tr. 7752 (Stanish). In fact Hatfield was not even following-

# its own program designed to identify nonconforming conditions during
' ' the reinspection. Tr. 7703-04 (Stanish). This is yet another example of
'i the problem plaguing Hatfield's quality assurance program - the failure,

.

to maintain a reliable system of nonconforming documentation control
~

- first observed by Region Ill in its August 1978 (78-07) inspection. In-
I tervenors Ex. 4.

' ' ' < j D-381. The Applicant's audit also established that Hatfield had
,-

- failed to document the evaluation for the nature of work to be reinspect-' "

i ed and Applicant could not verify that the correct evaluationhad been
made. Tr. 7707 08 (Stanish). Hatfield also misunderstood the require-* '

i ment to increase the sample population of inspectors when a given'

*1 - j.) inspector fails the first round of reinspections. The misunderstanding
,

'"'i ' -

1 led to a smaller increase than required. Tr. 7728-29 (Stanish)..

t D-382. Yet another audit finding faulted Hatfield for not complying'

with its QA/QC memorandum #295 where a weld inspection acceptance
of cable pan or conduit hangers implies verification of the correct con-
nection detail. This type of acceptance occurred even when the reinspec-*

tion could not verify the connection detail because fireproofing had
been installed over the work. Iritervenors Ex. 29, at A2. One of the
inspectors selected for reinspection had inspected for bolt torquing.*

Tuetken, ff. Tr. 7760, at 8. His work was dropped from the program be-
cause it could not be determined which of the torquings he had
inspected. Hatfield, with Applicant's assent, declined to inspect in this
area because the purpose of the reinspection was to test the inspectors,
not the inspections. The concern was possible skewing of the statistical
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;

i
,

;

trend. Tr. 7790-91 (Tuetken). As a result there will be no inspector qual-
ification verification on this function." Hatfield could have reinspected ai

sampling of the torquings in any event to test the general reliability of
the inspections, but, again, the decision was made in the direction of
fewer reinspections.

D 383. Intervenors raise the concern that not all areas inspected by
Hatfield will be reinspected. Proposed Finding 85. Applicant disputes

e
this contention, stating that Mr. Tuetken testified that every area or attri-
bute originally inspected by Hatfield will be covered, citing ff. Tr. 7760,
at 8. Reply at 14. This was not Mr. Tuetken's testimony. He merely
listed the attributes or areas of inspection which were inspected during m

the example period by the inspectors selected for reinspection. Since
these inspectors were selected at random, and by the Senior Resident
inspector on the basis of their experience (Tr. 7994), there is no assur- ,

ance that each attribute inspected by Hatfield will be covered in the rein- 5
-

,

spection program. There is no basis to assume that the random selection gi m e a.t c. h
.. ,,

just happened to cover every attribute - Mr. Tuetken did not testify y.p:g3., t ; 's , -
that that was the case. Id. and ff. Tr. 7760, passim. [' '

'

-

D 384. On August 4,1983 the Region til staff met with Applicant to b! ,

express its concerns that the reinspection at Hatfield might not actually [ .o:, .

,yebe conducted, and that Applicant is not maintaining a rigorous and y ,
. s

'
dedicated control over the reinspection efTort. The Staff's concern is .

> .[. .w.
,.

"

founded on the nature of Hatfield's inspection records. They are i3 ,;,..

maintained, not according to inspector, but according to the type of in- 5. . , . , . ~.

spection which leads the Staff to fear that the inspectors in the reinspec- , . .
.

i . s 6 y.tion program may not take the time and effort to sift through the docu- . --
.

mentation to determine that they are actually inspecting the work of a ;

selected inspector - a process essential to the statistical integrity of the i

a
;

program. Tr. 7758-59 (Tuetken). ,

,,,

.

Recertification . ..

) D-385. As a result of the 82-05-19 inspection, Region 111 also .

'

concluded that the Applicant needed to apply standardized inspector cer-
tification requirements, based on ANSI standard N45.2.6-1978 and ,

- Regulatory Guide 1.58, to all Byron centractors. Stanish, ff. Tr. 7549, at
2,3; Tr. 7969 (Forney).

D-386. Since 1978. Region til had experienced problems with Appli- ,

cant and its contractors, including, as we noted above, Hatfield, concern-

M Another reason ror escluding bolt torquing from the program mas that there was to be an oser.
inspection of this procedure by Pittsburgh Testing Laboratones Tr. 7902 (TuetkenL
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ing compliance with the ANSI standards and the Regulatory Guide. As
of March 1981, the Applicant had formally committed itself and its con-
tractors to the 1978 ANSI Standards, and had informally committed to
them before. Applicant took exception only to the ANSI educational re-
quirements for inspectors. Tr. 7819-23 (Forney). Therefore, as of the
82 05-19 inspection, May 1982, Applicant had not honored its
commitment. Applicant Ex. 8; Tr. 7968-69 (Forney). In response to In-
spection Report 82-05, Applicant reviewed the parameters set forth in
standard N45.2.6-1978 and translated its general guidelines into quanti-
fied standards to be met by each contractor. The ANSI standard itselfis
not sufficiently quantified. Stanish, ff. Tr. 7549, at 3; Tr. 7565 (Stanish).

D-387. Site contractors were required to revise their training and cer-
tification procedures to incorporate the standard. Revised procedures of
each contractor were submitted for approval to Applicant's Quality
Assurance Department. Stanish, ff. Tr. 7549, at 4.

D-388. Hatneld's revision ofits certincation procedures included set-,' ,
~

,-

C;. tmg specific minimum hours (40) of on the-job training required by Ap-
,

d' plicant for certification to any procedure. In addition, pursuant to Appli-
cant's directive, Hatfield set a minimum number of questions (40) for*

certification examinations. Tr. 7565, 7580-82 (Stanish); Tr. 7949,7950'
-

' '
(Connaughton).

.

D-389. Each site contractor was directed to review all presently em-'

ployed inspectors to verify that they met the revised standards. Inspec-- -
'

'' ' "
tors who did not satisfy the requirement were to be retrained and recerti-
fled by the employing contractor. Stanish, ff. Tr. 7549, at 4.

D-390. Applicant's Quality Assurance Department reviewed 100 per-
,

cent of contractor inspector certification packages but did not independ-
ently verify the accuracy of information contained in the certification, , .

%, . -
,,".

documents. Id. at 4,5; Tr. 7633-36 (Stanish).
.

"" D-391. Applicant's review of the contractors' inspector certification
'. packages was not a smooth process. The review began in October 1982,

'

but the contractors' records were not in a reviewable format. Applicant
stopped its review because it was fruitless and continued again in late
February 1983. Tr. 7639-42 (Stanish).

D-392. About half of the sixty to seventy inspectors at Hatfield re-,
'

quired retesting because Hatfield had administered examinations con-'

taining less than forty questions. At least half of the Hatfield inspectors |
required additional training because they had not compiled at least 40

'

hours of documented on the-job training. Tr. 7580,7582 (Stanish).
D-393. As a result ofits audit in June-July 1983, Applicant revoked

the certiGcation of two inspectors until verification of their high school
education was accomplished. Tr. 7726-27 (Stanish). However, as the
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Board noted above (Paragraphs D 357 to D-338), neither Hatfield nor
,

Applicant discovered that a Quality Assurance Manager and a Level II
Quality Control Inspector were not properly certified in that they both;

lacked qualifying experience.

.

Applicant's Response to the Board's Reopening Order and the
Allegations of Fraud

D-394. The Board's Reopening Order of June 21, 1983 directed the
~

parties'"to present a full evidentiary showing and explanation of the - '

pertinent investigations of Hatfield Electric's quality assurance program
-

and the subsequent reinspections." /d. at 3. In our order of July 7,1983
we clarified (at Applicant's request) the scope of the reopened hearing.

^ -'

There we stated that the evidence may be limited to Hatfield.The Board t *

t' #' .isalso directed the parties to:
4,.gf, a. , f :. . I *; .",, .W

Report the results of Applicant's reevaluation of previously trained / qualified /- fi.;\ W.
' .;... u. 3

i W. '. ,
certified QA/QC personnel employed by or assigned to Hatfield. b ,3

?.

landl ! .'.. -
t , ,

*

Report the results of the reinspection program regarding Hatfield Electric ; ,. .g . f;p, -.-

installations. (CECO letter of February 23,1983, Attachment A.) [ ;g.j g . r,
~ [ 3. v .e

,-e,

9;.Of most importance, we also ;niormed the parties that we were partic- b, '
-

[ '' j

,

ularly interested in any fraudulant training, qualification or certification ,.
practices. Id. at 2. A . .s , ,q.. J,'

D-395. As we noted in the foregoing diset.ssions, Applicant pres-
ented the testimony of Mr. Stanish, the Byron Quality Assurance Super-

>

intendent (ff. Tr. 7549), and Mr. Tuetken, the Assistant Superintendent .f ', 'i . ',

for Construction at Byron (ff. Tr. 7760) in the reopen,ed hearing. Inter- , ,

venors complain (particularly Proposed Findings 47-90) that Messrs. Sta-
nish and Tuetken were not forthcoming in their testimonies. The Board .

cannot adopt entirely the severe criticisms leveled by Intervenors at the ., ..

direct testimony of these important officials.70
' '

,
,

,

s

-
.

6

70 For example. Intervenors' Proposed Findmg 57 would have the Board Ond-
that Edison's efferms of Mr. stanish as a witness in this heanng. when Mr. stanish railed to be
even minimal:/ famihar with the review and recertification aspect of the 82 0519 program as it
relates to llatGeld Elecine Compacy. is an example of Edison's casual attitude toward this hear.
mg process. The Board is distressed at this apparent attempt to keep the information se' forth in
the Board's July 7 Order trom being heard by presenting eudence through a witness with such
mmimal knowledge of a specific subject about which an evidentiary showing was specifically
ordered.
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1

)

i= C 396. However, the Board was troubled and puzzled at the very
low information content in the prepared direct testimonies of these wit-
nesses and in Mr. Stanish's oral testimony. In particular, Mr. Stanish
not once referred to Hatfield Electric Company in his written direct
testimony. The Board accepted Mr. Stanish's general testimony, over In-
tervenors' objections, because, in his brief discussion of inspector recer-
sincation programs for all affected Byron contractors, Hatfield's recertifi-

,

cation pregram'was necessarily subsumed. But his direct testimony ec.
veyed little information of value.

|
D-397. On cross-examination, Mr. Stanish was uncertain whether

Hatfield was required to do additional work to comply with his depart-
ment's new certification requirements. Tr. 7562-63. He could not identi-

y fy all the changes made by Hatfield in its recertification efforts. He re-
called only th: changes respecting 40 hours of on the-job training and;
forty-question examinations. Tr. 7566-68. The best estimate he could'

, ,

give concerning the number of Hatfield inspectors who required retest-. . . -

M,]. p. '
ing was "probably" half. The number of inspectors requiring additional'

documented on-the-job training was said to be "at least" half. Tr. 7580.
,

g. ,

Applicant's quality assurance audit of the contractors' reinspection and
,

,,7
; recertification programs, including Hatfield, was conducted under Mr.

,

[ p.., ... y.

, , _
_

Stanish's supervision and was reviewed by him. Yet neither the very
material report nor the relevant information it contains would have beeng,
in evidence had the Intervenors not requested it from him.78

,, ,

!: ,q , ,;
~ D-398. For his part, Mr. Tuetken directly and fully addressed the

,

s,,, . . .

reinspection program at Hatfield but made no mention of the Hatfield''~

,

inspector recertification program. This is understandable because he is a
, ,,

*
- production manager. But the fact remains that the Hatfield inspector cer-,y

M:$,., ;./,y tification aspect of the Board's order was ignored by Applicant in the reo-
,

g
:$$ :q v. i ' '.e.: pened proceeding except to the sparse incidental references to it by Mr.

..j, Koca, the Hatfield Quality Assurance Supervisor, called by Applicant to'
' '

,

' refute Mr. Hughes' allegations. Mr. Koca's testimony (fi. Tr. 7418) was
' narrowly confined to Mr. Hughes' allegations as was discussed above.

D 399. Our June 21 order reopening the hearing explicitly broadened
,

the issue beyond the Hughes' allegation to encompass the allegations of
i

k other individuals referred to in Region 111 testimony during the main
hearing relative to the issue of alleged fraudulent training, testing and' ' '

l
certification practices. As Applicant has known at least since early in the''

,

main hearing, these allegations have been and are still under investiga-
;,,. ,

tion and continuing inspections by the Office of Investigations and
Region ill, respectively. Region 111 Testimony, ff. Tr. 3586, at 6.

,

' 73 The Board does not suggest that the audit report was concea6ed. Mr. stanish idenuGed it in general
terms in his direct testimor:y. Fr. Tr. 7549, at 5-6.
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D-400. Mr. Kha was an appropriate, albeit interested, witness to
answer the allegations made against him personally and against his
employer. But the Board does not regard him as being an adequate wit-
ness to represent Applicant's entire position on this serious issue. No
Commonwealth Edison official addressed the Board's broader concern
about the general integrity of the Hatfield training and certincation
procedures. Neither Mr. Stanish nor Mr. Tuetken even referred to the

dBoard's request to be informed about allegations of fraud in their direct
'

-

; testimonies. In fact, Applicant's counsel initially made very strong objec- b, ,. ]tions to Intervenors' crcss-examination of Mr. Stanish on alleged fraudu- .

.I
c

lent practices on procedural grounds that there was inadequate founda-'

tion for such questioning. Tr. 7649-53. I.

D-401. As far as the Board can determine, the Applicant's entire
;

effort to address the allegations of fraudulent certification practices and ,

the Board's respective order is summed up in the following exchange be- , , . .

t ' .' .g~| |9f. , m ,.t.,p!G
tween intervenors' counsel and Mr. Stanish: i

..; . ' '. S.;'i M -r

Q. Mr. Stanish has Commonwealth Edison done anything to see whether Ha Geld [' , ,[,' " . + "
'

'
Elecine Company engaged in any fraudulent training qualification or certifica-

'

* *'
tion practice? *,

{. ,% -( ,.,

A. Yes. we have been involved with their training program, in that in order to .c.'j J . c,g g,..

,

verify that inspectors have,in fact. utended training sessions, we do frequently g.+ .4' '

p ,) [ q [ *J.Iattend Hatfield's training sessions. ..

I "We also review on-the-jot, iraining as it is being performed by inspection candi. -; , .9
date and his trainer. Those are the types of activities we do get involved with. b ,

,,
s

I. "

-.'?
.,

'

Q. But are these the only two activities that you undertalte?

, . g. , ,Q, .s.[w
.

A. Those are the only two tha' come to mind right now.
' ,? . , ,

.
.

.

Tr. 7659. . N:" _.
..

' D-402. Mr. Stanish testified also that in reviewing contractors'
inspector certiGeation packages (i.e., Gles) his department accepted the '

,

certiGcation documentation at face.value, depending upon the contrac- -

. tor's quality assurance supervisor or manager for the integrity of the - -

'

packages.72 Tr. 7635 (Stanish). The Board was concerned the Applicant
might have felt restrained from making its own fraud type investigation
into HatGeld's training, testing and certification practices because of the
pending NRC investigations, but Mr. Stanish assured the Board that

-

,

72 Mr. Koca. the Hatfield Quality Assurance supervisor, tesuried that his company, in turn, accepts the
certification of yet another employer as evidence of an inspector's emperience without inquinns into the

,

previous employer's foundation. Tr. 7428 4 9.

.
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pending NRC investigations were not a part of his consideration. Tr.
7660.

D 403. The Board does not suggest that Applicant's officials have
uncovered evidence of fraud in Hatfield's quality assurance program and
that this information has been willfully withheld from the hearing. Mr.
Stanish expressly stated that, in all of his experiences in dealing with
Hatfield, including direct and indirect participation in audits, he has not
received any indications of fraudulent practices. Tr. 7739. Furthermore,
the Board has no basis on this record upon which it can find that fraudu-
lent practices existed at Hatfield. But, we had made the determination,
within our authority to do so, that the allegations and investigations con-

'

cerning Hatfield constituted good cause to inquire further in this
adjudication. Our concern is that the Applicant has done nothing of any
significance to address the issue and has imparted a general sense of dis-
interest to the Board. The best that can be said for Applicant's response
to the inspector certification integrity issue is that Applicant neither*

,

^W'' found nor looked for indications of certification fraud.
# '* D 404. While the Board recognizes that the Applicant opposed'

F.h ' reopening the hearing, Applicant was nevertheless obliged to comply
O with the Board's order to present evidence on the issues set out in our

t
-

;..

i order, to petition for reconsideration by the Board, or to seek appellate
' J review of that order. It did none of these. Our conclusion is that Appli-

'

.j cant's evidentiary response to the issue in the reopened hearing has,
,

, . j been weak and borders default.
,a.n . r

,' NRC Staffs Position on the Reinspection Program
^

. <
.

D-405. The reinspection program is very important to the quality
I Ny * ' ' . j assurance contention and to Region III's licensing responsibilities.

2; Region III states that it "is a very extensive and comprehensive program'A '- '*u -

that looks at almost all of the work that has been completed at that plant#-

that is safety-related." Tr. 7956 (Hayes). No other Staff finding at Byron
has resulted in a reinspection program of the magnitude of the 82-05-19'

,

program. Tr. 7868-69 (Forney).-

D-406. The reinspection program's importance is manifested by the
i f fact that it is being relied upon by Region ill to make the basic empirical' ,

|
determination of the qualifications of the contractors' inspectors and*

L
whether their work was deficient. Tr. 7843, 7964 (Forney). The Staff

I '. will also use it to evaluate the workers themselves - for example, a
I welding defect would imply that a welder may not have been properly

qualified. Tr. 7980 (Forney). To a large extent the reinspection program
is relied upon by the NRC Staff to dispose of some of the pending

|
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worker allegations about the quality of work at Byron, particularly weld-
ing work by Hatfield. Tr. 7954 (Connaughton); Tr. 7809-10, 7955-56
(Hayes). Most of the worker allegations remaining to be investigated do
not involve significant hardware problems, but those that do will, for
the most part, depend upon the reinspection program for resolution.
Region til Testimony, ff. Tr. 7801, at 22.

D-407. Region ill will not recommend that a Byron operating ,

license issue until the reinspection program is completed, and the results
are evaluated and found to be acceptable. Tr. 7858-59 (Forney).
Moreover, all of the pending worker allegations must be resolved, either ,

,

'

by the reinspection program or by additional inspections, before the,

i Staff will issue a Byron operating license. Tr. 7882 (Forney); Tr. ,

7809-10,7962 (Hayes).' ,

D-408. Region 111 is concentrating on potential hanger-weld defects ,

in Hatfield's work at Byron partly as a result of worker allegations. See ..

d.;j
p.e.y * ;_[y]pg.(
c,". , %.%.Paragraph D-364, supra. Tr. 7806-07. As we noted above, as of June

1983, there were 818 defects in 7,753 weld attributes reinspected. Failure
of a hanger single weld or the hanger itself would not necessarily lead to .' i ., y'.

.

* '

a support system failure, but it could be that the hanger weld defects are ,'
,,

more serious than is presently recognized by Region Ill. Weld defects , ,

may exist on a series of hangers on a single support system which could (s,7,.z.. , t .

affect the ability of that system to perform the design function. Tr. 7809 k. s
-

,.p.

(Hayes). Region III believes there may be a problem in a few areas and F.p:pg
,,

mn
,

Applicant may be called upon to demonstrate that welds meet design re-
4|.. .

; ,
,,

quirements either by reworking or by engineering evaluation. Tr. 7982
. _, | , .' , .

m
'

;n'

(Hayes). .,

ing its position on the adequacy of the reinspection program.n The Stati
. ' h{y. f

'

D-409. The NRC Staff was requested by the Board to testify concern-
'

. s.

was not able to provide assurances to the Board that the reinspection ' M ' [.,...y
,

' .' ,?program was adequate. Region til witnesses testified that a final determi- -.
,

nation whether the reinspection program is successful will not be made
-

until up to three months after the Applicant reports its results and evalu-
ation of the reinspection program. Ff. Tr. 7801, at 7. Staff's review may
require additional corrective actions and verification inspections. /d. at ,

s

1 21-22. *

D-410. As we noted above, the. Staff has, to date, accepted only the
basic premise of the Applicant's reinspection program. Tr. 7981
(Forney). The Staff may require even greater second-round expansion;

of failed inspectors' work for reinspection than that proposed by the Ap-
plicant and discussed by Mr. Tuetken. Tr. 7980, 7987 (Forney). Also.

UMemorandum and order. July 7,1983, apro
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i

Region 111 in all likelihood will take exception to Applicant's criterion of.

90 percent acceptability rate for subjective inspection attributes. Tr.
7999 (Forney). Moreover, Region 111 officials have yet to reach agree-
ment with Applicant about the definition of subjective weld attributes.
E.g., Tr. 8001; see general (v Tr. 7997-8006 (Region 111 Panel).

D-411. The relevance and importance of the reinspection program at
Byron to the licensing review of the Byron plant, e.1d to the quality
assurance litigation is, and has been, obvious. Yet, when the Region 111
Staff first presented its prepared direct testimony on the quality assur-
ance contention on April 7,1983 it made no mention whatever of a rein-'

spection program. Ff. Tr. 3586. Attachment A to the Staff's early tes-
timony is a sixty-page Byron inspection chronology consisting of a listing

;- of Region Ill's inspections at Byron since March 1978. On page 38 of
the chronology was the terse notation: " Noncompliance (IV)
454/82 05-19 455/82-04 19 QA/QC supervisors & inspectors not ade.
quately qualified and/or trained" - nothing more.*-

D-412. It was not until after the close of the evidentiary record when7 .

the NRC Staff, opposing Intervenors' motion to reopen the record on
John Hughes' allegations, informed the Board and the parties by affidavit

;

L. that Region lit depends, in part, upon "this comprehensive remspection,.

program" to resolve not only the allegations of Mr. Hughes, but the''.

more specific allegations of his co-allegers alluded to in the earlier
testimony.74

3
i D-413.- The Applicant presented a brief discussion of the 82-05-19

inspection findings in its testimony of Mr. Shewski during the main'- . ;

4 hearing. Mr. Shewski emphasized the favorable findings in the inspection.

report, alluded to the standardization of the inspector certification proc--

L. ess for Byron contractors and made a general reference to a sample rein-<

: o .9 spection plan acceptable to ti e NRC to resolve its inspector certification*

.

concerns. Shewski, ff. Tr. 2364, at 31-35.' m .
'

'- D 414. In the Board's view, the Applicant's presentation was inade- .
..

quate on the issue - such inadequacies are one of the basic reasons for
adverse party adjudicatory hearings. The Staft's original presentation,
totally ignoring the recertification and reinspection program, has nevera

been explained by the Staff nor understood by the Board.
D-415. Subsequently, however, after losing its appeal on th'e issue of

L presenting evidence on pending inspections and investigations, the Staff
has made what we perceive to be a diligent effort to explain fully the sig-
nificance and details of the certification and reinspection programs in

i

j 7' NRC staff Response to Joint intervenors' Monon to Reopen the Record. May 9.1983. Affidavit at $.
6 and 10.''
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compliance with our reopening order. The explanation for Staff's initial
silence on the issue lies perhaps in its perception of the respective roter
of the NRC Staff and adjudicating boards in the licensing process, as we.

discuss below in the next section.
D-416. In sum, during the reopen,:d hearing we learned from the

parties, particularly the NRC Staff,'that:
e There was a very thorough inspector recertification program , ,

imposed on the Byron contractors by the NRC Staff through
the Applicant.

e in response to the 82-05 inspection, the Applicant instituted ,
.,

'
an extensive, comprehensive, and apparently unusual reinspec-
tion program. ,

'

* The Staff depends upon the reinspection program to determine ,
,

whether the contractors' inspectors were qualified, whether
their inspections were adequate and whether some of the pro- 7
duction workers, particularly welders, were qualified. k, . , w.. y,.j . 's, Wf;

,

h " ~ . 'g' 1; g' g
e The Staff relies upon the reinspection program to resolve some ,. f.

,g
k '*,, .of the worker allegations about the quality of work at Byron, es-

pecially the quality of the welding by Hatfield. !

,

-

e The reinspection program is being employed to identify work !. '.
Q|[jjg

for correction or reevaluation. .
,

e The NRC Staff cannot now provide assurance that the reinspec- n' ',, ,

.Otion program will satisfy its concerns about the qualifications of * q."

inspectors and the quality of the work at Byron. p(, "
e Only the basic concept of the program has the Staff's approval. g g;g

Final approval may require an expansion of the reinspection [, . ,

3g 3.Q.;g
';'

sampling and further agreement on the standards for } A.4,7 f
, , ,'

remspection. b - . .,

e The NRC Staff regards the pendency of the reinspection pro- i! ' ;ff f
gram as a basis to withhold an operating license for Byron. e,, ' " , - d ..

D-417. Nevertheless, the Staff, in its proposed findings on the quali-
ty assurance contention, proposes that the Board find that, contrary to -

the contention, Applicant has the ability and willingness to comply with ,'
.

.

Appendix B to Part 50. Thus, Staff would have the Board decide the
quality assurance contention in favor of issuing an operating license for
Byron on the basis of the record presently before us. 5

Delegation to Staff

D-418. The Staffs initial slighting of the issue of the reinspection,

program, and its present position that the matter can be left to the Staff
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for post hearing verification, can be explained, we believe, by what ap-
pears to be the Staffs misunderstanding of the respective roles the Stati
and the licensing boards play in the licensing process. The Staff appears
to think the Board can delegate to it the responsibility of deciding the es-
sence of the issues raised by the contention on quality assurance, We,
however, do not think so.

D 419. In Cleveland Elecleic ///uminating Co. (Perry Nuclear Power
Plant, Units I and 2) ALAB-298,2 NRC 730,737 (1975), the Appeal
Board ruled:

,

When governing statutes or regulations require a licensing board to make particular -

findings before granting an applicant's requests, a board may not delegate its obliga-
tions to the stalT. The responsibilities of the boards are independent of those of the

i stalT under the Commission's system, and the boards' duties cannot be fulfilled by
the stalT, howeser conscientious its work may be.18

18 S,, yermont FanAre Auster romer Corp. (Vermont Yankee station). ALAB 124. 6 AEC J58.*

360,361-62, (n.4 (1973L ser also Washmston ruote romer supply s>sica tHanford No. 2 Nucle-.,.
' ar Power Plant) ALAB.ll),6 AEC 251,252 t t973).

J

,

'

D-420. The Commission long ago made the definitive statement of
, the non delegation rule in the context of operating license hearings:

As a general proposition, issues should be dealt with in the hearings and not left
over for later (and possibly more informal) resolution. See this Commission's deci-

, '
sion in Wisconsin Elatric Power Co. (Point Beach (Jnit 2), R Al-73-1, p. 6 (CLI 73-4,
6 AEC 6 (1973)]. In some instances, however, the unresolved matter is such that' -

4

t. . Boards are nevertheless able to make the findings requisite to issuance of the
license.' But the mechanism of post-hearing resolution must not be employed to obviate,

l' the basiefindmts prerequisite to on operating hcense - including a reasonable assurance
that the factlity can be operated without endangering the health and safety of the i,

public.10 C.F.R. 50.57. In short, the " post-hearing" approach should be employed'

n' G sparingly and only in clear cases. In doubtful cases, the matter should be resolwd in an*
,,

adversary. framework prior to issuance oflicenses, reopening hearings if necessary.. - .

[ Emphasis supplied.)

,

-
: For example, a Board mishi, aner hearing, find an applicant's security plan adequate, except
for minor procedural derioenoes in such a case, the Board could choose to authorne issuance
of a license - wah the dericiencies to be subsequently cured under the scrutiny of the Director
of Regulation.,

;'

Consolidated Edison Co. of New York (Indian Point Station, Unit 2),
CLI-74-23,7 AEC 947,95152 (1974).

D-421. The Commission has also held th:t the rule against delega.
tion shall apply even to issues a licensing board raises on its own motion
in an operating license proceeding:
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Nor would it be an adequate solution, as the applicant ar.d tf e regulatory staff
sussest, to have a Licensing Board which spots an issue mere!y refer .: matter to
the stalT for resolution. The regulatory staff, to be sure, plays a critical role in this
agency's procedures, even aiding our Boards in resolving issues. Icitations omitted]
But when a Board uncovers an issue, we expect at to resolve the matter openly and
on the record, after giving the parties (which includes the stafD an opportunity to
comment or otherwise be heard. (Emprasis in originall

'

Consolidated Edison Co. cf New York (Indian Point Nuclear Generating
Unit 3), CL1-74 28,8 AEC 7,8-9 (1974).

D-422. By citing Point Beach in Indian Point, CLI-74 23, the Com- ,
,

'mission indicated both what the ground of their rule was and how firmly
they were committed to it. In Point Beach, the Licensing Board had au- , ,,

thorized a full-power operating license subject, among other things, to a . .

condition that, before 20 percent power is exceeded, the Staff would :. ..

'resolve a fuel rod problem which the intervenors had identified post- z.y,

4 . i;'y.yhearing. See LBP 72-32,5 AEC 162,204. At first, the Appeal Board re-

; ,VQ|4J .J; " h;g?(]'
,.% .

manded the proceeding. ALAB 86, 5 AEC 376, 379. But later, the > . .f
'

Appeal Board authorized temporary operation at 75 percent, reasoning, [G'i;>
in part, that the fuel rod problem would not occur during such restricted !'' ' jf '. ' '-

operation. ALAB 90,6 AEC 11,13,16. [ ', ,''
D 423. The Commission, however, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 2.786(a), -

under which the Commission reviews Appeal Board decisions or actions [., , ~,,

"in cases of exceptional legal or policy importance" (id.), said g. .
' ,g- .-

! if- L,'
[Hlowever reasonable or logical that result may have appeared to the Appeal Board, +. O

b".| i ,a ' ' ' : '' '
,'it does not adequately take 'nto account the demands of the Atomic Energy Act ar'd - '

! .V 'the Administrative Procev..re Act. Those statutes provide that whenever an agency
is required to conduct an adjudicatory hearing on an operatmg hcense application. | y@.%. h D. t, ,..

all parties have the right to an opportunity to participate in the resolution of properly 3.g c * Q. ff ; .

,'. -;W;7 ?..,gj d. J ( . g/contested issues. ;

- r. . ,.

* , .e., ,% * ' , 'Wisconsin Electric Power Co. (Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Unit 2), ' *

CLI 73 4,6 AEC 6,7 (1973). '

D 424. The Commission directed that the Appeal Board's authorirsi- .,[
tion of restricted operation be stayed pending completion of the remand

,

proceeding before a licensing board /d.
D 425. Applied to the quality assurance contention in the Byron

proceeding, the rule against delegation would appear to require that the
Board decide, rather than the Staff decide, when the reinspection pro-
gram is adequate. The contention raises " properly contested issues"
(Point Beach, 6 AEC at 7) about difficulties which are not simply
" minor procedural ones" (Indian Point. 6 AEC at 951 n.8). Moreover,
we see no way yet to manage the resolution of these difficulties in stages
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so as to delegate any later stages to the Staff. For example, the Staff and.

the Applicant haven't agreed yet on a full set of standards for the rein-
spection program. Nor can the Staff yet provide assurance that the rein-
spection program will satisfy its concerns. Therefore we are not in a posi-
tion to say that the reinspection program will reliably test the Applicant's
ability to maintain an adequate quality assurance program. At the very
least, the quality assurance issue is one of those " doubtful cases" the
Commissioners have said should be ' resolved in an adversary frame-
work prior to issuance of licenses." Indian Point, CLI-74 23,6 AEC at
952.

D-426. Our application of the rule against delegation of quality assur-
~

ance issues in particular would appear to be confirmed by the Appeal
Board in Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. (Vermont Yankee Nuclear
Power Station), ALAB 124, 6 AEC 358 (1973), cited in Perry, supra.
There the Appeal Board noted that both the Licensing Board and the
Staff were concerned that the Applicant's quality assurance program did
not fully comply with the Commission's regulations (6 AEC at 360,,

361), but the Appeal Board rejected the Staff's notion that the Licensing'

Board should have left it to the Staff to resolve the outstanding issues
[

~

off the record. Id. at 362 n.4. Instead, the Appeal Board remanded the
. , ;

- proceeding to the Licensing Board. /d. at 366-67.
; D-427. The Board is mindful that our position with respect to post-

. hearing verification in the quality assurance issue is in bright contrast to
our acceptance of predictive findings and post hearing verification of the
formulation and implementation of many aspects of the Byron emergen-s

.

cy plans. As we stated with respect to our citation to Louisiana Power
and Light Co. (Waterford Steam Electric Station, Unit 3), ALAB-732,..

17 NRC 1076,1103 (1983), supra, the Appeal Board there noted that.;.
',

emergency planning issues differ from other issues in hearings, partic-'

.-

,. c. ,d utarly as a result of the amendment to 10 C.F.R. 50.47(a)(1) in July
'

1982 respecting the predictive nature of emergency planning findings in'

adjudications. However, the Waterford Appeal Board noted its continued
and current agreement that issues not involving emergency planning
should be dealt with during hearing and not left over for later and possi..

bly more informal resolution except, for example, where minor procedu-
ral deficiencies are involved. Id.

D 428. It is probably quite evident by now that this Board will not
delegate to the Staff the task of determining post-hearing that the Hat-
field reinspection program is adequate. This conclusion and the applica-
tion of the rule against undue delegations with respect to other contrac.
tors is one of the essential elements of our ultimate conclusions on the
quality assurance contention.
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- 6. Board Conclusions on Quality Assurance

D-429. The Board concludes that the Intervenors prevail on the es-
sence of the quality assurance contention. Applicant has not, in the lan-
guage of the contention, demonstrated its " ability or willingness to :

comply with 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix B, to maintain a quality assur-
ance and quality control program, and to observe on a continuing and ad-
equate basis the applicable quality control and quality assurance criteria ,

'

and plans . . . ''
D-430. Before the Board sets out the particular factual reasons for

'

this conclusion, those reasons should be considered against the back-
'

,

ground of the quality assurance litigation and within our perception of
the role of adjudicating boards in operating license proceedings. This ex- .

ercise is necessary for an understanding of the significance and reach of ..
-,

' ?-"

- our conclusions. ,, .
,

D-431. As we stated at the outset of the section on the Byron

4. . , i.;.k.W%(Ny
*

;f M, Jj.jgd '.5
. .

contractors, there is a strong element of randomness in this quality

m| N p e f t W Mp.assurance litigation. Worker allegations coming to the Board's attention
were necessarily random. The Staff inspection program is based on sam- ..

pling and audit and, in turn, the details of the Staff inspections did not ', .'
* * ' ' "

-
,, .

come to the adjudication in a well-organized manner. We considered in b ? ~ b.#
'

.- w.

detail only those matters the Intervenors happened to select or the M M ,;%,
Board happened to notice and deem important to our decision. The qual- i E

g ., y-
ity assurance litigation was not a systematic or complete review of the r _ .gf;.R , s ;-
quality assurance programs of the Applicant and its contractors at Byron. p.j - .g,. g iF'

D-432. In this operating license proceeding, as in others, the Staff, ;!Qc q & .,,;-6j
in discharging its licensing obligations, considers many matters not at 5V$ D$h.MyW
issue in the adjudication. Some of these functions, including the Staffs hy j;d , . ~ ,

quality assurance inspection program, may and probably do, involve con- fy,g ;,9 4 .y
siderations at least as important as those that happen to be adjudicated. :..yMp?f.4.' ' 'M@w

2 ." # 7 O -The resolution of those considerations, no matter how important, is a
'

Staff function, because we do not oversee the Staffs work. Therefore '
.

leaving those matters to the Staff is not a delegation because they were ?.
-

,

not in our sphere of matters to decide. Other ' matters, especially the i.f-
, -

'

quality assurance performance of Hatfield Electric Company, were thor-
'

-
-

oughly considered in the adjudication, and as we nn' ' '.1 the preceding -'

- section, respective problems may not' be delegatri to e S*Jf for post-
as ec :cular activities 3'hearing resolution. Still other contractors

thereof, in examples noted below, came t. a u m in more-or-less 4#'

incidentally. Whether post hearing resoluG in of remdning problems
with the incidentally' considered matters'can be delegated to the Staffis 4-:

*

a highly judgmental consideration.. ,

1
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D-433. Therefore, in deciding whether Applicant has met its quality
assurance obligations, as an issue in this proceeding, the Applicant may be
the coincidental beneficiary or victim of whether a particular set of facts
came to be litigated and whether problems identified in the litigation
may be delegated to the Staff for post-hearing determination. As it
turned out, despite the random nature of the litigation, enough informa-
tion was considered for the Board to conclude that the insufficiencies in
the quality assurance programs of the Byron contractors demonstrate an
inadequate quality assurance program in Applicant's organization and
that the resultant problems cannot all be delegated for resolution.

D-434 The Board does not have confidence that the quality of the
work at Byron by Hatfield Electric Company is adequate to provide rea-
sonable assurance that the Byron facility can be operated without undue
risk to the public. health and safety. The long and bad quality assurance
history of Hatfield at Byron persuades the Board that the Applicant has
not discharged its responsibility to assure that Hatfield's quality assur-
ance program is elTective. Applicant seems to have begun to meet its
quality assurance responsibilities with respect to its Byron contractors
very late. With respect to Hatfield, at least, we do not have assurance
that even today Applicant has met those responsibilities.

D-435. A reinspection program seems to be a logical method by'

,

which doubts about Hatfield's quality assurance program can be
resolved. But we cannot find, in part because the Staff does not find,
that the reinspection program is sufficient to assure that Hatfield's work
is good enough. In addition to the StalTs stated conclusions to this

, ,

effect, the Board is concerned about several unexplained aspects of the'

~
reinspection program.

D-436. Who, if anyone, has decided that the reinspection of 25 per-
,

cent of the Hatlield inspectors is a statistically significant and reliable.,

, :| sample? The Staff apparently won't decide the sampling adequacy until-
,

, , ,,
" it reviews the complete reinspection program for sufficiency. At least< *

half of the Hatfield inspectors were found to need retesting and about
half needed more on-the-job training, but not all of these inspectors'
work is being reinspected. Nor is every attribute of the original inspec-'

tions being sampled.
D -437. Some of ti,e previous inspections are not accessible or re-

creatible. A statistically reliable reinspection sampling could provide
assurance that the inaccessible and nonge.creatible inspections were
adequate, but that assurance has not been provided in this record.

D-438. We are most concerned that Hatfield seems to be perpetually
incapable of maintaining reliable records of nonconforming and deviating
conditions. Applicant's reinspection audit revealed that Hatfield, as well
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as other contractors, were not issuing discrepancy reports in the rein-
spection program, but were correcting work with field-problem docu- ,

|

mentation instead. This raises the possibility that the trend analysis may
be nonconservatively skewed. This is simply not acceptable and reduces
still further our confidence in the reinspection program at Hatfield. We
are also concerned that, despite all of its troubles, Hatfield still has not
developed a practice of carefully assuring and documenting that its
inspectors are qualified. a ;D 439. Apart from the Hatfield reinspectior program, we cannot
overlook the fnt that, as a result of worker allegations against Hatfield, ,3,

'
'

there are several matters still pending with Region III and the Office of -

Investigations. Most worker allegations have not been substantiated by ,

Region 111 after careful inspection - a phenomenon we ourselves have ,
,

observed in this adjudication. Still, some important allegations have a,s

been accurate, and they cannot be ignored. This aspect of the hearing
process presents problems beyond our power presently to solve with fair- [}j,Q.q,gy;,. .jg

%p, [, . .. .yggi ;; ;-
'

ness to all. Region 111 states that the Staff will not authorize Byron to n
l'Q7.,gge ioperate until the allegations are inspected or investigated by the cogni-
,"zant Commission office. This may be an indication of the potential gravi- ' ,, ,

ty of the allegations, or it might be simply another indication of the ; " ' j , . yg
.

;
'

~ 4gg,$Staff's caution.
D-440. Certainly the pendency of the NRC inquiries into the work- ;~ + . ,-

ers' allegations, with nothing more, cannot fairly be a basis for deciding , V ' ,,,, g'..fy ,1.

the quality assurance contentions against Applicant and we do not do '... * . .
'

_g

this. Were it only a question of the outstanding inquiries, the Board yu, ie. |# .. .i. ,. ~~ . .x,e;

;|c| :c;would seek either their prompt completion or assurances that either
p| [^ "D.,;.g.,g.1;jg/ ' '

. . .

: ff. 'they involve delegable Staff matters, or that they present no safety

k.$(i li .h.][U,L
.* 'T ' '

consideration. The background to and the inadequacies of the Hatfield ?(j . . . h.[reinspection program standing alone are sufficient for the Board to rule p z.;;.if{y;Oagainst Applicant on the contention; the pendency of the inspections g.
'

and investigations, as they are described in our findings, is simply added ;
,

concern.75 .
'

D-441. We conclude that the record concerning Hatfield's inade- 3;'
,

,

quate quality assurance program and the attendant circumstances, stand- ,

"

ing alone, is sufficient to find against Applicant on the quality assurance
,

p,.:
.

%

75 on August 9 and 10,1983 the Board heard from representatives of the office of inspection and
Enforcement, Region III, and the office orInvestigations, a comero and ex pone. to learn the status or .'*

pendmg inspections and invesugahons. We determined that some of the inspections are of no further '

*

interest and all of the inspections and the investtgabons were in stages too early to produce rehable
results. Memorandum and order, LBP-83-51,18 NRC 253 (1983L subsequently, and prior to August

'

26, we again reviewed the transcript of the m camero. ex perre session in connechon with disclosmg non.
conDdential porhons. The Board has not since reviewed that transcript and we do not use that informa-
tion in this decision.
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issue. Our concern does not stop with Hatfic!d, however. Several other.

contractors of safety-related work at Byron have inadequate or questiona-
ble quality assurance programs.

D-442. We concluded that the Systems Control Corporation quality
.

assurance program broke down, was unreliable and fraudulent and that
'

Applicant defaulted in its respective oversight responsibility. The inquiry
by the Department of Justice into alleged fraud at Systems Control was
pending at the close of the record. Problems with Systems Control were
still open items with Region III. The Board noted that the 100 percent
reinspection of Systems Control work may remove the matter from a
direct safety concern. This factor, the reinspection of all of Systems Can-

'

trol's work, which by its nature is accessible for reinspection, points to a
somewhat different conclusion than the Hatfield situation. The results

,

of the reinspection can be ev.duated by the Staff as a matter of routine
procedure as a delegable function. There is nothing left to adjudicate
with respect to Systems Control. We allude to the Systems Control
experience, however, because it adds additional support to our conclu-,

'"' sion tnat Applicant's quality assurance oversight ofits contractors, with-
out more,is not sufficient protection of the public safety.

D-443. Our findings with respect to Reliable Sheet Metal are about
,

the same. Reliable's inadequate quality assurance program is a reflection
- - ; on Applicant's program. However, the adequacy of the 100 percent rein- -

spection of Reliable's work is a matter appropriately delegated to the.
, ,

] Staff.: ,

D 444. We concluded that the 82-05 reinspection program on-
. *

Hunter Corporation's work, if effective, is essential to a verification of
Hunter's quality assurance program. Applicant's 1983 audit of Hunter's. ,

t reinspection established that Hunter was not employing the documenta-*

,-| tion for nonconforming conditions needed to test the reliability of theaf ,

. . Q. , reinspection. The record on Hunter is another reason why the 82-05
,

%.
,

reinspection program is a matter too uncertain to delegate to post-
.

.

hearing Staff verification..

D 445. Our conclusion with respect to Blount Brothers is somewhat
;- different. Blount is one of the contractors subject to the reinspection

program. After a large litigation on the allegations of Messrs. Gallagher
and Stomfay Stitz, and looking at the performance history available to

' us, we concluded that there is insufficient basis to conclude that
Blount's quality assurance program was inadequate. The most significant
record information adverse to Blount is the Staff's very brief finding that
there was a flaw (of no apparent importance) in the certification file of -
one of the two inspectors checked in the 82-05 Region III inspection.

,

Applicant Ex. 8, at 69. Nevertheless Blount was caught in Appikant's

F
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reinspection commitment, apparently for reasons not in evidence. We
conclude that the effectiveness of Blount's reinspection program is a
matter properly left to the Staff for its post-hearing determir'ation, be-
cause the question is not just whether .he particular matter is more than
a minor procedural one - it is also whether it is within the purview of
the Board.

D-446. In Blount's case, even though we had jurisdiction over the
general subject of its quality assurance program by virtue of the
contention, the Blount reinspection program and related events were
not addressed in the litigation before us. Thus, leaving it to the Staff to , .

handle Blount's reinspection post-hearing is not a delegation at all;it is a
matter which did not rise to the level of being an issue in our hearing. ,

D-447. The Board arrives at a similar conclusion with respect to
Powers-Azco-Pope and Johnson Controls. The Staff insisted upon a 100

.
,, ,

percent reinspection sample of these two ontractors because there were ,

y,.p3,;g,Q,g,h y$g.
,

large-scale failures in their respective inspector quatincation procedures. ,

j , 3 ;,. g gM k W 'But almost nothing about them was litigated. In what we acknowledge to .

I.y.7|k-Sbe a judgment call, we conclude that the Powers-Azco-Pope and Jchnson "

Controls quality assurance programs were not significant issues in our
.

-

, ,,yg y.

E'< M.,[proceeding. Therefore, leaving the results of their reinspection programs
4'jiyto the Staff is not a delegation. Moreover, even if these two contractors' ,-

programs were at issue before us, the fact that all of their work is to be ~ ' . |, .,

reinspected would render the acceptability of those reinspections a pro- .(, . . 1, '
, , ', ''
t''*

cedural matter properly delegated to the Staff, as we found with respect *'

to Systems Control and Reliable Sheet Metal above.
h. .: 3,'| |'. ,,,IO
.

D-448. In sum we have concluded that Applicant's quality assurance '

performance with respect to Hatneld Electric and Hunter Corporation
~ ^ '"''

,' .

(f ~ *,, g0
',.has been inadequate and resolution of those matters may not be delegat- ,,

% j g .%. 3ed to the Staff to resolve after the hearing. Applicant's performance with

.,4!.;(;.
' ' ;-respect to Systems Control Corporation and Reliable Sheet Metal was in- ,

adequate, but their reinspection programs may be left to the Staff to con- ,
'

sider post hearing. The facts surrounding Systems Control and Reliable
Sheet Metal, however, support the Board's ultimate conclusion in our , , , '

order below. Although aspects of the quality assurance program of . ,

Blount Brothers were litigated, Applicant prevailed on those aspects. ~

The circumstances of the Blount reinspection program were not in issue.
~

Although there were summary indications of large-scale failures in
inspector qualifications at Powers-Azco Pope and Johnson Controls, ,

their quality assurance programs were not issues considered by th'e
Board, and, in any event, their 100 percent reinspection program would

'

be a matter appropriately delegable to the Staff.
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,

- D-449. Contrary to the implications of the contention, we do not
conclude that Applicant is institutionally incapable or unwilling to main-
tain an adequate quality assurance program. Although the underlying
reasons for Applicant's failures with respect to the contractors' quality
assurance programs were not litigated during the hearing, we believe

,

that the record as a whole indicates that the very large quality assurance

i. task at Byron simply got ahead of Applicant's quality assurance organiza.
tions. It may be a matter of timing. As the evidence unfolded at the
hearing Applicant was catching up.

D-450. Finally, the Board notes again its earlier conclusion that the
various quality assurance organizations within Applicant's corporate

2

structure were rjitably designed to carry out their functions; that they
. .

possess sufficient independence from costs and scheduling con-
,

siderations, and that Applicant prevailed on that as' ect of the qualityp

assurance contention charging insufficient independence of the quality
assurance function.

,

+ .
,

.

E. Groundwater Pathway'

,

f E-1. Two League of Women Voters' Contentions abont contamina-
,

,
tion of groundwater by radionuclides were admitted for litigation. By'

stipulation dated December 6,1982, these two contentions, Nos. 39 andL -

109, were revised and consolidated and now read as follows:
,

,,
, Since the groundwater system underlying the Byron Nuclear Power Station site has

,

not been characterized adequately, the consequences of radionuclide releases to the
" underlying aquifer cannot be predicted with confklence. In consequence, no proper

NEPA analysis of this important subject can be made. In addition, as a result of this*
4

U , serious and unresolved problem, the findings required by 10 C.F.R. So.57(a)(3)(i),
% 50.57(a)(6) and 10 C.F.R. $0.34(b)(4) cannot be adequately made..

'. ~.- ,9

E-2. The League is chiefly concerned that the Staff and the Appli-
.

cant have underestimated the velocity with which radionuclides released
. to the groundwater under the Byron plant by a major accident would

'

travel to points where humans draw from the groundwater system for
their uses. See Wood, ff. Tr. 6879. Only if the contaminants travel-

- slowly enough can engineers stop them or the contaminants decay to
safe levels before humans come in contact with them.'

: E 3. The League was moved to question the Staft's estimation of
: contaminant velocity partly by reliable documents which show that

traces of cyanide dumped at the Byron site (before the Applicant owned
;

10 had traveled to wells between one and two miles from the site with a

i

!
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velocity twenty times the groundwater velocity calculated by the Staff.
I id. at 5.

E-4. The League contends that the reason why the Staff may have
underestimated the velocity of the contaminants is that the Staff has in-

,

adequately characterized the geology of the groundwater system under!

the Byron site. The means for calculating the velocity of.ontaminants in
a given groundwater system depend on the geology of the system. ~

Velocity in uniformly porous bedrock is easily calculated by using
Darcy's equation, but that equation cannot be used to calculate velocities .

'

in bedrock in which, for example, there are fractures centimeters wide
,

|
and kilometers long. Therefore, a good estimation of contaminant

' '

j velocity, and thus a good estimation of the risks certain accidents pose
! to water supplies, depend on an adequate characterization of the geology
! of the system. The League contends that the Staff and the Applicant ,

have not adequately studied the extensive fracturing of the limestone in
the area of the plant. League's Proposed Finding 12. ; jgg ,

'' '
,

E 5. The League contends that as a result of what it claims is an in- Ot .h . .

N 4 . ].j z,',.

(L ' , |, f. ;,,4';, f'.?-adequate characterization of the groundwater system under Byron, the
" "

Board must make two rulings. The first of the two is that the Staff has ;
'

performed improperly its obligation under the National Environmental ,

' ~ . W,'N ' *!

| Policy Act of 1969,42 U.S.C. l 4321, et seq. (NEPA), under which the
Staff must prepare Final Environmental Statements (FES) for all con- ; . .' %7' '* '# C,

'>struction permit and operating license proceedings. See 10 C.F.R. Part .

' ' ' * " '
'F '

51.
E-6. Several sections of the FES for the operating license proceed-

'd i(. _ ,
..

j

W|~ ~|l!f*.
,

'?,ings for Byron (Byron FES OL), NUREG 0848, Staff Ex. 2, consider
the impacts on the groundwater system at Byron of both normal opera- (W , , , " , .'

.[ ' '[ [tion of the plant and accidents. Section 5.9.4.S(5) sets out numerical esti-
i

mates of the impacts radionuclides released into the groundwater under ..
,

the plant by a core meltdown would have on the water supplies around c . .y.3, j (g'.'
Byron. Those impacts and their costs depend to a areat extent on how

' ~ ~ '

. , .
'

quickly the radionuclides can travel through the groundwater system.
Thus, one of the most crucial numbers in this section of the FES is the

'

'
, ,

,

number of years the Staff calculates it would take these radionuclides to ,

travel from a point underneath the reactor core to an offsite spring
which would carry the radionuclides to the Rock River. If that number
is grossly wrong, then the FES calculation of the costs and benefits of

,
,

operating the plant may have to be revised. ,.

E 7. The League also contends that if the Board finds that the ,

groundwater system at Byron has not been adequately characterized. the
! Board must also rule that the requirements of three of the Commission's ' '

""
| Regulations,10 C.F.R. 50.57(a)(3)(i) and (a)(6), and 50.34(b)(4),
|

|

!
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:

i .

4

i have not been met. Section 50.57(a)(3) requires that there be.

" reasonable assurance . . . that the activities authorized by the operating

! license can be conducted without endangzring the health and safety of
the public." Section 50.57(a)(6) requires that the " issuance of the

; license will not be inimical to the common defense and security or to
I the health and safety of the public."

E 8. Section 50.34(b)(4) requires the Applicant to submit with its
application for an operating license a final safety analysis report (FSAR),

| which, among other things, must assess the risk which operation of the
plant poses to public health and safety, determine margins of safety
during normal operations and anticipated transient conditions, and deter-

*

i mine the adequacy of structures, systems and components for mitigation
j of consequences of accidents. If 50.34(b)(4) is not met, then

,,

50.57(a)(3)(i) and (a)(6) are not met either.,

l
~

E-9. One of the accidents considered in the FSAR is related to the
issue raised by this contention. Section 2.4.13.3 of the FSAR analyzes. . .

the consequences of a rupture in one of the plant's boron recycle holdup*
.

,,

j tanks. One of these tanks can hold 125,000 gallons of a boron solution

! containing fission products introduced into the primary loop coolant by
contact with the reactor core during normal operation. Lahti, ff. Tr.

, ,

i 6750, at 3-4; Tr. 6835 36 (Lahti). The FSAR analysis assumes, among
other things, that the contents of one such tank could leak into the

j groundwater under the plant through a substantial crack in the floor of;
!. the auxiliary building, which houses the tank. In order to comply with

Commission rules, the FSAR analysis must show that concentrations of*
.

radionuclides in the water at points where humans draw it out for their-

!- uses will not exceed the limits set out in 10 C.F.R. Part 20, Appendix B,
j Table 11, Column 2. See ~ 10 C.F.R. 20.106(a), and NUREG 0800

(Standard Review Plan),i 15.7.3, Accc.ptance Criterion 2, at 15.7.3 2.}., . q;o = ;
,

p. f' . '. Q ' . E 10. Whether the radionuclide concentrations exceed these limits
or not depends in part on whether the radionuclides travel slowlyj/ ,

enough through the groundwater system to decay to safe levels beforei.;.
'. humans use the contaminated water. Thus the adequacy of the FSAR
I analysis,like the FES NEPA analysis of a meltdown, depends on an ade-
! quate characterization of the' groundwater system. If that characterization

. is inadequate, then the velocity of radionuclides released by'a boron'

: tank rupture cannot be predicted, and there is no reasonable assurance

]~' that health and safety would not be endangered by that accident.
i~ E-II. AII the parties presented testimony by witnesses well quali0ed

to speak to one or more crucial acoccts of assessing the consequences of
releases of radionuclides to the Bryon groundwater system. The Appli--

cant presented testimony by three witnesses: George C. Klopp,'a

'
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General Design Engineer with Edison, testined on the adequacy of the
FES's assessment of the consequences of contamination of the Byron

-

groundwater system by a core meltdown. Mr. Klopp has had a great deal
,

of experience as a member of both private and government groups work-
ing on risk assessment. Lawrence L. Ilo!ish, head of the Geotechnical
Division of Sargent & Lundy, the Grm which is the architect-engineer of
the Byron plant, testified about the methods used to study the groundwa-
ter system at Byron, and about the reasoning behind the FES's and '

FSAR's estimaies of the velocity of radionuclides in the groundwater '

system. Mr. Ilolish has taken part, often as supervisor, in the design of
the foundations of forty power plants, fifteen of them nuclear. Gerald P. '

Lahti, who as Assistant Division llead of Sargent & Lundy's Nuclear
Safeguards and Licensing Division sapervises the Shielding and Radi-

,

ological Safety section of that Division, testined about the radiological
g . i

consequences of a rupture of one of the boron recycle holdup tanks at / |_M!J .

Byron and release of its contents into the groundwater under Byron. Mr.
>.

Lahti has been evaluating radiation hazards and designing radiation pro- [:$*f , Y ,7 g5
Di'tection since 1963. lie wrote the radiological part of Section 2.4.13.3 of

'

!'
'

'

the Byron FSAR, which estimates the consequences of a rupture of one
,

N '' '
of the plant's boron tank?.

E-12. The NRC Staff presented joint testimony by tvo witnesses: f~'^ '

Dr. Richard Codell, Senior tiydraulic Engineer in the flydrologic and ,

~' ''
Geotechnical Engineering Branch of the Division of Engineering in the pc.
Of0cc of Nuclear Reactor Regulation; and Gary Staley, flydraulic Engi-

-
,

p w. m+neer in the same branch. Dr. Codell and Mr. Staley testified about the
9' ' ' 'O -

adequacy of the characterization of the groundwater system at Byron,
>

.t* *d'and about the use of Darcy's equation to calculate the velocity of
'

radionuclides in the groundwater at Byron. Each of the two men has
s -

nearly 10 years' experience analyzing the effects a nuclear power plant Q J-
-.

U $''+ W-
and the water in the environment of the plant can have on each other.
Together, Dr. Codell and Mr. Staley wrote Section 5.9.4.5(5) of the

.

Byron FES OL (NUREG-0848), Staff Ex. 2. That section contains the
Staff's analysis of the consequences of contamination of the Byron
groundwater system by a core meltdown. Dr. Codell made a sigmficant

,
*

technical contribution to NUREG-0440, Liquid Pathway Generic Study
-

(1978), which deals generically with the subject of Section 5.9.4.5(5) of
the Byron FES OL.

E-13. The Intervenor presented testimony by Dr. Bernard John
Wood, professor in the Department of Geological Sciences at Northwes-
tern University. Dr. Wood testified about indications that the characteri-
zation of the groundwater system at Byron might be inadequate. Ff. Tr.

221
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~

6879. As part of his participation in nuclear waste storage projects, Dr.
Wood has studied the behavior of radionuclides in groundwater.

1. The FES Calculation of Travel Time
.

E 14. To assess the consequences of contamination of the Byron
groundwater system by a core meltdown, the Staff had to calculate how
long radionuclides released by the meltdown would take to travel to the
closest points where humans use the water. The shotter the travel time,
the greater the consequences, since contaminants have less time to
decay to safe levels, and engineers have less time to stop the spread of
the contaminants. This travel time depends on the velocity of the
radionuclides in the groundwater, and on the distance between where

,

' they are released to the groundwater and the closest point where they
threaten human uses of the water. We show Grst how the Staff deter-
mined the distance in the Byron case.

E 15. A melted core which penetrated the basemat under the reactor'

in Unit I would release radionuclides into the dolomite and limestone of
the Ordovician-age Galena and Platteville groups under the plant, but

,

the radionuclides would not sink below that dolomite and limestone, for
in the area of the plant, though not regionally, they are separated from
lower layers of rock by a layer of shale, called tLe liarmony 11ill Shale

j Member of the Glenwood Formation, which acts as a barrier to vertical'
water movement. Ilolish, ff. Tr. 6750, at 8. Therefore, to find the dis-
tance radionuclides would have to go to threaten humans, the Staff had
only to Ond the groundwater sink which was nearest the reactors and
supplied with water by the dolomite and limestone above the Harmony

i liill Shale.
E 16. Most of the water for the region around the plant comes from

'

| the rock layers under the liarmony Hill Shale. Id. at 9-10. The dolomite'

" and limestone above it supply water only to some wells near the town of
Byron, to springs near the plant, and to the Rock River. Staff Ex. 2
Wyron FES OL), at 5-57. Of these, the nearest to the Byron reactors is

: an unnamed spring whose water Dows into the Rock River. /d. The
spring is 3600 feet from the reactors. Id.

E 17. To make the final calculation of velocity the Staff used a
formula called. Darcy's equation, it expresses the velocity (v) of
groundwater in a porous medium as directly proportional to both the per.i

meability (k) of the medium and the slope (t) of the uppermost level of,

'

the groundwater, and inversely proportional to the " effective" porosity
*

(n,) of the medium. The porosity of a medium is the ratio of the
,

volume of void in a given amount of that medium to the total volume ofi

,
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that amount. The " effective" porosity of a given amount of a medium is
always less than the porosity of that amount, for pores which have no '

outlets have no effect on the movement of groundwater. Tr. 6689
(Codell). Darcy's equation puts these relations of proportionality
succinctly: y = kun,. Codell and Staley, ff. Tr. 6549, at 11.

-

E-18. All the relations the equation states, except one, seem
plausible. It is not hard to see that the more permeable a medium is, the
faster the groundwater can seep through it, and that the steeper the top
of the groundwater - the groundwater " table" - in a medium is, the
faster the groundwater flows down through the system. Moreover, it ,

seems plausible that a given ratio ofincrease or decrease in permeability
-

would be matched by the same ratio of increase or decrease of velocity. . s.

that this proportionality would also hold between slope and velocity, and . ,
,

that the effects of permeability and slope would multiply each other. But ,
,

one might expect effective porosity (n,) to be directly proportional to 1, .c

velocity; that is, the wider the path, the faster the flow. But groundwater [i.,h ,

''

, ,

K Q J.,
.

%p.@d . ,M|h ,systems are in equilibrium; that is, the quantity of flow in them is rough-
X

'ly constant. It is this equilibrium which makes it possible for a groundwa--

ter table to have a topography which does not match the topography of t .". .% %
the ground surface. Now, quantity of flow, whether constant or not, is ', , , y ,H ., . '
equal to the area of flow times the velocity of flow. Thus, when the h _, .,.,. ,) g:7 3,.

8 .

quantity of flow is constant, but the area is increased, say by an increase .
..

? ,sL .'in effective porosity, the velocity of flow must decrease. Thus, n,is in
the denominator of Darcy's equation. See Tr. 6844 (flolish, Cole). So L, , ' . .

~

much for the equation taken as a whole. We shall now show how the -

.e 1C. %.",[.|Stafidetermined the numerical values of equation's parts.I

E-19. To determine the numerical value of k. which represents the y' ; ,. . g,. .
permeability of the bedrock under the plant, the Staff used pumping test j,,,e . . , ,

U,1. M .data submitted by the Applicant in its FSAR. Those data yielded an aver- . , ,

age permeability of 1.82 feet per day. Codell and Staley, ff. Tr. 6549, at [ Q f,".,[,. '

.

,

10 11. ' '

E-20. The value of 1.82 is conservative, for new data indicate a
much lower permeability. Mr. Ilolish, one of the Applicant's witnesses, ,

testified that he had recently decided that the pumping test data the Staff .

used to determine a value for k were not suitable for that purpose. Ff. .

Tr. 6750, at 15. The data come from tests performed in 1974 on two ,

i '

wells driikd on the western edge of the Byron site to find out whether
the water in the wells had been contaminated by the cyanide which had t.

been dumped at a salvage yard nearby. /d.t Tr. 6753 (flotish). Mr.
Ilotish decided not to stretch the data beyond their original purpose, for

'

although pumping tests can yield numerical values for A, the tests per- ,

formed on those two wells could not. The pumping did not last long .

!

l>

;
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enough to achieve equilibrium, and certain supplemental measurements
were not made. Holish, ff. Tr. 6750, at 16.

E 21. To acquire better data for determining k, the Applicant per-
formed water pressure tests on thirty-one bore holes drilled to various
depths in the bedrock under the area of the plant. The data from these
tests yielded an average permeability of 0.52 foot per day. /d. at 17. The
Staff calculated 0.42 foot per day using data from twelve of the thirty-one
boreholes, twelve which gave good coverage of the main plant area.
Codell and Staley, ff. Tr. 6549, at 12. These new values for k are less
than the old one,1.82, by factors of more than 3. Used in Darcy's
equation, they would decrease velocity, and in turn, increase travel
time, by the same factors. Such longer travel times would greatly reduce
the risks posed by contaminated water. But, the Staff has prudently
decided to continue to base its calculations of velocity and travel time on
the older, more inaccurate, but also more conservatise, figure,1.82.
Codell and Staley, ff. Tr. 6549, at 12.

E 22. The Staff was also conservative in determining a value for /,
the slope of the groundwater table. " Slope" here means simply a quo-
tient obtained by dividing the vertical distance from one point in the
table to ar.other by the horizontal distance between the same two points.
The two points in the Byron case are, of course, the unnamed spring
and the reactors, the latter taken as one point. The horizontal distance
between these points is 3600 feet, as we've said. The vertical distance
varies and permits a conservative choice of numbers. The elevation of
the unnamed spring is 780 feet above sea level, but the height of the
water table at the main plant area varies with rainfall and other factots.
Eight hundred and forty feet was the elevation of the water table in a
year of abnormally high recharge, before the ground surface was altered
by construction. Now, construction, paving, improved surface drainage.
and grouting of the bedrcek under the plant have made the slope of the.

water table in the Byron site area almost zero. /d. at 10. An almost flat*

water table implies an almost zero velocity, for velocity and the slope of
the table are directly proportional. Nonetheless, the Staff has chosen to
rely on the more conservative, pre construction figure of 840.
Therefore, the v lue of "/" in Darcy's equation is (840 - 780)/3600,
or 0.0167. Id. at iI (footnote).

E 23. The Applicant determined the effective porosit), n,, by geo-,

l' physical logging techniques during site exploration. The A pplicant also
compared the values it got by these techniques with values published by
the Illinois State Geologic Survey. Determined this way, n, varied be-
tween 0.02 and 0.10. Ilotish, ff. Tr. 6750, at 18. The Staff chose 0.075,
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the measured mean value, for its calculation of velocity. Codell and
Staley, fr. Tr. 6547. at 11 (footnote).

E-24. Thus, setting 16 equal to 1.82 feet per day, i equal to 0.0167
and n,, equal to 0.075, the Staff calculated the aserage velocity of the
groundwater through the Galena-Platteville dolomite and limestone to *

be 0.4 foot per day. At this rate, groundwater would take 24.4 years to
traverse the 3600 feet between the reactors and the unnamed spring
which is the grotndwater sink nearest the plant. StafT Ex. 2 (Byron FES-

OL). at 5 57.
E-25. This travel time of 24.4 yea s is one of many factors which led

the Statf to conclude in the cost-benelit summary in the B> ron FES OL
that the impact on human health of accident risks at Byron was "small."
meaning. "in the reviewers' judgment." "of such (al minor nature.
based on currently available information, that [it does) not warrant
detailed investigations or consideration of mitigative actions." Staff Ex.
2, NUREG-0848 (Byron FES OL) at 6-3. Since contamination of
groundwater by a core meltdown is only one of several accidents the
Staff analyzed before it came to this conclusion, the impact of the risk of
this accident is very small indeed. Sec genera /A id., Section 5.9.4. at 5-323

to 5 67.
E 26. A number of things make this conclusion seem secure. It rests

not only on the conservative assumptions which went into the calcula-
tion of travel time but on other conservatise assumptions as well. For
example, the FES assumes that all the radionuclides releaseo into the
groundwater by a core melt would travel to the unnamed spring, when*

|

in fact, since the B.yron . site is on high ground. centaminated water
,

would flow in all directions from the damaged reactor. Codell and
Staley. ff. Tr. 6519, at 8-9. The FES also assumes that the radionuclides

J

released into the groundwater would travel with the velocity of the
water, when in fact. St-90 and Cs 137. the radionuclides which after
24.4 years would be the most important contributors to dose, would be
slowed down by absorption into the media through which the) would
trasel. Staff Ex. 2 (Byron FES OL). at 5 57 to 5 58; see also Codell and
Staley ff. Tr. 6549, at 10; and the FES also assumes that every core
meltdown would contaminate the groundwater, when, in fact, there is
good reason to think that very few would; sce Klopp. ff. Tr. 6750, at
6 8, and Tr. 6801. There are still other such assumptions.

E 27. Moreover, the FES's conclusion that the impact of contamina-
tion of the groundwater by a meltdown is small is relatisely immune to
large changes in the trasel time estimate. For exampic, the Staff's wit-
nesses testified that halsing the trasel time estimate would increase the'

percentages of Sr 90 and Cs 137 reaching surface waters by a factor of
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about 0.5, but tho.se increased doses would still be less than an order of
magnitude greater than the doses the Liquid Pathway Generic Study,
NUREG-0440, the Staff's generic study of radionuclide contamination
of water, predicted as consequences of a meltdown at a typical small
river site. Codell and Staley, ff. Tr. 6549, at 13.

E 28. Last, the small impact the FES concludes groundwater con-
tamination by a meltdown would have can be greatly reduced. Even
though a judgment that the impact of the accident on human health
would be "small" means that " consideration of mitigative actions" is
"not warranted" (Staff Ex. 2 (Byron FES OL), at 6 3), mitigative actions
have already been considered, and in the FES the Staff notes that 24.4
years allow " ample time" to use grouting and well-point dewatering -
standard engineering measures - to minimize the impact of the

,

accident. Id. at 5 59.
E 29. Nonetheless, despite the conservative assumptions in the FES

and the insensitivity of the FES's conclusion on impact to large changes
in the travel time estimate, without time for mitigation or radioactive"

. o

decay the impact of groundwater contamination on human health might
not be small. The soundness of the FES analysis of that impact depends
in part on whether the method the FES uses to estimrte travel time is,

reasonably sound.'

' E-30. A sound way to estimate travel time is also crucial to the Ap.
plicant's conclusion that if the groundwater at Byron were to be contami-,

nated by a rupture of one of the plant's boron recycle holdup tanks,- .

there is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the public- -

would not be endangered. Applicant's Proposed Finding 344. The-

Board's Finding E 9 describes the accident and the regulations which
deal with it. The Applicant calculates that radionuclides which leakedy , ,

out of one of the boron tanks would take about 30 years to travel fromc'- "

* '- the point of release to the nearest well, which is on site. Lahti, ff. Tr..

6750, at 5. According to the Applicant, in 30 years all the radionuclides'

released by the rupture, except Cs-134, Cs 137,113, and Sr 90, would
decay to negligible levels; and these four exceptions, because the tank
fluid would be diluted as it leaked into the groundwater, would, if not
interdicted, appear in water in unrestricted areas in concentrations well
within the applicable limits, which are set out in 10 C.F.R. Part 20, Ap-
pendix B. Table 11. Column 2. Lahti, ff. Tr. 6750, at 6, Table 1. The
StalT thinks it is conservative to predict that a tank rupture could con-
taminate the groundwater, for if the water table were ever to be higher
than it is now, fluid from the ruptured tank would meet groundwater at
a point below the water table, and groundwater would flow into the
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building through the postulated basemat crack, rather than tank fluid
flowing out. Tr. 6834-35 (Lahti): Staffs Proposed Finding G 65.

E 31. With one exception, the League does not criticize the numbers
the Staff used with Darcy's equation; or the Staff's conclusion in the
FES that, given a travel time of 24.4 years, or a similarly large number ,

of years, the impact on human health of groundwater contamination by
a core meltdown is small; or the Applicant's conclusion that, given a
travel time of about 30 years, there is reasonable assurance that the
health and safety of the public would not be endangered by groundwater
contamination by a rupture in a boron tank. Indeed, the League's Pro-
posed Findings do not even meation tank ruptures. The League saves
almost allits criticisms for the linchpin of the Applicant's and the Staffs
conclusions: That enough is known about the geology of the groundwa. ,

ter system at Byron to support sound utimates of radionuclide travel
time. After we discuss the one criticism the League does not save for
the linchpin, we shall discuss the rest of the League's criticisms.

E 32. The League argues in its Proposed Finding 17 that the results
,the Applicant obtained by using a second method of determining n,, cf.
fectiv.c. porosity, should have led to a travel time estimate 10 times short-
er than'the one the Applicant reported for contaminants released by a
rupture of boron recycle holdup tank. This second method was devel-
oped by Dr. D.T. Snow and is reported by the American Society of Civil
Engineers (Snow, Journal of Soil Mechanics (Foundation Division).
Vol. 94 (1968)). The effective porosity as determined by Dr. Snow's
method was less than the effective porosity reported in our Finding E 23
by a factor of somewhere between 2 and 10. See llotish, ff. Tr. 6750, at
25 26. It appears to the League that since effective porosity and velocity
are, by Darcy's equation, inversely proportional, a tenfold decrease in ef-
fcctive porosity would mean a tenfold increase in selocity and a tenfold
decrease in travel time. Tr. 6773 74 (llotish, Thomas). But the Interve-
nor has not understood the nature and purpose of Dr. Snow's method.

E 33. Applicant states that Intervenor is incorrect in its implication
that the estimate of contaminant velocity is ten times too slow, pointing
out that, in response to the question "So that means it [ travel time to
the nearest well of groundwater that might be contaminated from
radionuclides as a result of a postulated accident involving a ruptcre of a

,

boron recycle holding tank) could be three years rather than 30; right?"
Applicant's witness answered "No, sir, it does not." Tr. 6775. The Snow;
analysis was apparently used for a different purpose than the evaluation
of design basis accident scenarios, such as tank rupture scenarios. The
Snow analysis was one of two qualitatise esaluations of the hydrogeologi-
cat aspects of a postulated core melt event, which is not a design basis

t
'
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accident scenario. The aperture size used in the .inow analysis was based-

on theoretical considerations, and the analysis was used only as the basis
of comparison to determine the effects of aperture size and fracture size.
Applicant's witness L.L. Ilolish stated that Dr. Snow's techniques were
designed for granite bedrock in an unweathered zone with a relatively
clean joint, a situation that does not exist at the Byron site. The witness
further stated that he relied more heavily on Darcy's equation than he

: did on procedures prepared by Dr. Snow. See Holish, ff. Tr. 6750, at
,

21 27, esp. 24-26; and Tr. 6773-75.
E 34. The Board agrees with Applicant that application of the Snow -

analysis to contaminant travel time estimates is not appropriate since it
; .' was not proposed for that purpose and other more appropriate proce-

,' dures and measurements were used to estimate contaminant travel'

,.,

times.#

, ,
,

-
. .,

,

2. Cyanide Migration@. Qp ; g, +
, ; E-35. During the hearings on groundwater contamination, the main-

"

,

Q , [,1 . . .,, . ' ' #{
case the League made against the Applicant's and the Staft's estimates

m$.h.. T'(; j of travel time was based on data the League's witness, Dr. Wood, inter-
. ,

' preted to mean that groundwater contaminated with cyanide had moved,, .

through bedrock near the Byron site with a velocity about 20 times the. . ,

. .' M # ' . -i Tr. 6879, at 5.
velocity the Staff had calculated using Darcy's equation. See Wood, IT.' '

t
'! ?Mtu.'.s y w;e p ;

'

. -

E 36. Between 1969 and 1972, cyanide was dumped in various forms.

ff{y@. and at various locations in the Byron salvage yard, which is a few miles
** '

.

j f.6.1 W.$/
.

1 from the Byron site.t* Tr. 6605 (Codell). During 1974 and 1975, a study: , " * . -.-

h$,ih.'[?.N.$'c[]%
of the water contamination the dumping caused was conducted. The re-

l sults were published in an article 77 written by four people from the Illi-
,

f.;.f 3. ;/ j nois State Geological Survey (ISGS), R.H. Gilkerson, K. Cartwright,
, ,

L.R. Folmer, and T.M. Johnson. While the study was being conducted.f- ' -

.,,

cyanide was found in wells 1.2 and 1.8 miles northwest of the salvage'
' '

"
,,

yard.
,"

J E 37. On the assumption, conservative for purposes of calculation,
L,

.

.

that the cyanide found in the well 1.8 miles from the yard was dumped''
,

in 1969 and did not reach the well until just before the investigators'

, , .

b . , found it in the well water, the League's witness, Dr. Wood, calculated
that the cyanide would have traveled "at least" 8 feet a day. Wood, ff.'

7* The Apphcant had nothing to do with the dumping Tr. 6644 Icodeln.
?? " Contribution or surncial Deposits. Bedrock and Indusinal wastes to Certain Trace Flements in
Groundwater." l$th Annual symposium on Engineenns Geology and sod Engineenns haceedings.
1978.

F
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Tr. 6879, at 5.78 On the basis of this calculation, Dr. Wood argued that
the fractures which all parties agree exist at the plant site must be longer
than the Applicant and Staff had thought, and that therefore some
method other than Darcy's equation, which is designed for use with uni-
form porous media, should be used to determine the velocity of contam- *

inated groundwater. See Wood, ff. Tr. 6879, at 5 6.
E-38. The League's Proposed Findings do not mention the cyanide

migration. Arguably, then, the applicability of the cyanide migration
, data to the Byron plant site is no longer a matter of disagreement among

the parties. Nonetheless, the Board will briefly consider the applicability,
{
' for the data on cyanide migration were a major part of the League's case

(see Wood, ff. Tr. 6879), perhaps even an inspiration for the League's ,

contention on groundwater.
E-39. There are two principal obstacles to treating Dr. Wood's calcu-1

lation of the velocity of the cyanide as an indication of the velocity of
-

radionuclides released into the groundwater by an accident at the Byron*

plant. The first obstacle is that, despite the thorough study by ISGS (Tr.
6703 (Codell)), too little is known about what happened at the salvage
yard, and about how the cyanide got to the wells, for the velocity of the ,

cyanide to be calculat:d at all. Tr. 6602-03 (Codell). The second obstacle
is that, even if enough were known to calculate that velocity, the result

! could not be applied to Byron, for the geology of the salvage yard and
the geology of the plant site are not the same. /d.

E-40. First, it is not certain just how the cyanide was disposed of at
the yard, but there are strong indications that a large amount of it was
disposed of in ways which permitted it to flow out of the yard by surface
routes. Much of it was buried in barrels, and other containers, under
only a little ground cover, and some of the containers were punctured.
Codell and Staley, ff. Tr. 6549, at 17; Tr. 6674 (Codell), Some of the
cyanide was stored on the surface near stream channels and other im-
pressions in the ground. Id.; Codell and Staley, ff. Tr. 6549, at 18. Some
was dumped in liquid form into lagoons, some of which were broken
later, thus releasing cyanide to surface water. Id. The cyanide in these
lagoons was in concentrations so high that some cattle which drank from
the lagoons died. Tr. 6770 (llotish). Some of the cyanide was sprayed on
roads and thus may have been carried away from the yard by the wind.*

;

Codell and Staley, If. Tr. 6549, at 17. Indeed there is some evidence that

78 Dr Wood md that to set 8 feet a day. he dmded I $ miles by the riumtier of days in 6,e ycars. Tr.j
6889 Performmg the same calculation (9$04 rett dmded by 1826 days). the floard gets 5 2 feet a day, a
large r'gure to be sure, but one 83 times. not 20, the 0 4 foot sier day the stafr got using Darcy's
equation. and thus more in keerms with Dr. wood's testimony that the stan's 6 ure might he too slow

,

J

tiy a ractor of 10 Tr 6922 23
,
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very little cyanide left the yard by way of the groundwater under the
yard; there was little or no cyanide in the wells in and around the yard.
Tr. 6771 (Holish).

E-41. Given these strong indications that the cyanide traveled out of
the yard on the surface, the velocity of the cyanide cannot be calculated;
for the cyanide which reached the well 1.8 miles away may have traveled
a considerable distance in surface water and then gone down into the
groundwater. Unless the distance it traveled on the surface is known,
the distance it traveled underground cannot be known, and therefore its

,

velocity underground cannot be calculated. Tr. 6867 (Holish).
E-42. Second, even if that velocity could have been calculated, the

result could not be applied to Byron. Any groundwater movement there
'

may have been between the salvage yard and the wells 1.2 and 1.8 miles
away would be faster than the movement between the plant site and the
unnamed spring 3600 feet away. It was the League's witness who testi-

,

fled that whatever cyanide there was in the groundwater moved at a
,, ,

depth of only tens of feet at most, in the shallow groundwater system.
,

- Tr. 6886-87. But radionuclides from accidents at Byron would enter the.

,
,

groundwater system at a lower point in the bedrock, where the rock is
'

less fractured. Holish, ff. Tr. 6750, at 23. Moreover, both the Applicant's,y .

witness Mr. Holish, and the League's witness, Dr. Wood, agree that the
rock under the salvage yard is more fractured than the rock under the

3;

plant site. Tr. 6749 (Holish) and 6911 (Wood). Last, the ground surface. g. ,, ,

- at the salvage yard is much steeper than at the site. Tr. 6602 (Codell).,
, , , , ,

> c., Since flow in the shallow groi.ndwater system is controlled by the, ,,; .

,'
' ,,

topography of the land (Holish, ff. Tr. 6750, at 23), the steeper the land,
'

q.. v.t , the faster the flow. Therefore shallow groundwater flow at the yard will'

;.; , ' f'f.'
_ ;- be faster than shallow groundwater flow at the site.

p. , N, w g E-43. These, then, are the arguments which appear to have persuad-
ed the League not to mention the ISGS study of cyanide migration in itso as c. <

Proposed Findings and which persuade the Board to find that study not
applicable to the Byron site. However, the League does make a half-
hearted attempt to apply another study to the Byron plant site. The
League's Proposed Finding 17 begins, "NRC Stati conceded that it is
possible that contamination could move as Dr. Wood calculated," a sen-
tence which imports much less than it appears to. During oral
testimony, in answer to a question from the Board about what velocities
contaminants had been known to have in fractured limestone, the
Staff's witness Dr. Codell said that velocities of a few feet a day had
been recorded in Florida fractured limestone, but that he did not know
how that limestone compared to the limestone at the Byron site. Tr.
6700. The League's Proposed Finding 17 goes on to say that this Florida
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figure " corroborates Dr. Wood's speculation that contaminants in lime-
stone can move a few feet a day.""

E-44. However, Dr. Wood's " speculation" was not simply that con-
taminants can move a few feet a day in limestone. No one in this pro-
ceeding has denied that, and thus to say that the Staff concedes it is to

-

say something of no probative force. Indeed what the League calls specu-
lation is no speculation at all. Darcy's equation itself would confirm it
for contaminants in groundwater under a water table of a suitable
gradient, in limestone of suitable permeability and effective porosity.
Dr. Wood's speculation, rather, was that contaminants in the limestone
at the Byron salvage yard in particular, but also at the Byron plant site,
can move a few feet a day. This speculation is hardly corroborated by
the Florida data, for it is not known how the site of the Florida measure-
ments compares to either the Byron salvage yard or the plant site. There
may be as little similarity between the Florida site and either of the'

Byron locations as there is between the two Byron locations.

3. The League's Argument Now'

E-45. Having dropped, apparently, any argument based on the migra-
tion of cyanide from the Byron salvage yard, the League now argues
simply that the StalT and the Applicant, in determining travel times of

!

radionuclides released into groundwater by accidents, have given inade-
j

quate consideration to the fracturing which exists '.n the bedrock at the
plant site, and are therefore not justified in using Darcy's equation to cal-

*

'
culate travel times for the radionuclides. The League's words are
these: "The Applicant and the NRC differ from the Intervenor on two
points. The first is how to characterize the fracturing that all parties

+

agree exists. The second point of contention is on the appropriate inves-
tigatory measures which provide the best bases for that characterization
[ citations omitted)." Proposed Finding 12. The League's witness, Dr.
Wood, testified that the bedrock under the plant is " extremely fractured
and jointed." Wood, ff. Tr. 6879, at 4. He said that one sign of the exten-
sive fractures is the large number of springs which flow radially from the
site. Id. at 6. The Byron bedrock is not a uniform porous medium, and
the Staff and the Applicant have never claimed it was. The question is
whether, for all practical purposes, it transports water much as a uniform

-

porous medium would. Even the League's witness, Dr. Wood, agrees
that the fracturing in a bedrock formation does not, ofitself, mean that

.

1 M This sentence is the only sign in the League's proposed randmst orits attempt to apply the cyanide mi-

gration study to the plant site.

. .
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Darcy's equation cannot be applied to it. lie argued that where the frac-*

tures are parallel, water flows mainly in the direction of the fractures,
and Darcy's equation will underestimate the selocity of the now. Tr.
6942. For example, in a long, perfectly straight, continuous, clean
fracture,1/40 of an inch wide, having as much surface area as fractures
in the Byron area have, water can now as quickly as 3000 feet per day. 1

Wood, ff. Tr. 6879, at 5 6; Tr. 6698 (Staley). But Dr. Wood also said l

that if the length of the fractures is small in relation to the distance
which is being used to calculate travel time, and if the fractures change

,' direction often enough, and mesh into a network which disperses now
in many directions, then, as experience has shown, the velocity of the'

. ,.

How can be estimated with Darcy's equation, even though the equation
.,' was derived from experimental work with uniform porous media. Tr.* '

|6941 (Wood).
3 ,

E 46. The principal technical question, then, the answer to which
,

. ' , determines the outcome on this contention, is whether the Applicant'

i? \- ' '. ,
,

has presented enough evidence to show that the extensive fracturing in
, .

the bedrock at Byron is of the sort which permits the application of an'

, .

equation developed for use with uniform porous media. .

g.[ yfr .,

' _
ci;w - u. 9,, n

' . '? ,' |} 4. The Applicant's Investigation of the Groundwater System at Byron'~

D , c. E 47. No party contends that the Applicant did,not make a thorough'

;, . 7, ; . ' . < q
.

investigation of the geology at Byron, one fully in accord with the Staff
g, ;i V.., , , , l regulatory guidance in elTect at the time of the investigation - Sections.3 , ,

2.4 and 2.5 of Regulatory Guide 1.70 - and even consistent with the.t,. .m ,.

methodology suggested by two later Guides,1.138 and 1.132. See
' . ' .O$ ,:'3.. *! ,. M}

,,

4,0. ice,7.j Mt Og liolish, ff. Tr. 6750, at 4; Staft's Proposed Finding G il. The League's

eik /QNipp witness, Dr. Wood, had no criticisms to make of the actual work done

m .j, , s - ,G during the investigation. Tr. 6913 15. The only question about the in-
,

vestigation is whether its results will justify the use of Darcy's equation.
, .y, ,

c ,

The scope and principal results of the investigation the Applicant made
of the geology of Byron are reported in Chapter 2.5 of the Byron FSAR.,

llere the Board will discuss only those results which bear on whether
'

Darcy's equation can be applied at Byron. These results come mainly'
>

.,

from the Applicant's mapping of the site (see llolish, ff. Tr. 6750, Ex-. + - ,

hibit II); drilling, sampling and selective water pressure testing of 154
borings which varied in depth from 10 to 330 feet (/d. at 4); and direct

,

observation of the bedrock at various elevations during excavations for-
,

the foundations of the plant. Tr. 6864 (flolish). -

E 48. The investigation showed that there are'four sets of parallel
fractures in and around the site. One set is parallel, another
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perpendicular, to the regional structure of fractures. The other two sets
of parallel fractures are neither parallel nor perpendicular to the regional
structure, but they make right angles with each other just as the first two
sets do. ilotish, ff. Tr. 6750, at 11 12. On the surface of the ground,
parallel fractures are from 200 to 500 feet apart; below the surface they *

are closer together. Id. at 12. Some of the fractures are clean; these
range from 1/16 to 1/4 inch in width, others are Olled with clay produced
by weathering and rock solutioning. Id. Fracturing and weathering de-
crease below :he uppermost formation of the Galena Platteville dolo-
mites and limestone, the Dunleith formation. /d.

E 49. Although the Byron bedrock is clearly scry fractured, there
are no indications that anything like Dr. Wood's hypothetical long,
straight, clean,1/40-inch-wide fracture in which water can now 3000

|
feet a day exists at Byron. The mapping of the ground surface in the area
does not show such fractures. Sec Holish, ff. Tr. 6750. Ex.11. The maps
of the piezometric surface - that is, the water table - at and around
the site, do not show the signincant depressions which such fractures

.

would cause (Codell and Staley, ff. Tr. 6549, at 11: Tr. 6655 56 (Staley);
I Staff Ex. 2, NUREG-0848 (Byron FES OL), at 4-25, 4 29). And the

slope (i) of the water table would probably be lower than the 0.0167 the . . ,

Staff calculated if there were a fracture extending from the site to the
Rock River. Tr. 6938 (Wood, Cole). Also nothing in the 154 borings
the Applicant made shows continuous, large fractures which could pro-
vide a direct pathway to the River. Codell and Staley, ff. Tr. 6549, at 14.

E 50. Despite the extensive fracturing at Byron, there is nothing in-
credible about these results. To the contrary, Dr. Wood's hypothetical
fracture was the incredible thing here. As a thing of the imagination, a
long, straight, clean fracture 1/40 inch wide can be visualized. and theo-
retical velocities of water Dowing in it can be calculated. Indeed, accord-
ing to the Staffs witness. Mr. Staley, the velocity of water Dowing in
such a fracture can even exceed the 3000 feet a day the League's
witness, Dr. Wood, calculated. Tr. 6698. But in nature, there are not
long, perfectly smooth, perfectly straight, perfectly clean fractures. Dead
ends, rough walh, sharp bends, and absorbants like the clay which O!!s
many of the fractures at Byron, all greatly retard the now of water. Tr.
6697 99,6701,6703 08 (Codell, Staley).

E 51. Of course, long fractures resembling Dr. Wood's hypothetical
-

one are not the only geological features which permit water to now at a
high velocity. There can be underground rivers and caves in limestone,
and water can now between the layers of stratined rock. But the Byron
geology rules out rivers and caves (Tr. 6700 (CodellH and large scale
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How between rock layers is unlikely at the elevation at which radionu-
clides would be released into the groundwater by a core meltdown or
tank rupture: The highly fractured rock is above elevations 810 to 815.

.

.Tr. 6711 (Staley). But the base of the reactors is at 800, and the bottom I

of the basemat under them is, of course, even lower. Tr 6743 (Holish).
Also, the boron recycle holdup tanks are 54 feet below the surface,
which is at 869 (NUREG-0876 (Byron SER), at 2-1); and the concrete

'

Door underneath a tank goes down another 8 feet. Lahti, ff. Tr. 6750, at
'

4. Radionuclides would be released at these lower elevations, where the.

~

,],'
'

bedrock is only slightly to moderately fractured. Tr. 6743, 6745 46'.
(Holish). There is enough weight above these elevations to make exten-

,

sive spaces between rock layers very unlikely. Codell and Staley, fr. Tr.>
,

' 6549, at 16.i

E-52. Not only is there no sign of Dr. Wood's hypothetical fracture-

."'

at Byron, the fractures that are there go in four directions and mesh into
[ a net which disperses the How of groundwater across the whole site, and. .

[ thus prevents the water from Dowing in only one direction. Tr. 6865 66'

,,3,

(Holish). Thus, there would appear to be at Byron an example of the,

* ' ' , kind of pattern of fractures which, Dr. Wood testified, permits the use
U ^' " g ,.h , .., . . .:

;
,

.
of Darcy's equation. See our Finding E 21. Indeed, if the bedrock at

,
Byron were not fractured, or if the fractures there were distributed-

,,., ,

randomly, there would be little groundwater now at the site, for the bed-..
,

rock at Byron, mostly dolomite, a dense limestone (Tr. 6688 (Codell)),'

, . . w a.
?, u , y w ,, is not considered to be a porous medium. Tr. 6866 (Holish). The fractur.

,

*

ing at Byron, then, not only doesn't prevent the application of Darcy's, . ,

Y' equation, it makes the application p,ossible in the first place, and it is the
' ' ' ^

, .r .,
''

. . . , '
'

principal factor which determines the permehbility (k) of the bedrock.

Q..MI.3 ..1 (See Ifolish, ff. Tr. 6750, at 22).
.

[?[&Nh$,k |s
t.& c ' ;y v:- '' $. The League's Regnesefor Relief

.s - , ,,,' '"
' E 53. Even though the League's witness, Dr. Wood, had no com-,

plaint with the actual investigative work the Applicant did, he claimed.

that more work had to be done to achieve an adequate characterization
,. of the groundwater system at Byron. In his written testimony, he called -,

a for a model of the fissure system at the plant site and a tracer study to,

,' confirm that the model was correct. He thought that, not only would the.

model and the tracer studies yield accurate predictions of travel times,
'

they would also yield information on which sound plans for mitigating. .
'

the consequences of releases to the groundwater could be based. Fr. Tr.
6879, at 8. Dr. Wood stood by these recommendations during his oral
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testimony despite the arguments the Staff and the Applicant raised
against applying the results of the cyanide migration study to Byron,
which application had been a central part of his testimony.

E 54. In its proposed findings, the League does not repeat Dr.
Wood's call for a model of the fracturing, or for a tracer study. Apparent . ,

ly the League was persuaded by the Staffs and the Applicant's argu-
ments that modeling and tracer work would be highly impractical to do
now. The Staff's witness, Mr. Staley, testined that because it is dif0 cult
to know what factors should be built into the model for bed losses due
to friction, it might take months to model a mere 100 feet of fractures.
Tr. 6595 96. The Applicant's witness, Mr. Holish, testified that tracer
studies are very difficult to perform and very time-consuming, and that
the techniques used in them are known by enly a few specialists. Tr.
6768.

E 55. Nonetheless the League does seem to think that these things
should have been done. In its Proposed Finding 15,it says,"[tlhe Appli-
cant has not used the time of its involvement with the site to actually
trace migration of contaminants from the site , , ." When this proposed
Onding is' read together with the League's not calling for models and
tracers in its proposed Gndings, it appears that the League is suggesting
that the Applicant has been negligent in not conducting such studies at
the site but that since they are so time consuming,it is too late to start
them now, insisting, despite all the evidence to the contrary (see the
Board's Findings E-49 and E 50), that "it is not possible to say that
there is not a continuous joint running from the site to the Rock River"
(Proposed Finding 9), and thinking,_it would seem, that it is too late to
start making models or releasing tracers, the League calls on the Board
to deny the Applicant a license to operate the Byron plant.

E 56. The Board will not on these grounds Ony the Applicant a
license for Ilyron. The evidence shows, and therefore the Board Unds,
that the Applicant's account of the fracturing in the bedrock at Byron
has been adequate to justify the use of Darcy's equation to calculate the
velocity of radionuclides in the groundwater. With such evidence, and in
the absence of any rule or regulation which requires models or tracers,it
cannot be said that the Applicant has been negligent, or that it should
begin work on models and tracers now. The evidence also shows that

,
.

the Staff and the Applicant have been conservative in determining
numerical values for the terms in Darcy's equation, and thus that the
radionuclide trasci time estimates reported in the Byron 1982 FES analy-
sis of the impact of a core meltdown on groundwater, and the travel
time estimate reported in the Byron FSAR analysis of the consequences
of a ruptured boron recycle holdup tank, are adequate for the purposes
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of those documents. Therefore, the Board finds that the NEPA analysis
in the FES of the impact of a core meltdown on groundwater is
adequate. The Board also Onds that the analysis in the Byron FSAR of
the consequences of release of radionuclides into the groundwater by a
rupture in a boron recycle holdup tank is adequate, and that there is rea-
sonable assurance that this release would neither endanger the health
and safety of the public nor be inimical to the common defense and
security.

E 57. Even Dr. Wood, the League's expert witness, thinks that the
,,

., fracturing in the bedrock at Byron does not give cause to postpone opera.s

tion of the plant. When asked whether he thought it made sense to keep'- '

7 the plant idle while a tracer study was carried out, when such a study-

might take decaces, he answered that the study should be done while- >

the piant was in operation. Tr. 6921..
.

, ., ; .. e

.h'J.f''' 6. The f.engue's Proposed Finding on Interdictive Measures

~"; '/> E 58. The League may hase proposed a fallback remedy, in its pro.-

n;y,r. . .c posed " Conclusions of' Law," the League asks only that the Board deny
'."4' the Applicant a license. But in its last propose,d finding, the League says

' ""
,

- that because the Byron groundwater system has been inadequately
c+ characterized. "the Applicant's interdictive measures must be,

e |6 s redesigned." League's Proposed Finding 22. This redesign was the third,

;e . * * and last of Dr. Wood's recommendations, and the only one which the.

League has carried over from testimony to proposed Ondings. But at,. o i w. , . . .

first glance, the League appears self contradictory in retaining Dr.7
,

9/ > ' V' M ' . Wood's third recommendation, and at the same time asking that an'r
|I.f/G,YL j.- Qi operating license be denied. The only way the Board has been able to#

;; v e sf'%? make sense of the League's call for redesign of interdiction is to regard
i n. -< it as the League's saying what it wants if the Board doesn't deny the Ap-

'

,

,3,. plicant an operating license. The Board, however, will not grant the.

League this fallback relief either.
E 59. The recommendation that the Applicant redesign its interdic-

tive measures made more sense coming from Dr. Wood. Not only did
,

he not urge simultaneous redesign and denial of a license, in his schemev -
,

of recommendations, redesign of interdiction was the natural conse--
.

., quence of modeling and tracer work; he thought that the information he-

expected those methods to yield would serve as the basis for redesigning
'

interdiction. Wood, ff. Tr. 6879, at 8. But the League did not carry Dr..

Wood's recommendations for modeling and tr'acer work over into its-
.

Proposed Findings, nor has it said very clearly what else might guide*

redesign.
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E-60. More important, there l's no evidence in the record that the in-
terdictive measures the Staff and the Applicant now have available are
inadequate, either in and of themselves, or in relation to the geology of
the Byron groundwater system. Witnesses for the Staff and the Applicant .

testified that there are two standard interdictive measures, both of which
could be used at Byron. One would be to make an impermeable barrier .

in the rock by pressure rock cement grouting the Galena Platteville for-
mation down gradient from the spill, llotish, ff. Tr. 6750, at 27; Staff
Ex. 2, NUREG-0848 (Byron FES-OL), at 5 59. The other procedure
would be to drill wells into the bedrock at the perimeter of the site. The
wells would be close enough to each other to overlap in influence and
cause a drawdown :;reat enough to rescrse the hydraulic gradient at the
perimeter, and the contaminated water would be pumped out of the
wells and stored for treatment.no Id.

E 61. Both of these procedures are routine engineering methods. Tr.
6640 41 (Staley). The Applicant's witness, Mr. Klopp, a General Design
Engineer with the Applicant, knows both procedures. lie has had experi- ,

ence in dealing with radioactive spills (Tr. 6727 29 (Klopp)), and he
helped plan the bedrock grouting that was donc at Byron to strengthen
the foundations of the plant.*i Tr. 6730 (Klopp).

E 62. Finally, there is no evidence that these measures do not suit
the geology of the groundwater system at Byron. When the League says,

'
in its Proposed Finding 22, that interdictive measures must be rede.
signed because the groundwater system at Byron has been inadequately
characterized, the League may mean that there may be more fracturing
at Byron than the Staff and the Applicant think there is, that there may
even be a fracture extending from the plant to the Rock River. On this
reading of the League's Proposed Fir $ ding 22, the League's call for rede-
sign of interdictive measures makes some sense, for the League suggests
what might guide redesign, namely, the mere possibility of more fractur-
ing than the Applicant thought was there. But, as we noted abme, there
is no evidence that there is more fracturmg in the bedrock at Byron than
the Staff and the Applicant think there is, and there is good evidence
that there is no fracture which extends from the plant to the Rock
River.Su Board Findings E 49 through E St.

.

80 Alm. nome metis would be drilled down goedient from the spill for use 6n monitoring the
groundmater Holish. it Ir 6750. et 27
el Both the stafr and the Appletani mere connerssiive in ignonns the effect of this grouties when they
telaimd irasti timen $re codell and sialey, fr it 6349. al 11. Ir 673344 (Hohshi The Aprhunt's
witness. Alt. Ilobsh thinha that in feducing by a factor or 10 the permeability 84) or a part of the path'

fediofnutlide9 rolessed solo the gr0Undwater would take t err codell and slale). It If $449, el 14*l$i,
the grouting efitreates the travel timet er the fadionuthdel by teteral month 9 If (68294 8 l Hohth)
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E 63. Indeed, there is no evidence in the record that even if the
'

travel times estimated by the Staff and the Applicant were less by a
factor of 10, as Dr. Wood thought they could be (see Tr. 6922 23), the
interdictive measures described in the Board's Finding E 60 would not
be adequate. The Staffs witness, Mr. Staley, had enough conndence in
these measures, and in the grouting that was done to give the plant a
Ormer bedrock foundation, to cssert that they by themselves gave ade-
quate protection to health and safety. Tr. 6656 (Staley). The Board,
however, is obligated by the contention to make findings on the larger
question of whether the Byron groundwater system has been adequately

.' characterized. The Board accordingly adopts as the ground of its decision
,

the same larger consideration that the Staff adopts in its proposed
findings: that the groundwater system at Byron has been adequately,

'
characterized.

7. Conclusions on Groundwater Pathway
'' i E 64. Contrary to the League's contention on groundwater, the.

Board concludes that the Staff and the Applicant have adequately char-

g',, ; s,9, acterized the groundwater system at Byron. Therefore, the Board con.
cludes that the Staff has made an adequate NEPA analysis of the impact~.. . .

,
'

of a core meltdown on the groundwater at Byron, that the Applicant's2. ,

FSAR analysis of the consequences of a rupture in a boron recycle.

N .s holdup tank meets the requirements of 10 C.F.R. 50.34(b)(4), thato .

p.| there is reasonabic assurance that such a rupture would not endanger'
,

f ., z . the health and safety of the public (see 10 C.F.R. 50.57(a)(3)(i)), and.

.
J that such a rupture will not make issuance of a license inimical to thes -

p common defense and security (see 10 C.F.R. 50.57(a)(6)).,w . . .., , , , .

N,0.: ''iy ) . Q.i.Y,.

,i: c, ..A : W F. Seismie Analysis of the Byron Site
..,i.4.

F l. Intervenor League of Women Voters alleged that the seismic. .

design of the Byron nuclear plant is inadequate to assure its safe
operation. Contention 106, as admitted for litigation, states:

There esist serious seismic related site problems discovered subsequent to the
construction permit herein which indicate that the seismic design for Byron is not

,

such that there esists assurance that these problems are adequately resobed in ac-
cordance with applicable regulations, including but not limited to 10 C.F.R.
50 $7(aH3Hi), $0.$7(a)(6) and 10 C.F.R. Part 100, Appendia A. Specifically, the
Rockford League of Women Voters contends that due to the lack of reliable infor.'

mation regarding the causes of earthquakes which have been esperienced in north.
ern lilinois, Edison should be required to perform strain gage tests on faults cutting
basement trwk located in the northern Illinois region where earthquakes of modified
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Mercalls Vll or greater intensity are espected to occur Further, recent evidence
from the central portion of the LJnited States shows that neither the Byron-
designated safe shutdown earthquake peak ground acceleration value of 0 20W not
the operating bam earthquake peak ground acceleration salue of 009W are sum-
ciently conservative. Ground acceleration signincantly greater than both of these
values is possible at the Byron site. In addition. it is nnt known if the recently discow. '

ered Plum River Fault is a capable fault. This fault is known to approach the Byron
site within 5.3 rniles and may even be closer if the fault extends further to the east.

1. Applicable Law

F 2. Commission regulations require that nuclear power plants
shall be designed, constructed and operated with reasonable assurance
that the health and safety of the public will be preserved.10 C.F.R.
50.57(a)(3). Specific to this contention is the Gener.il Design Criterion
establishing minimal requirements for protection against natural phe-

| nomena including seismic events,10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix A, Crite-I

rion 2, which says, in pertinent part, that "Isltructures, systems, and
,

components important to safety shall be designed to withstand the effectsI

of . . . earthquakes . . . without loss of capability to perform their safety
functions." The regulations require detailed investigations of the geology
of the plant site and an analysis of the historic record of seismic activity
of the area.

F 3. Phenomena proposed as the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE)
and the Operating liasis Earthquake (OBE) have been established in the
Regulations as guides in the determination of the structural require-

( ments of a nuclear plant necessary to counter ground motions and to
| give reawnable anurance of the preservation of the health and safety ofI

the public.'210 C.F.R. Part 100, Appendix A, Section til(c) and (d).
F 4. The spect.ications of the Safe Shutdown Earthquake are based

on an evaluation of the maximum carthquake potential considering the
regional and local geology and seismology and specific characteristics of
local subsurface material. Certain structures, systems and components
shall be designed to remain functional when subjected to the maximum
vibratory ground motion produced by an SSE. These structures, systems
and components are those necessary to assure:

elThese cheromena were al.a destrined by the sistr in the testimony The s4E is the ground mohon
defined by a trettrum (amplitude or ground mohon as a lunshon or rreguencyl at efuch the plant has
tu be 6arshie or closeris damn. and does (lose down wuhovi release or conisminants. the OBI. elio
defined by a spectrum. is the ground mohon el whKh the plant Il reqmrod to be Shut down in en orderly
menner and on inveshgation iniusted to determine the incurrente or damale Tr 739 (Rothman)
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i,

" U) The integrity or the reactor coolant pressure boundary.

! (2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a sare shutdown
condition, or

(J) The canbihty 10 rresent or mitigate the consequences or accidents which
covid result in potential orrsite exposures comparable to the guidehne espo.

*
sures set out pn 10 C.F.R. Part 100

10 C.F.R. Part 100. Appendix A, Section Ill(c).,

F 5. An Operating Basis Earthquake is one which could reasonably
i

,

be expected to affect the site during the operating life of the plant. It is

"

the earthquake which produces the vibratory ground motion for whichp

e those features of the nuclear power plant necessary for continued opera-
, ,

t, tion without undue risk to the health and safety of the public are de-.
,

t signed to remain functional.10 C.F.R. Part 100, Appendix A. Section'

'' lil(d).
''

F.6. The Regulations denne a capable fault as a fault which has ex.
'

-

g',f' f hibited one or more of the following characteristics:i"
,

'

*
,

0) Movement at et near the ground surrace at least once within the past 35.000'

.g./ w * is7 4.. years or moven'ent ora recurring nature withan the past $00.000 yearse
i,% a, . y , .,gv,;' '

'' *
(2) Macro seismicity iristrumentally determined with records or surricient precision. ,,..u. .

to demonstrate a direct relationship with the fault..
,

:
(3) A structural relationship to a capable rault according to characteristics 10 ot''*m, ->. -

(2) or this paragraph such that mos ement on one could os reasonably espected; t;/,f. ,, .
U

4,[ { q.g., ,. ,

to be accompanieJ by movement on the other., o

i , . v. . , .
,

10 C.F.R. Part 100. Appendix A. Section 111(g).
. .,

.
,,

! . ,
m.a.t, ng'.gg. ... F7. Additionally, the Regulations provide that the maximum vibra-

c

!,,g,;, ;d$'{kUc.y.'
. p b.i "

')si tory ground acceleration of the Operating Basis Earthquake shall be at
.

least one half the maximum vibratory ground acceleration of the Safe' o

g ,. y' , , ,:,,c
Shutdown Earthquake 10 C.F.R. Part 100, Appendix A Section, ,

,
'

!; V(a)(2) A departure by an applicant from one or more of the criteria es-'

.

: tablished by General Design Criterion 2 is permitted by the Regulations
7 ,

for good cause shown.10 C.F.R. Part 100. Appendix A, Section 11.-
,

'

[. 1- Spect0 sally, in this instance, the ratio of the ground accelcrations of the,
' -' Operating Basis Earthquake and the Safe Shutdown Earthquake may bep ,

.

i ; established at a value different from one half..
,

T 8. Five witnesses provided evidence on this contention. Appil.
cant's case consisted of tlie testimony of Alan K. Yonk and Anand K,-

', Singh, a geologist and a structural engineer, respectively, employed by
'

Sargent & Lundy the architect. engineer for the Byron Station. Wit..

nesses for the Nuctear Regulatory Commission Staff were Ina B. Alter.
4
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man and Robert L. Rothman, a geologist and a seismologist,
respectively, both of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. The
League presented the testimony of Henry H. Woodard of the Depart-
ment of Geology at Beloit College in Wisconsin.

F-9. The Byron area is located on the Centr,al Stable Region tectonic *

province, a region of relative consistency of surface geologic structural
features, it is rather extensive, reaching essentially from the Rocky
Mountains well into New York State and south to Oklahoma, a region
characterized, in general, by a relatively low level of seismicity. A few
areas within the province have, however, experienced earthquakes. On
the order of ten earthquakes per 4,000 square miles were reported be-
tween 1800 and 1977. Since earthquakes in the Central and Eastern
United States typically o :ur 5 to-20 kilometers below the ground
surface, their cause must sought in the structural features at those
depths rather than in the surface characteristics. Applicant Ex.1 at 2-24
and 2-25; Tr. 847-48 (Rothman).

F-10. The Byron site is on a till plain comprised of a 4- to 27-
foot thick layer of loess and glacial drift in place for 15,000 to a million
years. This till rests on an Ordovician dolomite established 500 Mybpa)
which, in turn, is supported by the primarily granitic Precambrian 800
My-old bedrock. Applicant Ex.1, at 2-22.

2. The Sandwich Fault

F ll. The Sandwich Fault Zone located approximately 6 miles south-
west of the Byron site was also known and considered at the onstruction
permit stage. See Finding 96 of LBP-74-87, 8 AEC 1006 (1974), at
1036. It was deemed not capable at that time.

F-12. Since the issuance of the construction permit, the lilinois State
Geological Survey (ISGS) has performed a detailed investigation of the
Sandwich Fault Zone to determine its extent, amount of offset, age, and
the nature of faulting. The investigation included detailed field mapping,
well records, drill cores, sample studies, seismic refraction work, down-
hole geophysical logging and earth resistivity profiles determined by the
latest techniques. The results are presented in "The Sandwich Fault
Zone of Northern Illinois" ISGS Circular 505 (1978). Alterman, ff. Tr.
753, at 2,5.

F-13. The detailed ISGS investigation confirmed that neither glacial
material nor subjacent residual soil was offset anywhere along the entire

.

83 Mybp == Mellion years before the present
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length of the fault wherever the younger material was observed. Subse-
quent reexamination of glacial tills strongly supported an Illinoian age
(500,000-125,000 ybp) for the tills in the Byron area. This would require
the undisturbed residual soil beneath the glacial till to be of the Yar-
mouth interglacial perioc. (600,000 ybp). /d. at 2.

F-14. The witnesses are in agreement about the noncapability of the
,

Sandwich Fault Zone. Yonk, ff. Tr. 432, at 6 8; Alterman, ff. Tr. 753, at
4; Tr. 567 (Woodard).

*,' .f. The Plum River Fault. .:

F-15. The Plum River Fault, trending east west to within 5.3 miles
' ',' northwest of the site, was originally thought to be an anticlinal structure.

A detailed study done by the ISGS following the issuance of the Byron
'

'' construction permit provided evidence that it was a fault zone. The
N study which identiGed this fault zone is documented in " Plum River. c

'i?. " " Fault Zone of Northwestern Illinois" ISGS Circular 491 (1976).
'' "',''''

- Alterman, fr. Tr. 753, at 3; Yonk, ff. Tr. 432, at 6; SER (Staff Ex.1), at
J 2-23. The proximity of the fault to the Byron site was determined by. .

N {* * ISGS from observations of the decrease, in the easterly direction, of the
q.''^ " ' offset in the bedrock. Tr. 812 ( Alterman).

y '

' '' '

F-16. Field observations, well records, cores and seismic refraction*

(, data indicate the fault zone is generally less than half a mile wide with
* ,? . , strata displaced 100 to 400 feet vertically on the north. ISGS Circular

,
,

S.N *
491, at 1,2.,' '

yv '

F-17. The fault was identified through core drillings at two locations,- '

,' . . "
~

through the glacial deposits to the top of bedrock and by seismic refrac-
'

hg.'K("{!ky tion techniques. Alterman, fr. Tr. 753, at 3; Tr. 791,832. That these in-
c s %t.c.h 7 direct observations were required to locate the fault indicates that the
y n':g.:S d. 9.> p d surface materials remain undisturbed. Alterman, Tr. 762 64,831,834.

. .f . e v ji: F-18. The cores from the two borings, taken about %' mile apart in a.

! "3 ' -
'' north-south direction, in the Plum River area, identified differently

aged bedrock structures at the same elevation above sea level. Each of

r - '' these structures is covered by similar glacial deposits. The structure to
u the north is Silurian, to the south, Ordovician, some 50 My older. The

.

f''e ' ' fault was thereby determined to be between the bore holes.54 These con-

| clusions were confirmed by seismic refraction tests. Tr. 763, 832-834"
'

,

'' ''' (Alterman). The till-bedrock interface can be located to an accuracy of
- I foot by seismic tests. Tr. 842 (Rothman).

,

.'

|^ 84An encerpt rrom IsOs Circular 491. sketches rrom p. M. purportins to show these details is bound
'

rollowins Tr. 822.
!
,
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F-19. The elevation of the top of the bedrock is relatively constant
across the fault zone indicating that, after the south side was uplifted
100 to 400 feet relative to the north side, erosion, largely glacial, leveled
the bedrock surface leaving little evidence of a scarp. ISGS Circular 491,
at 17. A Staff witness had personally observed the absence of an
escarpment. Tr. 822 (Alterman). This absence indicates that there has

.

been no vertical movement at least since the time the glacier passed
over the area. Tr. 820-21 (Rothman).

F 20. In more recent conversations and correspondence between the
Illinois State Geological Survey and the StalT, the Survey reaffirmed that
it has never found disturbed till overlying any of the faults in northern
Illinois. Tr. 764,787,860-61 ( Alterman).

F-21. The glacial till overlying the fault has also been determined to
be of Illinoian age and, being undisturbed, es'ablishes, through its age
(0.40 to 0.13 Mybp), a limit on the recency of the Plum River Fault.
Staff Ex.1, Section 2.5.1.1.

F-22. Applicant and Staff witnesses agreed with the conclusions
drawn by the ISGS that the Plum River fault zone predates the deposi-
tion of Illinoian age soils. Yonk, ff. Tr. 432, at 6; Alterman, ff. Tr. 753,
at 3.

F-23. Knowledge.of the regional tectonics supports the conclusion
that the Sandwich and Plum River Faults are Paleozoic (600 to 250
Mybp) with later movement probably not after the Cretaceous period
(65 Mybp). Id. at 2; Staff Ex.1, at 2-23,2-24.

F-24. Additionally, a StafT witness concluded that the Plum River
Fault was not capable, basing her opinion upon evidence documented in
ISGS Circular 491: (1) the lilinoian glacial till overlying the fault zone
is undisturbed; (2) there is no seismicity associated with the fault zone;
(3) there is no fault escarpment, and (4) the regional tectonic history in-
dicates that faulting in Illinois is at least 65 My old. Tr. 788, 818
( Alterman).

F 25. This absence indicates that there has been no vertical move-
ment at least since the time the glacier passed over the area. Tr. 820,
821 (Rothman).

F 26. The intervenor's witness Woodard opined that the noncapabili-
ty of the Plum River Fault has not been demonstrated and he faults the
ISGS for basing its conclusion on techniques insufficiently accurate to
determine the displacement of the till at the fault line. Further, he con-
tended that a direct observation of the region should have been made in
an excavation. Tr. 565 68,571,574 (Woodard).

F 27. The Intervenor's witness was not aware of any evidence of a
fault which had displaced overlying northern Illinoian-age soil deposits
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or of any characteristics showing the Plum River Fault to be capable. Tr.
Sf 0-61, 564, 582 (Woodard).

4. Minor Displacement Faults on the Byron Site

F-28. The Byron site is basically a rock site. The plant foundations
extend into the upper bedrock which are part of the Ordovician-age
Galena Group dolomites. These dolomites are jointed and fractured in
the upper formations of the Galena Group. Some solution activity has
taken place among the joints causing widening. Minor offsets in some of

,

the joints technically qualify them as faults. Yonk, ff. Tr. 432, at 3.,

F 29. These offsets, observed during excavation of the Byron site.

.' were found to have vertical displacements typically I to 6 inches, with la--

'

teral extents of as much as 1800 feet Whether these subsurface features.

should be designated as capable faults was the subject of considerable in-.,

vestigation and study, and the issue was ventilated at length in evidenti-,,
ary sessioris as a part of the litigation of the construction permit foro 1

,

Byron. The then presiding Licensing Board concluded that these faults'
<t

,

E ,. underlying the site are not capable. See Findings 13 21 of LBP-75-64,2
.

NRC 712 (1975) at 715-18 and Findings 1519 of LBP-75-74, 2 NRC- <
, , . . .c
u ., . w 972 (1975) at 977-79. None of the parties, including the League, dis-

,

putes the fact that the minor displacements are not capable faults accord-'- - .n
!ing to the criteria established in 10 C.F.R. Part 100, Appendix A. Yonk,.

,

t. . .{ ff. Tr. 432, at 4,5; Alterman, ff. Tr. 753, at 3,4; Tr. 567 (Woodard).
,

*

- | F-30. Although the Illinoian till that overlies the faults in the Byron* .e

' . s h, - - | area (including the Sandwich and Plum River Faults) is undisturbed, dis-,-

placed glacial till and blocks of bedrock near the Plum River Fault havei 4m' ,

,

c 6.;M .
.

.ti been observed. The ISGS interprets these displacements as " ice shove"- .

' Q.jff! . Ji[ #,- ! structures attributed to glacial movement during the Pleistocene period,.

s.eg UT!4 9% W! and not of tectonic origin. ISGS Circular 395, at 17; Staff Ex.1, at 2 23.
a^<- F-31. In oral testimony directed to the characteristics of rock forma-

tions to be tested to establish the capability of a fault, as specified by ther; ,
>

NRC Regulations, Interver.or's witness could not present evidence of
surface ground motion at or near faults in northern Illinois within the
past 35,000 years; he was ne' aware of recurring motion along any fault
within the past 0.5 My; h. could not agree with reports of recorded- -

,
' macro-seismicity in the Byron area detected by appropriate-

>

instrumentation; he could not testify that no observed fault was capable.
Ilis reservation, concerning the Plum River Fault, arose from the ab-,

'

sence of direct excavation to show the absence of disturbance of the
overlying till and the concomitant dependence of" indirect" observations*
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such as seismic refraction. To the contrary, the witness could not say
that the Plum River Fault is capable. Tr. 561-75 (Woodard); Yonk, ff.
Tr. 478 (432), at 7.

F-32. According to Applicant's witness, there is no evidence c
motion within any fault at or near the Byron site within the past 0.2 My.

-

Yonk, ff. Tr. 432, at 6.
F-33. There are no known capable faults in the United States east of

the Rocky Mountains. Tr. 862 (Rothman); Tr. 869 (Alterman).
F-34. The Board heard no conclusive evidence that any one of the

fault areas identified as being near the site of the Byron Station is capable
as defined in Commission Regulations. These fault areas are the Plum
River, the Sandwich and the minor displacements observed during exca-
vation on the site itself. The evidence that none is capable is persuasive.
All parties agreed that the last two were definitely not capable. Of the as-
pects stated in the Regulations as being necessary to identify the capabili-
ty of a fault, the only one seriously challenged by the Intervernor as ' ?'
possibly existing at Plum River was whether recurring motion existed '

within the past 0.5 My. Even Intervenor agrees that thete has been no
movement at Plum River during at least the last 35,000 years. While ,

presenting no evidence that would demonstrate the capability there, in-
tervenor contended that neither the ISGS nor the Applicant made what
Intervenor considers to be the critical observation necessary to demon- ,

strate noncapability. That observation should have been a direct exami-
nation of the Illinoian till overlying the fault made at an excavation.
Then the absence of any displacement of the till at the fault would have
conclusively demonstrated its noncapability. While it is true that this ob-

,

servation was not made and its accomplishment might well have resulted
in this issue not being litigated, the information presented was considera-
ble and convincing. The Board relied principally on testimony presented

i

by the Staff based on and supported by the observation and analysis of
data by the ISGS and reported in its Circular 491. These arguments by
the Staff, leading to the conclusion that the overlay of till has not been
disturbed in recent geologic times, include the absence of an escarpment
at the fault, the equality of the elevation of the bedrock strata bordering
the fault even though those strata are of different ages, and the tectonic
history of the region which includes no record of local seismicity;
Additionally, the finding of no fault in northern Illinois which has dis-
placed overlying lilinoian-age soil and that there are no known capable
faults in the United States east of the Rocky Mountains assisted the
lloard in concluding tha' the noncapability of the Plum River Fault Zone
has been sufficiently demonstrated to support our decision that no
movement has occurred at Plum River within the past 0.13 to 0.40 My.
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S. Application ofStrain Gages

F 35. Dr. Woodard described the purpose of strain measurements as
being to Ond out whether there is differential strain in the rock on oppo-
site sides of the faults because if there is, it is that differential strain that
causes the fault motion. Ile had no opinion on what strain rate to

*

expect, assuming the Plum River Fault were capable. Tr. 622.
F-36. Dr. Woodard testifed that the testing needs to be performed at

depths greater than 3500 feet. Ilowever, he has no definite information
~

,-
that strain gage testing was ever performed at this depth (Tr. 584,611
(Woodard)), nor at what depths it could be performed (Tr. 717, 729 -

.
,

. , ' (Woodard)). Dr. Woodard has never used strain gages in the Geld (Tr.
534 (Woodard)) nor does he know specifically how to install a strain.;

,
'~

gage in a rock (Tr. 627 (Woodard)). The specine type of strain gages<

.

that Dr. Woodard has used in the laboratory could not be applied to
.

downhole strain measurements. Tr. 618 (Woodard).

" 4' f.,
- F-3 7. The evidence indicates that given the present state of

,, ,

/ technology, strain gage testing such as recommended by Dr. Woodard at
j a depth of 3500 feet or greater is not feasible. Tr. 717, 729-32, 734,s
' 4 4, 742-43 (Woodard); Applicant Ex.1.

.;

F-38. A technique for translating strain measurements to predicting, . 4 ; , . p,. 3 - ,

1 faults, given the many factors involved in strain and in straining a partic-*

, . , . . , , ,

ular rock, is beyond the current state of knowledge. Tr. 783 (Alterman)..

' . ;i F 39. Even if such techniques were available, the fact that there has
' .

. q ., s

j not been movement along the Plum River or Sandwich Faults in at least-
.

j the last 125,000 years, and most likely not since Pennsylvanian time*
-

y.m , . .

(290 Mybp), coupled with the lack of historic earthquake occurrences,..d y -<..~4.
,

-] indicates that strain is minimal and therefore that neither earthquakesp A,9 .. p.m . 4 e

Myyy;dYhf?f.i.d nor movement is likely to occur on this zone. Alterman, ff. Tr. 753, at

Q:Wh?2Rf@'A 6. 7.
g, 4 pfi ; F-40. The League does not address this issue in its proposed.,

,', 3 findings. The Board assumes the issue has been abandoned. In any
, ,

event, the record developed on the need and application of strain gages
to measure ditTerential strain in rock on opposite sides of faults in the

.

Byron area indicates that such applications even if within the state of the
,

art (which they are not) would be oflimited or no value because of the,
,

current state of knowledge concerning what to do with the results of,

such testing. Intervenor witness Woodard testified that the strain gage
,

testing would need to be performed at depths greater than 3500 feet.
flowever, as noted, Dr. Woodard has never used strain gages in the

,
' Geld and had no information that strain gage testing was ever performed

at this depth or at what depth the tests could be performed. The addi-
,

tional fact that there has been no movement on this zone in at least the
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last 125,000 years and most likely not since Pennsylvanian time (290
Mybp), coupled with the lack of earthquake occurrences, indicates that
strain is minimal and that neither earthquakes nor movement is likely to
occur in this zone.

,

6. Seismic Design

F-41. The Byron plant is designed for a Safe Shutdown Earthquake
(SSE) peak ground acceleration value of 0.20g and an Operating Basis
Earthquake (OBE) peak ground acceleration value of 0.09g. Singh, ff.
Tr. 479, at 3; Rothman, ff. Tr. 760, at 3 4.

F 42. Seven earthquakes have occurred in northern Illinois between
1804 and 1972. The intensities of these carthquakes were estimated by
Paul C. Ileigold and ranged from IV to VI on the Modified Mercalli
(MM) scale. Tr. 445 46 (Yonk).

F-43. At least one of the seven northern Illinois carthquakes has
'

been reevaluated. The 1909 earthquake near Beloit, Wisconsin was eval- 2,'
->

usted by Nuttii of St. Louis University as being an MM Intensity Vil,
'

Tr. 446-47 (Yonk).
F 44. There is no evidence of any earthquake in northern Illinois

with an MM Intensity greater than VII. Tr. 558 59 (Woodard).
F-45. The controlling earthquake for the Byron plant is the 1937

Anna, Ohio MM Intensity Vil Vill earthquake. Singh, ff. Tr. 479, at 5.
F-46. The SSE for Byron is based upon an earthquake with an MM ,,

intensity of Vill, which is higher than any earthquake ever recorded in '"

either northern Illinois or in the entire Central Stable Region. /d.: Tr.
'

849 (Rothman).
F-47. Using studies which censidered the intensity versus magnitude

of earthquakes experienced in the Central United States, Applicant ulti-
'

mately selected as the SSE an earthquake magnitude value of 5.8. This
value is conservative due to the fact that the studies indicate that for
carthquakes in the Central United States, an MM Intensity Vill earth-
quake corresponds to a magnitude of 5.75. Singh, ff. Tr. 479, at 5.

F-48. The magnitude of the 1937 Anna, Ohio earthquake is estimat-
'

ed to range from 5.0 to 5.3.The magnitude of the largest historical carth- *'
quake in the Byron area, the May 1909 northern Illinois earthquake, is
estimated to be 5.1. /d.

F-49. In order to demonstrate the appropriateness of the 0.2g
ground motion value selected for the SSE, it was compared with the site-
specific response spectrum calculated for TV A's Sequoyah Nuclea,r
Power Plant. Singh,IT. Tr. 479, at 6.

|
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- F-50. Based on a comparison of the Byron SSE ground motion value
(0.2g) and the Sequoyah site-specific response spectrum, Applicant
determined it was not necessary to prepare a site-specific spectrum for
Byron. /d.

F-51. The Sequoyah site spectrum was generated for a 5.8 magnitude
earthquake, based on real accelerograms of earthquakes recorded at rock
sites. at epicentral distances of less than 25 kilometers. A Byron site-
specific design basis response spectrum would have utilized these same
parameters and the results would have been the same. /d.; Tr. 497.-

F-52. A comparison of the Byron design basis response spectrum
,

(0.2g acceleration anchoring a Regulatory Guide 1.60 spectrum at the.

foundation level of the structures founded on rock) with the Sequoyah'
-

; site response spectrum showcd that the Byron SSE-based spectrum was-

conservative in that the Byron SSE response spectrum exceeded the
Sequoyah site-specific response spectrum at all frequencies. Rothman,
ff. Tr. 760, at 3; SER at 2-27.

>, - - F-53. On voir dire examination, Intervenor's witness, Dr. Woodard,
admitted he is not a seismologist and does not consider himself an'

.
,

expert with respect to determinin3 the appropriate ground acceleration'
-

:
for which a structure should be designed based upon the geology andc- -n ,

4

4" { seismology of the site. Tr. 522-23 (Woodard). Dr. Woodard candidly dis-
,

,

avowed any knowledge on how to calculate the seismic design basis for a-" J7 -

nuclear power plant. Tr, 528 29. Finally, Dr. Woodard testified that he'
-

j did not know how earthquake intensity, magnitude or peak ground accel-" 'o ..
,

J.1 eration parameters are utilized in developing the seismic design for av - '

.I nuclear power plant. Tr. 589 90., g r. .,

i F 54. On July 5,1982 at 04:13:49.81 GMT (July 4,1982, at about% - *
-

|, w .. f g m ,/ ,' 11:14 p.m. CDT) there was a magnitude 3.8 earthquake with an epicen-'

/fj @iN W M d tral location of 35' 11.I' North latitude, 92* 13.72' West longitude near
' 4:W%Nd,.d the town of Enola, Arkanus. This earthquake was one of over 20,000

.

3
'* P ' '

small earthquakes which have occurred in the area since about January- + -

12,1982. An SMA-1 strong motion seismograph was located about 200. c -

meters from the epicenter and recorded a peak acceleration of 0.59g on- . ,

its east west component. Another strong motion seismograph, a
DR-100 which was co-sited with the SMA-1, recorded a peak horizontal.

acceleration of 0.19g. Rothman, ff. Tr. 760, at 6.-
,

F-55. The discrepancy in acceleration between the co-sited SMA-1
! and the DR-100 instruments is currently unexplained. The Tennessee1

,

Earthquake information Center, the agency which monitored the.,
' '

earthquake, has stated: **A distinct possibility is that the high SMA-1.

acceleration is an installation effect and does not represent a true field
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acceleration." The entire earthquake recording had a duratior of about 3
seconds and the high acceleration had a frequency of about 14 ih. Id.

F-56. Staff witness Rothman testified that no significance can be at-
tached to the high SM A-1 acceleration and that, if indeed this accelera-
tion is not due to installation effects, then it would represent a very
close (near-Geld) high frequency, short-duration record of an earthquake
with little energy. There was no damage reported from this earthquake
to the shed in which the SM A-1 instrument is located or to any other
building. Since there was r a damage to these buildings which were not
designed to withstand earthquake motion, there is no reason to believe
that carthquake motion of this type could cause damage to a nuclear
power plant which is designed using a broad-band response spectrum
which encompasses the wider frequency range and higher energies of
larger earthquakes. Rothman, ff. Tr. 760, at 7; Tr. 807.

F 57. Other small earthquakes with high peak accelerations in the
,

near Geld have been recorded. For example, a peak acceleration of 0.25g ~

was recorded from an earthquake of magnitude 2.7 in South Carolina, a ,, , ,

peak acceleration of 0.7x was reported from a magnitude 4.75 earth-
quake in Califorma, and small mine tremors due to rock bursts have had
reccrdings of 12x in near field from these events. These are small
events which are recorded in t le near Geld and "[tlhey don *: really have .

any energy." Tr. 810 (Rothman).
F-58. Intervenor witness Woodard testified that he would not expect

that the Enola, Arkansas earthquake would do anything to a nuclear
power plant because it was such a low-energy event. Tr. 587-88. ~

F-59. In order to determine the appropriate ground acceleration
value for the Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE), the Applicant focused

.

on the earthquake and associated ground acceleration, which could rea-
sonably be expected to affect the plant during its 40-year life. The earth- ~

quake selected has an MM Intensity of VI and peak ground acceleration
-

of 0.09x. Singh, ff. Tr. 479, at 6.
F-60. The expected recurrence of the OBE was calculated by Appli-

cant to be approximately 2,150 years. The Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (LLNL), a consultant to the NRC Staff, estimated the recur-
rence interval to be in the range of 200 to 1,000 years. A third estimate
by Dr. Robert B. liermann of St. Louis University predicts a return
period on the order of 1000 years for peak accelerations of about the
OBE level in the Byron site area. Id. at 6, h Rothman, ff. Tr. 760, at 5;
Tr. 757 58 (Rothman).

F-61. The difference in recurrence interval estimates between the
Applicant and the LLNL are most probably due to the different methods
and assumptions used. /d.

1
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[ F-62. To meet the better definition of the OBE as specified in 10
'

L C.F.R. Part 100, Appendix A, Section Ill(d), the NRC Staff has accepted
. OBE acceleration values of less than one half the maximum vibratory
ground acceleration of the Safe Shutdown Earthquake for some sites.

i~ This is done when supporting data, such as probabilistic analyses of
; carthquake hazards, justify it. Additionally, in the Byron case, from a

.

seismological view,n.: int, the difference between a Regulatory Guide
1.60 spectrum ancho u! at 0.09g and one anchored at 0.10g is less than

,

the scatter of the data. Ic..

F 63. The Board urees that Applicant has provided adequate sup-,

,
'

porting data tojustify an OBE of 0.09g.- /, t s

F-64. Intervenor asserts that Applicant ignored the only instrumen--

F ~.' tally measured data that directly correlate a magnnade value of an earth-
' quake occurring in similar kinds of rock at Byron with a ground accelera-.

,

tion value and therefore the ground acceleration values selected for the

( _ SSE and OBE are not conservative enough. Woodard, ff. Tr. 548, at 3;
b (p. - Tr. 601-04. As pointed out in both Applicant and Staff testimony, the

Sequoyah site-specific spectrum which was utilized in determining the- -

J. . -d ground acceleration value for the Byron SSE is based on instrumentally
f, . r measured data, i.e., accelerograms of earthquakes recorded at rock sites
p,4 similar to Byron and at epicentral distances of less than 25 kilometers.~

L Singh, ff. Tr. 479; Rothman, fr. Tr. 760, at 3. The record clearly demon-s
'' % -'

, ,- strates the applicability of the Sequoyah spectrum to the Byron site and
f' while the high SMA-1 acceleration discrepancy at Enola, Arkansas is not,< o

,

M totally understood, and there have been some other small earthquakes''-

$.e.o with anomalously high peak accelerations, it appears that such near-field,'-
,

,

.m.
~

1., - - high frequency, short duration earthquakes would not cause any
3 4,, N W .: . , damage to a nuclear power lant such as Byron, which is designed to
YRM;;$ % F resist the broad-band acceleration spectrum associated with the larger-'

Nhygy.rdy.W. energy earthquakes. Intervenor's allegation that the ground acceleration .
-*C,'-

"

values selected for the SSE and the OBE are not sufficiently conservative'

.
,,

is not supported by the record. The Board finds that Applicant has dem-1.t . <
,,

onstrated compliance with 10 C.F.R. 50.57 and 10 C.F.R. Part 100, Ap--- -

pendix A regarding the seismic design of the Byron planti-

@ G. Emergency Planning
'

,2
,

h'., G 1. On February 21, 1983, Intervenors filed their " Amendment
,

| and Consolidation of DAARE/ SAFE Contention 3 and Rockford,

!i League of Women Voter's Contentions 19 and 108" (hereafter the "

Revised Contention) which raised various emergency planning issues in
thirteen separate paragraphs. By stipulation cf the parties, it was agreed

'

.

c
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t

W

that Intervenors would withdraw previously accepted DAARE/ SAFE
Contention 3 and League Contentions 19 and 108, that certain para-
graphs of the Revised Contention would be litigated, and that the re-
maining paragraphs of the Revised Contention would be resolved infor-
mally outside of the hearing process. On August 22,1983 the Commis-
sion approved a proposed settlement and Board recommendation extend-
ing the Board's jurisdiction to conduct any further hearings on the re-
maining paragraphs if necessary after an initial decision and the issuance
of a full-power license.

G 2. The parties agreed to litigate three subparagraphs of para-
.

graph 2 of the Re"ised Contention which concerns Applicant's*

" Evacuation Time Estimates Within the Plume Exposure Pathway
Emergency Planning Zone for the Byron Nuclear Generating Station."
Applicant Ex.18. The parties also agreed to litigate paragraph 3 of the

**
Revised Contention which concerns emergency medical facilities; para-

,
,

graph 8 concerning emergency protective actions; paragraph 10 concern- ' ;Wc.J.

ing reliance on volunteers during emergencies and paragraph 13 which f''M'
a

concerns emergency planning coordination and communications. At the '

outset, we recognize that, in contrast to the findings we make on other
3

,

issues in the Byron proceeding, some of our findings on emergency plan-
,-

ning issues are only predictive. For example, we make Ondings on para ~
graphs 8 and 13 even though at the time of the hearing, school evacua- _ ,

,

" " *

tion plans were not yet in place, and Gnal plans for communications with
emergency response organizations were still being formulated. To make

.
. , , . -

these Ondings, we've had to rely to some extent on the commitments -

|
the Applicant made as part of the settlement agreement on certain para- *

graphs of the Revised Contention, and on the strength of the showing
- '

certain witnesses made about what will be in the Gnal plans.
G-3. Although the treatment we give emergency planning issues .

@"'

'

i in our Ondings is unusual when compared with the treatment we give.

|
other issues here, we are only reDecting the treatment the Commission's
regulations accord emergency planning issues. This treatment was clearly '

expounded recently by the Appeal Board in Louisiana l'oacr and Light
Co. (Waterford Steam Electric Station, Unit 3), ALAB-732,17 NRC '

,

1076,1103-04 (1983):
. . -

W tn respect to emergency plannmg. howeser, the Commnuon takes a shghtlyi
different (nurse. At one time, the agency's regulations required a findmg that "the
trate of onute and offsite emergency preparednew proudes reasonable awurance
that adequate protective measures can and will be taken m the event of a radiological
emergency." 10 C.F.R. 4 50 4N)(l) (19821 temphaus addedl. In July 1982, the
Commisuon amended this prouuort by clarifying th.st "the I'mdmgs on emerg ne).

.

plannmg required prior to license issuance are predictise m nature" and b) elimmat-
ing the reference to the " state" of emergency preparednew 47 Fed Reg 30232,
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30235 Uuly 13,1982), petition for review pendmg sub nom. Union of Concerned Scien-
lists v. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. No. 82-2053 (D.C. Cir. filed Sept. 10, 1982).
The notice of proposed rulemaking that preceded this amendment expressed the
Commission's intent that " full-scale emergency preparedness exercises [ bel part of
the operational inspection process and [be] required prior to operation above 5% of

'

rated power but notfor a Licensing Board. Appeal Board or Commission heensing
i

dernion." 46 Fed. Res. 61134 (Dec.15,1981) (emphasis added). See also 47 Fed.-

Reg. at 30232. The Commission emphasized, however, that "there should be rea-
sonabic assurance pr;or to license issuance that there are no barriers to emergency
plannmg implementation or to a satisfactory state of emergency preparedness that
cannot feasibly be removed." 46 Fed. Reg. at 61135. Thus, while the plan need not
be "Gnal," it must be sufficiently developed to permit the board to make its
" reasonable assurance" finding in a manner nonetheless consistent with the guid-

',

.
. .

ance of (Consolidated Edison Co. of New York (Indian Point Station, Unit No. 2),'

,

CLI-74-23, 7 AEC 947,951 (1974), discussed, supra. Paragraph D-420) and its
,' ', progeny. See [Cmcinnati Gas & Electric Co. (Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power>

Station. Unit No.1), ALAB-727,17 NRC 760 (19831) at 770,773; Southern Califor.'

n.a Edison Co. (San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-717,
i

17 NRC 346,380 n.57 (1983).
*

...

v. u.

G-4. The Commission was moved to make these amendments toI~ '
'

~

10 C.F.R. 50.47(a) in part because of the analogy it saw between
. , .

] g .,,, emergency preparedness exercises ^and "the many other preoperational,
. . . .

startup, or operational tests required by NRC regulations or licensejM.
conditions." 46 Fed. Reg. 61,134 (1981). It was in recognition of the'

. - .

fact that emergency planning cannot proceed on the same schedule
'

.. . Other litigable aspects of the Applicant's responsibilities can proceed on,
^' that the Byron Intervenors agreed to defer litigating many emergency.

planning issues in exchange for certain commitments from the Applicant, .g.j,. . y n.

as to the content of the final plans.' . .o ~ ,.,

. , v .: ,, G 5. These findings are limited to those issues which the parties
.

, ,s

j' ffh UdM K agreed to litigate. The applicable law for each litigated paragraph of the

c.N M,)W , .. y Revised Contention will be set out when we discuss each paragraph.
j,,e n - That law is drawn from the general standards in 10 C.F.R. 50.47(b) and

the more specific evaluation criteria of NUREG 0654, FEMA-REP-1,
3,

Rev,1, Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emergen-.. .

cy Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power
,

Plants, November 1980.85 But there is one rule which applies to all the
paragraphs and so is stated now: No operating license will be issued

'
. ,

.

,

s .
,

85 Although FEM A-REP.1, NUREG.coS4 is not a Commission regulanon and is not enforceable as
such it is the federal guidance referred to in the Commission emergency planning regulauons (10j

* C.F.R. 50.47(b) n.1, and 10 C.F.R. Part 50. Appendix E, IV.C & nn. I,4) and has been accepted by the
. parties and the Board in this proceeding, math minor exception, as reasonable emergency planning'

guidance. The Commission recently gave its blessings to FEM A. REP l. NUREG-0654 as reasonabic
federal guidance by requiring precise adherence to its standards. See Wriropohten Edrsos Co. (Three
Mile Island Nuclear station. Uma D. CLI-83-22,18 N RC 299. 307 09 (1983).
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unless "there ;s reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures
can and will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency." 10,

;

C.F.R. 50.47(a)(1).
.

1. Paragraph 2, the Enncuation TimeStudy

G 6. The Evacuation Time Study was prepared by an independent
consultant, Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation, under contract
to Applicant.The litigated portion of paragraph 2 states:

In violation of 10 C.F.R. Section 50.47tb)(10). Commonwealth Edison's
" Evacuation Time Esumates for the Plume Exposure Pathway Emergency Planning
Zone of the Byron Nuclear Generating Station" does not conform to NUREG-0654
Appendia 4 and will not provide accurate or useful guidehnes for the choice of pro-
tective act.ons during an emergency because the study:

.....
,

(c) does not address the relative signiGeance of alternative assumphons.
,,

.....

(c) does noi consider the impact of peak populations, includmg behavsoral aspects;
; ..... -

(k) does not use site weather charactensticf as presented in the FS AR.

Section 50.47(b) requires that:

The onsite and offsite emergency response plans for nuclear pow'er reactors must
meet the followmg standards:

.....

(10) A range of protective actions have been developed for the plume esposure
; EPZ lemergency planning ronel for emergency workers and the pubhc. Guidehnes

for the choice of protective actions durms an emergency, consistent with Federal
guidance. are developed and m place. and protecuve actions for the ingeshon cupo-
sure pathway EPZ appropriate to the locale have been developed.

This standard is addressed by a specific criterion in NUREG-0654,
w hich states, inter alia:

10. The organization's plans to implement protective measures for the plume .'
exposure pathway shallinclude:

.....
j 1. Time cstimates for evacuauon of various sectors based on a dynamic analdis

(time motion study under various conditions) for the plume exposure pathway
emergency plannmg zone (Sn Appende: 4); .

NUREG 0654, at 61-63. The referenced Appendix 4 gives "an example
of what shall be included in an evacuation times assessment study and
how it might be presented." NUREG-0654, at 4-1.
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G -7. Applicant presented the testimony of Nis. Jean L. NicCluskey
and Dr. Thomas J. Ilorst, Stone and Webster employees, who appeared
as a panel. Nis. NicCluskey is the Project N!anager for the Byron Station
Evacuation Time Study. Dr. Ilorst is responsible for the technical aspects
of the Study. Als. N!cCluskey and Dr. Ilorst testified as to the purpose,
assumptions, and limitations of the Study. Dr. John Golden, Applicant's
Supervisor of Emergency Planning, also answered questions pertaining
to the Study as did Ntr. David Smith, who is Chief of Field Services for
the Illinois Emergency Services and Disaster Agency (IESDA).

G-8. The NRC Staff presented the testimony of Dr. Thomas Urba- -

nik with the Texas Transportation Institute of Texas A&NI University,
who is responsible to the NRC for reviewing evacuation time estimates

'

for nuclear facilities. Nir. N!onte B. Phillips, an Emergency Preparedness
Analyst with the NRC, also addressed the Study.

G -9. N!r. Paul llolmheck. who has a well-informed layman's
knowledge of radiological emergency response plans was the coordinator
for the Intervenors' emergency planning contention and was their lead
witness. Ilis affidavit (Intervenors Ex.13) includes comments on the,

Evacuation Time Study.
. ,

G- 10. The primary purpose of the Evacuation Time Study is to ana-W ',
. j lyze the feasibility of evacuation of the Byron Plume Exposure Pathway

*

'

Emergency Planning Zone (Plume EPZ). The Study is not an evacuation,

plan which would be implemented in an emergency. It is an assessment
3

; of representative time frames for the evacuation of various areas around
the Byron Station for a range of seasonal, time-of-day, and weather

*

, ~ ~ , conditions. It identifies the approximate time frames associated with,

,

evacuation based on a detailed consideration of roadway network and
' y h .:M .;; ', . population distribution, it also identilles the assumptions upon which
L f' ' '['

-
. the time estimates are based. The authors anticipate that the Study will

' ' ' '

be useful to state and local emergency officials to assist them in
'

determining the relative feasibility of evacuation as a protective action.
NicCluskey and florst, ff. Tr. 4834, at 4,5.

G-i l . There are various reasons for making evacuation time
estimates. During the process of making the estimates, one identifies
potential bottleneck or congestion areas where queuing or backup could
occur. Stost importantly, these c4imates provide decisionmakers with
information on which to base a protective action choice between shelter-
ing and evacuation during an emergency. Phillips, ff. Tr. 5509, at 2 3.
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Xc) Signy1cance of Alternative Assumptions

G 12. The phrase " relative signincance of alternative assumptions"
within the meaning of this subcontention is found on page 4-7 of j

J

NUREG 0654, Appendix 4. The term has special relevance to time. )
dependent traffic loading of segments of the evacuation roadway j

-

network. Id. Appendix 4 also identifies the following alternative
assumptions: (1) normal versus adverse weather conditions, (2) day
versus night, (3) workday versus weekend (4) peak transient versus off-
peak transient, and (5) evacuarion of adjacent sections versus
nonevacuation.

G 13. Ilowever, in their emergency planning proposed findings
quoted below, Intervenors correctly acknowledge that the signiGcance of
alternative assumptions is limited because of the rural character of the
Byron Plume EPZ:

.

c.
7. The analysis m the Byron evacuation study is not sensitive to many assump- N.

tions to which an analysis for a more densely populated site might be sensitive.

(Urbanik Tr. 5399.)
8. The largely rural Byron area has a low population density. Roadway capacity is

not a constraining factor on evacuation time. The sensitivity or the study is to other
assumptions namely preparation and mobilization time. Preparation time controls
the evacuation time. (Urbanik Tr. 5400, 5403,5410.5414.)

G 14. Intervenors point to Dr. Urbanik's testimony that preparation
time for the Byron site may be "an inordinately long preparation time
compared to most sites in the U.S." (Tr. 5414), apparently as an indica-
tion that the estimates may be ir. accurate. Intervenors' Proposed Finding
9. Ilowever, Dr. Urbanik rt:jected this implication, and on reGection, in-
dicated that " inordinate is a bad choice of words" preferring " larger
than average." This circumstance he attribt tes tc '.he fact that there are
many farm people in the Byron EPZ who take longer than average to
prepare. Id. Accordirgly, we do not find that the longer than average
preparation time for Byron is, in itself, an indication of inaccuracy.

G 15. Intervenors identify several additional factors which, in their
view, bring the estimates of preparation time for Byron into question:
First, although the evacuation study identines major employers in the
area, there is no surveying of who is employed at the employers' sites or ,

how long thn employers would require for shutdown. Proposed Find-
ing 12. A rew.ed criticism is that Dr. Florst and Ms. McCluskey have
gathered no data on where people work relative to their respective
homes, this factor being relevant because the travel time to home must ,

be added to preparation time. Proposed Finding 13. The third criticism
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is that there has been no indication that the time required to evacuate |
farms has been considered in the evacuation study. Proposed Finding 14.

G-16. On the other hand, Dr. Horst testified that a major source of
data for the Study included information on the number of people that
live in the area as well as how they are distributed throughout the area

,

and the population of special facilities and transients. Tr. 5013. In acquir-
ing the data concerning the population around the Byron plant, County
and State officials who are familiar with the area were consulted to detei-
mine how long it would take the local population to prepare for an'

evacuation. Tr. 5013-14 (Horst). Further, the average public response,

'

times for receiving warning, leaving work, traveling home, and evacuat-'

ing the home have been favorably reviewed by Ogle County and IESDA
ofGcials. Applicant Ex.18, at 4-3. Nis. NicCluskey also indicated that the'

Evacuation Time Study incorporated the experience of evacuations in
similar types of rural areas. Tr. 5016.

G - 17. The Study applied approved probability distribution tech-
niques to Byron-speci6c data. A normal distribution was assumed for.

the time spread of specine events, i.e., receiving warning, leaving work,
travel time from work to home, and leaving home. Normal distribution

* represcnts the situation in which most persons respond in the average-

.S time for the given event and lesser numbers of individuals respond ear-
? lier and later than the average time. Therefore, the cumulative probabili-

ty distribution of each of these events is an "S" shape. The curves havei

been derived by using standard mathematical techniques based on
NUREG-0654 recommendations. Nighttime curves have been derived,

*

by combining two events: Receive Warning and Evacuate Home. Day-
time curves have been derived by combining the Receive Warning,'

, g,' Leave Work, Travel Home, and Evacuate Home time distributions. The'

,

_ cumulative distribution of these different events combined has an "S"vie >

## i
'

g-* shape similar to the curves for the individual events, and represents the
V '

spectrum of public response times. Applicant Ex.18, at 4-3,4-4.
G-18. The Board is satisGed that the preparation-time estimates for

the Byron Evacuation Time Study are reasonably accurate and that they
satisfy the expectations of NUREG-0654 with one exception. Interve-
nors' concern that the preparation estimates do not include time to shut
down employment sites has not been directly answered by any portion
of the evidentiary record we can identify. For that matter, however,
neither can we discern that Intervenors raised the issue during the
hearing.

G-19. The Study estimates that the average time from receiving a
warning to leaving work in the Byron area would be 15 minutes. Appli-
cant Ex.18, Table 4-1. Whether this includes the employment center
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shutdown time estimate is not clear. Given the basically rural nature of
the EPZ and the absence of heavy industry in the area, it would seem
that the 15-minute estimate would include shutdown time. Even if some
employment centers need more than 15 minutes to shut down, not all
employees w9uld be required for that purpose and the 15-minute aver- ,

age could still pertain.
G-20. The Stone and Webster witnesses reported that the major

employers of the area have been identined. Tr. 5014. Therefore, the un-
certainty can be easily resolved and should be. If the estimate includes
shutdown time, that fact should be stated. If not, perhaps reliable infer-
ences can be drawn based upon the nature of the employment centers.*

Where uncertainty remains, specinc inquiry would not be burdensome.
Identification of employers with extended shutdown times would also be
useful in identifying employees who should be regarded as emergency
workers. The Board will require that the Evacuation Time Study be clari-

i

fied and amended if necessary to reDect employment center shutdown c ,

times.
,

lle) Consideration ofPeak Populations and Behavioral Aspects in the
,

Evacuation Time Study

G 21. Intervenors adopted this portion of their emergency planning
contention from NUREG-0654, at 4-10 which requires that behavioral
aspects be considered when considering the impact of peak populations.

G-22. The Byron Evacuation Time Study considers peak popula- ,

tions in two ways. First, the Study considers summer and winter
populations. Summer populations include transient populations resulting
from recreational facilities in the area. Second, special events which at-
tract signincant numbers of additional transients are analyzed in separate
simulations. Certain special events in the plume exposure pathway EPZ
could attract significant numbers of additional transients. These special
events are the Autumn on Parade Festival and the Byren Dragway and
Motosport Speedway events. These events were analyzed in separate,

+

simulations. Based on these simulations, the analysis determined that
;

|
the presence of additional transient populations associated with the spe-

|
cial events do not increase the time required to evacuate. McCluskey
and florst, ff. Tr. 4834, at 6; Applicant Ex.18, at 6-2.

G-23. Intervenors would have the Board infer that the Evacuation
Time Study estimate with respect to certain special events is Dawed be-
cause queuing would occur at those times. Proposed Finding 19. The
Time Study considered queuing in its conclusion, however (Applicant

,

_
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Ex.18, at 71), and Intervenors are too late in their effort to challenge
the conclusion.

G-24. The principal thrust of Intervenors' " peak population'' sub-
contention is that the NETVAC 11 Dynamic Route Selection model used
in the Time Study employs two invalid assumptions:

,

1. While peak population transients are correctly assumed to
know the routes taken into the evacuation zone, this knowl-
edge would not extend to knowing the proper evacuation
route. Proposed Findings 25,26.

2. The assumption that persons unfamiliar with an evacuation -

route will follow others out is not consistent with the assump-
tion that persons will choose the less congested path. Proposed
Findings 23, 29-32. And in any event, the assumption that the,

lead car driver knows where to go is invalid. Proposed
Findings. Opinion, at 10.

G-25. The persuasive testimony of the Time Study authors does
nothing more than observe ordinary human behavior when they testified
that transients will not be evacuating in a vacuum, that they will not
travel opposing a crowd, and will not necessarily join in a congestion

'

when a close-by alternative is observed and is used by others. Tr. 4879
'

(McCluskey and Horst). The Board believes that the situation postulated
by the Intervenors' proposed findings is simply not logical. Transients"'

with the intelligence, information, resourcefulness and temperament to- i

'

venture into an area unfamiliar to them can be expected to employ the*

same faculties in finding their way out of the area, albeit by a different
*

route. The same resourcefulness will permit them to follow others out'

of the area, to adjust from time to time to minimize congestions and to
find routes on their own if necessary. The scenario suggesting that a'

,.

,( 7 crowd, some of whom are familiar with the area, will continue to follow
,

' ' ^ ' a lead car in the wrong direction for evacuation is implausible.--
,

Moreover, Intervenors' postulation ignores the contribution toward
orderly evacuation which would be made by police and other traffic con-
trol workers in the event of a radiological emergency.

G-26. We find that the behavioral aspect of peak populations in the
Byron EPZ has been adequately addressed in the Evacuation Time Study.

Aberrational Behavioral Aspects
4

G 27. Although by its terms, Intervenors' subcontention in sub-
paragraph 2(:) narrowly charges that the Evacuation Time Study does
not " consider the impact of peak populations, including behavioral
aspects," their proposed findings somewhat unfairly enlarge the scope of
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the issue by asserting that aberrational behavior, especially panic, in the
population at large, has not been properly evaluated. Intervenors pre-
sented no evidence, electing instead to analyze perceived faults in the
evidentiary presentation by the Applicant and Staff. Proposed Findings
43 50. *

The Evacuation Time Study made several behavioralG 28.
assumptions, including those at issue here. /.e., persons within the
Byron evacuation zone will leave when requested, and will comply with
traffic rules. Ms. McCluskey and Dr. Ilorst testiGed that:

These assumptions are based in part on the Gndmes represented m an Enuronmen.
tal Protection Agency publication entitled "Esacuation Risks - An Evaluation"
published in June 1974. This publication analyzes mformation regardmg hurnan

<

reactions to actual evacuations, and concludes "the idea that people will panic in the
face or great threat or danger is widespread. However,it is not borne out m reaht).

~

insorar as wild night ss concerned the opposote beharrovalpattern m rnost disasters isfor 4,.,,

more hAc(v." (Emphasis m orismalI . -; a., '

?:
McCluskey and florst, ff. Tr. 4834, at 7. ;

G-29. Contrary to intervenors' assertion-that " opposite behavioral ,

pattern" cuuld mean '' complete passivity and non responsiveness"
(Proposed Finding 44), Ms. McCluskey clearly stated that by " opposite
behavioral pattern" she meant that people will not panic and not flee. '

.
,

Tr. 4867. Ms. McCluskey, when questioned by Intervenors'
representative, added her own experience during a Nor' easter with ac- . . ~

_,

companying flooding, winds, snow and rain as a basis for believing that N'L
people act rationally and responsibly during emt:rgency evacuations. Tr. .

4890-93 (McCluskey, lloimbeck).
G-30. Dr. Urbanik testified that experience with large-scale evacua-

tions does not reveal any aberrant behavior on the part of evacuees de- '

spite their large numbers and stressful environment. This conclusion is
i' based on examination of the literature concerning evacuations including

large-scale evacuations in Texas and Louisiana during flurricane Carla
and the evacuation of Missasauga, Canada (216,000 people) following a
train derailment irwolving hazardous chemicals. Urbanik, (f. Tr. 5391,

'
'

at 6.
G 31. The Board does not regard the evidence presented to it to-

constitute a fully litigated, adversarial evidentiary presentation on wheth-
er persons would flee in panic, or refuse to move at all. Intervenors, as
we noted, had no evidence. But, nothing in the Evacuation Time Study
subcontentions required a greater evidentiary showing by Applicant or
the Staff. The evidence presented was reliable, probative and
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,

substantial, and constituted the preponderance, in fact all, of the evi-
dence on the issue. Moreover, the implicit assumption in Intervenors'
proposed findings that panic or its opposite, total immobility of the
general population is, in our view as Unders of the fact, inconsistent
with normally expected ' human behavior under evacuation conditions.

,
*

The Evacuation Time Study has given sumcient consideration to the
possibility of aberrational behavior.

Parents of Schoolchildren
, -

G 32. The Study assumes, as we noted above, that persons will
evacuate when requested to do so. Intervenors assert that parents of
school-age children will not leave without their children then in school.
Proposed Findings 33 35. Ms. McCluskey testined that the parents are
no exception to the general rule provided that they have been informed
beforehand concerning IN plans for evacuating their children. E.g., Tr.

'

~ '; & 4997. Intervenors, however, meet this testimony by pointing out - ac-
'

'C curately as is presently the case - that there is no evidence that arrange-
ments for such timely reassurances have been made. Proposed Finding

Wr;A 39. This is not a completely fair argument. The adequacy of the evacua-
' <" ..s? tion plans for schools is provided for in Commitment I of the emergency

'

planning stipulation, and the adequacy of the public information and"' '

we :m- educational programs is the subject of Coinmitments Q through T. Ap-
Q plicant acknowledges in its Reply Findings that information for parents' .*

,- f' is to be included in its public information and education commitments.,

; Reply Findings at 6.
~

*- "

.L' G 33. Therefore, assuming the adequacy of the schoolchildren
,

71''s%]i
. , , ' , . ' . . evacuation plans and the effectiveness of the plans to communicate the*

school evacuation information to parents, we Gnd no basis to conclude
ii #h ' ; #' , 'j that the Evacuation Time Stt.dy is dencient with respect to parents of

'''
. schoolchildren..

G 34. Nevertheless, the lioard is sympathetic to the special concern-

', implicit in Intervenors' proposed findings. Schoolchildren and their par-.
'

ents present a special case for evacuation planning. We observed, with
some concern during the hearings and in the limited appearance
statements, that school evacuation plans were not in place and there was'

virtually no public understanding of school evacuation expectations. We
will regard this aspect of Applicant's commitments to be an especially
important consideration in the event of c equest for hearing.

,
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Adverse Weather Conditions

G -35. According to NUREG-0654, an evacuation time analysis
must include:

. Adverse conditions would
Two Iweatherl conitions - normal and adverse .

.

*

depend on the characteristics of a specific site and could include Dooding, snow, ice,
fog or rain. The adverse weather frequency used in this analyses shall be identified
and shall be severe enough to define the sensitivity of the analysis to the selected
even: These conditions will affect both travel times and capacity. More than one
adverse condition may need to be considered. That is, a northerr she with a high

,

*

summer tourist population should consider rain, Gooding, or fog as the adve.w win-
dition as wcIl as snow with winter population estimates.

.

Id. at 4 6,4 7.
G 36. The Byron Evacuation Study- selected several adverse

,

'

conditions, light snow, icing, rain, and fog, all of which come within the
definition of adverse weather which reduces road capacity to 70 percent ;[J. '

.,g',of normal weather capacity. Applicant Ex.18, at 2 3. Translated into ''

time differences, for normal weather, summer and winter, the general
population evacuation time estimates for the full plume EPZ range from

. -

about 191 minutes during the day to til minutes at night. In adverse
-

weather, the estimates range from about 227 minutes for day and 123
(.minutes for night. Id. at 1 1,1-2 Other time estimates for differing

>

scenarios, e.g., special facility evacuation, were also calculated. /d.
, .

4

G 37. The Intervenors level two criticisms of the use of the adverse
weather factors in the Study. First they state that there is doubt that deci- ' "; x

sionmakers will know what 70 percent roadway capacity looks like. Re- '

sponding to this, Applicant states that the decisionmakers riced not
know what 70 percent of roadway capacity looks like, that it is the sensi-
tivity of the time estimates to adverse weather conditions which

.

'

controls. We agree with Applicant but for simpler reasons. The decision- '

makers may not know what 70 percent of road capacity looks like, but '

they know what rain, icing, fog and light snow look like and they can
recognize variations of those conditions. As noted in the preceding
finding, the reduced roadway capacity factor has also been set out in the - , ;,-

.<form of time variations for the guidance of the decisionmakers.
.

G 38. Intervenors also complain that more adverse weather ,

'

conditions, such as flooding in the summer and heavy snow in the
winter, should have been included as additional assumed adverse weath-

. ;

er conditions. Indeed, NUREG-%54 contemplates that more than one
adverse weather condition may be needed, for example, in northern
sites. Ms. McCluskey and Dr. Horst explained that the more adverse
conditions were not used because:

.

.
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Obviously snow and scy pavements in the extremes identiGed as snowfallin excess
of six inches and often accompamed by damaging glaze" can effectively reduce the
capacity to zero. However, because such conditions occur. on the average. about
once per year. it was decided that the esacuation time estimates should address the
most common adscrse conditions. thereby providing ofDeials a more useful aid in
making decisions regarding protectne actions.

Ff. Tr. 4834, at 8.
G-39. But this reasoning does not preclude the use of additional ad-

verse weather conditions if such information would' be useful. However,
both Ms. McCluskey and Dr. Horst in their testimony and Dr. Urbanik -

in his testimony point out that the feasibility of no evacuation at all
must also be considered. In heavy snow, for example, evacuation would
not begin until roads are cleared. Id. at 8,9; Urbanik, ff. Tr. 5391, at 5.
The adverse weather condition used in the Study and the assumed re-
duced capacity factor is intended to represent the upper limit where
roads are passable but not in good condition. Tr. 4396 (Urbanik). Ac-

N cordingly the Board Ands that the Evacuation Time Study has employed
reasonable adverse weather conditions in its assumptions.

G-40. The Board, however, is concerned about another aspect of
*

the adverse weather assumptions, apparently overlooked by Intervenors ,

* , ' ' ' in their proposed Ondings. In Applicant's view the assumed 30 percent *
.

reduction in capacity for adverse weather is " conservative." Proposed
Finding 260. According to Dr. Horst, who selected the capacity reduction

/* assumption, the reduction for rainfall, for example, could actually be as
~ l little as 15 percent. The overall study indicated only a reduction to 80

' percent capacity. But Applicant's study went "a little bit further and
used 70 percent instead." Tr. 4965-66; 4981-88. He stated, at one point,

'

that assumed tralTic time, increased as a result of the extra 10 percent..
' ~

~' capacity reduction, was perhaps only "a relatively small percentage." Tr.
^

. ' , " - 4966 Giorst). But Dr. Horst testiGed inconsistently that at the 70 percent
'

(" conservative") roadway capacity assumption, there may be a major in--

crease in time estimate, but that one may not see the increase at 80 per-
cent (realistic) assumed roadway capacity. Tr. 4986.

G-41. It was troubling to the Board that Dr. Horst was not able to
explain why conservatism in emergency planning lies in the direction of
assuming greater-than realistic evacuation traffic times. Tr. 4984-88.

G-42. Dr. Urbanik approved the use of an assumed 30 percent re-
duction in capacity as appropriate to account for site-specine conditions,
but he acknowledged that available research indicates a capacity reduc-
tion range of only 8 to 24 percent for a variety of conditions including
wet weather or light snow. Urbanik, ff. Tr. 5391, at 4,5. He did not ex-
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plain why he approved a more than realistic assumption in capacity
reduction.

G 43. The Board Ands no basis for the Applicant's and Stone and
Webster's conclusion that reducing the assumed roadway capacity, with
its attendant increase in assumed trafGc time, is conservative. if evacua-
tion is the only course open to the emergency decisionmaker, overes-
timating the traffic time assumptions would not help in making a
decision, and in fact evacuation time studies would have greatly reduced
importance. Where the decisionmakers must select from more than one
protective action, any departure from realistic evacuation time estimates
could innuence their decisions away from safety. Accordingly the Board
will require the Applicant to modify its Evacuation Time Study to renect
realistic traffic time estimates. Conservatisms may remain in the Study
provided that they are clearly identified as such and quantified.

f;g,;
2. Ferngraph 3, Emergency MedicalFacilities

i

G -44. The parties agreed to litigate paragraph 3 of the Revised Con.
' ' ',"

tention which states:
i

In violation of 10 C.F.R. Section $0 47(bH12), the emergency plannmg for the in- '

gestion esposure EPZ of the Byron Station does not sufGciently address the fact that /kthere are inadequate medical facilities to provide the required bed space for an
evacuation; that there is an insufGcient number of medical and para-medical person-

1
nel to render medical assistance durms an evacuation; that there are msufficient

4

procedures for the screening, treatment, and isolation of persons sustammg rade ,

ological injuries; and that there is an insufGcient number of materials, supplies,
equipment. and vehicles to provide for the transportation of injured persons during

,

a radinlogical disaster.
,

1
.

Section 50.47(b)(12) provides:

tb) The onnte and offsite emersency response plans for nuclear power reactors
must meet the follommg standards:

.....

(12) Arrangements are made for medical services for contammated injured
mdividuals. ,. ,

G 45. The Applicant presented the testimony of Dr. John C.
Golden, Supervisor of Emergency Planning for Commonwealth Edison

.

Company, David Smith, Chief of Field Services for the Illinois Emergen-
cy Services and Disaster Agency (lESDA), and David D. Ed, Nuclear
Safety Executive with the Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety
(IDNS). Monte P. Phillips, Analyst with the Emergency Preparedness
Section, NRC Region III, and Gordon L Wenger, a community planner
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with the Technological llazards Branch, Federal Emergency Manage-
ment Agency, Region V, testiGed for the NRC Staff.

G-46. The Intervenors presented testimony and exhibits pursuant
to stipulation; the afGdavit of Paul lloimbeck (Intervenors Ex.13) and
the testimony of James L. Murphy, a public health specialist.

(Intervenors Ex. 20). Mr. Iloimbeck conducted an ambulance survey
(Intersenors Ex.14), admitted in part and rejected in part. Mr. Murphy
prepared the questions in the survey based on his experience in the j

Indian Point proceeding.
'

G 47. The Commission has provided detailed and exact guidance
concerning the requirements of 10 C.F.R. 50.47(b)(12) that emergency
planning must include arrangements for medical services for
" contaminated injured individuals." In Southern Cahfornia Edison Co.
(San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3), CLI-8310,17
NRC 528 (1983), the Commission clariGed the phrase " contaminated in-

'

jured individuals" and the scope of " arrangements . . . for medical serv-
,

' ices" to be provided for the public in the event of a nuclear plant
accident.

'

G -48. The Commission stated that the scope of " medical services"
#" to be provided was focused on the radiation hazards which fell into two

'

categories. The first involves individuals who sustain a traumatic,.

(nonradiation) injury requiring emergency medical care and are also ex-
ternally contaminated with radioactive materials. The second category in-'

i volves individuals subjected to dangerous levels of radiation and in need
'

'

of .~nedical treatment for that purpose (without regard to nonradiation
trauma).

~

G-49. With respect to the individuals who become injured and are, . ,

' .q:Q also contaminated, the Commission concluded that arrangements that
~y [ are currently required for onsite personnel and emergency workers pro-

" "M vide emergency capabilities which should be adequate for treatment of.

members of the general public. These would include: "(a) local and
backup hospital and medical services having the capability for evaluation
of radiation exposure and uptake, including assurance that persons
providing these services are adequately prepared to handle contaminated
indisiduals, (b) onsite first-aid capability, and (c) transportation
capability." The Commission concluded that no additional medical facili-
ties or capabilities are required for the general public. Facilities with
which prior arrangements have been made or which have the capability
to treat contaminated injured individuals should be identined. The Com-
mission also stated that the number ofindividuals both onsite and offsite
who may become contaminated and injured is expected to be very low.
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G 50. With respect to individuals who may be exposed to dangerous
levels of radiation, the Commission concluded that medical treatment re-
quired less advance planning and can be arranged on an "as-needed"
basis because, in regard to radiation injury, while medical treatment may
be eventually required in cases of extreme exposure, patients are not
likely to need emergency medical care. The Coramission determined,
however, that emergency plans shuuld identify those local or regional
medical facilities which have the capability to provide appropriate medi-
cal treatment for radiation exposure. It determined that diagnosis and
treatment could take place in most existing medical facilities. The Com-
mission emphasized that no contractual arrangements are necessary and
no additional hospital or other facilities need be constructed.

G 51. Applicant's arrangements for treatment of its Byron Station
personnel who may suffer a traumatic injury accompanied by contamina- ).tion include agreements with the Rockford Memorial Hospital for medi-

-
,,g

cal services and with the Byron Fire Protection District for ambulance p "3*7'@. .? Y ~'
t. ;v;

transportation. The Rockford Memorial Hospital was, at the time of the J.h,..
%,'*

hearing, constructing a new emergency room which will be adapted to ' '

,

facilitate treatment of contaminated injured persons. It was selected, in . s:
i'2-

part, because of that adaptability. Golden, IT. Tr. 5035, at 3-5.
G 52. Personnel from the Rockford Memorial Hospital and the v ','C '

-

Byron Fire Protection District who may be involved in treatment of con- | ' . . L,7
** *

taminated injured personnel will receive annual training in treatment of
'

such injuries from Radiation Management Corr. oration (RMC), a ~na-
f _3 . , '

..- o'
tionally recognized expert consultant in health physics. Id. at 5-6; Ed, (f. ',', '* -

Tr. 5174, at 9. '

G-53. As part of the RMC service program, RMC will provide in-
ventories of plant and hospital equipment and supplies for use in han- t Y.. .. ' 'diing radiation victims. RMC also provides emergency expert consulta-

~ [. '
*

tion and access to its own Radiation Emergency Medical Team and . ' ' "

access to a medical center equipped for definitive evaluation and treat- '.ment of radiation injuries. Golden, ff. Tr. 5035, at 5, 7, and (Golden)
-

#'

Ex. 6 thereto. - '

G 54. In addition, the Radiation Protection and Chemistry Depart- ,

*

ment from the Byron plant and Applicant's other nuclear power plants
< ~.-

will provide radiation protection and contamination control assistance
~

'

.

needed by hospital personnel in treatment of contaminated injured
,

persons. Id. at 6.
G-55. The Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety (IDNS) will pro-

-

vide any support needed by hospitals in the treatment of contaminated
injured persons. Its staff includes at least six health physicists. The
IDNS staff would be on hand in the event of a radiological accident at

-

,
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Byron. Also IDNS maintains a Standard Operating Procedure for Radi-
ological Decontamination of Personnel that would apply for treatment of
members of the public who are contaminated and injured. Ed, ff. Tr.
5174, at 4-5,8,9.

G-56. As part of the prqcedure, IDNS maintains a list of hospitals'

near nuclear plants capable of handling contaminated injured persons.
At the time of the hearing, IDNS was investigating those hospitals in
the Byron area to determine which are capable of handling contaminated-

injured persons. The list of hospitals also includes those under agree-
.

ment with Applicant to provide medical service for its personnel at all of
its nuclear power plants. These are hospitals which receive the RMC
training and services. The local emergency support organizations will be

~

apprised cf the hospitals capable of handling contaminated injured
patients. The next revision of the list will include Rockford Memorial
Hospital. Id. at 8-10 and Attachment 4, Table 2.

. ,

*

G 57. The hospitals most appropriate to treat contaminated, injured
' '

individuals are those with both an IDNS license for radioactive materials
with specialized training provided by RMC. Tr. 5368 (Ed). The second

_,,

,, | , a category consists of those hospitals licensed to handle radioactive mate-
.y p 44,.., h rials and with a staff knowledgeable of radiation and nuclear materials. g,; ,4 .m o

, v.. s and licensed by IDNS to deal with radioactive materials. Rockford has,_

. ''" ,, k.[ two well-equipped hospitals with very fine nuclear medicine
.,

f departments, Rockford Memorial Hospital and Swedish American
,, ,,

Hospital. Tr. 5368-69 (Ed). Applicant has no contract with the latter.,. ,,

' G 58. The Rockford Memorial Hospital does not have the capability
, ,

to treat anyone receiving a life-threatening or dangerous dose. Tr. 5052'

,

. , c. m (Golden). That type of treatment would probably be carried out at.

k T[.,U.'f. ..I ).[universities throughout the country that have been involved with treat-
p_ .) .- either Northwestern Memorial Hospital in Chicago or at a number of.

v. ' , ., , .

A- ment of people who have received large doses of radiation. Id. The'

screening might be done at Rockford Memorial Hospital. Tr. 5074-75'

(Golden).
G 59. The Applicant has contracted with Northwestern Memorial

Hospital to provide treatment for its onsite Byron personnel who have
been exposed to dangerous levels of radiation. Id. at 4.i

G 60. Six ambulance services in or near the Byron plume EPZ
,

c (five within, one outside) can provide support in a radiological emergen-
'

l cy including transportation of contaminated injured persons to one of
' - the hospitals. These services have a total of nine ambulances and three

rescue squad vehicles. All will receive training in radiation protection-

and dosimetry equipment. Illinois Emergency Service and Disaster
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Agency is pursuing mutual aid agreements with other ambulance serv-
ices outside the EPZ with extensive transportation resources that could
provide backup support. Smith, ff. Tr. 5170, at 3 5.

G-61. In view of the very strong showing that Applicant has made,
or is making, excellent arrangements for emergency medical facilities, -

;

Intervenors' criticisms seem to be trivial and premature. Proposed Find-

.
ings 61-79. For example, Intervenors imply that because Applicant's su-

| pervisor for emergency planning, Dr. John Golden, "does not possess a ,

medical background," he is not competent to assess the adequacy of
Rockford Memorial llospital to treat contaminated mjured persons. The
fact is that Dr. Golden has a bachelors degree in physics, masters and
doctors degrees in public health with a major in radiological and environ-
mental health. lie also has professional experience as a health physicist,
including service with Sandia Corporation. Moreover he has the benefit s

of advice from Applicant's medical department headed by a medical .
,., ,, ,
'

doctor, Dr. Mehn who, as it happens, is also chairman of the Radiation a : : . .y.

.E* f'. ,N'

Emergency Committee at Northwestern Memorial llospital. These facts c .'

p:were well established at the hearing. E.g., Golden, IT. Tr. 5035, at i, and ,

, , ,

Golden Ex. 6. Tr. 5071 (Golden). Intervenors' persistence in making ;
~ '

*

,
*

the argument while ignoring Dr. Golden's quali0 cations and the support .

*'

of Dr. Mehn's medical department, diminishes the Board's con 0dence .
. ,,

'

in the Intervenors' proposed Gndings on this subissue. ,
. -

# * '

G 62. Similarly, the state of readiness of the six ambulance services
*

>
,,

,

'

in or near the Byron EPZ as indicated by Intervenors' prehearing ambu- y
''

lance survey (Intervenors Ex.14) has little relevance to their compe- m'#, . ,

tence after the prospective training by the Illinois Emergency Services ,'

and Disaster Agency, in addition, Intervenors' arguments (Proposed
'

'

Finding 73), and their ambulance survey, fait even to acknowledge that
*

.,, m ,,
Sone of the ambulance services, the Byron Fire Protection District, which -

. . , ,

i
did not respond to the survey and which is not included in the analysis, 7 '"
is actually under contract with Applicant. s

G 63. The Board Ands that there is reasonable assurance of ade-
quate arrangement for medical services for contaminated injured indi- ,

'

viduals as required by 10 C.F.R. 50.47(b)(12) as that section has been
-

interpreted by the Commission in San Onofre, supra.
.

' -

1. Paragraph 8, Local Protection
*

G 64. The parties also litigated paragraph 8 of the emergency plan-
ning contenti(m which alleged:

in violation of 10 C.F.R. $0.47(b)(10) emergency plans are incapable of ofrering .

,

suMoent guidance for the thoice of protectne actions during an emergency since'

I
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.

Applicant and state planners have yet to adequately determine the local protection
afforded (in dose reduction) by various protective measures including evacuation.
sheltering. and radioactive prophylaxis.

G-65. The Applicant's case on paragraph 8 consisted of the pre-
pared testimony of Dr. Golden, Mr. Smith, and Mr. Ed. The Staffs tes-
timony consisted of the prepared testimony of Mr. Phillips and Mr. !

/

.
~

Wenger. The Intervenors' case on paragraph 8 consisted of the following

. .
stipulated exhibits: Affidavit of Paul Holmbeck (Exhibit 13, at 4-12), '

Affidasit of Gary Montel, Administrator of the Pine Crest Manor Home
of the Aging (Exhibit 15, at 2), AITidavit of J. Michael Maloney, Super-
intendent of Schools for the Leaf River Community Unit No. 270
(Exhibit 16, at 10), Affidavit of Charles Lamb, Director of the Ogle

, ,

County Education Cooperative (Exhibit 17, at 6), Affidavit of David
Turner, Superintendent of Schools for the Mount Morris Community
Unit 261 (Exhibit 18, at 3-12), and Affidavit of David Miller, Superin-'

; . . , , tendent of Schools for the Meriddean Community Unit No. 223T -
"" '>

L (Exhibit 19, at 10).'

G 66. Since Intervenors had a separate paragraph on evacuation

' V.; , h [h ' ' '
.

time estimates, the principal feature of their paragraph 8 litigation was
b . .,
, y ,, . ~ ' ,' the allegation that Applicant and the State have not adequately deter-,

mined the protection afforded by sheltering and radioprotective,

, , , , '
prophylaxis.'' '' ''

.' H' G 67. 'Section 50.47(b)(10) provides that emergency plans must''

"'''T' demonstrate that: "a range of protective actions have been developed
,

for the plume exposure pathway EPZ for emergency workers and the' ' ' ' ' '

~.. public. Guidelines for the choice of protective actions during an
.

7... F- emergency, consistent with Federal guidance, are developed and in
,

fy ', S .O*,y%q;:U ;f. place . . . ."
; ax p, - r G-68. Federal guidance as it relates to sheltering may be found in

,

NUREG 0654, at 64, where the evaluation criteria for protective re-+

sponses includes:
,

m. The bam for the choice of recommended protective actions from the piume
exposure pathway during emergency conditions. This shallinclude expected local-

protection afforded in residential units or other shelter for direct and inhalation
exposure as well as evacuation time estimates. [ Footnote omitted.)

.

See also Id., Appendix 1, at 1 7,1 16.' '

- G-69. The meaning of " sheltering" as a radiological emergency pro-
tective response is not in dispute. Mr. Phillips, the Staffs emergency

,

[ preparedness analyst, described it in the following terms:

,,

s k
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Essentially, sheltering is a protective actw,n consisting of doing the best you can weth
what you have. We are not talking about ensurms that everyone has a basement, or
lives in a fallout shelter. What we are talking about is clos #.g the doors and
windows. going inside, turning off the ventilation system (or for most houses the
furnace fan), and staying away from any outside openings if possibic. if aving a base-
ment would be ideal, but it certainly isn't a requirement for hcensing that all homes *

have basements and be made of brick. Also, this criterion does not mean that a
house to-house canvas or survey must be conducted to determine how many have ,

basements, how many are made of brack, and how many are ofrece buildings, etc.
(Emphasis in original.] .

Phillips, ff. Tr. 5509, at 10.
G-70. The last sentence in the quoted testimony was an apparent ,

reference lo Staff's perception of the Intervenors' contention as set out
in Mr. llolmbeck's aflidavit. Intervenors Ex.13. at 11-12. However, in

.

their proposed findings, Intervenors apparently now agree that a house-
i

4

to. house survey is not necessary in that decisionmakers need not_ know
the sheltering capacity of every structure in the EPZ. E.g., Proposed [,,.g.g'.m7! < 'qe_

; .Nd o '7,TFinding 90. Nevertheless, as we explain below, Intervenors persist in
- r.e '" '

their view that Applicant has not adequately determined the sheltering f ' "' 'N
'

s

,
' protection available in an emergency.

r J.-.

G-71. Applicant's emergency plans and' studies relating to protec-
-

.tive measures are designed to conform to the state programs for radi-;

elogical emergencies. Mr. Ed of the Illinois Department of Nuclear
''

4 +-

's
'

Safety (IDNS) described the state's approach to sheltering vis-a-vis
-

evacuation: g, .g
t

I
ITlhe goal of Illlinois Plan for Radiological Accidents) IPR A is to totally elimmate

*

or maximally reduce the dose commitment accumulated by the general population
during an accident involving radiation or radioactive materials. Evacuation is clearly ,

favored as the most effective protective action since it reduces radiation exposure to
-

,y ,g ..

'

rero if timely achieved. Sheltering is utihzed as a protectne action only w hen it is es-
T,

'

>

timated to be more effective in dose reduction than evacuation. I.e.. only when ,' .
""

timely evacuation is impractical or impossible. For such circumstances. DNS h.is de- ' '

veloped a standard operating procedure which would guide DNS in choosing be-
,

tween evacuation and sheltering as recommended protective action, This procedure
. '

-

-

has been approved by FEM A and NRC. The procedure reduces the factors that
must be considered in selecting the appropriate protective actiort to a set of somples

- , '|
,,

,

mathematical formulate. This mathematical operation considers, among other ~

;

things, the dose commitment reduction afforded by sheltering. The factors for dose .
commitment reduction afforded by sheltering are derived from the EPA report en- ' ~
titled " Protective Action E, valuation Part II, Evacuation and Sheltering as Protective
Actions Against Nuclear Accidents . involving Gaseous Releases" (EPA '

'

$20/178 001BL If the preev mwnt type of stru<rure os unknown or of a mued nye. the '
dose reductoonJactor used for shelterung is a sonservarow vahoe assuming a single-storr
moodframe butiding. the least protestive type of shelterung provided by a permanent

striscnere. The use of such a conservative value for the dose comr.istment reduction
.
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,
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2 b

afforded by sheltering is consistent with our policy which favors evacuation. The
procedure compares the dose commitment red. action afforded by evacuation with

' the degree of dose commitment reduction that would be afforded by sheltering. As
stated cather the dose commitment reduction factor prrmded by timely evacuation
is 100 percent. Ilowever, if evacuation cannot be completed before esposure to the
plume, then the effectiveness of this action is decreased. The dose commitment re-
duction afforded by delayed evacuation is simply a ratio of the a'nount of time it

p,'
would take to complete evacuation versus the duration of enposure. For cumple. if
the release lasts four hours and evacuation requires two hours and both commence

. ,

simultaneously, the dose reduction afforded by evacuation is 50 percent.'
,

.

.
,

IEmphasis addedl
-

u' Ed ff.Tr. 5174, at Il 13.a'

12 G-7 2. Intervenors, however, take issue with the State's (and'

I'' ', Applicant's) assumption that the use ofleast protective type of sheltering'

)~' provided in a permanent-type structure, i.e., single story wood frame
~

building, is a conservative assumption.87 Proposed Findings 87, 88. As-
. 4

they note, to bring about a premature evacuation under the so-called. " ' . ..,

- %Y Me. W 's " conservative" assumption that the assumed average generic sheltering
^" i in the Byron case is less than that actually provided there, is not( . ,

necessarily in the direction of safety, and in fact may.be in the opposite~d ~ C
,

%QiWp.4 % - 1 direction. We agree.
qq,mcu sg - G-73. Mr. Phillips for the NRC Staff explained that

Q4.mO '. . . . ;9
; ;- . . ,

< p k $3 f rd. ^ R Guidance for determinmg this value . . [for sheltering] is presented in three docu-
M ments referenced on page 64 of NUREG-0654. Both the Applicant and the Illinois- y. ) s

"

Department of Nuclear Safety have chosen to use EPA-520/l-78-001B. " Protective
(*f.. W ,f

,

Action Evaluation Part II. Evacuation and Sheltering as Protective Actions Against
,g

Q, ,

t Nuclear Accidents involving Gaseous Releases." (One of the three documents.)'

?' The determmation of the average shielding factor may be done by estimating the
- M '. '. j ye % i percentage of various building types and multiplying by the appropriate shielding

;p' @g h factor to determine an average, or by using the guidance documents listed on page

N.N : MM WAf 64 of the NUREG. For example. Table 5 of SAND 77-1725. "Public Protection
4,. ' ' # Strategies for Potential Nuclear Reactor Accidents- Sheltering Concepts With Ex-

,

isting Public and Private Structures," (another of the three documents) del'ines a'#" * '

|*' weekly average shielding factor for both cloud and surface deposited radioactive

,

''j-'
' the lower limits of EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). The PAGs provide a ranse of I-5 Rem

86 We learn from Mr. Phillips' testimony that the Applicant has incorporated mto its Emergency Plan.
,'

;
whole-body and from f 25 Rem thyroid done saunss at which evacuation should be conducted. Fr. Tr.

' *
.5509, at 9. Mr. Ed's testimony sussests that evacuation would be ordered to totally elimmate or maxi-i'*. ,

.? ,- mally reduce any dose commitment. This apparent inconsistency is not emplained.: but since either stan-

, ' ' . - dard is very conservative we resprcr so dose saungs, it is beyond the Board's purview and the scope of
"

, , this subcomention.
87However,Intervenors' citauons to these specifically mentioned affidavits do not support the state-

*' ' '
* 3c ment that many structures are i.either one story nor wood. It is not necessary to have a speceric record ci-

tation to support the s'atement, however. Mr. Ed's testimony recognizes that the assumption of single-i i
,'

| _

story wood structures is not realistic.

p-
L - , ,

,
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rnaterial for seven geographical areas of the country, including the Midwest and

Great Lakes area.

Phillips, ff. Tr. 5509, at 8.
G-74. Clearly the State has not estimated the percentage of various

-

building types in the Byron EPZ. Mr. Ed's testimony, cited above.
seemed to have used the document " EPA 520/1-78-001B" as support
for his statement "[ilf the predominant type of structure is unknown or
a mixed type, the dose reduction factor used for sheltering is a conserva-
tive value assuming a single-story wood frame building, the least protec-
tive type of sheltering provided by a permanent structure." The Board
reviewed the EPA document and could find no basis for so-called
" conservative" assumptions." To the contrary, the EPA study considers
the difference in the sheltering values provided by small shelters (SS) !

and large shelters (LS). E.g., EPA Study at 30. Nowhere does the EPA .,

study paint sheltering values with so broad a brush as does the lilinois
,

,,, ,

3;

Department of Nuclear Safety. We were also struck with the insensitivity b .M
.5 ,

'

of the State's generic sheltering value selection in that it did not even
mention whether the assumed generic structure had a basement. ,

G 75. Accordingly the Board will require that the Applicant provide '

information to the emergency planning officials, particularly the lilinois .
*

Department of Nuclear Safety, which realistically reflects the average
,-

,.

sheltering values of the structures in the Byron EPZ. This may be gener-
-

p. f

ic information. Given the largely rural and suburban nature of the Byron
>'

plume exposure EPZ, it is our view that the " EPA-520/1-78-001B"
,

-

document's simple use of small shelter and large shelter values may be 'a
too general. We would prefer to see an estimation of the percentage of
the various building types in the Byron plume exposure EPZ multiplied
by the appropriate shielding factor in arriving at the average value. ,.,, ,.

1. A'
However, we do not foreclose any method approved by the NRC Staff

'

[which realistically estimates a generic average sheltering value for struc- ,

t.

tures near Byron Station. '

G 76, intervenors also urge the Board to require specific identifica-
tion of large buildings with higt.er sheltering values near Byron for the

-

use of small communities and transients. Proposed Finding 94. This
does not seem to be a practical thing to do given the State's policy of
using a low threshold for evacuations. As Dr. Golden stated, it would

.

'

.

H By Memorandum and order dated september 20.1983 (unpuhhshed). the Board inrormed the parties
that et would aske official notice of sne EPA document. Apphcam responded on october 10 with Mr.
Ed's esplanetson than the EP A report does not refer to or recommend the practice described as
" conservative" by Mr. Ed in his 'estimony. Assumins the least amount of protection as a conscrsatism *

is a pohcy of the state of Illmois, not EP A,

.
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make it more difficult to evacuate persons from the plume exposure
EPZ if they have already been evacuated from their homes to a larger
building. Tr. 5145. Also the sheltering delay time in relocating from,
say, a house with relatively low sheltering salues to a building with
higher values could cause an increase in dose exceeding any dose savings
from transferring to the larger building. Moreover, it is doubtful whether
such buildings exist in significant numbers near Byron. Id. School bu.ld-
ings come to mind, but as intervenors' witnesses state in their affidavits,
these buildings are generally without basements and have large window

- areas and are generally poorly suited for sheltering, as are health care
~

facilities. Intervenors Ex.13 20.,

Prophylaxis'

G-77. In their proposed findings, Intervenors have changed the
thrust of this subcontention from their initial allegation that Applicant

, ,

and State planners ha.efailed to determine the protection available from'w 4 ,
,

radioactive prophylaxis to an assertion that potassium iodide (KI) should
,

be provided to the general population.
,

.w;4g ' . q G-78. As Intervenors' own proposed findings indicate, the State
has in fact made a determination of the protection available from Kl.,o W r; *

9' Proposed Finding 98. The State's determination to provide K1 to select-a
ed groups is reasonable and is not, as claimed by Intervenors,,,, ,

discriminatory. All those in need will be provided. Id.: Ed, ff. Tr. 5147,.

at 13, and Attachment 1. Moreover we are without authority to directy
the State to administer any medication to the population at large.'

. . , ,

Y..f;f.i .
i 4. Paragraph 10, Volunteers

_

. >;c:;q, v. G-79. The subcontention expressed in paragraph 10 asserted:--

_

The emergency planning relies too heavily upon volunteer personnel to effect an
evacuation. The emergency plans fail to indicate the number of volun:eer personnel
who are necessary of available to perform the responsibilities assigned to them.
Furthermore, the plans do not: (a) assess the availability of volunteers during
hours in which many are employed outside the EPZ: (b) take into consideration in-

,,
evitable personal conflicts in the responses of vo unteers who have families in the'

EPZ; and (c) give consideration to the possibility that some volunteers who might
.

perform wellin nonradiological disasters might refuse to participat in a radiological'

disaster at tha Byron Station.

G-80. The Applicant made a particularly strong gvidentiary showing
,

on the issue of the use of volunteers by presenting the testimony of two'

high officials of the illinois Emergency Service and Disaster Agency,
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E. Eric Jones, Director of the Agency, and David Smith, Chief of Field
Services. Similarly Mr. Gordon Wenger of FEMA brought to the hearing
the benefit of 25 years institutional experience during which FEMA and
its predecessor agencies have observed the work of volunteers in crises
of all kinds. Intervenors presented the helpful testimony of Mr. Thomas *~

Bowes who has over 20 years experience as a volunteer in emergency sit-
uations and is a reserve ofGcer for the Ogle County Sheriff.

G-81. All parties conceded that the emergency plans for the Byron
Station depend heavily on volunteer services. Eg.. Jones, ff. Tr. 5444 -

|at 4. The State and Federal witnesses testined generally that, if volun-
tects are adequately trained, they will function as well as paid personnel . , ,

in emergencies. /d. at 6. They are well motivated and can be counted on. ,

Id. They will be trained and properly included in the plans. E.g., .

Wenger, ff. Tr. 5509, at 6. .
,

'i ;G-82. Mr. Bowes testified for Intervenors that, as people become
more familiar with how to react in specific instances and are trained, - pW :W4

k;.g~' ; }/-they have a tendency to react as they are trained. He testified that his ini-
tial fears about radiation were somewhat alleviated through training and -

: ;,

information from Mr. Wenger. Tr. 5628 34. Mr. Bowes also testined ,* ,

'

that he would perform his duties as a volunteer unless he had a confhet - ', -
- ,,

as the administrator of a nursing home, but he would not man his station- ,. .
'

. ' '(a roadblock, for example) if he knew that a plume was heading directly '

toward him. Tr. 5636. The Board believes that Mr. Bowes presented a~ @ ? ,

realistic picture of the response of a significant but uncounted portion of {;;J,,9 'the volunteers depended upor. to staff the emergency response organiza- f
k .Ations. He did not seem to be timid.or reckless, or particularly well in- .

formed about radiological plumes. He, as others, may or may not be
available to serve in a radiological emergency. 3- .

G-83. Perhaps in view of the testimony of the witnesses on-this - W% ' f f '.
subject, Intervenors have realistically limited the scope of the subconten- t :'F . - '. [*

tion in their proposed Ondings to a question of numbers. They believe |# '

,

there is a need to recruit additional personnel and to demonstrate that -
O

.

assigned volunteers would appear as needed. Proposed Findings at 34.
'

*

G-84. Mr. Jones addressed this issue squarely in his testimony. '

Emergency plans assume that there are a certain number of volunteers :- -

,

who won't show up. He has never had an experience where his agency a *

has not had enough volunteers. Tr. 5458 59. i'

G-85. Intervenors' contention suggests, however, that there is a dif- -

ference between nonradiological disasters and radiological disasters .

which reduce the number of volunteers available to respond in an .

emergency at Byron. The Board, however, accepts the testimony of the
experienced and well-qualiGed witness for the State Disaster Agency, .
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Mr. Jones, and the testimony of Mr. Wenger for FEMA. E.g. Tr. ,

I5452-54 Oones); Wenger, ff. Tr. 5509, at 6; Tr. 5574 80. Moreover,
one cannot even fairly infer from Mr. Bowes' testimony that he views
radiological emergencies as inherently different from nonradiological
emergencies.

G-86. In the Board's view, Intervenors' argument that radiological
emergencies present a different type of emergency which will adversely
alTect the response of volunteers is predicated more upon a philosophical
viewpoint than upon any evidence. We believe it can be assumed that'

' timid people do not volunteer to be emergency workers in any disaster
-

where their health or safety is perceived to be threatened. Some
emergency workers may feel more threatened by radiation than by other
dangers, but, on the other hand, some may feel more threatened or dys-
functional in the face of possible physical trauma as in fires, floods,
explosions, and other nonradiological disasters. The answer lies in train-

i ing and the identification of volunteers who prefer not to serve in radi-
. .

x , ological emergencies. These we assume will tend to identify themselves
during planning and training.

G-87. In any event, to the extent that the Byron radiological*

emergency plan relies on too few volunteers, Applicant's Reply (at'
i J.w , , .-

m " .- my , 1516) to Intervenors' proposed finding satisfies the Board that the prob-
r ;- lem will be addressed. Applicant notes:
. ,- g

The adequacy of the training program is the subject of a stipulated commitment be.
tween the parties. . . . (Commitment "D.") The training sessions for volunteers will;

I provide state planners an opportunity to assess the willingness of individual volun-
teers to carry out their assigned responsibilities, during a radiological emergency, if,,

it becomes apparent that certain volunteers will no, cooperate in such an*

'-|hn.. emergency. it is not reasonable to expect that the State planners will continue to
, ,,

%,y!3.[k.;. rely on those volunteers who express a reluctance or refusal to cooperate. To the

' ' .j, . .q .y contrary, it is reasonable to expect that the State planners will adjust their plans
~ ' accordingly. [ Citation omitted.1 Thus. the State's experience with volunteers and

,

the training process provide reasonable assurance that response organizations will
carry out their assigned responsibilities.

G-88. The Board finds that, contrary to the subcontention, the
' Byron emergency plan does not rely too heavily on volunteers to effect

'

an evacuation.
a

5. Paragraph 13, Communications with Emergency Response
Organizations

G 89. The final subcontention litigated by the parties is embodied
in paragraph 13 which states:
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In violation of 10 C F.R. So 47(b)(1), the emergency plans specific tasks, and re-
sponsibilities have been formulated without sufTicient communication between plan-
nmg ofTicials and primary and support response organizations so as to enable said or-
ganizations to fulfill their assigned rcles.

Section 50.47(b)(1) provides in relevant part:

The onsite and, except as provided in paragraph (d) of this section. offsite emergen-
cy responw plans for nuclear power reactors must meet the following standards:

(1) Primary responsibilities for emergency response by the nuclear facility licen-
see and by State and local organizations within the Emergency Planning Zones have
been assigned. the emergency responsibilities of the vanous supportmg organiza- '

tions have been specifically established . .

G 90. The essence of intervenors'subcontention, as set out above,
changed to almost the opposite concern by the time their proposed find- ,

,

'-
ings were submitted. As we read the subcontention, Intervenors were

.

'V n

originally concerned that emergency planning had progressed very far b@, ' ' ' ' -

<

,

without bringing the emergency response organization into the process, '

/.e., poor communication. Now Intervenors recognize that the adequacy
.

'

of actual (as compared to prospective) communications .between
..

emergency planners and response organizations is somewhat of a prema-
e

*

ture coasideration because of the early stages of emergency planning .. ,.
,

'

relative to the licensing hearing. See intervenors' Proposed Findings, , ,

' '

" Discussion" at 35. - :,N
G-91. Even so there were two early tests of the communicctions -

link between the emergency planners and the local organizations with re- r

sponse responsibilities which, in the view of Intervenors at the time of
the hearing, portended poor communications in the final plans.

G 92. Intervenors presented the testimony of three school . . , .

' ",' Y (
superintendents, two nursing home administrators, and the director of

'
.

*'*

the county program for handicapped students. All assert that, as of
.February 1983, communications had been unsatisfactory. Bowes, ff. Tr.

5622, at 2,8; intervenors Ex.1519; Montel at 2,9-10; Lamb at 2-3,6, '

8; Turner at 3-4,8,9 10; Miller at 3-4, 8, 9-10; Maloney at 3-4, 7 11.
,

G 93. Several of the school superintendents had questions concern- '

ing the liability of emergency response organizations during an
~ emergency. These questions have been brought to the attention of the .,'

State Emergency ScrVces and Disaster Agency and that organization ,
'

promises to address them. Intervenors Ex. 16,1819; Tr. 5214, 5220, -
.

_

I

5354-55 (Smith). With respect to the liability question, at least, effective
early communication has been established, as Intervenors acknowledge
in their Proposed Findings 121-22, which we have adopted almost verba-
tim in this and the preceding finding. See also Tr. 5447 48 Uones).

-

-
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G-94. Schoo: superintendents were also concerned that they were
given only about one week to review Revision 0 (i.e., Revision zero) of
Volume 6 (Byron-specific volume) of the Illinois Plan for Radiological
Accidents (IPRA). Intervenors' Proposed Finding 124.

G-95. The Byron plan, IPRA Volume 6, will probably have four
revisions. Tr. 5221 (Smith). During the very week that the Emergency
Service and Disaster Agency officials testined, a meeting with school su-
perintendents was scheduled to review a draft of Revision 1 of the.

Byron plan. Tr. 5209-10 (Smith). Thus it appeared that the school super-'

intendents' concerns were in the process of being addressed, with an op-
,

portunity fcr still early contributions.
G-96. Mr. Wenger of FEM A testified that his agency will review.

the tecond revision of the Byron emergency plan, IPRA Vol. 6, upon its
completion. He recognized that, at the time of the hearing, sufficient

.

time had not yet been allowed for the Illinois State and local officials to
complete the planning activities in accordance with their normal.

.

*> 4 . progression. Wenger, fr. Tr. 5509, at 7 8; Tr. 5511,5534-36,5604-08..

-e
' G-97. Although Intervenors presented only two specific instances'

of perceived inadequate communications, they stated a generalized' '

>

Uc.?,A ' worry that the operating license hearing was already in session with
~ J V 6 *s- scant evidence of local involvement in emergency planning. They stated

that all of the involved planners, Applicant, Intervenors, and especially'

v

i the Board, were "at the mercy of awkward time tables in discussing theJ- ' ,-

adequacy of communications at such an early stage in the planning." We~

"

f noted similar concerns in the public limited appearance statements.
'W G 98. The stipulation among the parties to defer litigation of many

emergency planning issues in exchange for Applicant's respective com-< ,

,.!4pe mitments and the Commission's action extending the Board's jurisdic-'

%.MS[i tion for that purpose provided substantial assurance to the public that.

Wj , ? i emergency plans will materialize as promised.*'
.'

G-99. Even more reassuring, however, was the testimony of Mr.-
.

Jones, the director of the Illinois Emergency Services and Disaster'

.

Agency, and Mr. Smith, the field director for IESDA, together with Mr.
Ed of the lilinois Department of Nuclear Safety. It is clear from their tes-
timony that very careful attention is being given to the Byron plan and
we were convinced that excellent communications were, at the time of'

the hearing, being established with the response organizations. It is also
,

clear from Mr. Wenger's testimony that FEMA is closely following the
planning.

G-100 Nor are the communication plans simply left to chance or
- - good intentions. IESDA has developed an Emergency Response Trainings

- Plan Matrix (Applicant Ex. 20), which is essentially a guide to all of the

.
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organizations with which IESDA already has had. initial contacts, and
will work with them more extensively in the near future to further devel-
op the Byron plan. These organizations have emergency responsibilities
under the Byron plan in the event of a radiological cmergency. The
Training Plan Matrix identifies the specific aspects of the Byron plan for

'

which each group is responsible and their training requirements. Smith,
ff. Tr. 5174, at 6; Applicant Ex. 20. IESDA is working with the organiza-
tions and developing the Byron Emergency Plan in accordance with a
schedule depicted by a bar graph chart presented in evidence. Applicant
Ex. 22; Tr. 5175 76,5192 94 (Smith).

G-101. The Board finds that the emergency plans, specific tasks and
responsibilities are being formulated with sufficient communication be-

1 tween planning officials and the emergency response organizations so as
to allow those organizations to fulfill their assigned roles. Further, the _

.

Board Onds reasonable assurance that the final plans will reflect adequate ,

''

input from the local response organizations to ensure that they can fulfill >.. ., ,

#

their assigned roles. , f,
,

; 6. Conclusions - Emergency Planning [_
*

G-102. Subject to the condition imposed by the Board that Appli-
cant's Evacuation Time Study be clarified, or amended if necessary, to ;

-

; .

! reDect employment center shutdown times, we conclude that the Study y^ '

has adequately addressed the relative significance of alternative
assumptions, contrary to the claim of Emergency Planning paragraph ;-

'

2(c).
~

-
,,

G-103. Contrary to Emergency Planning paragraph 2(e), the Evacua. *

j tion Time Study has adequately considered the impact of peak
. populations, and the behavioral aspects of peak populations as well as ;; g . -*

the general population. There is also reasonable assurance the behavioral 1 2e- '
,

aspects of schoolchildren and their parents will be timely and adequatelyi

'
considered. ' '

G - 104, llaving required the Applicant to modify the Evacuation
'

Time Study to reDect accurate traffic-time estimates under adverse ,

; weather conditions, the Board concludes that adequate considerations
,

will be gisen to adverse weather conditions by the Study. Contrary to
the allegation of Emergency Planning paragraph 2, the Study employs
the site weather characteristics of the FSAR.

G 105. Contrary to Emergency Planning paragraph 3, emergency
'

; ,

planning for the Byron Station EPZ does assure that there are adequate
medical facilities to provide the equipment and trained personnel neces-

i sary to care for contaminated injured persons, that there are sufficient .
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procedures for the screening, treatment, and isolation of persons sustain-
ing radiological injuries, and that there are sufficient numbers of
materials, supplies, equipment, and vehicles provided for the transporta-
tion ofinjured persons during a radiological disaster.

G-106. Contrary to Emergency Planning paragraph 8, and subject to
the condition that Applicant provided to emergency planning officials in-
formation which realistically reflects the average generic sheltering
values in the Byron plume EPZ, the emergency plans provide sufficient

'
- guidance for the choice of protective actions during an emergency.

G 107. Local emergency planning reliance on volunteer personnelis-

.

justified and proper, contrary to the claim in Intervenors' Emergency.

Planning paragraph 10.
G-108. Contrary to the clains in Intervenors' Emergency Planning.

paragraph 13, the Byron emergency plans have been and are being for-
mulated with a sufficient degree of communication among the planning
officials and primary and support response organizations so as to enable

'

~~

such organizations to fulfill their assigned roles.., 3 ,

G 109. Accordingly, subject to the conditions mentioned above, the
Board concludes that the Applicant has satisfied the concerns expressed.

~

y,, f , in the litigated Emergency Planning paragraphs and has prevailed on
,

w: . those issues.
,.,x G-110. The Board does not believe that the conditions are burden-'.

some or diflicult to satisfy. Most, perhaps all, of the information required,.

is already on hand. Therefore, requiring that the conditions be satisfied.

before Byron exceeds 5 percent of power will provide plenty of time for
Applicant to comply without risk to the public safety.

;

'

f(%
III. CONCLUSION AND ORDER

r;d:: ;*
"' O ''

The Board withholds authorization for an operating license for the,

'
'

Byron Nuclear Station because of inadequacies in Applicant's quality
'

assurance program. The application is, therefore, denied. It is not within
'

our jurisdiction to foreclose further proceedings on the application, and
we recognize that an operating license for Byron may subsequently be

'

granted. Therefore, the Board has decided all other issues before us,
,

and, in the case of emergency planning, we have imposed conditions on
'

any operation of the Byron Station. Similarly, we have specifically noted.

various commitments by Applicant, particularly in connection with
steam generators, which commitments we regard as binding in any oper-
ation of the facility. -

'
.
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1

The Board's decision to withhold operating authority is, of course, a
very important result. Therefoie, the rationale, scope and signiGcance of
our decision should be precisely understood.

This is our final decision in this proceeding. Our jurisdiction passes in
accordance with 10 C.F.R. 2.717(a),2.760, 2.762, 2.771, and 2.785. See

-

P,',iladelphia Electric Co. (Limerick Generating Station, Units I and 2), '

-

ALAB-726,17 NRC 755 (1983).
In Cincinnarl Gas & Electric Co.' (Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power

Station, Unit 1), ALAB-727,17 NRC 760, 776 (1983), the Appeal
'

,

Board recognized the Licensing Board's implicit intent to retain continu-
,

ing jurisdiction after the Licensing Board's ruling in a Gnal initial deci-
sion that further proceedings are necessary to resolve emergency plan-

*|ning issues. Zimmer, supra. LBP 82-48,15 NRC 1549 (1982). This is
not our intent with respect to jurisdiction over quality assurance issues |

')
in this proceeding. Except for the unusual provision for continuing juris- - )

.
* ']

diction over emergency planning issues, jurisdiction over this proceeding _

yF', ~

*

will pass from this Board in accordance with the regulations and the ~ '

.
,

Mst. :
Limerick case cited above. ' ~

PRecognizing that the matter may not forever be closed, we explain fur.
ther the significance of our order. The Board considered theJtiternative '

of informing the parties now of the substance of our views on thi' quality
*

" '

assurance issues, retaining jurisdiction over them, and providing for fur- ; .

ther proceedings before us when the various inspections, investigations 1-f Y
~'

and remedial actions become ripe for consideration. Perhaps a partial ini- '
'

-

tial decision on all other issues could have been rendered. ' ''

We have determined, instead, that the remedy most responsive to the ' ' 7
circumstances of this case, and the remedy least harsh to the Applicant
yet still appropriate, is to decide the issue now. This, we say, is the least
harsh appropriate remedy, as compared to the traditional practice of .

, |.
reserving jurisdiction, because it permits the parties to test immediately

-,,

on appeal the quality of our decision. To reserve jurisdiction and to post-
E ''

pone Onal decision, in face of the impending completion of construction '

at Byron, would impose unilaterally upon the parties, particularly the 'C ''

Applicant, our own view of the facts, law and appropriate remedy. , ,

Unless Applicant could mount a difGcult interlocutory appeal from such
.

a determination (to postpone our decision),it would have been denied
r

due process.
In describing the reach of our order, we have avoided describing it as .

res judicata or collateral estoppel with respect to the quality assurance
'

issues because neither concept, as ordinarily understood, captures our
intent. Neither concept neatly 6ts the unusual situation to be found in
the continuum of a licensing proceeding with many aspects. We do not

-

.
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.

foreclose future proceedings on the quality assurance issue aad have no
jurisdiction to do so. Recognizing that each party has proposed a Snal de-
cision to the Bor.rd, albeit in differing directions, we have simply decided
the issue on the record before us.

We come now to the emergency p.1ning phase of the proceeding. By
its order of August 22,1983 (unpublished), the Commission authorized
the Board to conduct, subsequent to an initial decision and subsequent
to the issuance of a full power license, any proceeding that may be
provided for in the parties' emergency planning settlement, as set out in-

- the Board's certification to the Commission dated June 17, 1983
(unpublished). Accordingly, we retain jurisdiction sufDcient to discharge

~

those responsibilities.
,

With respect to those emergency planning issues decided in this
decision, we direct that any operation of the Byron Station above 5 per-,

cent of power be subject to the following conditions:
l. Applicant's Evacuation Time Study must be clarined, and, , ,,

amended if necessary, to reDect employment center shutdown
.

,
' times in accordance with the Board's Finding, Paragraph G 20,,

supra.
2. Applicant's Evacuation Time Study must be modined to reDect*

n. g ..'7;U ' | , , realistic time estimates under adverse weather conditions pur-'

suant to the Board's Finding, Paragraph G 43, supra.-
, . . ,.

3. The Applicant must provide information to emergency plan-
, ; ,

,. 7 ning ofGeials, particularly the Illinois Department of Nuclear
i; Safety, which realistically reflects the average generic sheltering

values of the structures in the Byron emergency planning zone._,
. ,

' pursuant to the Board's Finding, Paragraph G-75, supra.,.

f.)4, ,(
.

.

IT IS THEREFORE THE ORDER OF THE BOARD, that the Direc-

" 5.[. ? 6':M.f. }
tor of Nuclear Reactor Regulation may not issue an operating license for

.

the Byron Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2. The application is there-,.;,
# '' '' " fore denied. If, however, the operating license for the Byron Station is

otherwise granted, any operation shall be in accordance with the condi-
,

tions imposed in this order and in accordance with this initial Decision.

IV, FINALITY AND APPEALABILITY
.

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 2.760 of the Commission's Rules of Practice,.

this Initial Decision will constitute the Gnal decision of the Commission
thirty days from the date of its issuance, unless an appeal is taken in ac-
cordance with 10 C.F.R. 2.762 or the Commission directs otherwise. See
also 10 C.F.R. 2.785 and 2.786.-

.

.
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Any party may take an appeal from this decision by filing a Notice of
Appeal within ten days after service of this initial Decision. Each appel-*

lant must file a brief supporting its position on appeal within thirty days"

after filing its Notice of Appeal (forty days if the Staffis the appellant).
Within thirty days after the period has expired for the filing and service
of the briefs of all appellants (forty days in the case of the Staf0, a party

.

who is not an appellant may file a brief in support of or in opposition to
the appeal of any other party. A responding party shalllile a single, re-
sponsive brief only, regardless of the number of appelhnts' briefs filed. *

.;
(See 10 C.F.R. 2.762 as amended December 19, 1983, 48 Fed. Reg.

| 52,283 (1983).)
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Cite as 19 NRC 282 (1984) L8P-84-3 |

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:-

Peter 8. Bloch, Chairman
Dr. Jerry R. Kline

Mr. Glenn O. Bright
<

'

In the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-440 OLy. ,

50 441 OL

CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING.

COMPANY, et al.
(Perry Nuclear' Power Plant,

Unita 1 & 2) January 20,1984

',

The Licensing Board denies intervenor's motion to reopen the record.
>,

i RULES OF PRACTICE: MOTION TO REOPEN' '
,

'e - - ' ' # The purpose of reopening the record is for a party to submit or to de-
velop evidence. A motion not made for that purpose does not provide
grounds for reopening the record.

RULES OF PRACTICE: MOTION FOR BOARD TO
INVESTIGATE-

A licensing board will not conduct its own investigation of quality.

assurance allegations without proof that Staff ollices are unable to con-
duct such an investigation adequately. Boards are primarily responsible
for conducting hearings and should not readily undertake investigative
functions.

'
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RULES OF PRACTICEt MOTION TO REOPEN
'

Newspaper allegations of quality assurance deficiencies, unaccompa-
nied by evidence, ordinarily are not suf6cient grounds for reopening an
evidentiary record. Such articles do not demonstrate the existence of a
"significant safety issue" or a " breakdown of the quality assurance

,

program." .

.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Motion to Reopen: Neepaper Allegations of Q/A Deficiencies)

Ohio Citizens for Responsible Energy (OCRE) has moved to reopen
our record on quality assurance, based on newspaper reports that three

,

'. ~

former L.K. Comstock inspectors have made allegations of deficiencies 1 W, ' " G.. . ,'

in their former employer's quality assurance program.' The Staff of the
.,

'

i y,t:m<

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Staf0 and Cleveland Electric filu-
-

[<,' '

minating Company, et al. ( Applicants) oppose this motion,2 as
amended. Sunflower Alliance Inc., et al. (Sunflower) supports the

F,
'i

motion.) The parties disagree about whether the motion meets the three f',.
criteria governing motions to reopen the record.*

We depart from the analysis of the parties because we do not consider
.

1,

I: '
<

OCRE's motion to be a true motion to reopen the record.The purpose U
of reopening the record is for a party to introduce evidence or to conduct
discovery leading to the introduction of evidence. That is not what

; , . ,

F
OCRE seeks. In its Motion to Reopen, OCRE states that the inspectors

''

I Motion to Reopen the Record on Comsto6h Inues. Smember 2$.198) iMonon to Reopent. susan
s, ' '

'

Hiatt's Letter of Nmember 30. 1983 f First AmendmemL and Amendment to Mounn so Reopen the
,:

Record on Comunch luuct. December 8,190 tsecond Amendment: 22. 1981
2 NRC stelt Response in Oppoution to OCRE Motion to Reopen the Retord. Desember

(5taIf Responsel Apphcants' Ameer to OCRE Monon in Reopen the Remed on Comstak hsuo.
.

December 19.1983 I Apptwants' First Responsel and Apphcants' Answer to DCRE Amendment to
Motion to Reopen the Record on Comstock luues. January 6.1984 t Apptwartis'second Responset
Isunnower's Memorandum in Support of " Motion to Renren the Record on comuoth inves." ,.

December 8,1983 (sunflower's supporte.
* Pau/m Gas and flestre Ca (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant. Units I and 28. AL AB.736.18

, NRC 5340 (1983) (need to demonstrate the safety vsnificance of allegahons regarding reopenmg of the
retord). Kenias Gas and firura Co. t%olf Creek Generaung $tauon. Unn No IL Al. AB-462. 7 NRC
320. 338189'81 (proponent of a mouon to reopen has a " heavy burden"L /*co/a 6as a*J EAriter Ca

'

f Diablo Cariyon Nuclear Power Plant. Umts I and 21. CLl-813.13 NRC 361. 36311981)
lihere must

be more than bare allegahonth Come firtfru Cd (C4!!amar Plant. Omt it ALAB.740,18 NRC 34).
.

)ankee Nutsear Power stauonL
346 il983L 6cemo rr teenre Amtrer romer Corp. (Vermonttihe monon must be umely and must rane usmrwant twuest
AL AB 138. 6 Af C $20. 32318973)
Northres ladarne Puble serene Ce f Basily Generaung sianon. Nuclear.IL AL A8 227. 8 AEC 416. 418
(1974) la different result would have been reached had the material been sonudered) (sunnower also
alleges that this case indwatts that reopenmg may be granted with respect to a hotly coniesied muet .

e

.
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n j
,

!

whose allegations OCRE relies on "are reluctant to communicate with
intervenors,"5 and asks that

the Lkensing Board utilise the NRC Office of Investigations (headquarters
personnel > as its investigatory arm to question the two inspectors (and others),
secure affidavits from these persons, and in general conduct . . investigations. .*

OCRE also states that

unprofessional conduct of NRC (apparently) Region ill Inspection and Enforcement*

. personnel has been aHuded to (which discouraged Mr. Mathis from contacting the
NRC with his concerns)?

*

and asks that
s ,.

the Board conduct an ur camcres exploratory hearing at which Perry workers can,
without fear of pubhcity, reveal their concerns, under oath, to the Board.s

.. .

Since OCRE does not seek to conduct discovery or to introduce evi-.y W -

'"
dence of its own, we do not consider the reopening of the record to be

'

appropriate, There is no need for us to reopen the record to provide'x

vcw a [ . . ' . assurance that appropriate investigative personnel will investigate the
%44 ; quality assurance allegations, which were published by Cleveland-

J s newspapers, are under investigation by the NRC StafP and have been
a'.. called to the attention of the Office ofInvestigations,lo
%

i
.

j $ Mnuon to Reopen at J.,

* /d at 3-4.,

Ild at J..

. . M'An . 8 5econd Amendment at 12. oCRE cites an unspecified action of the Catawba Licensms Board as

h |[ y% 1,''4
'

|U i'
. precedent and requests that the Board make sure that there be adequate pubhc and pnvate nouce of the

w comere proceeding. /d at 2-3.
,

+ * , i
e staff Response, Affidavit of James E. Konklin and Cordell C. Williams at 2..

'

N on January 10,1984, the Board received a telephone call from Mr. Balsas, telhng it to espect to re.,

ceive a letter statmg that affidavits filed by the Apphcants were incorrect. He also stated that he was
pursums a compiamt before the Department of Labor concerning his firing and that he had a lawyer rep-

'

resenting him. The Chairman told him that he had not yet received his letter.
on January ll,1984, the Board received a letter from Steve E. Balazs. dated January 4.1984, and

*

subsequently served on the parties by the secretary of the Commission. That letter allesed that facts in,

Apphcants' affidavits were incorrect but it contamed no particulars. Consequently, the Chairman called
Mr. Balas** attorney, Mr. Marvm Dworken, and advised him that the mformation could be: (l) com.a

municated to either of the intervenors in this case, who could present it to the Board, (2) commumcated'

to the Boari af Mr. Balazs succeeded in becomme a party to the case, or (3) communicated to the omce
of investigations (01).

since Mr. Balass' attorney, Mr. Dworken. seemed to prefer to call 01, the Chairman telephoned the
Director of the omce of Invesugations Mr. Den B. Hayes, to tell him to espect a call and to inform him
of the nature of Mr. Balazs* concerns. since Mr. Hayes was nearby, he visited with the Chairman on the
afternoon of January 11. 1994, and received a copy of Mr. Belars' letter. Mr. Hayes did not decide

* whether his omce would undertame the invesussuon itself or refer it to Region III. Apparently, the3

office of Investigations is sufferms from an acute shortage of personnel.,

.
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OCRE's real intention is to request the Board to conduct an investiga-
tion of its own, something that the Board might do under unusual
circumstances, but that does not appear to be appropriate under the facts
presented. Before we would undertake our own investigation, supplant-
ing a Staff function and eroding the separation between fact finder and

,

prosecutor, we need to be persuaded of the necessity of taking such an
action." However, no such showing has been made.

The only indication in our record ofinvestigative inadequacy is the fol-
lowing quotation from a newspaper article:82

[ Gene F.1 Mathis said he never raised these issues labout the inadequacy of quale-
ty assurance at L K. Comstockl to NRC because he ovefheard one of its inspectors
make fun of Comstock inspectors' complaints to Comstock managers.

Even if true, we find this second hand, rudimentary and nonparticula-
.

[
~''

rized account to be an inadequate reason to lose faith in the integrity of . . ,

Ofe
Staff's investigative capacity. Furthermore, this allegation has been

.

,.,

F. -N-
given independent scrutiny by the Staff,o lending additional credibility ''

"

to StatT integrity. We therefore conclude that there is no reason for us to
[undertake our own investigation at this time.

In reaching this conclusion, and deciding to deny OCRE's rnotion, we
do not in any way demean the potential importance of the information

-

.- @
contained in the newspaper articles,ifit should be true,if quality awur- ''

ance inspectors have been intimidated, that would have serious implica-
tions for plant qualityii and Would cast in doubt the basis for our partial >..

.

H su south Camkne herra and Gas Co (Virgil C Summer Nuclear stauon. Unit D ALAB.63).14
a/f*d. AL AB 710. !? NRC 23 fl98D (dealing with the somewhat different '

NRC 1140.116) (1981).
question of when a Roard should call its own espert niincul. (innen harra fa ICallemay Plam. Urm

,

O. ALAB 750.18 NRC 1205 (198D (addressing the division of responsibility between the Commis-
,,

** ,

sion's adjudicsiory boards and its stafn . 23.
12 James Lawleu, ferra so nder Morrsed 46 ant new& ot Pem. The Plain Dealer (Cic.cland). Nov >

1981,ai5 Bt
'l siaft Response. AfLdavit si )
84 one aspect of the Phna DroArr article of November 19. 1981. Iroubled us enough to ask for a
clarinc4uon. This espett consisied of inte quotations from Man L Geldner the NRC's senior Resident
inspector (Constructioni at Perry. Mr. Gildner was quoted as smng. "you've got a company ll K.
Comstock) that treats people like machines like a tool". and "lilhey are not real personnel toracious?10. 1984 in that af0de-

In response to our quesuon. the sialf Gled Mr Geldner's afndesit on JanuaryThe Plam Drakr story 4teurately recorded his
vit. dated January 3,1984. Mr. Geldner con;ermed IN

lie esplained thi his talks with f.rge numbers ref QA persont.el at the sne persuaded him thatwords
there was "a luk of harmony and ink of efictiste mariagemem as perceived by L.K. Comsloth mwec.
tors" ( Af0 davit at 2) but tht. for reasons detailed in the alTidavit. this did not tonsutute either inumi.
daison or harassmerit //

We conclude from Mr Gildner's afndavit that he hs prewnied a forthright sistement of his own
siews, setting forth creatosm tempered by his evaludeson of all the Ixis This aind4vit does not, by
itself. c4tl into quesuon the Apphcant's Q A program. 4 rid at does nm lend itsell to serious adverse infer.%e note also
entes unless there were addiuonal evidente t'oncerneng speo6s problems of mtimidahoft
iht Mr. Gildner's arrnlasit icnds tredente to the accuracy of the newspaper arucle because it corrnborat.
ed fatts in the artnie that were within Mr Gildner's knowledge

.
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initial decision, which accepted the integrity of Applicants' system for
coping with nonconformances.i$ No quality assurance system is any
better than the individuals who record the data on which it is based. A
failure to record deficiencies would raise sesious questions indeed.

Ilowever, even were this a genuine motion to reopen the record we
would deny it because the bare, uninsestigated and unsworn allegationsl6-

in the filed newspaper articles do not demonstrate that there is a
"significant safety issue" or a " breakdown of the quality assurance

'

program." As we have noted, "[t]he construction of Perry is a massive
task."I' Furthermore, we accept Applicants' assertion that "[clommuni- .

cation problems and disagreements among workers and disciplines in an
organization of the size and complexity of the Perry organization are not,

unexpected."is Were licensing boards to consider every allegation by a
worker to be grounds for initiating an investigation, i' is likely that
Boards would become the investigative arm of the agency, a trans.
mogrification that would adversely affect the ability of Boards to attend.

to the task of deciding important safety and environmental issues,<

Nor do we think it benencial for Boards to supplant investigators. Try
as we may, the ability of a Board to assure confidentiality to witnesses is

g3 limited because of the necessity of permittiiig lawyers and representa-
- '

.,.

tives of parties to be present during our deliberations. Nor do we have,

the time to track down leads, examine relevant documents for clues and-

locate missing witnesses. These are difficult, time-consuming tasks best
left to professional investigators permitted to operate within confidenti-
ality constraints. Our refusal to undertake these tasks ourselves does riot
in any way deprewte their importance. The public and this Board rely on * ~ ~
the NRC's investigators to conduct thorough investigations that will, ,

.h, assist the Board and the pub!!c to understand the importance of quality
@ ; assurance allegations.

'

h.' Our dismissal of this motion does not prejudice either intervenor's4

right to move to reopen this contention in the future, providing that ade.

.

l' Partial Initial Deciuon (Quality Assurance Contentions, L8P 83 77.18 SRC 1365 (1983Li

16 On January 12.19$4. OCR E's terresentative informed the Board that Applicants had refuse 1 to
supply it with an address or telephone number for Mi. Ward, one of the allestrs quoted .n the~

.
,

newspapers. since Mr ward's depoution was included m Applicants' second Ariswer, the terusal to
permit OCRE access to him could be reiesant to the weight we would g*ve to the arridavit.
Conwquently, we informed Apphcants' lawyer on January 13.1984, that we wosid disreBard the aMda-.

set ror purposes of this deciuon unless we found it to be essential - in which case, the parties would
have an opportumty to argue the matter before us.

since our decmon does not rely on the truth of the affidavit. the request ror inrormation about Mr.
w ard is mont. w e assume that NRC inseuigators would have no ddUculty obtaimng Applicants' help m
contacting Mr w ard, should that be necessary.*

17PartialIminal Deciuon,18 NRC at 8367
la Applicants' Answer, Riley Amdasil at 13
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quate evidence accompanies the motion. OCRE is cautioned to await the
assembly of sufficient evidence before making such motion, however. A
party is responsible for satisfying itself that motions are meritorious, in
light of applicable law and precedent (including previous Board
decisions), before the motions are filed. ,

ORDER

For all the foregoing reasons and based on consideration of the entire ,

record in this matter, it is, this 20th day of January 1984,
ORDERED:
Ohio Citizens for Responsible Energy's November 25, 1983. Motion

to Reopen the Record on Comstock issues, as amended, is denied. ,

' '

FOR TiiE ATOMIC SAFETY AND ' ' > ue :d
.-
'

LICENSING BOARD i'
;- 4 . ,5,I.hI,;4 .* *

.

t c. ^ ;;;..

Peter B. Bloch, Chairman
J.'

ADMINISTR ATIVE JUDGE ,

* ' + ..

a. 3 ,
~i'

Jerry R. Kline (by PBB)
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-

. :.., .
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*
?

g

# ' l.Glenn O. Bright
','

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
' '

. .
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Bethesda, Maryland
,
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Cite as 19 NRC'288 (1984) LBP 84 4

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATOR ( COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

.

,
Before Administrative Judges:

Marshall E. Miller, Chairman
Dr. Cadet H. Hand, Jr.

.

Gustave A. Linenberger, Jr.

' ' in the Matter of Docket No. 50 537-CP-

(ASLBP No. 75-291 12)
.'s . - UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT

"'
OF ENERGY

'

PROJECT MANAGEMENT CORPORATION
'

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
(Clinch River Breeder Reactor

Plant) January 20,1984

.

)D !; In a Memorandum offindings the Licensing Board concludes that:
' . ,i ,, .,g ,'" (1) the suitability of the proposed site for the Clinch River Breedar,.

Reactor Plant (CRBRP) for a reactor of the general size and. :

type proposed has been reaffirmed;
(2) from the evidence of record, the CRBRP can be constructed

and operated in a manner that would have satisfied the NRC's
'

mandate that the CRBRP achieve a level of safety comparable
with that of light water reactor plants. Further, core disruptive-

accidents need not be included within the spectrum of design
'

basis accidents for the CRBRP;
(3) a comprehensive and detailed quality assurance program was-

in place and functioning (prior to the termination of the
CRBRP program) in accordance with the requirements of Ap-
pendix B to 10 C.F.R. Part 50; and

288
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*
.

k (4) environmental and emergency planning matters were appropri-
-

'

ately addressed.

.
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MEMORANDUM OF FINDINGS A-
(Construction Permit Phase)

*-
,

,

.

introduction and Summary
4 .

'

''
.

Just as the proposed Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant was the first
j . .-- '

es.4 @ c . , < . . ,4,Qp
of a kind technologically so is this Memorandum of Findings somewhat ye,.' q. %;:c,4 ff.R J
unprecedented procedurally. The taking of evidence in the Construction

.

'.'
'

-

8 11. 1983.
+ -e

Permit phase of this proceeding was concluded August
While the Licensing Board was considering the proposed findings sub- -

mitted by the parties and was drafting its initial Decision. Congress ter- ;,-

minated the appropriation of funds necessary to construct the project.
.

.

.."
The Senate voted on October 26. 1983, to table its Appropriations $- #

. ...

i g
Committee amendment containing a multi. year. appropriation for the > 0CRBRP. The elTect of this action was to provide no Fiscal Year 1984

, ,, ,; , . . s
;

,. m g, ... ,.3 . . .p
funds necessary to continue construction of the plant.' The parties to the t 3, 4; ' '. H
project then concluded that "there appears no substantiallikelihood that
such funds will be appropriated."2 As a result, as described more fully

;,

irtfra. the Clinch River project has been terminated and the plant will
,

[ ''
+ o ..

'
-

'

not be built.
It is undisputed that the Clinch River project cannot now satisfy the

.v .

Commission's regulations governing requirements for the issuance of a
. . . -

Construction Permit, and that it is not reasonably likely that the project
>

5 '

will satisfy all of its programmatic objectives.) Accordingly, the Appli-
>

1
cants have stated that they will not seek a Construction Permit and they .

a .,?,
|

'

'

*i

8129 Cons Rec. sie41144 (oct 16.1983i Congress completed acuan on the Fncal ) ear 1984 sup.18.19931829 Cons Rec Hl0,$29 INov. ll.19838. See
piemental Approprianons $dl on Novembershe 129 Cons Rec H981$ INot 15.19838 and 129 Cons Rec. s16.588 thot 17.1983Lmaion or NRDC to

23. 1983
I Agreement Terminauns the Protect. Auxhment C to NevernherTerminaten. riled by the Applesants December

Intervene, conrirmed by Nouficahon Concerneng Prows: ,

sine NRC staff's Response to Mnuen or NR DC to Intersene, dated December 8.1981, at 3 and 5.Argdecants' Response to Mrnme or NRDC to Intervene daied December !.198)/at 2 and 7 8. Sir
27.190)

3
.
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would accept a condition that nothing in any decision issued by the
Licensing Board should authorize the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regu-
lation to issue such a permit. Ilowever, both the Applicants and the
Staff have requested the Licensing Board to issue a Partial Initial Deci-
sion concerning the matters litigated during the Construction Permit
phase of the proceeding.* *

The reasons urged by these parties for the issuance of a Partial Initial
Decision include (a) the substantial time, elTort and resources which

'

have been expended in developing a full record; (b) the public interest
' in resolving technical issues fundamental to liquid metal fast breeder .

reactor (LMFBR) design, and in future advanced reactor development;$
and (c) the informational benefits which have been recognized by the.

Commission as flowing to the LMFBR base program.*
The Licensing Board takes note of the impressive amount of time,>

effort and allocation of expert personnel and other resources that have
been devoted by all parties since 1975 to the issues involved in this.

.

proceeding, and in the development of the detailed evidence produced4 <,

F at our hearings. In the public interest we also recognize the substantial
amounts of money expended through the years in this complex

. ,vijn | '. - proceeding, which costs are ultimately bor.te by taxpayers and.,

F'''- ratepayers. It would be a disservice to the public not to make a compre-
s- hensive critique and analysis of the extensive record developed in order.

,- ' to evaluate the numerous issues involved. To that end, the Board has
; prepareu this Memorandum of Findings in order to memorialize its as-

sessment of the issues.
The Applicants and the Staff have suggested the issuance of a Partial

Initial Decision covering the matters litigated in the Construction,-

Jby Permit phase of the proceeding. A former intervening party' has insisted
g/ TAM J that no decision should be issued, and that the proceeding should be ter-
'0.',

'

'1 : minated immediately on ground of mootness.:, 2

.

.

* IJ
1IJ.

'

6 enued 5,ews Drrerrmew of Eaerry (Clinch River Breeder Reactor Planti, CLI 82 2),16 NRC 412.
431(1982L,

iThe Natural Resources Defense Council. Inc (NRDC) was one or the oneinal intervenors in this,

proceeding, and it participated fully in the LW A l phase of the hearings (LBP 83 8,17 NRC 158,

(1983)L llowever, NRDC voluntanly withdrew all of its contentions in June 1983. and it was dismissed
as a party June 29,1983 (Tr. 7732 33L NADC's obsections to the issuance or a Partial Initial Decision
were set forth at lensih in its Motion of Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. to Intervene (nied
November 23,1983), and in 6ts Reply . . . to Apphcants' and staff's Response to Motion to Intervene
(Gled December 12,198) pursuant to leave granted by the Board). Although NRDC has not been per.,

mitted to float in and out of the proceedans at will, neverthelene its detailed objections contained en the'

i
above Ghnss have been carefully consedered by the Board.,

S 14.

i

f
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|

The Board considers it advisable to avoid unnecessary technicalities in ,

completing its analysis of a voluminous record under the circumstances
prevailing here. It is true that Commission case law establishes that
licensing boards are not proscribed from issuing " advisory opinions" by
the " case or controversy" clause contained in the U.S. Constitution, al-

r
*

though they should issue such decisions only in the presence of compell-;

ing circumstances. See, e.g., Northern States Power Co. (Prairie Island
,

,],
Nuclear Generating Plant, Units I and 2), ALAB-455, 7 NRC 41, 54
(1978). llowever, there is no necessity to belabor the concept of "com- ' f,4 f
pelling circumstances" to justify an advisory opinion, because we are not , ', '

t

issuing an advisory opinion. Neither are we issuing a Construction ,,

'' '

Permit or any other kind of license. It is sufficient to issue only a memo-f

! randum tailored to the unusual posture of this proceeding, for whatever '

assistance it may provide to the NRC now or in the future. ,

Since the issuance of a Construction Permit is no longer appropriate,
.

~, 'I
it is unnecessary for this Memorandum of Findings to address many Ms . .,I'3 I
topics prescribed by Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations for in- f.'t f'7*,, p# 'Y' ,'N "O '

clusion in formal Construction Permit initial decisions. Rather, we have ' ''
'

focussed upon those basic ingredients of a first of a kind plant concept
that would inherently determine whether that concept has been realisti- ,

i; cally translated into a responsible project e(Tort, within the NRC's licens-
.

*

*--

ing framework. This approach dictated the format of the Opinion Section ,-

prior to the project's demise and has been adhered to since. Thus, the M , ' '' ' Y-
' "

topical arrangement attempts to lead the reader through an orderly de- '* J 'b 'I

velopment of the subject areas necessary to critique the project effort ."' *
while adhering to the adjudicatory requirement of an evidentiary basis. . , ,f',' W

*^

The Applicants in this proceeding are the United States Department '

of Energy (DOE), Project Management Corporation (PMC), and the
,

, , .

'l
.

v>

Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA). The Clinch River Breeder Reactor
!. - ,

'

Plant (CRBRP) was intended to be a Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor '

(LMFBR) demonstration plant with a rated output of 350 megawatts of
| net electrical power, proposed to be located on the Clinch River in Oak!

,

Ridge, Tennessee.''

On February 28,1983, this Licensing Board issued a Partial initial De- '

cision addressing those portions of the application for a Construction ,

- Permit which are necessary for Limited Work Authorization (LWA)
findings under 10 C.F.R. i 50.10(e)(2), namely, findings on all pertinent
radiological site suitability and environmental issues (LBP 83 8,17

' Arpt En 86, siaft En 26. at 141 12. Castions to the record m this proceeding wdl be in the rol-
(a) Applicants' Enhibus - Appi En . stafre Enhibas - siaft Ena (b) Custions to pre.

,

lowing rorm.
filed detect testimony will 6nrlude both the enhibn numhet and pose. and the transcreps ITt ) pese. Cus-
pons 10 numbered paragraphs or Findings or Fact will be to Finding No.
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NRC 158). For the reasons discussed above, that Partial Initial Decision
and a pending appeal therefrom were vacated on the ground of mootness
by the Appeal Board on December 15,1983.m

The CRBRP was Grst authorized by Congress in 1970 as a cooperative
effort between industry and government to design, construct, and oper-
ate the Nation's first demonstration scale fast breeder reactor (Pub. L.
No. 91273, Section 106). In early 1972, the Atomic Energy Commission
(AEC) accepted a joint proposal by the Commonwealth Edison Company

'

'

of Chicago and the TVA to undertake the design, construction and oper-
ation of the demonstration plant as part of the TVA electric system.tt
Under that proposal, PMC, a nonpront corporation organized and exist.
ing under the laws of the District of Columbia, had the overall lead
management responsibility for the CRBRP, TVA would operate the

'

plant, and the AEC had lead technical responsibility for the nuclear reac-
tor systems.t2 Over 750 electric systems in the United States pledged
more than $250 million in financial payments which were applied to the.

'' s project by PMC.o-

'< On October 11, 1974 PMC and TVA jointly Gled an application with
the AEC for a Construction Permit and Operating License for the

I CRBRP pursuant to Section 104(b) of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,H > ". 4 -.

ma+ as amended (42 U.S.C. f 2011 et seq.). After the Energy Reorganization
^

- ' Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. ( 5801 er seq.) transferred the developmental
and regulatory functions of the AEC to the Energy'Research and Devel-'

.

opment Administration (ERDA) and the NRC, respectively, the NRC
T assigned the application to its docket for review on April 11,1975.

On June 18,1975, notice of receipt of the application and proceedings
before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board was duly published.t* A-

.O~u timely joint petition for leave to intervene was Gled by the Natural.

' @ + N D /.? Resources Defense Council, Inc., (NRDC), the Sierra Club, and the-

' nm .

.

.0ALA3 733, jg NRC 1337 (1983). The Appeal Board termmated the appellate proceedms and vacat.
ed the partial snitial decision on the monon or the Intervenors flowever, the Appeal Board rurther
stated that "the issue or revocation or the LWA is better lett to the LKensing Board. which still retains
junediction over the application ror a conurucuon permit." 18 NRC 1339.

Il Pub L. No 92 84 See Jomt Report of the House Comm. on science and Technology and the Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy (JCAE). H R. Rep. No. 294,94th cons.,1st sess.. 32 35 (1975) (Jomt.

Reporth JCAE Authonaanon Report, s. Rep No 104,94th Cons, ist sess.. 17 20 (1975) (JCAE
Report).
12See Report on Heannst berore the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy on the Basis ror the Pro-

posed Arransement ror the LMFBR Demonstranon Plant. 92d Cons . 2d sess. (sept. 7. 8. and 12
' 1972) (JCAE Heannss) at Iv.V. See also Report on Heannss berors the JCAE to Consider Proposed
Changes in the Basis ror the Cooperative Arrangement ror Design. Construcuen, and operation or the
LMFBP Demonstranon Plant.93d Cons.. Ist sess. (Feb 28 and May 4.1973).
13Appo Es. 86. At the ume orits termmanon on october 26. 1983, more than $1.5 bilhon had been*

->

spent on the racihty.
t;40 FeJ Res. 23.708 (ICS).
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East Tennessee Energy Group (Intervenors), and on Octotsr 9,1975,
. f|

the intervention petition was granted by this Board. After the East Ten.
s

nessee Energy Group (ETEG) had become defunct, the other interve-'

nors requested the withdrawal of ETEG as a party on February 8,1982.'

The Board granted the request, leaving the Natural Resources Defense
j Council, Inc. and the Sierra Club as joint intervenors in the LWA

m .

. .@q j
,

; ,

proceedings.
The State of Tennessee Attorney General filed a timely petition for

,

, w,e
leave to intervene and was admitted as a party on October 9,1975. On , Q; .,[

,

'
i

March 29,1982, the State of Tennessee filed a Motion to Withdraw as a
party under 10 C.F.R. 5 2.714, but requested leave to continue partici.,

j

I pating as an " interested state" under 10 C.F.R. ! 2.715. The motion was
,

.-
'

granted.
The City of Oak Ridge petitioned for leave to intervene on July 17,

. , ,;.;
,

''
i

1975. It amended that petition on January 22,1976, and was admitted as Qt . ;. 4;W, .!. . J
> w

,

a party on March 4,1976. On August 20,1982, the City of Oak Ridge
,,;. ,;

requested leave to withdraw as a party to the proceeding but to continue
(,AH|,jp . E,y ' '}i

~V| participating as an " interested municipality" under 10 C.F.R. { 2.715(c).
~

| o
The Board granted that motion.3

On May 6,1976, pursuant to authorization contained in the 1976 , *
- .

j amendments to Pub. L. No. 91273, as amended, the application 'was
*

,. + , ,.

amended to include the Energy Research and Development Administra- g .. .t

tion (ERDA) as a co applicant (with PMC and TVA), and to reflect the fm, 4

z I

] realignment of the respective project participants' roles. Under this
~

: e u-

realignment, ERD A assumed the lead management role in the integrated .',L
, ,.. r . . , . .

; . * .i'
I

CRBRP Project Office, which included PMC and TVA personnel, and
*

| c 3.
TVA remained as the operator.l* DOE is the successor in interest to ,

, T.|i .o
ERDA." ih 1

Commencing November 1975, ertensive prehearing activities were , '

:e
conducted.'' By March 1977, the NRC Staff had issued a Site Suitability

.

>
. . . , ,

I
'

'
~'

45 Roene County, which ees admined as a party on october 9.1971. mes grenud leave to withdrew,t o''

from all perucipouos. by the Board's order entered December 13. 1976. The unumely pennon to 6nser.
'

24. 1976, and the .;
vene or fourteen countees and municipaliues mes demed by the Board on August

| demel mes offirmed by the Appeal Board Presert Masseemrer Corp. (Clinch River $reeder Reactor
, ' ' , , 't

'

Pleno. LDP.76 31,4 NRC 153 0976) #d, AL AB.354.4 NRC 343 (1976L
',

663,e Joint Report at )$; JC AE Report et 19.122 Cong Rec. sl0.613 22 Uune 2$.1976h 122 Conga
-

| Rec. H5835 98 Uune (f.1976L
<

f
87 42 U.s C,6 7101 er wg.
18 Intervenors riled fificen sets of inwerogetores seven sets of requests for admeensons. and four re.

quests for producuon of documents egeinst the Applicants. Intervenors rsled twenty. loo sets ofj

interrogetories, seven sets of roguests for adensensons, and three requests for produchon of documents
'

acesses the NRC sieft An appeel erose concerning the admienithisty of too latervenor contennone, and2 '

the Commiseson held that certain programmatic issues previouWy considered in ERD A*e Lhf FBA Pro.| "

prom Environmental statement would not be reconsidered in the CRSAP lecenwas promenos See
,

',

Unwed Seeses f aerty Aeneerth and Dreedsameer Admaus#reton IClinch River Breeder Reactor Plend.i
*

CLI.41), d NRC 67 H976). ,
'

.
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,

&

Report (SSR) and Final Environmental Statement (FES) (Staff Ex. 23).
On March 28. 1977, the Board issued an Order (unpublished) for com-
mencament of LWA hearings in Oak Ridge on June 14.1977.

Iloweser, on April 20. 1977, the Carter Administration announced its
decision to cancel the project. On April 22, 1977, ERDA Gled a motion
to susrend the proceedings, and on April 25,1977, the Board issued an
Order (unpublished) granting tha' motion. The Staff suspended its
review of the application.

During the next four years, the project continued its design, research
and deselopment and procurement activities, although all licensing ac-

Dtivities remained suspended. In each of those years. Congress preserved
'he project by appropriating substantial funding."

In August 1981, President Reagan signed the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1981 (Pub. L. No. 97-35), which expressed the in-
tention that the project be expeditiously completed.m in a Nuclear Policy
Statement of October 8,1981, the President directed that " government
agencies proceed with a demonstration of breeder reactor technology,
including completion of the Clinch River Breeder Reactor."U

On January ll,1982, the Applicants Gled a motion to lift the suspen-
sion of hearings, which the Board granted. The Board entered an Order-

,

on February 11,1982 (unpublished) establishing a schedule for the com-
' mencement of evidentiary hearings concerning LWA matters on August

23, 1952. All contentions related to the CP application were identined.
The intervenors restated or revised their original contentions, and filed
adaitional contentions based upon new information. The Board on April
14 (LBP R2 31,15 NRC 855) and April 22,1982 (unpublished), ruled

~ upon the adraissibility, scope and applicability (LWA vs. CP) of fnterve-.

; D ',. nars' contentions.
,

M. '

Extensive discovery followed.n On June 11,1982, the Staff issued its
"#

.

updated SSR (NUREG 0786), which concluded that the Clinch River
'

site was suitable for a reactor of the general size and type described in
the application from the standpoint of radiological health and safety

,

(Staff Ex. 2). The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS)

. .

H Puh L. No 91-240. starch 7.1978. Pub L, No 91482 october 18.1978 Pub. L. No. 96 86. ocio-
ber 12.1979 Pub L. No 96167. octotier I,1980. Pub L. No. 96-336. December 16.1980 Pub L.
Nu 9712. June 5.1981

.

M see il R. Xep No 208. 97th cong . Ist sess. (1981).127 Cons Rec. s8998 (198th 127 Cons Rec.
' 11581718(198tt

U 17 w t sly Corrp Pres. Doc 110102 loct.12,1981 L
22 gy a pr 130.1982, Appinants and start had updated their responses to Intervenors' 1973 77.

dio60sery #. e or the ciosa or discovery on June 30. 1942. Intervenors had also rded an additional rour
sets or ente rPatories. rour sets or requests for admissions and three requests for preduction or
(Am.urnems. en t Sad deposed the perwns from the NRC start and eleven perwns from the Applicants.

s

196, .

1
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.

.

issued a letter dated July 13,1982, which supported the Staff's site suita-
- |

|bility conclusion (Staff Ex. 4). '

Site suitability hearings were conducted August 23 27,1982. The
Board then reopened discovery on all environmental issues, and held ,.* - *
hearings November 1619,1982, and December 13-17,1982 to take evi.

<

4.? Idence concerning the remaining environmental issues.23 The Board ''p= issued a Partial Initial Decision on February 28.1983, which addressed
, ' p.R .'

all pertinent radiological site . suitability and environmental issues, and ,

concluded, infer alia, that: (1) the Clinch River site is suitable for a 6 -.

-@.reactor of the generil size and type proposed in the CRBRP application .

from the standpoint of radiological health and safety; (2) the contents of
' *

the Final Environmemal Statement and the Final Supplement to the
Final Environmental Statement (Staff Ex. 23 and 24) were affirmed; (3)

.

the requirements of NEPA and 10 C.F.R. Part 51 had been complied ' '9
with in the proceeoing; and (4) an LWA should be issued for.the | -

CRBRP pursuant to 10 C.F.R. f 50.10(e).3 e . af p .g.;-

The Board then opened discovery on all remaining contentions in pt.9 hp jQ[.

preparttion for CP evidentiary hearings, and on March 11,1983, the P:
. ,

,

StafT issued its Safety Evaluation Report (SER) for the CRBRP (Staff
-

-
-

-IEx. 26-28). During the discovery period,25 Intervenors filed responses to!
s .6Applicants' and Staff's discovery reque'sts which expressly stated that n.

4
~

they wished to withdraw their Contentions 2(f), (g) and (h),9(a), (b), -

(d), and (e),10, and ll(a).a The Bocrd granted the Applicants' unop- .

a
posed motions to dismiss those contentions on May 17,1983.

. , . y.

'-

.
'

.A, 4, s .;n
h. f. * '(>n

.

23 Neither the state of Tennessee Attorney General nor the City of oak Ridge participated actively in
+

' *
these Lw A evidentiary heannss. The Board received ine " Position Paper of the Tennessee Attorney

. . . .

,

'

General on socio Eronomic impact Matters and other Matters Relatmg to the Chnch River Breeder .

' 'i'$ < '* ~
*

Reactor Plant." dated November 10.19 2. a.id "The City of oak Ridge's statement Relative to the ' ' .
-

socio-Economic impact of the Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant." dated November 12.1982. At the
- .

' '

direction of the Board (Tr. 3356-58. Tr. 'l04). the Appli.: ants anJ Staff filed. on January 11.1983, Re-
sponses to the Attorney General's Position Paper and the Cityi statemem Neither the Attorney Genera
al not the City conducted cross-exammation, presented witnesses. or mtroduced document $ry evidence
concernmg the socio-economic matters raised by their respectne Posmon Paper and Statement Thef

Board's February 28.1983 Partial Initisi Decision (LBP-93-8.17 NRC 158 (1983H. resolved the issues \ .g ,
..

M> s
rained in the Position Paper and staten em
N LBP-83-8.17 NRC 158 (1983). By order of March 28.1983 (unpubhshed), the Commission itself ' @.

determmed that it would conduct the "immediate effectneness" review of the Partial Initial Decision
'

-
|

'

" On May 5.1983, the Commission found that there was no reason to stay the efTectiveness of that
decision. (Commiasion Order dated May 5.1983 (unpubbshedH. As noted above, this PartialImtial De- k-i
cision (LWA) was vacated on the grounds of mootness by the Appeal Board on December 15.1o83 '

3
( AL AB-755.18 NRC l337).
25 Dunns this nnod Intervenors filed rve sets of mierrogatories and one document request. Apphcants

riled four sets of mterrogatones and requests for admissions. and conducted one depositiort The stafr
taled rise sets of mterrogatones and requests for admissions and conducted one deposition. In addition.

'efter the close of discovery, the Board granted In;ervenors' request for additional discovery on the *

staffs HCD A dose calculations (Tr. 7188-7202).
26Sn Intervenors' April 19,1983 Response to Appheants' Eighth set of Interrogatones and Interve-

nors' Arnt 22,1983 Response to NRC staffs First set of Construction Permit Interrogatones.
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The ACRS issued its report on the CRBRP Construction Permit appli-~
' cation on April 19, 1983. The report concluded that, if the matters

noted therein and the open items described in the SER were resolsed in
E a satisfactory manner, the CRBRP can be constructed with reasonable

I assurance that it can be operated without undue risk to the health and
~

safety of the public (Staff Ex. 31). The Staffissued Supplements I and 2-

to the SER on May '! and 20, 1983, respective!y, which resolved all
open issues identified in the SER and ACRS Report (Staff Ex. 29 and

;
a 30).

The Applicants moved for summary disposition of Intervenors' Con-
-

tention 9(g), and for partial summary disposition on Intervenors' Con-
- tentions 9(c) and 9(0, which moticns were granted on June 29, 1983

(Tr. 7306). The Intervenors moved on June 21 to withdraw all of theiris( ,- remaining contentions from consideration at the CP hearings, and
requested permission to submit a written statement. At a June 29,1983.

, ,

Conference with Counsel, the Board granted Intervenors' motion and
5 ' request, and disalissed Intervenors as parties to the proceeding (Tr.
- 7333). Consequently, this proceeding became and remains
- uncontested,27 and only the Applicants and the Staff are parties to the

procecding. The State of Tennessee Attorney General and City of Oak" '

d
, ,

,

Ridge remained as an " interested state" and " municipality,"
!' respectively, under 10 C.F.R. l 2.715(c), but as described above, neither

;
.

participated in the CP proceeding.

J The CP evidentiary hearings vere held and completed in Oak Ridgee

[ ,

August 8-11, 1933. The record of the CP hearings focused upon the fol-

g
'

lowing areas ofinquiry: (a) whether a hypothetical core disruptive acci-
,

r dent should be a design basis accident; (b) the adequacy of Applicants'
,

and Staff's HCDA analy es; and (c) seventeen (17) Board Areas ofg e. . .

--

J's * Inquiry, which are reproduced in Appendix D hereto.28--

y s' . 6 -
.

-

g Opinion

1. DESIGN APPROACH

Safety it a characteristic of paramount importance to nuclear electric*
=-

[ plants, to which diligent attention must be paid from the beginning
LN
- .

27 NRDC filed an urumely motion for lehve to reintervene in this proceedmg on November 23,1983,E
ira but such mot on ns not granted. See note 7. supra.

*
28 in addition, the Board also covsidered- (a) the matter of evacuation of nearby doe industrial facili-

ties in the event of an asident at CRBRP (see PartialInitial Decision. Findmg $2); and (b) the feasibili-

E t> or implementing design and operanonal changes, if any, resulting from completion of Applicants'
1 - probabihstic risk assesmynt (PRA) ;Tr. 1340-41).

/<
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!

drawing board or design phase through to plant completion and
operation. As a necessary backdrop, a competent design safety approach
requires a design safety philosophy as guidance. The Clinch River Breed-
er Reactor Plant (CRBRP) design safety effort has followed a guiding
philosophy that established early-on the importance of achieving a level
of safety comparable to light water reactor (LWR) plants, by using a

f3defense-in depth approacha analogous to that used for LWRs. This
defense in-depth approach has been translated by the Applicants into

{(.
>

-

three levels of design effort that are illustrative of the measures taken to
prevent and mitigate accidents. In addition, an extra measure of protec- g, .

,

tion has been provided by imposing structural and thermal margins .

. ,

beyond the design base.w
Because of the more limited experience with liquid metal fast breeder ,

reactors (LMFBRs) relative to LWRs, the safety philosophy of the '

CRBRP has gone a significant step further to require the provision of
additional features and capabilities to assure that there is o low likelihood _4., jp64-

of containment failure and other unacceptable consequences associated b' '' gML'c|a
< %,'l -''

with disruptive core melt accidents beyond the design basis. Major
design emphasis has been placed upon the prevention of accidents that

.

could4ead to core melt and disruption and the loss of containment , , . .

integrity.)I ...,\,,.$.,
<

,

'

M The defense in-depth design safety approach is a three-level approach defmed as follows for the
1

'

' "

*YCRBRP.
The first level of safety provides crneria for rehable plam operation and prevenuon of acci. ;-<

dents durms normal operatmg conditions through the mtrmsic features or the design, such as
;

qualny assurance, redundancy, dive.sity, independence, mamtainability. testabihty, {2' M7/ .[, ("[ ,
,

'

,

i '| -

inspectabelny, and fail-safe characteristics. The plant design criteria must not only accommodate 3,
steady state power cor.diuons, but also have adequate tolerance for normal operstmg transients. 5 ' #)
such as starpup, shutdow n, and load followmg

The second level of safety provides criteria for protection agamst anucipated and unhkely -' ~ , 'f,, ' ik.. 4,,

faults, such as parnal loss of flow, reactivity mseruons. failure of parts of the control system, or
-

.pr,

%

fuel-hand!mg errors. that might occur en spite of the care taken in design, construcuon, and op-
- ;', ,

This lesel of safet) for the public is provided by redundancy of crincalerauon of the plant
components as well as by prosecuan devices and systems designed to ensure that such events
will *se arrested The requirements for these protecuon systems must be based on a spectrum of '

otcurrences that the plant design must safely accommodate. Consersauve design practices,
,

mdudmg the prousson of redundant detectmg and actustmg equipment, must be incorporated
both the effecuveness and rehabday of this second level ofm the protection systems to crisut

i*deugn.
The third level of safety estabhshes criteria that supplement the first two levels by providmg .

,
'

'

acceptable plant response to estremely unkkely faults such as pipe leaks, sodium fires, or #

sodium water reactions. Although occurrence of these faults is oflow probabihty, appropriate en-
.

*smeered safety features must be incorporated into the CRBRP design to safel> accommodate
.

such esents Conservause assumptions and evaluaticin methods are used to develop adequate
dessgns, in addiuon, conditions associated wnh estremely unkkely natural phenofnena, which
bound the most severe that have been historically reported for the site and the surroundings, are
used as deugn bases for the plant. These nelude such low probabthly events as severe
carthquakes, tornadoes, and floods These faults ud natural phenomena combme to defme the
design basis enselope

M Fmdmss No. 2b26
31 F ndmg No. I

t
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.

As a measure to control the implementation of this philosophy, princi-
pai design criteria (PDC) were developed by the NRC staff (Staf0,
using the LWR criteria of Appendix A to 10 C.F.R. Part 50 as guidance
where appropriate. Sixty design criteria (several of which are unique to
the CRBRP) have been denned; CRBRP conformance with these is re-
quired by the Staff.32

Simply stated, the ability to prevent accidents in the CRBRP is directly
.

.
dependent upon the ability of the reactor system and its control features

- to avoid two accident initiating ccnditions:
- Impaired heat removal capability beyond that necessary to dis-

-

.

sipate the normal (including shutdown) heat generation rate.g
' within the reactor core;

- Excessive heat generation rate within the reactor core beyond,. .
,

that which the properly functioning heat dissipative systems
(cooling capability) can accommodate.

,
* Should either of these conditions obtain, an accident is initiated, the,

. "
.

severity of which will depend upon the ef0cacy of numerous design fea-
tures in preventing or arresting the progress of the accident.33 Thus, not

: surprisingly, these design features play a dominant role with respect to._

' M, $ , plant safety.
,

The principal design features of importance to safety have been de-
. . ,

'

scribed in detail and carefully reviewed by the Board. They need only be
',

summarized here. The design safety philosophy underlying these fea-
,

tures has two additional facets:
- Redundancy (two or more features available to accomplish the

,

same purpose) accompanied by functional independence and

y 4[: (|$ ..
'

diversity of design to minimize single cause failures;34
, ,

- Use of existing technology so that prior experience can provide
Y2!.j guidance to design feasibility, and to practicality ofimplemen-,

' ' " " tation and application, including a basis for confidence with re-
spect to reliability.35

,

The principal design features important to safety are: (a) the reactor
shutdown systems (RSSs); (b) the shutdown heat removal systems
(SHRSs); (c) features to prevent or minimize the chance of catastrophic
rupture of large primary heat transport system (PHTS) pipes; (d) fea-.

tures to prevent local imbalances between heat generation and removal
(within an individual fuel pin or bundle of pins) from propagating'

.

32 Finding No. 2.
. 33 Finding No. J.
'

34 Finding No. 2.

| 3317 NRC 158,169 (1983h Appl. Ex. 71, at 15.14.
!'

I
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throughout the core; and (e) containment and confinement structures
that will, should core-melting and disruption occur, minimize any ad-
verse impact upon public health and safety. The Staff requires that,

'
single failures within each of these systems not disable safety
elTectiveness.3+

The RSSs consist of two fast-acting shutdown systems (rather than
one as in LWRs), each of which is independently capable of shutting
down the reactor, and both of which actuate automatically upon loss of
power. The SliRS provides four heat removal paths, each independently
capable of removing all decay heat. Station blackout (loss of offsite

,

power and loss of operability. of all onsite, standby diesel generators)
does not disable the SHRS; natural convective circulation of the coolant,
a steam-driven auxiliary feedwater system (AFWS) pump, and battery-
powered instrumentation and controls are available to provide continued
core heat removal. The RSSs and the heat removal paths of the SilRS
function automatically without need for operator initiation; operator re-
sponse consists merely of confirming and monitoring those functions.n

The features for prevention oflarge pipe ruptures rely upon four suc-
cessive levels of protection, which are supported by extensive analytical
and experimental evidence, and by domestic and foreign operating
experience. The four levels are: (1) stringent quality standards limit'

*

the potential for crack initiation from preexisting material flaws; (2)
even if flaws exist, the fracture toughness of the piping has been shown
to limit growth of cracks to sizes well below that necessary to penetrate a
pipe; (3) even if a crack should grow and penetrate the pipe, it would be
detected by a sensitive leak detection system well before any rupture
could occur; and (4) even if a crack should grow undetected, the crack
would have dimensions well below those at which a pipe rupture would
occur. In addition, the CRBRP can accommodate coolant pipe leaks sub-
stantially larger than that for which continued operation will be permitted
without a significant reduction in heat removal.38

The features to prevent progression of Iocal imbalances between heat
generation and heat removal to core-wide involvement incorporate pas-
sive mechanical interlocks te assure proper fuel subassembly
positioning, and a multiplicity oi redundant inlet flow paths to prevent
debris-induced blockage of any subassembly. Steel hexagonal subasseme
bly ducts house each fuel rod bundle (subassembly) te limit inherently

36 Findings No. 4-14 |12 responds to Board inquiry item 2. Append u Dl. See also stafr Ex. 5. at 3;
staff Ex. 32, at 6; Tr. 804I.
HFmdings No. 4 5 ($ responds to the 8 card's inquiry in item 4 or Appendix DI.
38 Findmss No. 6 7 Imcludes responw to Board's inquiry in item J or Appendia DI.

e
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the propagation of local imbalances between subassemblies. Extensive
analyses, experimental data, and domestic and foreign operating experi-
ence all show that propagation beyond a single subassembly is highly
unlikely. Any localized fuel failures can be detected by independent sys-
tems at levels well below those that could result in a significant local
imbalance, and pending completion of testing at EBR-il, the Staff has .

identified operating restrictions precluding any real possibility of a local
imbalance that could progress to core melt and disruption.3'

Based upon its concerns about certain analytical methods and assump-
tions of Applicants pertaining to fuel design, the Staff has identified
specific operational fallback positions that can be imposed to mitigate
these concerns if future analytical and experimental data do not sub-
stantiate the Applicants' proposed design. The Staff has explained to the
Board's satisfaction why it has concluded that it is unlikely that any of
these fallback measures will need to be implemented, and if
implemented, why it has concluded that the programmatic objectives of

-the CRBRP will not be compromised * (see Board's inquiry item 13, Ap- W E.-

pendix D).
# '

Since the CRBR is designed to continue operation with on the order
of 1% of the fuel exhibiting gaseous fission product leakage, the Board
was concerned lest the gaseous leak path also provide an opportunity for

'

inleakage of sodium to the detriment of fuel pin performance (Board's
'Iinquiry item 14, Appendix D). The Staff has addressed this concern to

the Board's satisfa: tion. Not only are there independent methods to
detect fission gas leakage and to detect sodium-fuel contacts, but addi-

i#tionally it has been agreed between Applicants and Staff that gas-leaking
'

pins will be withdrawn from service sufficiently promptly to obviate con-
'

cerns about adverse impacts of any sodium inleakage.4i '_ " JThe containment-continement system (hereinafter referred to as the
containment) comprises a welded steel containment shell around the

'

reactor vessel, that is surrounded by a reinforced concrete confmement
building, there being a 5-foot annulus in between. The intent of these
structures is to control and limit radiological releases to the
environment. The design approach for this system makes it the ultimate
barrier for protection of the environment under the challenge of an acci-
dent that progresses to core meltdown and disruption. Structural and
thermal margins have been incorporated into the design to permit meet-
ing a short-term (minutes) mechanical challenge (should core disruption

.

3' Fmdmss No. 810.
# Findmg No.19.
41 Fmdmg No. 20.
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be accompanied by a significant release of energy) as well as a long-term
challenge (hours to months) from temperature and pressure increases
that might result if the reactor vessel fails.42

It was determined during the LWA-1 phase of this proceeding that the
StalTs final position on the adequacy of the containment design would
be presented when its SER is published (17 NRC 158,171 (1983)). In
its SER, the Staff reserves, for FSAR and OL reviews, several aspects of
the containment design for final confirmation and approval. Thus the.

SER (CP version) cannot literally represent the final position of the
Staff at this time. Nevertheless, our review of the evidentiary record
regarding containment design and expected performance in the face of
accident threats (especially accidents involving core melting and
disruption) leads us to the opinion that we have no substantive reserva-
tions about the adequacy of the design concept that would preclude the
issuance of a construction permit, which opinion is consistent with that.

of the Staff.4)
*'

During the contested LWA hearing, Intervenors expressed concern
* about the design of heat exchangers proposed for the CRBRP. Although

evidence at that time did not indicate a substantive problem, the Board
indicated its intent to explore this matter further during th'e CP proceed-
ing (17 NRC 158,187 (1983); portion of Board's inquiry in Item 8, Ap-
pendix D).

The CRBRP HTS comprises three heat transps. t loops and each loop
has three identical tube and shell heat exchanger modules; two of these
modules, in parallel, serve as evaporators (steam generators), whereas
the third module is used as a superheater. Elevated temperature design

'

~
methods specified in ASME Code, Code Cases and RDT standards were
used for these heat exchangers. The most severe thermal transient that
could be postulated was analyzed and found not to provide an unaccepta-,, ,.

ble challenge to the design. Rupture disks are provided to prevent
-

,

damage from pressure transients. These design details and analyses will
be augmented by a comprehensive component test program (to be
completed prior to fabrication of the actual CRBRP units). The Board is
satisfied with the adequacy of Applicants' efforts in these regards.44

The Board has reviewed the CRBRP design approach from the stand-
point of its comprehensiveness with respect to a safety-inspired design
philosophy. How well the detailed design fares in the face of specific acci-
dent threats comes later. At this point, we are satisfied that Applicants

42 Findmss No.1315 isatisfies the containment portion or Board's inquiry in item $ cr Appendix DI.
42 Finding No. 22.
44 Finding No. 21.
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have adopted a cautious and conservative approach that emphasizes
plant safety without substantive sacrifice to operability and maintenance.
We note that Applicants are undertaking two efforts that will critique
and contribute to design adequacy and safety:

A probabilistic risk assessment (PRA), previously scheduled-

for completion in December 1984, to obtain an improved un-
derstanding of the relative importance of systems and compo-

'

nents to overall plant reliability and risk;45 and
- A reliability assurance program (RAP) that was to address all

important plant safety features and was to continue over the
entire life of the plant, providing input into the design and op-
eration of the CRBRP.46 q

The Board was concerned about the implication of the identification, |
|in the Staffs SER, of numerous design items being left for Staff consid-

eration at the OL review stage (Board's inquiry item 12, Appendix D).
The Staff has addressed this concern and we are satisfied with the basis

<
.

for its conclusions that cost, schedule and safety will not be - . ;l

compromised.47 [The Board observes that the design and fabrication of .c 4M,

/-CRBRP components have progressed further than is frequently the case
' '

'- ,

at the time of an LWR CP licensing hearing. This situation can offer the
"'-opportunity for a more rigorous CP phase assessment of the adequacy of

- * 5designs and their supporting analyses, which opportunity we appreciate.
llowever, it also holds the potential for premature finalization by Appli-
cants of possibly flawed design concepts. On balance, the Board feels
that the current CRBRP design status profits from the former more than
it suffers from the latter of these countervailing viewpoints.]

' "
N. ,s

The Board was also concerned about research and development still
required to augment effective CRBR fuel safeguards measures (Board's

W -inquiry item 10. Appendix D). Staff testimony alleviated this concern.*8 '' ' ''
Based upon our review of the forefoing information, the Board is of ,,

the opinion that a credible and competent design safety approach is '

under way.
,

'
s.

(

d5 Fmdmg No.16
46 Fmdmg No.17 Imcludmg mformation dispositne of the Board's mterest expressed m item 15 or AP-

pendis Dl.
47Fmdms No. I8-
as Fmding No. 26
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II. ACCIDENT ANALYSES - INTRODUCTION

In the foregoing section, two classes of accidents are mentioned in dis-
cussing the CRBRP design safety approach: one class comprises those
accidents during which the core remains intact and coolable; the other
comprises those accidents during which core coolability may be reduced
to the extent that some amount of core melting occurs, which may be ac-
companied by a kinetically significant disassembly [disrupdcal of the
core. In the language of the evidence before us. these two accident

,

classes are termed, respectively, a design basis accident (DBA) and a by-
pothetical core disruptive accident (HCDA or CD A)." This terminology |
is adopted here as appropriate to accident analysis discussions that '

follow.
As indicated previously, the NRC Staff has mandated that LMFBR

safety is to be comparable to LWR safety, offered as underlying guidance
to the design, construction and operation to the CRBRP.* This mandate
leads to extending the accident severity analog between LWRs and

'

LMFBRs to the point of likening the first class of CRBRP accidents to,

DBAs in LWRs and the second 'o Class 9 accidents" in LWRs. During
both the previous LWA 1 (contested) hearing and the recently held CP

" Core D<sruimte Act> tents (CD As) - sometimes referred to as hypothetical core disruptne accidents
(HCDAs) - are those accidents m which the physic.I and/or mechanical mtegrity of the core has been
altered to an extent that efrectne core cooling may not be mamtamed. The loss of effectne core coohng
geometry may result m the release of orgmally clad or contamed fuel mto the reactor vessel m some
combmation of sohd, hquid or vapor forms and may be accompamed by a mechanically damagmg
energy release. Design Basss Acca/ents (DBAs) are those accidents whose hkehhood of occurrence is
deemed to be credible and for which the engineered safety features of a specilic facihty assure that the
health and safety of the general pubhc will not be endangered. DBAs are considered to be of msufficient
severity to cause a loss of coolable geometry withm the core.
50 Finding No.1.

V $1 The designation " Class 9 accident" now has no of0cial regulatory standmg. Historically. the Class 9
'

designation crismated with the pubhcatmn, on December 1.1971, of the (former) Atomic Energy Com-
mission's ( AEC) proposed Annex to Appendit D of 10 C.F.R. Part 50. said Annex charactenzed Class
9 accidents as mvolvmg sequences of postulated successne failures more wvere than the eight classes
postulated for design basis accidents and for the protective systems and engineered safety features
provided to protect asamst DBAs. on June 13,1980 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), the
successor organization to the AEC responsible for nuclear power plant regulation. withdrew the proposed
Annen and thereby abohshed the formal Class 9 designation (45 Fed. Reg. 40.101 (19801]. In so dmng.
however. the NRC stated

that its Environmental Impact statements shall melude considerations of the site specific ensi-
ronmental impacts attnbutable to accident sequences that lead to releases of radiation and/or ra+
dioactive matenals. includmg sequences that can. result m madequare coolmg of reactorfuel and to
mcIrmg of the reactor core. In this regard, attention shall be gnen both to the probabihty of occur-
rence of such releases and to the environmental consequences of such releasci .

l/but.. emphasis added]. In the intenm time penod the NRC's staff had determ'ned that the CRBRP
accident analysis warranted consideration of Class 9 events, a determmation reflected m the scope ofits
February 1977 Final Enstronmental statement (FEs) for the Plant. Consistent with the above-qtioted
excerpt, the NRC stafr's octot,er 1982 supplement to the FEs and its March la83 safety Evaluation
Report deal with beyond-design basis accidents that insoi eme degree of .. meltmg and possibly *

an energetic disruption of the core - hence the term "corc disruptive accident" and its association with
the now obsolete term " Class 9 accident."
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(uncontested) hearing, App'icants and the Staff introduced evidence in
support of the proposition that CDAs should not be considered as
design basis accidents. Originally, it had been the Stafrs position that

<

CD As should be included in the spectrum of design basis accidents,
based upon limited information available at the time. However, in May
1976, the Staff advised the Applicants that .

li]t is our current position that the probabihty of core melt and disruptive accidents
f can and must be reduced to a sufGciently low level to justify their exclusion frorn
i the design basis accident spectrum. We will therefore not consider CDAs as design~

basis accidents. Nevertheless, because of the difference in the state of technology .

'

and experience between LMFBRs and LWRS, the consequent inability to evaluate
the safety of the CRBR design as precisely as can be done for LWRs, and the ab-'

sence of a quantitat've risk assessment based on experience and data such as the
Reactor Safety Study for LWRs. prudence dictates that additional measures be
taken to hmit consequences and reduce residual risks from pu,ential CRBR accidents -

,

having a lower probability than design basis accidents to ensure that the public
health and safety is adequately protected.

Ms.j
iSee Staff Ex. 5, at 5.] With this as background, the thrust of the evi- ..i

.

'

dence before us is in context. We now discuss each of these accident
, ,

classes in Sections llA and ilB, and their attendant dose consequences i

in Section IIC.

A. Design Basis Accidents

Design basis accidents (DBAs - see note 49, above) may be consid- ,

p,
cred as a collection of events each of which is considered to have some

,

likelihood of ' occurrence during the lifetime of the plant under
.

..

consideration. They provide an envelope of "what if" occurrences that . k .#
permits the plant design to be critiqued or tested in the face of off-

.

,. '

normal conditions that require mitigation by active and passive design
", - ''i

features. This critique in turn leads to the assessment of the adequacy of-
accident accommodation by the plant design. When events have been
judged to le so improbable that they are not credible as events against

t

i
which the plant design should be tested, they have been excluded from
the DBA collection of events. The potential radiological consequences
of the DBAs must also be evaluated to determine whether predicted con-
sequences fall within appropriate dose guidelines.52 The result of this

,

' -

latter evaluation forms a portion of the discussion presented in Section
,

,

'

IIC, below. In this section, we shall address two questions:

$2 Finding No. 27.

i

M
|

|
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- Have all credible DBA events been identified for the CRBR,
and

- Is the design of the plant and its protective systems capable of
preventing these events or mitigating their impact?

The Applicants have identified and analyzed seventy-one events in
connection with their DBA review. Applicants' and Staff's discussions of
these events have placed them in the following categories:

Reactivity insertion events,-

- Undercooling events,
'

- Local fuel failures,
- Fuel handling and storage events.
- Sodium fires, and
- Miscellaneous other events.

Within each of these categories. qualitative classifications as to frequency
of occurrence were designated by the Applicants, based upon whether
the events are deemed to be " anticipated," "unlikely," or " extremely

' . ' . unlikely." Applicants' analysis format progresses from anticipated
i * through extremely unlikely events in each category and provides, for

each category and classification, a discussion of:
- Identification of causes and accident description,
- Analyses of efTects and consequences, and
- Conclusions.52

In these analyses, the Applicants determined that there are three worst-
, case or umbrella events whose potential consequences justify detailed

presentation. The remaining less severe events bounded by these three
are reported in a more summary fashion. The bounding or umbrella
events are:

Reactivity insertion events, involving a 50.60 step increase of-

reactivity [sce note 60, below) accompanied by the occurrence. y (., .

of a safe shutdown eatthquake (SSE);-

- Undercooling events, involving loss of otTsite power; and
- Fuel handling and storage events, in which radioactive sodium

pool coves gas may be released.
The Staff has reviewed the set of DBA events identified and analyzed

by the Applicants and has determined that there are no serious inadequa-
cies in the completeness of the set of events or in the results of Appli-
cants' analytical approach that could not await resolution at the FSAR-
OL review phase, although certain concerns were identified as requiring-

,

j '
'

53 Findms No. 28.

I

l

|
"
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additional analyses.54 These Staff concerns principally involve the
fol!owing:

- It is not clear that all credible malfunctions have been consid-
cred that could permit overcooling of sodium in the intermedi-
ate heat transport system (e.g., loss of feedwater heating);
these must be analyzed in the FSAR;

.

- The Applicants' analyses of failure modes and effects of the
heat transport system, the control system and the cover gas
system need to be taken into account in the FSAR to demon-
strate that the DBAs will bound all credible off normal plant
conditions;

- The analyses of some of the reactivity insertion events involv-
ing the current heterogeneous core design concept suffer from
the fact that in several instances Applicants have evaluated the
differential changes resulting from the abandonment of the
original homogeneous core design rather than having fully , '

.
.

. .:. ~reevaluated all events for the current heterogeneous core '.) ]design. The Staff will require a full evaluation in the FSAR for ,
,

the OL review. ,

The Staff has emphasized that it does not view these concerns to mean
that there is an inherent inadequacy in the CRBRP design; but rather '

3,

the concerns are of a nature amnable to straightforward design or opera-
tional modifications should iutther analyses confirm the existence of ,

problems.ss
As mentioned, Applicants' analyses of all DBA sequences identified , ..^'

three DBAs (listed above) that represent worst-case or bounding events
with respect to challenging the facility design parameters. One of these
- an SSE concurrent with core compaction reactivity insertion - could, ~

c

under conservative (pessimistic) assumptions, lead to some amount of ~'

fuel pellet melting. This analysis showed, however, that there would be
insufficient thermal energy released or pressure generated to result in
any significant loss of fuel cladding strength or to raise the sodium cool-
ant temperature to its boiling point. Gaseous fission product release
from some of the fuel pins might occur. However, under the worst-case

,

assumption that this might happen to all of the 217 fuel pins in a given
-

fuel pin bundle (fuel subassembly), a margin of more than 100*F below
coolant boiling was predicted, with no functional or behavioral accept-
ance criteria being violated,54

54 Findings No. 29,30.
55 Finding No. 30.
56 Finding No. 31.
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The other two bounding events have less significant consequences so
far as challenges to the accident accommodation features of the plant
design are concerned. However, the release of radioactive materials as
the result of certain fuel handling accidents can result in calculable
releases to the environment. The resulting doses, as will be seen in Sec-
tion IIC, below, are within dose guideline values. In summary, the Ap-
plicants have concluded that all DBAs are limited, terminated or mitigat-

*

ed by specific plant features that assure the reestablishment and/or main-
tenance of a balance between heat removal and heat generation in the.

reactor core.57
We turn now to the pivotal questions identified at the beginning of

this section. In so doing, we note that this Section IIA does not stand
alone: the answers to the questions identified above must draw (at

'
least in part) upon support from Sections I (Design Approach, pp.
298-304), and 111 (Quality Assurance, pp. 322-24). Based upon our
review of the evidence supporting this section and of each of the other.m

.g . p ,' cited Opinion sections, the Board opines in the allirmative to both
,

" ~

questions. Additionally, we are of the opinion that none of the identified
DBAs will progress to such severity as to result in core disruption; nor
will any of the identified DBAs require calling upon containment protec-
tive features (e.g., activation of the containment veat/ purge system)-

'

provided to mitigate beyond-design basis accidents.

.

B, Beyond-Design-Basis Accidents- ,
,

Consistent with discussions elsewhere in this section, the term CDA'

(see note 49, above) is used to denote a beyond-design-basis accident in
which there has occurred some degree of melting of fuel and cladding

.i'/N '
" ;' sufficient to allow enough relocation of core material to affect reactor

'
behavior in an adverse or unwanted manner. Under circumstances to be
discussed later, this relocation of core material can take place with sub-
stantial enough driving force (kinetic energy) to generate damage
beyond the in'.ernals of the core. Thus, CDAs may be characterized as
being either nonenergetic or energetic. In terms of core accident
kinetics, there is no sharp demarcation between nonenergetic and>

'

energetic behavior. In the context of the instant discussion, the term
"nonenergetic" signifies that there is insufficient energy released to'

'

cause damage to those physical structures within the reactor vessel that
surround and support the core. [With respect to the foregoing, it should
be recognized that at the start of accident initiation it is undeterminable*

,

.

57Fmdmg No. 32.
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as to whether an accident will turn out to be a DBA or a CDA, since
that outcome is determined by whether the RSSs and other safety sys-
tems function subsequently upon demand, and as intended.] The general
point of departure for CDA' analyses is the assumption that failure of the
actuation of the RSSs occurs and delays reactor shutdown. Accident initi-
ation events accompanied by failure of the RSSs to shut down the reactor

.

are termed unprotected events.ss The only noteworthy exception to the
assumption of RSS failure as the premise for CDA initiation lies with
the possibility that proper functio'ning of the RSSs may be followed by a
failure of the SHRS to remove core (or fission product) decay heat rapid-
ly enough to protect the core. This is termed a protected loss- *

of. heat-sink (LOHS) event. Thus, in addition to characterizing CDAs as
either nonenergetic or energetic, they can further be characterized as *

.

protected or unprotected events.
The potential for core disruption arises from four postulated situations:

1. A decrease of core cooling without an appropriate reduction of 4,
'

core heat generation, termed an unprotected loss of-flow ,;;
. . .a.3,

,

(LOF) accident;
.

, ' ^
' "

2. A core overpower condition resulting from an unprotected in-
sertion of reactivity, termed an unprotected transient overpow-

,
er (TOP) accident; . '

3. A protected LOHS accident, mentioned above; and
4. The propagation throughout a significant portion of the core of .

subassembly (fuel bundle) failures initiated by the failure of
one subassembly or one fuel pin within a subassembly. ,, , "

Based upon design details, analyses and experimentalinformation, Ap-
-

c

plicants and Staff have concluded that core disruption through the '

mechanism of the propagation of individual fuel failures can be y.
'

neglected, leaving three of the above four postulated situations for s , ,,,

'",

ediscussion. In addition to assessing each of the three above identified
postulates and evaluating their energetic consequences through to acci-
dent termination, various combinations of the three accident sequences '

have been considered in combination with extreme external events such
as an earthquake beyond the safe shutdown earthquake. The Staff's _

m

'

review of these indicates that those few cases for which tevere energetic '

behavior cannot be precluded at this time are of sufficiently low probabil-
ity to be neglected." ,

The Staff had an independent assessment made of the energetics of ,

'

Cl>A accident sequences corresponding to the first three of the above
r-

58 Findmg No. 33. '

,

S'Fmdms No. 34
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postulated situations. That assessment considered in detail the accident
behavior for these three classes of events and inquired into the capability
of the CRBRP design to accommodate the energetic impacts of various
core events in a realistic yet conservative fashion. This accommodation
capability was found to be equivalent to the theoretical maximum
energy release that could result from a rate of core reactivity increase tin -
CRBR) of about 200 $/s,a which translates to a maximum energy

"

release (for CRBR) of 2550 MJ (million joules 68). It is noted that this
energy release corresponds to that which would be required to produce a.

slug impact kinetic energy of about 75 MJ, and which represents the -

impact resistance design capability of the reactor vessel closure head.
This accommodation capability was compared with the consequences of
energetic CDA behavior which, as a consequence of the CRBR heteroge-
neous core design, was shown to result only from advanced core disrup-
tion configurations that were subsequently subject to gravity-driven
recriticality. Upon analysis, the accident behavior was found to be,

p bounded by neutronic activity conservatively assessed to be associated
,

with an equivalent reactivity romp increase of 100 $/s, which corre-'

sponds to an energetic equivalence of 1130 MJ. Such an activity is self-i

terminating because it promotes the removal of enough fuel from the
core to make the core suberitical and accomplishes this before complete
core melting and whole core pool formation can occur. However, even
the formation of a molten whole core pool was found to produce energet-
ic releases below that which the CRBRP design can accommodate. The

~

Staff's independent assessment concluded that failure of the closure
head resulting in an early challenge to the containment is physically
unreasonable.62

The reactor vessel closure head provides a barrier between the reactor
"O' core and the containment building. If this closure head remains intact

# The term "s/s" is read as " dollars per second." Its use to desenbe a rate of change of reactivity may
be understood as follows- an the fission process. two types of neutrons are emitted that are character.
ired as being either " prompt" fit.. emitted at the moment of fissionmg) or " delayed" (Lt. emitted
subsequent to the formauon of the fission fragments and denving from said fragments). A reactor

; operat.r:g at a constant rate of rrssion events is said to be "cnucal"if the total number of fission events
per unit time is sustamed at a constant value by the available supply of prompt and delayed neutrons.i

This condiuen is termei " delayed critical" since. were there no delayed neutrons, the chain reaction
would die out; it is indegndent of the power level at which delayed criucal occurs. Any change of reac.1

tor geometry that results in an increase in the number of fission events per unit time beyond that re.
quired to mamtam the reactor at delayed enucal is said to result from a " reactivity increase." A uniform
rate of rescuvity increase with time is termed a " ramp increase" of reactivity. As reactivity increases. a
condition can be reached wherein the prompt neutrons alone could sustam the cham reaction and the
reactor is then said to be " prompt critical." The amount of reactivity increase required to bnns a reactor
from delayed cntgcal to prompt ent. cal is termed a " dollar."
el The joule is a urut of energy or work equivalent to I watt.second or approximately equivalent to

0.738 foot-pound.
62 Fmdmg No. 35
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after the onset or a CDA, then one of two events will occur: either the
disrupted core riaterial will remain in the primary system, or the reactor:

vessel will fail t ad the core debris will eventually penetrate into the reac-

|
tor cavity (see Fig.1 (Staff Ex. 41 at Tr. 8279) for a graphic representa-
tion of the geometry involved). In either event, the consequences have
been analyzed to be acceptable and they do not present an early chal-

-

lenge to the containment. If the CDA results in closure head failure, ra-
dioactive materials and sodium would be released into the containment
and be available for release to the environment, and/or missiles or
sodium fires could present an early challenge to th'e integrity of the '

containment. Extensive analyses by the Staff and its consultants have
shown that CDA energetics of sufficient magnitude to fail the closure
head are highly unlikely to occur and are not expected to fail the balance

,

of the reactor vessel.63 '

in evaluating the level of energetics required to produce significant
' damage, StafT consultants gave consideration to the fact that in between *

"J
*

.:the core and the reactor vessel there exist structures that effectively , , . .

form an inner protective containment: these structures are the core . " ' , '

barrel, the upper internal structure and the core support structure,
which collectively, are referred to as the CB/UIS/ CSS envelope. This

' envelope of structures is able to absorb energy from a disrupting core ' '
and lessen the challenge to the reactor vessel from a CDA. Analyses
have shown that a level of energetics equivalent to about 1130 MJ
would be required to breach this inner containment and thus no release
could be expected to breach the reactor vessel for any energetic core dis- ._- '"

assembly below this level. At higher energetic levels, an upward dis- .'

placement of the UlS would take place permitting a longer-term expan-
sion against the sodium pool, and would provide the only mechanical op- '~

j
' portunity for large-scale sodium fuel contact. However, approximately , A ,

twice this inner containment breaching energy release would be required ,

U.c., about 2550 MJ) to produce the 75-MJ slug kinetic impact energy-
cited above to challenge the design capability of the reactor vessel clo-
sure head.64

Three areas of formal Board inquiry (Appendix D, items 11,16, and -
17) dealt with specific aspects of CD A analyses made by the Staff. Item

-

11 (release energetics) and item 16 (aerosol behavior) have been ad--

dressed dispositively to the Board's satisfaction. Item 17 dealt with eight ? ^

areas of Staff concern regarding CDA analyses that were each reviewed
as to the adequacy of Applicants' responses to StafT concerns. With one

63 Findings No. 35,36.
,

64 Fmdmg No. 37,
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exception, the Staff explained the basis for its satisfaction with Appli-
cants' responses. The one exception involves the consideration of
whether Ossion product gas acting upon fuel in the core, early in the
core disruption process, can significantly increase the energetics of a
CDA. As the record now stands, Applicants' position on this matter has
not been accepted by the Staff; the matter has been noted for resolution
at the operating license review stage. Since the Applicants have agreed
to a fuel design modification that can obviate this concern ifit cannot be
resolved by further analyses,65 the Board is satisfied with the current
status. .

We have reviewed the Applicants' analyses of CDAs, the Staff's cri-*

tique of same, and the Staff's detailed, independent analyses. As noted
with respect to the previous section, this Section IIB does not stand
alone: a proper consideration of CDAs must in part also draw upon
support from Sections I (Design Approach, pp. 298-304), and 111
(Quality Assurance, pp. 322 24). Based upon our review of all relevant
evidence, the Board has formed the opinion that failure of the reactory*
vessel along with an early (less than 24 hours) breach of the integrity of
the containment is physically unreasonable as a consequence of a core
disruptive accident. [The 24 hour time period has significance with re-
spect to emergency response protective action: Applicants have testi-
fled that if evacuation of the 10-mile plume exposure pathway is decided
upon, it can be achieved in about 9 hours.166

The Applicants and the Staff have each concluded that CDAs need
not be considered within the spectrum of DBAs for the CRBRP. Their
conclusions are based upon extensive evidentiary material that lends cre-
<*ence to the thesis that the Plant is being designed and can be construct-
ed and operated in a manner so as to preclude CDAs as credible

,

' 'An events." These considerations are discussed in various parts of the in-
stant memorandum and lead us to the opinion that, based upon the pres-'

ent status of the evidence before us, there is no substantive barrier to
the achievement of such an object.ve, and that failure of the reactor
vessel with a resultant early challenge to containment integrity is physi-
cally unreasonable.

,
,

Owing to popular interest in a hypothetical phenomenon called the
China Syndrome,68 the Board inquired of Staff witnesses during the hear-'

,

t

65 Finding No. 38.
'

66 Findinss No. 39.108.
67 Finding No. 39.
68 Chma Syndrome is a hypothetical phenomenon in which, following a whole-core-melt accider.t.

molten ruel and core debris are postulated to melt through the reactor building roundation, and the
earth beneath it and emerge. ulumately. into China (gravitational physics and geography
no withstanding).
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ing whether a CDA at the CRBRP could generate such a phenomenon.
The Staff responded that based upon their analysis, the China Syndrome
would not be expected to occur. However, uncertainties in that analysis
led the Staff to further analyses to assure itself that there is not an unac-
ceptable groundwater pathway for the spread of contamination (Tr.

-

8493-99; see also Staff Ex. 41, at 15; Tr. 8286). \

l
1

C. Dose Consequences of Accidents - Introduction i
|

The principal thrust of this section is to examine, based upon the evi- |

J

dence btfore us, how the public health and safety are impacted radiologi-
cally by DBAs and CDAs at the CRBRP. As a logical prelude to this
endeavor, however, we review briefly certain historical and background
matters relevant to this proceeding and then summarize what the evi-
dence shows about the impacts of normal operation.

Culminating the LWA phase of this proceeding, a determination was ,
, ,

made that the proposed Clinch River site is suitable for siting a facility 3,7,4

of the general type and size of the proposed CRBRP (17 NRC 158, at
'

.
, ,

,

256 (1983)). Quantitatively, that determination followed from a three-
step process that first assumed a radiological site suitability source term
(SSST) analogous to that used for LWR analyses; that, secondly, . ,

computed the resulting dose (from release of the SSST into the
containment) to a member of the general public in the vicinity of the
site based upon CRBRP di.. sign features and site characteristics; and
that, thirdly, compared the resulting SSST doses with guideline doses :,z .

that are either directly available from or derivable from Title 10 dose
guidelines provided for the explicit purpose of evaluating site suitability.
The results of these analyses confirm the suitability of the site for the

- '

,

-

proposed facility.
o esulting from operat-The radiological doses and dose commitments r

ing nuclear power plants are well known and documented. Accurate
measurements of radiation and radioactive contaminants can be made ,

with very high sensitivity so that the existence of much smaller amounts
of radioisotopes can be recorded than can be associated with any possible

,

*

'' The terrns " dose" and " dose commitment" are used to distinguish between two tspes or
esposures due to radiation enternal to the body, the dose t4mg based upon radittion levelexposures

and duration of esposure. and enposures due to radiation internal to the body hnhaled or mgested) that
commits the empmed person to a future dMe due to the duration of body retention of the mrialed or in- '
gested radioactise material. standard SRC practse is to use a 50. year time pened for dose commament
analyses (see, et.. Reg Guide 1.109L in the language or this memorandum and consistent with the
jargon of the trade and the evidentiary material before us. the term " Jose" is taken to mean both the
"now" dose from enternal radiation and the (50 year) committed dose from mgestion and/or
inhalaten, unless esplicitly stated otherwise.
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observable ill efTects. Furthermore, the effects of radiation on living sys-
tems have for decades been subject to intensive investigation and consid-
eration by individual scientists as well as by select committees, constitut-
ed periodically to assess radiation dose effects objectively.and independ-
ently. [Two noteworthy and authoritative work products of such commit-
te:s are:

,

- "The Effects on Populations of Exposure to Low Levels of
Ionizing Radiation: 1980," by the Committee on the Biologi-
cal Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR Committee) of the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences; and .

* - " Ionizing Radiation: Sources and Biological Effects," United ;

INations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radia-
tion (UNSCEAR),1982 Report to the General Assembly.] !

O Although, as in the case of chemical contaminants, there is debate about
the exact extent of the effects of very low levels of radiation that result
from nuclear power plant effluents, upper bound limits of deleterious ef-

i fects are well established and amenable to standard methods 'of risk
| analysis. Thus the risks to a maximally exposed member of the public
| outside of nuclear plant site boundaries can be readily determined. The !

results of the Staft's determinations for normal CRBR operation are now'

,

summarized.

| The average annual radiation dose due to normal operation of the
'

CRBRP to an individual living at the site boundary would be less than
one mrem /yr,70 and the cumulative dose to the estimated year 2010 U.S.

~

''

population within 50 miles would be about 0.1 person-rem /yr. These.
doses include contributions from air, water and food, and are about 1%
and about 0.001%, respectively, of those received from natural back-
ground radiation. The total dose to the general public from operation of
supporting CRBR fuel cycle facilities and transportation of radioactive
fuel and wastes from the CRBRP is estimated to be 170 person-rems /yr;

'

this is insignificant when compared to the estimated 28 million person-
rems /yr received by the same U.S. population from natural sources. As

'
to cancer fatalities and genetic-defects, the risks to the general public
from exposure to radioactivity associated with the annual normal opera-
tion of the CRBRP are extremely small fractions (less than 10 per

;
'

*
70 The ter:n "I mrem /yr" refers to a dose rate of or:t milhrern (one thousandth of a rem) per year..

The term " rem" is an acronym for a umt of radiauon dose called "roentsen equivalent man." It is
I defined as that quantity of ionizing endiation that produces the same biological damage in a person as

would occur from the hberation of 100 ergs (or 10-5 pules) of energy per gram of body matenal that
has absorbed some portion of the radiation. The term " rad" (for "radianon absorbed dose") will appear

'
subsequently. Unhke 5e rem. the rad is used to empress a dose expenenced by biological as well as non-
biological matenals. Like the rem. the rad is a umt of absorbed dose of radiauon that results in the hber-

,

auon of 100 ergs per gram of absorbing mater il (100 ers/ gram = 0 01 pule / kilogram).

I
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billion) of the estimated normal incidence of cancer fatalities in the year
2010 population and of the estimated genetic abnormalities for the first
five generations subsequent to that year. [It is generally assumed that
radiation-induceo cancer incidence ultimately leading to fatality does not
impact progen; whereas a similarly induced genetic defect does.1 Thus

-

the Staff ccncludes that the contribution of normal CP,BRP operation
(including related fuel cycle activities) to radiological public health and
safety risks will be very small.11

Having reviewed the methodology, the inputs and portions of the
pertinent literature used by the Staff, the Board is of the opinion that
the excess (above background) radiation doses attributable to normal
CRBRP operation are indeed quite small, and comparable to those asso-
ciated with the normal operation oflight water reactors.

Accident Doses - DBAs

We have seen previously that none of the identified DBAs will either .-

progress ta core disruption or will require calling upon containment pro- ,

tective features that have been provided to protect the public from
beyond-design basis accidents, or CD As.

Applicants have alleged that the maximum dose resulting from the
release to the containment of radioactive material from a DBA is at least
a factor of 25 less than the corresponding dose resulting from an SSST
release to the containment. This statement has not been controverted by
the Staff nor has our examination of the evidence uncovered any contra-
dictory information. In fact. Applicants' analysis of the offsite dose re-
sutting from one of the three worst-case or bounding DBAs previously
discussed (fuel handling) yielded a maximum 2-hour site boundary dose
of about 3 inillirem, significantly smaller than the " factor of 25 less
than" cited above. Be that as it may, an SSST release to containment
was the starting point, as noted previously, for assessing offsite doses
that were compared with 10 C.F.R. Part 100 dose guidelines for the
explicit purpose of evaluating site suitabilio'. The Part 100 guidelines do not
represent acceptable doses for the general public. To put the above 3-
millirem DBA dose into acceptable dose perspective, we observe that
Appendix 1 to 10 C.F.R. Part 50 permits annual whole-body doses to
persons in unrestricted areas of up to 3 millirems from liquid effluents
and up to 10 millirads from gaseous efiluents.72 This leads us to the opin-
ion that the CRBRP as currently envisioned has achieved design com-

.

78 Fmdms No 41.
72 Fmdmg No. 42.
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parability with LWRs insofar as DBA offsite dose implications are
concerned.

[We note here that the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10
(Energy), Chapter I (Nuclear Regulatory Commission) provides three
sets of guidelines governing radioactive materials and radiation doses.
Their scopes and purposes are summarized later.]t).

Accident Doses - CDAs

The Staff established a safety objective that there be no greater than
one chance in a million (10-*) per year of operation for an accident to
occur having consequences greater than the 10 C.F.R. Part 100 dose -
guidelines, this being a design goal rather than a fixed number that must
be demonstrated for a given plant. Accident consequence (dose) analy-
ses and the dose guidelines with which they are compared are based

4

upon the possibility of significant core melting and the release to the
containment of a portion of radioactive core materials prescribed by the
Staff (for CRBR) to be:

Noble gases 100%.

Halogens 50% (25% airborne)
Balance of fission products 1%
Pu (plutonium from core) 1%

This is the core inventory release that has been mentioned earlier as the
site suitability source term (SSST). The ultimate dose to a person who
remains at the site boundary for 2 hours or at the distance to the low
population zone during the entire passage of any containment release

' '.
(established by Part 100) will be determined by site meteorology and by'

containment accident response characteristics.The Applicants have sum-
marized and compared these dose guidelines and 3SST doses for
CRBRP. We find the resultant doses to be adequately below Part 100.

guideline values.74
Owing to the fact that the NRC has indicated its intent to review its

radiological source term assumptions, the Board inquired of the Staff
what its views are with respect to any impact upon the CRBRP
(Appendix D, Item 1). The Staff currently expects that such an impact
will be minimal but it will ensure that the results of the source term

.

?) Findins No 41-

74 staff Ex. 5. at 2. 5; 10 C.F R 4100.11; Finding No. 44.
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review will be factored into CRBRP considerations during the OL phase
of licensing review. This satisfies the Board's current interest.75

The Staffs analyses of CDAs have identified four categories of pri-
mary plant system behavior in order of increasing radioisotope releases
to the containment and increasing potential threat to containment
integrity: -

1. Primary conlant system remains intact, with no significant
release to the containment atmosphere.

II. Failure of long-term (several hours after accident initiation)
heat removal causes primary system to fail, with eventual
release through reactor cavity vents of radioactive materials
and sodium into the containment atmosphere.

111. Primary system seals (at the reactor vessel closure head) par-
tially fait due to excessive mechanical and thermal loads from
energetic core disruption. A limited release of core inventory
into the containment occurs immediately.

IV. Primary system seals fail completely due to enerretic core ,'
'

disruption, allowing a large release of core inventory immedi- ,

ately into the containment followed by vaporized sodium and
radionuclides.

Three modes of containment response to the above were in turn
considered: ,

A. Containment leakage control and filtered venting operate in ac-
cordance with design intent;

B. Containment fails at about 24 hours after accident initiation ,

due to overpressure primarily from sodium vapor and ,

hydrogen; and
C. Containment fails to isolate (Containment isolation is an engi-

neered safety feature provided to close valves in lines that
penetrate the containment in order to prevent release from the '

containment of radioactive gas or particulate materials. The
containment isolation system (CIS) is instrumented to function
automatically if needed within 10 minutes following accident
initiation, or may be otherwise activated manually (Appl. Ex.
67, at 6.2 10, 7.3 1).]

The following four successively more severe classes of CDAs were
analyzed by the Staff based upon combinations of the above four primary
system response categories and the above three containment response

75 Fmdmg So 45
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modes. Bounding estimates of containment release frequencies were
,

then assigned to each CD A Class, as follows:

Release Frequency
.

CDA Primary System Containment (Per reactor-year
Class Response Mode of operation)

I 1,11,111 or IV A 10-4

2 II,111 or IV B 10-+

3 11 or til C 10-6
4 IV C 10-7

This summary of StalTs appraisal and release frequency estimates indi-
cates that the Staff has in effect found the proposed CRBRP to be in con-
formance with the StalTs previously established safety objective, stated
at the beginning of this CDA discussion.'*

Staff and Applicants submitted evidence for the CP hearing in support
of the thesis that CDAs should not be included in the spectrum of
DBAs. That evidence considered numerous matters, the principal ones
being the design approach discussed in Section 1, above, the testing of
design concepts that has been and will be undertaken, the operational
experience elsewhere with similar design concepts, the effectiveness of
quality assurance (Section 111, below), and the anticipated later resolu-
tion of generic safety issues."

The Applicants have defined and analyzed four successively more
severe CDA cases, identified as Case (s) I through 4. The computational
methodologies and their validations were also described, along with easn
of the Case assumption's made. The results are summarized below:

_ .

k r e

4 .

.

76 Finding No. 46.
77 Fmding No. 40.
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DOSE SUMM ARIES FOR THE FOUR CDA CASES
CONSIDERED BY APPLICANTS

REM

Organ Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 -

,

Bone
Surface 0.027 0.19 6.47 27.0

Red Bone
h1 arrow 0.026 0.040 0.56 2.18

Exclusion
Boundary Liver 0.052 0.060 0.44 1.21

(2-hour) Lung 0.021 0.032 0.72 1.77

Thyroid 0.014 0.020 23.4 19.6

W. Body 0.81 0.82 1.09 1.21 ,' ?-
,

'
REM

Organ Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Bone
Surface 0.92 0.95 2.45 6.07

Red Bone ; ,Low
hiarrow 0.19 0.19 0.27 0.56

'

Population
Zone Liver 0.36 0.36 0.18 0.32
(30-day) Lung 1.54 1.55 0.82 1.00

.

Thyroid 85.3 85.4 8.13 5.43

W. Body 2.10 2.09 1.73 1.65

Applicants present their interpretation of these results and conclude that:
- The design features to mitigate CD A consequences provide an

effective means to control the releases for a wide range of
conditions; and
The resulting dose consequences are acceptable.?-

t -

te pm4n, so,47,
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Our review of Staft's and Applicants' evidence leads us to the opinion
that the CRBRP can be designed, constructed and operated in a manner
that precludes including CDAs within the envelope of DBAs. Likewise,
based upon our review of the Staffs appraisal of CDA frequencies and
dose consequences discussed above, we are of the opinion that it is feasi-
ble to design, construct and operate the plant in a manner consistent
with the safety objective cited at the outset.

These opinions fall short of representing a Otm conclusion on our
part. There has been a considerable advance in the level of Staff confi-
dence with respect to the CRBRP's ability to meet safety objectives. The .

Board nevertheless cannot find that the " heavy burden" of technical
persuasion we foresaw in our LWA opinion (17 NRC 158,171 (1983))
has as yet been dispositively borne, owing to the numerous safety con-
siderations not yet dealt with. We do not see this as a lack of diligence or
lack of adequate CP hearing preparation. Rather it renects the unavoida-
ble fact that many safety-related matters would have been left to the
operating license review phase for resolution, not unlike the situation
facing licensing boards at the CP phase of LWR proceedings.

'

D. Intervenors' Challenge to Accident Analyses

On July 8,1983 the Natural liesources Defense Council, Inc. and the
Sierra Club, who had been joint intervenors during the contested LWA
proceeding, filed a document entitled " Limited Appearance Statement
of Dr. Thomas B. Cochran Regarding Issues Raised in the Construction
Permit Proceeding." This Statement was admitted by the Board during
the CP hearing session on August 8,1983, identified as Board Exhibit
125 (there being no other Board Exhibits) and bound into the transcript*

of the proceeding (Tr. 7652). The Statement includes four attachments
,

and appears at Tr. 7653-7714; the Statement is also reproduced in its en-
tirety in Appendix E to this memorandum. [However, Attachments are
not reproduced in this issuance.] Owing to the potential significance of.

the matters raised by the Statement, Applicants and Staff addressed the
Statement in their preliled testimony and were questioned by the Board
concerning same during the CP hearing. The parties (Applicants and
StalT) have concluded that the Statement contains no matters of suffi-
cient import to justify a modification of the evidence they have
submitted. We have carefully considered the Statement and the testimo-
ny of the parties regarding it and are of the opinion that nothing con-
tained therein alters the opinions and Ondings of this Board."

,

" Fmdmss No. 48.$1
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III. QUALITY ASSURANCE

To lend perspective to this discussion of quality assurance,80 a brief or-
ganizational description of the CRBR program is useful. The United
States government is the owner of the Clinch River Breeder Reactor
Plant (CRBRP); the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is custodian ,

and has lead management responsibility, exercised through its CRBRP
Project Office (PO) located in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. The Applicants in
this proceeding are the DOE, the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA)
and the Project Management Corporation (PMC). TVA will be responsi-
ble for plant operation and maintenance. PMC is responsible for admin-
istering utility industry interests, providing personnel and disbursing
financial support. The PO is staffed by personnel from DOE, TVA and
PMC, and is headed by a project director who is an employee of and
reports to the DOE. In addition to the entities already mentioned, the
following contractor-participants have responsibility under the PO for

'

the design, manufacture and construction of the CRBRP: ,

- Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Advanced Energy Systems '' ''

Division (AESD); .

- General Electric Corporation, Advanced Reactor Systems
Department (GE-ARSD); .

'

- Rockwell International Energy Systems Group, Atomics Inter- [
national Division (ESG-AI);

- Burns and Roe, incorporated (B&R);
- Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation (SWEC); and
- The DOE (fuel fabrication).si

The Applicants have developed a comprehensive quality assurance .

program that includes quality control and governs the QA activities of
contractor participants responsible for the satisfactory performance of

~

the CRBRP.s2 The QA program was initiated in the early 1970s, and '

' from there it has evolved into the current format.This has provided op-
portunities for participant familiariz. tion, for learning from QA problems '

at other plants, and for profiting from the knowledge and experience of
the TVA, a co-applicant.8)

.

.

80 Quahry assurasre (QA) comprises aH those planned and systematic actions necessary to provide ade-
quate conridence that a structure. system or component will perrorm satisractorily in service. Quality
assurance includes quahty control (QC). which comprises those quality assurance actions related to the
physical characteristics or a material. structure, component, or system to assure adherence to predeter-
mined requirements
si F.Mings No. 54 57.
82 Findings No. 54 55.
8) Fmdings No. 60,61

l
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The QA program has adopted a graded approach to all aspects of the
plant's systems and components, irrespective of whether plant safety is
involved.84 A management policies and requirements (NIPR) document,
maintained by the CRBRP Project Ofnce (PO), establishes the frame- |

work for the implementation and coordination of the QA programs of |

the various participants.s5 The SIPR dennes the different levels of QA

,

endeavor needed to imp!cment the graded QA approach.* and sets forth
the administrative controls by which the Project Office manages its over-

Iall QA responsibilities.8'
The Board has reviewed the Applicants' description of all of the QA f

programs of the various contractor-participants,*s and finds them to be j
satisfactory, and dispositive of Board Interest No. 5 concerning the Ap-
plicants' implementation of its QA program. The NRC's review of these
program descriptions and its audit and surveillance of prior and ongoing
QA activities have uncovered no unrectiGed denciencies or impediments

,

to its implementation.s* The NRC Staff has adequately responded to
Board Interest No. 6 with respect to StalT surveillance of Applicants' QA*

program. The NRC's recognition of the importance and complexity of.

the CRBRP QA elTort is exemplified by its assignment of a full time
person to the PO and its engagement of an outside organization to assist

.,

with the evaluation of the Applicants' overall design control elTorts.*
Examples of the diligence of the Project Office include its attention

paid to job-site safety, to the independence of all QA program compo-,

nents from adverse cost and schedule impacts, to the review and approv-
al of engineering change proposals, and to the daily maintenance of com-
puterized updating ofedrawing and speciGcation information, thus assur-
ing that up-to-date as-built drawings will be available."

Based upon its review of the QA program organization and activities
of the Applicants and the audit and surveillance of these matters by the

. 1 . . .

Staff, the Board is of the opinion that a workable and working QA pro-* '' *

gram is in place, and that it fulfills the requirements and the intent of
Appendix B to 10 C.F.R. Part 50.

.

A potentially vulnerable fc:ature of the CRBRP quality assurance pro-
gram lies with the fact that, although it was an already ongoing effort at

84 Fmdmg No 61.

85 Fmdmss No. 5940.
se Findmg No. 68.

87Fmdmss No. 62-64
se Fmdmg No. 58.
8' Findmss No,68 71.p
# Fmdmg No. 72.
H Findmss No. 6547. This mrormation rurther responds to Board inieresi No. $ regardmg Apphcants'

QA program approach.

.i

h
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the time of tb CP hearing, it had so far not been required to function in
the face of strict funding and/or schedule constraints. Now it is moot as
to whether the future would have imposed fiscal and schedule stringen-
cies that would compromise the effectiveness of quality assurance
implementation. All that the Board can do now is to advise the Appli-
cants ar.d the NRC of our concern about what might have been a .

problem.
.

IV. EARTH SCIENCES ANI) ENVIRONMENTAL MATTERS ,

y A. Geology and Seismology

The geological, seismological and subsurface settings are matters of
prime importance to the ultimate safety of a nuclear facility such as the
CRBR. The SER for the Clinch River Breeder Reactor includes exten-
sive analyses of the geology and seismology of the CRBR setting and

"

that data was reviewed by the USGS. Its review identified two items of
'' '

, ,

major concern. 'T hese were the possibilities of a limestone cavern under- .
+

~ 'Nlying some portion of the site and of active faulting in the area.n
,

llowever, the Staff and the USGS agreed that the presence of a major
undetected cavity beneath a site structure was unlikely based upon the

'' *

site's geological setting and the extensive studies carried out by the
"

Applicants."
Though to date no active faults have been recognized in the Appala-

chian region, the USGS was more skeptical concerning active faulting in
~

the area. The CRBR site is located between two thrust faults, these
being the Copper Creek Fault and the Whiteoak Mountain Fault. It
concluded that,'altnough the Applicants had not mapped or trenched
across these faults it is reasonable to conclude that these faults, like
others in the region, are noncapable.** .t

The USGS noted there may be z. concentration of seismicity in eastern
Tennessee based upon ree'ent studies which have relocated earthquakes *

in the eastern U.S. Though there is insufficient evidence to identify a
specific structure. they raise the possibility of a local seismic source. The
USGS presented evidence both for and against the hypothetical structure
but found that at present the data are insufficient to establish whether

,

.

e

0 Fmdmss No 74 76
0 hndmg No. 77
'4 Fmdmss No. 78 79
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the hypothetical local source exists. The USGS concluded that the
CRBR SSE is reasonable based on present data.,5

The Staffindependently reviewed the geology and seismology relating
to CRBR and took cognizance of the USGS concerns. It concludes that
the faults at the site and in the region around the site are not capable,
but certain conGrmatory investigations should be carried out. These in-
vestigations should go forward but need not be completed before the is-
suance of the CP.'6

In its consideration of the seismology of the area, the Staff indicated
that it was well aware of the postulated seismogenic source zone. More-
over the Staff found that most of the evidence relating to the hypotheti- ,y

cat structure is equivocal or negative, and it took the position that the>

evidence for the hypothetical local seismogenic source zone was so weak'

that it does not warrant consideration as a capable fault. The Board-
agrees with this positicn."

The USGS had suggested that it would require a deGnitive seismologi-
cat investigation to address the question of a possible concentrated seis-
mic source in eastern Tennessee. Such an investigation would require a
local network, velocity models and source mechanism determinations.'8
The Staff noted that there are additional studies under way and there is a -

,

well-distributed network of seismographic stations in the CRBR region
and more stations are planned for the future. If, in the future, a sufG-
cient number of well-located earthquakes occur in the area, a deGnitive
study, such as suggested by USGS..would be possible. The Applicants

"
would have been required to report any seismological developments in
the area in the Final Safety Analysis Report. Nothing more is possible or
required at this time." .

After the close of the CP hearing in Oak Ridge in August, the Board
, became aware of the discovery of certain faults on the site. The Board "'

then issued an Order Requiring Disclosure of Seismic Information .

*
.

"
(September 15,1983 (unpublished)). The Applicants made L full re- - 1 ,

sponse shortly after the Order was issued. That response contained two
,

afGdavits.ia The affidavits established Grmly that the faults observed in
the CRBR excavations were reported in accordance with the commit-
ments stated in the PSAR and SER, were expected to be found based '
upon prior geological investigations at the site and in the region, and are

l

'5 Findmss No. 80-82.
96 Findmss No. 83 86. *

M Findmgs No. 87-89.
'8 Findmg No. 82.*

# Fmdmg No. 90.
la Appl. Ex. 98 and 99.
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not capable within the, meaning of 10 C.F.R. Part 100. The presence of
ijtbe faults does not alYect any !.cological or seismological conclusion n

i the SER. 8i
,

. We h-4c concluded that the investigation of the geology and seismolo-'

gy of the$RBR site and region by the Applicants and Staff has been
thorough ind that those studies and the data derived from them meet -

.'

f
the applidable regulations. We know of no outstanding facts or questions
concernity'the geology and seismology of the site or region that would
alter opt Opinion and Findings.io2

@,. ; -,
'

,

B. Genergency Planninst .'" g
'

< <
.,

'
, ,.

r,-
' We hase studied the Mte of the CRBR and considered its location

# with referenceio the su'triund;ng communities, cities, counties and'

L _ _ e'[ states,io2 arid we had concl6ded earlier that an effectively coordinated ,..
,

/ . site, state and local radiological emergency response plan can be" '' .

. b.'

achieved for the CRBRP.* We now have more information which in- ,'' ,
.

'I cludes th'e Staff's review of the Clinch River Breeder Reactor Radiologi-* ,, ,

s

, i' cal Emergency Plan. The Staff reviewed the Plan against the applicable
j regulations and concluded _ that the planning standards will be met in the

,

,f r . - final emergency plan. The Staff also concluded there were no special or -
.

,

unique circumstances that would preclude the development of an ade-

.d
, quate preparedness plan at the operatiac license stage of review and that

the plans are in conformance with the Tiil Action Plan. We have found,

no bases upon which to disagree with these conclusions.io5 ,

we noted in our Partial' Initial Decision (LWA) that we would explore
the ettergency responses of the three major DOE facilities at Oak Ridge .

.

in the event of an emergency at CRBR as part of the CP hearings.* The &

three facilities are the' Oak Ridae Gaseous t>itrusion Plant, the Oak
~

., .

._ Ridge National Laboratory and it.e Y-12 Ilant. Each of these facilities 'C

y has long-standing emergency plans of its own, and each has extensive
j emergency planning, preparedness and response experience. The re-

f sponsegptions of sheltering or evacuation in an emergency are available
. and practical and can be readily accomplished for each. There are no im-

I, '
, ,

, . '

i
-

*
.,

-

lot FmdmrtNo. 91M
J02 F r@ngs No. 73100. ''

1 - - flo) Findins No.101.

"#'
* * 17 NRC 158. 243.Fmdmg No. 6.

'

105 Fmdmss No 102 03.
. , . - W 17 NRC 158,203. Fmdeng No. $2.'
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pediments to assuring compatibility with CRBRP emergency planning
needs.to?

During the Ilearing as a result of Board questions we learned that the
emergency evacuation time estimates used in the CRBRP emergency
plan were derived from site-specific considerations and are based upon
standard and conservative procedures for deriving those estimates. We
could identify no unusual condition, such as loss of a bridge or severe
weather, which would so impede evacuation as to make it impractical.io8

Before the CP hearing, the Board had posed inquiry item No. 7 to the
Applicants.ia We have learned from the Applicants that commercial and
recreational river traffic within the 10-mile EPZ will be controlled by the'

;

Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency, assisted as necessary by the U.S.'

Coast Guard, during periods of off-normal plant operation. Passage of
vessels through the upstream lock at Melton Hill Dam will be controlled

! by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Appropriate arrangements will i

' ' also be made to control traffic and provide prompt warning and removal
of persons within the exclusion boundary on the Clinch River, imple-*

mentation criteria for these controls will be described in the CRBRP and
State of Tennessee Radiological Emergency Plan.u'

No hazardous materials have been transported by barge past the site

j in the past, and none are anticipated in the future. Should commodities
being shipped on the river change in the future, new barge facilities,

would be required. Since TVA would be involved in the issuance of any
new permit for barge facilities, it seems highly unlikely that any permit

4

; would be issued that would allow the shipment on the river past the site

i of materials hazardous to the well-being of the CRBR.Hi
in our Partial Initial Decision (LWA), we noted that, since the fuel to'

,

be used in the CRBR will have significantly dilTerent isotopic composi -!

tion than other licensed reactors, accidental releases then will be made'

up of concentrations of isotopes which are unique to the CRBRP type of'

,

7

reactor. Of particular interest to the Board was the fact that both the-

StalTs and Applicants'. witnesses had testified that there were no Protec-
~

.

tive Aciion Guides (PAGs) for bone surface dose, and the Staffs wit-
nesses further testified that this dose could be controlling.H2 Such doses-
would originate primarily . Prom alpha particle emitters,' such as -
plutonium, which originate in the reactor fuel. We instructed the parties

107 Findms: No.104-07.;

j_ 108 Fmdme No.108.

!- l# See Appendui D. Item 7. .

110 Fmdmss No.110-11.
I HI Findmss No.11213.

11217 NRC 158. be.
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to this proceeding to address the question of . .icther the PAGs currently
in use for evacuation planning purposes should be revised for use at
CRBR to take account of those possible releases unique to CRBR.")
Furthermore, we specifically requested the Staff to respond to this
question.iu

in response the Applicants filed Exhibit 94 and the Staff filed its Ex- .

hibit 43.H5 By the analyses of the radiological consequences of HCDAs
and by deriving ranges of PAGs for other organs, including bone surface
doses, from ICRP 26 tissue weighting factors, the Applicants found the
whole-body and thyroid doses to be controlling. That is, the bone surface
doses from plutonium and other actinide elements are not controlling.H6
The Staff, using similar but more conservative analyses, likewise
concluded that the EPA PAGs were adequate for emergency planning
purposes and that bone surface doses are not expected to be controlling
for evacuation purposes in the event of an HCDA at CRBR.il7

* '

We have concluded that there are no insurmountable impediments to
effective planning or the development of a fully satisfactory emergency

'

plan for CRBRP.
.

, .:.

C. Environmental Matters
.

The Board considered the suitability of the proposed CRBRP site and
environmental matters related to CRBRP in its Partial Initial Decision
(LWA).Hs We found the CRBRP suitably sited and environmentally ac-
ceptable and we have no basis for changing that conclusion.H' ,

Findings of Fact
;

I. DESIGN APPROACH

1. The NRC Staff (Staf0 has established the objective that the
CRBRP must achieve a level of safety comparable to that for light water
reactors. Major emphasis must also be placed upon features and capabili-
ties to assure that there is a low likelihood of containment failure asso-

,

i
,

.

H) 17 NRC 158,174.7$.

1 IH 5cc Appendia D, item 9.
' 115Fmdmg No.114

H6 Fmdmg No 11$.
H?Fmdmg No.116.
lis 17 NRC 158 (1983L
H9 Fmdms No 117.
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ciated with disruptive core melt accidents (Staff Ex. 5, at 1-2; Staff Ex.
32, at 14, Tr. 8049; Appl. Ex. 89, at 2 3; Tr. 7764-65).

2. The General Design Criteria (GDCs) for LWRs are considered
to be applicaMe to other types of nuclear power plants; they serve as
guidance in developing Principal Design Criteria (PDCs) for a new type
of plant such as the CRBRP. Accordingly, the StatT developed as its
general design requirements a set of sixty PDCs speciGe to the CRBRP
with which compliance is required. The PDCs require sufficient
redundancy, diversity and independence in safety systems so that the op-
portunity for the basic safety systems to permit an accident to progress
to core melt and disruption is minimized. A detailed description of these
PDCs along with their differences from and similarities to the LWR
GDCs is presented in the SER s 3.1, " Principal Design Criteria" (Staff
Ex. 32, at 16-18; Tr. 8051-54; StalT Ex. 26, at 3-7 through 3-34).

3. One or both of two basic conditions must exist in order for an'

accident to be initiated: reduced heat removal, and/or excessive heat
i generation. Absent the reestablishment of a balance between heat gener-

ation and heat removal, an accident can progress in severity to the point
of melting and disruption of the core ( Appl. Ex.1, at 14-15; Tr.
2003-04: Appl. Ex. 87, at 4-5; Tr. 7381-82).

4. For the purpose of shutting down the Gssion chain reaction
there are two independent and diverse reactor shutdown systems
(RSSs), designated as primary and secondary systems. Each system
detects a variety of plant operating parameters in order to determine the
need for automatic insertion of control elements capable of terminating
the fission reaction, designated as a reactor trip or scram. The primary
RSS uses three redundant and physically separate instrument channels
for each measured parameter. The three channels are used in a two-

] out-of three coincidence logic to generate rea. or trip signals. Three
redundant logic trains are provided. There are Gve scram breakers of the
primary RSS, arranged in a manner such that trip signals from two of

"three logic trains will open a sufGcient number of the scram breakers to
interrupt power to the primary RSS control rods. Interruption of power

- to the control rods causes the rods to be inserted into the core. The
secondary RSS uses types of equipment different from that in the pri-
mary RSS and, in general, monitors a different set of parameters from
those monitored by the primary RSS (neutron flux, however, is moni-
tored by both RSSs). Neutron flux is sensed with compensated ioniza-
tion chambers in the primary RSS, and with Ossion chambers in the
secondary RSS. Three redundant and physically separate instrument

,

channels are used to sense each measured parameter. Three redundant
logic trains are used in the secondary RSS such that two out of three trip

'
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demand signals will result in insertion of the secondary RSS control
rods. The secondary RSS control rods are tripped by venting pneumatic
pressure which releases a latch on each control rod. The pressure is
vented by scram solenoid valves actuated by the secondary RSS in a two-
out-of three configuration. Scram breakers are not utilized. As with the
primary RSS, the secondary RSS control rods will scram on loss of

-

power. Since both of the RSSs consist of three redundant channels and
three redundant sets of logic, each system, by itself, is capable of per-
forming the safety function of shutting down the reactor even if a single
failure has occurred within that system. The shutdown system designs 3

include provisions such as the use of physical separation and isolation
devices to ensure that malfunctions in a channel or set of logic of one
shutdown system cannot propagate to a redundant channel or set of
logic of the same shutdown system, or to any channel or set of logic of
the second shutdown system. All RSS equipment required to shut down
the reactor is designed to remain functional following either an operating
basis earthquake or a safe shutdown earthquake. The StafTs evaluation .1,

~ ~ "*

of these systems is documented in Volume 1 ofits SER (Staff Ex. 32, at , , ,
,

22-23; Tr. 8057-58; 5taff Ex. 26, at 7-5 through 7-16).
5. Operational and shutdown heat removal modes are-deperibed.

*

The CRBRP heat removal systems consist of the main heat transport ,

system (HTS) and the shutdown heat removal system (SHRS). The
main HTS is comprised of three identical heat transport loops used to *

carry heat from the reactor core through a primary loop, isolated from
an intermediate loop by means of an intermediate heat exchanger
(IHX). 'Ihe heat transported by the intermediate loop generates steam m,

in two identical evaporator modules. The generated steam is passed
through and superheated in a third module. The superheated steam then '

passes to a turbine generator to generate electricity, and the waste heat i
is rejected to the atmosphere. A pump in each primary and intermediate

'

,

loop provides motive power to circulate the coolant. These three main
HTS loops are designed to remove the full power heat generation of the
core.

The SHRS consists of subsystems utilized for removing decay heat
after the reactor has been shut down. The SHRS consists of the three
main HTS loops, plus a diverse heat removal system called the direct
heat removal service (DHRS). Decay heat is normally removed through ,

the main heat transport system (HTS), steam, condenser, and feedwater
'

systems. Each HTS loop is also provided with a safety-grade backup
''

decay heat removal system called the steam generator auxiliary heat
removal system (SGAHRS). The SGAHRS utilizes steam vent valves, ~

and a steam-to-air heat exchanger to dump heat to the atmosphere.
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Feedwater is supplied by a safe;y-grade auxiliary feedwater system simi-
lar to that utilized in LWRs. These systems normally use electric power
supplied by offsite or safety-grade (IE) onsite power supplies. However,
no offsite or onsite power (other than batteries) is required for decay
heat removal through the SG AHRS. This can be accomplished via natu-
ral convection in the sodium loops, and via steam venting and the steam-
to-air heat exchanger in the SGAliRS. The natural circulation capability
has been verified by Applicants' and Staff's analyses and con 6rmed by
tests at FFTF and EBR-il, thus satisfying the Board's inquiry in Item 4
of Appendix D. If for any reason, all three HTS loops are lost or unusea-
ble beyond the IllX, operation of the DHRS can be initiated, utilizing
the reactor overnow path through a heat exchanger to reject the decay
heat through the air coolers used to cool the ex-vessel storage tank
(EVST). The DHRS requires AC power (either from offsite or onsite
sources) and can accomplish its function even with a single failure of
any active component. Results of the Staff's review of these systems are
presented in Volume 1 of its SER (Staff Ex. 32, at 25-27; Tr. 8060-62;
Appl. Ex. 87, at 98; Tr. 7475; Tr. 7631; Staff Ex. 37, at $; Tr. 8196; Staff
Ex. 26 Sections 4,5,7 and 15 passim).

6. Rupture prevention of the primary heat transport system piping
that delivers sodium coolant to the CRBR relies upon four operative
considerations described below.

1. The piping is subjected to nigh-quality engineering standards
specified for design, analysis, materials, fabrication,
examination, and testing. The principal standard applied is the
ASME Code, Section III, Class I which is the highest-quality
national consensus standard for nuclear piping. The Code rules
are supplemented by Code Cases and RDT standards * to ac-
count for elevated-temperature sodium service. The Nuclear

,

Systems Materials Handbook provides material properties data
not available from the Code. Rigorous quality requirements
are specified for base and weld filler materials, finished pipe-

and piping subassemblies. Compliance with these requirements
is verified in each step of fabrication and construction. A com-
prehensive quality assurance program ensures that the specified
standards are met. There is little potential for initial flaws in
the piping. A comprehensive inservice inspection program will
assure that there is little potential for initiating flaws during
Plant life. Implementation of these standards is discussed in

'

.

' 'RDT standards are thme that have been developed by doe and its predecessors to serve where the
AsME Code does not indude all considerations necessary for LMFBR design.
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detail in WARD-D-0185 (Appl. Ex. 87, at 122-23; Tr.
7499 7500; Ar;l. Ex. 88, Sections 3.1,4.1).

2. A detailed fracture mechanics evaluation has shown that, even
if a large initial defect were to exist, the toughness of the
piping material prevents significant growth of the defect. A

-

survey of piping fabrication and installation experience estab-
lished that a defect 1.5 inches long and 0.125 inch deep
(one-quarter times the wall thickness) would be the largest ,

defect to escape detection due to failure of the quality assur-
,ance program. Growth of the defect during Plant life was pre-

*

dicted using linear elastic fracture mechanics. The defect was
- assumed to be located in the most highly stressed elbow of the
PHTS cold leg piping..(Duty cycle and seismic events were
considered. The duty cycle is a listing of normal and off-normal
events postulated to occur over the 30-year Plant life. The ex- f. '

pected number of occurrences of each event is specified. Equip- ,.

ment pressure and temperature loadings are conservatively cal- ; . ;,;. c,.
,

culated using an appropriate Plant system model for each ', ,

event.) An extensive fracture mechanics data base was
reviewed to assure consideration of the elTects of temperature,
internal environment, frequency, stress ratio, aging, cold i

*

work, crack orientation, heat to-heat variations, grain size,
irradiation, biaxial stress, loading waveform, weld material, ,

static loading, and external environment. Using the fracture ,

mechanics characteristics supported,by the' data base, crack y
growth of no more than 18 mils over the Plant life was -

.

predicted. Growth of the initial defect by 18 mits.would not _-

result in a crack approaching critical crack length" and would * ..+
not result in a leak (over one-half of the pipe wall thickness' N

'

would be intact). Thus, even if a significant flaw is undetected,
the Plant duty cycle would not result in any leakage from the
PHTS pipe. Details of this evaluation are reported in WARD- .

D.-0185 ( Appl. Ex. 87, at 124-26; Tr. 7501-03; Appl. Ex. 88,
_

Section 4.3).
*

3. A comprehensive technology program has shown that even if a -

crack did grow significantly, it would penetrate the pipe and be-
detected as a small leak (by the leak detection system) prior to . ,

,

developing 1,otential for a large pipe break. Tests and analytical
studies have shown that crack growth will drive a defect

~ "That crmk length above which concern about' catastrophic rupture becomes important.

.
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through the wall thickness without substantial growth in length
i- (along the pipe wall). Test articles included piping elbows simi-

3 -
lar to those in the highest stressed regions of the PHTS cold

' icg. The tests show that even for very low cyclic stress ranges
(where the ratio of through-wall growth to growth in length is
smallest), wall penetration would occur when the crack length

,

is very small compared to the critical crack length for the
PHTS cold leg - 30 inches. Disregarding the evaluation which

- ,showed no significant crack growth, if a defect were to grow, it
would penetrate the pipe wall and be detected as a small leak -

prior to approaching critical crack length. The leak detection
system is capable of detecting a 100-gram-per-hour leak rate
which is much smaller than the leak rate for which the Plant
would be shut down. Details of this evaluation are reported in
WARD-D-0185 (Appl. Ex. 87, at 126-27: Tr. 7503 04; Appl.
Ex. 88, Section 4.3).

I -- 4. Analysis and testing have demonstrated that, even if a small
leak is not detected and corrective action is not taken, tough-
ness and ductility of the stainless steel pipe along with the low
coolant operating pressure would limit the maximum crack

| length. The evaluation hypothesized the existence of an initial
'

defect of 3 inches (twice as long as that established for the frac.
_

ture mechanics evaluation discussed in 12, above). Contrary-

to the evidence discussed in 13, above, crack growth through, ,

i the pipe was constrained so that penetration of the pipe wall
p did not occur. Crack growth was evaluated for the entire Plant

life. The crack growth model used in this evaluation is support-
,

ed by data from tests of plates.with large initial defects subject-4
.

,
_ ,

,

f '' !
'

;.
'

ed to bending stresses. The predicted length of the crack at end
of Plant life is 5.4 inches. Abrupt penetration of the pipe wall

j
*

., 8a assumed to occur at end of Plant life. Due to the ductility of
.;. the stainless steel pipe material and the low internal pressure.

*

the crack would not penetrate the wall over its entire length.-
instead, the penetration would end where the remaining wall, ,

'

ligan'ent is able to withstand the imposed stress. Penetration
would occur only in the central 4 inch portion of the crack.
This 4-inch crack is small compared with the critical crack

| length for the PHTS cold leg - 30 inches. Therefore, disre-
'

garding the first three levels of protection discussed above, no
defect in the PHTS cold leg would grow to a length which,

.

I s
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could cause a double-ended pipe rupture. Details of this evalua-
tion are reported in WARD-D-0185 ( Appl. Ex. 87, at 127-28;
Tr. 7504-05; Appl. Ex. 88, Section 6).

7. The overall conclusion that the likelihood of a double-ended
pipe rupture is low is supported by worldwide experience with sodium
systems. Ninety Ove percent of known leaks involved a total spill of 10
pounds or less. Almost half of these leaks occurred in valve bellows with
no spill into the cell. Many of the remaining leakage events involved
types of equipment and circumstances that are not relevant to CRBRP.
Thirty leaks hase occurred in piping. hiost of these leaks occurred in
small-diameter piping which was not designed and operated with the
high standards applied to CRBRP. Allleaks in sodium pipmg have devel-
oped as small cracks. Even without the sensitive leak detection capability

'

provided in CRBRP, none of the leaks experienced in sodium piping
have approached the magnitude of a double-ended pipe rupture ( Appl.
Ex. 87, at 129-30; Tr. 7506-07).

8. Accident initiation can result from local imbalances between . ;, .7,
'

heat generation and removal within an individual fuel pin or bundle of ,

pins. Such imbalances could result from two causes: mispositionina, of
a fuel bundle (or core subassembly) in a location where it would receive
inadequate coolant Dow; or bk :kage of coolant Dow to an individual
subassembly. Means to prevent these occurrences are incorporated into
the CRBR design.

A mechanical design integration approach has been adopted that coor-
dinates each core subassembly structure with the lower coolant inlet "

module into which it uniquely Ots, so that no subassembly will 01into a
wrong inlet module. If an incorrect insertion is attempted, its misnt will
prevent full insertion and also prevent release of the subassembly by the ~

fuel-handling transfer mechanism. Manual and computerized inventery ,

systems track each subassembly that is moved into and out of the
reactor, to guard further against improper positioning. Source range Hux
monitors (SRFMs) are provided to monitor the suberitical state of the
reactor while it is shut down. If, during the refueling, the change in
count rate measured by any one of the three SRFMs exceeds the expect-
ed change, refueling action will be halted immediately and the anomalies ,

resolved before proceeding. For example, the inadvertent removal of a
control assembly (rather than a fuel subassembly) will be readily dis-
cernible by the SRFMs (Appl. Ex. 87, at 132 35; Tr. 7509-12).

9. Not only is the opportunity for now blockage to any single fuel
subassembly minimized, but if blockage does occur and causes a local-
ized failure there are features to ensure that such failures do not propa-
gate to other regions of the core. A blockage or reduction of How to a
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core subassembly is precluded by a multiplicity of redundant flow paths
in the core support structure that suoports the inlet modules, in the inlet
modules that hold groups of subassemblies. and in each core subassem-
bly inlet. These redundant and diverse Dow paths to each core subassem-
bly assure that no object or accumulation of foreign material could block
enough passages to starve the Dow to any subassembly. Extensive testing
has been performed to confirm this concept. The tests were performed
using water in a % scale model of the inlet plenum. One test series con-
sidered the hypothetical blockage of all primary ports in seven modules.
It was found that the now was reduced by only 6%. This verifies the ef- -

fcctiveness of the debris barrier and auxiliary ports. Another test series
determined the inlet plenum characteristics with regard to blockage by
solid particles. The design was proven to be effective for eliminating
blockage potential while maintaining adequate Dow.

Although substantial quantities of particles are not anticipated in the
primary sodium coolant, the flow paths are arranged so that smaller and
smaller particles would be successively removed from the now stream as
it approaches the fuel rod bundles. Only very small particles (less than
0.25 inch diameter) could pass through the lower inlet module strainer
and enter the subassembly inlet. Particles between 0.25 inch and about
0.10 inch in diameter would be trapped at the fuel rod bundle attachment
rails. Particles between about 0.10 inch diameter and 0.06-inch diameter
would be trapped in the rod bundle inlet region which is a negligible
heat-generating region. Particles smaller than about 0.06 inch diameter
that pass through the fuel rod bundle attachment rails and rod bundle
intet passages are able to pass through the coolant paths between the
fuel rods.

Even if a major buildup of particles at the attachment rails or rod,

bundle inlet is assumed to block more than 50% of the Dow area, the
subassembly outlet temperature would not increase by more than 20'F.
This modest temperature increase would not significantly reduce the
large margin to coolant boiling. [ Nominal full-power coolant outlet tem--

perature is 995'F; at atmospheric pressure, the Na coolant boils at
1621*F.] Thus, the design has margin to accommodate a substantial
blockage, in addition to the provisions to prevent such blockages (Appl.
Ex. 87, at 135-39; Tr. 7512-16; Appl. Ex. 72, Section 15.4.1.3).

10. Extensive analyses supported by experimental data show that
local fuel rod failures would not propagate beyond their immediate
vicinity. Inherent protection to prevent such propagation from one
subassembly to a second subassembly is provided by the steel hexagonal,

subassembly duct that encloses each fuel rod bundle and by the channel
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of sodium between subassemblies. The fuel rod cladding and subassem-
bly ducts act as barriers to prevent fuel failure propagation. The theoreti-
cal challenges, in addition to blockage previously discussed, to the clad-
ding and ducts are fission gas release and molten fuel release. Operving
experience with sodium-cooled reactors shows that fission gas release
does not cause fuel rod failure propagation. Many thousands of mixed- -

fuel rods have been irradiated in power reactors and test facilities. Fuel
rod failures resulting in fission gas release have occurred under condi-
tions similar to those for CRBRP operation. No failure propagation
beyond the immediate vicinity has occurred. The fuel failure data base
originates primarily from testing and operation in EBR-II. That program
has demonstrated that fuel failure is a benign event and additional fail-
ures do not occur as a consequence of fission gas release. Fission gas
releases have occurred over a wide range of power, cladding
temperature, and burnup. Fuels rods with internal gas pressures as high
as 1700 psig have failed in testing. Corresponding CRBRP fuel rod pres-
sures are less than 1000 psig. The fission gas release has beer; gradual, h g~

,

and no detrimental effects on neighboring fuel rods or the subassembly ,
,

duct have been observed. Analyses are presented in the PSAR for
limiting, conservative conditions for the CRBRP core. They include the' ,
effects of fission gas release and gas blanketing of adjacent rods due to .

jet impingement of the leaked gas, flow reduction and reversal due to fis-
sion gas release and the mechanical effects of pressure pulses associated ,

with the postulated rapid reiease of the rod plenum gas. The
calculations, which are supported by out of reactor proof tests discussed .''

in the PSAR, show that even if all 217 rods in a limiting assembly were -

to fail, failure propagation due to fission gas release would not occur.
These studies show that the subassembly ducts are not structurally chal-
lenged and act as an effective barrier to preclude propagation beyond the , .

affected assembh .
Release of molten fuel from a fuel rod would require that the rod

operate at a temperature significantly higher than planned and could
only be postulated for fuel pellets containing higher-than-design
enrichment. Since the CRBRP nuclear design is based on only one
enrichment, moiten fuel resulting from mixing enrichments will not ,

- occur. However, limiting analyses have been performed to demonstrate
that molten fuel release will not result in local failure propagation. Data
from numerous tests discussed in the PSAR show that molten fuel in-
jected into sodium will fragment into small particles in the range of
0.004 inch to 0.040 inch in diameter. These partic!cs aie readily swept ,

out of the subassembly by the sodium coolant. Test data also show that
heat exchange between the molten fuel and sodium is very inefficient,
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limiting the vaporization of sodium and its effect on coolant flow rate. In>

tests simulating conditions more severe than any postulated to occur in
CRBRP, extensive fuel melting was achieved in most of the fuel rods.

-t Expulsion of some of the molten fuel from these rods resulted in a pres- '

'

sure of only 150 psig with a duration of a few milliseconds. These tests
are discussed in the PSAR. Sodium voiding from events of this small
magnitude would not have any sigmficant effect on neighboring fuel rod
cladding because the associated reactivity change is negligible and the,

wire wrap design promotes inter subchannel cross-flow. Even if it.

occurred, direct jetting of molten fuel onto cladding of an adjacent fuel
rod could lead to its failure and release of fission gas, but further propa-
gation would not occur. If it is postulated that the molten fuel does pass
through the coolant and impinge upon the subassembly duct, local over-
heating and localized melting may occur. The high heat removal capacity
of sodium flowing through the neighboring duct and sodium Dow be-
tween ducts, however, would prevent any damage to the neighboring
duct. ( Appl. Ex. 87, at 143-47; Tr. 7520 24; Appl. Ex. 72, Section 15.4).

11. Applicants have imposed overall design requirements on the
CRBRP fuel to deal with four levels of reactor conditions: (1) normal

- operation (2) anticipated transients, (3) unlikely transients, and (4) ex-
tremely unlikely transients. Design limits and acceptance guidelines for
the fuel for each level of reactor conditions were established to facilitate
demonstration that the CRBRP fuel design requirements will be met. Be-
cause the structural capability of the cladding is a function ofits ductility-,

limited strain and cumulative damage function, the fuel performance
predictions took into account operating conditions such as temperature
and pressure and damage mechanisms such as creep, irradiation effects
and fatigue damage. The application of these design requirements,

, , ,

design limits and acceptance guidelines are intended to ensure that evene'- ' ' -

in the case of extremely unlikely transients, the fuel will be maintained '
in a coolable configuration. Analyses of operating conditions and clad-'

ding properties as well as a large experimental data base from tests con-
ducted at the EBR II and TREAT reactors demonstrate that the overall
design requirements will be met by the CRBRP fuel. Additional data
and experience will be obtained from FFTF before operation of the
CRBRP. Moreover, during operation of CRBRP, the reactor mixed
mean inlet and outlet temperature, and reactor power, as well as outlet
coolant temperature of most of the fuel and blanket assemblies, will be

'

monitored to estimate cladding temperatures and to permit an early pre-
diction of the capability of the fuel (Appl. Ex. 87,'at 183 86; Tr.,

'

7560-63).
,..

'

.
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12. The present CRBRP containment system concept involves a
welded steel containment shell surrounded by a reinforced concrete con-
finement building. A 5-foot air-filled annulus separates the two
structures. The annulus is maintained at slightly reduced pressure rela-
tive to the containment, so that out-leakage from the containment shell
will be collected in the annulus. There it is circulated, Altered, and par-
tially released to the atmosphere to maintain reduced pressure; the bal-
ance is returned to the annulus. The steel containment shell is designed
for a leak rate of 0.1% (of volume) per day at a design pressure of 10 psi
above atmosphere. Leakage that bypasses the annulus filtration system
is to be held to no more than 0.001% of containment volume per day at
design pressure. These speciGcations regarding oressures and leak-
tightness are within the feasibility of current practice. There is experi-
ence with other sodium-cooled reactors in building containments de-
signed to withstand sodium Dres ( Appl. Ex.1, at 50 51; Tr. 2039-40;
Staff Ex. 3, at 22-25; Tr. 2505-08),

13. The potential challenges to containment integrity that might . .
'

result from core melt accidents yielding an energetic release are of two
basic types: (1) damage from internal missiles and (2) damage from
pressure-temperature excursions. The internal missile challenge could
result from excessive loadings on the reactor vessel head that exceed
the structural capability of the head or the components mounted on the
head. The pressure temperature challenge could result from either ex-
cessive energy addition to the containment from sources such as burning
of sodium and hydrogen and Gssion product decay heat, or from exces-
sive formation of gases not readily condensable such as hydrogen. Two
basic types of features and capabilities (design margins) are provided to
address these challenges: (1) Structural hiargin Beyond the Design
Base (Sh1BDB) and (2) Thermal hlargin Beyond the Design Base

-

(TN1BDB). The SN1BDB addresses short-term (minutes or less) chal-
lenges to containment integrity, while the Th1BDB addresses longer-
term (hours to months) challenges to containment integrity.

The potential short term challenges to containment integrity could
derive from:

a) overpressurization of containment as a result of a very large
prompt sodium release from the reactor coolant boundary into
the containment (through the reactor vessel head) and the
rapid burning of that sodium; or

b) internal missiles from the reactor vessel head area with sufG-
cient energy to penetrate the containment.

Neither of these conditions could arise unless an accident occurred with
sufGcient release of mechanical work energy (energetics) to exceed the
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f.

structural capability of the reactor coolant boundary. Specific require-
s

ments have been placed on the reactor coolant boundary to avoid such
. events. It should be noted that, to a large extent, the ccommodation of
these requirements to maintain short-term containment integrity does
not require additional specific design features, but rather additional capa-

: bilities of the existing features. For example, the reactor vessel head and
?: vessel support systems have been strengthened to accommodate the

SMBDB dynamic loads. In certain cases,.however, additional features
'

have been added; for example, seals have been added to the reactor -.

i vessel head to meet the leakage requirements (Appl. Ex. 89, at 3-5,9; .

' Tr. 7765 67,7771).
'

14. The potential long term challenges to containment integrity
would derive from:*

a) overpressurization or overheating of the containment due to

;,.
heat addition from the burning of sodium and hydrogen, Assion
product decay heat and the sensible heat from the sodium

^ ' vapor; or

j' b) overpressurization by not readily condensable gases, principally
; hydrogen, if the hydrogen does not burn.
]' Such challenges to long-term containment integrity are avoided by
'

design features that were referred to above as TMBDB features. These
features provide capability to remove heat from the containment, and to

j vent and purge the containment, thereby avoiding challenges from over-
+ pressurization and excessive heat. Any vented products would be re-
: leased through a cleanup system that would remove a large fraction of-

particulate materials. With these features, control would be maintained
j' over the releases to the environment. Venting would not be required -

| until about a day or more after an accident, thus allowing adequate time
, 'F 4 for interdictive measures to further reduce the accident consequences.' "

h" Applicants have described the features and requirements necessary to'

j maintain long term containment integrity and to mitigate any radiologi-'

i* cal releases from the containment (Appl. Ex. 89, at 10-17; Tr. 7772-79).
' 15. The NRC requires the performance of a plant / site.specine prob-
P abilistic risk assessment (PRA) for certain specine LWRs and a manu.

[ facturing facility, as part ofits TMI related requirements. The NRC Staff
~

has made the performance of a PRA a requirement for the CRBRP in
' '

.

order to provide added assurance that the risks from operation of the
: CRBRP will be equivalent to those from LWRs. Succinctly, the aim of
! the PRA is to seek such improvements in the reliability and safety of_
; core and containment heat removals systems as are signincant and

,
'

practical, while not negatively impacting the plant excessively. The PRA~

|
can also aid in identifying specinc preventive and mitigative actions that*

_

.
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might further reduce risks. Section 50.34 of 10 C.F.R. requires that the

| PRA be completed within 2 years following the issuance of a construc-
tion permit (CP), and that its results be factored into the final design of

;
the plant. The instant PRA effort was initiated in mid-1981 and is sched-

|
uled for completion in December 1984. The Staff finds that the work1

completed to date and the scope of the Applicants' commitment for the
-

!
remaining effort are adequate to meet the NRC's requirements (Staff'

Ex. 32, at 45-47; Tr. 8080 82. Staff Ex. 27, at D-1 through D 5).
16. The Staff has required the Applicants to undertake a Reliability

j
Assurance Program (RAP) to provide additional conservatism in the

j
face of limited LMFBR operating experience. The objective of the RAP

-

' is to provide additional assurance that the inherent reliability in the;

CRBRP design concept is achieved and that the likelihood of exceeding' '

the offsite radiological dose guidelines of 10 C.F.R. Part 100 is acceptably

|
low. The RAP is to be performed by the Applicants throughout the life

-

of the Plant. Portions of it are currently under way. Although the RAP o

f is not a formal part of the quality assurance (QA) program, the day,,", | .
'

' ;~ ''

Applicants, in response to the Board's inquiry [ Appendix D, Item 15] ., ,

described the interactions that occur between the two programs (Staff
Ex. 32, at 50 52; Tr. 8085-87; Staff Ex. 27, at C 1 through C 10; Appl.

4

Ex. 87, at 168 69; Tr. 7545-46).
.

'

17. Several items have been identified in the Staff's SER that will
j require review at the OL stage. Those that have potential for impacting

-
.

j
' safety, cost or schedule have been described by the Staff as falling

y,within the following five areas: , . _ . .

i 1) Fuel design limits, analysis methodologies and bases;
'

j 2) High temperature design limits and analysis methodology;
3) = Reactor vessel closure head structural capability; 3

, n. ec
) 4) PRA and RAP analyses; and

< .

|' 5) Natural circulation capability,

j The Staff has offered the opinion (and its reasons for same) that there is
a low likelihood for any of these items to result in a significant impact .

on cost or schedule. The Staff will not accept a confirmation or resolu-
,

5

tion of any item at the OL review stage that it considers will result in ai -

f compromise of safety. The Staff and the Applicants are developing a pro--

]
gram and schedule for the review and resolution of each item in a ~-

manner that will minimize design and construction impacts (Staff Ex.
;

j 38, at 4 6; Tr. 8211-13)

i
18. The Staff has concerns about certain analytical methods and as. .

sumptions employed by Applicants in connection with the design of the
| fuel. Because of this, the Staff has identified four operational fallback po-
!- sitions that could be implemented if future analytical and experimental i
L

'
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data fail to substantiate (during the OL review phase) the Applicants'
proposed design. These fallback measures are:

1) Reduction of exposure (or burnnp) objective;
2) Reduction of peak power;
3) Reduced operating temperature; and
4) Adjustment of trip points on Plant protectise systems.

(Staff Ex. 26, at 4-47,4-48; Staff Ex. 39, at 3; Tr. 8225.)
Based upon the Applicants' commitment to address the Staffs con-

cerns through the conduct of experimental and analytical programs, and
based upon existing experimental results, the Staff concludes that it is
unlikely that these fallback measures will need to be implemented. If
there is need for implementation at the beginning of operation, it is un-
likely that they will have to be imposed for the life of the Plant since
design changes can be made on future reload fuel. The Staff has ad-
dressed the possible impacts upon design objectives that might derive
from implementation of these fallback measures. No substantive adverse
impacts were identified (Staff Ex. 39, at 2 7 plus enclosures; Tr.
8224-47).

19. The CRBR is designed with the intention of operating with
failed fuel. Applicants anticipate operation with not more than 1% o'r the
fuel being failed. (The term failed fuel in this context refers to fuel pins .

whose physical strength is not impaired but whose c' adding permits the
outicakage of gaseous Assion products.) Because the same leakage path
that permits outleakage of Assion product gas may also permit inicakage
of sodium coolant, there is potential concera that such a mechanism
may adversely impact fuel pin performance and hence operational
safety. Staff and Applicants have considered this and have concluded
that two considerations will obviate this concern:

'

I) Two different types of leak detection systems are employed
that will permit the detection of fission gas leakage and the de-
tection of sodium that has made contact with fuel, thus iden-
tifying the existence of failed fuel;

2) Applicants have an experimental program under way at EBR II
to determine the consequences of operation with failed fuel;
pending the iesults of these tests. Staff and Applicants have
agreed to an operational restriction that will ensure the timely
removal of such failed fuel.

(Staff Ex. 26, at 4 20,4 21; Tr. 7637; Staff Ex. 40, at 2 3; Tr. 8249 50;
Appl. Ex. 87, at 152 53; Tr. 7529-30; /d. at 21617; Tr. 7593 9J.)

20. The heat transport system for the CRBRP is made up of three,

heat transport loops, each of which employs three identical tube and
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shell heat exchanger modules. Two of these serve in parallel as evapora-
tors (steam generators) and the third is used as a superheater (Appl. Ex.
87, at 14; Tr. 7391. Appl. Ex. 66, Fig. 5.1-1 at 5.1-16). The module
design is con 0gured in a manner that can accommodate relative move-
ment between tubes and shell due to differential thermal forces without
interference or excessive aress. This design also provides features to '

-

minimize now-induced tube vibrations within the module. Both steady-
state and transient conditiona of temperature, pressure and mechanical
forces have been anticipated in the design, which reDects ASME Code,

Code Cases and RDT standards. The most severe thermal transient that
could be mechanistically postulated was analyzed and found not to com-
promise design integrity. In addition, rupture disks will be provided to
protect against overpressure. Finally, a comprehensive component test
program will be undertaken to verify performance prior to the fabrication
of the CRBRP modules. Additional design and analysis details are given
in PSAR Section 5.5 ( Appl. Ex. 87, at 187 95; Tr. 7564-72). .

' *

21. Applicants' containment design and its accident accommodation "'N
capabilities have been assessed and independently reviewed and critiqued , ,

by the Staff. Some aspects must await publication of Applicants' FSAR
and Staff's OL review for final Staff approval (Staff Ex. 26, at 6-1
through 6-9; Staff Ex. 27 Appendix A at A.1-1 through A.6 passim).

Despite this lack of Onality of the Staff's CP stage approval, all major
components of the containment and their associated ESFs have been
determined by the Staff to be appropriate and adequate for the CP phase
of licensing review. This determination included radiological offsite dose ..

''

consequences of severe accidents (ibid.; Tr. 8518 30).
Finally, ten Staff witnesses, all of whom had participated in varicus as-

pects of the Sta !'s containment adequacy determination, independently ~r
and afGrmatively testined that they are satisfied, with respect to contain-

.

ment adequacy, that a construction permit should issue (Tr. 8529 30).
-

22. First Level of Design - Inherent and Besic Design Characteristics.
An important safety consideration in any reactor is the ability to remove
heat from the fuel sufficiently rapidly that the fuel elements do not over-
heat under any operating or accident conditions. Sodium is an excellent
coolant because of its favorable combination of viscosity, conductivity.

-

vapor pressure and specine heat. In addition, the CRBRP operates hun-
dreds of degrees below the boiling point of the coolant. Therefore, the

( reactor coolant need not be pressurized; the sodium surface above the
reactor is at essentially ambient pressure and the pressure exerted on
the coolant system boundaries of the Plant is only that of the static
sodium head plus the pump head required to force coolant through the
reactor. For these reasons, the CRBR has very little stored energy in the
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coolant; this is an outstanding advantage compared with systems that
operate above the ambient vapor pressure of the core coolant at operat.
ing temperature (e.g., LWRs). Small leaks, should they occur, have
little likelihood of propagation into larger ones. Moreover, the low-

stored energy in the primary hcat transport system does not of itself
generate pressure within the secondary containment structure in case of
leakage, thus greatly reducing containment structural requirements rela-
tive to those required for light water reactor plants.

in addition to the safety advantages inherent in the use of sodium as
,

the coolant, a number of Plant design decisions were made to incorpo- .

' ' rate design features that avoid the occurrence of accidents or mitigate
*

accident effects should they occur. Examples of these features are:
- A device in each control rod drive mechanism to prevent any

rapid outward motion of rods.c
- Provisions to prevent gas from entering the reactor core,

including:
" - A vortex suppressor to prevent gas entrainment at the

reactor vessel free surface, and
Continuous bleeding of small bubbles from the coolant.

q - A thermal liner in the reactor vessel to maintain the upper
vessel walls 100* to IS0*F cooler than the reactor outlet tem-

- perature and to protect them from thermal transients associated
# with power level changes. '

- Selection of core materials to give a negative Doppler coeffi--

cient of reactivity and thus provide a reliable feedback mecha.+

nism enhancing stability in normal operation and limiting reac- *
,

tivity excursions. .

..f - Reactor fuel subassemblies with fuel pin spacing designed to
f ,f . , "f. reduce potential for reductions in coolant'llow due to fuel

'
- -

9 swelling.
- Coordinated mechanical design of core assembly, core support,* -

and fuel handling machine control system to assure that a
~

subassembly cannot be positioned by the fuel. handling ma-
chine in a location of increased reactivity or of reduced flow.''

- Core support structure inlet modules and assembly inlet noz -- -

zies'that provide multiple inlet passages and also prevent'

passage of foreign material which could cause flow blockage.
The project is using, to the maximum extent practicable, proven

technology, including the incorporation of applicable FFTF, light water,

reactor, and other nuclear power plant experience. Where this technolo-
*'

gy and experience are not applicable or are only partially or indirectly
.
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applicable, an extensive program of development and proof tests is
being implemented ( Appl. Ex. 71, at 15.1-3,15.14).

23. Sctand Level of Design - Pmtection Against Anticipated and Un-
liAely faults. Recognizing that errors, or malfunctions can occur despite
the care and attention given to the Plant design, construction, operation
and maintenance, two avenues of second-level pursuit have been
followed: (1) a number of protective systems and Plant features have
been provided to protect against malfimetions, and to limit their conse-
quences to definable and acceptable lesels, and (2) a program of devel-
opment and testing has been undertaken to defir:e clearly the nature and
consequences of accidents such as fuel failure, which might result from
malfunctions. These features are:

- The reactor shutdown system (RSS) provides prompt automat-
ic shutdown of the reactor when necessary to correct for off-
normal conditions in the system. Two redundant, independent
fast-acting systems are provided. Ea h system is complete with
diverse sensors, logic, and circuitry, and each actuates .,

separate, diverse sets of neutron absorber rods. .

- All systems, components, and structures required for contin-
ued safe operation are designed to withstand or be protected
from the effects of abnormal environmental conditions, such
as carthquakes, floods or tornadoes.

- The three-loop heat transport system (HTS) design provides a
redundant heat removal system such that core cooling is main-
tained even if, at the same time as a loss of normal power, an ,

active component of one loop is disabled.
- Pony motors are provided for the primary and intermediate

loop pumps of the HTS. They engage automatically upon reac-
tor scram or shutdown to provide forced coolant circulation.
The pony motors are capable of receiving power from the
standby diesel generators.

- Natural circulation canability is provided in both primary and
intermediate loops of the HTS.

- Extensive sodium leak detection capabilit) is provided to
assure that any failure of the primary boundary is detected

*

promptiy so that corrective action can be taken.
A shutdown heat removal system having an independent flow--

path exists; it uses the makeup and overflow system of the
reactor vessel and rejects heat to the ex vessel fuel storage
system.
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- The primary system components of each of the three independ-
ent heat transfer systems are installed in a massive reinforced
concrete, steel-lined, inerted cell, capable of being isolated.

- A sensitive and redundant system is provided to detect the ini-.

tiation of smallleaks in the steam generator modules.
- A steam generator pressure relief system is provided to handle

reaction products in the event of a large leak.
- The elevations of guard vessels and piping are configured to

''
.

assure core coverage and continuity of core cooling even in the
esent of primary coolant system leaks.-

The design emphasizes in this second level the need to ensure and
~

.

confirm the high reliability of these protection systems and of any
component or system whose failure could lead to severe core damage.
An extensive program of qualitative and quanti:ative analysis and devel-
opment testing is under way (id. at 15.14,15.15).

24. Third Lcret of Design. The third level of design provides an
extra measure of protection for the public health and safety, beyond that, .

'

provided by the Grst and second levels, by imposing design requirements
derived from low probability events. Extremely unlikely faults are

'

included as design basis events. The Plant design must include appropri-
ate safeguard features to accommodate all of these events. Typical con-;

- .

servative assumptions, such as failure of a single component, are used,

'

in the analysis of these faults to demonstrate adequate design protection.
'

Analytic evaluatior s of the capability of the Plant to withstand the identi-'

Ged extremely unlikely faults have been performed (id. at 15.16).,

25. Margins Beyond the Design Base. In addition to the three levels,

'

of design derived from the defense-in depth concept, a further extra,

measure of protection for the public health and safety has been provided:

*jy,3#' c,'| by imposing structural and thermal margin requirements on the Plant
J i design which are derived from a spectrum of events that lie beyond the,

Plant design base. The structural margins beyond the design base
*

(SMBDB) impose additional' structural loadings (based on CDA.

analyses) on the reactor vessel system and PHTS components and
assure that extra margins exist to accommodate acceptably the additional
requirements over and above those of the design basis accidents. The
thermal margins beyond the design base (TMBDB) address the melt-
down sequences that could follow a CDA and assure that the radiological
consequences will be accommodated and/or mitigated to acceptable
levels. Details and evaluations of the Plant capabilities in these regards,

have been provided (ibid.; Staff Ex. 27, at A.31 through A.316: /d. at
A.41 through A.4 27).

|
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26. Additional efforts are under way to improve measurement capa-
bilities for material control and accounting at the developmental reproc-
essing plant proposed by the DOE. This capability is not needed at the
CRBRP nor intended for use there (Staff Ex. 36, at 2-4; Tr. 8176-78).

II. ACCIDENT ANALYSES

A. Design Basis Accidents

27. Design basis accidents are a set of events used to assess the way
specific systems respond to abnormal conditions. As such, these events .

provide analytic tests of the design, selected to determine ifinstalled or
proposed safety features can cope adequately with the postulated event.
For LWRs, plant response to these DBAs is assessed using the guidance
from 10 C.F.R. Part 50, primarily the General Design Criteria, and the
Standard Review Plan (NUREG-0800), primarily Chapter 15. It is , v. .

| Q.y,Tig
, ,'t.|p,,normal Staff practice to require that conservative margins be demon- ,

strated in analyses of the postulated events. Acceptance criteria applied ,''|
'

in the tests range from mechanical stress limits to fuel ci .dding tempera-
ture limits. In addition, the postulated events must be acceptably '

mitigated, that is, meet all specified acceptance criteria, even if single
failures are postulated to have also occurred in the safety systems under a
evaluation. Potential radiological consequences of DBAs are also as- ,

sessed to determine whether predicted consequences fall within appropri-
ate radiological dose guidelines. Dose guidelines for specific LWR acci- ;

i ..i . [,
'

M.dents are specified in the Standard Review Plan, typically as fractions of
the site suitability guidelines of 10 C.F.R. f 100.11. It is emphasized that 3. .

these are dose guidelines for review rather than strict limits. ,c ,.a,

The design basis accidents were selected to represent a reasonable en- . ' 3.

velope of the credible events which might occur at a nuclear plant and
which require mitigation by active systems or passive structures. The
choice of the specific events typically depends on the type of reactor
with different sets of events selected for BWRs,' ilTGRs (high - .

temperature gas reactors), PWRs, and LMFBRs (liquid metal fast breed-
er reactors). No regulatory criteria have been established for making

-

these choices. Instead, engineering judgment regarding the kinds of
faults or phenomena which might occur for a given kind of nuclear reac- .

tor is employed. The selected events may range from those which may
o cur once per year to those events which may never occur during the ,

'

life of the plant.
When events have been judged to be so improbable that they are not

" credible" as events against which the design should be tested, they
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have been excluded from the design basis envelope. For example, acci-
dents involving an initiating event and simultaneous multiple failures of
the mitigating safety systems have been judged so improbable that they
have not been included as design basis accidents. Such accidents often-

have been designated as Class 9 accidents or "beyond-the-design basis
accidents." The term " Class 9 accident" has no ofucial regulatory
standing, but is used here because of its historical familiarity. Because
Class 9 accidents typically invohe some degradation of the reactor core,
the term " core disruptive accidents" is also used to describe such severe
accidents (Staff Ex. 26, at 15-4).

28. The Applicants and Staff have identiGed and analyzed seventy-
one DBA events, organized into six categories as follows:

- Reactivity insertion events,
- Undercooling events,
- Local fuel f ailures,
- Fuel handling and storage events.
- Sodium Gres, and.

- Miscellaneous other events.
Within each of these categories, Applicants established qualitative event
classincations based upon their assessment of whether the events are
"an,ticipated," "unlikely," or " extremely unlikely." For each category
and classincation they provided a discussion of the:

- Identification of causes and accident description,
- Analyses of effects and consequences, and
- Conclusions..

( Appl. Ex. 71, Section 15.2; Appl. Ex. 72, Sections 15.3 15.7; Staff Ex.
26, Section 15, at 15-1 through 15 4;id. at 1514 through 15-39.)

29. In analyzing the DBAs, Applicants identined bounding cases cr
umbrella events for which more detailed presentations were made. Thee

- remaining DBAs less severe than these bounding cases were treated
more summarily. The bounding cases are:

- Reactivity insertion events involving a $0.60 instantaneous
reactivity increase accompanied by the occurrence of a safe
shutdown earthquake (SSE);

- Undercooling events involving loss of offsite power; and
- Fuel handling and fuel storage events in which some portion

of the radioactive cover gas above the sodium pool is released.
The Staff found the identiGcation of events and methods of analysis to
be satisfactory (Staff Ex. 26, Section 15 at 15 5,15 il,1512).

30. As a result of its review of the Applicants' DBA analyses, the
Staff concluded that it has certain concerns relating to the adequacy of
the analyses. These concerns involve principally the following
considerations:
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- it is not clear that all credible malfunctions have been consid-
cred that could permit overcooling of sodium in the intermedi-
ate heat transport system (e.g., loss of feedwater heatingh

- The Applicants' analyses of failure modes and effects of the
heat transport system, the control system and the cover gas-

system need to be taken into account in the FSAR to demon-
strate that the DBAs will bound all credible off-normal Plant
conditions;

- The analyses of some of the reactivity insertion events involv-
ing the current heterogeneous core design concept suffers

'

from the fact that in severalinstances Applicants have evaluat-
ed the differential changes resulting from the abandonment of
the original homegeneous core design rather than having fully
reevaluated all events for the current heterogeneous core .

design. The Staff will require a full evaluation in the FSAR for
N W,,

,

the OL review.
-

The Staff has emphasized that it does not view these concerns to mean M'D 4 M.I.E
,'W'"'

that there is an inherent inadequacy in the CRBRP design; but rather "

*

the concerns are of a nature amenable to straightforward design or opera-
tional modifications should further analyses confirm the existence of *

problems (StatT Ex. 26. Section 15, at 15 10,15-11,15 17).
" '

31. The Applicants have performed a conservative analysis of the .

response of the CRBR for conditions involving a reactivity insertion due ,

to core compaction accompanied by an SSE. A maximum reactivity in- ,

* *
crease of $0.60 was used on the basis of core assembly design and antic- ,4
ipated manufacturing tolerance. The SSE occurrence was assumed to . ' ' .' "

retard reactor shutdown by slowing down control rod insertion time. A '.
small fraction of molten fuel was predicted for the hottest fuel .f. ~yJ
subassembly, but the analysis indicated there would be no melting of ;" ''

'

cladding, no release of molten fuel, and no local sodium boiling. Some
'

'

fuel rods may leak and release gaseous fission products that could in-
crease sodium temperature locally. However, a limiting evaluation was .

performed that assumed that all 217 fuel rods in a subassembly released
their contained fission gas into the coolant. This evaluation indicated . '

that a margin to sodium boiling in excess of 100*F is maintained (Appl.
Ex. 87, at 8; Tr. 7385;id. at 45 51; 7422 28; Appl. Ex. 71, at 15.2 4). .

'

32. Applicants' analyses of the undercooling events and fuel.
handling events indicated smaller challenges to the accident accommoda-
tion features of the Plant design than for the reactivity insertion SSE ,

events. Certain fuel handling DBAs can result in calculable releases to
the environment that are within dose guideline values. Applicants have
concluded that all DBAs are limited, terminated or acceptably mitigated

. .

o e

.
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by specine Plant safety features that assure that there is maintenance
and/or reestablishment of a balance between heat generation and heat
removal in the reactor core ( Appl. Ex. 72, Sections 15.3,15.5 and 15.7;
Appl. Ex. 87, at 6; Tr. 7383)..

B. Beyond Design-Basis Accidents

33. In LWR safety reviews, impacts of the failure to achieve reactor
shutdown through proper functioning of the reactor control system have
been considered and characterized by the term " anticipated transients
without scram" ( ATWS) . For the CRBRP review, the term
" unprotected transients" is used in an analogous manner except that for
CDA initiatior, purposes the failure of the reactor to shut down is as-
sumed - this despite the fact that an ATWS in the CRBR would require
a failure of both of the RSSs. The Staff's review of reliability of these
RSSs led to the conclusion that an ATWS event in the CRBR is substan-

- tially less likely to occur than in an LWR and thus it belongs more ap-'

propriately in the CDA analysis (Staff Ex. 26, at 15-9; Staff Ex. 27, at
A.1-1, A.1-2; id., Appendix B, at B-4).

34. Depending upon whether reactor shutdown has been achieved,
core disruption may initiate at powers ranging from near normal to
decay levels. The corresponding heating rates vary by two orders of
magnitude and define a classiGeation of CDAs into " unprotected" and
" protected," respectively, depending upon whether the RSSs have-

failed, or have functioned properly. Mechanistically a protected CDA is
,

the result of sustained failure to remove decay heat and is commonly..
referred to as a loss-of heat-sink (LOHS) accident. In the unprotected
CD A case, initial core disruption may occur due to either an undercool-
ing or an overpower condition. Mechanically, the undercooling would be,

,

; the result of loss of coolant flow, known as the loss-of Oow (LOF)-

accident, and the overpower would be due to an uncontrolled reactivity
insertion, which is commonly refctred to as a transient overpower
(TOP) accident. In general terms, these three accidents exemplify the
generic behavior over the '. hole range of the CDA spectra of
circumstances, hence, they can be used to adequately characterize the
spectra of energetic consequences. Another class of CDA initiators, that
of fuel failure propagation, has also been identined and extensively
studied. The evidence is conclusive that the attainment of whole-core
disruption through such a mechanism can be neglected. Finally, various
combinations of functional failure events (TOP /LOF, etc.) and/or struc-
tural failures (i.e., due to extreme external events such as earthquakes
beyond the SSE, yielding core support failures, loss of piping integrity,
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etc.) have also been considered. The Staft's review of these areas indi-
cates that those few cases for which severe energetics behavior cannot
be precluded at this time are of sufficiently low probability to be
neglected. The analytical approach thus consists of realistically following
each one of the three generic CD A initiators through the core disruption
phases and until accident termination. These so-called mechanistic CDA
analyses provide an overall framework against which the potential for
energetic phenomena is assessed with due regard for the controlling
physical processes and for the accident accommodation design capability
of the facility (Staff Ex. 27, at A.2 2).

35. An independent assessment of core-disruptise-accident energet-
ics for the Clinch River Breeder Reactor has been performed for the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission under the direction of the CRBR Pro-
gram Ofnce within the OfHee of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. It consid-
cred in detail the accident behavior for three accident initiators that are
representative of three different classes of events: unprotected loss of ,

Dow, unprotected reactivity insertion, and protected loss of heat sink. . ,.g
.'The primary system's energetics accommodation capability was

,

realistically, yet conservatively, determined in terms of core events.
This accommodation capability was found to be equivalent to an
isentropic work potential for expansion to 1 atmosphere of 2550 MJ or a
ramp rate of about 200 S/s applied to a classical two phase disassembly.
This accommodation capability was contrasted to the potential for
energetic behavior, which, due to the heterogeneou, CRBR cor,e design,
was shown to arise only in the advanced core disruption states that lead '

,

to gravity driven recriticalities. The core disruption behavior was as-
sessed through integral analyses to establish an overall viewpoint, and .

separate, bounding evaluations of recriticality severity at various states
of disruption; and separate, conservative estimates of fuel removal - -

during disruption were also performed. The accident behavior was found
to be dominated by neutronic activity that was bounded conservatively
by 100 5/s events. This neutronic activity effectively terminated itself by
promoting the necessary fuel removal from the active core, and it did so
before a homogeniicd whole core pool formed, thereby avoiding the
regime of highest ramp rates. Even the whole core pool was found to
produce energetics levels within the system's accommodation capability.
Based on a qualitative probabilistic approach, it was concluded that mas-
sive failure of the reactor head with associated early challenge to the con-

| tainment building is physically unreasonable (Staff Ex. 42, at v).
36. If a CDA event is energetic enough, it could threaten the in-

| tegrity of the upper reactor vessel (RV) closure head. This head provides
I
:
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a barrier between the reactor vessel internals (reactor core) and the reac--

tor containment building (RCB) environment. Figure 1 of Staff Ex. 41
(Tr. 8279) illustrates this point. Figure 2 of Staff Ex. 41 (Tr. 8280) pro-
vides some detailed perspective of the reactor vessel, head and cavity

,

regions. The operating floor (which is illustrated in Figure 1), together
with the head, isolates the regions containing primary sodium from the
containment ensironment. If the head should fail, radioactive materials
could be released directly from the disrupted core to the RCB
environment. These materials would then be available to leak to the at-
mosphere early in the CDA sequence. In addition, such a failure could
challenge the integrity of the containment by sodium fires or missiles. If
the head remains intact the disrupted core will be retained within the
reactor vessel or the debris will eventually be discharged to the reactor
cavity where it will (at least initially) still be' isolated from the contain-
ment ensironment (Staff Ex. 41, at II, Tr. 8282).

37. The levels of energ: tics required to produce significant structur-
al damage in the CRBR were evaluated taking into account an " inner' '

,,

containment" formed by the Core Barrel (CB)/ Upper internal Structure
(UIS)/ Core Support Structure (CSS) envelope. This configuration is it-
lustrated schematically in Figure 4 of Staff Ex. 41 (Tr. 8305). In

; addition, the pressure transmission characteristics of the two phase ex-
panding core medium and other materials found within were also taken
into account. These characteristics have important implications on the

. '
resulting short term loading of the local CB and CSS structures. This

,i mitigating behavior is the result of a compliant core state (distributed
voids) and it must be taken into account particularly since such compli-.

ance is one of the crucial prerequisites for highly energetic behavior to
start with.

3 The analysis of the energy level required to fail the head was conduct.
ed in two steps. The first step involved evaluation of the response of the'

.

" inner containment" (i.e., the " cage" formed by the CB UIS-CSS
a,

:nvelope) to the fuel vapor expansion process. If the " cage" boundary*

fails, the fuel vapor can then expand against the sodium pool above the
upper cage boundary (i.e., the UlS). The second step in the evaluation
involves the analysis of the expansion into the sodium pool. To assure
conservatism in the analysis, not all losses expected in a real expansion
were included. The analyses of both steps are described in detail in Staff

.

Ex. 42. These analyses indicate a level of energetics on the order of
1130 MJ (isentropic expansion yield to I atmosphere) would be required
to breach the inner containment. That is, minimal energetic release
against the boundary of the primary system can be expected for any*

energetics below this level. At still higher levels, an upward displacement
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of the UlS and a longer-term expansion against the sodium pool would'

take place. Evaluations of the long term expansion phenomena indicate
that an energetic event of nearly twice the above magnitude, approxi-
mately 2550 MJ, would be required to produce a slug impact kinetic
energy close to the vessel head design capability of 75 MJ committed to
by the Applicants (Staff Ex. 41, at 32 33; Tr. 8304-05; Staff Ex. 42, Sec- .

tion 11.2).
38. In items 11 n.id 16 of Appendix D, the Board requested that'

the Staff Movide additionalinformation regarding CDA release energet-
ics and aerosol behavior, respectively. The Staff's testimony addressed
these two matters and dispelled the Board's concerns about them (Staff
Ex. 41, at 50 51; Tr. 8324 25; id. at 85 87; Tr. 8303 65). Staff
consultants, in addressing the dynamic response of the CRBR to a
CD A, identified eight areas of concern regarding Applicants' related
analyses (Staff Ex. 42 (NUREG/CR 3224), Section I, Table II). In item
17 of Appendix D, the Board requested the Staff to provide its position

-

regarding these eight areas of concern. Staff testimony addressing this ' ' '

matter indicated that all the eight areas have been satisfactorily resolved.
Ilowever, for one of these concerns (No. 3, involving the behavior of
'tission product gas during fuel pin disruption) there exists a difference
of technical poutions between Applicants and Staff as to the contribution
of fission gas to fuel disruption. In this case, the satisfactory resolution
reported by the Staff derived from Applicants' agreement to a fuel pin
design modincatbn if further analysis does not eliminate the differing
positiota (Stdf Ex. 41. at 39 40; Tr. 831314; id. at 54 55; Tr. 8328 29; >''

Tr. 8454 59)'.
39. LWR tore melt accident analyses have generally indicated that

containment failJrc can be expected at about 24 hours into the accident.
Such a failure is assumed to be accompanied by uncontrolled and unni-
tered releases to the environment. The CRBRP containment design ob-
jective is to prevent contamment failure by means of controlled and fil-
tered venting, if needed, subsequent to a CD A. Thus, rather than requir-
ing no containment venting prior to 24 hours into an accident for the

s CRBRP the Staff has focused upon the following guidelines to assess
vontainment adequacy:

N - There must be adequate information upon which to base a deci-
sion of whether and when to vent;

b There must be adequate time between the decision that venting
may be required and the time at which venting is initiated to

,,,

4

i implement protective action measures such as evacuation or
s

sheltering;'

s ,
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[ - There must be adherence to 10 C.F.R. Part 100 dose guidelines*

(appropriate to the CRBR coie inventory) as a consequence of
- venting; and

.

- Because the Ottering and venting capability might conceivably
fail to adequately protect the containment, there must be a

,.
high level of assurance that 10 C.F.R. Part 100 dose guidelines
will not be significantly exceeded (Staff Ex. 27, at A.1-4,
A.1 5).

40. Both Applicants and Staff have presented evidence to support
their separate conclusions that CDAs should not be included within the
spectrum of DBAs. Each body of evidence relies upon similar sets of"

considerations to support the indicated conclusion. These considerations
' '

' primarily include the following:'

- Redundancy, independence and diversity of Plant protection
: systems (PPSs) and their ability to function properly despite

t single failures postulated to occur;
'

- Comprehensive design approaches that anticipate all identified'

L' ' , ".

'

.' accident modes;
- Rigorous quality assurance to assure that materials and compo.

L nents conform to design intent;
- Selections of materials and of component designs for which**

j prior operational and test experience is available or is being
obtained; andh

,

- Probabilistic risk assessment and reliability assurance programs-i
'

*] to critique Plant and component performance.

cj ( Appl. Ex. 87, at 1-217: Tr. 7378-7594; Staff Ex. 32, at 166; Tr,
.

c

,g 8036 8101). -

'

* . :. 41. The risk to the maximally exposed individual is estimated by
.p '' ,1 multiplying the risk estm.ators presented in Section 5.7.2.5 of Staff Ex. 8'

:

N , gcJ ' - d 9"
by the estimated annual total body doses to the maximally exposed
individual. This calculation results in a risk of potential premature death"

'

,.
' ' ,

- from cancer to that individual from exposure to radioactive effluents
from 1 year of reactor operations ofless than one chance in one million.
The risk of potential premature death from cancer to the average indi-

;

|'
vidual within 50 miles of the reactor from exposure to radioactive ef-

|:
Huents from the reactor is much less than the risk to the maximally ex-'

posed individual. These risks are very small in comparison to natural''

. .

cancer incidence from causes unrelated to the operation of CRBRP.'

Multiplying the annual U.S. population dose from exposure to radioac-
! .

-tivity attributable to'the normal operation of CRBRP and its related fuel
. cycle (i.e.,170 person rems to the general public) by the preceding -*

somatic risk estimator, the Staff estimates that about 0.023 potential
3
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cancer death may occur in the exposed population. For tae purposes of
evaluating the potential genetic risks, the progeny of workers at CRBRP
are considered members of the general public. Multiplying the sum of
the U.S. population dose to the general public from exposure to radioac-
tivity attributable to the normal annual operation of CRBRP and its relat-
ed fuel cycle (i.e.,170 person rems), and a conservative estimate of the -

dose from occupational exposure (I.c.,1000 person rems) by :he preced-
ing genetic risk estimators, the Staff estimates that about 0.30 potential
genetic disorder may occur in all future generations of the exposed
population. The significance of these risk estimates can be determined
by compating them to the natural incidence of cancer death and genetic
abnormalities in the U.S. population and in the first five generations of
the U.S. population, respectively. Multiplying the estimated U.S. popula-
tion for the year 2010 (~280 million persons) by the current incidence
of actual cancer fatalities (~16%) and the current incidence of actual
genetic ill health (~11Vo), about 45 million cancer deaths and about 150

,

million genetic abnormalities in the U.S. population and in the first five y,,

generations respectively are expected (HilS 1981, BEIR Ill). The risks ,
,

to the general public from exposure to radioactivity attributable to the
annual operation of CRBRP are very small fractions (less than ten parts
in a billion) of the estimated normal incidence of cancer fatalities and
genetic abnormalities in the year 2010 population and in the first five
generations of the year 2010 population, respectively.

On the basis of this comparison, the Staff concludes that the potential
risk to the public health and safety from exposure to radioactivity attrib-

,

utable to normal operation of CRBRP and its related fuel cycle will be
very small (Staff Ex. 8, Vol.1, at 5 21,5 22).

C. Dese Consequences of Accidents
' '

42. Appendix i to 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Section 11 states (in pertinent
part) as follows:

A. The calculated annual total quantity of all radioactive material above back.
groundt to be released from each light-water-cooled nuclear powet reactor to unre-
stncted areas will not result in an estimated annual dose or dose commitment from
hquid elDuents for any individual in an unrestricted area from all pathways of expo-
sure in excess of 3 millirems to the total body or 10 milhrems to any organ.

I Here and ehewhere in this appendia background means radioactive materials in the environ-
ment and in the einuents rrom light water. cooled power reactors not generated in. or attnbuta-
ble to, the reactors, or which spectric account is required in determining design objectives
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B.I. The calculated annual total quantity of all radioactive material above back.'
-

ground to be released from each light. water. cooled nuclear power reactor to the at.+

mosphere will not result in an estimated annual air dose from gaseous effluents at
any location near ground level which could be occupied t y mdividuals m unrestrict.
ed areas in excess of 10 millirads for gamma radiation or 20 milbrads for beta
radiation.

43. Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations provides three dif-
ferent sets of guidelines that govern radioactive materials and radiation,

doses. Their respective scopes and purposes are briefly summarized:
10 C.F.R. Part 20 (including Appendices) serves as a guide to the
packaging and handling of radioactive materials and lists the al-
lowable concentrations of radioactise materials that may be
tolerated in air and in water in restricted access areas as well as in
nonrestricted access areas.
10 C.F.R. Parr 50. Appendix / provides, for LWRs. guidance'

regarding plant design and operation such that the resultant radi-"
'

, .,

ological doses from plant effluents are acceptably low it, restrictedf .

and unrestricted access areas. Numerical dose guideline values
are given for normal operation and for expected operational oc-
currences such as DBAs.
10 C.F.R. Part 100 deals with reactor site criteria. The dose guide-
lines provided therein are nor offered as biologically acceptable

ti; values. Rather, they deal with severe a cident doses that must'

;
not be exceeded for any specific proposed reactor (not limited to

, ,
LWRs) at any specific proposed site. As such, they offer guidance

,

; only with respect to site suitability.
It is important to note that Parts 20 and 50 offer guidance in the form of

*

j upper limits on radioactivity and doses. Both Parts impose an obligationg,, ,, . m

.LQ., on Applicants to maintain values as low as reasonably achievable (for
,

which the acronym ALARA is frequently used) and stress the impor-*

: '. tance of doing better than guideline values."

44. Applicants have summarized the dose results from an SSST"

release from the core of the CRBR into the reactor containment building
and have compared these doses with guideline values. The results are as
follows:

,

.

S

I

|
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GUIDELINES AND DOSES FOR SSST RELEASE

10 C.F.R.100 Exclusion Low
or Construction Area Population

Equivalent Permit Boundary Zone
Guideline Guideline (2-Hour (30-Day

Doses Doses Doses) Doses)
Organ (REM) (REM) (REM) (REM)

Whole Body 25 20 1.3 0.9

Thyroid 300 150 8.2 6.8

Lung 75 37.5 0.6 0.5

Liver 150 75 0.4 0.4

Bone Surface 300 150 9.0 8.9

Red Bone _.*
Marrow 75 37.5 0.7 0.7

*

The bases and assumptior$s underl_ying these results were also presented
( Appl. Ex. 87, at 205-09; Tr. 7582-If6).

45. The NRC has established an Accident Source Term Program>

OfGce to address severe accident source terms for LWRs. If the efforts
of that office do indicate a need to change the source' term assumptions
in a manner that might impact the CRBRP (not considered likely by the

'

Staff), straightforward design modifications can accommodate such
changes. These will be dealt with by the Staff during the OL stage of '
review (Staff Ex. 41, at 115-18; Tr. 8393-96).

.
,

46. In its consideration of the dose consequences of CDAs, the . .

Staff identified four categories (I through IV) of primary system re-
sponses to accident initiation and three modes (A through C) of contain-
ment responses. It then defined four. classes of CDAs (Class I through
Class 4) of increasing severity, based upon various combinations of pri-
mary system and containment responses. For these four CDA classes,
the Staff then estimated radioactivity release frequencies and stated
which classes of CDAs would lead to offsite doses that might exceed 10
C.F.R. Part 100 dose guidelines. The results are summarized here.

The Stalicharacterizes CDA Class 1 as the most probable CDA, with .

an estimated likelihood of less than (<) 10-4 (I.e., < 1 chance in
10,000) per reactor-year of operation, and having offsite doses below
the 10 C.F.R. Part 100 guidelines. The two most probable CDAs for
which doses could exceed 10 C.F.R. Part 100 guidelines are CDA Class'

!
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2 and Class 3. Since CDA initiation is itself estimated to be < 10-* per
reactor year and containment Modes B and C are each estimated to have

"

a likelihood of < 10-2 per demand, Class 2 and Class 3 CDAs are each
estimated to have a frequency (or likelihood) of occurrence of < 10-*
per reactor year of operation. Tlie least likely CDA to occur for which, -

doses could exceed dose guidelines is CDA Class 4. In this instance, the ,

Staff combined the frequencies of CDA initiation of < 10-*, of primary l

system response IV of 0.1 per demand, and of containment Mode C of
< 10-2 per demand to estimate a combined Class 4 event frequency of'

< 10-7 per reactor year of operation. The percent of core inventory re-
leased to the environment by each CDA class was also analyzed and

'

reported by the Staff (Staff Ex. 8, Vol. 2, at J 5 through J-12).
47. To assess a spectrum of HCDA consequences, Applictints ana-

lyzed four cases in detail using successively more pessimistic assump-
tions regarding releases to the Reactor Containment Building during the

.
.

- initial release phase.
'

l. Case 1 is based on realistic evaluation of the HCDA sequence" ''

- a nonenergetic accident. Consequently, no significant im-
mediate release of sodium or tission products through the reac-
tor vessel closure head seals is considered. Penetration of the-

reactor vessel and guard vessel is assumed to occur at 1.000a- ,.- .

seconds. At that time, all of the noble gases and the most- -

'v... solatile fission products (Cs and Rb) were assumed to be-

M vented from the reactor cavity to the reactra containment-
,

| building. Containment venting and purging through filters is
,

assumed to begin at 36 hours.;,
,

2. Case 2 is similar to Case 1, except that an bnergetic CDA is
I assumed, such that the available work energy from fuel ex-4:

gy. , '. * b,t" panded to the free volume of the reactor vessel would be ap-
i-g 4~ proximately 100 MJ. As noted earlier in this Exhibit (Tr.- g,

7766-67), this provides a conservative representation of CDA. , .,
' * energetics potential. Since the reactor vessel, head and primary. , ,

:- system are designed to retain their structural integrity for the
! dynamic loadings derived from the 100-MJ condition, the im-
' mediate releases would still be limited. To represent this

condition, an imniediate release of 1,000 pounds of sodium
~

'

,
and a gas leak rate of 1,000 standard cubic centimeters per
second for the first 1,000 seconds were used. Following
meltthrough, the releases to the reactor containment building -
were similar to those in Case 1.;

3. Case 3 is similar to Case 2, except that a large immediate-

release of fuel, lission products, and sodium to the reactor con-

|
|
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tainment is assumed in order to examine the sensitivity of the
consequences to assumed releases that are much larger than
expected. An immediate release of 1,000 pounds of sodium,
1% of the fuel and solid fission products and 100% of the noble
gases, halogens, and volatile fission products was assumed.

4. Case 4 is similar to Case 3, except that the amount of sodium
immediately released was increased to 3,300 pounds and the
amount of fuel and solid fission products was increased to 5%.

The results show that:
1. Based on the best estimate of the energetics consequences of a

CDA (Case 1), the doses are acceptably low. The dose for
whole body and all organs are even below the 10 C.F.R. Part
100 guidelines or equivalent values.

2. Even assuming an energetic CDA (as in Case 2), the doses are
very similar to Case I because the design prevents the short-
term release of significant quantities of materials from the reac- '

.v
Ztor ecolant boundary. u.g
'"'

3. The doses are not very sensitive to even much higher short-
term releases of materials into the containment (Cases 3 and
4). This result is due to the aerosol fallout and plateout, which-

increase with increasing quantities of materials in the contain '
ment atmosphere. With a higher rate of radioactive material de-
pletion by aerosol formation, less material would remain in the
containment atmosphere to be available for leakage.

These dose calculations "are based on the initiation of venting at 36 q s ,

'

hours, which is the nominal predicted time for veriting. Additional sensi- ,

tivity studies have shown that the doses are not very sensitive to vent >;

times over a range of times between about 10 to 36 hours because of the .

efTectiveness of the cleanup system (CRBRP-3, Vol. 2, Appendix K.2). -
.

Even for these earlier vent times, the predicted doses remain below the
10 C.F.R. Part 100 or equivalent guideline values. It is concluded that
the design features to mitigate CDA consequences provide an effective
means to control the releases for a wide range of conditions. The result-
ing radiological consequences would be acceptable.

Applicants' overall conclusions from their analyses are that:
-

1. Adequate analyses of CDAs have been performed.
2. Although the analyses of CDA sequences predict a nonenerget-

ic outcome, the design provides capability to accommodate an
energetic CDA, and thus prevent a short-term challenge to the

-

containment integrity.
3. Sodium-concrete reactions following loss of core geometry and

penetration of the reactor vessel and guard vessel have been
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adequately analyzed. The analyses show thst the Plant cesign
features can accommodate the full range of sodiura-concrete

- reactions observed experimentally.
4. Sensitivity studies have been performed to assess a wide spec-

trum of whole-core-melt sequences. The studies show that the
design features would effectively mitigate these sequences and
that long term integrity of the containment structure above the
basemat would be maintained.

5. The design features would provide effective control of radiolog-
ical releases for whole-core-melt sequences.

6. The consequences of a CDA in CRBRP are acceptably low.
~

The various computational methodologies, codes, and code validation' -

efforts to support these analyses by Applicants are reviewed (App. Ex.
89, at 50-60; Tr. 7812 22).

'

D. Intervenors' Challenge to Accident Analyses'
-

'

48. Board Exhibit 125 (limited appearance statement of NRDC and''

the Sierra Club) alleges certain deficiencies in the CDA analyses of the'

i Staff and Applicants that would, if considered in the manner prescribed'
"

'
by their statement, lead to the conclusion that CDAs should be included* ' '

within the envelope of DBAs. These alleged deficiencies fall into threei
,

categories:
. . g'

- Improper assessment of thyroid doses;'

'

- Improper assessment oflikelihood of CDA occurrence; and'

- Improper assessment of site suitability
(Board Ex.125, at 1-17; Tr. 7653-69). Each of these subject areas is ad-
dressed in findings that follow.

'j'y f* -
,,

.

~ . ' " . "Vi
49. The limited appearance statement (Statement) offered two

q - ' + +w bases to support the allegation regarding improper thyroid dose
- - assessment:

- That dose calculations made for comparison with 10 C.F.R.'
"

,
,

Part 100 guidelines should have considered infan's rather than*

adults because of higher infant susceptibility and higher infant
respiration rate; and-

'# - That data from findings based on the accidental exposures cf
,

Marshall Islands residents support the use of a higher guideline'

-

value than given by 10 C.F.R. Part 100.-

' The parties (Applicants and StafD rebutted these claims on the grounds
that TID-14844 prescribes adult thyroid dose calculations for the pur-
poses of 10 C.F.R. Part 100 guideline comparisons, and that the statisti-
cal reliability of the Marshall Islands data is highly uncertain and the

*
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data base is unreliable. The Marshall Islands report, cited in very limited
part by the Statement, itself discourages use of those data for quantita-
tive comparisons. (The Board notes further that, for the purpose of eval-
uating compliance with Appendix 1 of 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Reg. Guide
1.109 (Rev.1 October 1977) does indeed take account of higher dose
response characteristics of infants.} (Board Ex.125, at 1-17 Tr. -

7653-69; Tr. 7717-19; Tr. 8503-04; Tr. 8527; nyi. Ex. 96).
50. The Statement's dissatisfaction with the Staffs estimates of the

likelihood of CDA occurrences is based upon Staff Exhibit 24 (Vol. 2)
[ note that Staff Ex. 24 comprises the identical documents that are also
identified as LWA Staff Ex. 8}. Appendix J thereto estimates the acci-
dent initiation occurrence frequency to be 10-4 per reactor-year of
operation. The Statement interprets this as being impermissibly large
than the 10-* number prescribed in Staff Exhibit 5. What is apparently
overlooked is the fact that accident initiation, per se, does not lead to a
CDA unless there is a subsequent failure of safety features provided to
mitigate accident consequences. Appendix J estimates the conditional L.; ,
probabilities that accident initiation will be accompanied by subsequent
failures of mitigating safety features, that then result in offsite doses, and
concludes that for those CDAs for which offsite doses exceed guidelines,
the likelihood of occurrence is 10% or less (Board Ex.125, at 1-17; Tr.
7653-69; Staff Ex. 24, at J 8 through J-l1).

51. The Statement challenges the favorable site suitability determi-
nation in part upon considerations disposed of in the two immediately
preceeding findings. In addition, the Statement faults the Staff's use of ,

meteorological parameters that are alleged to be unconservative, and
uncertain. The Staff has rebutted both the unconservative and uncertain-
ty allegations and explained the bases for the meteorological parameters -

'

it has used. There is more detailed meteorological information available , ,

for the CRBRP site than is usually the case at the CP stage of review for
most LWRs, eliminating the need for the uncertainty factor fregt:ently
applied to LWR dose calculations because of less complete meteorology .

(Board Ex.125, at 1 17; Tr. 7653-69; Tr. 8500-10; Staff Ex. 49).
52. The Statement raises a further objection alleging improper off-

site dose calculations that do not take account of releases arising from -

the operation of the CRBRP containment vent / purge, thus seemingly in-
validating the determination of site suitability. The Statement bases its -

allegation upon the assertion that such an accounting was taken for two
specific older reactor systems. Applicants testified that the CRBRP
vent / purge system operation plays no role in the context of evaluating
CRBRP design basis accident consequences and site suitability
evaluation, and that the two reactor systems alluded to do not contain
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the functional analog of the vent / purge system, but more nearly the
analog of the annulus Gitration system. Releases from the CRBRP an-
nulus filtration system are included in site suitability analyses (Board
Ex.125, at 917; Tr. 7661-69; Tr. 7722 25).

53. Other deficiencies alleged by the Statement (e.g., conclusions
drawn from preliminary and incomplete PRA analyses) have been

'

reviewed and are judged to be insufficiently persuasive to warrant
- ,

consideration. , , .

''

III. QUALITY ASSURANCE ,
,

- -

,

54. Within the context of nuclear industry usage, the term " quality
-

'

"

.

assurance" (QA) includes the functional activity known as quality con-
trol (QC) ( Appl. Ex. 95, at 4; Tr. 8628; Tr. 8669,8671). o .

' e.,

55. Appendix B to 10 C.F.R. Part 50 defines these terms as follows: * ' , . .
(.; s. A ,'. 4.a;L,'

"quahty assurance" comprises all those planned and systematic actions ncscssary to 13/ h ;, a f, j, N#../

provide adequate confidence that a structure. system. or component will perform ' . ' * ' ~ ' ' " ' ' ''

S
' ? K

satisfactorily in service. Quahty assurance includes quahty control, which coniprises (I
'

those quakty assurance actions related to the physical characteristics of a material.
.+ .

?* '

structure, component. or system which provide a means to control the quahty of the
1 W'

material structure, component. or system to predetermined requirements.
**

. o
n- -

3(Staff Ex. 44. at 2; Tr. 8761).
56. The United States government is the owner of the Clinch River .' "-

Breeder Reactor Plant (CRBRP); the U.S. Department of Energy a .
,

,

(DOE) is custodian and has lead management responsibility. The E% ,

CRBRP Project Omce (PO) is the owner's management organization. .

This Omce is staffed by personnel from DOE, the Tennessee Valley Au- 2. -
,

thority (TVA) and Project Management Corporation (PMC). TVA will m-g ,- . 7
Jebe responsible for Plant operation and maintenance. PMC is responsible

for administering the interest of the utility industry with respect to the -,

CRBRP; it provides personnel and financial support ( Appl. Ex. 95, at 1; ,-'
,

Tr.8625).
57. The PO has contracted with the following organizations that are - '

'

contractually joined to manage and complete the design and construction .

of the CRBRP; major areas of responsibility are given for each:'
,

Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Advanced Energy Systems ' .
'

Division (AESD), is the Nuclear Steam Supply System Supplier -

(NSSS/S) and is responsible for the overall design and manufac.
ture of the Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS). AESD is also

< ,

speci6cally responsible for the design and manufacture,of reactor
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.

and reactor enclosure systems, primary sodium heat transpor*
system, and related components and controls;

General filectric Corporation, Advanced Reactor Systems
Department (GE-ARSD), is a Reactor Manufacturer (RM). In
this capacity it is a major contractor for the NSSS/S and is re-
sponsible for the design and manufacture of the intermediate.

heat transport system, and related systems and controls;
Rockwell International Energy Systems Group. Atomics Inter-

national Division (ESG-AI), is a Reactor Manufacturer (RM). In
this capacity it is a major contractor for the NSSS/S and i.; re--

,

"' sponsible for the design and manufacture of fuel-handling. ..

. systems, auxiliary sodium systems, reactor plant maintenance
system, and related systems and controls;i. .

Burns and Roe, Incorporated (B&R) is the Architect-Engineer,<

R - (AE) for the overall Plant, including Balance of Plant (BOP) and
,

9 M, , - portions of the NSSS; and
, ' . !y ^ . r ? Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation (SWEC) is the-

y*4 -7:
'

Plant Constructor and will function as both a construction manag-
t # er and the Plant construction contractor.

'

'" T %' In addition, the DOE, through its Hanford operation, is the nuclear fuel.

Y c. supplier (Appl. Ex. 95, at 1-3, Tr. 8625-27).
'' "'

b ''$ 58. The QA programs of the Applicants and of each of the major
* participants have been described in detail by the Applicants in the PSAR
y (Appl. Ex. 73, Appendices 17A-17F,17H-17J).

' *
c W .' 59. The CRBR PO maintains a management policies and require-,

hU ments document (MPR), signed by the director, that governs and is fol.-

% -N g lowed by all program participants in implementing their individual QA
ON.kjhNQ .'' programs. Noncompliance with the MPR results in a formal inquiry as
" , i M ,g., g. '! " fo to why it happened and what v be done to prevent a recurrence (Tr.

.a ; m 8737),

LJ 60. The MPR is an e,olving document that represents a way oflife-, s.

in the CRBR project. It goes back to the early 1970s and has involved*

r , .

each of the project participants, whose individual management systemsp
,

,

'

-
. have been structured to conform thereto, and whose personnel have im-

L ' ' . ' 4;9,c' these participant organizations (Tr. 8720-21; 8711-19). The QA manage-
t' plemented same in accordance with specific procedures prepared by-

| _ ment experience and knowledge of the TVA has been factored into the
CRBR QA program development (Tr. 8723).-

L 61. The CRBR QA program is applied in a graded manner to all
systems, structures, components and activities of the project, not just,

'

those designated as safety-related and important to safety. To implement
this graded approach, the MPR defines nine levels of QA programs that

.
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have been developed for application based upon the importance of the
items and activities to the Plant functions (Appl. Ex. 95, at 20-23; Tr.
8644-47; Tr. 8727, 8731).

62. The MPR establishes communications channels amongst the
program participants (Tr. 8677-78), design responsibilities for the partici .
pants and approval requirements for their activities (Tr. 8680-81), and a
con 0guration management plan that contrcis the identincation of project

,

requirements and changes thereto (Tr. 8697). - '

63. QA problems at other plants have been reviewed m depth by all '

participants to assure that the CilBR QA program is properly structured -
-

to avoid such problems (Tr. 8725). -

,

64. Activities within 'he CRBR QA program are coordinated and in-
'.tegrated by means of three levels of controls, as indicated below. The

'

e-

< .

Grst level of control includes the system, component, material and serv- . a il
'

ice suppliers. Their quality assurance programs are primarily quality con- ' ' . , - .f-

(. j;@ .'fR ?.-trol programs concerned with direct control and verification through
k y|y:ij.c. ' '. .:. @ .analysis, review, inspection, examination and testing. This level requires

the performer of an activity to implement a system of checks and bal- " .y - .g -

ances that provides direct control over his work process. !~ _.

The second level of control includes the program participants that "4 '
<

1

have direct and indirect interfaces wnh each other and the PO. The F '
' .,

NSSS Supplier and the Constructor are examples of this level of ijM N- e
participation. These portions of the overall program are management- %'. ,.

type programs with responsibilities for the quality assurance functions p c. - r - ~

such as surveillance, audit, interface coordination, and lower-tier pro- c%
gram integration functions including overview of the lower tier quality b - ,

control processes. w'*
The PO portion of the program is the third level of control. The PO is ..q - n.

responsble to the DOE for the overall program and its adequacy. The F4sq ' v
PO program is a management-type program with audit and surveillance - ' " -

activities for verincation of participant performance, interface coordina-
''

tion and program integration including the coordination of fabrication *
4

and construction efforts for the project. '.
This system is designed to provide the inspections and review <

. ,

functions, the verification and overview of those functions, and the .,1
'

checks and rechecks necessary to assure the quality required for this -

Plant and to minimize QA oversights. The entire quality' assurance pro-
gram is a major part of the management control systems that cut across

'
,

- all levels of project activities. A strong PO organization is in place to
i coordinate * and integrate the design, fabrication and construction effort. ,

It serves to minimize problems with quality, especially where interfacing -'

is involved. The coordination of interfecing systems is controlled -

|
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through a formal review and approval cycle that provides the necessary
safeguards for proper system integration. Prespecified contractual provi-
sions have established the mechanisms for surveillance and audit among
participants ( Appl. Ex. 95, at Il-12: Tr. 8635-36; Tr. 8745-46).

65. SpeciGc attention to job-site safety is focused upon within the
PO organization and the constructor's organization. These organizations-

have personnel with explicit responsibility for this activity. The job-site
_ safety program complies with OSilA and DOE regulations (Tr. 8742-44).
- 66. The Applicants' PO has reviewed and accepted each partici-

pant's QA program and assured itself of the independence of said pro-
,1,., grams from undue influence due to cost and schedule considerations.
'' Management dedication to QA within all participant organizations, and

.' especially within the DOE's PO was attested to (Tr. 8750-53).
~

'

67. Within each participant's organization, a configuration manage-
ment system operates to assure that engineering change proposals, how-'

ever they may originate, are processed through appropriate, prescribed*

y[a ; |., '

approval channels including the ultimate approval authority of the Proj--

,. ,.".

, f' ect Office. A computerized project documentation and control system
tracks end records all changas. This system is updated daily and is used

'

to ensure that up to-date information on drawings and specifications is, ,,
, ,

,
,

timely available iTr. 8682-92; 8732-35).'
,

*
'

'

68. The Staff has performed a review of the QA programs of each.+ .

'

of the major participants and concluded as follows:
,

#~ On the basis of its detailed review and evaluation of the QA programs of the, , ,

9* owner (DOE's CRBRP Project OfTice), the NSSS supplier (Westinghouse Electric*

>z' 3- Corporation, Advanced Reactors Division), the architect-engineer (Burns and Roe,
. , .; ; - Inc., Breeder Reactor Division), the constructor (Stone & Webster Engineering

jf../ QT.y 9 .
'

,

Corporata,a), and the two reactor manufacturers (General Electric Company, Fast.<

;'19'Q'[ '"; ',( , ' Breeder Reactor Department and Rockwell International Corporation. Energy Sys-
,

y g(f * tems Group), the Staff concludes that the QA prog;am for design, procurement,
' '

* and construction of the CRBRP meets the requirements of 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Ap-
pendix B, and is acceptable, except that certain additional information and clarifica-/

-s 4

, .s tions are necessary regarding the items that are under the control of the QAe

program. These items have been identified in the PSAR and are being reviewed by
.. the Staff. At the completion of this review, the Staff will require additionalinforma-

.' tion from the Apphcant. This item is considered open untd satisfactory resolution is<

,,
obtained.

,
< .t,, ,=s.<,p .,

,

; (Staff Ex. 26 at 17-1 through 17-5, 17-8.)
69. The Staffs review of the open items of Applicants' QA program

was completed, and the results were found to be satisfactory, as noted:
,

'

The Staff's evaluation of the Applicants' QA program is provided in Section 17.3
of the Chnch River Breeder Reactor Plant (CRBRP) SER (NUREG.0968, dated

.
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March 1983). The program was reviewed against the applicable QA criteria of 10
C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix B (as reflected in NUREG-0800, " Standard Review
Plan") and TMI Action Plan (NUREG.0660) Item 1.F. In the SER, the Staffindicat-
ed that it was still reviewing the hst of structures, systems, and components con-
trolled by the CRBR QA program. The Staff has completed its review and asked
several questions in this regard. The Applicants hase prosided a response
(Longenecker to Grace letter dated May 5.1983) which acceptably addressed the
Staff questions. Thus, the StalT has found the description of the Apphcants' QA pro-
gram and the hst ofitems to which it apphes acceptable and noa has no open items
in this regard.

. .

(Staff Ex. 30, at 17-1.)
70. Staff Geld and headquarters personnel responsible for QA are

aware of no deficiencies or needed changes to Applicants' QA program -

JAthat would prevent or would be needed to permit its implementation
' Aa. - <(Tr.8785-86).

71. Implementation of the NRC's inspection and audit of Appli- c - \ g f p j;. g'

/;i @ ' y.g 'g;;ipycants' QA program began several years ago. Inspections started in April t

1975 were conducted at the site Project OfGce, the architect-engineer's i W~~

(Burns and Roe, Inc.) corporate offices, and various manufacturing '

,

facilities where CRBRP equipment was being fabricated. Areas examined T- - -
,

included: (1) program organization, (2) QA program for design and . s .
* '

procurement, (3) implementation of QA program for design and D ,o v-
procurement, (4) audit reports, (5) manufacturing process control, and C -

(6) manufacture of selected equipment. Major components inspected W - .o

during manufacture included, but were not limited to, the reactor p- ,
,,

vessel, vessel closure head, core support structures, sodium pumps, and p ,

the core restraint systems. These inspection activities were reviewed .A
against the design guidelines that comply with the DOE standard RDT i; p .,

F2-2, " Quality Assurance Program Requirements," and the 10 C.F.R. ' -

Part 50, Appendix B, criteria.
The inspection findings revealed some deviations and unresolved - ,

'

items with respect to the CRBRP PSAR commitments and standard .

'RDT F2-2. Ilowever, upon termination of licensing and inspection ef- ,,

forts in 1977, the CRBRP Project OGice had completed all corrective ac-
tions and resolved all open items identified by the inspectors. The ,f,

CRBRP Project OfGce actions were documented in an amendment to ?

the PSAR that was issued in October 1977. . .

Since licensing review of CRBRP has begun again, Region 11 has reini-
tiated the inspection program. A site inspection was conducted in Octo-
ber 1982 to observe site-clearing activities and to examine stored

,

equipment. An overall inspection program is being developed that will
include extensive examination of stored equipment and fabrication

*
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records. Review of updated QA programs began in the spring of 1983
(Staff Ex. 26 at 17 8,17 9; Tr. 8794-95, Tr. 8796).

72. NRC's Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation has assigned a full-
time person to the CRBR PO. NRC has rccently contracted with an out-'

side organization to assist with its evaluation of the Applicants' overall.

design control efforts. The decrease of nuclear construction activities in
general assures the availability of more than the usual number ofinspec-
tion personnel to assist the resident, onsite inspector and to participate
in the overall inspection and audit activities. The NRC's light water reac-
tor construction surveillance program is being reviewed in depth against

. . the CRBR QA program to critique and determine the adequacy of Appli-
cants' program plan (Tr. 8790-99 passim).

IV. EARTH SCIENCES AND ENVIRONSIENTAL SIATTERS

, :[ , j. A. Geology and Seismology
.

'

73. We reviewed the geological, seismological and subsurface set.~ .

F % ting of CRBR in our Partial Initial Decision (17 NRC 158,244-46, Find-
# ings 9-11) and concluded that the site was suitable based upon the evi-,

9" dence then before us.
'

'

74. We now have before us Staff Ex. 2o (NUREG-0968, Vol.1,.-

Safety Evaluation Report related to the construction of the Clinch Rivero
' Breeder Reactor Plant). Section 2.5 of the Exhibit includes extensive,

' ' t analyses of the Geology and Seismology of the CRBR setting and in-
cludes new information (at 2-18 to 2-40)."

g/p 75. The USGS acted as advisor to the Staff in the review of the
,

j'.S jp pg:j geology and seismology, and its findings are included as Appendix H of,

@im - q; Vol. 2 of the SER (Staff Ex. 27).o
,

P'
'

76. The USGS review, however, conservatively and properly identi-
fies some uncertainties relating to the CRBR site. From their review of's %-

the geology as presented in the PSAR, the USGS identified two items of' '

.

major concern. These were the possibilities of a limestone cavern under-.

i; lying some portion of the site and of active faulting in the area (Staff Ex..

"
27, Appendix H, at 3).

,

i;y 77. Concerning limestone caverns at the site, the USGS concluded,

- le]xamination of the drill-core and the geologic cross-sections drawn by the
,

Applicants, limitation of known caverns to the Knox Group tPS AR, p. 2.5-7). and|

the concept of"contmuous rock" based on the core-hole data and seismic refraction*

,

.

i

I-
*
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work, makes reasonable the Apphcants' contention that the presence of a major un-
detected cavity beneath a site structure is unlikely (PS AR p. 2.515a).

The Staff agrees (Staff Ex. 26, at 2-22 to 2-23).
78. Concerning active faulting in the area, the USGS was more

skeptical. They noted that the Applicants had not carried out mapping
and/or trenching across two critical faults in the area. The CRBR site is
located between these thrust faults, which are the Copper Creek and -..

Whiteoak Mountain Faults. The Copper Creek Fault at its closest point.

to the site is about 3000 feet to the south. The Whiteoak Mountain
.

Fault system consists of a main thrust fault with several subsidiary
branch faults, the nearest trace being 1.7 miles northwest of the site
(StafT Ex. 27, Appendix H, at 2-3).

.,

79. The USGS noted that mapping and/or trenching across these . ,ya,
faults could have demonstrated conclusively that the Copper Creek *

Fault and the Whiteoak Mountain Fault are not capable. They concluded ,.'.:. . . ;
,

g' G Q
* gw"

that. although there had not been as definitive a demonstration as possi- g @, .

,"
ble of the noncapability of faults in the area, the analysis of site geology ,,'. '* '

..

by the Applicants resulted in reasonable conclusions based upon current
theories of Appalachian tectonics and upon the data available. They also

,.

.

,

noted that to date no active faults have been recognized throughout the i< w
,

Appalachian region (Staff Ex. 27, Appendix H, at 4). -
,, .

80. The USGS reviewed the seismological analyses presented by +m. ,
,

the Applicants in the PSAR. They compared that with the seismological --

,,3 ,

literature and with some results of ongoing research by the USGS. Re- n 3.-

cently a large number of eastern U.S. earthquakes have been relocated. % i
'

i Nine of these make up a zone 15 km wide and 180 km long that runs
.

-

through Knoxville and forms an azimuth nearly 20 degrees more north-
,

erly than the surface trend of the Appalachians. The USGS notes that ''

'.
. ,

this may represent a concentration of seismicity in eastern Tenr.essee
and that it is possible this alignment represents a basement seismic

,
.

source zone or fault. They add, however, that there is insuf0cient evi- ,

^

dence to identify a specific structure, but they raise clearly the possibility ',
i of a lo:al seismic source (Staff Ex. 27, Appendix H, at 5).
| 81. The USGS presents evidence both for and against the hypotheti- '

'

cal structure. They also present the results of calculations based on
'

numerous assumptions which, treating the hypothetical structure as a
fault, show that the CRBR SSE has an exceedance probability notably ^

higher than I x 10-* (Staff Ex. 27, Appendix H, at 5-7).
82. In summarizing their review, the USGS states that the selection'

of the Giles County earthquake by the Applicants was reasonable. They
.

-

also concurred with the assessments of the maximum intensity and SSE,
~

,

|
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and the anchoring of a Regulatory Guide 1.60 response spectrum to this
0.25g SSE. Moreover, they believe the CRBR SSE has a conservative ex-
ceedance probability if one can confidently adopt a diffuse seismicity
model to an Appalachian province. They found that at the present time
the data are insufficient to establish whether or not the hypothetical'

.

local source exists. They concluded that the CRBR SSE is reasonable'

based on present data and that it would take a definitive seismological in-. 2

vestigation to address the question of a possible concentrated seismic
' source in eastern Tennessee. Such an investigation would require a local
/ network, velocity models and source mechanism determinations (Staff -

,.

' , . Ex. 27. Appendix H, at 8)..

- 83. The Staff independently reviewed the geology and seismology
relating to CRBRP. It took cognizance of the USGS concerns regarding

' both (Staff Ex. 26, Section 2.5).,

84. _ Regarding the capability of faults in the area, the Staff made the..
'

following statement:,

s ~. 's |
g' s The staff concludes that the faults at the site and in the region around the site are
U id not capable. There are. however, additional data which might, if appropriate expo.

sures are available, be utilized to confirm that conclusion. High terraces of probable, ,

A Pleistocene age are relatively common in the site region. These terraces were used:7. .

'

by the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) in the Phipps Bend (1975) and Watts Bar, ,

(Apr.1974) geologic investigations to demonstrate, along with other data, that local*

Valley and Ridge Faults are not capable. It is the staf!"s opinion that it would be pru-
dent for the CRBR applicants to investigate similar terraces in the vicinity of the

;d* ,';; site. This should be done by locating terraces in the region of the site where there is
a high likehhood that they overtie faults. These terraces shoukbe mapped and the

[c
' i

cross-cutting; relationships between them and the faults shoulFbe determined.
?., d Additionally, the applicants should map in cross-section the large terrace in the
k',.y i .W d southeast section of the peninsula on which the site is located. Although no faults?* ,,

% , ' i ~ {.; . " "$ are recognized there, it is hkely that minor tectonic structures will be found because.

|x' of the proximity of the Copper Creek Fault. The staff regards this investigation as,

,. , o.y confirmatory and recommends that it not delay issuance of the construction permit.-

: w. -

%. 'i.'

(Staff Ex. 26, at 2 19).. ,

' . [" 85. Further on in the SER the Staff made specific recommendations
,
" ,

for investigations to confirm that there are no active faults near or at the, . -

CRBR site. These were:4,, ,; c,
,

3,. ,y , .
.

[ (1)' investigate the high terrace in the southeast portion of the site peninsula to
determine whether or not those deposits have been tectonically deformed. Be.

* ' cause of the proximity of this terrace to the Copper Creek Fault, it is likely that
structures are present there that are generically related to the Copper Creek
Fault; and/or-

i
.

t
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(2) Locate sites in the subregion around the site where " datable" horizons appear
to overlie mapped faults. and mvestigate those areas to determme whether or
not the cappmg material is offset. Whether the apphcants fmd an appropriately
located terrace or not, the study should be documented in a manter similar to
that described m Supplement 2 to PdAR Section 2.5 regaring sites where
residual soil colluvium were photographed at projected outcrops of the Copper
Creek and White Oak Mountam Faults.

(Staff Ex. 26, at 2-31 to 2-32) -

86. The Staff has concluded on the basis of the information availa-
ble that the faults at the site and in the region around the site are not '

,

capable as defined in Appendix A,10 C.F.R. Part 100 (Staff Ex. 26, at .

2-32). The Board agrees. As confirmation, the investigations the Staff
has proposed should go forward, but they need not be completed before ', ,

the issuance of the CP. i7 c, y.-

87. The Staff has carried out a detailed analysis of the seismology of ;r .Q, . .

the CRBR area (StafiEx. 26, Section 2.5.2). It was well aware of the pos- c.y , ,j;g' g'
.

tulated seismogenic source zone capable of a large earthquake closer to .e..,., gg;;: , .,. g N"'
p?.f,the CRBR site than Giles County. This is the hypothetical source dis-

,,

~ ~ 4 7,;; ,j.

cussed in Appendix H of the SER (the USGS " Review"). The Staff dis- p
'

'

,

, cusses the SSE and the hypothetical local source in Section 2.5.2.3 of the r. _ ,.
SER (Staff Ex. 26). p. :. e -

.

f 88. The Staffs position is that the main evidence for the existence k ,;
,,

. , , , ,. s., o
of the hypothetical structure is the apparent alignment of the relocated ry, >

,

epicenters. Most of the other evidence relating to that hypothetical struc- [, pr-
, ,, , ,

ture is equivocal or negative. The Staff also notes that several other b.. .
,

. , ,;, m ,
alignments of the earthquake epicenters could be assumed and that large U. , e a
error ellipses are associated with several of the epicenters (Staff Ex. 26, ,. ,

at 2-29). ,
, ,

89. The Staff takes the position that the evidence for the hypotheti- 3b .:
'

cal local seismogenic source is so weak that it dees not warrant consider.
~

,
'

.

ation as a capable fault under the meaning of Appendix A to 10 C.F.R.
., ,

Part 100 (Staff Ex. 26 at 2 30), and the Board agrees. '
'

9u. The Staff also notes that additional studies are under way and ', j
that there is a well-distributed network of seismographic stations in the 'l
CRBR region and that more stations are planned for the future. This net- ,' O

' ~ 'work of stations will allow epicentral locations to be made should earth--

quakes occur in the area. Given a sufficient number cf well-located
earthquakes, a definitive study of the hypothetical source, such as the ~

study suggested by the USGS, would be possible. The Staff recommend-
ed that the Applicants keep informed on all seismological developments ,

in the site region, since that information will have to be provided in the '

Final Safety Analysis Report (Staff Ex. 26, at 2 30).
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~ 91. After the close of the CP hearings in August, the Board issued
an Order Requiring Disclosure of Seismic Information on September 15,
1983 (unpublished). That Order made reference to a September 7,1983
letter from G.L Chipman, Jr. (DOE) to J.N. Grace (NRC) [ hereinafter,
the September 7 letter), which stated that three faults had been discov-

,

cred on the site during foundation excavation and concluded that none
is capable within the meaning of 10 C.F.R. Part 100. Citing the parties'
affirmative obligation to keep the Board fully and currently informed as
to matters material and relevant to the adjudication, the Board ordered
the Applicants and Staff to submit information of a kind. and form suffi- .

cient to assure that the Board is fully informed of the details and analyses
.

made by the Applicants and the subsequent review and conclusions of
the Staff.

92. Subsequently, on September 21, 1983, the Applicants respond-
ed to the Board's Order and offered proposed findings of facts concern-

d ' ing the newly discovered onsite faults and two affidavits concerning.
.

t i' e' those faults. These affidavits were from Peter J. Gross and Andrew P.
Avel and are identified as Applicants' Exhibits 98 and 99, respectively.

n V 93. The NRC Staff's Standard Review Plan (SRP), NUREG-0800,
Section 2.5.3, Surface Fauiting, defities the guidance for NRC Staff
review of information in an Applicant's safety analysis report (SAR)'

related to the existence of a potential for surface faulting affecting a site.+

In accordance with 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Cri-. s .
* ' terion 2, and 10 C.F.R. Part 100 and Appendix A to that Part, SRP, Sec-

Y; tion 2.5.3, Subsection Ill contemplates that where a fault, the existence-~

.g of which was previously unknown, is revealed in excavations during
construction, the NRC Siaff is to be notified by the Applicants as to-

s ,@ when the excavations for critical structures are available for NRC inspec->

N t, tion and when the detailed geologic maps to be used by the Staff while-
4

,

N examining the excavations will be available for use.
94. In response to the SRP, the Applicants' Preliminary Safety- '

Analysis Report (PSAR) stated in pertinent part:

During geologic surface mapping for the CRBRP site investigation, a small tight.

fold and three minor shear dislocations were observed. Minor shear dislocations or
olTsets are interbed adjustments which formed contemporaneously with the regional

,

thrust faults and represent displacements of traceable beds measured in terms of
inches or at inst a few feet. (Appl. Ex. 61, at 2.5-15)

The minor structures observed at this site. including the bed slippage noted in the
core. are common to the region and represent ancient adjustments. (Appl. Ex. 61,
at 2.5-15a),

.

,
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There is no evidence for any capable faultmg within 200 miles of the CRBRP site
which may be of significance m estabhshing the Safe Sht.tdown Earthquake. (Appl.
Ex. 61, at 2.5 25)

No capable faults have been identified within five miles of the CRBRP site. (Appl.
Ex. 61, at 2.5 27)

As discussed in Section 2.5.1.2.4.3, small folds and minor dislocations are
common in the region and are present at the site. Ilowever, the sninor structures ob-
served represent ancient adjustments. Results of laboratory and in. situ tests indicate *>

,

that the rocks which occur within such zones are similar in character and competen-
'

cy to other sound rocks at the site. ( Appl. Ex. 61, at 2.5 33) . _
's.

,

An extensive inspection verincation program will be established and im-
.

plemented during construction, and will consist essentially of the

.J '; *fifollowing:
, ,

'

. ,

''
..

' " .a. A qualiGed and experienced geologist will be on site immedi-
@~ s "... "" ' ('ately prior to the start of excavation and will monitor progress .'

'
>

. .

of the work until the base of the excavation has been prepared [ ,7 T"[ [h
r '" W 1 W "%for the initial mat pour. He will report directly to the engineer-
[i '" ' W?"9

.

ing and design organization and will be charged with the re- '

^
,

'

sponsibility in the field of reviewing and commenting on the [, < i[ ,

"adequacy of the construction procedures proposed by the ex-
cavating contractor for ripping, blasting and removal of rock, ('. s

. ._
'

' ^

;
,

" ''
inspecting exposed rock strata including side slopes and base of [, " M 'C

''
excavation and preparing a detailed geological map of the area. $

''" * ''In addition to bedrock features, the map will include the rela-
tionship between overburd.n soils encountered in the excava- f.|

'""'2
' ^#tion to structures in the rock. The map will be included in the ['. "'

' '

FSAR.
'

~" "<b. A progress report will be submitted to the engineering and ,,
' ' '

design organization on a weekly basis inciuling photographs T. ' " J'

and detailed mapping of any signiGcant geological features.
'

c. A consulting geotechnical review group consisting of specialists
in rock mechanics and geology will inspect the excavation and a,

report to the engineering and design organization on their Dnd- ' ;''

ings at regular intervals, not exceeding i month. '

d. If a geological discontinuity is noted, the engineering and
~ . , ,,''

design organization will be notified immediately and an inspec- -

*

tion will be made by qualiDed personnel including members of
the revi:w board if considered necessary.

_

...

+

5
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g. Formal approval of the prepared base of the excavation will be
required by the review board prior to proceeding with the pour.
ing of the mat.

h. The NRC will be kept fully informed of the progress of the
excavation, in addition, they will be notified at least I week in

'

advance of placing gunite, backfill or concrete on the exposed
rock surface to permit a trip to be made to the site by a staff
geologist if considered necessary,

i. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission will be notified if a
geological discontinuity is noted.

( Appl. Ex. 61, at 2.5 40a-c.)
,

95. The Staffs Safety Evaluation Report (SER) stated in pertinent
part:,

It is likely that many mmor structures, including small faults, will be encountered
during excavation at the site. The Applicants have committed to map the excava-.

,

1 . . tions and promptly notify the Staff of any faults discovered there so that field inspec-,y'' L ''
tions can be made if necessary.

'
I

| _ . , . , ,. 1 Although the Staff expects additional small faults to be found. there is r.o reason to
'

| expect these faults to be younger than t. ate Paleozoic (more than 240 rr,/bp).,
'

[

.-3 .

(Staff Ex. 26, at 2-32.).

,

96. Pursuant to the commitments reflected in the PSAR and SER,
'

'

.p' the Applicants are in the process of mapping the CRBRP Category I ex-
cavations (Appl. Ex. 98, at 2) Consistent with the expectation expressly. -,.

.M ii stated in the PSAR and SER, seven small faults or fault zones were
'"

$ . ]'' i i
found (id.; Appl. Ex. 99, at 3). Pursuant to Applicants' commitments,
the Staff was promptly notified, and inspections were conducted by the

%@[']q NRC Staff (Appl. Ex. 98, at 3; Appl. Ex. 99, at 1).'

,

e, - 97. Upon review of the relevant geological characteristics of the-

,
,

~'

, faults, the Applicants concluded that none is capable within the meaning' ' '

. , ,
'

of 10 C.F.R. Part 100 (Appl. Ex. 98, at 2-3; Appl. Ex. 99, at 5). The,

| faults are not capable of producing differential ground displacements or
! generating earthquakes within the meaning of 10 C.F.R. Part 100, Ap.,.

| pendix A,5 IV(a) and (b) (Appl. Ex. 98, at 2 3; Appl. Ex. 99, at 5).
L The presence of such small faults was anticipated by the Applicants and3 ,

, , ,

Staff, and is consistent with previous CRBRP site investigations and ob-
'

servations for other nuclear power plant excavations in this region
, ( Appl. Ex. 99, at 2-5; see Staff Ex. 26, at 2-31 to 2-32; Appl. Ex. 61, at

, 2.515). The geological evidence of faults in the excavation provides no
|- basis for changing any geological or seismological conclusions in the

PSAR or SER, including those relating to the seismicity model for the-

Appalachian province ( Appl. Ex. 98, at 3; Appl. Ex. 99, at 2).
.
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98. Pursuant to the commitments reflected in the PSAR and SER,
the September 7,1983 letter was submitted to the NRC Staff to provide
the Staff with a written report of the geological findings from the excava-
tion for the Stafrs review (Appl. Ex. 98, at 3). The letter did not make
references to the PSAR and SER discussion, which had anticipated the
faults and established the procedure for mapping and reporting (Appl.
Ex. 98, at 3; comparc September 7 letter, with Appl. Ex. 61, at 2.5-15 to
2.15-40c; Sta4T Ex. 26, at 2-32). .

'

99. On the basis of the foregoing, the faults observed in the
CRBRP excavation were reported in accordance with the commitments .

,

stated in the PSAR and SER, were expected to be found, based upon
prior geological investigations at the site and in the region, are not capa-
ble within the meaning of 10 C.F.R. Part 100, and do not affect any
geological or seismological conclusions in the SER.

, , ,

100. The Board concludes that the investigation of the geology and - ,

"
seismology of the site and the area by the Applicants and Staff has been , .e.'.f , , .;''[,".

thorough and that those studies and the data derived from them meet * '

.. 2 J
the applicable regulations. There are no outstanding facts or questions 'f, ' " * ,.j
regarding the geology and seismology which should impede the issuance X

'

of a Construction Permit. p
-

,

.,.e
_

B. Emergency Planning ?' ,

'

101. The plume exposure pathway emergency planning zone (EPZ)
~

established for the CRBRP site is about 10 miles in mdius. This 10-mile
.. .,

,y

radius encompasses portions of five counties: Roane, Anderson, h. . '

Morgan, Loudon and Knox. The 10-mile EPZ is shown in SER Figure
~

13.2 (SER at 13-22). The ingestion pathway EPZ is an area of about 50
~

'

'.'imiles in radius and encompasses east-central Tennessee and a small por- '

tion of western North Carolina. The location of the CRBRP site in rela-
_ .a .

~

tion to counties and states is shown in SER Figure 13.3 (SER at 13 23).
The site is located in Roane County in eastern Tennessee, approximately

,

25 miles west of Knoxville. It is bounded on the north by DOE's Oak .

Ridge Reservation (Staff Ex. 26, at 13-4).
102. We concluded earlier that an effectively coordinated site, state

,

and local radiological emergency response plan can be achieved for the u
Clinch Piver site (17 NRC 158, 243; Finding 6), and now have the '

, ,

CRBR SER before us which includes a discussion of the Stafrs review
*

*

of emergency planning for CRBR (Staff Ex. 26. Section 13.3). '

103. The Staff has reviewed the rreliminary Clinch River Breeder
'Reactor Radiological Emergency Plan against the applicable regulations

(10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix E, { 11 and 10 C.F.R. 6 50.47(b)) and-
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concluded that the information was of sufficient depth and scope for the
construction permit stage to indicate that the planning standards will be
met in the final emergency plan. They also concluded that no special or
unique circumstances had been identified which would preclude the de-
velopment of adequate preparedness plans at the operating license stage.

of review. Storedver they found the plans to be in conformance with
TNfl Action Plan item lil.A.I.2 (Staff Ex. 26, Section 13.3.5). The.

_
Board has found no basis upon which to disagree with the Staff's
conclusions.

104. In our Partial Initial Decision (LWA), we indicated our inten-
'

tion to explore in greater depth the emergency responses of the three,.
major DOE facilities at Oak Ridge in the event of an emergency at
CRBRP (17 NRC 158,203; Finding 52). The three facilities of concern

"

were the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant (ORGDP), the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL), and the Y-12 Plant.

.~3 - Sp 105. The Applicants filed Exhibit 94 (Tr. 7979-8007) which respond-
''H; ed to our intention, among other matters. This Exhibit describ:s thea r

J' pertment characteristics of each of the three DOE facilities and outlines4

N. E the elements of their long-standing emergency plans (Tr. 7990-93).
'i 106. The emergency response needs for CRBRP accident response*

D*-' ' ' i of each of the three facilities differ somewhat. For each, however,
A sheltering or evacuation of nonessential personnel can be accomplished

'

's a readily. The Y-12 Plant, which is the most sensitive facility of the three,-

A is 911 miles distant from CRBRP, and that distance makes it highly un-,.

M N likely that emergency evacuation would be n:eded. Nonetheless, should
-4 di evacuation be called for, this could be accomplished promptly, as at the

.

m' other DOE facilities, and a small security staff would be maintained'
,

y, .6@f .t ^ ' there. This should not present a significant impediment to effective con-

' T.f g* , tingency planning since the lower doses at the more remote Y-12 Plant"n
would allow for implementation of suitable protective measures (Tr.

** 7993 96).-

107. Each of the DOE plants has extensive emergency planning, pre-
paredness and response expenence which provides an excellent basis for

_,,E assuring compatibility with CRBRP emergency planning (Tr. 7996).'

' ' 108. During the CP hearing, the Board explored some matters relat-
j. "

1 ing to evacuation during an emergency at CRBR. We learned that evacu-
/ ation time estimates were based upon standard procedures, that the esti--

.

' mates were based upon the site-specific details of CRBR and its'

' location; and that the loss of a bridge during or before evacuation would
not change the time needed for eveuation. From the responses to our'

. questions we conclude that the time estimate for evacuation of the EPZ"

- up to 9 hours - is reasonable and corservative, and we foresee no

-
I

|
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combination of weather and road conditions so severe that evacuation
would not be practical (Tr. 8008-18).

109. Among the concerns we identiGed before the CP hearing was
Board inquiry item 7 (see Appendix D) which requested the Applicants
to discuss commercial and recreational river traffic (if any) from two
points ofinterest as follows:

a) Practical methods of controlling same during oft-normal plant
conditions, and

b) The potential for hazardous cargo posing a threat to the CRBR.
110. The Applicants responded to this inquiry in their Exhibit 94 at

19-22 (Tr. 7997-8000). During periods of off normal plant operations,
commercial and recreational river traffic within the 10-mile EPZ will be
controlled by the Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency (TWRA), as-
sisted as necessary by the U.S. Coast Guard. Upstream lockage through
Melton Ilill Dam will be controlled by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

,

(COE). Implementation criteria for this control will be described in the *

, , . , , 3;.

CRBRP and State of Tennessee Radiological Emergency Plan (Tr. 7997). ' ., ; .
"

.

111. For the portion of the Clinch River adjacent to CRBR within $''"*

the exclusion boundary, appropriate and effective arrangements will be
'

made with TWRA and the U.S. Coast Guard to control trafGc.,and pro-
vide for prompt warning and removal of persons present in the area. c
Implementation criteria for this control will be described in the CRBRP f _
and State of Tennessee Radiological Emergency Plan (Tr. 7998). (.

112. No hazardous materials have been transported by barge past E
the site in the past, and none are anticipated in the future. According to g
records, steel is essentially the only commodity that has been shipped '

,

,

through the Melton Ilill Lock since it was opened. The COE maintains
two reportmg systems which document the kinds of commodities

shipped on the waterway: a vessel operations report identifying the
commodities shipped which is required monta|y from carriers, and a
vessel log report (which also identifies commodities) that is submitted
by the towboat captain to the lockmaster as each tow goes through the
lock. In the foreseeable future, coal is the commodity having the greatest
potential for increased movement through the Melton flill Lock (Tr.
7998-99).

113. There are few potential industrial sites in the area large enough
to accommodate an industry which might either use or produce com-

,

modities in large enough quantities to take advantage of water
transportation. In the event that a new industry which would ship mate-
rial by water develops, a barge terminal would have to be constructed.
Plans for any such terminal must be submitted to the Corps of Engineers
and TVA for review and approval. The information requirements for a
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permit to construct a terminal include identification of materials to be
shipped if they are known. If the materials are unknown, as in the case
of a public terminal, the permit would be issued for the handling of non-
hazardous materials only (Tr. 7999-8000).

114. In response to our question concerning whether the PAGs cur-
,

rently in use for evacuation planning purposes should be revised for use
at CRBR to take account of those possible radioactive releases unique to
CRBR, especially the actinide elements including plutonium (17 NRC
158,174 75; a/So see Appendix D, Item 9), the Applicants filed Exhibit
94 (Tr. 7979) and the Staff filed its Exhibit 43 (Tr. 8575).

115. The Applicants concluded that the controlling doses for
.

llCD/ss are whole body and thyroid, and that other organs are less
limiting. Therefore, PAGs for other organs are not required for
emergency planning at CRBRP (Tr. 7984). This conclusion was reached
by considering the radiological consequences of HCDAs which revealeds

.i , ' * that plutonium releases are not controlling (Tr. 7985-86), and that
Wm whole-body and thyroid doses are the limiting doses (Tr.'7986). They't.'

'( also derived ranges of PAGs for other organs by applying the ICRP-26"
,

tissue weighting factors. This approach, like the foregoing, showed that'1 '

t '- the whole-body and thyroid doses would be controlling when compared'

" + to the PAGs for whole body and thyroid and the derived PAGs for other
'

organs (Tr. 7986-89)."

u 116. The Staff developed what it referred to as " analog PAGs and.t.

'. 'dj analog nonstochastic limits" to determine whether additional PAGs
W would be required for CRBRP (Tr. 8580-82). They concluded, based*

+; upon seemingly conservative assumptions, that the EPA PAGs were ad--

. ? S.! equate for emergency planniag purposes (Tr. 8585). They went on to
> f.s E : examine the possible doses from four classes of HCDAs in three ways*'

, ' , *ik'g, (Tr. 8585-87). This, as above, led the Staff to the conclusion that bone
N surface doses are not expected to be controlling for evacuation purposes

* in the event of an HCDA at CRBR (Tr. 8588). The Staff also noted '-

' , ' that, in the event EPA.'s PAGs are revised or design modifications are-'

r made by the Applicants, the PAGs can be examined effectively at a later
c'. date (Tr. 8589-90).'

b'''' C. Environmental Matters,
,

n.

117. In our Partial Initial Decision (LWA), as required by 10 C.F.R.-

f 50.10(e)(2)(ii), we found reasonable assurance that the proposed site
,

for the CRBRP is a suitable location for a reactor of the general size and
type proposed (17 NRC 158,256), and we made all of the environmen-*

,

tal findings required by 10 C.F.R. f St.52(b) and (c) which are needed

.
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,

prior to the issuance of a construction permit (17 NRC 158, 242 54).
Before the LWA evidentiary hearings were held, however, we indicated

,

that, although Intervenors' environmental contentions would be fully re-'

solved at the LWA stage, their finality would have to await the conclu-
sion of the CP stage, since information received at the CP stage might
affect the findings (Transcript of April 20,1982 Conference with Coun-
sel at 51015), but no such information was received.

'
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,

Washington, DC 20555.1 - -

,

.

AP'PENDIX D - BOARD AREAS OF INTEREST * ,'

c,
.

1. In its Safety Goal Development Program announcement (48 ~ 2'-

, ,

Fed. Reg. 10,772 (1983)) the Commission stated that during the 90 day
period (ending June 8,1983) for public comment on the proposed evalu- ' '

ation plan "it is expected that preliminary information on new radiologi- '

.

,

'Coniairied in the Board's Notne of Constru tion Perrnet E udentiary lle4 ring, dated May 24.1983
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cal source terms will become available ' (id. at 10,778). The Staff is
requested to advise whether that information will be evaluated for any
impact on this proceedmg, and the reason for its answer.

2. As regards fuel performance, to date the use of the term " failed
fuel" has not consistently permitted delineation of the various failure
modes that might have been alluded to (e.g., clad perforation, fission
product leakage, clad bulging or rupture, melting of fuel pellets, etc.).
The Applicants are requested to summarize the anticipated performance
of the CRBR fuel associated with normal operation and accidental
transients, describe various failure modes that must be dealt with, identi-
fy any operational limits (e.g., maximum linear heat generation rates,
maximum cladding hot spot temperature, etc.) to be imposed, and to
review the basis for confidence (e.g., supportive evidence) that the pro-
posed fuel behasior characteristics will be realized.

3. Avoidance of primary coolant pipe rupture seems to depend in
part upon the fact that coolant temperature is well below its boiling tem-

,

perature and that coolant pressure is near enmheric pressure (< 10' -

atm.). Applicants are requested to present a technical summary of how'

' these coolant characteristics will result in a reduced likelihood of pipe
rupture in pipmg designed for CRDR use.-

4. Applicants are requested to explain how the CRBR will be config-
ured to assure that convective circulation of the sodium coolant will be
available to prevent fuel damage, if needed. This explanation should
reference any supportive experimental or operational evidence. The

f Staff is requested to advise the Board whether it accepts convective'

" circulation as a viable mechanism for fuel protection, and the reason forc.

I its answer.'

1 5. In the area of quality, the Applicants are req ested to explain
u 'I whether (and/or how) differing functional levels of effort will be

' j applied, depending upon whether a component or system is necessary
for safety, important to safety, or not safety-related. The divisions of au-'-

thority and functional responsibilities for quality assurance and quality
= control amongst the various contractors and the Applicants should be

discussed with emphasis on how the management of the various CRBR
contractor fabrication and construction efforts will be coordinated to
assure the minimizing of QA and QC oversights. especially where inter-
facing is involved. Applicants are also requested to describe what efforts
will be undertaken to ensure that accurate as-built plans and specifica-
tions will be available when needed, if the CRBR is constructed.

6. The SER discussion of quality seems to emphasize quality assur-
. ance and the various separate contractor organizations that will imple-

ment it. Does the Staff consider that QC respensibilities and activities

.
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i

'
.

are separate from QA or an integral part thereof? The Staff is requested
to discuss its answer to this question and to explain briefly how it will
monitor QA and QC cfrorts for adequacy.

7. Applicants are requested to discuss commercial and recreational
river traffic (if any) from two points ofinterest:

(a) Practical methods of controlling same during off normal plant.

conditions, and
(b) The potential for hazardous cargo posing a threat to the CRBR. ;, ,

| 8. Applicants are requested to discuss the design characteristics of
'

- the containment / confinement structures and the steam generator, with C
.. . . . ,

'

respect to challenges to those structures arising from transient (or
'

..

accident) induced overpressure and overtemperature conditions. This .

discussion should address any engineered safety systems or components '-

that will be relied upon for protection (e.g., containment shell cooling), , ,

and should reference supportive test or operational experience. :. t . .J.v , , , n r.-

9. The Staff'c attention is directed to the discussion of protective sa ?. 4g' |y,'cq4 3
action guidelines (PAGs) at 17 NRC 174-75 of the Partial Initial Deci- ,- .?SN.

I,' 'Y..'O.p$[."Si"
' -

sion of February 28,1983. The Staffis requested to address the question2
,

{ of whether a PAG revision for the CRBR should be made, and to explain ;;, .
,_

~

its answer. L .
, ,

10. The Staff's testimony at Tr. 3694 anticipates the need for further
[0

-

r . . . ...,

'' 7research and development on measurement capabilities to achieve
. ,,' DOE's goals for material control and accountability at the DRP. The

i Staff is requested to explain whether this additional effort is curres.. / ['.-
2 .;, , , .

-
. ,, , , , ,

under way or definitively planned for the future, and the extent to<

;., ,u
j which it is critical to the effectiveness of CRBR fuel safeguards L ,.,

measures. ;.v .
,,

] i1. In discussing the energetics of accidents beyond design basis, the
'

; Staff offers the statement that there will be an "isentropic expansion 0.e. ' . . . (c. 4.y
,

*
, e

j yield to one atmosphere" (NUREG-0968, Vol. 2, at A.2-5). The StalT is
.

*

| requested to discuss briefly what is the physical significance of this state-
<

! ment and the extent to which it contributes to sny conservatism in the
j analyses of energy releases. Phenomenologically, how has the Staff satis- ' '

,
' ,'

fied itself that "approximately 2550 MJ would be required to produce a
'

' ''

'

j slug impact kinetic energy close to the head design capability of 75 MJ" .
.

..
'

(ibid.). :' 'b'

12. NUREG 0968 contains many references to items that are to be ,,.,

,

resolved at the OL review stage. In view of the apparently advanced -

stages of haroware design and procurement currently in being, the
,

Board is concerned that said OL review (assuming a CP issues) may re-
,

quire substantive changes of a costly and time-consuming nature, or in1

the alternative, result in a compromise of performance safety. The Staff:4
, ,.

4
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is requested to offer comments upon this situation and to provide what-
ever insights it can now offer for avoiding such problems.

13. With respect to the fuel system, the Staff has identiGed certain
operational fallback positions potentially available to mitigate unresolved
problems (NUREG 0968, Vol.1, at 4 47,4-48). The Staff is requested

,

to discuss bricGy the extent, if any, to which invoking such operational
fallbacks might compromise the achievement of CRBR programmatic
objectives.

14. Operation with leaking fuel pins could conceivably offer the op-
portunity for these pins to " inhale" some amount of sodium whenever
the reactor is shut down. Should this occur, subsequent return to opera-

.

tion at power might then result in a significant increase in pellet-
to-cladding gap conductance with an attendant off-normal performance
of the fuel. The Staff is requested to comment upon whether it sees this

, as a problem requiring resolution and the reasons for its answer.'

: f 15. The Applicants have proposed a reliability assurance program.

..' that focuses primarily on plant protective systems. The Board requests'

t. <

Applicants to address the question of whether said program will (or, ,

L 3' ought to) take account of Gndings derived from the CRBR quality assur-
ance program, and if so, describe the administrative mechanism envis-. ,.

aged to accomplish this." ''

'

- 16. The SER discusses the impact of aerosol behavior on contain-
- ment shell cooling. The Staff is requested to comment on whether
'

changing concrete aggregate from calcitic to dolomitic limestone could
signiGeantly alter the behavior of the aerosols, and explain the basis for.Y ;, e

-WM the answer.
.

% 0 17. What is the status of the Stafi's review of, and what is the Staff's

7 g , y|.;j position with respect to, "The Eight Areas of Concern" listed in Section.,

'

.m M I, Table 11 of NUREG/CR-32247
.

i

*

.h
" . o

APPENDIX E
,

LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT'

OF DR. TilOMAS B. COCHRAN4' ,

~

REGARDING ISSUES RAISED IN THE
CONSTRUCTION PERMIT PROCEEDING

,

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. l 2.715, and in accordance with the Board's
order of June 29,1983, Dr. Thomas B. Cochran hereby submits a limit-
ed appearance statement on behalf of the Natural Resources Defense-

Council, Inc., and the Sierra Club, regarding several issues raised by the
.
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.

Board for resolution in the upcomin; CRBR construction permit
hearings.

1. The Radiological Consequences of a CRBR Core
Disruptise Accident

-

Staff has evaluated the radiological consequences of Applicants' pos-
-

tulated CRBR core disruptive accident (CDA) scenarios and reported ,

!

the results in Appendix A.5 of the March 1983 Safety Evaluation Report .

(SER) and the May 20. 1983, SER Supplement No. 2. According to q.

Staff, the evaluation used " realistic (albeit conservative) assumptions" ,

(SER Suppl. No. 2 at A.5-1), including 50% X/Q meteorology (SER ,
' , '
.

'

Suppl. No. 2 at A.5-3). The low population zone (LPZ) thyroid dose was . .

,;g /.Rvreported to be 192 rem (SER Suppl. No. 2 at A.5-4) using thyroid dose .-
; . .a/r i.consersion factors taken from TID 14844 (NRC Staff's Response to in- - . . ,,

;.':G M y@33ytersenors' Third Set of Construction Permit Interrogatories and Request , ,

p.sj. c . 9%,;; 'd.;;Yz:to Produce to Staff Response to Interrogatory 1(d), p. 2. May 20,1983). ,

.g,[.7fp.~&/Staff claims the 192 rem thyroid dose at the LPZ
.;- .

-

gnes the stalT confidence in the .qpheants' claim th.it the critical organ dose for a }' , e i, , 1 .

CD A would be withm the 10 C.F.R. Part 100 dose guidehnes [n ,, , . ~ , - ,' ; .$
+ . , -

,

e

p. e ., 3 . , . . , ,. q

and that . , , , . , ,
~I.

" * *~
the comparist n to 10 C.F.R. dose guidehnes is made here to provide perspectne
regardmg the relative severit) of the CD A consequences and to provide assurance [,- O' O' h ' '

,

>%P '

that if such an event were to ocur that adequate accommodation has been provided
'

& ,to hmit the consequences of such an event, so that doses would not exceed dose i.

,, ,; .

guidelines in 10 C.F.R.100.
,$' s ' ,

, n., .
,

*
r ,

~ ''
. , . ,

(SER Suppl. No. 2 at A.5-1) . .c .

I dispute these claims on several counts:
'

First, Staff has calculated the thyroid dose for an adult, but the infant
'

,
,

thyroid should be considered the critical organ of interest. Infants can be . 7,

expected to receive t ** froid dose twice that of an adult or, in this case,
approximately 400 rem - some 100 rem (or one third) higher than the . ;, .,g ,

300 rem guideline value for thyroid used by Staff. Evidence for this is as
follows:

' ',
,

The thyroid dose conversion factor for inhalation of 1-131
given in TID 14844 at p. 25 is 1.48 x 10'' rad /Ci inhaled (= 1.48
x 10-3 mrad /rCi inhaled), the same value as that given for an

'

adult iri NURiiG-0172 at Table 8, p. 2 of 4. Likewise, the breath-
ing rate used in TID 14844 at p. 23 is the value for adults,20
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.

m3/ day ( = 7300 m'/yr), as indicated in NUREG-0172, Table-

8-4. a t p. B-4.

The ratio (infant dose / adult dose) for inhalation of I-131 can
be calculated from data in NUREG-0172 (at Table 5, p. 2 of 4:
Table 8, p. 2 of 4; and Table B-4. p. B-4)) as follows:

Di3g (infant) = 1.06 x 10-2 mrad /pCi x 2045 m3/yr-

< = 2
D (adult) = 1.49 x 10-) mrad /pCi x 7300 m)/yri3

.

Similar calculations can be made for other halegen isotopes.,

Second. for purposes of judging the adequacy of CRBR containment
to mitigate CDAs. Staff uses as a benchmark the 10 C.F.R.100 dose
guideline values developed for siting analysis (SER Suppl. No. 2 at
A.5-1). In the 10 C.F.R.100 site suitability analysis at the CP licensmg,

,

77 stage. Staff requirements are to reduce the guideline values by approxi-,

; ,.g%.g mately a factor of two to account form

uncertainties in Gnal design detail and rneteorology and new data and calculational, , , , ,. .
,.

'

..| techniques that rnight induence the Gnal design of engineered safety features or the
'

[[. dose reduction factors allowed for those features.. , , . ,

.,

NRC Staffs Supplemental Answers to Intervenors' Twenty-Sixth Set of
~

'"', Interrogatories to Staff, at pp.19 20. Staff. for example, uses a thyroid,'
.

, y; dose guideline of 150 rem at the CP stage, rather than 300 rem used at
;

e~ n ' "

-

the OL stage. (1982 Site Suitability Report (SSR) at p.111-9.) Staff fails' ' ' ' ' * **

to apply the same logic - although it applies equally - to the CDA
'N .f analysis, realizing of course that, if they did so, the calculated '' realistic"

" '

.s

N o ., ' ' $f@y CDA adult thyroid dose of 192 rem would exceed the 150 rem guideline
' P;J,y. Z% value. Staffs failure to apply the same logic in the two cases is arbitrary

-

. M%* and serves only to ensure licensability of the current CRBR design
t ~

?. . '' ''
rather than to protect the public health.

'' '
Third. I believe the estimated severity of a CDA at CRBR, assuming'

'. " realistic (albeit conservative)" conditions, namely, thyroid doses ofb '

192 rem to adults and 400 rem to infants at the LPZ boundary, is excer-

4- ' *a sive and should not be tolerated for CRBR, or for any reactor. In effect,,.
'

this is also a challenge to Staffs use of 300 rem (to the adult thyroid) as
'

a benchmark to judge the adequacy of CDA mitigation based on a realis-
~

tic CDA scenario (cf:, SER Suppl. No. 2 at A.51).
The basis for this view is a direct comparisen of these thyroid doses1

against the observed medical findings in a Marshall Islands population
accidentally exposed to fallout from the iS-megaton thermonuclear

'
-

device (code named Bravo) tested at Bikini Atoll on March 1,1954. A
,
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summary of the thyroid abnormalities that have appeared as of 1981 are
reported in the attached table (Attachment 1) taken from Robert A.
Conard, M.D., er al., " Review of Medical Findings in a Marshallese
Population Twenty-Six Years After Accidental Exposure to Radioactive
Fallout," Broo,khaven National Laboratory, BNL 51261, Jan.1980,
Table i of Chapter IX, p. 59. These data speak for themselves. I note
only that exposure occurred only 26 years ago, that many of the victims

'

are still in their early years, and that additional thyroid abnormalities can
be expected as the survivors grow older.

- .

11. Combined Probability and Consequences of CRBR Core
-

Disruptise Accidents
. ,

in the LWA proceeding, Intervenors Natural Resources Defense ;. c - q>

Council, Inc., and the Sierra Club presented an affirmative case regard- p ;. . ac ,y
.

ing Ibeir Contentions 1 and 3, namely that Staffs and Applicants' analy- [w . q.f 6 .<;gg.(
y9sis of the consequences of CDAs, coupled with Staffs analysis of the y q , ' ' . .g; c.R

probability of a CDA ( Appendix J of the CRBR FSFES; Staff Ex. 8), W. ;w,

demonstrate that the Commission Standard Review Plan criterion for ,
. .g.

identification of design basis events is not met and consequently the F .%

CD A should be a containment DBA. (See intervenors' Proposed Find- [ , , , - -
ings of Fact for the LWA-1 Proceeding, January 24,1983, at 11 1-23). I i' : v ..

-

hereby reaffirm and incorporate that testimony in my statement today [:.
'

<

and request that the Board take that evidence into account in the current r '' . ._

ie .,;.proceeding. ,
..

Using CRBR design-specific information generated by Applicants and n oog-

Staff, I am able to provide additional evidence in support of our earlier
~

'

claim. Any of the documents cited below will be made available to the mg . -
Board upon request. . . :e'-

Pursuant to Intervenors' CP discovery request Applicants made,
,,

available the bulk of Applicants' CRBR probabilistic risk assessment , ,

(PRA) analyses that were by Board Order ruled beyond the scope of the
LW A-l proceeding (3ee Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., and i,

'

the Sierra Club First Set of Construction Permit interrogatories and Re-
-

*

,
.

quest to Produce to Applicants, April 7,1983; Letter from Thomas A. _
,

Schmutz to Dr. Thomas B. Cochran, June 20, 1983, with enclosure).
*

Among the documents produced was EG&G Idaho, Inc., Wood-Leaver
. .

and Associates, Inc., and Fauske & Associates, Inc. " Clinch River
~

Breeder Reactor Plant Probabilistic Risk Assessment - Phase i Main
Report," EGG EA-6162, January 1983. (Selected pages of this volumi- .

nous work are attached as Attachment 2.) I wish to call attention to two
aspects of this work. First, as evidenced by the Abstract (reproduced in ..|

|

!

e

|.
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Attachment 2), this PRA has as its overall objective a " realistic evalua-
tion of the risk" associated with CRBR, with the caveat that, since the
entire PRA must await Pha;e II, the results of Phase I must be interpret-
ed cautiously.

The second aspect of this work that I call to your att:ntion is its esti-
mate of the cumulative probability of dominant Core Damage Sequences
(i.e., CDAs), of 1.1 x 104/yr (sic] (see Attachment 2, p. 8-11), which is
dominated by loss of offsite power scenarios ( Attachment 2, p.11-2).,

In sum, whereas Staff in Appendix J of the Final Supplement to the
CRBR Final Environmental Statement (FSFES) estimated that a -

" conservative," or upper bound, estimate of a CDA at CRBR was
'

10-4/yr. Applicants' consultants cal:ulate the same frequency based on
" realistic," as opposed to Staff's conservative, assumptions. The sensi-
tivity analysis performed by Applicants' consultants suggests the upper
limit in the probability of a CDA at CRBR may be even higher than.

10-4/yr ( Attachment 2, pp.11-8 and 119).
' y , ' ' [ , g.,. ,' One can combine the Applicants' consultants' best estimate of CDA

,.

,

%~ frequency of 10-4/yr with Stafi's " realistic (albeit conservative)" esti-
'

,

;, g, mate of the thyroid dose at the LPZ boundary of 192 rem to adults (400
'

,

rem to infants) in order to compare the results against the Commission'ssc i,,

Standard Review Plan guidance for identifying DBAs. Certainly by thism m - .

test the CDA ought to be a containment DBA; the probability of exceed-
-

ing 10 C.F.R.100 guidelines is approximately three orders of magnituden , . . ..
,

too high to exclude the CDA from the containment DBA envelope.j.,'; , , , ,

D i I wish to anticipate several responses to this observation.
, , j. k. - 1 First, if the Board were to reject my view that the appropriate CP thy-
g' % roid dose guideline is 150 rem rather than 300 rem, and were also to-

'

reject the argument that the infant thyroid dose should be examined as.: .r .y

p ! f.$_ w.g. ,. -Mt the critical organ dose, the Board might conclude that the calculated 192SF [
7 {jp j . rem to the adult thyroid is well within the 300 rem guideline. The re-

N/ sponse to this is straightforward. The 192 rem estimate is based on the, . o

median of some 8600 X/Q values in all cardinal directions (i.e., 50%
'

, .

X/Q). At a somewhat higher X/Q, the adult thyroid dose at the LPZ.

boundary would exceed 300 rem. I do not know at what X/Q percentage
this would occur since the X/Q spectrum is not reported. However, Staff

.

a

'

t The Comnnwon's standard Reucw Plan for hght mater reactors (Stafr th 6. ai 2.2) 21 states:>

ITlhe ideni.fkanon of design basis events renulung from the presence of ha/ardous materials or
activiucs m the ucimty of the plant is acceptable #1 r#w skurn bum crents un Aah cur 4 postukser.1
tryw of snruk no for nha k alw r\pn rrd ruk of un urra'one of poreurrul espourre un curss of rin- 10

'

C.F.R. l'urr Itupguuklun n turnwrvJ r a ruved alw ARC tratt'ohnninv of uppronunatelv 10 'Iwr
. ITlhe capested rate of occurrerwe or Iniential espewures m ncess of the 10 C.11R.war. .

Part 100 guidchries of approumately 10 e' per year is acceptable if. m hen combmed m Hb re.ason-
ahic quahtauve argumem. the reahsuc probabihty can be shown to be lomen tI'mphasis added l

,
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I could readily produce this figure. For purposes of argument, I will
assume that, at the 80% X/Q level, the adult thyroid dose would in fact
exceed the 300 rem guideline, if so, then the dose guideline value
would be exceeded for 20% of all CDAs, or 0.2 x 10-4/yr, still well
above the 10-'/yr requirement for excluding CDAs from the DBA I

|envelope.
A second response is likely to b,' that the quantitative probabilities, or

the PRA results, are highly uncertain and therefore should not be used ;'~
as a basis for determining the CDA envelope in lieu of the

~ ,.

'

" judgmental" approach taken by Staff. This is a correct response to the ,

wrong question. PRAs are indeed highly uncertain, and their primary ' '
lunction should be to identify previously unrecognized risks to health ,

and safety. As a prudent health and safety practice, one should use great ,

,M.' ,caution in applying highly uncertain PRA results to argue against the ap- y

plication of additional safety equipment or procedures, such as excluding .. , . , . , . " . ~ . . .
CDAs from the DBA. Prudence dictates, however, that, if the PRA re- 4..' ' P " ' '

sults support the application of additional equipment or procedures, f.i T '.' M 84k
such as including CDAs within the DBA envelope, then one should be I# C D MN
extremely apprehensive about rejecting the results in favor of higher ['" ' ' '"M

* ' ' "
public health risks. In other words, prudence dictates an asymmetry in [,

' '

the application of PRA. L.;, ,
,% - F

,
.

Staff is taking just the reverse approach to public safety in the case of [ , ,-
'

* '

the CRBR. Staff has applied their PRA results in the LWA-1 proceeding [ , ,, ,

to " demonstrate" that CRBR risks are comparable to LWR risks and to 'is
*

eliminate alternative sites, but apparently Staff does not want to apply P"" "

the PR A results to test whether the CDA should be included ir. the [,(? '

" '

DBA envelope, realizing that to do so would force a safer design or a re-
V ' <

jection of the CRBR site.
PRA should be used as a check on the " judgmental" approach taken M? '

'

b #' ~ '
by Staff. In this case, Staft's conclusions have been checked and found ' ' '

not to wash.

'
' '

111. CRBR Site Suitability

The Board resolved Intervenors' Contention 2 for purposes of the -

~

LWA-1 by finding that _

The containment / confinement design of the CRBRP has been shown capable of
performing its intended function to accommodate all credible design base threats
and hold doses to the general public below guidehne values, without requiring any
technological innovations. .The Staff's final pcsition on the adequacy of the -

containment / confinement design will be presented when its SER is published.
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,

.

The Board is not persuaded by the evidence of record to date . . that the CRBR
wdl be built and operated in a manner that precludes the necessity for considering
CDAs within the design basis. . lWie foresee a heavy burden upon these parties
at the construction permit phase of evidentiary hearings to provide sufficient evi-
dence to permit a resolution of this question.

ASLB Partial Initial Decision (Limited Work Authorization), February
28,1983, at p. 22 [17 NRC 1711. At the CP stage, the Board must
resolve these open issues and make a finding, based on reasonable.

assurance, that the proposedfacility can be constructed and operated
without undue risk to the health and safety of the public taking into con- -

sideration 10 C.F.R. Part 100,10 C.F.R. s 50.35(a). I th':refore offer the
following new information for further consideration by the Board of one
of the issues raised under contention 2.

In the LWA 1 proceeding, Intervenors argued that, in assessing the
s

- suitability of the CRBR site, the effects of the containment vent / purge*

system on offsite doses must be considered. Had the effects of the
. . ry ;d.']; .

.s

N ' ,' I vent / purge system been incorporated into Staff's and Applicants' calcula-
a 'W tion of offsite doses in the site suitability analysis, Intervenors demon-

WL T strated that the bone surface doses would have exceeded the 10 C.F.R.
'

pea) 100 dose guideline values., . c.;,

.P 4 /* Through discovery in separate litigation, it has come to my attention
* '

.

that there is a precedent for incorporating the effect of the containment-

"'4 vent system in 10 C.F.R.100 analyses. This precedent, which lends fur-S te.. .

' ' . _ ther weight to the arguments made by Intervenors in the LWA-1q.
. #;jW proceeding, is found in analyses DOE has performed for the airborne ac-

-NP tivity confinement synems used by DOE production reactors at the-

a.L, p d .i e Savannah River Plant (SRP).- -
,

V" M ',y ;,A*(rt d,Q gj; There are both differences and similarities between the confinement

'"| ?p'' a ,

system of SRP production reactors and the containment / confinement- "

.Q%q system of CRBR. I will not elaborate on the containment / confinement,+

, p'"- .v'n annulus filtration, and vent / purge systems of CRBR, since these systems
are known to the Board. The SRP reactors are somewhat different in
that they do not have a dual containment / confinement building and con-"-

t sequently do not have an annulus filtration system. The SRP reactors do
not have a containment building capable of withstanding 10 psi (design

P pressure); rather the reactor is housed in a reactor building that can be'
, -

scaled to withstand a 2 psi differential. The two systems are similar inr
,

that they both utilize a filtered vent system to mitigate offsite doses in
the event of CDAs (core melting). Both filter systems filter halogens' *

and particulates, but are ineffective with regard to noble gases. The SRP<

reactor Airborne Activity Confinement Systems are described further in
,

J.A. Smith, et al., " Safety Analysis of Savannah River Production Reac-

,
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tor Operation," DuPont Savannah River Laboratory, DPSTSA-100-1,
Rev.12/76, pp. IV-43 to IV 49 (Attachment 3); and Memorandum
from F.F. Merz to S.P. Tinnes, " Airborne Activity Confinement System
Base Case Design Basis Accident," July 19,1979 ( Attachment 4).

As can be seen from the Merz Memorandum ( Attachment 4), DOE
has selected as a DBA for the Airborne Confinement System a fission .

product release consistent with the 10 C.F.R.100 site suitability source
term for LWRs, namely, .i full core meltdown with release of 100%

,

,

noble gases and 50% of the halogens to the reactor building.2 N'
Since DOE reactors are not licensed by the Commission, there is nc

<;

requirement that they meet the requirements of 10 C.F.R.100, and in
.

,

fact, as evidenced by the Safety Analysis Report (DPSTSA-100-1, Rev.
,

12/76), they do not; but that is an issue for another proceeding. '," *

Nevertheless, it is clear from several SRP documents made available to . '.me, including DPSTSA-100-1 and the Merz Memorandum, that DOE
, , ' ''

. ; .d, . , ..
,

, , 4'S ^ . " " - . :'
conducts 10 C.F.R.100 analyses to assess the adequacy of the SRP reac- N #$MVNW

.

tor confinement system and alternative containment concepts. In each
offsite dose analysis of the production reactor airborne confinement F. i? ? - #4$k*

'

system, including the design basis accident based on use of the 10 C.F.R. V' ' ~

'- '

100 site suitabihry source term, the effect of the filtered vent system is [ - '

treated in the offsite dose calculation.
. ,|

-

m - - ..e
It would be interesting to know, and the Board might wish to f.* ~

r.
N'-"

determine, whether a second precedent for inclusion of the filtered vent
system in the 10 C.F.R.100 dose calculations-is found in the site suita- (, , 'a' -

A"- *

bility analysis of t1' Ft. St. Vrain reactor, which, I am told, uses a fil- N -
*

i tered vent / confinement approach. # ' ''' '

In the LWA-1 proceeding, Intervenors indicated that the record was -

inadequate to determine the effect ofincluding the vent / purge system in m-
the 10 C.F.R.100 CRBR site suitability source term analysis on organ

-

M'A
doses such as bone surface, lang, thyroid, and liver. With Staff publica- '

s

-
'

tion of its " realistic" CD A dose results in the SER Suppl. No. 2, addi- '

e
tional evidence can now be provided relative to the effect ofinclusion of

<

the vent / purge system on the SSST thyroid and bone surface dosa. I will ,

~, '+ -

examine the effect on the thyroid dose first, followed by the bone '
.

surface. y.~

.

2 51 es perhaps worth notmg that for sRP producuan reactors the DBA ror the emergency core coolms
.

*'

| system is different from the DBA for the Airborne Acteuty Contmemem system. For purpose ore uly-
sis of the operation of the emergency core coolmg system for SRP reactors, the DB A is a double-ended
pipe break in one of the sis pnmary Imes supplymg heasy water to the reactor plenum milh the simul 14--
peous failure of a sdgle acuv? component, a second emergeno coolmg water addiuon system. Under

i
-

these conditions, core damage is limited to l% (sce LW. Joseph and R C Thornberry " Analysis of
'

the savannah R scr Reactor Emergency Core Coolms ystem." DuPont sasannah Rner Laboratory.s

DPsT.70 463. October l970L
i

,
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In the 1982 SSR, the LPZ thyroid dose was estimated to be 7 rem,
with no consideration given to the effect of containment venting, but
with other parameters conservatively chosen, including the following
95% X/Q values:

- 95% X/Q (sec/m2)

0-8 hours 1.2 x 10-4
8 24 hours 8.4 x 10-5
24-96 hours 3.9 x 10-5
96 720 hours 1.4 x 10-5

4

(Staff Ex.1, p.111-11.).

In the SER Suppl. No. 2, the adult LPZ thyroid dose was estimated to be
'

_

192 rem, with the vent / purge system modeled, and with other parame.
'

' #. g ;P 2 ; ters " realistically (albeit conservatively)" chosen, including the following-

''','~ j; @! 50% X/Q values:-

, <

d .1 .

;g eg 50% X/Q (sec/m3).- , m.

*' ' ~ ' * ' ~
0-8 hours 1.1 x 10-5
8-24 hours 1.0 x 10-5"' '

', 24-96 hours 8.0 x 10-+
'-

'C. 96-720 hours 5.7 x 10-+-
.

x; 3:p , r.+ .
.

''
- 'fW' -(SER Suppl. No. 2, p. A.1-3.)

:a. o

4in . - yM > The ratios of the 95% X/Q values (used in the SSST analysis) to the.

k , . a . .,[/. 50% X/Q values (used in the " realistic" analysis) are:

,

,!f
3 pycm'

9''' 95% X/Q
'

' '

Ratio 50% X/Q- . ..

0-8 hours 11

8-24 hours 8.4.
'

'

24 96 hours 4.9
96 720 hours 2.5-

Staff's computer modeling output indicates that 153 rem of the 192 rem
total LPZ thyroid dose occurs between 24 hours and 96 hours, where 24
hours is the time venting commences; the additional 39 rem occurs be-.

tween 96 hours and 130 hours, where 130 hours is the time of sodium
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pool dryout. (NRC Staffs Response to Intervenors' Third Set of Con-
struction Permit Interrogatories and Request to Produce to Staff (May
20,1983)t Staffs Computer Run for Halogens, Noble Gases, and
Sodium, dated 3/19/83.) Thus, if the " realistic" assumptions were
selected but 95% X/Q values were used instead of 50% X/Q values, the
adult thyroid dose would be determined by multiplying the thyroid dose

-

for each of the two time periods of interest (24-96 hours and 96-720
hoers) by the 95%/50% X/Q ratio for that time period, and adding the ,

'

two doses together. The result would be
'

153 x 4.9 + 39 x 2.5 = 850 rem, 4 .
,

< ver five times the 10 C.F.R.100 CP guideline value for thyroid. The
~

'

mfant thyroid dose would be 1700 rem, or over 11 times the guideline
~

f'[,,values. ,
,

..,,

Turning now to the bone surface dose, in the 1982 SSR the Staff es- C ,

timated the LPZ bone dose at 9 rem, with no consideration ghec to the .. . . #
''' ' '

effect of containruent venting, but with other parameters conservatWely [; . "[^ ?jdh-

'> - "wichosen. In the SEF. Suppl. No. 2 (p. A.5-4), the bone dose was estimated F;;
' ' ' ' '

| to be 8 rem, with the vent / purge system modeled and other parameters P

" realistically (albeit conservatively)" chosen. i ,-
-

'

Staffs computer modeling output indicates that 5.7 rem of the 9 rem L, (~"
''

-

total LPZ bone dose occurs between 24 and 96 hours, with the additional ,

' ' ''
:

1.9 rem between 96 and 130 hours (Staff Computer Run for Solids y |''
Only, dated 3/11/83). Thus, if the " realistic" assumption were used, but (:_ , ~~

-

95% X/Q values were used instead of 50% X/Q values, the LPZ bone "

dose would be calculated using the same technique as the thyroid dose, f'
' ' ~

"

thus yielding
^ ' '

f:

(5.7)(4.9) + (1.9)(2.5) = 33 rem. .
.

The bone surface dose is three times this value, or 100 rem.
'

In their " realistic" CDA analysis, Staff assumed 0.16% of the plutoni-
'

um is initially available to the sodium pool in the reactor cavity, whereas
in the 10 C.F.R.100 site suitability analysis Staff makes the more con- ,

5servative assumption that 1% of the plutonium is available to the con- '

tainment building. If the plutonium available in the pool is increased .

~ , 'from 0.16% to 1%, the bone surface dose is increased from 100 rem to ,

-

625 rem, well above the 10 C.F.R.100 bone surface guideline value of
''

150 rem used by Staff at the CP (1982 SSR, Staff Ex.1, p.111-9). .

In the LWA 1 proceeding, Intervenors neted that other corrective fac-
tors should be applied ~as well, including |

i
1
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Factor Basis

4.3 to correct for potential use of plutonium from high burnup
spent fuel.

s

1.5) to convert from a 50-year dose commitment to an 80-year
dose commitment.

Staff and Applicants argue that because in their judgment the CDA is
not a DBA they are free to ignore the vent / purge system in the 10
C.F.R.100 site suitability analysis, since no " credible" accident would
ever challenge the conteinment and require activation of the vent
system. If the CDA is a GA, then of course this argument has no
merit, and the CRBR site is not suitable for the CRBR containment

'

design.
Even if the Board concludes the CDA is outside the DBA envelope,.

', we believe Staff's and Applicants' argument is still incorrect. In the 20+,.. .j,, ,

' , , y ' f "' ( year history of 10 C.F.R.100, it has always been assumed that, for pur-,

..,..f % . poses of assessing whether 10 C.F.R.100 requirements are met, one
'

'

' .
:.t should assume a gross fission product release following full meltdown

, , ' ,'' 3

$~.,
(cf. TID 14844, p.10) and the use of substantial conservatisms in the. . .

analytical methodology for estimating offsite doses. Staff's and Appli-
cants' ipproach - to ignore the concomitant effects of the core melting,

- is simply ludicrous. Ignoring the implications of fuel melting (Le., fail-.., ',''
' . ~ ' ' i ure to model the vent / purge system), rather than conservatively treating
4 .g3 them, results in site suitability source term thyroid and bone surface
, ,,|, |,j , doses that are some two orders of magnitude less than the dose associat-

"
, '. ed with the most benign full core melt event " realistically" calculated.,-

, , }"; l'1
. When the site suitability source term analysis is performed properly-

,$hd, and 10 C.F.R. iOO requirements are not met, there is simply no basis fors

1 .g",.g,g granting a CP for this reactor design at the CRBR site.
,.7 [Aflidavit of Dr. Thomas B. Cochran and Attachments 1,2,3, and 4,

have been omitted from this publication but may be found in the NRC,

Public Document Room, 171711 Street, NW, Washington, DC 20555.]
'

,

.

/

3 tr the Board chooses to follow the EPA NRC. and doe precedent or usms 70-year rather than
80-year dote commitment, thn factor would be 1.35.
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Cite as 19 NRC 391 (1984) LBP-84-5

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

.

Before Administrative Judges:
,

Marshall E. Miller, Chairman
Dr. Emmoth A. Luebke

Dr. Jerry Harbour
''

,.

. .

y ** !e,,

In the Matter of Docket No. 50-272-OLA b .o .,;,.

.' . , ,'

PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC & GAS
COMPANY - -

,

(Salem Nuclear Generating M.

Station, Unit 1) January 25,1984 .
,

i.

(. . ,

ORDER DISMISSING PROCEEDING A
c .>: - ,

The Commission published a notice of consideration ofissuance of an
_

amendment to the Salem facility operating license and a proposed no sig- . . .

.

nificant hazards consideration determination, and an pportunity for a -

hearing, on September 21, 1983 (48 Fed. Reg. 43,113-14). This notice
concerned a requested amendment of the technical specifications to
permit a 7 month extension of time for the performance of a contain-
ment integrated leak rate type A Test (Technical Specification 4.6.1.2a).

The State of Delaware filed a timely petition for leave to intervene -
,

and request for hearing on October 21,1983. The NRC Staff issued the q
requested amendment on October 31, 1983. By an Order entered j
November 17,1983 (unpublished), the Board granted the intervention |
petition, and directed the State of Delaware to file a supplement to its
petition setting forth at least one contention cognizable under 10 C.F.R.

*

l 2.714(b), by January 4,1984 That date was extended by two weeks
upon motion.
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.

On January 20,1984, the State of Delaware filed a motion to withdraw
i its petition, no supplement having been filed. That motion is granted

and the intervention petition is withdrawn. Inasmuch as there are no
other intervention petitions or requests for hearing in accordance with<

the Commission's notice, the matter is uncontested, and the adjt. dica-
tory proceeding is therefore DISMISSED.

it is so ORDERED.,,

,

FOR THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD .

.

4

Marshall E. Miller, Chairman
ADMINIST R ATIVE JUDGE. ,

,

$ D', ;f,' . ' :r. . Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
, e4 -

,N, this 25th day of January 1984..-,

,.
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Cite as 19 NRC 393 (1984) LBP 84-6

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

8efore Administrative Judges:
4

Morton B. Margulies, Chairman
Ernest E. Hill

Dr. Paul W. Purdom '

,

s
' .'t .* _

<.

(; ,
_ ~ .:.a .:,

,
'in the Matter of Docket No. 50 412 F% c- <

_

(ASLBP No. 83-490-04-O L) I. <- s

;
_

DUQU8SNE LIGHT COMPANY, et al. h-
.

-

(Beaver Valley Power Station, i
Unit 2) January 27,1984 ! .- ,

'

i p. .

i -

In this Report and Order the Licensing Board concludes that a hearing ['}~,,-

is not required and dismisses the proceeding.
''

'

, ,

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT: EFFECT OF EXECUTIVE !.- .

ORDER . .

As an independent regulatory agency, the N>tclear Regulatory Com-
mission is not subject to the requirements of Exec. Order No.11,988, -

Floodplain Management,42 Fed. Reg. 26,591 (1977). ,

CONTENTIONS: PREMATURITY
'

The Licensing Board cannot decide the validity of actions that are yet
to happen. Speculation concerning what the NRC Staff may do in an en-
vironmental impact statement that has not oeen issued does not provide

'

an adequately speciGe basis for an admissible contention. .
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i

,

STANDING: REPRESENTATIONAL

in order for an organization to obtain representational standing on the
basis of the interests of a member, it must be established that the
member has authorized the organization to represent his interests in the
proceeding. It is unwarranted for the Licensing Board to infer such au-
thorization when the affidavit of the member is devoid of any statement
that he wants the organization to represent him.

INTERVENTION: INTERESTED STATE

The filing and acceptance of the petition of the State of Pennsylvania
,

pursuant to 10 C.F.R. f 2.715(c) permits it to participate in the adjudica-
,

tory hearing only if one is held. When no petitioner has submitted a
litigable contention so as to necessitate the holding of a hearing, the,

- . . . . . 3 ., filing and acceptance of the Pennsylvania petition to participate under
' '.t* the provisions of f 2.715(c) does not trigger a hearing.

~~ '

f,,

P

*' ' '- - INTERVENTION: ADMISSIBLE CONTENTION
W i .* a. g.

When none of the concerns sought to be litigated by a petitioner form ,& . ..

intervention are within the scope of an operating license proceeding, the
_ petitioner has failed to submit an admissible contention, and his petition

, '
,,

! for intervention will be denied.-
.

.

'? ,

. .x s..

, REPORT AND ORDER'-
,

+ c. ~

uJ. n ON SPECIAL PREHEARING CONFERENCE HELD.

Mi- ,'g ".y :%s,% PURSUANT TO 10 C.F.R. 6 2.751a.

,

* y c.,-

'
r .

4
DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROCEEDING

Following the publication of a Notice of Opportunity for Hearing on
| June 1,1983, for the captioned operating license application proceeding,
'' timely petitions to intervene were filed by the Commonwealth of.

Pennsylvania (Pennsylvania) seeking to participate as an interested State

[ under 10 C.F.R. j 2.715(c) and by Ohio Citizens for Responsible
i Energy (OCRE), Environmental Coalition on Nuclear Power (ECNP),
! George S. White and Ralph P. Walker, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. { 2.714.

Applicants, re'> resented by Duquesne Light Company (Duquesne or
Applicant) and Nuclear Regulatory Commission Staff (Staff) filed re-
sponses alleging omissions and deficiencies in the petitions (except that
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1

of Pennsylvania) including the need to present allowable contentions as
prescribed in 10 C.F.R. l 2.714(b).

On August 4,1983, we ordered the holding of a special prehearing
conference to resolve, inter alia, contested issues of standing and to pass

.
upon proposed contentions, with representations of petitioners on those

' matters to be submitted bf supplemental petition by September 9,1983.

! None were submitted by Walker and Pennsylvania. There had been no
objection to the latter's participation. Also, a late-filed petition to inter- -

'

vene was received from William A. Lochstet. .
*'

Prior to convening the special prehearing conference at Pittsburgh, ,

* '

! Pe.msylvania on October 12, 1983, White and Lochstet formally with- '

,

drew from further participation. Appearing at the conference as ordered
were Applicant, Staff, Pennsylvania, OCRE and ECNP. Walker did not - -

attend. A review was conducted of the petitions to intervene of OCRE , -
._

; and ECNP. 7. t.4 -, y . g.
An analysis of the petitions filed and their disposition follow. .g y. .|,(.

[(L i 3. / 7> ~ 'A,'
p' .p . n -

~ -
,
- DETERMINATION OF THE OCRE PETITION c. > "

-

.-
*

,
.

' Petitioner OCRE is an unincorporated association, composed of ap. *- *
A '*>. .' Yproxit.nately 50 Ohioans concerned with the health, safety, environmen- ;

tal, social and economic aspects of the generation of electricity using 19 L*J ' .
nuclear energy. It has at least one member residing within 40 miles of h'-'' -

' ' ~the subject facility, upon whom it rests its claim to representational t i<

standing. Neither Applicant nor Staff contest its claim to standing and (W % %
interest as prescribed by 10 C.F.R. $ 2.714. We also find it has made the IN>r* * -

! necessary showings as to standing and interest, which are required for -

i participation in the proceeding. .

To' qualify cs a party intervenor, it is not enough to satisfy standing W-4 * ~"

and interest requirements. Section 2.714(b) provides that one will not ' c '

,

be permitted to participate as a party unless it submits an dmissibleI

contention. OCRE has submitted two proposed contentions that it *

,-.i

!
would litigate.

,

*
.

, ,,
' ~

'Proposed Contention One

As its first proposed contention OCRE asserts that there is no need .

for the generating capacity of Beaver Valley Unit 2. It contends that the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, and the Atomic Energy Act
of 1954, as amended, require determining whether there is a need for ,

the facility, and the absence of such need should result in its
i.

1
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abandonment. It alleges that demand projections have changed drastical-
ly since the construction permit stage, with the result that the four utili-
ties that own the facility have excess capacity, making the operation of
Beaver Valley Unit 2 unnecessary. The tour owners are Duquesne Light
Company, the Cleveland Electric illuminating Company, Ohio Edison
Company, and the Toledo Edison Company. Collectively they are
known as the Central Area Power Coordinat;ng Group or CAPCO for
short. Petitioner would have the Licensing Board deny the operating
license application, terminate the proceeding and recommend that' the'

Commission revoke the construction permit.
OCRE recognizes that the proposed contention is a challenge to

regulation, i.e.. 10 C.F.R. l 51.53(c). It petitions to waive the'

regulation, in accordance with 10 C.F.R. I 2.758 because of alleged spe.'

cial circumstances in the case. OCRE contends the application of the
,

rule would not serse the purposes for which it was adopted.'

' . . . . 4 ,'. ; Petitioner further requests that, should the Licensing Board choose'

1;7, ' W.; .. M not to hear the issue, OCRE be permitted to refer the need for Beaver

I- #
. Valley Unit 2 to the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio for determina-M'

L'".,
( ',, tion while this proceeding be held in abeyance pending the State agen-

,,

*

. ' ' cy's decision. The Public Utilities Commission of Ohio is stated to have ,

# "'
'

jurisdiction of the Pennsylvania facility because of its partial ownership -

" ' ' - ' ^
by Ohio utilities.

.

The challenged regulation, Section St.53(c), provide'

,

N,'
'

l Presiding officers shall not admit contentions proffered by any party concerning
'

w. * 4 need for power or alternative energy sources for the proposed plant in operating
,

6
- license hearings.J ,, , ,

; , . 1; q.7 . n , . ,
A' .b3;.ff,y.m ,] Senion 2.758(c) of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations per-

MW j. mits the waiver of a regulation in an adjudicatory proceeding on the sole
/ ground that there are special circumstances with respect to the subjectJi -

,

matter of the particular proceeding which are such that application of the. .

regulation would not serve the purposes for which the regulation was
adopted. The waiver petition must be supported by an afGdavit that-

identiGes the specific aspect of the subject matter of the proceeding as to
which application of the regulation would not serve the purposes for-

which it was adopted. It shall set forth with particularity the special cir.
'

cumstances alleged to justify the waiver requested. Any other party may,

Gle a response, by counter afGdavit or otherwise.
: The Commission, in formulating the final regulation 10 C.F.R.

l St.53(c), succinctly set forth its reasons at 47 Fed. Reg.12,9404 <

(1982). It stated:

.

'
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_ . _ _ _ _ .

The purpose of these amendments is to avoid unnecessary consideration ofissues
that are not likely to tilt the cost benefit balance by effe6tively eliminating need for
power and alternative energy source issues from consideration at the operating
license stage. In accordance with the Commission's NEPA responsibihties. the need
for power and alternative energy sources are resolved in the construction permit
proceeding. The Commission stated its tentative conclusion that while there is no
diminution of the importance of these issues at the construction permit stage. the
situation is such that at the time of the operating license proceeding the plant would ,

be needed to either meet increased energy needs or replace ilder less economical
,

generating capacity and that no viable alternatives to the con.9|eted nuclear plant
j

are hkely to exist which could tip the NEPA cost-benefit balance . gainst issuance of a' ,

the operatmg hcense. Past experience has shown this to be the case. In addition, this . " . <
| conclusion is unhkely to change esen if an alternative is shown to be marginally en- '

vironmentally superior i t comparison to operation of a nuclear facihty because of .

the economic advantage which operation of nuclear power plants has over available
fossil generating plants. An exception to the rule would be made if, in a particular . . . ,

'{yN _case, special circumstar.ces are shown in accordance with 10 C.F.R. 2.758 of the '->

Commission's regulations. l '. , . b .. .,

,O"&'$ .Q Q
Q|t .. .g.j,f&.x ]

.

pf 3At page 12,942, the Commission commented that there had never
Lys ' ' ,been a finding in a Commission operating license proceeding that a

,

j: '
'"

! viable, environmentally superior alternative to operation of the nuclear ,

facility exists and that the Commission expects this to be true for the L -f. u <
foreseeable future. n :.1/ c.e , -

The agency reached its conclusion in part on the basis of Gndings that k '.. ? g'
nuclear plants are lower in cost to operate than fossil plants and if con. [. , pyyjm ,. i

p

(.s,.. % , ,,
,

servation lowers demand, then utility companies take the most expen- ,,

sive operating plants off line first; as a result, a completed nuclear plant
is used as a substitute for the less economical generating capacity. Exam- b .> .

". .. ,'-

pies given of special circumstances that were acceptable for waiver of the
.

.

-

regulation were a showing "that nuclear plant operations would entail (2. (
, i ,]unexpected and significant environmental impacts or that an environ- 4:n ,

,

mentally and economiully superior alternative existed." 46 Fed. Reg. is = !,
,

39.441 (1981). ' *

In support of the waiver petition, Susan L. Hiatt, Petitioner's
' '

representative, submitted an afGdavit. No information on her experience ',iin the subject area was offered. The Grst point she presented is that the >
.

operation of Beaver Valley Unit 2 will result in ii. creasing already exist-
ing excess capacity for no purpose. She supports her position by data [
taken from Glings made by CAPCO utilities with this agency, with an

''

* *

agency of the State of Ohio and from annual reports. They are used to .

'

support OCRE projections and to show: at the construction permit
stage for Beaver Valley Unit 2, the growth rate in electrical demand for

'

CAPCO service was overstated; peak demand and energy supplied have .,

been much lower than projected; that CAPCO's more recent projections '_
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I

for peak demand are unrealistic; that there already is and will continue
to be an ample reserve margin; and that there is no need for Beaver
Valley Unit 2's production. She presents data to show no additional
capacity will be needed for CAPCO until the year 2026. Iliatt offers that
if there is a moderate annual growth rate in demand it can be reduced to
zero by conservation and also it would be far cheaper for CAPCO to
purchase power from other utilities than to continue building Beaver
Valley Unit 2.

The matter of conservation is treated in the afGdavit in a sentence. It
is to be accomplished by providing incentives such as time-of-day rates. .

At the conference, weatherization and unspeciGed kinds of load manage-
,

ment techniques were added as proposed incentives. Support for the
thesis of purchasing power comes from an article in the December 15,
1982 issue of the Wal/Streer Journal. It describes a utility in the CAPCO
area that markets c!ectricity to other utilities "more cheaply than they
could produce the power themselves." As a general news article it con-,

' tains no information on such things as charges for the. electricity and-c s.

how they would relate to production costs of Beaver Valley Unit 2.
On the issue of whether the subject facility will be needed to replace- .

older, less economical coal capacity, her conclusion is it will not. She,

i bases the determination on the testimony of Dr. Richard Rosen, of-

Energy Systems Research Group, given in 1980 before the Pennsylvania
,

, Public Utility Commission on behalf of the Pennsylvania OfGce of
Consumer Advocate. It was to the effect it will always be cheaper for

p A CAPCO to operate its older coal piants, which were built at lower capital
,e s costs and lower interest rates. A copy of his testimony was not furnished.

She also relies on the thesis of David Dinsmore Comey, expressed in. ,

an article attached to the affidavit, entitled Nuclear Power Plant,

, . ,'g,'.y,-j Reliab/hty: The 1973 74 Record. It holds that the operating capacity
'

, W. ? factor of plants is a crucial determinant of the comparative costs of coal,

and nuclear power and that a 55% capacity factor is the break even point,

between coal and nuclear; if both coal and nuclear plants exceed the
55% capacity factor, nuclear will be cheaper, and if both operated at less-

than 55%, coal will be cheaper. Iliatt forecasts that there is little likeli-
hood that Beaver Valley Unit 2 will operate at cr above 55% capacity.
She concludes this from a review of the " Gray Book," NUREG 0020,-

Vol. 7 No. 3. " Licensed Operating Reactors Status Summary Report,"
March 1983, list of seventy two plants, of which one third had not
achieved a capacity factor of 55%.

Another reason OCRE provides as to why the 55% factor will not be
reached is based on a 35.1 cumulative capacity factor given for Beaver

'

Valley Unit I, coupled with data that for seventeen of twenty multi unit
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!

nuclear generating facilities, the cumulative capacity factor of each unit
is about the same as others at the same site, with a variance of plus or
minus 10%. With the 35.1% cumulative capacity of Unit 1, Petitioner
gives Unit 2 a 3/20 or a 15% chance of attaining a cumulative capacity

l factor much greater than 35.1%.
The CAPCO system is reported to be totally free of the use of oil,

with 95% of the electricity being generated from coal. Despite the claim
the nuclear facility will not substitute for coal generating riants because * -

of the assertion the latter are more economical to use, Hiatt cites tes-
timony that the effect of nuclear capacity in the system reduces the effi- .

'ciency of coal units and that the Mansfield-2 coal plant, within the
C APCO system, is operated as a peaking plant rather than for baseload.
(See 125 of the Afndavit.)

Much of the afGdavit is devoted to contesting the rationale that went - -

into the promulgation of the regulation,10 C.F.I;. 6 St.53(c) and its , . .

validity. Some of the material relied upon was presented prior to publish. M% 1M

@[%'
.1[. 7 .Aing the regulation. When the regulation is attacked it is often referred to

'

as the " proposed rule." (See 122 of the AfDdavit.) .

Generalities were offered on the issue of the superiority of i-

alternatives. Paragraph 21 provides, "[t]he nuclear plant has definite en- . - .

vironmental disadvantages in ccmparison to fossil generation, notable *
;

, ,

catastrophic accidents. Environmental disadvantages of fossil plants (air is c
pollution, sulfur dioxide and particulates) can be removed by installing h vti '

scrubbers and precipitators." .... c,

At the special prehearing conference, Hiatt offered that allowable ef- p +-
*

nuents of sulfur oxides from a uranium enrichment plant operating in' F ~ . :-
,

support of a nuclear power plant would be about the same as the emis-
,

.
.

sions from a coal plant which could replace Beaver Valley Unit 2. To but- .

tress her position on the need for nuclear plants to operate at high 4 :,:u ;-
.

<

. .

capacity factors to be competitive with coal, she cited from ' . -

DOE /EI A-0356-2, " Projected Costs of Electricity from Coal and Nuclear
Fired Power Plants," Executive Summary, Vol. I, prepared by the

_

,,

Energy and Information Administration, August 1982, which stated that
at plant capacity factors above 65% nuclear plants could remain competi-

,

'tive with coal fired plants in most regiors of the country. However, .

should average lifetime capacity factors fall below 65%, total costs for
,

nuclear power would suffer more severely thar, those of coal fired plants. -

,

The Department of Energy docament addresses the economic merit
of nuclear sersus coal fired electricity for new plants beginning baseload
service in 1995. liiatt also noted that in the " Gray Book" only nineteen

'

of the seventy two plants listed achieved a cumulative capacity factor of
65%.

'
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Applicant cc,ntends the "special circumstances" which petitioner al-
leges are not sufficiently particularized to warrant a waiver or exception
to Part 51. Assertedly they constitute a general attack on the economics
of nuclear power and on the findings of the Commi;sion underlying the
amendments. Duquesne claims the proper response is to seek an amend-
ment or recision of the rule, not a waiver. It further contends even if, as
a matter of argument, OCRE's allegations are sufficiently particularized,
the thrust of the presentation is that the facility would not be needed to
meet increased energy needs. Applicant asserts OCRE does not ade-
quately address the other premise behind the amendment - that the
p; ant would be used to replace older generating capacity.

,

The utility dismisses the Department of Energy Report as support for
the OCRE position. Duquesne stated it relates to the matter of a new
nuclear plant versus a new coal plant. It is not applicable to the subject
situation of operating 2 plant which is completed and in which the capital
costs are sunk. It proposes that the only relevant analysis is whether or, , .

*

A not the cperating costs of the nuclear plant will be greater or less than
those of the coal plants.

, . - Duq'.esne points out that the Rosen testimony given in 1980 before
the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission was wholly rejected in an.e.

October 1982 decision by an Admimstrative Law Judge. The Pennsylva-" >+

nia proceedings, Docket Nos. I 79070315 and I-79070317, were ter-
N minated by an order of January 7,1983.

Duquesne is of the position that OCRE has not presented the neces-.

y sary proof to make a primafacie case.,

p Staff starts with the position that the supporting affidavit is not from.
,

one who claims to be an expert in "need for power" or the economics ofA:s , . ,

4.; electric generating stations and is entitled to little weight. It contends.

'

.ggi the affidavit to a large me. ure has noti:ing specific to do with Beaver
'

,

.; e, Valley and is instead a generic attack on the rule prohibiting need-*.

for-power consideration. It considers the Hiatt argument, that nuclear!
,

plants must operate at greater than 55% of capacity to be cheaper than
coal plants and that Beaver Valley Unit 2 will operate at the 35% capacity
of Unit 1, to combine a generic challenge to the economics of nuclear
power with a specific assertion that Beaver Valley Unit 2 will operate at a
much lower capacity than will the average plant. Staff contends the-

thesis fails for a numbcr of reasons, including: Beaver Valley Unit No.
I has operated at 70% capacity during the first 7 months of 1983; four
multi unit stations had opera'ed with a greater difference than 10%
among units; using the Hiatt " Gray Book" figures, Beaver Valley Unit 2
has a 67% chance of exceeding a capacity of 55%. She is criticized for*

~

giving no factual explanation of Beaver Valley Unit l's low capacity and
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,

i
t
i

why she believes Unit 2 will operate similarly. Staff contends that there
is only a bare assertion the subject facility will operate at 130 low a ,

capacity to justify an operating license. It is claimed that such an unsup-,

ported assertion is inadequate to warrant the waiver of a Commission
regulation.

, .

As to the matter of delaying the proceeding until a case is presented4

to a State authority and decided, Staff cites Wisconsin Electric Power Co. '

(Koshkonong Nuclear Plant, Units I and 2), CLI-74-45, 8 AEC 928, ~ i' , v, -;*
,

930 (1974), for the proposition that it w. id not be an efHcient, eco- q ,e

nomical and expeditious course and should not be followed. . '-' -
.

,

Based upon the record submitted, we Hnd OCRE has not made a *

i.
primafacie showing that should result in a certification to the Commis-

,
. . J.

,

.

-

sion of the issue of whether the regulation should be waived. . ~ .

'

; As the regulation was formulated, to make the primafacic showing of v. 4-N.u. .

*

1 special circumstances a petitioner wou'd have to establish that Beaver L
- .'J / \ /. :., ;..a

f Valley Unit 2 would not be needed: (1) to meet increased energy pjg ,,w,44. .g
j' needs; (2) to replace older, less economical generating capacity; and (3) ii@gt - ,MR,;. ; z; y;-Qg,4 that there are viable alternatives to the completed nuclear plant likely to ...

exist which could tip the NEPA cost-benefit balance against issuance of D '-
-

the operating license. It envisions showing that the nuclear plant opera- k. %4
s.. ,

tions would entail unexpected and significant environmental impacts or ! . ' e . e' t ( ,

: that environmentally and economically superior alternatives exist. The i,p' - ::.e x' ..

b) . .W .-%n
1 Commission had predicated the regulation on a Gnding that nuclear-
4

f , . (, g .C .plants are environmentally superior and lower in cost to operate than
fossil plants. It places a formidable burden on one seeking waiver. f.g .g. . .gg, a ., .,

'
s

OCRE passed the first hurdle by establishing through data on the 1/yd.y.w ~

.

CAPCO system that the subject plant will not be needed to meet in- li ,

creased energy needs. The system was shown to have excess capacity f , y. I ,

i that would continue well into the future. Beaver Valley Unit 2 would be U$.W;e.M r .

;- unneeded to meet increased energy needs. Neither Applicant nor Staff .E,: P ." g
| provided anything to counter this conclusion. g,, y

,

.

i Petitioner established only one of the elements it needs for prevailmg A ,

! on the waiver issue. It failed to show Beaver Valley Unit 2 would not be
' '?- *

) used to replace older, less economical operating capacity, which is fatal . - '..
,.

} to its case.
|

' #The Rosen testimony, which Hiatt cited for the proposition it will-

} always be cheaper for CAPCO to operate its older coal plants, could not
"

, ,

| be relied upon. It was not produced for the record and it was discredited '*

* by the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission Administrative Law -

Judge who heard it. It also prosed contradictory in that CAPCO was *
,

stated to be using the MansGeld 2 coal plant as a peaking plant while *

4

using nuclear for baseloading generation. .

; .

) y .

j q.

*
|1

'
i

l

1-
'

|
4

.,

*

i
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At no time did OCRE produce comparative cost Ogures to establish it
would be less economical to employ Beaver Valley Unit 2 compared to
the coal plants in the CAPCO system. In fact no Ggures were given for
the CAPCO coal plants so that any comparison could be made.

The thesis that nuclear plants must operate at upwards of 55% capacity
to be cheaper than coal plants is based on industry-wide data that are not
specific to CAPCO facilities. The projection that Beaver Valley Unit 2
should operate at about 35% capacity, with a 10% variation in either di-,

rection is a mere percentage calculation without probative support to es-
tablish the validity of the projection. There is no comprehensive explana-
tion as to why such low capacity should result, which is needed to make
the projection convincing. Petitioner also submitted connicting data

,

which would support a projection that there is a 67% chance Beaver
Valley Unit 2 will operate at upwards of 55% capacity and under the
Comey theory be cheaper to operate than the coal plants.,

,

The results of the OCRE presentation can only be viewed as
' ,g , . -

,, .
.

- conflicting, speculative and not determinative of relative costs of operat..U '
..,.y
' O. ing nuclear and coal facilities in the CAPCO system. OCRE has not sus-,

.

r, e *w tained its burden on the issue that Beaver Valley Unit 2 will not replace

.. , , A.:- .. 4 older, less economical coal generating capacity, which is fatal to its case
>x M for a waiver of the regulation.

,s- Wnhout belaboring the matter of the remainder of its submission.
J there was no showing that there are viable alternatives to the completed. .....

nuclear plant likely to exist which could tip the NEPA cost benefit bal.! -

. , .

g . .;J ' ance against issuance of the operating license. At most there were a few.

md.h.g superficial comments on conservation and purchasing electricity from. ,

; ' ;,, - another utility. They were made in the most cursory and general terms
and cannot be considered as a serious attempt at establishing those

y. . y:g;M.
c. ',o

3 methods as viable alternatives to the completed plant and do not do so.
. 'ng gg$.' s'
.pp, 9c. Many of the remaining assertions in the affidavit were matters already,

'

V considered by the Commission in formulating the regulation or were-

' general attacks on the assumptions relied upon by the Commission in'

promulgating the regulation and on its soundness. They are more ap.
. . propriate to a request to amend or rescind a regulation pursuant to 10

C.F.R. El 2.758(c) and 2.802(a) rather than to a petition for waiver of a
regulation under 10 C.F.R. i 2.758(b).m, ,

Other allegations made but not discussed were found to be either ir.,r
relevant or otherwise immaterial to the waiver petition and proposed,

contention.
The Licensing Board finds OCRE has not made a primafacle showing

for waiver of 10 C.F.R. ! St.53(c) and that its petition to permit the ad-
mission of a contention concerning need for power or alternative energy

.
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sources in an operating license hearing is without merit. Under 10
C.F.R. { 2.758(c) we are barred from further ,:onsideration of the
matter. In conformity with that section the Licensing Board finds that
OCRE's Proposed Contention One is not litigable and is denied.

As to the request of OCRE that it be permitted to refer the need-
for-power issue to the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio and that this
proceeding be stayed pending a decision by the State body, it is denied.
The procedure sought would cause unnecessary delay when we are
charged with the timely deciding of applications. The outcome of the
State proceeding may have no relevance to this operating license
application. The suit has >ct to be filed and there is no time frame for its
disposition. To approve Petitioner's request would be to place an unjusti-
fied impediment in the working of this Commission's administrative
process.

'
, . .

$ " [. ' . n. .,"Proposed Contention Two
p,

7

OCRE contends that the operation of Beaver Valley Unit 2 will be an : ..

impermissible activity violating the requirements of Exec. Order No. :

11,988 Floodplain Management,42 Fed. Reg. 26,951 (1977). - ,

it alleges the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has responsibili- i,

ties under that Order and its implementing regulations, Guidelines for t- .

Implementing Exec. Order 11,988, prepared by the Water Resources , .

Council, 43 Fed. Reg. 6030 (1978), because they apply to all agencies
. . .

that " conduct activities and programs affecting land use, including . w
planning, regulating and licensing." k ' ,|y.1 m -

It charges that the Commission, contrary to the Order and Guidelines, -

failed to promulgate implementing regulations concerning floodplain
siting or management, as required.

OCRE asserts as requirements of the Order and Guidelines that a
hazardous facility, such as a nuclear power plant, not be permitted to be
sited and operated within the 100- and 500-year floodplains (43 Fed.
Reg. 6043), and alleges it is something NRC will allow. OCRE states
that the Guidelines require early (as carly as it is known that an action
affects the floodplain) public notice and review of the proposed action

- (43 Fed. Reg. 6044), which requirement the Commission ignored. It
noted that it was first in the NRC Notice of Opportunity of Hearing, of
June 1,1983, that the Commission stated that Beaver Valley Unit 2 will

'

have structures end cons:ruction activities located on the floodplain and
that the subject of floodplain management will be discussed in the Com-
mission's environmental statement. OCRE contends that the NRC has
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Not at issue here is the Commission's granting of a construction
permit for the site. It occurred on May 3,1974. more than 3 years prior
to promulgation of the Executive Order (May 24. 1977) and issuance of
the Guidelines (February 10, 1978). As with the Nationa! Environmen-
tal Policy Act of 1969, to which it relates, there is nothing in the Order
that would give it expostfacto applicability, ifit were possible.

By its proposed contention OCRE would bar the NRC from following
the procedures and making the evaluation called for by the Executive
Order and Guidelines to determine whether the requested licensing
would be compatible with Doodplain protection. Without adequate
grounds Petitioner has already concluded that the Executive Order and
Guidelines prohibit from use the type of facility Applicant proposes to
operate on the site. OCRE oserlooks that the Executive Order and im-
plementing Guidelines allow for practicable alternatives and actions
where possibla It also ignores that only some of the facility's structures,
shared with Unit 1. are within a Goodplain and the effect this could have

,

e on whether the unit can rightfully operate there.*

,

W Petitioner, after disregarding the foregoing, concludes, "[tlhe Com-
.oj mission appears willitig to support the licensing of a hazardous facility in

a Goodplain, contrary to the Executive Order, by explaining away dele-, 3
terious effects in a forthcoming environmental impact statement.";

.

OCRE presents nothing to litigate in an adyadicatory proceeding with its>

prejudgment of future Staff action. The hearing process is to determine
! ;

facts that are in controversy and to apply the law. That is not whats.

OCRE is seeking to have done. The Licensing Board cannot decide the-
.

,I validity of actions that are yet to happen.
,

' Petitioner's Proposed Contention Two presents nothing to litigate at
this time and must be denied. The discussion of floodplain management.

I.g.3[, 3;+ .h : in the Commission's environmental statement may give rise to matters

Q4 - | ., ', i that should be decided by the adjudicatory process. Until the statement
is issued and its contents known, any treatment of it is speculative,'

,

premature and does not provide a basis for an admissible contention.-
,

For a discussion on how a proposed contention should be submitted
when the unavailability of relevant documents makes it impossible for a.

petitioner to assert adequately specific contentions at an earlier date, see
DuAe Power Co. (Catawba Nuclear Station, Units I and 2), CLI-8319,'

.
,

17 Nhc 1041 (1983).
Because OCRE has not submitted a litigable contention it cannot be

permitted to participate as a party in the proceeding. Under the provi--

sions of 10 C.F.R. ) 2.714(b) its petition to intervene is denieu.-
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DETERMINATION OF THE ECNP PETITION

ECNP is a nonprofit citizens' organization composed of groups and in-
dividuals who are interested in nuclear power and the nuclear fuel cycle.

l it is concerned about the providing of safe, clean, re;iable and affordable
! electric and other energy supplies. Petitioner has participated in a

number of proceedings before the NRC. '

s

in its petition of June 30,1983, to intervene in the subject proceeding ,

and to hold a hearing, it named members of the organization including
Dr. Robert Freedman, who were stated to reside within 50 miles of

|
'

Beaver Valley Unit 2. No addresses were furnished. It was further stated '

that organization members live, work and raise their families within the
given area and are at risk ofinjury, latent disease, having genetic defects

| in their children and loss of value, possession or access to their property . . , , . ,

( from an accident at Beaver Valley Unit 2. Dr. Judith H. Johnsrud,its co- s,-

| director, was reported to have been appointed by the " Board of Directors
' ' ' '

.

. j ,,.;.I ( ,%' (.;T
.

. .,

| of ECNP, including members living within the designated distance from M,,,,,
| Beaver Valley Unit 2" as legal representative for ECNP and its members j.N ', ' ]

'

| to protect their interests in any and all proceedings before the ;-
~

. ,

Commission. The pleading was signed by Dr. Johnsrud, who is not an L "

.

attorney at law. jh .

in response, Applicant cited Houston Lighting and Power Co. (Allens
, ,

f Creek Nuclear Generating Station), ALAB 535,9 NRC 377,393 (1979) [. , .
"

j in support of its allegation that ECNP fa9:d to demonstrate its standing
to intervene as a matter of right. [. ,| ' ',

Staff found the petiuon deficient because ECNP, seeking representa- [. ; . , .
-

tional standing, did not submit an affidavit from a member showing the
_ ,

affiant's interests that may be affected by the facility and that the affiant
g,

had authorized the organization to represent it in the proceeding. It
. . . , ;,

relied on Virginia Electric and Power Co. (North Anna Nuclear Power ~
, , , . ,

' ~ '

Station, Units I and 2), ALAB-536. 9 NRC 402,404 (1979) and A// ens
Creek, supra, in support of its allegation.

By memorandum and order of August 4,1983 (unpublished), we or-
dered the holding of a special prehearing conference on October 12.
1983, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I 2.714a to pass upon unresolved issues on
standing and on proposed contentions to be submitted. Supplemental ort

amended petitions wa.e to be filed on September 9,1983. Pursuant to
an unopposed requcct of ECNP to set up a docuinent room in State

! College, Pennsylvania, we requested that Staff set one up, with the pro-
! viso that Petitioner should use existing document rooms pending the

availability of documents at State College so that the ordered schedule -

would not be disrupted.

|
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E in a supplemental memorandum served September 9,1983, ECNP ad-
vised that no library had been set up at State College and Petitioner had

-

been seserely hampered in its ability to comply with the schedule for
I the filing of proposed contentions. It stated that ECNP members residing

within the 50 mile radius of Beaver Valley Unit 2 had been notified to"

h subn it directly to the Ucensing Bc'.rd Chairman affidavits regarding
^

thei. interest and authorization of the or anization to act on their behalf.o
There was contained in the memorandum a listing of eleven proposed
contentions of the organization.

An affidavit dated September 9,1983 was received from Dr. Robert

[ W. Freedman, 5028 Debra Drise, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15236. It
stated he lives less than 50 miles from Deaser Valley Unit 2; the opera-
tion of the plant would create an unacceptable health and safety risk to
himself and his family; and as a member of ECNP he designates Dr.
Judith Johnsrud to be his legal representative for opposition ti th grant-
ing of an operating license to the Applicant.,

,- The affidavit was defectise in that the notary recited that it was the
Chairman of the Licensing Board who appeared before her as the affiant.-

Applicant in its response found the Freedman aflidavit inadequate to'

establish representational standing by ECNP because it failed to establish. , ,

the standing of Dr. Freedman in that it was not shown how the operation1 . .

of Beaver Valley Unit 2 would cause him any injury. His assertion of an
" unacceptable health and safety risk" was deemed insufficient to*

,

.: qualify. It was further asserted Dr. Freedman failed to authorize Petition.-
.

er to represent him by designating Dr. Johnsrud as his representative. It
was also noted that the notarization was invalid.

' Applicant contended all of ECNP's contentions were defective in one
or more respects, lacking the basis and specificity required by 10 C.F.R.

,^, ' '! s 2.714(b). It requested that the petition to intervene should be denied..g 3 , .

,7Y -|. for failing to submit at least one adequate contention.-

Staff's position was it did not object to the validity of Dr. Freedman's
statement of interest in the proceeding. It did question his designation
of Dr. Johnsrud as his legal representative. It was claimed if Dr. Johns-
rud was to represen, the organization, it was up to that body to select.

her, which showing had not been made. The deficiency in the notariza-
'

tion was also noted.
Staff denied it had failed to comply with the requirement to establish a

_

local public document room. It is its custom to place only transcripts at
such facilities and as yet none had been prepared in the proceeding. Staff
further alleged ECNP's contentions were vague and completely lacking
m specificity and basis. It equested that the petition for leave to inter-
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vene be denied because Petitioner failed to provide an admissible
contention.

At the special prehearing conference, Dr. Johnsrud explained that she
has been legal representative of ECNP for the past 6 years during which
the organization has appeared before the NRC. Her status had been reaf-
firmed at a meeting of the Board of Directors within a week of the
conference. She indicated written confirmation would be provided.

She ft;rther advised that Dr. Freedman was a member of the Board of
,

Directors residing in Pittsburgh, within 50 miles of the subject site. She 'I
'

'

considered the erroneous notarization an awkwardness of wording. Staff
.

' '

,3
Otook the position that the inadequacy of the aflidavit was the failure of -

Dr. Freedman to authorize ECNP to represent his interest. Dr. Johnsrud .j
'

,

agreed to have the matter of the notarization corrected and to have the ;< . ]language in the affidavit changed to meet Staff's objection. She agreed
, "

. _ . . ! J.

to have Dr. Freedman submit another afTidavit within 15 days of the * ' I \, .u. ; ' 2 7..I. _ .

7 * "; MI
l - T M YU$d

close of the special prehearing conference which occu' red on October
Y12,1983. No such affidavit was received by the Licensing Board.

On the issue of a local public document room and its contents, Dr. [IY D 4EN
N #'Johnsrud's experience had been that in addition to transcripts there E '

{f.',1, f
" ' 'were contained the major documents of the application. She had not "

#* ' 'been able to make use of the public document room established at
Alliquipa, Pennsylvania because of other obligations and finances. Staff

I,(/; "
'

-

Mmaintained that its responsibilities orly extended to providing transcripts [..
'

at local public document rooms and that any other documents had come ;Z
,

'' 4'

from Applicants. Duquesne said it had not made such application docu- '"' ' '

ments available at State College because it had not been requested to do 7, , ' ''

so. It agreed to make the final safety analysis report and environmental (
"

report available to Petitioner and did so at the special prehearing 7
conference.

' ''O'

'' '

ECNP requested additional time to make its proposed contentions - -
'

more specific with the availability of the basic documents. After a review
.

~"

of all of Petitioner's proposed contentions, ECNP requested additional
.

' ' '
,

time to perfect 6, 7, 8, 9,10 and 11. The Licensing Board determined ,
i

that of all of the proposed contentions, only 6, 7, 8,10 and 11 could s 'E
'

relate to the information contained in Applicant's final safety analysis '
-

. report and environmental report. To assure that Petitioner would not in ~
,

any way be prejudiced by not having the doc'uments available when it ' -

prepared its proposed contentions,' ECNP was given the 15 days it -
' '

requested to add specificity to the last enumerated five proposed -

contentions. Petitioner never responded to the October 26,1983 due '

date. .

.
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As the result of Petitioner's failure to have a revised affidavit submit-
ted by Dr. Freedman and to file additional information as to proposed
contentions 6, 7, 8,10 and 11 within the time set, we issued an order
for ECNP to show cause as to why the Licensing Board should not rule
on the issues of interest and standing and admissibility of the proposed
contentions on the basis of the information Petitioner submitted up to
and through the special prehearing conference. The order was served on
November 30, 1983 and ECNP was given 14 days to respond. No re-

C sponse was received from ECNP. Based upon ECNP's failure to make
the above filings, good cause exists for deciding the issues of Petitioner's

,

'

. ' interest and standing and the admissibility of its Proposed Contentions

' '

6. 7. 8.10 and 1I on the basis (.c the record made through the special
~ prehearing conference on October 12, 1983. The record is therefore

closed on the issues as of that date.
Under the existing law on intervention, close geographical proximity.,,

of a petitioner's residence to the facility, standing alone, is sufGeient tos; . . ,, ,
, , ,

.1
f Q. @| 'C..

u; ..L. satisfy the interest requirements of 10 C.F.R. j 2.714. Residence within
. . .

'.'2.s 9i 50 miles of the facility generally has been found to be acceptable. Ten-
w; nessee Valley Authority (Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Units I and 2),.c . . --

ALAB-413,5 NRC 1418,1421 n.4 (1977); Texas Utilities Generating Co.ac;.J.M :. u/ .s,

M. . .y c . Wrk (Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station, Units I and 2), LBP-79-18,9-

NRC 728, 730 (1979); Houston Lighting and Power Co. (South Texas. - .
.

'

.i- Project, Units I and 2), LBP-79-10,9 NRC 439,443-44 (1979); Detroit-
. , , .

Edison Co. (Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant, Unit 2), LBP-79-1, 9..g ,

g- NRC 73,78 (1979).,

g . / n organization can gain standing as the representative of a member
or members of the organization who have interests which may be affect-.

.

.

k[hydf.]:p
.

.Wy . .. . . , . s.e. ed by the outcome of the proceeding. Public Service Co. of Indiana..

(Marble Hill Nuclear Generating Station, Units I and 2), ALAB-322,3
fr- NRC 328,330 (1976). Where an organization's entitlement to intervene
; h

f. h ,, :
~ " ?j is wholly dependent on the personal standing of its members, at least

'
'

f one of those members must be identified with sufficient specificity so'

., .,
'

that the matters stated can be independently verified. There must be a., ,

- demonstration that the member has authorized the organization to repre-. .,

sent the individual's interest in the proceeding. AIIens Creek, supra.
5 Dr. Freedman, by his statement, has satisfied the requirements for es-g . ,

tablishing his interest in the proceeding. He has specifically identified
', himself. His residence in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, within 50 miles of

* '

the facility is sufficient to satisfy the interest requirements of 10 C.F.R.
j 2.714, as provided by the cited cases. Considering Beaver Valley Unit

.

.

.
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,

2 is within approximately 35i miles of any point in Pittsburgh, his resi-
dence is probably much closer than the indicated distance.

In order for ECNP to obtain representational standing on the basis of
the interest ofits member, Dr. Freedman, it must be established he has
authorized the organization to represent his interest in the proceeding.a

This has not been done.'

The garbled and confusing afndavit of Dr. Freedman does not desig- ,' '

nate ECNP to represent his interest in the proceeding. It may be argued
' '

that when the Freedman statement is read in conjunction with ECNP's ,-
,

petition to intervene of June 30,1983, it can be inferred he intended to , , ;,
,

: designate the organizatioa as his representative and that it satisfies the
,

; requirement. We are unwilling to draw that inference from a document -

that has been drawn and submitted with such lack of care. The affidavit , ,

is unclear as to its import, stating that as a member of the organization -p,v
pj. : 'c ! ; .. ;.

6 ?, qp.i; 7.,Q* g.y
Dr. Freedman wants Dr. Johnsrud to be his legal representative. It is
devoid of any statement that he wants the organization to represent him.

P - .g g

D.gb ,D C. k:,w.;y
4. It is unwarranted to infer the foregoing in light of the deficiencies in the

k C$,$i document and where the opportunity was provided to revise the docu-
ment and was ignored. [ " ' . .j . s. ; .'

ECNP has not established its standing to participate as a party interve- )..
.

;,,...,,
nor in the proceeding under 10 C.F.R. 5 2.714. Its petition to intervene e y_ - ' . .

.

". , '[ , ,' '! is therefore denied. N.[,'
' , ' 4-,ECNP has not sought discretionary intervention in the proceeding, 20 gi4

. . , "

there is no requirement to treat with the matter. Its failure to make 6* . . '
^

requested filings on critical issucs rules against our giving it such '.~f
L consideration. ECNP's performance in this proceeding has been such E- [ ('.}

*

that it cannot be expected to assist in developing a sound record. This , ,, ,

; grave fundamental failure of Petitioner o.itweighs all other factors to be |. ... .

; considered in deciding the qtiestion of discretionary intervention, if the [' ...[.h
matter were at issue. In that Petitioner has already submitted its pro- , ;( 'i

. ,c
'

posed contentions, we will review them to determine if ECNP has pre- n,
'

sented anything of merit to consider. In accordance with our prior .

'

,

'T c. ' [! deterinination, we will analyze the proposed contentions on the record <

made through October 12,1983. ;
'

} i

! 'p{ |-%a,,
*

9

, , , . N .( , ;

1c=

*
I The Notice of opportunity for Hearing places the facility appmaimately 22 miles netthwest of ,-
Pittsburgh. ofGcial notice of the site of Pittsburgh. obtained through the 1982 edition of the AssJ*

j McNally Road Arles. shows the city to be no more than 13 miles at its most destant point from its north-
western boundary
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Proposed Contention One

it is contended that interrelated financial associations and ownerships among the
Apphcant, the reactor vendor and other supphers, specifically the Westinghouse
Corporation, and financial institutions, specifically the Mellon Bank headquartered
in Pittsburgh, are sufficiently great to constitute conflicts of interest with respect to
the safe construction and quahty of equipment utilized in the construction of Beaver
Valley 2 and with respect to adequate assurance of safe operation of the plant.

. .

Pe 'tioner does not believe there is a legal prohibition against such
Onancial interconnections but is concerned that the relationship could

.

impede the utility from adequately performing its function. (Tr. 67-68).
'

ECNP would rely on discovery to add specificity to the proposed
' '

contention. (Tr. 65).
Applicant would deny the contention for lack of speci0 city and basis.

It cantends that the proposed contention is inconsistent with the NRC's.

statutory charter and regulations; that any interlocking parties would .. , . . . . . , . ,

L. '"be,,y. ,M
- - "?b Valley Unit 2; and that it is nothing more than a generalization of what

t) have a vital interest in assuring the safe and reliable operation of Beaver.c . ,

<
,

a'o .,A ECNP considers applicable policies ought to be.
( 3 Staff Ands the proposed contention to be without basis in that there is,, _,

.# .:.s.4 no explanation as to why an interrelated financial association should,

affect safe construction o* operation of the plant.<.

We find Proposed Contention One to be without a legal or factual<c_ . , , . .t,

basis that would permit it to be ac' -itted as a litigable contention.i. .

Assuming arguendo the interrt istionships as stated, there are no stat-,.g. ,

',Q .~. . , utes or regulations pertaining to safety or the environment that prohibit
S*

.

~ ' '

such affiliation.
P '

J Petitioner has provided nothing from which it could reasonably be'

. . _ . . .

](j
- Q [v %w. ,.

concluded the interrelationships would result in possible safety problems- +,
,

in construction, quality of equipment or operating the unit.
f ,$ ,'[Q pT Under Commission practice the pror,osed contention must be denied.

Commissio,n regulations do not allow the 61ing of vague, unparticula-,

'

rized contentions, to be followed by an attempt to Desh them out,

. . through discovery of Applicant or Staff. Duke Power Co. (Catawba
Nuclear Station, Units I and 2), ALAB-o87,16 NRC 460,468 (1982).

:, i

Proposed Contention Two,.

,

''
It is contended that the economics of safe disposal of radioactive wastes that will be
generated by the operation of Beaver Valley 2 remain uncertain and that,in the con '
tinuing absence of either approved sites or demonstrated effectiveness of such
waste disposal, the Beaver Valley Unit 2 nuclear reactor must not be permitted to re.*

, , ceive an operating hcense. This cost uncertainty has not been fully and property eval-

1
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uated in the cost.benc0t cornparison with alternatives to the reactor as is required
by the National Environmental Pohey Act of 1969, and as is indicated in the Cahfor-
nia decision by the Supreme Coun.

Proposed Contention Two presents nothing to litigate before this
Licensing Board. Contrary to Petitioner's assertion, the economics cf
the safe disposal of radioactive wastes that could be generated by opera-
tion of Beaver Valley Unit 2 do not remain uncertain. The Nuclear
Waste Policy Act of 1982,42 U.S.C. j 10,101 et seq. established a fund-
ing mechanism to cover the cost for the disposal of spent fuel and/or
high-level radioactive r.aste and established the fee to be paid by those .

owning and generating this material at 1 mill per kilowatt hour. The
Department of Energy has promulgated implementing regulations. 48
Fed. Reg.16,590, et seq. (1983). ;

'
- Y

The premise of the proposed contention that the costs of disposal are ;. '

uncertain is incorrect. There is no ground to support its conclusion that c -*

because of the alleged uncertainties in costs there has resulted an inade- 7 ..W ' 9n
quate evaluation in the cost-benefit balance determination required by Oi

~

\ [
the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. Even if there were an j'. ',*:'~

iuncertainty that might alter the cost-benefit balance as it relates to alter-
-

'

Vnative energy sources, it is not a matter for consideration by a licensing
board at an operating license hearing. The issue is expressly prohibited I' .-

by 10 C.F.R. { 51.53(c). ,'
0 > .

As to whether effective permanent high-level radioactive waste storage [,
facilities will be available and spent fuel can be safety managed until ' "

such sites are available, the Commission has answered this question in [ -

'

the affirmative. Rulemaking on Stor:ge and Disposal of Nuclear Waste
~ ~ -

(Waste Confidence Rulemaking), Nos. PR-50, PR-51. unpublished
Commission Decision at 5-6 (May 16,1983). See also 48 Fed. Reg. -

'~

22,730 (1983).
'

To the extent the proposed contention may imply that the environ-
mental impacts of waste disposal are uncertain, that issue has been ex-
cluded from litigation by Table S-3 of 10 C.F.R. Part 51. See Phdadelphia
Electric Co. (Limerick Generating Station, Units I and 2), LBP 83-6,17 -

,

NRC 153 (1983).
"The California decision by the Supreme Court'' referred to by ECNP . '

.

,

is understood to mean the recent case of Paci/7c Gas and Electric Co. r.
State Energv Resounes, Conservatiin and Development Commission,103 S.

'

Ct.1713 (1983). It adds no support to the ECNP contention in taat it
deals with an unrelated matter. It upheld the nght of California to condi-
tion the construction of new nuclear reactors upon the making of a find- .

ing by a State regulatory body that a demonstrated means for permanent
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waste storage had been found. The case has no applicability to plants
under construction or to those outside of California.

The matters ECNP proposes to litigate under Proposed Contention
, Two have already been decided. The determinations are binding on this

Licensing Board leaving it nothing to adjudicate. The proposed conten-
tion must be denied.

Proposed Contention Three- -

in seem of the unceruinties remainmg about the costs of the disposal of radio tctive
. mastes generated by the Beaser Valley 2 reactor. the Applicant's projection of sales

of electricity to be generated by this plant are not adequate or accurate enough to
'

'

, sustam the issuance of an operating license for Beaver V.lley 2.
,

Proponent believes Proposed Contention Three follows from the prior,
'

one and nothing by way of further elaboration was offered other than,

$ '.V( ' _
' '

[" ] ,~} ] ; ' ,' - g
that ECNP is a party to the Court action challenging the regulation pro--

,

'

hibiting the consideration of the financial quali6 cation of the utility at
' '

,, , _ ; the operating license stage. (Tr. 75)..q

i

h . .[. M:j
Proposed Contention Three asserts the cost of the disposal of radio-

active waste is uncertain, and as is understood by the Licensing Board,
'*

ECNP claims it would impact on th? cost of operation of the facility so. . . y*
as to raise questions as to its proGtaoility and the financial capability of.,

'j|
,

_.~ ' , ' the ownt.rs to operate Beaver Valley Unit 2.,

j '[' M . .?," , [
As found in Proposed Contention Two, the costs of disposa! of radio--

~

Ti . active wastes are not uncertain,. making the premise of the contention
incorrect. There is no basis provided to support its conclusion that the,

L fy';- costs of dispoaal are such as to raise questions to its profitability and the4. yr& M, r.j:,.; j
.

-

financial qualifications of Applicant to operate the plant.
g.) M';filkN[,.; .;., Even if it were the case, the effect the disposal costs would have on

'

- Q 7* 2 .h Applicant's financial capability to operate Beaver Valley Unit 2 is not a
proper matter for consideration in an operating license hearing. Just as- ,;

. C' '

with need for power and alternative energy sources, licensing boards are
'

prohibited from hearing whether the Applicant is financially qualified to,

,

engage in the activities to be authorized by the operating license. See 47

" |1 Fed. Reg.13,750 er seq. (1982) and 10 C.F.R. f 2.104(c)(4).
'

Proposed Contention Three presents nothing to litigate and is denied.

*

Proposed Contention Four
'

The failure of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to assure the provision of safe'

isolation of low level radioactise wastes which will be generated by the Beaver
-

/-
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1

Valley 2 reactor. the failure of the Apphcant to provide assured isolation of such
wastas. and the mandate of the Congressional Low Level Radioactive Waste Pohey
Act of 1980 that each state must be responsible for the maragement of those wastes
after January 1.1986. taken in combination. gise insuf0cient assurance that the low
level wastes which will be generated by the operation of Beaver Valley 2 will be
properly and safely isolated from the environment; hence the hcense must be .

denied.
s , .

The gravamen of the proposed contention is that there is insufficient
'

'
.. ,

assurance that the low level wastes produced by the operation of Beaver
Valley Unit 2 will be properly and safely isolated from the environment. , , 'l

,

'

,

ECNP is concerned Pennsylvania has not committed itself as to how it
will deal with the matter of the disposal oflow level waste. l-,,

,
, , ,

*

The Low Level Waste Po! icy Act of 1980. 42 U.S.C. j 2021(b) et seq. ,+ .

1

placed upon each State the responsibility for providing available facilities J,a"'
,

within or outside the State, for the disposal of low level radioactive d, .. _ , . . ''''.I'.

waste generated within its borders. It provides that States may enter into [,Q L . [$
f..;"4,, 74^ z;;,;$p"

; i ,. .comracts as may be necessary to provide for the establishment and oper-
'' - 7":W:iation of regional disposal facilities. Such compact does not take effect *' '' *,

'

until Congress consents to it. After Janue.ry 1,1986, any such compact1

may restrict the use of the regional disposal facilities to nonsignators. p. , ,

*

ECNP asserts that some States within the Northeast have approved j'. ~
'

_

i such a compact but that Pennsylvania at present is only censidering legis- rr 2 ' - - ' -'

lation (a) to join the compact and (b) to proceed with a demonstration [[ [.* i
"

'

radioactive waste site within the Commonwealth. (Tr. 76,81). C *

'

*Petitioner in addition to being concerned about there being facilities i..
*

- J"' " '

[( ' "''
available for the waste, either arranged for or provided by Pennsylvania,i

is troubled by the possibility that no site would be obtainable by
o

Applicant, on its own, outside of Pennsylvania (Tr. 77). y,

N'Applicant contends the purpose of the Low Level Waste Policy Act of ;.. '

,

'' #
1980 is to increase the availability of facilities by encouraging the desig- [~ ' ' ' C
nation of new sites, it states Duquesne presently has the option of ship-

' 'i,

'
' -

pirg the nuclear wastes or it can store the matter on site. (Tr. 79). The
onsite facility is currently being co tstructed. (Tr. 80). Duquesne consid-

'

,

'

ers that the propos:d contention is highly speculative and does not lend
itself to adjudication in a licensing proceeding. ,,

Staff opposes the proposed contention for being vague and without 3.'
legal or factual basis. It also considers the proposed contention to be -,

speculative.
Proposed Contention Four presents no litigable issue for

' -

determination. Applicant is proceeding with construction that will
4

enable the low level radioactive waste to be stored on site. That alone.

renders the proposed contention moot because Applicant will not have ,

i

$
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to rely upon any of the alternative methods ECNP considers as possibly
inadequate.

Furthermore, no sound basis was presented from which it can be
concluded other means of waste disposal will not continue to bes

available.
The January 1,1986 date alone is not a bar to the use of any additional

sites that would become available through a regional compact even if
Pennsylvania were not a party. The compact would have to prohibit use
by Pennsylvania operators and it would need the approval of Congress.

Pennsylvania is considering becoming a compact State which could
make a regional site available. It is also considering a location in
Pennsylvania, which could provide another additional site.

'

There is nothing to indicate any currently available site would bat
Duquesne from usingit.

In summary, proposed Contention Four is not litigable. Petitionet is
concerned there will not be a low level waste disposal facility availabla

'

;; 1 to Applicant, whereas Duouesne will have one on site. Nothing was sub-.-
.

' .i mitted to show Applicant would be barred from using currently available
facihties. Pennsylvania is also considering two additional methods for. ,, ';

-

- making waste disposal sites available., , o ..
,

6 :< .. .t Considering all of the foregoing, Petitioner's concern that the low-
level wastes to be generated by the operation of Beaver Valley Unit 2

: will not be properly disposed ofis without basis. A proposed contention
*

without basis cannot be litigated and must be d:nied. Proposed Conten-. -

tion Four is therefore denied.-

,

v *~

Proposed Contention Five.

7, > m. ~ ,,

D.$h O ' '| It is contended that the health effects caused by the emission of radon gas into the
'

'

N' 'h - d environment as a result of the mining and milling and mill tailmgs piles created in;' G support of the annual operations of Beaver Valley 2 remam uncertain in the absence
of resolution of this issue (10 C.F.R. 51.20(e) Table 5.D. and that the long. term
impact of this radon gas will be unacceptably detrimental to the health of future
human tseings. Absent resolution of this issue b) the Courts, a license tc, operate

*

Beaver Valley 2 should not be granted.

' Applicant asserts the proposed contention presents a generic issue'

that is pending before the Commission and is not litigable. It relies on
the decuion of the Commission in Philadelphia Electric Co. (Peach
Bottom Atomic Power Station, Units 2 and 3), CLI 8314,17 NRC 745
(1983). In that decision the Commission considered the Appeal Board's
opinion ( ALAB-701,16 NRC 1517 (1982)), which is a consolidated pro-
ceeding on the health effects of radon, in which the Appeal Board at
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1528 found the " incremental health risk to the population stemming
from the fuel cycle emissions (if indeed there is any) is vanishingly
small."

In its censideration of the Appeal Board opinion, the Commission
determined to hold "in abeyance its decision whether or not to review
ALAB-701 pending a determination whether to initiate a further
rulemaking to amend the mill tailings regulations and, if such a rulemak-
ing is initiated, pending its conclusion." In so doing, the Commission in- .

structed at 751:

This action would stay the decision in ALAB.701 and, accordingly, licensing bo.irds
should continue to defer consideration of radon issues and appropriately condition
licenses pending a Anal decision of the status of AL AB-701 after a determination
regarding rulemaking as described abose. .

A

Applicant asserts the licensing board is bound by this directive. It fur- ic - . ,;
,

ther contends it would be an inappropriate issue to litigate on the p, p .,, 9 g . g R
j,4, gg.g.gf)grounds of collateral estoppel in that ECNP has been and is a full party ;.-

, , J , : . , , . , ', $
.

'

to the consolidated radon proceeding. s

A third reason it gives as to why the proposed contention should not .. ,

be litigated is the holding of the Appeal Board in Potomac Electric Power ; - , .e,

Co. (Douglas Point Nuclear Generating Station, Units 1 and 2), [. ,,

ALAB-218,8 AEC 79 (1974) triat licensing boards should not accept in ! ,
,

indisidual licensing cases any contentions which are or are about to i ,

become the subject of general rulemaking. (Tr. 88). #, ..s.

Staff would have the licensing board adhere to the Commission > ,.n , , ,
,,

determination in Peach Bottom. It would bar ECNP from relitigation of . ,, -

what Petitioner has already litigated in the consolidated radon
proceeding. ,

in rebuttal. ECNP is of the position that the health effects of radon -
,

continue to be a suitable subject for litigation in this case. Petitioner be-
lieves the Commission has only called for a deferral of the subject but
has not forbidden it. (Tr. 85).

'

We find Proposed Contention Five is not an admissible contentio1. .

The Commission direction in its Peach Bottom decision, to defer consid- ,

eration of the radon issue, effectively proscribes its consideration by the ',

Licensing Board at this time. Conceivably the wording of the Commis-
sion's instruction to defer the matter leaves open the possibility that the
Commission may authorize its handling in individual cases at some
future time. More realistically the Commission has said not to consider
the matter on an individual basis at this time because it will become the
subject for a generic disposition. It is a reiteration of the holding in the
Douglas Point case, that licensing boards should not accept in individual
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licensing cases contentions which are about to become the subject of
general rulemaking. Albeit, the directive of the Commission is control-
ling of the Licensing Botrd, which finds Proposed Contention Five to be
unlitigable at this time and not admissible.

In view of the foregoing determination, whether the doctrine of collat-
eral estoppel should be applied is academic. It would be premature to
seek to invoke the doctrine in that the consolidated radon proceeding
has not been finally decided. Its review is being held in abeyance by the
Commission. Until the prior proceeding is finalized, it canr.ot be said
the matter was previously litigated and decided.

Proposed Contention Six

It is contended that the issue of systems interaction has not been resolved by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission and that the uncertainties of safe operation of
Beaver Valley 2 are therefore too great to permit issuance of an operatmg license for,

'

t this reactor untd the Commission has actually solved this issue.,.

'

Applicant asserts that this proposed contention presents ancS.er
generic issue that is pending before the Commission and is not liti,;ble.

.'" NUREG 0606, " Unresolved Safety Issues Summary " Vol. S. No. 2,'
Task A-17 (May 1983). Duquesne claims ECNP's contention basically
asserts that the NRC cannot issue an operating license until the generic
issue of systems interaction has been resolved.

Staff opposes the proposed contention on the basis that it is a generic
-

attack offering ECNP's view that until the systems interaction unre-
'"

solved safety issue is resolved no licenses can be issued.
The criteria for accepting a contention based on a generic issue, as-

this is, is set out in Gul/ States Utilities Co. (River Bend Station, Units 1- -

0''' and 2), ALAB 444, 6 NRC 760, 773 (1977) and Virginia Electric and
'' ' Power Co. (North Anna Nuclear Power Station, Units I and 2),4

ALAB-491, 8 NRC 245, 248 (1978). The party presenting such a con-
tention must show:

(Il That the undertaken or contemplated project has safety significance insofar as
*

the reactor under revie= :s concerned. and (2) that the fashion in which the applica-
*

tion deals with the matter in question is unsatisfactory, that because of the failure to.
,

consider a part cular item there has been insufUcient assessment of a specific type of
risk for the reactor, or that the short term solution offered in application to a prob-
lem under Staff study is inadequate.

River Bend, supra,6 NRC at 773.
The only supporting information offered by ECNP was a reference to

a lack of progress in resolving the systems interaction issue by the NRC
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1

! Staff. (Tr. 91). This reference is to a differing professional opinion on
the part of an NRC Staff member which had nothing to do with Beaver
Valley Unit 2 or Unit 1. The matter of the kind of progress the Commis-

,

sion is making on the generic issue of systems interaction is not to be.'
'

litigated by a licensing board. It is not within our jurisdiction and cannot
be heard.

i ECNP makes no effort to show how the proposed contention is either ',
,

applicable to Beaver Valley Unit 2 or what systems at Beaver Valley Unit .'

J 2 are involved in the systems interaction issue. The proposed contention ,

totally lacks specifics. There is no basis for our admitting the proposed ,"
-

s

i ,

contention under the criteria set forth in River Bcnd. The lack of speci-
' '

ficity renders meaningless its claim "that the uncertainties of safe opera-
,

tion of Beaver Valley Unit 2 are therefore too great to permit issuance of
* '

'
.

i
an operating license." . .

'e# ' M . ,, (s. ,
" '

i ECNP's asserted concern with the NRC's lack of progress in the sys-
}[{g

Q' @d
j tems interaction area does not present a litigable issue. It has presented '

! nothing more in regard to the subject facility. Proposed Contention Six j?, f ,2 p r;..

| is therefore denied. Q,'~} }y g
. . :R; .-

. . . .

'veM
.

Proposed Centention Seven ; .
-

,

. . . - m O};
, " ' '

) It is contended Inat operabihty of auuliary equipment necessary to the sare opera- j ,, . ,... . . ,

tion and shutdown of Beaver Valley 2 is dependent in part upon non-safety grade . ca *4

.,
3

]
equipment whose performance cannot be rehed upon to proude adequate protection

' ~

r: * ' , w r .N. . 4

of the pubhc.| ,

{ So . [p pn:,'..
.

"'N''l'Applicant opposed the contention as unduly vague and totally lacking!

' '"

| in any specificity or basis, it points out ECNP does not identify any of
-

.

'

| the equipment involved or indicate why it cannot be relied upon to pro- s 'Ou,x' '
,

%f'v'" *'
' vide adequate protection of the public. Duquesne asserts the proposed

contention is so vague and lacking in requisite specificity and basis that '. * ~"

''
it is not on notice as to the issue to be litigated. 1-

Staff in its opposition concludes the proposed contention is totally '

, ,' ,
,

lacking in specificity and is wi'hout basis needed for admission. ;.
*

'

The only clue ECNP provided as to the basis ofits concern was a state- 3,''o

| ment made at the special prehearing conference, that over the past year ,' ' ''

' a number of NRC Staff Board Notifications have indicated that problems '

; exist relating to equipment that was not safety 3rade interacting with 'a-'

'

auxiliary equipment. (Tr. 98). -
i

ECNP never attempted to identify the specific problem it was con-
. '

; cerned with or related it in any way with Beaver. Valley Unit 2. The pro-

! posed contention is extremely vague and unrelated to the subject facility ,
-i

: ..
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i

*

to the point one is unaware of the issue to be litigated. The proposed
contention cannot be litigated and must be denied. Proposed Contention
Seven is therefore denied.

,

'

Proposed Contention Eight
,

it is contended that the probability and consequences of the occurrence of pressur-
r ized thermal shock in Beaver Valley 2 have been inadequately and incompletely ad-

drersed by the Nuclear Re.ulatory Commission in the absence of demonstrated
proof testing in sufficient quantity to establish a margin cf certainty, the risk of

~

mawr accident to Beas.et Valley 2 from this cause remains too great to permit the is-
suance of an operating license.

,

Applicant opposes this proposed contention because it lacks basis, is.

i' contrary to Commission regulations, and raises a generic issue. Staff also
*

bases its objection to this contention on the grounds it raises a generic-
,

issue and lacks specificity to Beaver Valley Unit 2.o -
< -

,

S'-Q,.. Sg . % Pressurized therma! shock refers to the phenomenon of vessel embrit.
' "

tlement caused by radiation damage. The question of vessel embrittle-
i

' ', ' , c::e ~ ,''pt ment has arisen with respect to a small group of older PWRs with reactor
Aj vessels containing a relatively high copper content. In contrast, the reac..,

* ' t '' ;M tor pressure vessel for Beaver Valley Unit 2 has low copper content. See
. ) FSAR at 5.31. (Applicant's Response,9/26/83, at 20). ECNP does not

'a:- '

1. P - c i provide any connection between Unit 2 and the reactors where embrit-3
'N N tiement has been a concern.t.

' %:fM NRC regulations deal extensively with reactor pressure vessel
M

tM6 . integrity. Part 50, Appendix G specifies fracture toughness requirements
% b.c. ' M for pressure containing' components which are fabricated from steel.

,

,,J.i $ p N. /d Part 50, Appendix H specifies the surveillance program which all power'

g k. 'rfr / $ 6 m reactor licensees must maintain to monitor irradiation-induced fracture
2'.1 MM ,D d0i toughness changes. The FSAR shows in detail how Beaver Valley Unit 2

'' ' complies with applicable fracture toughness ar.d surveillance,
,

' * requirements.+ - 4
,

ECNP appears to call for " proof testing in order to establish a margin-

of certainty" b. fore Unit 2 may be licensed. Such testing is not required
*

, as a condition oflicensing and may be in conflict with Appendices G and
'i H of Part 50.r - -

, The NRC has designated pressurized thermal shock as Unresolved.

Safety issue A 49. NUREG 0606, " Unresolved Safety issues.

y Summary," Vol. 5, No. 2 (May 1983) at 40. Again, the ECNP conten-
tion fails to meet the tests specified in ALAB-444 and ALAB-491,
supra. for accepting a contention based on a generic issue. Specifically,
ECNP has failed to show (1) that the issue has safety significance insofar
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| as Unit 2 is concerned and (2) that the application fails to deal with the
matter satisfactorily, pending completion of the NRC Staff study.

Because of its vagueness, lack of specincity and its attempt to raise a
generic issue, without meeting Commission requirements, this proposed
contention cannot be litigated and must be denied. Proposed Contention
Eight is therefore denied.

.

Proposed Contention Nine .
- '

It is contended that the operational record of Beaver Valley t constitutes a basis for '

-
,

uncertainty as to the management capability of the Applicant to operate safely two
reactors at this site. In the absence of improved performance of management, an
operating hcense for Beaser Valley 2 should be withheld.

.

The gravamen of the contention is that the low operating capacity ': .' ? ";* >

factor of Beaver Valley Unit I must be indicative of a failing on the part |f: id '. b N . N
of management, which might extend over into the unsafe operation of PJM M d[M#.9

V 9:7 ' NQ!;?two units at the site. (Tr.106). :

Applicant opposes the proposed contention on the grounds ECNP >;' + "WMb
| ' *

fails to identify any instance of m:nagement incapability and thus fails to -

'' M,i f' ' 'i
j support a challenge to the facility's management.

M'Duquesne Gnds no connection between low operating capacity factors !- ~
-
'

4' .

'

and safe operation. it argues that low capacity may indicate the exercise i M*

of the highest degree of management capability from a safety
'

-

standpoint, reflecting conservatism in avoiding safety problems. The - o .

utility placed the 1982 capacity factor of Unit I at 76% and at 90% from ' O +N
'' "

January to October 1983. Duquesne places earlier low capacity factors > -

on taking the plant off-ime because of problems of seismic analysis for ''V-'

pipe support. (Tr.109). a: %.
Staff called for the rejection of the proposed contention for being witt.- 9';*

,
'

out basis. At the conference, it contended that with Beaver Valley Unit
~ b

I having an operating license for over 7 years, if ECNP wanted to estab- 2

; lish that its record was unsafe, such information should have been - -

i

f*developed. ECNP in response suggested an NRC 1981 Nuclear Safety .-

Report had cited Beaver Valley management as particularly poor and
*

-

below the average for reactors on a national rating scale. (Tr.111). ?%
. '

The foregoir.g does nothing to alter the focus of the proposed
contention. It is bottomed on the theory that the low operating capacity *

I of Beaver Valley Unit I advctsely renects on the management capability
of Duquesne as operator of the facility and translates into uncertainty as
to its ability to operate Beaver Valley Unit 2. ECNP provides no nexus
to connect its premise with its conclusion. Low operating capacity does

!

.
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.

not automatically mean management incapability to operate a facility
safely, as Petitioner suggests. No basis was provided to support its asser-
tion that because of a low capacity factor at Unit I there is uncertainty as
to the management capability of Duquesne to operate the subject unit
safely. Proposed Contention Nine does not present a litigable contention
and is therefore denied._

-

,

i Proposed Contention Ten
'

Evacuation plannmg and emergency response carabihty in the esent of an accident.

' ,, exceeding design basis are insumcient to assure the health and snety of the pubhc.
'

A heense shouM be withheld pending danonstration or full evacuation in which the, , ,

entire population within the ernergency planning ane has participated under ad-
verse conditions constituting a worst case evacuation.

"

The offsite emergency plans cover both Beaver Valley Units I and 2
['[ . .

These plans have been available for 2 years. (Tr.123). The proposed[ 'i;[ }I
'' :. . '. p and no change is planned when Unit 2 goes into operation. (Tr.124).
* [j*

(.i 7 m , , , ' . contention was amplified at the special prehearing conference by the
statement that ECNP recalls that the publicly available reports of

.NSf..,I $$h'j. emergency respor.se drills at Beaver Valley Unit I in the past have in-
dicated inadequacies of performance and did not involve members of

.

. ..

'I.,..,,, the public subject to evacuation under adverse, worst case, conditions.,
.

" " ' ' '

(Tr.116). Because Beaver Valley Unit 2 is assertedly located in a con-.

,,,j{
*

stricted river valley, ECNP believes this requires consideration of the,,,

capability of those plans to be executed and to fulfill the need,
,

satisfactorily.'

. .

' . 2 ;;9" O.' > . , ' . The second sentence of the contention was interpreted by the parties
'

A D N h 9.M.{'. ' 3.
to require full evacuation by the public as part of emergency exercises..;;;. .

(Applicant's Response, 9/26/83, at 22). (Staff's Response, 9/29/83, at
, p. M m. ." '/: 11 12). ECNP acknowledges that NRC regulations (Appendix E,10

.

' "

C.F.R. Part 50) do riot mandate public participation, but ECNP states,

*

that this does not preclude the opportunity for public participation.,

ECNP believes that, while it is not required, the entire population,

should be included but that ECNP has "not used wording to indicate.

| that such should be mandatory." (Tr.11517).. -

' '

Applicant opposed Contention 10 (Applicant's Response,9/26/83, at
22 23) ts being a totally unspecific, generalized allegation and inconsis.

'

tent with Commission regulations. Applicant referred to ECNP's state-
ments with respect to inadequacies in Beaver Valley Unit i emergency
plans as vague and a last minute attempt to broaden the contention. (Tr,,

119). They ask, What reports? When were they issued? Which'

.
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i
'

exercises? What were the deficiencies? How is it related to contention?
(op. cit.)

Applicant points out that NRC regulations have never required full
evacuation by the public and that, indeed, the regulations specifically ex-

'

clude mandatory public participation (Appendix E to 10 C.F.R. Part 50,
l F.1). Applicant further points out that this Commission has twice

'

,

denied petitions in which ECNP participated to amend NRC rules in this
* *

respect (40 Fed. Reg. 43,778 (1975) and 44 Fed. Res. 32,486 (1979)). . ...

Applicant states that newly issued FEMA rules exclude public
W| /'

'

.

participation. (Tr.117-18). .!
"

,

Staff concurs with Applicant in opposing Contention 10. (Staffs i."
' *

,

Response,9/29/83, at 11 12). Staff claims there are no specifics to liti-
' '

,.,

''

sate based on the firs sentence of proposed Contention 10 and, if there
. , . . ~ ,3,4 , 4

;
,

|

'. G.. : . .
was something wrong with the Beaver Valley Unit'I emergency plan,

h., P;,' T ' W
'

ECNP has to let us know what it is. (Tr.119 20). Staff also states that s t.-
'

,

E'g'#NRC does not require a demonstration of full evacuation, under adverse

h@;9.,bh$.hh.3bconditions, of the entire population (Staffs Response,9/29/83, at 12).

N.9TNf'f'Sf[,%
%%M?[Noting that ECNP seems not to contend this as mandatory Staff points

out that ECNP has not advanced any reason for making full evacuation
f' ' " M,'a ' '.N'

a special requirement for Beavet, Valley, (Tr.120), 'NI !
?'['T|' ;$['.",]N[,y,[)}

The Board concurs with the Staff and Applicant that Contention 10 as , ,

originally proposed and as amplified by ECNP at the special prehearing -

^ j *.conference is without foundation in any specifics, but is only a vague,
*

. ,

' ' '
broad, unsubstantiated allegation. ECNP makes a reference to a con. . , ,

' W' ' ;" * ' " '
stricted river valley but does not identify how emergency plans fail to .

' [' ]:[' y,'f| .. " " " .
( Q;f.Qfconsider this factor or any others that ECNP considers to be a basis for

its allegation ofinsumciency. ECNP has failed to take advantage of the ; ; ,' A*

''.',,,%,.;
additional time granted by the Board to perfect this proposed contention. ,

[1g|?~ 1.,W ; y' ,7Although ECNP seems to deny this intent, this Board fails to see how ,

,'proposed Contention 10,' as written, can be interpreted, other than as
seeking a mandatory requirement when it clearly states "lal license

'

~ , , '-

, " '
:

'

should be withheld . . . ." As Applicant and Staff have pointed out, '

mandatory full evacuation of the entire population has been purposely ..S l'
'

'

,
.

excluded from NRC and FEMA regulations.-If, as Staff suggests, ECNP 4' 'ii'
-,

may be proposing that a special requirenwnt should be adopted for , , ' ' " P

Beaver Valley Unit 2, then the Board finds insumcient justification ad- t1.*.
,

' ' ''
-

, .!vanced by ECNP for this attack on regulations.The Board denies admis- +

sion of Contention 10 for the above reasons. j
' '

+

,

.

%

.

d

3

( , b
'

* *
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Proposed Contention 11

The potential for cumulatise radiation exposures of residents of the c3eaver Valley
area in excess of permitted levels as a result of the operation of the two Beaser
Valley units plus actisities associated with the proposed and pending decommission-
ing of shippingport has not been properly assessed. Until the Applicant has demon-
strated that such potential multiple esposures will not result in adverse health efrects
for the residents of the surrounding area. an operating license should not be issued.

ECNP believes that prior studies have not been done in concert in
such a manner as to provide an adequate amount of information con-
cerning the permissible, normal routine releases from the operating
reactor, plus any reliable estimation of the releases that may be associat-
ed with the decommissioning of a reactor such as Shippingport. (Tr.
126). ECNP is also concerned with the best estimate possible for the
summation of nonroutine accidental releases based on operational histo-
ries of these plants and other ructors. (Tr.126 27). ECNP is particularly, . ,

,

..' concerned that there has been no experience with the decommissioning, , . ,

of a plant of the type and size of Shippingport. (Tr.127). ECNP thinks,

,n l the Applicant should be required to review the operational history for
.j normal and abnormal release events across the range of commercially, ~ .

" licensed operating reactcrs, plus these that have been under the control-

of the Defense Department. ECNP claims information on Shippingport:

and military reactors is not readily available to intervenors. (Tr.- ..
'

127127(a)).
;g , Applicant opposes this contention as totally vague and unspecific in

that it fails to specify what the " potential for cumulative radiation expo-.~
,

sures" is, to define or identify " permitted levels" of radiation exposuref ,
,

-
,, . c.. j that will potentially be exceeded, or to specify the exposures ECNP be-
.;i| cjp, R 2 lieves would result from operation of the Beaver Valley Units ando

"

(' 2 V . ' I decommissioning of the Shippingport Atomic Power Station,

~
'

(Applicant's Response,9/26/83, at 24). Applicant refutes ECNP's claim,
,

of a lack of availability of information on Shippingport (Applicant's,
.

Response,9/26/83, at 25; Tr.128 29,132 34).
Applicant points out that the Department of Energy completed the*

Final Environmental Impact Statement for decommissioning the Ship-
pingport Atomic Power Station in May 1982 (DOE /EIS 0080F).,

(Applicant's Response, 9/26/83, at 25). That EIS shows the radiation
dose to the residents of the Beaver Valley area from the decommission-
ing would be trivial - less than 1 x 10-4 man rems per year (DOE /EIS
at 213). ( Applicant's Response, 9/26/83, at 25). Cumulative doses
from operation of Beaver Valley Units 1 and 2 are in the final environ-
mental statements for Unit I operation and Unit 2 construction, both of
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which were issued in 1973. (Tr.128-29). Applicant refers also to litiga-
tion of combined releases from operation of the two Beaver Valley units ,

and Shippingport at the Beaver Valley Unit 2 construction permit phase ' 1
'

where the Licensing Board found that ' accumulation, if any, is so small ,

it may be disregarded." (Applicant's Response,9/26/83, at 26.). ECNP .

was a party to the Unit 2 construction permit proceeding, LBP-74 25,8
AEC at 712 (1974). Applicant states that the effect from Shippingport

. .

3''decommissioning is a much smaller number than Shippingpcrt operation p ,-
'"

(Tr.129). -

' [ a.n . -Staff also opposes this contention as being unclear and not specific. . , -

(Staffs Response,9/29/83, at 12). Allowable releases of radiation from . j)
' ' *

,

operating reactors are set forth in Part 20 and Part 50 Appendix 1. Staff >i>

points out that a challenge to these limits is inappropriate in this licens- .'
' x

.
q2

ing proceeding and, furthermore, ECNP has not provided any reason to |, ;, .& %,9

[ ,y; $..f f's ; j,.;[. .
believe that the cumulative effects of those limits may be harmful to

,

;qgb(gggpresidents of the Shippingport area. If ECNP is questioning the plant's
capability to meet those limits, Staff says there is no specific information

ggf.g;.y...%)jQ)
f

which would lead one to believe that the plant might have trouble meet- Jae
ing either of the limits. (Tr.131). The Staff concludes this contention [ ~;$c.,, QM@

. ;[.,tQ, e,
,. . gi.A.g g/A.g.b,g

utterly fails to provide any reason to believe the operation of Beaver
Valley Unit 2 will have cumulative detrimental etTects on Beaver Valley

g, ,;, ? : g ;J.,g(d
,.

area residents and should be rejected (Staffs Response,9/29/83, at 12). y
The Board finds that this contention is fatally deficient in specifics. .*?'- mp,q

Levels of permitted radiation exposure that will potentially be exceeded ,. y , , ,,, ,, M
f(.,..<,4,,y4,.A'4

are not identified and specific reasons for believing there will be excesses *

y 3.q$k.,qare not explicit. The Board rejects ECNP's claim that information was
~ not available. The FES for decommissioning Shippingport was available i ' at. . - m7

in May 1982 and environmental reports for Beaver Valley Units I and 2. E ,, i ?.Nj. ,S,

(.v;(q.;%$.|,4G,}9in 1973. ECNP has not indicated any specific deficiency in any of these 'e p

reports. They fail to indicate there will be a cumulative detrimental y 93,

effect on Beaver Valley area residents. The Board sees no need to review ,& . ,f
~

all military and commercial reactor data since specific reports are availa- ,' *
,

ble dealing with Shippingport decommissioning and operation of Beaver *f -
, ,

Valley Units I and 2, the specific reactors whose cumulative efTects are - e, . ..,|
'

',questioned.
' f .'n 1

.,

For reasons stated above, the Licensing Board rejects Contention 11. c
- '-

DETERMINATION OF THE PENNSYLVANIA PETITION %

.

In response to the Notice of Opportunity for Hearing, Pennsylvania
solely petitioned for leave to participate in the captioned proceeding as -

an interested State under 10 C.F.R. l 2.715(c). The section provides,

'
'
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inter alia. that a presiding officer will afford representatives of an inter-
ested State a reasonable opportunity to participate and to introduce
evidence, interrogate witnesses, and advise the Commission without
requiring the representative to take a position with respect to the issue.

- It further allows the presiding officer to require such representative to in-
dicate with reasonable specificity, in advance of the hearing, the subject
matters on which the representative desires to participate.,

Applicant did not object to Pennsylvania's participation as an interest-
ed State in the event a hearing is held. Neither did Staff object. At the

- special prehearing conference we accepted Pennsylvania as a participant
under 10 C.F.R. ! 2.715(c). (Tr.146).

'

Pennsylvania, on November 30, 1983, voluntarily filed with the
Licensing Board a statement ofits concerns pursuant to its responsibility
to protect public health and safety. The State reported it had a particular
interest in ECNP's proposed Contentions 6,7,8 and 10. It did nothing

, _ to elaborate on the proposed contentions, to modify or to adopt them.
?. . cl. ..D -m lts stated interest was accompanied by a caveat, "the Commonwealth

*

G'

,
i i7 OM does not specifically adopt or endorse the language of the contentions.

| Further, in highlighting certain contentions, the Commonwealth does'

.

4 4' <N not intend to either restrict the scope of its participation in the'-

I W'" proceeding, or imply a position regarding the merits of any of the pro-'' ' "

.C posed contentions."'

, ;
'

~

Pennsylvania in stating it had a particular interest in ECNP's proposed*
..

'

contentions 6,7,'8 and 10 uid nothing to cure their deficiencies as pro-..
'

p _'l posed contentions and they remain legally insufficient for the reasons
M previously discussed. The Pennsylvania filing does nothing to alter their

'

status as nonlitigable and for which they were rejected from this, u
,

.,y 4:v. i. . ~ ' proceeding.

g j p d.y d!
t The liling and acceptance of the Pennsylvania petition pursuant to 10-

g

4.g); :/ . . C.F.R. f 2.715(c) only permits it to participate in the adjudicatory hear.,

2 ''- V ing if one is held. The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, does
not prescribe a mandatory hearing for deciding an operating license4

,

'

application. Section 189a. A need for a hearing has not been established-

in this proceeding. No petitioner has submitted a litigable contention as*

!- required by 10 C.F.R. j 2.714, to necessitate the holding of a hearing.,

'. The filing and acceptance of the Pennsylvania petition to participate-2

under the provision of Section 2.715(c) does not trigger a hearing. See
; Northern States Power Co. (Tyrone Energy Park, Unit 1), CLI 80 36,12

NRC 523,527 (1980); N/agara Mohawk Power Corp. (Nine Mile Point.

Nucler.r Station, Unit 2), LBP-83 45,18 NRC 213, 216 (1983). The
!- State has not sought a hearing in this matter. It opted to have the Licens.

'

ing Board explore proposed contentions of a petitioner, which, after

t
*

l
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review, wer.: found not to warrant consideration because they failed to
meet Commission standards. Pennsylvania could have sought full party
status under 10 C.F.R. ( 2.714, for filing its own contentions, which it
chose not to do. See Project Afanagement Corp. (Clinch River Breeder
Reactor Plant), ALAB-354,4 NRC 383,392 (1976).

The acceptance of Pennsylvania as a participant to the proceeding as
an interested State under 10 C.F.R. l 2.715(c) and its filing of a state-
ment of concerns has not presented the Licensing Board with anything

'

to adjudicate and for which a hearing should be held.
,

,

.
*

DISPOSITION OF THE WALKER PETITION

In response to the Notice of Opportunity for ficaring of June 1,1983.
'

'

Ralph P. Walker, an individual of New Brighton, Pennsylvania submitted
' * .

.N w .,7,$.a petition to intervene. It complained of: unspecified extra costs from -
. , .

Beaver Valley Unit I being passed to consumers; Beaver Valley Unit I @q| WMSN
posing a constant threat to health and safety in parts of three States; and b/ N | N;j. .,' 9
the high cost of electricity discouraging business and industry from locat- pW rk '('"') :

ing in the area, and presenting a serious problem to low and fixed- N- 21 W i,..
.

income customers. lie urged that Beaver Valley Unit 2 never be re ? S. e .'% ' ,

licensed a > a nuclear facility and instead its design be altered to make it >a . . , 8Q t'

into a coal fired facility. The petition had attached four pages of what are
'' ":&.^ ''

<

basically copies of news articles. 'hr,

Applicant responded to the petition asserting it failed to set forth Mr. .* , ,

~

Walker's interest in the proceeding or how the interest might be alTected - M .i
as required by 10 C.F.R. ( 2.714. Duquesne considered the petition to O, AW,"

be outside the scope of the proceeding because it concerned Unit 1, and ) 7e f*i-

his economic interest as a ratepayer, a matter not relevant to the NRC. n. %,'
-

Staffs position in response was that Mr. Walker resides close enough 'MM%#'.

to the facility to establish standing if he had alleged some specific interest -

within the protection of the Commission that may be harmed if Beaver
Valley Unit 2 is granted a license. It concluded Petitioner had not alleged

'

any interest that can be affected by the outcome of this proceeding, thus
failing to establish standing. Staff also asserted Walker failed to identify, '

,

as required. specific aspects of the subject matter of this proce: ding, as -

to which he intends to participate.
Mr. Walker did not respond to our order of August 4,1983 requiring

petitioners to file amendments and/or supplements to their petitions,
including proposed contentions by September 9,1983 and to appear at
the special prehearing conference of October 12, 1983. No explanation
was received for the failure to comply.
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At the special prehearing conference, Applicant moved that hlr.
Walker be dismissed from further participation and his petition for leave
to intervene be denied for failure to comply whh the Licensing Board's
order to submit contentions. We deferred ruling on the motion in order
to take it up in this report.

'

Str. Walker sent a letter to the Commission, dated September 28,
1983, but date-stamped as being received by the NRC on October 31,
1983, expressing concern about the effect Beaver Valley Unit 2 would
have on taxpayers a.id rate structures, lie also stated that nuclear plants
release radiation that could endanger and harm small or large parts of -

the population and requested that the Commission identify the physical
parts of Beaser Valley Unit 2 which would cause releases of harmful radi-
ation due to human error. Nir. Walker also asked tne Commission to de-
scribe what could happen in case of a meltdown. Attached to the letter
were copies of three pages of articles taken from material mailed by
Duquesne advising about its nuclear operations..

[' - * Applicant responded to the letter it received on October 31, 1983,
' ', arguing it provides no grounds to support hir. Walker's further participa-

tion in the proceeding. Duquesne stated he did not offer a contention
'

which meets the basis and specificity requirements of the Commission's" '

regulations or which has a nexus to Beaver Valley Unit 2. It requested
that the pending motion to dismiss Afr. Walker from the proceeding be.

'

granted.
'

Section 2.707 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations governs,

actions that may be taken in the event of a default. It provides that on
failure to file a pleading within the time described or to appear at a pre-
hearing conference, the presiding officer may mak: such orders in

'

regard to the failure as are just. We have determined to decide the peti-,

' *. '

tion on the basis of what was filed rather than to treat with the matter
' ' '

solely as a default.
In order to be admitted as a party intervenor in an application

proceeding, a petitioner, under 10 C.F.R. I 2.714(a)(2) must show the
interest of the petitioner in the proceeding, how that interest may be af-

'

fected by the results of the proceeding, including why petitioner should
be permitted to intervene and the specific aspect of the subject matter ofo

'

the proceeding as to which petitioner wishes to intervene.
These considerations require a showing that the action being chal-

lenged could cause injury in fact to the petitioner, and that such injury is
'

arguably within the zone of interest, protected by the Atomic Energy
Act or the Nat,ional Environmental Policy Act. Worth v. Soldin,422 U.S.
490 (1975); Sierra Club r. Morton,405 U.S. 727 (1972).
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|

Close geographical proximity of a petitioner's residence to the facility
is suf0cient to satisfy the interest requirements of 10 C.F.R. l 2.714.
Virginia Electric and Power Co. (North Anna Nuclear Power Station,
Units I and 2), ALAB 522,9 NRC 54 (1979). There is no dispute that
New Brighton, Pennsylvania is in close proximity to the subject facility,
and of0cial notice is taken of that fact. They are suf0ciently close that
Petitioner's interest may be inferred. Mr. Walker could have relied upon

,

proximity of the facility to establish interest but chose to particularire'

'

the matter, none of which concerns is within the protection of the NRC
I and for which no relief can be granted. -

| Ilis concern about costs and safety of Beaver Valley Unit I are not

| relevant to this proceeding involving an operating license for Beaver
[ Valley Unit 2. Assuming his complaint about the high cost of electricity
'

relates to the subject facility, it does not establish interest and standing. ,
,

The statutes under which the Commission functions do not afford pro- .

| tection to a ratepayer. Houston Lighting and Power Co. ( Allens Creek ~ | , , , . ;. . . .,w
'

. . p ' . s , ., ; t. ;.;.3
' Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 1), ALAB 582,11 NRC 239,243 n.8

q|L7;@ | ' %'q f ,;
..

>(1980). His request that Beaver Valley Unit 2 not be licensed as a nucle- .

at facili6y and instead its design be altered to make it into a coal fired ! ' . ' :'

L,' ' . , ." 'facility cannot be considered for two reasons. Mr. Walker presented no [. 4 g .I. ' ,

{, ' s ,. , i. b.w , ,' ,, y
basis for not licensing the plant, and the request to alter the design to
make it into a coal Gred fac;lity is beyond the authority of this agency. ; '.), a 7: |,*

,

Another ground for denying the petition for intervention is that Mr. ; 4 .'. ~ ' . E
Walker failed to satisfy the requirements of 10 C.F.R. % 2.714(b) which " ' ' .

|
denies participation as a party where one admissible contention had not '%'

.

been provided. Petitioner has failed to s Smit an admissible contention y, ' " [', g.g 4*6'

7'
.

, ' ' "
despite having been given the opportunity to do so.

, ', ' '

The Walker letter received after the special prehearing conference '

| does nothing to alter the above conclusions. Esen if it were considered LH ' , ',
,,

as a supplemental petition, for which there is no basis, the letter provides , ,
.

| nothing new for consideration. The areas of interest expressed in the
! citer are again the effect on the ratepayer and an inquiry about human
error, a matter on which Mr. Walker wants information. It contains noth- ,

,

ing to satisfy the requirements of 10 C.F.R. % 2.714.
The petition of Ralph P. Walker is d:nied because it failed to establish

interest and standing and did not contain a litigable contention, all con-
trary to the provisions of 10 C.F.R. ( 2.714. This unding renders moot
Applicant's motion to deny the petition because Mr. Walker failed to
Glc a proposed contention, as require <1 by order of the Livnsing Board,
and it is hereby denied for that reason.

1
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|
CONCLUSION r

'

I

For the reasons set forth in the review of each of the petitions for
'

,

intervention for participation, and the holding of a hearing in the subject ;
,

j proceeding, no basis in fact or law has been prosided for granting the t

j relief sought. The concerns raised by the Petitioners should adequately i
i

j and effectively be reviewed and treated through the standard review
i procedure of the Agency. ,

i

FINDINGS AND ORDER;

1

Upon consideration of all of the foregoing, with alljudges concurring. [!' '

it is hereby found; I
: -

1. OCRE has failed to submit a litigable contention and its petition*

to intervene as a party is denied under 10 C.F.R. 4 2.7141bl.2

2. ECNP has failed to establish its standing and interest to intervene

(, in the proceeding as required by 10 C.F.R.12.714(a) and did not
,

submit a litigable contention as called for by 10 C.F.R. l 2.714(b), for
which its petition to intersene as a party is deniel l

' ' i

!
3. The acceptance of Pennsylvania as a participant in the proceeding

! as an interested State under 10 C.F.R. 6 2.715(c), and its filing of a state. .

ment of concerns has not presented the Licerising Board with un) thing |
'

]. [ to adjudicate and for which a hearing should be held. I
.

' '

;, 4. Walker has failed to establish his standing and interest to inter.
,

, ,

i vene in the proceeding as required by 10 C.F.R. i 2.714(a) and did not

| submit a litigable contention as called for by 10 C.F.R.12.714(b), for
' '

.

which petition to intervene as a party is denied.J
-

[' 5. No basis in fact or law has been provided for holding an adjudica.
, , ,

i; y .sf tory hearing in this matter. No hearing shall be held in this operating, .

'i license application case and the matter shall be dismissed. ;! 4 ;', "-

! ,' ', it is so Ordered.
''

,
'

;

l' FOR Tile ATOMIC SAFETY AND
'

| LICENSING BOARD
'

i,

i

: Morton B. Margulics. Chairman
ADMINISTR ATIVE L AW JUDGEi

p t

P Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,. |
'-

this 27th day of January 1984.
' '

;
!

4)$
i ,

r

|

|
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|

|
;
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This order is appealable under the provisions of 10 C.F.R. I 2.714 to
the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal lioard within ten (10) days
after scr$ ice of the Order. See 10 C.F.R. 6 2.710.
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'

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAPETY ANO LICENSING BOARD
,

i

Sofete Adminletrative Judgeet
4

James L. Kelley Chairman
Dr. James H. Carpenteri

Olenn O. Stight.

, ,

p .) in the Metter of Deeket Nee. 80 400
''

. ... .,
-< 80 40

(ASLSP No. 83 488 010L). .
,

m

[N;u,
. . .

5' '{ CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT -

. ' * COMPANY and NORTH C AROLINAr '-

EASTERN MUNICIPAL POWER AGENCYi, ~

.>F (Sheeten Natrie Nuoleet Plant,'
. , . ,

l4 Un6te 1 and 2) Januety 27,1944t ,
,

;,4 .

, ' , '$*

,
' '~

pp'; ,' |.i q 4, d '" concerning health effects associated with normal operation of a nuclear
The Licensing Board rules on several motions for summary dbposition-

m , . ";
,

..I''''".,, 'j power plant, granting them in part and denying them in part. The Board"
,

,| found that under the circumstances they would be warranted in calling.

their own expert witness to the esidentiary hearing in order to ensure'

substantive consideration of the issues.

RUI,ES OF PRACTICE: SUMMARY DISPOSITION
'

Hecause the proponent of a motion for summary disposition has the
burdert of demonstrating the absence of a genuine issue of material fact,
it does not necessarily follow that a motion supported by affidavits will
automatically prevail over an oppesition not supported by affidavits. The.

Hoard must scrutinire the motion to determine whether the movant's
! burden has been met.

432
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| RULES OF PRACTICE: SUMMARY DISPOSITION

An opponent of a summary disposition motion must set forth specine
facts showing that there is a genuine issue of fact, it would frequently
not be suf0cient for an opponent to rely on quotations from or citations
to published work of researchers who hase apparenity reached conclu.

*
sions at variance with the movant's afnants. Such public work is typically

'

produced with other objectives in mind and may not focus directly on
the precise issue in contention. While a licensing board may, in its ,

discretion consider publications referenced in opposition to (or in sup. <. .

port OD a motion for summary disposition to determine whether a
mosant has met its burden,it is under no obligation to do so.

NULES OF PRACTICE: SUMMARY DISPOSillONt . ,

HEALTH EFFECTS '

.

The Commission's decision in P.<Nic Srnkr Co. o/0Alahoma (Black
Fo4 Station, Units I and 2), CLI 80 31.12 NRC 261 (1980) has the ..

'
effect of differentiating health effects coruentions from other contentions ' '

| In the summary disposition content, An opponent of summary disposi.
tion in the health effects area must have some new (post 1975) and sub.

'

*

'

stantial evidence that casts doubt on the BEIR Report estimates.'

Furthermore, he must be prepared to present that esidence through
qualified witnesses at the hcaring. .

LICENSING NOARDS: AUTHORITY TO cal.L WITNESSES .

Adjudicatory boards should gise the Staff escry opportunity to
'

caplain, correct, or supplement its testimony before resorting to outside
emperts of their own, and must articulate good reason to suspect the 4

validity and completeness of the Staffs work. A board must be satis 0cd
that it has no realistic alternalise to callin a board witness, that it s6mply
cannot otherwise reach an informed decision on the inue insolved.

TECHNICAL ISSUES DISCUSSED

Cancer Risk Estimates. .

|

|
|

|
!
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER'

(Rullas en Mellene fee Summeer IHopeeltion of Health F.ffect.
Lententient: Joi,tt Cententlen 11 and Eddlemen Cententlens 37R.

#F(l) and sF(2)).

I. INTR 0lWCTION r
,

i
A. The Fleedinse |

-

Joint Contention 11 and Eddleman Contentions 3711,8F(l) and RF(2) !.,

concern various health cifcsts amiciated with the normal operation of
|

the Sheaton llatrit nuclear plant. Joint Contention il and Eddleman.

Lontention 1716 challenge the NRC 5taffs auenment in its enstron-
mental impact statement of the health effects of routine radiation'

'

releases during normal operation of the plant, Eddleman Contenitom,

8F(l) and 81'(2) addren the Staffs aucument of tha health cifccis as-,, . , . ,. u ..,,' tosiated with the uranium fuel snie Contention 8F(l) conterns the, ;'

u '. health effects of coal rarticulatet emitted by coal. burning power plants
,

involved in the fuel ente; Contention RF(2) questions the Staffs sueu- !,, ,

''ment of the health effects of the radiation roleswd during the fuel chte.'

The Applicants have filed motions for summary daipoillion of all of |.

thew health offects contentions, supported by afndavitt from technical'
,

esperte and a memorandum of law The NRC Staff Aled responwn ina,,.,
,

; turport of the motions on three of the contentions, and a wearate
| J'' , . motion for summary disposition on Contention 8F(l), The Staffs re.'

.

sponses and motions were also supported by afildavitt from technical- i

x. '. experts. The Joint Intervenors and Mr. Eddleman 111ed respontes in,

1 3. . ; opposition to each of the motions for rummary disposition, including a
,

W > ' ..c ' 4 ' # ' "/T'
'

je? memorandum oflaw. These responset in oprotillon were not supported
g- by aff1davitt; instead, they relied primarily on references to pubikations

,

''"
. , . . '; by persont apparently holdms views contrary to those etpretted by the i>

afflante for the Applicants and Staff. Copies of some of these publications
.

'
were provided.

Our Initial rosiew of the intersenors' respontes to the motions for
summary disemilion of Joint Contention || and Eddleman Contention
3711 raised quantions whether there was any realistic prospect that a

. .
Sheaton listrit hearing on these comples generic content 6ons might be
worthwhile. Therefore we inued an order directing the parties' attention
to the Committion's #4n4 for decision, l'ubly Smke Co. o/OA4shom,r

,

(Illack Fot Station, Unitt I and 2), Cl,l.80.)l,12 NRC 2H, 277
(1980), and stating that: "fals we read #4N A for, an intervenor seek.'

Ing to withstand a well.turported motion for summary disposition must

d)d

!
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.

present mme substantial evidence or at least 'present thinking' that
rattet scrious questions about the moting party's position." November
23.198) unpublithed Order at 2 We noted that the Applicants had
provided substantial espcrt opinion in th+ir afudanitt tupporting their
mottom and that the Intertenort had not presented any affidnitt or any.
thing che indnating thcar ability to present admissible evidcnte in tup. .

Port of thcar oppmitiont We also informed the Intertenors that their ap. .

proach to the health effecte contentions was too wide ranging and tug.
gested that the) narrow their focus We gate the Intertenort an oppor.
tunity to Ole an additional response to the summary dispmition motiont

'

indaating (1) the names of espert witnesset the) will present on the
health effects contentions and the trecific tituct ihme esperts will -

add.ess and 128 whnh of Intertenort' "most (til:6al daputes" listed in
their retromen to the motions will be the tublest of espert testimon),

The intertenort subsequently Oled a responic in which they identined
their espert witnesset for Joint Contention 11 and Eddleman Contention
3711. as well at for i ddicman (ontention $1'(21. and the it4uct on which ,

those circrti are espected to lettif). This response did not sigmocantly t
'

narrow the lo6ut of matters the Interneriors with to put in intue. The
ApplKantt filed a responte to the lniertenort' responte arguing its
insul0stenty<

,

ll. General l'rinciplet

The proponent of a motion for summary disputition has the burden of
demonttrating the absence of a genuine attue of material fatt, it does
not nesensaril) follow, therefore that a motion turported by af0davitt
will automatnally pretail mer an opposition not turported by afudanitt
in that situation, the lloard must noterthelett wrutinise the motion to
determine whether the n mant's burden has been met Arc A./dre v.
S //. Arrit 4 ( W . .WM L % 14J. l $t"61 (19?oh ( &alun 1/Jr rth //lu.
mmsong (h II'crr) * uile.it l'ower l'lant. Uniti I and 21. AL All 44),6
NRC 741. 732.$4 (1977L

liis aim truv. hometer that in the ease of estiuniste aludanitt eri tur.
port of a motion for summary disposition. an opponent of the niotiot) .

' runn a high risk of defGal of he failt to pfodule pertuaiite rebuttal affida.
tilt. Umler the controlling Rule of l'ractite. ' a party oppming the
motion may not rett upon the mere allegations or denialt of hit
antwer " Mather, the opponent's answer "muit not forth npect0c facts
showing that there it a WWnuine lieue of fast " 10 C ILR, % 2.74Hbh in
that tonne (llon. It would frequently not be tuf0 dent for en opponent to
rely oli quotallorit from of citationn to published Work of resear6hert

4%
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who have apparently reached conclusions at variance with the movant's
aI0 ants. See generally Wright, bliller & Kane, Federal Practice and
Procedure, i 2722 (1983). I or example, in the case of a health effects
contention questioning the 3EIR Committee conclusions, tlic opponent-

of a motion for summary disposition who wishes to rely on the works of
such researchers as Gofman, hlorga, or Bertell should obtain afudavits
from those researchert To be sure, that may involve difficulties and.

espense. But such difficulties and espense would be no greater than
those involved in meeting the obligation to produce competent witneues
at a later hearing. The Intervenors should be aware that copics of the
published work of researchers supporting their positions would not be'

admissible as substantise esidence at a hearing unless the researchcts
themselves were produced as supporting witnesses. Storeover, such pub-
lithed work is typically produced with other objectives in mind and may
not focus directly on the precise issue in contention. For these reasons,
while a licensing board may,in its diwrction, consider publications refer-

,

enced in an opposition to (or in support of) a motion for at mmary dispo.'

. . .,

sition to determine whether . movant has met its burden,it is under no.

obligation to do so.
The foregoing considerattoris are generally applicabic to summary dis-

position motions on contentions in NRC proceedings. As we understand.

the Commission's BlacA ftx deciwon, cited above, an additional re.
quirement of - for lack of a better term " substantiality" must bc

.

met by the opponent of health effects contentions of the stripe now'
.

! before us. In Black for, the Comtrission adopted a policy that'' '
i.

" unnecessary adjudication (of health effectal shoulit be avolded," noting-

that it would serve "no useful purpose to litigate lhealth effects) when
there is no serious content as to the result." 12 NRC at 277. The Com-

'

[. I mission went on to state that:
'

L
'rj,

*
|W|e tel6 eve that e Lisemeng llosed could take oMsgel notKe that fileatet althin*

Arrvedet i levelt retuli m rad 6400n espotutst that sie emell fra6Hons of dotes
rfem naturel bethstnund radiat6on and that the 1972 Rf tR Report tontaint a
"pnerally enepted eselwanna of the effeite of 6enuing tod640cn " That does not
meen of tourte that health effnts of Arpenait I teleswo tannot he soniested it
only meene that 14 Hespan regarding these estuel need not besm en a tiesn llate, and
thel, fut stemple, the lillR etumalet can t>e febed en in the abtente of a conlett
end met be vieJ. along with eny other evidente,in tuhng on tummary duroution
menont and tendering intuel deowint

lit. (footnote omittedl T he Commission also noted that the Appendin I
rulemaking was then (in 1940) $ years old and that the hearing process
might be a useful way to bring "present thinking" to bear on these
health effects issues. As the Commission u* 11, thit would permit "the

434
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r ,

interested parties to present the best available evidence on health effects"
in individual licensing cases. Id. (Emphasis added.)

The Commission's Black Fox decision, as we read it, has the elTect of
differentiating health effects contentions from other contentions in the
summary disposition context. Under the rule (10 C.F.R. l 2.749) and
licensing board practice, the mere existence of a material issue of fact, *

whether raised by the opponent or by a gap in the movant's showing,
,

defeats the motion at least in part and entitles the opponent to a hearing.
This is true whether or not the opponent has any substantive evidence
to offer; indeed, he may, and frequently does, "make his case" entirely -

on the basis of cross-examination. By contrast, Black Fox says to us that
an opponent of summary disposition in the health effects area must
have some new (post-1975) and substantial evidence that casts doubt on

,

the BEIR estimates. Furthermore, he must be prepared to present that
'

evidence through qualified witnesses at the hearing. As we stated N," - ,
,

earlier: "It will not suffice merely to present an opposing case based en-
, q|j;:,- < ,

tirely on cross-examination by a non-expert. Given the very complex Jg
nature of this generic issue, there is no reason to believe that such cross-

' 2. 1.y.> >
;

ady!f
'|Nexamination alone will add anything to the sum of human knowledge on

t health effects." Order of November 23,1983, at 2. -
.

*

.
.

. .- .

,

_ ^*C. The Motion Papers - General Considerations |.
We discuss in the next section each element of the health effects e .,-

. .Jcontentions, and make rulings in light of the principles we have just u+
E''T.%%moutlined. Before turning to that particularized analysis, however, we dis- 'N.,

cuss certain general considerations that arose out of our reading of the . -

motion papers. m v. .
As we indicated earlier, the Applicants' motion papers discuss the ',g,,-. :.

health effects contentions at length and in detail; they are supported by .'.i.. -,

' '

2affidavits of seemingly well-qualified experts. The StafTs supporting re- -

sponse is likewise buttressed by expert affidavits. _

By contrast, the Intervenors' opposition papers were not supported by 7 ?
.. . [affidavits or by any clear indication of how they proposed to rebut the4

Applicants' case at a hearing. The numerous references to published arti- ' '[ ,

- cles suggested.that the Intervenors expected to introduce such articles -

without nccessarily producing the author as a witness. Beyond that, the -
>

'

i Intervenors' opposition papers were extremely broad and unfocused, - +;-g

seeking to contest virtually every aspect of the case, apparently without
.. .

1; regard to the comparative importance ofissues or the Intervenors' likely
, ; . #, ,

'

|, ability to make a contribution. See, in particular, joint Intervenors' Re- Z,

sponse to Motion on Contention 11 at 7-10.
~ < , ;4y

- ;3
0, j" '
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At that juncture, we had serious doubts whether the Intervenors
would be able to mount a substantial challenge to the positions of the
Staff and Applicants and to the BEIR Committee analyses on which they
were based. We accordingly directed the Intervenors to supplement*

their opposition by telling us who they expected to produce as expert
witnesses in the event of a hearing, and what issues each witness would -

, . address.-

<
, .

I,
_

The Intervenors' Proposed Witnesses-

.

''

In response to the Board's request, the Intervenors have stated their
'

intention to call Dr. Ernest Sternglass as their lead witness and as an_. ,

,
' expert on a long list of matters, including most of the " critical disputes"

,

they seek to litigate. Dr. Sternglass has been attempting to challenge as-.

2.y ., .
.

sessments of the health effects of low-level radiation in NRC proceed-
ings for over a decade. Time and again, his methodology has been found3 . ,

.

W. gg@f g .9: , deficient and his conclusions of no value. The Appeal Board had this to. .

~ /' say about Dr. Sternglass in Trustees of Columbia Universio in the Cio' of'

, New York ALAB-50,4 AEC 849,859 (1972), o'J'd sub nom. Morningsidei

|,1 - ,
_ s t t;.j r Renewal Council, Inc. v. AEC, 842 F.2d 234 (2d Cir.1973), cert. denied.

' ~. r Me 4 ' 417 U.S. 951 (1974):,4
. ::- .y .z.r- B ,

,

' '

' '- The Appeal Board is of the opinion that Dr. Sternglass' assertions have no valids. .' ' , ,
.g. ? . .) scientific foundation. We find that the methodology employed is deficient, that

''
,,.-

' , . " '1 many of the assertnins are inconsistent and even self-contradictory, and his statisti-' I U[' ' , . *l
'

j;

*C
,. c .; ..

cal methodology and selective sampling techniques are not scientifically credibie.
.

c .. M. ,

. f; g.j
.

' Q. ? T.,f Dr. Sternglass' positions were similarly rejected in Long Island Lighting

h~. p ' &g'&.jfj
, . j Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1). ALAB-156, 6 AECn!' -

.
831, 850 (1973) (citing Columbia University); Toledo Edison Co.''

f Ne P . .,,.' ' " ] (Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station), 4 AEC 571, 585 (1971); and
%- more recently in Punnett v. Carter,621 F.2d 578,583-86 (3d Cir.1980).;; -

Intervenors' December 5,1983 response does not indicate that Dr.n-
'

,
'

Sternglass has any new information to offer in the health effects area, or

[ ;[ that he has foresworn the pseudo-scientific methods he has espoused in
'

3 ' the past. Given Dr. Sternglass' track record in other NRC proceedings,L .

!.Y there is no reason to think that his testimony could make any construc-
[.N ' i tive contribution to this case. If Dr. Sternglass were the only person
C

, '
available as an opposing expert witness, we would grant the motions forw

isummary' disposition notwithstanding the existence to some disputes|;>
_

,~ '

'

,

; , j y;
' over. material , facts. Since we are denying the motions in certain

respects, the Intervenors triay proffer Dr. Sternglass as a witness, subject
'

F' y ~

'
' ~ ~ *-

. to the possibility that he may not withstand a voir dire cha!!enge.
./*'

i #
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The Intervenors' next proposed witness is Dr. Carl Johnson, an
Associate Clinical Professor at the University of Colorado School of
Medicine. Although not proffered over quite as wide a range as Dr.
Sternglass, the Intervenors expect Dr. Johnson to testify on a number of
diverse subjec,ts. Some of these subjects appear to be irrelevant to the
admitted contention - e.g., radioactive releases from the Oyster Creek -

facility in New Jersey, the efficiency of the exhaust filters at the Harris
facility. Another proposed topic appears to reprasent an attack on the
rules "that the current NRC standards for radiation exposure to the
public are not adequately protective." Other proposed topics for Dr.
Johnson may be within the admitted contentions, but not within those
few parts that are surviving the summary disposition motions.

It is not clear from the Intervenors' sketchy submission about Dr.
Johnson whether he is qualified to testify on these surviving parts of the

~
,

admitted contentions. Assuming that he may be, however, Dr.
' '

-

Johnson's presentations in recent NRC proceedings do not give us a
, , , , ,

basis for confidence that he would make a substantial contribution to . : Y* ''
the case. In the Waterford case, Louisiana Power and Light Co. i'' . ~ ??. . .h

'

(Waterford Steam Electric Station, Unit 3), ALAB-732,17 NRC 1076 " Q" (
(1983), Dr. Johnson's testimony was " generally critical of the health
risk estimates that have been made in connection with proiected routine p? -

'
. . . ,

radiation releases from Waterford" (id. at 1089)- also the crux of the i ''
,

'

controversy in this case. The Appeal Board found, however, that
, ,

* .y
A prmeipal source of Dr. Johnson's criticism of the health risk estimates is a . ,g,g

study by the lleidelberg (West Germany) Institute tor F.nergy and Environmental
~ y,;.z;g; ;.y.j

Research. Dr. Johnson's cross-cumination, however, rescaled his lau of familiari- ,; . 1
ty with the methodology of that study and the estem ofits acceptance velnon by the '!~,

!%(scientific community. Tr. 1948-54 Dr. Johnson was similarly unconversant with the e . M '

Commission's regulations on the control of radiation emissions and the methodolo- N , '' , ,LM&f!
gy for determming dose estimates. lie was also not aware of the staffs and appli-

,

cant's consideration of all the various ingestion pathwan m their population dose es-
timates for Waterford (see p.1084, suprd nor has he attempted to determine such
estimates on his own. See Tr. 1853-55, 1875-76, 1886-87, 1901 12. 1947, 1964-65. '

1994-95, 2002-03, 2006-07. In short we find Dr. Johnson's testimony to be of essen-
tially no value with respect to the staff and applicant dose estimates for Waterford 3.

-

17 NRC at 1090. Set also United States Department of Energy (Clinch
,

..

River Breeder Reactor Plant), LBP-83-8,17 NRC 158, 222 (1983) ,

"where Dr. Johnson's attempted " apples and oranges" comparison be-
tween the Rocky Flats facility and the CRBR was rejected.

,

- On the basis of the papers before us and particularly Dr. Johnson's
recent appearances in NRC proceedings, we cannot conclude that his tes-
timony would satisfy the Black Fox test of substantiality. Indeed, the

439
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,

,

"
available indications are to the contrary. As in the case of Dr. Sternglass,
however, the Intervenors may proffer Dr. Johnson as a witness at the-

hearing, subject to voir dire challenge.

' *

Proposed Testimony on Pain and S fferingM,

The Intervenors expect to call Dr. Morris Lipton, a psychiatrist, and
Dr. Barbara Wynn, a general practitioner, to testify on "the pain and suf-
fering aspect of 37B." The apparent thrust of this testimony will be to-

,

l' wards "tt'e pain and suffering undergone by victims of cancer and other.

I' diseases." Intervenors' Response at 7.
~

Whether the subject of pain and suffering may be litigated under the,

admitted health effects contentions has not been squarely ruled on until
[', now. The question did surface in a discovery dispute between the Appli-
! cants and Mr. Eddicman. In an October 6.1983 Order (unpublished) we
~

denied Mr. Eddleman's motion to compel discovery with respect to a- ,

' h-. %. series of interrogatories concerning pain and suffering. Without any ex-
?- '

tended discussion, we ruled that-interrogatories on that subject were

|' - "either irrelevant or rhetorical, or both." Order at 13. We now address
$e - ~" the' pain and suffering question directly, with the Intervenors a'rguing
h the affirmative and the Applicants the negative of the proposition. We

agree with the Applicants for the following reasons..
.

- - To begin with, none of the admitted health effects contentions (Mr.'

'

' , _ . Eddleman cites 37B in particular) refer to pain and sufferin~g or encom-
* '' pass it by fair implication. Rather, those contentions address the kinds

p
- and extent of diseases allegedly caused by nuclear plant radiation. By

[ .' contrast, at the initial stage of the case we rejected proposed Contention
7,, , , A"~ 37A - which referred both to psychological stress and to pain and suf-
' y''gpM]W .@ fering associated with cancer - on the basis of the Commission's Policy.

fKgF ; *p ' x
x. 7. '

Statement on Psychological Stress. LBP-82-119A,16 NRC 2069, 2096..

*'G 1'r (1983). Upon a request for reconsideration, we deferred any further'
| 1, ". ~

ruling, pending issuance of the Staff's DES. Order of January 11, 1963
H,' (unpublished). Although we suggested at that time that the question -

i '.~ ' 'Q'
might be discussed at an upcoming prehearing conference, no such dis-

|:
'

cussion occurred. The Staff's DES issued thereafter and, under the
2 Board's standing instructions applicable to deferred . rulings on

H ' ' contentions, Mr. Eddleman was then obliged to advise the Board wheth-
.

er Contention 37A was being submitted for ruling, revised or
withdrawn.16 NRC at 2072-73. Mr. Eddleman did file a response to the
Staff's DES, dated June 20,1983, in which he discussed the effect of the'

r , ,
.

DES on many of his contentions. Although he stated generally that "no
contentions are witndrawn herein," he did not discuss or even refer to

'

.

.
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Contention 37A. Thus he did not comply with the Board's standing in-
structions with respect to that deferred contention. As a result of this
default, reconsideration of our 'nitial ruling on 37A is denied and that
contention remains rejected.

In his June 20 responsc to the DES, Mr. Eddleman did discuss his ad-
mitted Contention 37B, indicating his view that that contention encom- ,

passes " pain and suffering." A similar reference is contained in Mr.
Eddleman's filing on the "five factors" dated July 29, 1983. However, a
party may not inject a new element into an admitted contention by his
own bootstrap assertion. This Board has the final say on the scope of

-

contentions. To repeat, " pain and suffering" are not referred to in Con-
tention 37B, the thrust of which is toward diseases other than cancer al-
legedly being caused by radiation. As a result, " pain and suffering" is
not presently a litigable issue in this case and the proposed testimony of

,

Drs. Lipton and Mills would not be germane.
in holding that pain and suffering evidence is not admissible under ,

the admitted contentions, we do not mean to imply a legal conclusion, qA' ,

as suggested by the Applicants, that pain and suffering are simply not .- f4)q
--Mlitigable under NEPA. The Supreme Court's recent decision holding psy-

*-

''
chological stress beyond the reach of NEPA rested largely on the fact
that the stress involved there grew out of apprehensions over risks of

' ~ .;
..

accidents that might never occur. See Metropolitan Edison Co. v. People
'

Against Nuclear Energy, 75 L. Ed. 2d 534 (1983). The Court concluded
that Congress had not intended to reach such attenuated effects. But ifit
were to be shown, for example, tnat routine releases from a nuclear - , -

plant do cause large numbers of cancer deaths, it would be but a short igm.

Wnext step to consider the pain and suffering associated with those deaths.
' R/.;

-

in any event, we think it would make little sense to attempt to litigate +

such a subjective matter as pain and suffering until one has first estab- .5' - 'c. . .

lished a solid factual predicate for that inquiry. Pain and suffering of the ' , '- W*

orders the Intervenors seek to prove in this case assume that the facility
'

will cause cancers and other diseases in large numbers of people, far
larger than the numbers predicted by the Staff on the basis of the BEIR

'

estimates. Given the weight Black fo.( authorizes us to attach to the
BEIR estimates, there would be no practical justification for embarking

*

- on pain and suffering litigation at this point. Should the Intervenors -

refute the Staff's estimates and establish at a hearing that far larger num-
bers of lethat cancers and other diseases will ensue from the plant's
operation, we can reconsider then whether the associated pain and suf- s

fering should be weighed in the NFPA balance. ,
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D. The Board's Proposed Witness

As discussed below, the Board is denying the motions for summary
disposition in several respects - including in particular the Staffs esti-
mates of radiation-induced cancer, which are in turn derived from the
BEIR I estimates. We bind this issue over for hearing because Dr. John
Gofman's recent estimates of radiation-induced cancers con 0ict sharply
with those of the Staff, and that con 0ict produces a material issue of
fact. See Gofman, Radiation and Human Health, 314 (1983). Its explo-
ration at a hearing promises to be a constructive exercise, provided Dr.
Gofman can appear as a witness to discuss and explain his work. To that -

_.

end, the Board proposes to call Dr. Gofman as a Board witness.
The Board !s mindful of the limitations on its authority to call its own

witnesses. As the Appeal Board explained in the Summer proceeding,>

the Commission's established framework for licensing proceedings,
"gives the staff, as a representative of the public interest, a dominant
role in assessing the radiological health and safety aspects of the involved, ,

i facilities." South Carolina Electric and Gas Co. (Virgil C. Summer Nucle-'

at Station, Unit 1), ALAB-663,14 NRC 1140,1156 (1981). The im-
provident exercise of our power to call expert witnesses could undermine

,
's the Staffs role and perhaps duplicate its work. Id. Summer teaches that
. " adjudicatory boards shculd give the staff every opportunity to explain,

correct, or supplement its testimony before resorting to outside experts. . ,

of their own." Id. (Emphasis in ori;inal). Furthermore, " boards must ar-i,

ticulate good reason to suspect the validity and completeness of thex.
staffs work." Id. Finally, the board must be satisfied that it hac u calis-
tic alternative to calling a Board witness, that it " simply cannoi otherwise

,

reach an informed decision on the issue involved." 14 NRC at 1163. Asnr. . ,
d; < ,r'' we shall explain, we believe that our proposed action in calling Dr..,

NSM.e , .i.[ s./I! Gofman as a witness conforms with the Summer criteria insofar as they

, _ ,' are applicable here, and that those criteria to some extent do not fit our'"'

circumstances.'
~

'

To begin with, the situation in Summer was quite different from the.

one that faces us. There, a hearing had been held on the merits of the
,

seismic issue that gave rise to the witness dispute, and the Board had-

been dissatisfied with the Staffs presentation. Although the Staff then
~

offered supplemental testimony, the Board adhered to its decision to call,

' Board witnesses. In our case, we are at the summary disposition phase.
The Staff has filed no testimony and we do not know what the Staff
would say at a hearing, or who their witnesses would be. All we know of
the Staffs position is what they have said in their response and affidavits.

. supporting the motion for summary disposition. This might suggest that
the Board defer calling any Board witness, but for one dispositive

.
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consideration. Unless Dr. Gofman is to appear on the cancer risk esti-
mate question, there will be no hearing on health effects on this case.
We will grant the summary disposition motions under the Commission's
guidance in Black Fox because the oppositiens to those motions are in-
substantial and there is no prospect that a hearing would serve any
usefut purpose. ,

in these circumstances, there is, of course, no further Staff testimony
to wait for. In reviewing the Staff's summary disposition papers, we find
the Staff response did not address Dr. Gofman's risk estimates, except
in a passing reference to a " somatic risk estimator" attributed to
Gofman and others and said to be only "about two times higher tNn
the upper end of the range of values used in the DES." Branagan AfGda-
vit at 4. Dr. Gofman's cancer risk estimates are about 5 to 10 times
higher than the BEIR I estimates on which the DES estimates are based.
Thus in calling Dr. Gofman as a witness, far from duplicating the Staffs
work, we would be focusing on matters the Staff has apparently ignored.
For their part, the Applicants' expert, Dr. Fabrikant, does undertake to | ~a

' - i.hdiser,:dit Dr. Gofman's work, but his broad-brush criticisms do not dem-
'' '* *'

onstrate particular Daws in Dr. Gofman's data or methodology. See Fab-
rikant Affidavit at 33-35. Nevertheless, in response to the Appeal
Board's Summer directive to "give the staff every opportunity to

'

explain, correct, or supplement its testimony," we are giving the Staff a
further opportunity to explain its apparent position that Dr. Gofman's ,

'

cancer risk estimates are not valid and wny, if that is the Stafi's view,
"

the Board should not call Dr. Gofman as a witness. Any such Staff Gling
,

.C?should be made by February 10,1984.
We add one further point on the Staffs position and role in the proc-

- #

ess. Lest we be viewed as encroaching on the Staffs technical review
territory, it is unimportant to us whether Dr. Gofman comes to the hear-
ing as our witness or the Staffs, provided that is agreeable with Dr. .. o

Gofman. Although the Staff may not agree with Dr. Gofman on some
'

substantive issues, the Staff as "a representative of the public interest"
may and should from time to time call a witness holding a differing
viewpoint, not as the witness' sponsor but simply in the interest of
having that viewpoint heard. ,

The Board believes that Dr. Gofman's appearance as a witness will be
critical to an informed decision on the central issue here - the risk esti-
mates for numbers of cancers to be caused by the Shearon Harris
facility. Only three cancer risk estimates have been developed to date - -

those of the BEIR Committee, the United Nations ScientiGe Committee
on the Effects of Atomic Radiation, and Dr. Gofman's. Dr. Gofman's

l' . ,

'.
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estimates are the most recent and by far the highest. He sets out and
. compares those estimates in his book, as follows.

|
'

Radiation-Induced
, Cancer Deaths per
'

Million Person-Rads,
Delivered to a

' Popi.lation of
Source of Estimate Mixed Ages

.

-

BEIR, relative risk method (p. 342)* 177-353,

BEIR, absolute risk method (p. 342)* 70-124
UNSCEAR (p. 414) 100
This author (see above) 3,771

'BEIR (1979)

The UNsCEAR value is 37.7 times lower than this author's. The highest BEIR value is 10.7 times lower
than this author's. and the lowest BEIR value is 53.9 times lower than this author's.

*
, ,

The Board expresses no view on the merits of any of these estimates,t

noting only that we are autherized by the Commission's Black Fox deci-
sion to accept the BEIR estimates in the absence of a contest. We offer

-- these observations, however. First, Dr. Gofman's experience and
qualifications, including MD and Ph.D. degrees, are impressive.
Second, Dr. Gofman's 1981 book, Radiation and Human Health, runs

'

- to 853 pages, addressing a broad range of subjects. At least in the ab-
sence of some persuasive reasons nor to credit Dr. Gofman's estimates,

'

we think this Board should give them close scrutiny.- '

<

_ ,,

'-% It might be suggested that we should address the Gofman estimates3.- - ' 'ej .

'' ' * ~

through the other parties' witnesses. While that is sometimes a feasible* ~

approach, we question its sufficiency here. Some expert should present
*

,
,

the Gofman work in a reasonably objective manner. Inasmuch as the Ap-.,

plicants and Staff reject the Gofman estimates we doubt whether their
experts could address them with the desired degree of objectivity.
Moreover, unlike the more usual case where some assigned value is at
issue - e.g., is the Hosgri Fault capable of generating a M,7 earthquake
- it is a particular researcher's estimates that are at issue here. That-

researcher, Dr. Gofman, is best able to answer questions about his own
work.

.

b
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II. ANAI YSES AND RULINGS ON THE SUMMARY
DISPOSITION MOTIONS AND RESPONSES

A. Joint Contention II

Joint Contention 11 is lengthy; it provides as follows: ,

The long term somatic and genetic health effects of radiation releases from the
facility during normal operations, even where such releases are within existing
guidelines. have been seriously underestimated for the following reasons:
(a) The work of Mancue, Steward, Kneale, Gofman and Morgan establishes that

the uEIR-III Report (1980 report of the National Academy of Sciences' Com-
mittee on the Biological Effests of ionizing Radiation, entitled "The EITects on
Population of Exposure to Low-levels of Ionizing Radiation') (1) incorrectly
understood the latency periods for cancer; (2) considered only expressed domi-
nant genetic defects; and (3) failed to use a supralinear response rather than a

'

,

threshold or linear-or-less model to deterrai. e low-level radiation effects.a ,

'

(b) Insufficient consideration has been given to the greater radiation effects result- ;,

ing from internal emitters due to incorrect modeling of internal absorption of ;,
~ ~ IN'

radionuclides, and underestimation of the health and genetic effects of alpha,
' ~ 02 '%beta and neutron radiation on DNA, cell membranes and enzyme activity. ,.

*

(Reference: sources cited in Eddleman 37(F).) . e nj'%

'T(c) The work of Gofman and Caldicott shows that the NRC has erroneously es-
"

,

timated the health effects of low-level radiation by examining effects over an E!
,

arbitrarily short period of time compared to the length of time the radionuclides -

'

actually will be causing health and genetic damage. I'
'' '

(d) Substantial increases in cancer mortality rates have been observed in the vicini-
ty of nuclear facihties. Sternglass " Cancer Mortality Changes Around Nuclear

'

Facilities in Connecticut," February,1978. 3s

, ' . , ,(e) The radionuclide concentration models used by Applicants and the NRC are in- s ., . ,,,

adequate because they underestimate or exclude the following means of con- 4%&t.

centrating radionuclides in the environment; rainout of radionuclides or hot
- ''"

'~

spots; radionuclides absorbed in or attached to fly ash from coal plants which
-

M - ..-are in the air around the SHNPP site; and incomplete mixing and dispersion of
'

radionuclides. " ' (eg<

'

(f) in computing radionuclides concentration in the environment, less reactne |,

rather than more reactive forms nf radio.1uclides are used m the computation,
and certain radionuclides are ignored. (Reference: source cited in Eddleman
37(10)). -

The Board's approach to Joint Intervenors' Contention II was first to ,

examine the source term to see if the estimated normal operation radio- <

active releases from SHNPP are reasonable; second, to examine the
'

dose models used by the Staff and Applicants; third, to examine the esti-
mates of resulting health effects. This appeared to be a more logical ap-
proach than the order of the subparts in the contention, because the a
health impacts are based on radiation dose and the dose, in turn, is de-

.
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pendent on the source term. If the radiation source term is small, then
the radiation doses and health effects should also be small.-

4

1. Source Term
,

Joint Intervenors' Contention II(O states, in part, that "certain
radionuclides are ignored" in the source term. Neither the Staff nor the
Applicants deny that some radionuclides have been left out of the'

, , ' .'
than 1% to the source term and consequently would not contribute sig-

. source term. However, the omitted radionuclides would contribute less
'

p nificantly to the dose (Mauro at 11). Staff affiant Branagan also states-

that the source term as developed by the Staff includes all significant
dose-contributing radion'uclides (aff. Branagan at 23). The source term
was developed in accordance with NUREG-0017, " Calculations of
Releases of Radioactive Materials in Gaseous and Liquid Effluents for,

- 7 a Pressurized Water Reactors (PWR-GALE Code)" (1976).
'

Joint Intervenor's Contention II(b) states, in part, that "the health
and genetic effects of alpha, beta, and neutron radiatiun on DNA, cell- ''

,

. membranes and enzyme activity" have been underestimated. However,
there are no alpha or neutron emitters in the normal-operation liquid or* -,e

. gaseous source terms themselves (aff. Branagan at 23). Many of the
' ' discharged radionuclides are beta-emitters; these will be considered in

the dose and health effects evaluations that follow.
'

-

L The only alpha-emitting radionuclide that can be expected from the
''

effluents from the Harris plant (Table D-4 in the DES) is from the decay
4., - of Np-239 (half life 2.35 days). The product of the decay is Pu-239
*

(half-life 24,400 years), which is an alpha-emitter. However, the-
.

conversion of the expected Np-239 release of 2 x 10-5 curies per yearP .f. 7, +

> %C 9. .Enim into Pu-239 would result in the formation of 5 x 10-u curies per year of'@
. w , z. : W Pu-239, five trillionths of a curie, which would contribute insignificantly.

.

i- to the dose estimate.a -

iN in summary, the submissions of the Applicants and NRC Staff demon-
strate that all significant radionuclides have been included in the source

. . . term for normal operation of the Harris facility and that the only alpha
I- radiation from the source term would arise from Pu-239 at insignificant

levels. The Intervenors' opposition papers do not controvert those show-u- .

ings and, therefore, summary disposition as to those portions of the con--

. tention pertaining to the source term (subparagraphs (b) and (0) is
granted.

I~
,

!
!;

.

'
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2. MathematicalDose Modeling

(a) Joint Interrenors' Contention ll(f)

Joint Intervenors' Contention 11(0 states, in part. that "less reactive
rather than more reactive forms of radionuclides are used in the compu-
tation of the radionuclides"in the environment. As pointed out by NRC .

Staff affiant Branagan, the only radionuclides that are specifically identi-
fied by the Intervenors are isotopes of plutonium as found in the refer- .

ence to Eddleman 37(10) on page 113 of" Supplement to Petition to In- -

tervene by Wells Eddleman, pro se," dated May 14,1982. The Staffs es- ,

l' -timate of the materials that might be released from the Harris plant
during normal operation are presented in Table D-4 of the FES. Isotopes
of plutonium are not listed in Table D-4.

The Intervenors in their response do net question the Staff estimate
*

that insignificant amounts of plutonium will be released during normal ;

cperation of the Harris plant. The Board finds no issue of material fact "
,

'

and, therefore, grants summary disposition on this subpart of the "!.W
contention. '| -f$-

1 *

, Joint Intervenors' Contention II(e) states, in part, that the StafTs and '" Fy
*

,

Applicants' radionuclide concentration models are inadequate because
''

they exclude radionuclides attached to fly ash from coal plants. Both -

i' IStaff and Applicants acknowledge that fly ash has not been considered in
dose modeling and both argue that the inhalation dose would be de-
creased in the case of radionuclides that might become attached to fly

_

*-ash, thus forming a larger particle. They state that an effective increase -

in particle size would be expected to lower the deep-lung deposition and . Y.~ ~*

thus the dose (aff. Branagan at 21; aff. Whipple at 10). In addition,
~

'fs
*.

'~-affiant Whipple states that fly ash particles tend to be highly insoluble
..* ~ -and that the attachment of radioactive gases and soluble radioactive

##materials to fly ash would make them less available for transport along 'y
,

' '

| food pathways (Whipple at 11).
I The Board feels that the affiants' statements "miss the mark" with

regard to the point raised in this part of the contention. Both state con-
~

,

clusions without supporting analysis. Whipple's comments about trans.
port along food pathways does not have any obvious relationship to the '

,

question of dose to the lungs from deposited particles. Clearly, if .'

i radionuclides were only associated with large particles, Staffs point
'

could be significant. However, Staff makes no presentation of evidence
that radionuclides will not become associated wi'th particles with sizes of
0.5 microns or smaller. If that were the case, aggregation of such parti- ,

cles with fly ash that is also submicron would not produce significant
retardation of the tendency to be deposited in the deep lung.

'
;
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Joint Intervenors state at length the basis for this part of the conten-
tion (see Joint Intervenors' November 22,1983 Response to NRC Staff
at 2). They postulate that radionuclides as gaseous atoms may become
associated with Ily ash particles. Comparison of their statements with
those of Staff and Applicants leads the Board to the conclusion that
there is a material issue of fact to be litigated. Summary disposition for
this part of the contention is, therefore, denied.

,

(b) Joint Interrenors' Contention ll(b)

: This portion of the contention states that:

Insufficient consideration has been given to the greater radiation effects resulting
from internal emitters due to incorrect model.r g of internal absorption of
radionuclides, and underestimation of the health and genetic effects of alpha, beta
and neutron adiation 09 DN A, cell membranes and enzyme actnity. Reference;
Sources cited in Eddleman 37F.),

~ .3 1? e

'

Regulatory Guide 1.109, " Calculation of Annual Doses to Man from
~

Routine Releases of Reactor Effluents for the Purpose of Evaluating
,

Compliance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I" (1977) describes the
modeling of the doses from internal emitters from both inhalation and-

ingestion pathways (liquid and other foods). Staff affiant Branagan de-
scribes the primary features of the mathematical modeling and dose con-
version factors (aff. Branagan at 7-11). He further describes the contract

,

reviews that have examined 200 references in the scientific literature to
'

evaluate the reliability of the input parameters and the variability in the
,

dose estiinates (aff. Branagan at 12 and 13). Branagan concludes that
. . .. , " exposures to offsite individuals in the vicinity of the Shearon Harris

.['f ,i Nuclear Power Plant are estimated to be below the annual dose design.

objectives in Appendix I of 10 C.F.R. Part 50, and about two orders of'

'

magnitude or more below the public health and safety limits which can'

be derived from 10 C.F.R. Part 20" (aff. Branagan at 15).
Joint intervenors have not filed any allidavits on this contention and

we have before us only the responses written by Mr. Eddlema.: for the

'

Joir.t Intervenors. Mr. Eddleman's response to the NRC StafT re ponse
to the summary disposition motion does not challenge or even mention

( the Staff position on dose modeling. With regard to Applicants' motion
! and affidavits, Mr. Eddleman also prepared the Joint Intervenors'
| response. His only statement with regard to dose modeling is "NRC

models do use less reactive forms of radionuclides in figuring transfer.

factors." Such a broad statement which does not specify the radionu-
j clides of concern to him or even refer to supporting scientific research is
;

i

| us
-

:
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not sufficient to raise a genuine issue of fact. The Board grants summary
disposition on this part of the contention.

As previously discussed, the Board accepts the source terms developed
by the NRC Staff as appropriate. Insignificant quantities of radionuclides
that emit alpha or neutron radiation are expected to be released from
the Harris plant during normal operation. The remaining issue in this -

subpart of the contention is the health and genetic effects of beta
radiation.

Applicants' affiant, Dr. Fabrikant, discusses this subpart of the conten- -

tion at 58-61. The Board notes that Dr. Fabrikant was a member of the .'e
BEIR Committees ar.d he is well qualified to de3cribe the Committees'
work. Dr. Fabrikant states that "'.he BEIR I and 111 reports thoroughly
and correctly explain and apply current knowledge concerning radiation
effects including effects on DNA, cell membrane and enzyme activity
where available." Fabrikant states further that " effects on DN A are well .j .
studied in the scientific literature. It is the basis of all understanding of

, ,

_ p.
"'

cell lethality and cell death, cell transformation and carcinogenesis, and : .

'

cell (genetic) mutagenesis." With respect to this particular issue, Inter- , ,,

venors have not pointed to any particular omission in the BEIR Commit- -

te; considerations of the effects of radiation on DNA. The Board is .

'

unable to identify an issue of fact that could be usefully litigated. . -

'With respect to beta radiation effects on enzyrnes, the Intervenors
have not identified any particular enzyme ot ? izyme system and Dr.
Fabrikant does not discuss any particular enzyme system. Rather Dr.

, ,

Fabrikant presents the view that damage to enzymes is undoubtedly in-*

, ,

volved in mechanisms of carcinogenesis or genetic effects. It appears to - +R

the Board that there is no argument that beta radiation affects enzymes .
,

and that these effects are part of the mechanisms for processes that are x
"

expressed as genetic effects and carcinogenesis, it is the Board's view , .

that these effects are inherent in radiation effects on cells and whole >
' 7

organisms. We cannot find, in the pleadings of the Intervenors, allega-
I tions of any specific effect that has been neglect,:d or that could be use-

i fully litigated with pecificity. -

With regard to beta radiation effects on cell membranes, Dr. Fabrikant
states that "after a review of the scientine literature, the BEIR 111 Com- -

- mittee determined not to accept it:e presentation of Sternglass that
health effects were being underestimated because of postulated effects
on cell membranes. (BEIR 111 report at 464 469)." The Board takes offi-
cial notice of the referenced portion of the BEIR 111 Report. The Report
states that: .

Ernest J. Sternglass appeared before the Committee to present a number of com-
ments about the effects of low-level radiation on man. Part of Dr. Sternglass's pres.

4
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entation alleged that fallout from Chinese bomb-testing in 1976 led to an increased
'

amount of radioactivity in milk in some areas of the United States. lie concluded
that there was an increase in infant mortality in the eastern-seaboard states from
Delaware to New England short y after 'hese events - an increase that he asenbed
to the radioactivity. Although Dr. Sternglass stated that his analysis was incomplete.
the Committee receised no further data on this subject. We have concluded that the
alleged association did not f.t the time course for radioisotope movement into the
cow-milk food chain; nor was there clear evidence of a universally applicable change
in infant-mortality rates. Thus, the Committee did not believe that the allegation,

was substantiated.

Most of Dr. Sternglass's material was directed at evidence, chieny from Dr. A.
Petkau of Canada, indicating effects of various kinds of radiation at low doses and

.

.
,

low dose rates on membranes similar to cell membranes. The Committee contacted
Dr. Petkau, who kindly provided reprints of his work, as well as personal comments
concerning it. The following material has been developed as a result of consideration.

of esidence provided by Dr. Sternglass. Dr. Petkau, and others.
,

The everimentally demonstrated etTects of ionizing radiation on cell membranes
'

provide an alternatise or conjunctive damage mechanism in addition to effects on
' . - DNA, which are generally accepted as the primary modes of damage in biologic-'

- *'
systems. Radiation damage to cellular and intracellular membranes is manifested by
alterations in permeability. which lead to altered distnbution of various intracellular
molecules and ions and disruption of membrane-associated biochemical processes.
Althou3h it is well recognized that membrane integrity is essential for normal cell,

function, there is inadequate basic understanding of membrane structure and func-
tion on which to base a detailed theory or radiation-induced damage mechanisms.
tFootnote omitted.)- -

.

. . .

The BEIR III Committee then continues for several pages to review
- the literature on the observed effects of x-radiation or gamma' photons

i primarily on model membrane systems. They note that this literaturee

j draws attention "to the potential significance of membrane-mediateda

@C . , a.w 4 damage in biologic systems." They conclude that the research they
% e. .; ';) reviewed strongly suggests that membrane damage may be part of the
' .c 5 . mechanisms in carcinogenesis and that "thus there is a need for addi--

% a tional studies in this field."
"

The Board reads this section of the BEIR III Report as expressing the
view that membrane damage, as a function of dose rate, nceds continu-

,

ing consideration but that "the available data relative to the effects of.

low-dose or low-dose-rate exposures on carcinogenesis in humans and- o

experimental animals do not, in general, support the hypothesis of an in-;.

creased probability of induction ai Sw dose rates." The intervenors do
not bring to our attention any stuoy or group of studies that would
directly challenge the views of the BEIR Ill Committee.

' .

The Applicants' Fabrikant affidavit and the Board's reading of the
BEIR 111 Report lead us to conclude that there is not an issue of material-

,

-
,.
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fact that could be litigated that might substantially alter the Staff's esti-
mation of the health and genetic effects of beta radiation, and therefore
this subpart of the contention is dismissed.

(c) Joint interrenors' Contention ille) .

This portion of the contention states that:

The radionuclide concentration models used by Apphcants and the NRC are
inadequate because they underestimate or exclude the following means of
concentrating radionuclides in the environment: rainout of radionuclides or hot -

spots; radionuclides absorbed in or attached to My ash from coaa plants which are in
the air around the SHNPP site; and incomplete mixing and dispersion on
radionuchdes.

In response, bo.h Staff and Applicants argue that incomplete mixing
is accounted for in Regulatory Guide 1.11 modeling. (" Methods for Es- ,

timating Atmospheric Transport and Dispersion of Gaseous Ef0uents in .g .,

.yRoutine Releases from Light Water Cooled Reactors" (1977).) Appli- , ,

cants' witness Whipple agrees that at certain times and places, incom- - if .,. .

plete mixing, incomplete dispersion, or precipitation (wet deposition or
'

, ,

'rarnout) will produce concentrations highcr than the annual average
concentration. He continues that Regulatory Guide 1.11 models account ' ,-
for those factors and arrive at conservative resultant plume ,

concentrations. Further, wet deposition would be of concern only if the
rainy season coincides with the locai grazing season - not the case in .

,

North Carolina (aff. Whipple at 7 and 8). .. m
Staff witness Spickler states that the averaging concepts embodied in Jni|s.

the Staff models are appropriate for calculation of the dispersion parame- .

ter (X/Q) and that poor diffusion conditions with limited mixing are con- .u
sidered in the calculation of annual average X/O values. He continues y
that " hot spots" may occur for very short periods, but these are suffi-
ciently random in time and space over an annual cycle and are reDected
in the calculation of annual average X/O values through consideration
of stable atmospheric conditions accompanied by low wind speeds (aff.
Spickler at 3).

The Joint Intervenors have not Sle'd any af0 davit challenging the ap-
,

- propriateness of the spatial and temporal averaging on an annual basis
used in the dose modeling derived from Regulatory Guides 1.109 and
1.11. Mr. Eddleman responded for Joint Intervenors and was critical of
the Spickler af0 davit. While the Board Onds that Mr. Spickler's points

'would have been clearer with a little more detail, the Board agrees with
him that periods of above-average doses are included in the mathemati-
cal modeling of annual doses by the use of site-specine information de-
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scribing the frequency of stable atmospheric conditions accompanied by
'

low wind speeds. We find no issue of fact and, therefore, grant summary

.

disposition of this part (II(e)) of the contention.
.

- (d) The Heidelberg Report

Intervenors cite NRC Translation 520, a translation of the so-called |,
'

"Heidelberg Report," to support allegations in various parts of the con- |
' tention that calculation pararneters and dose conversion factors _ and

;, ,
thus the radiological dose - used by the Staff and Applicants are -

J

i,
incorrect. The Applicants present a Summary of Critiques which casts
grave doubts on the "Heidelberg Report" (aff. Mauro, Exhibit 3). This

' summary presents a brief review of NUREG-0668 - the NRC StafT
; analysis of NRC 520 and critiques of NRC 520 by five other sources.
! In NUREG-0668, " Staff Review of 'Radioecological Assessment of

the Wyhl Nuclear Power Plant'" (1980), the NRC Staff found that the
liquid and gaseous source terms used in the Heidelberg Report were

i
, ,

'

many times greater than the average source terms from operating plants
| in the U.S. and,therefore do not reflect U.S. operating experience (aff.

' '

Mauro, Exhibit B).-

The NRC Staff found that the methodology by which the atmospheric
dispersion factors in the report were derived was severely flawed and *

;
'

combinations of wind speed, direction and stability class are used which;

j have no meaning in reality. The Staff believes that the peak X/Q used in

'

the Heidelberg Report may be high by a factor of 10 or more. Id.4

The NRC Staff found that the soil-to-plant concentr'alion factors (Biv)
( were not supported by the literature cited. Specifically, the Cs and Sr Biv
:./ ' , , values were selected at the high end or well beyond the high end of the

'* experimental data. Id. Also, the dose conversion factors for Cs-137 and" '

' '7 ,.

'" '
'

Sr-90 are much higher than those used by the NRC and are not support-'

'

ed by experimental data. The Staff's conversion factors are based on In-'

[ ternational Council on Radiation Protection ("lCRP") guidelines. Id.
'

'

i. The NRC Staff determined that if the Heidelberg models were valid,
| then high, easily detectable levels of I 131 and Cs-137 would be found
f in the vicinity of operating reactors, whea in fact they are not. Id.

# The University of Heidelberg neither prepared nor sponsored the'

|' Report and in fact sought to restrain the authors from using the Uni-
i versity's name. A representative of the German government nuclear
[ power plant licensing agency was extremely critical of the Report, refer-

ring to it as "less a serious scientific report but rather a public relations.

i
- paper of opponents against nuclear energy. All European institutions,,

which dealt with the Report, came to similar statements." Id. In
'

,
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addition, the German Society for Reactor Safety was very critical of
meteorological modeling used in the lieidelberg Report. They believe
the Report's long-term diffusion factor and the deposition velocity of
airborne particles are high by factors of 3 and 4, respectively.

Intervenors do not marshal any respectable scientific support for the
so-called "lieldelberg Report." These faults in the "lieidelberg Report"
lead the Board to give it little or no weight and we do not find any basis .*

for support of the various parts of the contention.

3. Health Effects .

(a) Joint lntertenod Contention H(a)
~

,

- Joint Intervenors' Contention ll(a) states that: _

The work of Mancuso. Stewart, Kneale. Gorman and Morgan establish that the
'

'

BEIR-lil Report (1980 report of the National Academy of Sciences' Committee on ,
,

the Biological Effects of ionizing Radiation, entitled "The Effects on Population of
'

A 7, N/ 'Exposure to Low-levels of lonizmg Radiation") (1) incorrectly understood the <

, - gjky,latency periods for cancer; (2) considered only expressed Jominant genetic defects; il -e
and W failed to use a supralinear response rather than a threshold or knear-or-less ;, . %, y-:54, ., ;

, , ' ,' :T, }; qmodel to determine low-level radiation effects.

The Board has considered the source terms and dose modeling devel- -
''

,'oped by the Staff and Applicants as a basis for assessing the extent of .g , ,,

"

possible health effects. We believe that the Staff's source term is reliable .

and that the models are sufficient to describe the radiation exposures .3, 4
and doses to humans that would occur in the vicinity of Shearon Ilarris. . i.gW

.

' Og$gi,,YFrom these source terms, dose models and the FES, the Board notes ,
,

that the resultant doses to humans from Shearon 11arris liquid and gase- .:.Q,

'

ous effluents will be within 10 C.F.R. Part 20. Appendix 1 dose design - - p. , , bpyy
requirements. * ;jjpg

Subpart il(a) of the contention is focused on the report of the BEIR i ,- - un

111 Committee. We recognize the substantial qualifications and experi-
ence of Dr. Fabrikant, the Applicants' principal affiant. We take those .

factors into account in evaluating Dr. Fabrikant's presentation of es-
timated healtn effects and his discussion of the work of BEIR I and 111 ,

Committees. p
-

.'(i) Latent Periods for Cancers

To state as the Intervenors do that the BEIR 111 Committee did not
understand cancer latent periods seems highly unlikely to this Board.
This is especially true considering the expertise represented on the

,
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;

i

BEIR Committee in the Gelds of radiological health effects. Dr. Fabri-
4

kant explains the BEIR 111 approach to cancer latent periods (Fabnkantr,
at 41-44). lie discusses the Committee's understanding of the term and ;

-

the basis for the Committee's estimation of the latent periods for various
!

cancers. lie states that "except where the data clearly showed a particular-

disease had a maximum latent period
. the committee assumed that

the cancer risks for a particular exposure continue throughout an indi-
,

vidual's lifetime."
-

The Joint Intervenors' response was prepared by Mr. Eddleman. So
,

-

~

far as we are aware, he has no expert qualineations in radiation health
3

elTects. Mr. Eddleman cites a paper by Rosalie Bertell as showing "that
,

!~

the BEIR 111 limited the latency period considered, looking at deaths'

- -

11-30 years after exposure, only." The article by Bertell referencesTable V-14, at
198 of the BEIR 111 Report, and that table is clearly

ider:tified as " estimated excess cancer (excluding leukemia and bone1 -

cancer) per million persons per year per rad,11-30 yrs after exposure.'

by site, sex and age at exposure." llowever, other tables in the BEIR 111:

! Report do consider hfetime exposure; for example, Table %25, at 212.
<

'

The Board finds that the selective citation (by reference) to one table
- <

>

in the BEIR 111 Report does not support the allegation that the BEIR 1114 .

Committee did not consider lifetime risk of cancer. This subpart of the ,*
',

contention is dismissed.
-

.

. (ii' Genetic Defects
.

d

' The Fabrikant afndavit discusses the estimates of genetic efTects in:

the BEIR 111 Report and the estimates contained in the recent book by-

Dr. Gofman (Fabrikant at 47 50). Dr. Fabrikant cites an excerpt from a
;

-

draft Nuclear Regulatory Commission-Harvard University Report on
Revision of the Radiological llealth Effects Model (19821983)

, , g,
( A4 7 ' g4 that is

in extensive disagreement with the analyses of genetic effects by Dr.4C '

Gofman. We do not consider excerpts from draft reports, at least stand-D ' '

ing alone, to be a substantive basis for a motion for summary''

disposition. Apart from the excerpt, Dr. Fabrikant's criticisms of Dr.; -

I Gofman's work are too general to carry any weight.
The Board's slew is that there are genuine issues of fact in this genetic

,

;

| defects part of the contention as to Dr. Gofman's recent work. See Radi.
ation and Iluman Health, Chapt. 22. Summary disposition of this part of

",
i4 -

the contention is denied. As discussed above, we intend to call Dr.!
, Gofman to present and defend his views on genetic effects..

!.
f
[O' /
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(iii) Supralinear Response

This subpart of the contention criticizes the Staff and Applicants for
using a threshold or linear-or-less dose-response model to estimate radi-

,

ation effects rather than a supralinear dose-response model. If the supra-
linear dose response is used, the calculated health effects from exposure'

to ionizing radition are greater than those that result from using the '

dose-response models of the Staff and Applicants. Intervenors refer to
reports of Mancuso, Stewart and Kneale, Gofman, and Morgan to sup-
port their claim that the supra!inear dose-response model should be
used.

The Staff and Applicants (Branagt.n and Fabrikant, respectively) rely -'

on reports of the BEIR 1 and ill Committees as well as ICRP (1977),
NCRP (1975), and 'JNSCEAR (1982) for their dose-response models
- namely the linear (L) and linear-quadratic (LQ L) models. Staff's
computations of somatic and genetic risks were based on the BEIR 1
linear no'nthreshold dose-response model which yields higher estimates .

than the BEIR 111 Report model for exposure to low-LET radiation S ~ - 7 v,

-qN'

(DES at 5-28). The Staffis aware of the higher Mancuso-Stewart-Kneale
'

,

risk estimator (about 2 times that of the upper range of the Staff - 4'D
!>

- 2estimator) but notes that the resulting estimates do not change the'

Staff's conclusion that "these risks are very small in comparison to i

?'

! nat' ural cancer incidence from causes other than the operation of
Shearon Harris" (DES at 5-33). Dr. Fabrikant describes a number of .-

dose-incidence curves for cancer induct:an in irradiated populations. lie -
states that the supralinear dose-response curve is not used by recognized W:-

;
, , ;$organizations for risk estimation for low-dose, low-LET radiation >

'

exposure, since there is no experimental evidence or epidemiological *#'k]^^
4

' ''
: evidence that this dose-response relationship is appropriate for risk

# Cj estimation (aff. Fabrikant at 23). As discussed by Dr. Fabrikant, the
~

' '

1972 DEIR Committee considered it scientifically appropriate to adopt a N. W'

##no-threshold linear hypothesis of dose response to estimate the cancer
7
1 risk at very low-level (low LET, whole-body) radiation exposure. /d. at

24. The 1980 BEIR 111 Committee considered the linear-quadratic,
; '

' no-threshold dose response as the preferred model. They considered
that the linear dose-response model was unduly conservative and would -

'

lead to overestimation of risks. This change from the 1972 BEIR Report ,.

was based upon the available epidemiological surseys, experimental and
cell culture evidence and current microdosimetric theory. Not a single
member of the twenty three experts on the BEIR 111 Committee ,

'

advocated supralinearity. /d. at 25. Fabrikant continues by describing
BEIR III, NCRP and ICRP critiques of the work of the previously

,
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mentioned authors. These critiques concluded that the experimental and
epidemiological data simply do not support the use of a supralinear
dose-response model for radiation carcinogenesis following low-LET~

exposure. Further, no evaluations in the peer-reviewed literature of any
recent reports on epidemiological studies suggest in any manner that the*

,

linear hypothesis is not conservative. Id.

: Accordingly, except as supralinearity may be related to Dr. Gofman's
estimates, we grant summary disposition as to Joint Contention ll(a)(3).

(iv) Dr. Gofman's Cancer Risk Estimates
,

,

Contention il(a) alleges in substance that the work of Dr. Gofman*

.I (and others) establishes that the BEIR 111 (and, by implication, BEIR 1)
estimates of cancer risk are " seriously underestimated" for the reasons
discussed in the preceding three sections. Contention ll(c) (discussed
below) also focuses specifically on Gofman's work, contending that the

,

Staff examines effects over an arbitrarily short period of time. It is not-

'' - - clear to us that the exact points cited in these parts of Contention 11 ares

' ,' ' the exclusive reasons that Gofman's estimates diverge from the BEIR'

- estimates.
' "' 'l This much is clear, however. There are large differences between the

Gofman and BEIR estimates, as shown by the table on p. 444, above, it

'

is considerably less clear just how these wide differences arose, or even
how wide they are. In his affidavit, Fabrikant states that Gofman's

' ' " worst case" is a 40% increase in cancers per rad over the estimates in
BEIR I. "-brikant references page 218 in Gofman's book for this

:. ' statement. Affidavit at 77. We find no reference or comparison with,

' ~' BEIR I on page 218. Rather,.the material appears to relate to a
,

w :pd calculation of the peak percent increase per md for some data on the
, .[ m'g RM Hanford workers. The Intervenors cite the table from Gofman's book

, ,
'

(see p. 444, above) which is a comparison of his estimates with those in:7
"

'

a draft (1979) of the BEIR 111 Report. This comparison shows a" .

difference between Gofman's estimates and those of BEIR 111 of 1000 to*

" 2500%, rather than the 40% value indicated by Fabrikant for BEIR I.
- For his part, Dr. Gofman has this to say:

"
; There is no mystery at all about how this author arrived at his estimates, all the# ' '

_
evidence, every assumption, and each step of escry calculation are presented in this-

book. Unfortunately, the reader of the BEIR Ill Report will have extreme difficulty'

ascertaining how BEIR members did their analysis, because the presentation of that-

'
analysis is simply inadequate.

.

.o (
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We shculd add that we have not assimilated all of Dr. Gofman's long
book and do not have a full understanding of how he arrived at his
estimates. That understanding can be developed at the hearing.

In summary, we conclude that Dr. Gofman's cancer risk estimates are
fairly encompassed within Contention II(a) ana (c) and summary dispo-
sition with respect to those parts of Contention 11 is denied as they *

relate to the correctness of the Gofman estimates. We are granting sum-
mary disposition with respect to parts (1) and (3) of Contention II(a)
relating to latency periods and supralinearity, subject to the conditions x

,

(1) that Dr. Gofman may address those points if they are necessary or . .
,

helpf ul in explaining how he derived his estimates and (2) that any
'

'

opposing party may seek to rebut his testimony.

.

'

(v) Time Period for Estimating Health Effects .

Contention II(c) reads as follows: h.c
, i

'
. . .

(- r 3 {}:t, . ."

tc) The work of Gofman and Caldicott shows that the NRC has erroneously es- '.' ' '
'

timated the health <fTects orlow. level radiation by examirung effects over an arbi- I D'*%
_'

I
.

trarily short period of time compared to the length of time the radionuchdes actually
'

'

.
will be causing health and genetic damage. 4-

| - ,1

The annual dose commitment calculated by Staff is the total dose that u. -

I would be received by an individual over a 50-year period following the
'

intake of radioactivity for 1 year under the conditions existing 20 years '% '
$ after the station begins operation. This formulaticn produces an " annual NY

.,@. NC
'

.c

kI dose" calculation based on operations in ar " average" year - c.g.. ' " J' ;

0.008 cancer death per year. The contention argues that the StalTs > ' -

i estimates should extend over the time the radionuclides actually will be - "* @
i causing health and genetic damage. In their papers, the Intervenors g.5 . - M'

''

' ' '' 'conte' d that it should extend to the entire life of all nuclides, or at least 'n - '

to some !I million years. c
| StafTs methodology, as the Board understands it, consists of calculat- ;

'

j ing the dose commitment and from this to-arrive at a determination of '

potential health effects through the use of appropriate risk estimators.
'

The resulting health effects are then compared with the potential health e,

i effects expected as a result of natural background radiation. This
method provides a perspective from which reasonable judgments of . , . .,

incremental risk can be made, and, up to that point, we agree with the
.

Stafi's approach.

! We question, however, whether the Staff should confine itself, as it
' has done in this case, to computations of annual doses and effects. In

the first place, although this is not the principal thrust of the contention, '

,
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.

it seems to us that the Staff's impact statement, whose purpose is to
,

make a clear and full disclosure of risks associated with the facility,-

should disclose the total risk represented by the life of the plant. If this
were done, the annual risk figures now in the impact statement would*

have to be multiplied by 30 to 40 times. More fundamentally, the StalTs
annual risk approach does not appear to take into account the incremen-
tal impact on people who live n' ear the facility for many years. For'

> example, the risk to such a person over 20 years would presumably be'

many times larger than the risk to a 1-year resident.
On the other hand, we do not believe that the Intervenors'

"

ll-million-years proposal has any merit. After all, the facility will be'

;

! decommissioned after 40 years or less and its emissions will virtually
cease. Furthermore, the very long lived radionuclides are, generally

j
- speaking, less hazardous. Beyond that, projections of health effects into,

; the millions of years are purely speculative; they have been rejected
largely on that basis. See Philadelphia Electric Co. (Peach Bottom Atomic," ~

Power Station, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-701,16 NRC 1517,1526 (1982).
.

,e-

" ' ' ' ' " In light of the foregoing, we deny summary disposition on Contention
ll(c). We have cited two instances where the Staff may be required to

' '

.i justify its present approach. There may be others. We have also indicated
- that we will bar wholly speculative efTorts to predict the effects of routine

releases millions of years into the future.
.

B. Eddleman Contention 378

This contention reads a: follows:''

.

:. , The work of I.D.J. Bross (Ph.D.). Rosalie Bertell (Ph.D.) and others shows that+

,,ypi- #'*|T N # radiation exposure increases the risk not only of cancer but a host of other diseases.-

..M W : .3 iM ] * allergies, and causes of death including heart disease, heart attack, and others. The
estimates of the numbers of such victims made by the precedmg workers er al. are.

more accurate than the estimates (if any) used by Applicants or NRC stafTor BEIR
'

committee reports.-*
,

.
-

. Applicants, in proposed Material Facts 15 and 28, state that diseases
,,

other than cancer and genetic defects are not produced by routine
.

J- releases from Shearon Harris. Fact 15 states that routine releases will
L not increase the risk of any other diseases and Fact 28 states that all dis-

eases other than cancer and genetic effects have threshold doses beyond
those imposed by routine releases. Dr. Fabrikant discusses two classes

|

j, of disease associated with radiation - those having no threshold of dose

i response and those having dose response thresholds (aff. Fabrikant at

|
- 69). In the first of these, disease conditions potentially arise when effects

i
,
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i

|
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!

take place in one or a few cells and appear in th(. population as tumors' i

or hereditary effects. Further, their incidence is related to dose - the |

) incidence increases with increasing dose. In the other class are those dis- !

i cases which potentially arise when the effects take place in many cells !

i simultaneously and appear as tissue or organ damage in individuals in an .

irradiated population. According to Dr. Fabrikant, these diseases will -

r

not appear unless the dose is above a particular threshold. He uses cata-
ract induction (500 rads), heart disease (4,000 rads), and muscle atrophy .

! (10,000 rads), as examples. In a similar vein, BEIR 111 states that "[ flor |[
-

l doses of less than approximately 300 rads of low LET radiation, the ,-, ,

) principal mechanism of life-shorteiiing is the induction of neoplastic
diseases." Doses greater than 300 rads are orders of magnitude greater
than routine release doses from Shearon Harris.4

| The NRC Staff affiant Branagan also supports the position that dis- .

1i cases other than cancer and genetic defects cannot be caused by the i, 3 , , ,

[[,,levels of routine releases involved here. He quotes UNSCEAR 1982, cm.

j. :h*Annex J, "Non Stochastic Effects of Irradiation" (aff. Branagan at 25)'

; as recognizing that some symptoms (such as degeneration of heart .j _ , , , . .g[q.

muscle and skin reddening).have been associated with exposures to ,my;7
'-

ionizing radiation, but that such doses are more than a thousand times ,i[

; The contention as stated is extremely broad, referring to an unspeci- |
' (['''

j greater than doses projected for normal operations at Sheaton Harris. ..
,

'

-h~
.

i Ged " host of other diseases." Beyond that, there is substantial and un- ;

contradicted evidence before us that no diseases other than cancer and ., ,.,

genetic defects can be caused by routine releases from Shearon Harris. ,,
.

,mi
Wi. have nothing in opposition to that evidence except references to jg *rgi.g,c f -

,

publications of Bross and Bertell. Summary disposition of Contention ,JK-
, g..g37B is granted.

. g,. g' , q gpp,
.

.

C. Eddleman Contention 8F(l) ,

.v *W"

;

! This contention states that: .

1

- .~ ". 'Appendit C of the FES underestimates the environmentalirnpact of the efnuents m1

}. Table S 3 for the following reasons: (l) health effects of the coal particulates 1.154
'

''

, .

M!
4

MT per year, are not analyzed nor snen sufficient meight.
-

,

I
j The FES for the Harris facility does not contain a speciGc analysis of ; + [* .

. .

| the health effects of coal particulates emitted during the uranium fuel *
,

cycle. However, Staff maintains that the level and environmental impacts -
.y

! of coal particulate emissions have been considered on a generic basis. ' ' - ,

i The Staff determined that such environmental impacts need not receive
i a separate analysis due to the insigniGcant level of such emissions. The

;
- .
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FES considers only those environmental impacts which reascr. ably [
appear to be significant. (Affidavit of Charles W. Billups in Support of |

*

NRC Staff's Motion for Summary Disposition at 114, 5 and 28; ;
hereinafter Billups Aflidasit). (See also, Staff Motion at 7 n.1).*

The particulate emissions in question are set forth in Table S 3 as-

being 1,154 mt/ year. This is approximately 0.02% of the national annual
release of coal particulates, or a contributory effect of about one part in. ,

*

5000.1 (FES, App. C at C-4), it appears to the Board that it is not unrea- !
'

sonable for the Staff, in its judgment, to consider that the contribution
,t of the S 3 amount of particulates to the total national burden is

,

' insignificant.2
That the level of particulates is insignificant in the national context

does not, however, rule out the possibility of localized health effects.
The NRC Staff affidavit takes the position that the health effects of*

1,154 tons of particulates were evaluated on a generic basis in
WASH 1248 (Environmental Survey of the Uranium Fuel Cycle) and in

Y< " the FES for the. individual fuel enrichment plants. As the Board reads-
,

' ' '

( WASH 1248, there is no explicit evaluation of the health effects of the

''' ' '
postulated particulate emission. The NRC Staff submitted as Exhibit A
to its affidavit a portion of the FES for the Portsmouth plant. The Board

,

does not find an explicit evaluation of the health effects of the postulated
particulate emission in this document either. In sum, on the basis of the

| StalTs papers, we are unable to verify that the health effects have been''

,

evaluated on a generic basis.
Applicants' motion is supported by an affidavit from Dr. Hamilton.

He performs an apparently conservative health effects analysis of the*

'

j postulated 1,154 tons of particulates and concludes that they would
~ . , 3., c,, , cause about 0.1 death per year if discharged from one of the coal plants*

,

^9 s y . :.C providing power for the gaseous difTusion process. While this analysis is
' ' helpful, it cannot support summary disposition of the contention because'

*
'

the 0.1 death estimate appeats to us to be possibly significant in the
,

NEPA evaluation. We do not mean to imply that such an estimate'. -.

.

b

I The Board notes that. gnen the need for the power to be generated. the unlizauon of the Harris plant .i
instead of coal-rired units could reduce the production of particulates by as much as a factor of 20. al.". r *

. ,

thnugh apparently no credit for this reduction is taken in the FES. Ifit were to be shown at heenne thata

, ,

I the Harns plant will displace coal-rared units and that this will result in a substantial net reduction in per.
| ticulate emissions. that presumably would dispose of this contention.

L 2 8oth the stafr and Apphcants argue that the actual quanuty of particulates would be much less than
t 1,154 mt/ year because EPA peruculate emission standards have become much more stringent since that
'

ngure was set in the rule. We agree with Mr. Eddlerian that these arguments are an impermissible
attack on the rule.10 CF.R. i $1.23(e) plainly states that the impacts of fuel cycle particulates "shall be

,'
evaluated on the basis ofimpset values set forth in Table s-3."If the stalt and Apphcants thmk the par.

! ;
,

', ticulate value is too high. they should peuuon for waiver or amendment of the rule, otherwise, this

! -- Board must assume that the 1.154 mt/ year value is correct.

s
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might be enough to tip the b.ilance by itself. But on the other hand we
cannot say that it might not make some signincant contribution to the
analysis. Short of a fuller exploration of this matter at a hearing, we
cannot determine that the 0.1 death estimate is so insigni0 cant that it
does not even have to be mentioned in the FES.

The motions for summary disposition are denied. -

D. Eddleman Contention 8F(2)

Eddleman Contention 8F(2) states:

The FES assessment of the heahh cliects of the radiological efnuents speciried in
Table S-3 n inadequate in that til effects are conudered for too short a time period.
(iil food chain concentration analpes are wrong; ( n} radionuclide concentration
salues are not consers itne in siem of NRC Translation 520 and (svi radiation
doses from internal and external emitters are underestimated.

;u

.i, h t1. Introduction
. .,

Table S 3, as referenced in the contention, lists the radiological ef-
Quents released in the uranium fuel cycle. The FES assessment of poten-
tial health effects from the efnuents released from the uranium fuel 3
cycle is found in Section 5.10 and in Appendix C, and that assessment
may be summarized as follows:

The NRC StafT has d'etermined that the environmental impact of this fuility on ,y
the U S population from radioactne gaseous and liquid releaser (including redon n/,

and technetium) due to the uranium fuel cycle is ier) small when compared with
*the impact of natural background radiation. ',

FES, Section 5.10. Contention 8F(2) challenges this conclusion in two f'

basie re3pects. In 8F(2)(i), Mr. Eddleman contends health effects were
assessed for too short a period. Contention 8F(2)(ii-iv) alleges that the
NRC Staffs dose calculation supporting its health effects estimate under-
estimates the do3e due to the use of improper concentration and dose
values for the radionuclides listed in Table S-3. The contention in this
latter respect constitutes a challenge to particular aspects of the NRC '

Staffs dose modeling techniques. Applicants contend, brie 0y, that the
NRC Staff assessment for uranium fual cycle health effects demonstrably '

covers an adequate period of time, and further, that the underlying
model does not underestimate dose. ,

461
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2. Deretion ofHenith Effects Estimates
,

in the FES, elTects are considered for the 100 year period and the
1000 year period associated with each > ear of plant operation. These
periods are those in which the fuel cycle to natural background ratios
are the highest that might occur, as the dose attributable to the uranium
fuel cycle will decrease over time while the background radiation will

' not. AfDdavit of John J. Mauro and David Michlewicz la Support of Ap-
plicants' Motion for Summary Disposition of Intervenor Wells Eddle-
man's Contention 8F(2) (hereinafter joint Affidasit),112.

,

In Mr. Eddleman's response to Applicants' Motion, he avers that.
.

some of the emuents have half lives of up to 4.5 billion years, and that
the time period should therefore be extended to cover such substances.
The Board does not And this argument persuasive. As we noted above.

in rejecting summary disposition of Joint Contention ll(e) (sce p. 458,
mpra), estimation of health effects for the time periods urged by Mr.

, ,

'

',p Eddleman would be a speculative exercise. Furthermore, the concern.

we expressed there about the possibility of aggregate doses to peopicr-
'

living near the facility does not apply to fuel cycle emuents, which are
dispersed over many different geographical areas, in light of these

,

considerations, and the StafTs determinations concerning the maximum
ratio of health effects from the fuel cycle to those from background
radiation, additional calculations are unnecessary. We therefore Ond that,

Contention 8F(2)(i) raises no issue of material fact..

3. Calculation ofDeses

Contention 8F(2)(iiiv) asserts that the dose calculation in the FES
'

y2 - for the uranium fuel cycle is underestimated because the Staff used inap-g~ ,, .

', 'l ^' propriately low radionuclide concentration values in the food chein path-
way and for internal and external emitters.

Applicants state that Dr. Mauro and Mr. Michlewicz have reviewed
,

the methodology used by the Staffin calculating health effects from the.

uranium fuel cycle and the most recent literatute relevant to transfer fac-
tors (food chain pathway) and dose conversion factors (internal and ex.
ternal emitters). The modeling procedure used in the FES is set forth in7~
the NRC's " Final Generic Environmental Statement on the Use of-

'

i Recycled Plutonium in Mixed Oxide Fuelin Light Water Cooled Reac.
tors" (NUREG 0002) (August 1976). Pathways considered in the proce.. ,

I dare include (1) cxternal exposure to airborne radioactivity; (2) inhala.
'

18on of radioactivity; (3) external exposure to radioactivity deposited on,

| the ground; and (4) ingestion of foodstuffs containing radionuclides<

'

; from terrestrial and aquatic food pathways. The models and parameters
i

!
'
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in NUREG 0002 were found to be consistent with standard methodolo-
gies widely used in the nuclear industry, are reasonable and do not lead
to dose underestimate. Joint Af0dasit,117.

Dr. hiauro and hir. hiichlewicz also compared the parameters used by
the NRC Staffin performing the dose calculations found in Appendis C
to the DES with the most recent htcrature describing ongoing research
and data. They found that many of the parameters used by the NRC
Staff remain unchanged while some have increased and others hase
decreased. Id., 1118,19. Overall, the parameters used and the dose and
health elTects calcu'ated by the NRC Staffin the DES are reasonable and -

within the range of values observed or calculated in the scientine
literature. Id.,1 19.

,

To con 0rm the calculations performed by % NRC Staff, Dr. Stauro
and htr. Stichlewicz independently celculated the dose and health effects
using the NRC Staff estimates of radionuclide releases from the uranium
fuel cycle. A description of the calculational methodology is set forth in .

, ,

Attachment 5 to the Joint Af0 davit. The NRC Staff estimated a popula- q ' 2.g'
-

,

'

tion dose of approximately 600 man rem (not including radon) oser a -

,s.
.

100 year period due'to the radionuclide releases required to support 1
year of operation of the referenced light water reactor, joint Affidasit, ,

120. Dr. hiauro and htr. hiichlewicz calculated a total 100 year dose -

commitment of 620 man rem. Given the statistical uncertainties in the
calculational parameters, these numbers are essentially identical. Id. Dr.
hiauro and Nir, hiichlewicz also independently calculated the 1000 > car ,-

'

population dose and health effects. Their independent calculation
,

'

resulted in less than ene cancer death per 1000 years and is roughly
comparable to the b'RC Staff c,timate of 0.13 cancer death. /d.,12'. *

Ntr. Eddleman principally bases his allegations on the so called *
,

,

"lleidelberg Report." otherwise referred to as NRC Translation 520 . 'o
.

The Report has bean thoroughly discredited by the scientine community '

and NRC Staff anal > sis. Ntotion at 1216 and dncuwinn at op. 452 53,
above. The Board chooses not to belabor this point. but Onds that the
report and Ntr. Eddleman's challenge to the FES modeling practices
based thereon can be gisen no weight and cannot rane any inue of
matcrial fact in this proceeding. *

,

The floard finds that, based upon the facts presented to it, that Con.
tention 8F(2) presents no issue of material fact to be litigated in the .

proceeding Applicants' Stotion for Summary Disposition is therefore .

granted.

.
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III. SCHEDULE
,

Dr. Gofman advises us that he might be willing to serve as a Board
" witness, but that he would not be available fo a hearing until late !

Sprms. The Applicants advise us that Dr. Fabrikant is unavailable in !-

May. Therefore the Board is setting a tentative evidentiary hearing
', beginning date on the environmental issues for June 5,1984. We are

,

also scheduling a prehearing conference for May 1,1984. Any party
should advise the Board by Febr'Jary 10, 1984 if these dates are not
acceptab'e, and alternativa dates should be proposed. -.

,

,

IV. RESUMPTION OF DISCOVERY |
'

On January 3,1984, the Applicants Gled a motion to resume ditcovery'

;, on Joint Contentions I and VII, subject to certain conditions. The Stafi
Oled a response in support of the motion. The Joint Intervenors filed an| ,c

. -

: untimely opposition to the motion, which had been served by express4 e

; mail on counsel for one of the Joint Intervenors on January 3,1984.
" .

. Any response was due on January 16,1984,10 C.F.R. ! 2.710. The
Joint Intervenors' response was filed on January 24, 1984, eight days'

late. Although the Joint Intervenors ask that their response "be deemed
timely Oled" there is no showing whatever of good cause for the delay.i

.

All parties to this c.?se, including the Joint Intervenors, are expected
to make timely filings or to seek extensions in a timely manner. Failing
that, a party must make a showing of good cause why a late Oling should

;
.

j

*

',; D>
, , ,

'

't' >{,

i.

I s

.

I e

!

.

.

.

.

.
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be considered. The Joint intervenors' response in opposition to the Ap-
a

plicants' motion of January 3,1984 ;s rejected as untimely. The Appli- '

cants' motion is granted.
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.,

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
, NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Before Administrative Judges:

.

Peter B. Bloch, Chairman
Dr. Kenneth A. McCollom .

,' Dr. Walter H. Jordan
,

- '

In the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-445
50-446

(Application for,

i Operating License)
*

, , ,

~ '
TEXAS UTILITIES GENERATING

!- COMPANY, et al.

(Comanche Peak Steam Electric
Station, Units 1 and 2) January 30,1984

. MEMORANDUM
(Records Retrieval)

.

.,

|;| This memorandum discloses the Board's thinking about the sdequacy. 1
' >

s

%"' - ' ' '

of the record concerning the computerization of certain deficiency
records for constructisn and the adequacy of the system for retrieving
and utilizing these de6ciency records. The purpose of this disclosure is-

to assist the parties in focusing on matters the Board considers important
when they file Proposed Findings or submit additional relevant proof.
Since the 6ndings in this memorandum are preliminary, tentative and
nonbinding they may not be referenced as authority for filings and they

-

'

are not subject to motions for reconsideration.

.
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I. COMPUTERIZATION

During the June 16, 1983 hearing session, Mr. Stuart Treby, Stati
Counsel, conducted a cross-examination of Mr. Ronald Tolson, designed

,

to ascertain whether Applicants' use of punchlists (Deficiency Listings),
attached to inspection Reports (irs) constituted compliance with Part ,

50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI. The cross-examination begins at Tr.'

8537. At Tr. 8537, line 13 Judge Bloch asked how the deficiency listings _

would be useu to track a separation problem that affected two adjoining
electrical conduits. Mr. Tolson answered that the computer "would auto- *

matically show it against both conduits." -

Following the hearing, the Board took a site visit to the Comanche
Peak plant. Our Grst stop was the computer center, where we asked the
operator to pull onto the screen an unresolved nonconformance that had
been detected in a component by an inspection report. When the opera--

,'

tor was unable to do that, we were directed to a second location, where
the operator of the second computer also could not do it. " ;; ; - , ,.*

jsf@iy.Upon arriving in Washington after the hearing, the Chairman request- L -

ed an explanation from Applicants. The first response, a letter of i.,7 - e

'M'September 14,1983, was that the report the Board had sought at the site ' '

could not be obtained from the particular system but could have been ,.3.,

obtained from other systems. Because the Board was not fully satisfied '+
by this answer, an affidavit was requested. In the responsive affidavit, -

filed on October 11, 1983, Mr. Tolson stated that "most site groups" ;
use the computer system for tracking open irs that require action by V. e >*

, $!$ '@E$these groups. He also stated, however, that " prior to mid-September,
1983" "some open items were entered into and tracked with the #!k ' '
computer system " Affidavit at 2 [ emphasis added}. "C

"
4.'We note that in his initial testimony Mr. Tolson relied on the comput- -

+-

er system as part of his explanation of how irs were used by Applicants. Cf" '

*

However, the October 11.1983 affidavit produced the clarification that

: only some deficiency listings were available in the computer at the time
of Mr. Toison's initial testimony. Hence, we conclude that Mr. Toison's
initial explanation was incomplete.

.

-
, ,

" 11. RECORDS
'

.

Our concerns go beyond the completeness of Mr. Tolson's testimony,
i

however. Applicants were installing a computer system for irs for soms '
_

purpose, although the purpose does riot seem to appear in our record.
Presumably, a computer tracking system was considered to be helpfulin
handling the complex mass of documents being generated by

467
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I

construction. Considering the lack of success in using the computer
''

~
system for that purpose,' the Board is concerned about whether the
manual system is adequate.

Our concern is heightened by Staff documents and testimony. hit.
Compton testified that there is no trending done on punchlisu.2 hir.

'

Ford stated that irs "are not dispositioned.") Mr. Ford stated that hold
tags might be needed for irs but that he did not believe they were
used.4 hlr. Beach stated that he was concerned about v.hether irs are, ,

, properly dispositioned.5 hlr. Beach also stated that engineering approvals
of "use as is" for an IR item would not be stated in writing.6 Although
the Staff subsequently seemed satisfied with Applicants' explanation

'

about these matters, we do not think our record satisfactorily reveals
how the Staff arrived at that position or.whether it did an empirical
check on the adequacy of the Applicants' answers.

The need for a further empirical explanation is heightened by the
Staff's report of the final walkdown inspection of the Fuel Building, filed
October 12,1983 (dated July 27,1983) at 17-18,19. finding that there

, , ,
was no prt,cedural control or historical record for punchlists. Alr. Taylor,

*

the Resident inspector, heightened our concern by testifying that he
does not know of any study of the reliability with which manual records'

are being used.7 Furthermore, it was the subjective and undocumented
view of the Resident inspector that the erroi rate in Brown & Root
work, at Comanche Peak, is double the error rate on a typical nuclear

~

! plant.8

We note that our concern about the adequacy with which manual QA:

records are being used extends also to CMCs* and other design-'

'

deficiency documents that have not been computerized.

| Assuming that nonconformances are carefully recorded, difficulty in
"

retrieving the documents could lead to an unacceptable level of uncor-. .. n..

"",.''. %],, ; I rected deficiencies. Indeed, given the massive size of a nuclear plant,
'l the lack of availability of an adequate report on open deficiencies also

^ '

*
.

,
,

Iinspection Report 50-445/83-24. 30-446/83-15. fr. Tr. 8917. at 12 concludes that computer-based data
on derictences were inadequate to condwt as-ball mspections as of Apnl 4.1983. and that no further
inspections usmg computer-based data were planned.,

2 Tr. 8160.
3 Id.

4Tr.8162.
5Tr.8164.
6 Tr. 8180. *

7 Tr 8976-78..

s Tr. 8%8. See also Tr. 9005.
*

'Scr Tr. 8955-59.

.
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could make adequate final walkdown inspections hard to make or to
trust.

FOR THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

Peter B. Bloch, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
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|

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT ,

'

Richard C. DeYoung, Director

.

.

Docket No. 50 440In the Matter of
(10 C.F.R. I 2.206)

CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING
,,

COMPANY, et al. .

*

.)/ir k'j
* 'i.~..... -

(Perry Nuclear Power Plant. ~ i'i#%
Unit 1) January 9,1984 ,* ,.t.N s -;;g-

, ~ . , . . . , .

i

~'

The Director of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement denies a pe-
v.tition requesting an independent analysis of a crane accident during con-

-
~

.

struction of Perry Unit 1, access by the general public to the plant, and
-

s.',R J C .g ~initiation of show cause proceedings to revoke the construction permit.
-

f [ ',' .FThe Directnr found that adequate analyses of the accident had been per. "p, .

formed and that appropriate corrective actions had been taken. . ' {'e1;7~'
* g, '. .

..s.. , , ,

RULES OF PRACTICE: PETITIONS UNDER 10 C.F.R. I 2.206 .,, .'.i . f ;C
.

'''' '
The staff will not initiate immediate action to grant the relief requested

in a l 2.206 petition in the absence of a demonstration that an imminent
hazard to public health and safety exists which warrants immediate relief.

RULES OF PRACTICE: INITIATION OF SHOW-CAUSE
.

" PROCEEDINGS
,

Show cause proceedings may be initiated if a substantial health and
safety issue is raised, but the Commission will not institute such pro-
ceedings to explore the purely economic impacts oflicensed activities. ,

.
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DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. 6 2.206
.

By petition dated September 27, 1983. Terry Jonathan Lodge, on
'

behalf of Steven Sass and the Sunflower Alliance, Inc. (hereinafter
referred to as the petitioners), requested pursuant to 10 C.F.R. } 2.206
that the Director of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement take the

- following specific actions with regard to Unit 1 of the Perry Nuclear
,

Power Plant:-

,

. e Appoint immediately an independent consulting enginecrmg firm. at the ex-
pense of the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company (CEI or licenge) to'

conduct a thorough ingestigation of a construction accident that occurred
during the attempted lift of the steam separator (moisture separator) from the
reactor vessel on September 15.1983 and to evaluate exhaustively the safety,
structural and economic impacts said esents will have upon the Perry construc-
tion timetable, said results to be made immediately asailable to the public.

e Open immediately the containment structure and all related facilities at the,

Perry plant to grant access to all members of the public wishing to inspect the,

-
*

steam separator and reactor vessel.
e Convene a public hearing into the events of September 15.1983. at such time -

as the independent study is prepared, the purpose of said hearing to be to deter-.

mine whether CEI's construction permit for Unit I should be permanently>

revoked.

On October 14, 1983, the Director acknowledged receipt of the peti-.

tion and informed the petitioners that their request for immediate action
was denied, because no imminent hazard to public health and safety re-
quired the immediate relief which the petitioners requested. Moreover,
such action was not necessary to ensure the staff's ability to evaluate the
matter or its ability to ultimately grant the relief requested. A notice that

- - U '_ the petition was under consideration was published in the Federal
'

* "'

Register. 48 Fed. Reg. 49,713 (1983). The staff has now completed its1'

evaluation of the petition and, for the reasons stated in this decision, the,

petitioners' request is denied..

! BACKGROUND

The Cleveland Electric illuminating Company holds Construction Per-
'

mits No. CPPR 148 (Unit 1) and No. CPPR 149 (Unit 2), issued by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission in 1977, which authorize construction
of the Perry plant. The Perry plant is located on Lake Erie in Perry
County, Ohio approximately 35 miles northeast of Cleveland, and con-a

.

.

.
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sists of two boiling water reactors of General Electric design and related j
facilities for use in the commercial generation of electric power.

'

.

On September 15,1983, General Electric Company was removing cer-
tain internal reactor components from the Unit I reactor vessel, where
they had been placed temporarily while some work was being performed
in the upper refueling area, their normal storage location. The first
component to be removed, the steam dryer, was lifted from the vessel
without incident. However, the next component to be removed, the
moisture separator, had not been unbolted from the core shroud prior to -

'
,

the lifting effort. Twenty eight of the thirty-two holddown bolts for the
' ''

moisture separator were tightened and the other four bolts were loosely
engaged at the time the lift was attempted. The lifting rig broke due to

' 's"
excessive force. The lifting rig, which is an X-shaped I-beam structure,
and which is not part of the containment crane, was rated to 53 tons and
had previously been tested to 59 tons. The containment crane is rated at ,

125 tons. ,

, @.T,. ,
. _.

Hjf$$Q.@$$fb,
On September 16, 1983, the NRC Senior Resident inspector and an ja

fNRC structural specialist performed a visual inspection of the moisture
separator, the areas where the moisture separator was bolted to the core '-p *( - q.@' ~y'.
shroud in the reactor vessel, and the crane. No damage was found L- 97'

'~ 'Y ayduring that inspection. Subsequent detailed inspections of the crane, the -Ci

moisture separator, and the reactor vessel by the licensee and by General -
.- . JM

~ . . "f ;",
Electric have found no indications of damage to those components. . , 's

W-in addition to the inspections discussed above, results of metallurgical '

tests on the break area in the lifting rig have been factored into a con- P 2.Y? 8. $ . ' . .
rg'gg,7.,, y,|,ppservative analysis by General Electric to estimate the maximum loads
h J ."d.i,*r.";bwhich could have been imposed on the lifting rig and on the other
% '~

. ' ' 'components involved. The results of that analysis show that reactor as-
sembly components experienced stresses which are less than maximum b.W .%v

CrM'\'G- " '' I 'allowable values. Additional analysis by Gilbert Associates, Inc. and
'Nuclear Plant Services resulted in less conservatively estimated loads. .

' '

NRC Region Ill representatives reviewed.and discussed these analyses
during a meeting with CEI at the NRC regional offices in October 1983. ,

,

On October 5,1983, following receipt and testing of a new lifting rig, *

the moisture separator (with holddown bolts disengaged) was removed
from the Unit I reactor vessel without incident. f

'
.

DISCUSSION OF PETITIONERS' SPECIFIC CONCERNS

'

As a basis for their request for action, the petitioners cite their under- 3

standing of the circumstances and consequences of the lifting incident.
The petition (t 5) states that, during the attempted lift, there occurred

,

.
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the " breakage of the strongback portion of the crane" and "the body of
the containment crane was lifted some eighteen inches (18") from its

,

track." The lifting rig (or "strongback") which broke is not part of the
crane. In addition, there is no indication that the body of the crane lifted
18 inches from its tracks. There were no loads or reactions involved
which would have caused such a movement, considering the weight on'

and configuration of the rolling assemblies. As noted above, inspection
of the containment crane found no damage of the type which would be

- expected if such a movement had occurred.
The petition (17) also states that " damage to the reactor vessel

'

. [ occurred] in the form of partially or wholly tearing the vessel from
-

' 7
its base, and destroying certain of the vessel's engineered seam
welds. . " The analysis by General Electric noted above indicated that
the stresses imposed on all analyzed parts of the reactor assembly were

,

below the allowable values. In addition, the inspections performed by
NRC, the licensee, and General Electric have found no evidence of

i' damage. The reactor vessel (including the other reactor components in
"

, I place at the time of the incident) weighed approximately 940 tons and
' '

'| therefore could not have been lifted from its base by the maximum
upward forces determined by the analysis.,

' The petition (19) states that "unquantified stresses have occurred to
the steam separator and to the portions of the reactor vessel to which
the separator is attached." The stresses are "unquantified" in the sense

~ ' that they cannot be determined exactly. However, General Electric's,

'

analysis determined a maximum loading which could have been applied
during the lifting incident. That loading was then used to arrive at con-

'

.servative (or upper limit) stress values on reactor assembly,

components, including the moisture separator and the parts of the reac->

., " ., :s 4 tor vessel to which the moisture separator was attached. As noted.

,

c above, those stresses were, in all cases, below the allowable values.-,
~

The petition notes that the records maintained by CEI and its agents
" 'r did not show that the moisture separator was still bolted down on

'

,
September 15, 1983 when the initial lift of the moisture separator was<

# '

attempted. NRC and licensee reviews of General Electric lifting proce-
dures have found inadequacies which resulted in the failure of the '

records to note the bolted condition. CEI, as the licensee responsible for
* *

the proper conduct of licensed activities, has been cited in a Notice of
Violation, transmitted to the licensee on December 12,1983, with NRC
Region til Inspection Report 50 440/83 34 and 50 441/83-33 for lack of
adequate control measures. The applicable procedures were revised as

b required and were used on October 5,1983 to lift the moisture separator
from the reactor vessel.i

;

!
!
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CONSIDERATION OF PETITIONER'S REQUESTED RELIEF
,

Neither the matters set forth in the petition nor the circumstances sur-
rounding the lifting incident warrant the relief requested by the
petitioners. The petition does not raise a substantial health and safety ,

issue which would cause the staff to initiate show-cause proceedings. See .

Northern Indiana Public Service Co. (Bailly Generating Station, Nuclear-
1), CLI-78-7, 7 NRC 429, 433-34 (1978), a[rd sub nom. Porter County
Chapter of the I:aak Walton League, Inc. v. NRC, 606 F.2d 1363 (D.C. '

' e
Cir.1979).

Petitioners request that the Commission appoint an independent con-
sulting engineering firm to conduct an investigation of the moisture

'

separator lifting incident, and to evaluate the safety, structural and ,

economic impacts of the event. The staff does not believe that such an
additional investigation is warranted by the facts, because General '

, ,
'

Electric, Gilbert Associates, Inc. and Nuclear Plant Services have per-
formed " worst case" analyses of the structural and safety effects of the g M4fM. c f.[f .
incident and have found that, in all cases, stresses imposed were below h;c g[.Qh i.,s

the allowable values. In addition, inspections by the NRC and the licen- $w:y' g$g% ; i'
see have found no evidence of damage, other than to the lifting rig. Ap-

' ~

$ . ~'
' . ''6WVpropriate corrective action has been taken to correct the procedural defi- h( . . % |;.,33ciencies that contributed to the incident. With regard to economic

impacts, the Commission will not institute proceedings to explore the p,..O . W.
iMk_ > I'b F, ' ' '
'fpurely economic impacts of construction activities or deficiencies at a .

i.. :nsite. Cf. Commonwealth Edison Co. (Byron Station, Units I and 2),

h"g.jd[ Pry & T.k.ikb. .DD 81-5,13 NRC 728 (1981), aff*d sub nom. Rockford League of'

; | 'Women Voters v. NRC,679 F.2d 1218 (7th Cir.1982).
General Electric performed the analysis of the incident and provided a ~ . , '

' ' 'c ' X.

MM.o%;' . .! '(
. ,1'

new lifting rig. The lift of the moisture reparator from the reactor .

,.
'

> M" ~~
"

vessel, which was not a schedule critical path item, was made successful- '"

ly on October 5,1983. Required revisions to procedures were completed .~ ,.

prior to the lift. The successful lift of the moisture separator, which was
*

observed by the NRC Senior Resident inspector, and a subsequent lift ,
'

of the reactor vessel head (which weighs approximately 100 tons) onto .

the reactor vessel on November 1,1983, have indicated that the revised .
' '

.
procedures ar.: being implemented properly. The NRC Senior Resident ' '

Inspector will observe other reactor assembly lifts as appropriate to
*

verify that the lifting procedures are being followed. Because the licensee
has taken adequate measures to review the consequences of the lifting

-
,

incident and to implement corrective action, and because the staff has
sufficient information available to resolve its concerns over the safety

'

,

a
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significance of the incident, an independent investigation by a
" consulting engineering firm" is not warranted.

No compelling reasons would require the licensee to open the contain-
ment structure and related facilities to the public for inspection of the
moisture separator and the reacter vessel. Conversely, there are consid-
erations involving protection of the reactor assembly equipment which
would militate against such general access. Such access is unnecessary to
discharge properly the Commission's responsibility to ensure adequate.

protection of ;;ublic health and safety, nor is such access necessary to
ensure that the licensee meets its responsibilities under the Construction

.

.' Permit c.nd the Commission's regulations. The NRC's inspectors have-

immediate unfettered access to all parts of the Perry plant, including the
moisture separator and the interior of the reactor vessel, and have used
that access to inspect those components. See 10 C.F.R. & 50.70. The
licensee has been cooperative in making information concerning the lift-
ing incident available to the staff, has reviewed the incident, and has
taken appropriate corrective actions. The staff has no reason to suspect
subterfuge or other deliberate wrongdoing in the !!censee's handiing of
the incident.l in sum, there is no adequate basis to order the licensee to
provide general access to the plant.

The petitioners also request that the Commission convene a public
hearing into the events of September 15, 1983, to determine whether
CEl's construction permit for Unit I should be revoked. The petitioners'
request is essentially for the initiation of show-cause proceedings in ac-
cordance with 10 C.F.R. j 2.202. Initiation of show cause proceedings is

. not warranted in these circumstances. As discussed in this decision, the u

lifting incident does not raise a substantial safety issue that would war.
rant initiation of such proceedings or that would call for the extreme
remedy of construction permit revocation under the Commission's en--

,,

''

forcement policy. See 10 C.F.R. Part 2, Appendix C, IV.CO), pub->c
lished in 47 Fed. Reg. 9987, 9992 (1982). Appropriate enforcement
action has been taken for the procedural deficiencies associated with the,

incident in the form of a Notice of Violation under 10 C.F.R. 6 2.201,
and the licensee has taken action to correct the deficiencies. Thus, based
on the analyses and inspections discussed above, which have shown that
no damage to the reactor assembly resulted from the lifting incident,
and the fact that the procedural inadequacies have been corrected, no

|

I While noting that the licensee informed the NRC of the lifting incident, the petitioners allege that the
licensee did not " voluntarily disclose" the mcident to the public. Although tne licensee may have been
required to report the incident to the Commission. NRC res.iirements do not impose an obligapon to
report such incidents directly to the press or other members of the public.
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sufficient basis exists to initiate proceedings to revoke the Perry Unit I
-

constrt.ction permit.

,

! CONCLUSION
,

For the reasons stated in this decision, the petitioners' request has
-4

|
been denied. A copy of this decision will be filed with the Office of the
Secretary of the Commission for the Commission's review in accordance ,

with 10 C.F.R. i 2.206(c) of the Commission's regulations. This decision1

will become the final action of the Commission 25 days after the date of ', f
'

n - 4.. ..
.

issuance unless the Commission, on its own motion, institutes a review ,,

of the decision within that time. ,

1 .

l . 1 h
q- .

-:'.<1
. .

e '

j Richard C. DeYoung, Director 3 .;

p' /?dWp;f }S h.tif ofM'M[c'gf
Office ofInspection and

t';j;||.MT.(k -
'

Enforcement
: |f%

- ' ';f { i | *,

[ Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
O ?'$9 ' '.'t.. !. ' , ''

4 this 9th day of January 1984. ','
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Cite as 19 NRC 478 (1984) DD 84 2
.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OFINSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT
.

Richard C. DeYoung, Director
.

In the Matter of Docket Nos. 50 329
50 330,

(10 C.F.R. I 2.208)

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY
*

(Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2) January 12,1984,

.

The Director of the Office ofInspection and Enforcement grants a por-
.

tion of a petition granted in part and d:nied in part on October 6,1983
(DD 8316,18 NRC 1123).-

SUPPLEMENTAL DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER
10 C.F.R. 9 2.206

L

'

- On October 6,1983, I issued a Director's Decision Under 10 C.F.R.
2.206, DD.8316,18 NRC 1123, which granted in part and denied in
part a petition dated June 13, 1983, submitted by Billie Pirner Garde of.

the Government Accountability Project on behalf of the Lone Tree
Council snd others. The petitioners had requested that, among other
relief, the Commission require a management audit of Consumers
Power Company's performance on the Midland project, in my decision,
I determined that a management audit was not necessary as a condition-

for going forward with the licensee's program to complete construction
of the Midland project. Ilowever, I noted that the " staff lwouldi con.

|, tinue to review information concerning the licensee's perfctmance in
other areas to determine whether an audit is required." 18 NRC at 1131.
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<

l have completed my review of information related to a violation of a
condition of the Midland construction permits which was imposed by
the Director of Licensing OfGce of Nuclear Reactor Regulation,in ac-
cordance with an order of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board dated

-

April 30,1982. See Consumers Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units I and
2), LBP 82 35,15 NRC 1060,1072 73 (1982). This violation is an addi-
tion to the history of quality assurance problems at the Midland site
which demonstrates that the licensee's management has not been effec-
tive in providing the attention to detail and high quality standards neces-
sary to assure the proper construction of this facility, in view of this .

history, and the recently identified violation of the Midland construction
| permits, I hase now determined that an appraisal of Consumers Power

Company's management of the Midland project is required. The reasons
for this action are explained more fully in the Con 0rmatory Order that i .

have issued today. The order requires Consumers Power Company,
+-

within 30 days of its effective date, to submit to the Region til Admin- jg. ..

, ,,

i, . .i.'

f'W"/5[.ga.;s~4
istrator for review and approval, a plan for an independent appraisal of' .

management appraisa! is to develop recommendations where necessary !
0 '' ' /)site and corporate management organizations and functions. The ,

J
f|fmfor improvements in management communicattor.s, control and i

oversight. Upon its approval, the plan will be implemented in accordance ;* , . ; ;_,g.j . ..

f '.'with a schedule of r'1ilestone completion dates. ,,
,

1 , A . , ',;
'

|
In view of the issuance of the Confirmatory Order, the petitioners' re- ,

,.

|
quest pertaining to a management audit is granted. (,

9 ./p;. .e
,i:p,o,e. mr
;

'

Richard C. DeYoung, Director ,' *'.

| f. e ., 'Ol0cc of Inspection and .

' ^ d,' ".

Enforcement '''q
Dated at hethesda, Maryland,
this 12th day of January 1984.

.

(The ConGrmatory Order has been omitted from this pubhcation, but
has been published in the Tcdcral Rcshrer,49 Fed. Reg. 2562 Uan. 20,
1984)|

|
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Cite as 19 NRC 480 (1984) DD 84 3

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OFINSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT
e

Richard C. DeYoung, Director
*

,

in the Matter of Docket No. 50-358
(10 C.F.R. I 2.208).

CINCINNATI GAS & ELECTRIC
COhiPANY, et al..

(Wittlam N. Zimmer Nuclear Power
Station, Unit 1) January 13,1984

The Director of the Office ofInspection and Enforcement denies a pe-
,

tition submitted by Thomas Devine of the Government Accountability.
Project on behalf of the Miami Valley Power Project requesting action
with respect to the William H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station.

.

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. 9 2.206'

, ,

By letter dated December 14, 1983. Thomas DeSine of the Gosern-,
'

ment Accountability Project. on behalf of the Miami Valley Power Proj.
'

ect (MVPP), requested pursuant to 10 C.F.R. Q 2.206 that the Commis-
sion defer any action on the Course of Action proposed by the Cincinnati
Gas and Electric Company (CG&E) for the William II. Zimmer Nuclear
Power Station until three events had occurred: (1) the Commission
was briefed by whistleblowers nominated by MVPP from Bechtel Power
Corporation's nuclear projects; (2) public release of a pending report of
the Commission's OfHce of Investigations into alleged wrongdoing at,

Zimmer; and (3) comments were received from the public regarding the
Commission's whistleblower brienng and the 01 report. The Commis-
sion referred MVPP's request to the stati for appropriate action in a
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letter dated December 16,1983, which transmitted the denial of another
2.206 request filed by MVPP, MVPP was informed that its latest regaest
had been denied and that the detailed rationale for the denial would be
forthcoming.'

-

in support of its request, MVPP relies on various comments it has ,

filed with the Commission re!ated to CG&E's proposed Course of
~

Action. MVPP submitted another letter in support of its request, dated
December 16, 1983, focusing on Bechtel Power Corporation's ,

competence.
'

CG&E proposed the Course of Action in response to the requirements
of the Commission's Order to Show Cause and Order immediately Sus- .

pending Construction which was issued in November 1982. CL1-82 33,
16 NRC 1489 (1982). Submission of the Course of Action was required
by the order as one of the initial steps toward any eventual resumption ,

of safety-related construction at Zimmer. The Course of Action was ap-
'

proved by James G. Keppler, Regional Administrator of NRC Region
y,j[y'g-|g,,; ' ,' . g.NIll, by letter dated December 16. 1983. Mr. Keppler's letter and its ap- 'j. c
,Q.; .,, '

'

pended documents set forth the rationale for the agency's approval in .
.

,

that matter. W m
7,;,1-[ ,The issues raised in MVPP's most recent request were considered by i

4
Ithe staff prior to approval of the Course of Action. Throughout the ., ' h~.

-

H/a ''staff's review of the proposed Course of Action, MVPP's submittals, as
'

well as the comments of other persons, were reviewed. Consideration "' f
was given to the performance of the Bechtel Power Corporation in other g,
nuclear projects. The staff also considered the results, to date. of the iQg;. ,

Office of Investigations' ongoing investigation. Of the Ove reasons cited yFG;3,a 7 ,,1 :
'

by MVPP in support of its petition, none provided the staff with new in- t yJ
formation such that deferral of approval of the Course of Action was ..

justified. [ *, ' Z ,' ' .W $.
t 4,As to the specifics of the five reasons cited by MVPP, the first con-

cerned the retention of the Henry J. Kaiser Corporation to verify the
,

quality of work cosered by the American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers' ( ASME) Code. This role for Kaiser is the minimum necessary to .

discharge its responsibilities under its "N" stamp for ASME Code work
'

performed to date at Zimmer. Kaiser's verification activities will be sub-
ject to review by the National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel -

Inspectors and all of the verification activities will be overseen by
Bechtel. The staff has considered this reduced role of Kaiser and found ,

,

*

1 Ahhough 4tvPP's De6 ember 14.1983 leuer is bems treated as a ptunon under to C r R. 4 2 20e of
the commimeni regulanons. et does not fall squarely within the claw of requesis for reiser provided for
under that regulauori in partstular MvPP does noi request imuanon or a proceeding, as contemplated
by 10 C F R 4 2 206 al
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h

l

,
,

t
1

It acceptable with the oversight role of Bechtel. Should the Of investiga-0 .

tion develop information that justifies a change to the approved Course;

of Action, appropriate action will be taken.
,

MVPP also asserted as part ofits first reason that Bechtel's assumption: --

of the role of constructor created a greater conflict-of interest than was,

j raised by the question of whether Bechtel could serve as both independ-
~

ent management reviewer and Project Director. The staff does not agree,

i - * that a conflict of interest question is raised by Bechtel serving as bothj' Project Director and constructor. This question was reviewed as part of '
,

* the Course of Action, and the staff found Bechtel's expanded role*
g

'

- - acceptable.
; As a second reason for its petition, MVPP refers to alleged abuses by
4. Bechtel in the reverification program at Diablo Canyon and to Bechtel's

,

L cost estimate for completion of the Zimmer project. In approving the |
; Course of Action, the stalT reviewed the experience of the key Bechtel
;, ' ' , personnel assigned to the Zimmer project, conducted interviews with,

a .a most of them, and concluded that Bechtel had assigned well-qualified'

h '' personnel to the Zimmer project. The stalTalso considered Bechtel's ex-
' ''

I tensise experience.in nuclear power plant construction, particularly at
r- - .

- plants where Bechtel assumed responsibility from other architect-; ,

4 engineers or constructors when construction was well under way.
,

: i

} . Nevertheless, the allegations of MVPP regarding Bechtel's performance
'

;, at Diablo Canyon will be reviewed by the NRC and, if substantiated, the
F staff will take whatever action is appropriate with respect to Bechtel's ac.

:
P tivities at Zimmer. In ar'dition, the staff will be mindful of the issues '

.

{- raised by those allegations during its inspection process at the Zimmer
j facility and in the review of the Plan to Verify the Quality of Construe.- -

,

tion (PVQC).
'

d' .M ^* "i
.

;., ,g The past or present cost estimates of Bechtel will not control the out-
g 'W W'*I

come of the review of the PVQC or the Continuation of Construction
'

; Plan (CCP). Both of these documents have been submitted to the Re-
,

L gional Administrator and are currently under review. The decision on*
.

the acceptability of the PVQC and CCP will be based on the staff's judg--

j ment of what is required for the public health and safety and not any pre--
.

!- viously agreed upon cost estimates made by either Bechtel or CG&E.
'

j/ .c ,- The third reason cited by MVPP relates to statements by CGAE
1

'

regarding its intent to shave Bechtel's cost estimates and whether there
!' is any longer any valid issue with respect to the safety of Zimmer..

}' MVPP infers from the licensee's " oft announced intent to shave the,

!
_ . Bechtel cost estimate" that CG&E is faced with a financial conflict.

|, - *
. -of. interest regarding Zimmer. MVPP Letter at 2 (Dec.14,1983). The,

; staff does not object to the statements of CG&E that it desires to " shavet

,

a

i
'

,

.
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the Bechtel cost estimates" so long as quality is not compromised.
Should any evidence be developed that quality is being adversely affected
by economic considerations, appropriate regulatory action will be taken.

MVPP also references a November 10, 1983 letter written by Joe
Williams, Jr., Senior Vice President for Nuclear Operations of CG&E, >

,

as illustrative of CG&E's poor judgment with respect to safety issues.
! The staff asked Mr. Williams to provide an explanation as to the mean-

,

ing of his remark in the letter that "the issue of safety is no longer a
, g'''

. , , .
valid one." By letter dated December 16,1983, Mr. Williams stated that -

,

his remark was intended to mean that safety issues will be resolsed by ' ' ,
CG&E's proposed plans to verify construction and correct prior inade-

,

.,.
.

g ,.
'''quate work. The stafT has no basis to draw a negative inference from Mr.

William's letter, as clarified.
The staff takes no position as to Mr. Williams' refusal to attend a

.

;.,=

public forum regarding Zimmer. While attendance at a community meet- t . ' -

h)V.c%.y'j
ing may be beneficial to the company's public image, it is not the NRC's 6 g.s

] s.@kc.I
DIresponsibility to monitor CG&E's actions and statements for this

| '" 'purpose. The NRC is interested in the licensee's ability and the actions gp,
it takes to manage the construction of a plant in accordance with the ;c srg <

. ,

Commission's requirements. t g j+<

' )go:ig'[ . ,
The fourth reason cited by MVPP is the alleged lack of an NRC staff

p ~ h,response to comments submitted by MVPP on December 5,1953 con- .

cerning the proposed Course of Action. MVPP had requested timely re- hga i
'

,

?< , . ,. . ,sponses to eighteen issues raised in its December 5th comments in
%[.} ,p\ 3.;.yorder to determine "whether other legal initiatives" were deemed

necessary. The staffs responses to these issues had not been transmitted $Nik 13;.y.x
as of the time of MVPP's December 14th petition. The staffs review NC; ..j . g , , .. ,

,Ujpi f. ( ,(,[i.q
was reflected in the "NRC Response to Comments on CG&E's Course

.
,

V Q 'a % N. %.',3f
of Action," issued as an attachment to Mr. Keppler's December 16th ap-

<W t' O. jproval letter.2 . ..
'

MVPP also asserts that there has been an absence of public participa-
tion since Bechtel assumed the role of constructor from Kaiser. The .*3'

staff did, however, consider public comments and the comments in '
-

.

MVPP's December 5th submittal in reaching its decision on tne Course '

'
'

of Action. Additionally, opportunity for public comment on the Course
- of Action had been previously provided and, in accordance with the staff s

plan of action dated December 22, 1982, there will be opportunities for '. ,
'

additional public comment during the remainder of the review process 1, ,
,

, ,

'

Metters raised in MVPP's letters which bear on the adequacy of CG&E's PVQC and ccP will be con.
sidered in connection with the staff's review of those proposals
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. for the PVQC and CCP. Although this process for soliciting public com-
'

ment is not mandated by statute, regulation or the Commission's order,.

the staff initiated this process because it viewed public comment as
!. potentially helpful in assessing the proposals which CG&E is required to

make under the Commission's order. In sum, there will be adequate op-
portunity for the public to comment on the PVQC and CCP.

As a final reason for deferring approval of the proposed Course of
' Action, MVPP raises, as it has before, the issue of Mr. Keppler's-

j. impartiality. Previously MVPP had recommended that Mr. Keppler be
removed from the approval process under the Commission's order. Mr.*

,

. - Keppler is viewed not only by the Director, but also by the;

; Con mission, as a man of integrity and competence. He is dedicated to
i ensuring that construction of the Zimmer facility will only proceed in ac-

cordance with the Commission's requiremenis..

The specific points raised by MVPP do not support their attack on Mr.
Keppler's impartiality. MVPP incorrectly states that Mr. Keppler recom-

|- mended to the Commission in the fall of 1982 that Zimmer not be shut.

;* down. To the contrary, Mr. Keppler's October 1982 recommendation to
the Commission was that safety related construction at Zimmer should
be suspended. MVPP also mischaracterizes meetings held on November'

i 17, 1982 between NRC Region til and CG&E and then among Region
'

III, CG&E and Bechtel as haviag included advice to CG&E and Bechtel
j on how to obtain the Commission's approval of Bechtel as the independ..

i ent management reviewer under section IV.B.1 of the Commission's
order. The record (a publicly available November 24, 1982 memoran-
dum for Region ill files) indicates that this meeting was held for the en-.

tirely appropriate purpose of assuring that CG&E and Bechtel fully un-
derstood the order and what was tequired under it.3 -.

,

Y *,
., MVPP also refers to allegations made by James McCarten, a former

3 ' investigator in Region 111, regarding the handling of the Zimmer.;

investigation. These allegations were referred to the Com' mission in the>
, .

; summer of 1983. See " Report 'to the Chairman on Allegations of,
,

. Thomas Applegate Concerning Conduct of the Office of Inspector and
Auditor" (tha "Hoyt Report") at 18 n.29 (July 12, '983). Although the,

i Commission has not expressly addressed the McCarten allegations, sub.
- sequent to the issuance of the Hoyt Report the Comm:ssion issued ar

i

3The staltdid advise CGAE of concerns it had with the performance of Bechtel's Ann Arbor Power Di.
vision at Midland and stated that CGAE would have to address these concerns. The stair made no
coe't'nitments. however, as to whether it would rend Bechtel quahfied to conduct the independent,

management review at Zimmer. Additionally. there is no basis for MvPP's assertion that the November'

,

17th meeting was improoer because of er perte considerations. since Mr. Keppier was not acting in an
p advisory capacity to the Commission in the esercise ofits adiudicatory responsibihties, the ex porre pro.

vimons or the Commission's rules of practice (10 C F R. ) 2.780) had no apphcabehty to this meeting.
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memorandum to Mr. Keppler expressing the Commission's " continued
support and confidence" in him, and stating that: "The Commission
continues to have high regard for your contribution to the agency."
Memorandum from Chairman Palladino to James G. Keppler (October
6,1983). . ,

Moreover, Mr. Keppler was not the only decisionmaker with regard to
the Course of Action. In addition to the advice and counsel provided by '

c. - Lhis regional staff, Mr. Keppler worked closely with senior NRC officials *
and ti eir staff in the Offices of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, inspection

-

and Enforcement, and the Executive Legal Director. His decision was * i"'' '

the product of careful review and analysis and is fully supported by the
'

stafT. '

Finally, the assertion that whistleblowers have not had any avenue
available to them to bring to the Commission's attention concerns '

regarding Bechtel's qualifications to assume the role of constructor at '

Zimmer is without support. As noted above, the allegations brought to ;, , . ,
.

"
the Commission's attention in MVPP's December 5,1983 submittal will 61, g ,1,;, + " ;[s

c- "' 'be reviewed and the implications of any findings for Bechtel's role at : -

'
Zimmer will be considered by the staff. .

Any person is free to contact representatives of the Commission at c
any time with safety information. The staff intends to follow up concerns tY,

,

expressed by persons who have irformation regarding the construction [+d.|
,

-

of the Zimmer plant. ;

For the reasons set forth in this decision, MVPP's request to defer
T -

'

any judgment or decision regarding CG&E's Course of Action has been ,

denied. t. .
-

' r ., .
,

' '.%.L - ,:
~,;;; . - ,- ,

.,

Richard C. DeYoung, Director 'g.pM,5W,'- ,. {, -
M' . i '*

Office of Inspection and ,

Enforcement ,

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
,this 13th day of January 1984.
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